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Project Name: Meridian City Hall Date: 911012009 
Project No: 06-0675 Page: 237 of 271 
Date Number Re: To \ Attention From 
8J4W49.Q~h ... Q.Q~~Ml~~·, cQ2.~JQL:.::. : _.b_~A~£~.1:t.!1~S!§.J.g~.;;~"'L;: .l'~~!~)!~; ... ,. ~,, :.; .. ... " , ;.j:J~JL~JIJ.£QS~ra~~g;_;,;;:;;.; : rQ.m .. ~Q'ygn.!in. ; ... : 
Signature Christensen 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
1 1 8128/2008 Mise. Q\ange Orders for SignabJre 
Remarks: Please see the attached for 
ITEM NO. 
1 
COI+ American WaIIcoYer- Phase IV 
COll- Sunshine Landscape- Phase IV 
Orders-
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 8/28/2008 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Mise. Olange orders for signal:u'e 
Remarks: Please see the attached for 
ITEM NO. 
0001 
C013- Idaho Custom Wood Products- Phase DI 
CO'l- APEX Integrated Security- Phase III 
CO,2- APEX Integrated Security- Phase In 
Construction, LLC 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. 
2 
DESCRIPTION STATUS 
AlA 101/201 Contracts for Phase V East Par1dng Lot 
Remarks: Please find enclosed 2 copies each rX the AlA contract for Phase V East Partdog Lot. Please return to Petra via courier as we need to get 
these to the Oty rX Meridian by Friday, September 5, 
Thankyouf 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON STATUS 
0001 2 AlA 101/201 Contracts for Phase V East Par1dng Lot 
Remarks: Please find enclosed 2 Olpies each rX the AlA contract for Phase V East Parking Lot Please retun to Petra via courier as we need to get 





COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRlPTIQN STAlUS 
2 AlA 101/201 Contracts for Phase V East Partdng Lot 
Please find enclosed 2 copies each rX the AlA contract for Phase V East Partdng Lot Please retun to Petra via courier as we need to get 






POOR CO Transmittal Log 
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Project Name: Meridian City Hall 
Project No: 06-0675 
Date Numb« Re: To Att...mon From 
Date: 9/1012009 
Pag~: 236 of 271 
\ 
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Elevator 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 1 8/20/2008 
Remartcs: Please see the attached for 
ITEM NO. 
0001 






NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
CO#2- Schindler 8evator- for signature 
NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
LEED Information Request 
Rematics: 8 pages including the transmittal. let me know if you have any questions. 
Signature Christensen 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
1 I B/26/2008 Mise. Change Orders for Signature 









CO'S- COmmercial Painting- Phase m 
CO#3- SBI Contracting- Phase III 
CO'I- Axelsen Conaete 
COIl- ASS- Phase 11 
CO'+ Buss Medlanical- Phase III 
Signature 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
2 8127/2fXJJ CON 
1 8127/2fXJJ 
REV. NO. DESCRIP110N 
ASH JaniIDrial- AlA DoaMnent AlOl/CMa- 1992 
Payment and Performance Bonds 
1 8127/2fXJJ W-g &.Insurance certificates 
Please see the attached contracts for ASH JanitDriaI. Please sign both ropIes and return one to the Petra office. 
Thank you. 
COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 8/'JP./:lJX1iJ 
Please see the attached for 
CO, 1- MR MiIIer- Phase IV 
NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 










UN7 N. ROS,\RIO STREET • MERIOlAN. ID 81M2 • PHONE: (2",3) EH~OO • F,\X: (lOR) 3'"lt507 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall 
Project No: 06-0675 
Dr., Number Re: . To 
~L41.2o.g~.Q~?.1.C;Qm£.ctc.! f<?r-.;~~,,·C.itY·9t MerLd.i.af.l. . 
Signature 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE NUMBER 
1 2 8/14/2008 CON 
2 1 8/14/2008 
Attention From 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
MR Priest- AlA Document All/001a-1992 for 
signature 
Copy of insurance certificate for MR Priest 
Date: 9/1012009 




Remartcs: Please see the attached contracts for M.R. Priest Inc. dba Advanced Sign 11& Design. Please sign both copies and return one to the Petra 
office. 
Thank you. 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
01 01 8/14/2008 
02 01 8/14/2008 
Remarks: 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE rTEM 
0 8/14/2008 SUB 
Remartcs: 
Signature 
ITEM NO. CDPIES DATE 
1 1 8/18/2008 
Remartcs: Please see the attached for 





CO#+ Commerdaf PaintIng- Phase m 
CO#2- Designer Floors- Phase m 
CO#l- TTE-Preccm- Phase m 
CO,.1- Alpha Masonry- Phase IV 
Orders 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 
1 1 8/19{2008 
Remarks: Please see the attached for 
COI2- eusmm Glass- Phase II 
COI2- SSI Contracting- Phase m 
NUMBER 
Si~ogfii.il1 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Submittal 02-840-03 1 bag of landscape bark 
Submittal 09-912-03 paint sample, brochure and steel 
sample 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 litte: Landscape bark 
Desc: 1 quart zlpIod( bag of landscape bark 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Mise. Olange Orders for SIgnat1Jre 










Project Name: Meridian City Hall 
Project No: 06-0675 
Oate Numbet' Re: 






















REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 




Page: 234 of 271 
STAlUS 
Performance & Payment Bonds - ASS - Originals 
Perfonnance & Payment Bonds - M.R. Priest 
.~. . -¢fflWt8fiIR 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STAlUS 
AlA 101 Ii 201 Contracts 
Remarks: Please find attadled the AI0l &. A201 Contracts. Please sign both copies and return to Petra, Inc. A fully executed copy will be returned 












ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
AlA Contract 
PaymentJPerformance Bond 
Copy of Insurance 
STAlUS 
Remarks: Please find attached 2 copies of the AlA contract for Sunshine landscape, Inc. Also attadled are the Payment and Performance Bond and 









ITEM NO_ COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 8/14/2008 
Remarks: These change order copies are for your recmJs. 
Thank you_ 
Paternoster 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Key to conex on MeridIan Oty Hal jobsite that 
contains server racks. Kev (I 'IOOkl030w127586 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 







lU91 N. ROSAR,u STREET· MERIDIAN, 10 836-12 • PHONe:: (':L'0) JL.;;··+:)uO • ,',\\: \~.j,-~; j.~.J ·!:iO;· 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall 
Project No: 06-0675 
Data Numb« Re: To 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 7/31/2008 
Remarks: Please see the attached for 
CO#2- Apex Security SoIutions- Phase m 
Package 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 8/1/2008 SUB lCHOO-OO 
Attention From 
Date: 9/1 012009 
Page: 233 of 271 
..... .;)t~~~~~-<..:.;.;.,...:.;..:...p~~k,t!n<:;.QfHo~~te.~t.,._,. ,12!.!LGQ.I,1.9!:lI.!!L ...... 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
CO#2- Apex Security SoIutIons- for sf~ture 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Tide: Interior Sigl Padcage 




Remarks: Initial submittal return. We are waiting on final spelling of names from the Oty. 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 o 8/4/2008 SUB 07-920-01 
Remarks: 
OoorslSealants 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 5 8/4/2008 SUB 08-710-01 
2 2 8/4/2008 SUB 07-920-01 
Remarks: 
entry feat 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 11EM NUMBER 
1 1 8/4/2008 SUB 07-9:zo..o2 
Insulation-Herita! 
ITEM NO. COPIES DAle NUMBER 
1 1 8/612008 SUB 04-810-02 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Sealant for Heritage Building 
Desc: Sealant for Heritage Building 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Doors and Hardware Heritage Bldg 
Desc: Doors and Hardware Heritage Bldg 
Title: Heritage Bldg Sealant Sumittal 
Desc: Sealant Submittal 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DfSCRIPTION 
001 Tide: Watepooting EntJy water featur'es 
Desc: Watepoofing Entry Water Features 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: CMU Insulation - Heritage 














1091 N. ROSAR.IO SfREi:T • ~1ERlOlAN, [083642 • ~'HO,"": ::20.J) ~n--;st}\J • :A<: \.:08) 323-450/ 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall Date: 9110/2009 
Project No: 06-0675 Page: 232 of 271 
Date Number Re: 
\ To Attention From Sign"'" 
7l?21?ooa., OO~9.§Mi~£!:.~_Q:~tqr~,",.~hGAt\r.ctJitect5"eJ\._._ .. , _ "",,$t~_~~~~.~_, ... _ ,f'~!f.C)J~2fPorateg,_=.:..~I.Q~_9..p.!:I9!:lliQ. __ 
Signature Christensen 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 1 7/22/2008 
Remarks: Please see the attached for 
CO'2- Designer Roars- Phase m 
NUMBER 
CO#3- Idaho Custom Wood Products- Phase III 
CO#2- Schindler 8evator- Phase II 
CO#2- AA Tronic:s- Phase m 
Signature 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 1 7/23/2008 
Remarks: Please see the attacned for 
CO#2- Custom Glass- Phase II 
CO#S- ASS- Phase m 
CO#l- MR Miller- Phase IV 
Package 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 




REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Mise. Olange Orders for SIgnature 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Mise. Change Orders for Signature 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Interior Sign Package 
Desc: Interior Sign Package 
Remarks: Due to limited time frame, PLEASE HAVE RETURNED BY 7/31 
Please advise on OOlORS and FONTS 
ITEM NO. 
1 
An additional CDpV of the submittal has been sent to the ety for employee name speUlng darlftcatJon. 
Package 
COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 7/25/2008 SUB 
NUMBER 
1fHOO-OO 
REV. NO. DESCRIP110N 
001 TItle: InIerior Sign Package 
Desc: Interior SIgn Package 
Remarks: Due to limited time frame, PlEASE HAVE RETURNED BY 1/31 




An ad!itIonaI CDpV of the submittal has been sent to the dty for employee name spelling daritication. 
COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 7 (J5{1.«JJ 
Please see the attached for 
CO#3 for Buss Medlanlcal 
NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 














lu97 N. ROSARIO STReeT • MERIDIAN, lD 83642 • "HONe: (2lJd) 323-<liOO 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall 
Project No: 06-0675 
Date Numbet" Re: To Attention From\ 
[)ate: 9/1~~ 
Page: 231 of 271 
Sinn>;'!d 
7/ZQl29Q~ __ .Qo80.4!ye~~_q!I/~1.;.:;~"__Comm~~LaJ .C~j!l(.jngJL." .. __ 1(~It.!:!M~{~in:;;:.;,;.......E~~LaJil C~H~!?(atc:<:I._ .• ____ (i~ll!~j3..~m:!~!t:_'__..; 
Contractors, Inc 
Remarks: Keith -
This coming week Is aillcal to the success of the project schedule wise and the purpose of this fax Is to give you 24 hours notice so tha 
your foreman can plan his week accordinglv. 
Complete all bathroom ceilings and 1st coat all bathroom walls. 
Complete paint on all frames. •• (ABS will complete priming by Wed !lite) 









This coming week Is aiticaI to the success of the project schedule wise and the purpose of this fax Is to give you 24 hours notice so tha 
your foreman and shop can plan the week accordingly. 
Complete the instaU of all cabinetry on all tIoors exduding council chambers this week (this includes shelving for 025) 
Complete all tops for 1st and 2nd. 
Complete all window sills, chair rail, and wall caps for 1st and 2nd. 
Thankyou in advance for making this happen this week. 
Gene Bennett 
Signature 
COPIES DATE NUMBER 
1 7/22/2008 
Please see the attached for 
00#+ CommerdaI Painting- Phase m 
00#1- Apex Securlty- Phase m 
00#2- S8l Contrading- Phase m 
00#3- TTE-Precom- Phase m 
00#1- Alpha Masonry- Phase IV 
00#1- western Roofing- Phase II 
Contract Contractors, Inc 
COPIES DATE NUMBER 
1 7/22/2008 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Set of AlA AIOI a. A201 CMa-1992 Contract. fully 







1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, lD 83642 • PtiO,'.c; (Lt.:0) :5':3'·1500 • FAX: (208) 3L.H501 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall Date: 911012009 
Project No: 06-0675 Page: 230 of 271 
Date Number Ra: To Attention From Signed 








Bid date is July 22nd. 
ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON STATUS 
Addendum # 1 and Final Oean Bid Book 
Remarks: Randy -
I am thankful Andy is ok and I know you have been busy fire spraying this past week. 
This ooming week is oitical to the success of the project schedule wise and the purpose of this fax is to give you 24 hours notice so tha 
you can gear up and complete the following items this week. I tried to reach you on the phone but was unable to. If any of these items 
cannot be completed this week please contact site supt. Jack Yaaughn. 
1st Roar 
Complete grid in center core #111 on Monday - deliver ceHing tile material to elect. on Wednesday 
Start floor framing in council chanbers #135 on Thurs or Fri 
2nd floor 
Complete ceiling grid and tile by Tuesday nite. 
JrdRoar 
Complete drywall tape and texture 
Complete ceiling grid in all areas except center core 
looking ahead to the week of 7/28: 
Start and complete metal soffit panels on barrel • 
Complete hanging drywall In 307 and stairwells. 




This coming week is aiticaI to the success of the project schedule wise and the JMlIOSe r:I this fax is to give you 24 hours notice SO tha 
you can gear up and complete the foIowing items this week: 
Complete priming of at frames by Wed night (23 fi'ames total). 





1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • NERlDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE; (200) 323-·,:>1)0 • F.;;(; (208) 323-4507 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall 
Project No: 06-0675 
elite Number Re: To \ AttentiOn From 
7/!J12003 .... O(l794 Heritage blgg=~"yai~JYI~<::f:l.al',li.c_~1 grg,up, 
plumbing Inc. 
lTEMNO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 2 7/9/2008 sua 
Remarb: 
Submittal 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 1 7/9/2008 SUB 
Remarks: 
Mounted Rack 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 I 7/10/20CJ8 SUB 
RentaIb: 
Contract 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 
1 1 7/1U2008 
Contracting 
lTEMNO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 1 7/lU"1JlO8 
Remartcs: Please see the att.adled for 
CO#l for SBI Contrading- Phase m 
Contract Inc. 
lTEMNO. COPIES DATE 
1 I 7/11/2008 
lTEMNO. COPIES DATE 
1 1 7/16/2008 
Remarks: Piease see the attached for 










REV. NO. OESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Heritage building Plumbing Resubmit 
Desc: Heritage building Plumbing ResubmIt 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Audio{visual Wall Mount Rack 
Desc: AudiO/visual WaY Mount Rack 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: AudiO/visual wall Mount Rack 
Desc: AudIo/VIsuaI Wall MolIlt Rack 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Set of AlA AI0I &. A201 CMa-1992 Contract,. fully 
executed tor 'fOIM" reax'ds. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
00#1 for SBI Contradfng 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Set rI AlA AlOI &. A201 CMa-1992 Contract, fully 
executed for 'fOIM" reax'ds. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
CO#2forTMC 
[)ate: 9/10f.2~ 




















Meridian City Hall 
06-0675 







228 of 271 
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Contract 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 
I I 7/2/2008 
Remarks: 
Contract 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 
I I 7/2/2008 
Remarks: 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 
I 1 7/3/2008 
2 I 7/3/2008 
3 1 7/3/2008 
4 1 713/2008 
5 1 713/2008 





REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Set of AlA AIOI &. A201 CMa-1992 Contract. fully 
executed for your records. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
REV. NO. 
Set of AlA AlOl &. AlOI CMa-1992 Contract. fully 
executed for your records. 
DESCRIPTION 
Performance &. Payment Bond Paige Mechanical 
Performance &. Payment Bond Seal Co. 
Performance &. payment Bond Axelsen Concrete 
Performance &. Payment Bond Cobblestone 
Construction 
Performance &. Payment Bond Idaho Custom Wood 
Products 
Perfonnance &. Payment Bond AAtronics, Inc. 
Remarks: Please find attached fun set (yellow drawings) for Meridian Oty Hal. 
Signature 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBeR 
1 1 7/812008 
Remarks: Please see the attad1ed for 
ITEM NO. 
1 
00#3 for TrI State 8edric- Phase m 
00#1 for Schurnacf1er &; Co- Phase m 
00#3 for Simplec GrInneII- Phase m 
Custom Glass 
OOPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 7/9/2008 
Remarks: Please see the attad1ed for 
CO#2 for Custom Glass- Phase ill 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
00#1 for Schumacher &; Co; 00#3 for Tri State 
EIedric; 00#3 for Simplec GrInnell 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 












1097 N. ROSARlO STREET • MERlOIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323- orSOO • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Project Name: 
Project No: 
Meridian City Hall 
06-0675 
Date Number Re: To Attention From 
Date: 911012009 
Page: 227 of 271 
Signed 
7/JI.?Q08 00731Ice_~J.~~e.flBo~:~ .. a~S-S:j\'I~~Q!!Vi~I~,;~ ___ , _ -._ -_~John. BU~s.,:; k',:._;;'pe!ral!:L~9£29J.a~~ ~~~al11AQ.Q!I§Q.Q,..£i 
Piping 
lTEMNO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 2 7/1/2008 SUB 
2 2 7/1/2008 SUB 
Remarks: 
Submittal Inc. 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 







REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Metal lcemaker Box 
Desc: Metal Icemaker Box 
001 Title: Boiler Rue Piping 
Oesc: Boller Rue Piping 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
00 I litle: Trellis Mesh 






Remarks: Here are the copies of the meeting minutes you requested from Gene Bemett. I've induded all minutes from 9/6/06 - 12/31/07. If you 
need any other InfonnatIon please let me know. 
Contract 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 
1 1 7/2/2008 
Remarks: 
Contract 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 
I 1 7/2/2008 
Remartc.s: 
Contract 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 






REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Set of AlA AI0l &. A201 CMa-1992 Contract. fully 
exeaJted for your records. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Set of AlA AlOI &. AlGI CMa-1992 Contract. fully 
exeaJted for your records. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Set of AlA AIOI &. A201 CMa-1992 Contract. fully 









1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 32J-4~07 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall Date: 911012009 
Project No: 06-0675 Page: 226 of 271 
Date Number Re: To 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 6/30/2008 
10 1 6130/2008 
11 1 6/30/2008 
12 1 6130/2008 
13 6/30/2008 
14 1 6/30/2008 
15 1 6/30/2008 
16 1 6/30/2008 
17 6/30/2008 
18 1 6/30/2008 
2 6/30/2008 
3 1 6/30/2008 
4 1 6/30/2008 
5 1 6130/2008 
6 6130/2008 
7 1 6/30/2008 
8 1 613012008 
9 1 6130/2008 
Remarks: 
Dampproofing 
ITEM NO. OOPIES DATE InM NUMBeR 
1 4 7/1/2008 SUB 07-115-00 
2 4 7/1/2008 SUB 07-920-00 
Remarks: 
Att~ntlon From Signed 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
.. gE!.t~~.;.I.l]£Q!P9(a.ted-,~,:, C:;_o.!!I:li'!. .. g(~~.9~LJ 
STAruS 
Performance &. Payment Bond Tri-State 8ectr1c Phase 
4 
Contract ASS Phase 2 
Performance &. Payment Bond MR Miller Inc. Phase 4 
Insurance Gl/AJJto!WC MR Miller Inc. 
Insurance Gl/Auto Axelsen Conaete 
Insurance Cert ASS - Stock Building SUpply Holdings 
Insurance Cert Alpha Masonry Gl/AAJto/WC 
Performance &. Payment Bond Axelsen Conaete -
Unsigned will forward orginal. 
Insurance Axelsen we 
Performance &. Payment Bond Schumacher &. Co. 
Performance &. Payment Bond Masonry Center Phase 
3 
Performance &. Payment Bond American Wallcover 
Phase 4 
Performance &. Payment Bond Designer Floors Phase 
3 
Contract for Change Commercial Painting Contractors 
#03 
Performance &. Payment Bond Apex Intergrated 
Phase 4 
Performance &. Payment Bond Western Roofing Phase 
2 
Insurance Cert Tri-State 8ecb1c 
Contract Alpha Masonry 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STAlUS 
001 TItle: Dampproofing AI'P 
Desc: Dampproofing 
001 Title: Joint Sealant NEW 








Meridian City Hall 
06-0675 
Re: To 
6J211200aoon6··",,,,,:,:e.~;'s:~";~,, ;",.M.~Jj~iiLll (;jly Hall 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 6/27/2008 ANS 
10 1 6/27/2008 ANS 
11 1 6/27/2008 ANS 
2 1 6/27/2008 ANS 
3 1 6/27/2008 ANS 
4 1 6/27/2008 ANS 
5 1 6/27/2008 ANS 
6 1 6/27/2008 ANS 
7 1 6/27/2008 ANS 
8 1 6/27/2008 ANS 
9 1 6/27/2008 ANS 
Remarks: 
Signature 
IT£M NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 2 6130/2008 
2 1 6/30/2008 
Date: 9/1 012009 
Page: 225 of 271 
Attention From Signed \ 
. _. ',c_c:::IS.~j!!:t...:.. ~'(~t~:c-"-.-:.;;:;;fetra J.1]£Q!e.<?.fgt~~;:;:, __ .J;2!!ni~_G.f~{lgcrr~. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Payment &. Performance Bonds - Designer Roors, Inc. 
Insurance - THe 
Insurance • Tn-State Becbic 
Payment &. Performance Bonds - Intergrated Interiors 
Payment &. Performance Bonds - KB Fabrication &. 
Welding 
Payment &. Perfonnance Bonds - Terra-West. Inc. 
Payment &. Performance Bonds • Tri-state Bectric 
Phase 3 
Insurance • ASS • Win request current certificate 
Insurance - KB Fabrication &. Welding 
Insurance • Pac-West: Interiors 
Insurance • SImplex Grinnell 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 




Remarks: Please see the attached contracts for signature. Please sign and mall both copies back to Petra. Once the dty signs the copies of the 
conbads, a runv exewted copy of the mntract wiD be returned for your files. 
Resubmit 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 




REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 TItfe: Heritage buiIcIng PlumbIng Resubmlttal 






1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Project Name: 
Project No: 
Meridian City Hall 
06-0675 
Date Numbet' Re: \ To Attention From 
Date: 9/1012009 
Page: 224 of 271 
Signed 
6/231~QQI:1.'QOti2EC9:~,fo~~i"'"j~~:,I".,~A'Ar.~J~.i!~~t~"P,A.·,. ''':;'=!$.dt~~~~'''_"'''kf.'etr~·IQcorQQra~;.;;;;;,;"J om ~()!!.gt!l~lJ~ 
signature Christensen 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STAlUS 
1 
Remartcs: 







Please see the attached for the following PCO's: 
Custom Glass- PCO#2- Phase III 
















REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
ASI Log 83 to 
RA Log to 157 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 l1tIe: Trellis Mesh 
Desc: Trellis Mesh Sample 
ITEM NO. COPIES D.\lC ITEM MJMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
1 1 6/~ CO#3 for Convnert:iaI Painting 
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Date Number Rr. To 
~l18l2008 00767(;anCl!£g:~~k::'.~"'ll~;JJ....9...~.A!:.~!!iJec;t§ .. F» A. 
Catch Basins 
ITEM NO. COPIES DAlE ITEM NUMBER 
1 5 6/1912008 SUB 02-890-04 
Remarks: 
Catch Basin 
ITEM NO. COPIES DAlE NUMBER 
1 3 6/19/2008 SUB 
Remarks: 
and sealant 
ITEM NO. COPIES DAlE ITEM NUMBER 
1 6 6/20/2008 SUB 07-920-00 
1 6 6/20/2008 SUB 07-115-00 
Remarks: 
Flue Piping 
ITEM NO. COPIES DAlE ITEM NUMBER 
0 6/23/2008 SUB 15-838-00 




Page: 223 of 271 
Signed 
_:~_ .. $t~y"~~:';;;4C-'i ., ;",.P~Jf~J!l99!J?..Qf~1~(t, .: .. D~'oY;l:.!rQ~D ... " ....... 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 TItle: canal Feature catch Basins 
Desc: Canal Feature catch BasIns 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 TItle: canal Feature catch Basins 
Desc: (anal Feature catch BasIns 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Joint Sealant 
Desc: Joint Sealant 
001 TItle: Dampprooflng 
Desc: Dampproofing 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: BoUer Rue Piping 
Desc: Boller Rue PIping 
001 Title: Metallcemaker Box 
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signature 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
1 1 6/17/2008 PCO's for signature 
Remarks: Please see the attached for the following PCO's: 
Tri State 8edJic- PCO#3- Phase III 
" 
ITEM NO. CDPIES DATE NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
1 1 6/17/20fX!. CO#2 & 4 for Ardlitectural Bldg Supply 
Remarks: Please see the attached CO#2 & 4 for Architectural Bldg Supply 
Check#11942 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 6/17/2008 





COPIES DAlE ITEM NUMBER 
1 6/18/1008 
Please see the attached for the following PCO's: 
Bus5 Med1anicaI Pro#3- Phase In 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Check# 11942 for relocation of two pedestals at 
Meridian aty Hall. 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
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To \ 
f,ili2i2ooa'oo7s9cg i9L.Arn~~:_:j~i~ypf Meridian. 
Wallcover 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
1 1 6/11/2008 CO'3 for American Wallcover 
Remarks: Please see the attached CO,3 for AmeriCan Walkover. 
Precom 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
1 1 6/17/2008 COI02 for TTE Prealm 
Remarks: Please see the attac:hed COI02 for TIE Precom 







Keith watts Date 
Narrative 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
1 6/13/2008 125-01 ESC Plan and Narrative 
Please find endosed copy of esc plan and narrative for the MeridIan CIty Hall plaza. Please submit for ACiD permit. 
COPIES DATE ITEM 
2 6/16/2008 SUB 
NUMBER 
02-760-04 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 TItle: Site FurnishIngs 
Desc: Site Ftn1ishings 
Date: 911 012009 
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DaW NIIIIItMw Re: To From 
6!fil~Q9.fLQ0753 Wa~eO=e?tLJ.L~L'~,M_J· ~,Jta!=lcbs>}~._,>,~._ .. " 
Flange 
,.ghri3.i_"::'=l,-~~~; ~",,P .. ~trJ!,!n£,gfBQ@,~~~· 
Aspostolou 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 
1 3 6/11/2008 
Remarks: 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 







Title: Plaza-Range Fittings,Water Feature 
Desc: PIaza-Aange Fittings.Water Feature 
ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
SUB 02-780-01 001 Title: Unit Pavers 
Desc: Unit Pavers 
Remam: Provide (2) additional copies for LCA records 
Decorative Rail Inc. 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 3 6/11/2008 SUB 05-500-11 
Remarits: 
Pumps 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 2 6/11/2008 SUB 02-890-03 
Remarks: 
Retarder 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
0 6/11/2008 SUB 03-300-08 
1 1 6/11/2008 SUB 03-30G-08 
Remarks: 
Retarder Construction, LLC 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM MJMBER 




Title: TrelliS, Decorative Rail, Hand Rail 
Desc: Trellis, Decorative Rail, Hand Rail 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Pumps, Fittings, and Alters 
Desc: Pumps, Fittings, and Filters 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: UndersIap Vapor Retarder 
Desc: Undersfap Vapor Retarder 
001 Title: Underslab Vapor Retanler 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: UndersIab Vapor Retarder 
Desc: UndersIab Vapor Retarder 
Date: 9/1012009 
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COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 6/9/2008 SUB 05-500-12 
Mechanical Inc. 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
o 6/9/2008 SUB 15-053-01 
Bolts Inc. 
COPIES DATE NUMBER 
1 6/9/2008 SUB 05-500-12 
FIrs 






11tIe: Plaza Anchor Bolts 
Desc: Plaza Anchor Bolts 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 lUte: Plaza-Histork: BId Mechanical 
Desc: Plaza-Hlstoric BId Mechanical 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Plaza Anchor Bolts 
Desc: Plaza Anchor Bolts 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
CO#1 for Designer Roars 
CO#2 for Seal Co. 
3 1 6/10/2008 CO#3 for HClbson Fabricating 
Remarks: Please see the attached CO#1 for Designer Roars, 00#2 for Seal Co, and 0>#3 for Hobson Fabricating for signature. 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 4 6/11/2008 SUB 
Collection 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
3 6/11/2008 








REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 TiUe: SIte FtImIshIngs 
Desc: SIte ftmishIngs 
REV. NO. DESCRIP110N 
Title: Watl!!r FeatlK'e Range fitting 
Desc: Water Feab.we Range Fitting 
001 Title: Water Featwe Collection Tank 
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Ql~~()O~,~Q9.740¢",QJ!gq~es~;,:~![q.:ijjjrig~~~Y{,Qm~~",~;.m~.na·rd~_:,,,·: .. ~petral!l~QfPR£i)J.ed.,.:,G.~D~.fie~~ 
Fee Cummings 









Petra has requested a change order for additional fee on the Meridian Oty Hall Project because the project has increase significantlv in 
size. Meridian Oty Hall has responded in their May 29th letter that Petra is not entitled to additional fee. I would appreciate your opinion. 





Negotiation Proposal and Notes 
Contract 






Please see the attached for the following PCO's: 
SBI Contracting PCO#I- Phase III 
Welding 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
2 6/5/2008 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 6/9/2008 SUB 02-780-01 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
PCO's for signature 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Sets d AlA AIOI/CMa and AlA Alai CMa mntract OPN 
forms fum KB Fabrication for final approval and 
execution by the Oty d Meridian. Payment and 
Performance Bond are induded. Please rellm one 
full set to my atb!ntIon for final processing to the 
Contractor. 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPT10N 
001 Title: Unit Pavers 
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_~3.QlgOO~h~~:§iiii§~hin~IJ,£ts~p~~Qi!f!.§AlLq;;;;~".f.:<:,l?~tJ:~Jfi£QrpJ?Lcn~9.~~rrl,4Q!frlS.Qn~~ 









o 5/30/2008 APP SUB 02810-06 001 Title: Bubbler Heads 
o 5/3012008 SUB 02810-07 
o 5/30/2008 SUB 02840-01 
o 5/30/2008 SUB 02840-02 
o 5/30/2008 SUB 028UH)3 
o 5/3O/2OCR. SUB 02810-04 
o 5/30/2008 SUB 02810-05 
Submittials Supply 
COPIES DATE ITEM MJMBER 
3 6/2/2008 SUB OB-110-01 
COPIES DATE ITEM MJMBER 
3 6/2/2008 SUB 15-838-03 
Contractors, Inc 
COPIES DATE ITEM MJM8ER 
3 6/3/2008 SUB 09-912-02 
Desc: Bubbler Heads 
001 Title: Irrigation Valves 
Desc: lnigation Valves 
001 Title: Plant Specifications 
Desc: Plant Specifications 
001 Title: 3/4" Bark Mulch 
Desc: 3/4" Bark Mulch 
001 Title: Brass Gate Valve 
Desc: Brass Gate Valve 
001 Title: ESP-MC Series Controlers 
Desc: ESP-Me Series ControIers 
001 Title: Swing Pipe Tubing 
Desc: Swing Pipe Tubing 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Steel Doors and Frames PlAZA 




T1t1e: Fume Hood Resubmit 
Desc: Ftme Hood Resubmit 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 T1tIe: Plaza PaInting 
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Date Number Re: \ To Attention From Signed 
_51~!108o,,00728p,k.~eiQiil~te.u.a,we~~~~ ... ~ ... ~cQ.diE:cnevami~;l~fitijJQ.CQI]lQrSl~;i:';.Adain_JplL'l§S.~ 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
1 2 5/22/2008 SUB 02-222-06 001 Title: Plaza-4" Pit Run and 3/4 Proctors AAN 
Desc: Plaza-4" Pit Run and 3/4 Proctors 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 
1 3 5/22/2008 SUB 
Remarks: 
Hardware 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 
1 6 5/22/2008 SUB 
Remarks: 
Submittial 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 6 5/22/2008 SUB 
Shops 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 3 5/28/2008 SUB 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
0 5!30/2008 sus 













REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Plaza-Piping and Sewer Components 
Desc: Plaza-Piping and Sewer Components 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Steel Doors and Frames PlAZA 
Desc: Steel Doors and Frames PlAZA 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Plaza Painting 
Desc: Plaza Painting 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Trellis, Oealrative Rail, Hand Rail 
Desc: Trellis, Dealratlve Rail, Hand Rail 
Aspostolou 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 
001 Title: Brass Sal Valves 
Desc: Brass Ball Valves 
001 11tIe: Double Cleek VaM!s 
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o.le NumIMw FIe: To Attention From \ Signed 
ITEM NO. COPIES DAlE ITEM NUMBER 
1 5 5(20/2008 SUB 02-89O-()J 
Remarks: 
signature 
ITEM NO. COPIES DAlE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 5/21/2008 









ASS PCO#2- Phase II 
ASS PCO#+ Phase m 
Seal Co PCO#2- Phase II 
SChumacher & Co PCO#l- Phase m 
TTE-PRECOM PCO#2- Phase II 
Grinnell 
COPIES DAlE ITEM MJMBER 
1 5/21/2008 
Please see the attached CO#2 for Simplex GrInnell 
Hood 
COPIES DAlE ITEM NUMBER 
7 5/21/2008 SUB 15-838-03 
waterstop 
COPIES DAlE ITEM NUMBER 
1 5/2212008 SUB 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Pumps, AltingS, and Alters 
Desc: Pumps, Attings, and filters 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
PCO's for signature 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 
CO#2 for Simplex GrInnell 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 
001 Title: Fume Hood Resubmit 
Desc: IUne Hood ResubmIt 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 
001 TItIe:HydrotileWalerstop 
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ITEM MJMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
CO#3 for aas Steel 
CO#3 for Mrs Baddloe 












COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
2 5/19/2008 SUB 04-201H>9 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
2 5/19/2008 SUB 07-210-03 
2 5/19/2008 SUB 07-210-03 
1 5/19/2008 SUB 07-210-03 
signature 
COPIES DATE ITEM MJMBER 
1 5/20/2008 
Please see the attached for the following PO)'s: 
Hobson Fabricatlng PCO'3- Phase m 
DesIgner Roars PCO#l- Phase m 
Commercial PaInting Contractors PCO#3- Phase m 
American WaIImver PCO#3- Phase m 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Plaza-Masonary Submittlals 
Desc: Plaza-Masonary Submittials 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
002 Title: PlAZA - Membrane Roofing 
Desc: PlAZA - Sheet Metal Trim 
001 Title: PlAZA - Membrane Roofing 
Desc: PlAZA - Membrane Roofing 
003 Title: PlAZA - Membrane Rooting 
Desc: PlAZA - Sheet Metal Color O1art 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
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~'fi200&PilIY~DffilUci~if#4mSiite;EJectC.UWAig:.Jji,Goiic:ieJkw:'fiit{.{fie.ti~focDfPO@teifj_:gAdaijJ2bnseri~ 




















o 5/14/2008 SUB 16-000-02 001 TItle: Etc Submittials AAN 
Desc: ETC Submittials 
Construction,LLC 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
3 5/15/2008 SUB 03-100-08 
3 5/15/2008 SUB 03-101Hl9 
Rebar 
COPIES DATE NUMBER 
7 5/15/2008 SUB 03-101>-10 
Gaurd Rails Inc. 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 5/15/2008 SUB 05~11 
Contractors, Inc 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
o 5/15/2008 SUB 09-900-03 
Copeis 
COPIfS DATE Im4 NUMBER 
1 S/16{2OClJ 
Construction,LLC 
COPIES DATE Im4 NUMBER 
3 5/16/2008 SUB· OJ-fOl>-I0 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 TItle: Plaza-HistOric Building Shops 
Desc: Plaza-HistOric Building Shops 
001 TItle: Plaza-Ampetf1eater Shops 
Desc: Plaza-Ampetheater Shops 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPT10N 
001 Title: PlAZA Canal Water Feature 




TItle: Plaza Imbeds, Decorative Rail 
Oesc: Plaza Imbeds, Deantive RaIl 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 TItle: Revised P-5 Color Product 
Oesc: Revised P-5 Color Product 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
CopIed sets fA 58I submiUiaIs. 
REV. NO. OESCRIPTION 
001 TItle: PlAZA Canal Water Feature 
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COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
1 5/12/2008 RFI No. 111 attached for your use. 
Fabrication 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
1 7/27/2007 ASI 35 - loading Dock Drawings 
Please find enclosed the Loading Dock drawings for your use. 
Thank you. 
COPIES DATE ITEM 
3 5/14/2008 
Landscape 
COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 5/14/2008 SUB 
1 5/14/2008 SUB 
1 5/14/2008 SUB 
1 5/14/2008 SUB 
Landscape 
COPIES DATE ITEM 
0 5/14/2OfXJ SUB 
0 5/14/2008 SUB 
Rebar Shops 
COPIES DATE ITEM 












REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
ETC Submittals 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 
001 Title: Site Bench Seating 
Desc: Site Bench Seating 
001 Title: Sick Racks 
Desc: Bike Racks 
001 Title:SprinIders 
Desc: SprInklers 
001 Title: Site Trash Receptacles 
Desc: SIte Trash Receptades 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Too Grass 
Desc: TII1 Grass 
001 Title: Plant Specs 





1ltIe: Plaza Imbeds, DecoratIve Rail 
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'\0. Number Re: To Attention From Signed 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 2 5/5/2008 SUB 
Remarks: 
COPIES DATE ITEM 
2 5/6/2008 SUB 
2 5/6/2008 SUB 
NUMBER REV. NO. 
OJ-I ()().()4 001 




Title: Conaete Mix Designs-PlAZA 
Desc: Concrete Mix Designs-PlAZA 
DESCRIPTION 
Title: Plaza Site Ughting 
eesc: Product Data 
Title: PlAZA Panelboards 
Desc: Product Data 
Remarks: Please find enclosed two copies d the approved plaza submittals. Please review and implement the COOlments for the order. 
Thank you 
PRECOM 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
1 1 5/6/2008 CO#l for TIE-Preoom 









COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 51712008 
COPIES DATE NUMBER 
6 517/2008 SUB 
Submittial Inc. 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
5 5/912008 SUB 
Remarks: Please RevIew and Re-SUbmIt as noted 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
ASI 1192 for your use. 
Christensen 
REV. NO. D£SCIUPTlON 
001 Title: PIala-Masonary Submittlais 
Desc: PIaza-Masonary Submittials 
REV. NO. 0ESCRJPrI0N 
001 Title: Plaza-Historic SId Mec:hanIcaI 









ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DeSCRIPTION STATUS 
1 1 5/9/2008 AdditIonaIJnformation requested by Geoff Johnson for 
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COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 4/30/2008 
Please find attached RA #112 for your use. 
cc: 
Rle 
Foundations, lie - 955-9050 
B&B Steel- 343-4157 
Tronicsi 




REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
RA No. 112 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
COIl for AA Tronics 
COIl for American Walkover 
Remarks: Please see the attached COIl for AA Tronics and American WaHc:over to be signed 
Shops 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 
1 7 5/2/2008 
2 7 5/2/2008 
Remarks: 
Rebar Shops 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 
1 4 5/2/2008 
Remartcs: 
Proctor 
ITEM NO_ COPIES DATE 
1 7 5/5/2008 












REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Plaza-Historic Building Shops 
Desc: Plaza-HIstor1c Building Shops 
001 litle: Plaza-Ampetheater Shops 
Desc: Plaza-Ampetheater Shops 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Plaza Rebar Shops 
Desc: Plaza Rebar Shops 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIP110N 
001 Title: PIaza-PIping and Sewer Components 
Desc: PIaza-Piping and Sewer Components 
001 Title: PIaza-4- PIt Run and 3/4 Proctors 
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REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
DOC Controls, AAN, See Notes 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 TItle: Control Systems 
Desc: Control Systems 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
COl2 for American Wailoover 
COl4 for Sidewalks, LLC 
Remarks: Please see the attached CO#2, American Walkover and CO#4, Sidewalks, LLC, for signature. 
signature Christensen 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 












COPIES DATE ITEM 
2 4/30/2008 
1 4/30/2008 
NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
AlA Contract for Axefsen Conaete for Plaza bid. 
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ON Number R.: \ To Attention From Signed 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 4 4/29/2008 SUB 07-211l-04 
2 5 4/29/2008 SUB 07-210-02 
3 5 4/29/2008 SUB 07-210-02 
4 2 4/29/2008 SUB 07-210-02 
Remarks: 
Fittings 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 7 4/29/2008 SUB 02-890-01 
2 7 4/29/2008 SUB 02-890-02 
Remarics: 
Contractors, Inc 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 4/29/2008 SUB 09912-01 
Remarks: 
Submittials 
lTEMNO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 4/29/2008 SUB 12-'191-01 
2 1 4/29/2008 SUB 12-494-01 
3 1 4/29/2008 SUB 12-494-01 
4 1 4/29/'1JXJ8 SUB 12-491-01 
5 1 4/29/2008 SUB 12-494-01 
Remarks: 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 TItle: PlAZA-Building Insulation 
Oesc: PlAZA-Building Insulation-Johns Manville 
002 TItle: PlAZA - Membrane Roofing 
Oesc: PlAZA - Sheet Metal Trim 
001 TItle: PlAZA - Membrane Roofing 
Oesc: PlAZA - Membrane Roofing 
003 TItle: PlAZA - Membrane Roofing 
Oesc: PlAZA - Sheet Metal Color Chart 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 TItle: Water Feature Collection Tank 
Desc: WatB Feature Collection Tank 
001 TItle: Plaza-Range Attings. Water feature 
Oesc: Plaza-Range Attings,Water feature 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Revised P-S Epoxy Paint 
Oesc: Revised P-s Epoxy Paint 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
002 TItle: HorimntaI Lower Blind Submittial! 
Desc: HoI iZOIltaI Louver Blind -Bali Color 01art 
001 TItle: Roller Shade SubmlttiaIs 
Desc: Roller Shade SUbmIttials 
002 Title: Roller Shade Submlttials 
Desc: Hardware for Rec Shades 
001 TItle: Horizontal Lower Blind ~ 
Desc: HorizoIItaI Louver Blind SUbmitI:IaIs 
003 Title: Roller Shade SUbmIttiaIs 
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COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
1 4/28/2008 CO#2 for Hobson Fabricating 
1 4/28/2008 Fully executed CO#2 for TMC 
Please see the attached COl2, Hobson Fabricating, for signature. Also, please see the fully exeaJted change order #2 for TMC. 
Shops 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
o 4/28/2008 SUB 03-100-07 
Signature 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 4/2/2008 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Plaza Rebar Shops 
Desc: Plaza Rebar Shops 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 




Remarks: Please see the attached for mise. proposed change orders from the Meridian ely Hall Contractnrs.. These proposed change orders win 
need to be signed and returned. 
ITEM NO. 
1 
The PCO's are as follows: 
Proll TTE-PreCom- Phase III 
Prol3 B&8 Steel Erectors- Phase III 
Prol3 MJ's Backhoe- Phase n 
Panelboards 
OOPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
7 4/29/2008 SUB 16-470-02 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 TItle: PlAZA Panelboards 
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1 7 4/23/2008 













































REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 rdle: Concrete Mix Designs-PlAZA 
Desc: Concrete Mix Designs-PlAZA 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
REV. NO. 
001 
ASI 35 - Loading Dodt 
DESCRIPTION 
Tide: Uncoupling Membrane 
Oesc: Uncoupling Membrane 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 rdle: Plaza Site l.ighting 




Title: en: SUbmittiaIs 
Oesc: en: SUbmittiaIs 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 
RfI'112 
Date: 9/1012009 
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COPIES DATE ITEM 
3 4/23/'2OrS SUB 
3 4/23/2008 SUB 
5 4/23/2008 SUB 
5 4/13/2008 SUB 
5 4/23/2008 SUB 
























Copy of fully executed Olange Order No.1 I'D Hobson 
Fabrication CorporatIon. 
Contract Olange Order for ArchItectural Bulking 
SUpply Phase 2 
Contract 01ange Order for Architectural Building 
SUpply Phase 3 
AlA Contract for American Walicover for Plaza 
AlA Contract for Terra-West 
AlA Contract for M.R. MIller 
Contract Olange Order for Buss Mechanical Phase 3 
Christensen 
DESCRIPTION 
Title: Revised P-S Color Product 
Desc: Revised P-S Color Product 
Title: Horizontal Louver Blind SUbmittial! 
Desc: Horizontal Louver Blind -Bali Color Chart 
Title: HoIizontal Louver Blind SUbmItti~ 
Desc: Horizontal Louver Blind Submittials 
Title: RoUer Shade Submlttlals 
Desc: Hardware for Rex Shades 
Title: Roller Shade Submittials 
Desc: Roller Shade SubmittiaIs 
Title: RoUer Shade SubmittiaIs 
Desc: Sun Control Fabric 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Contract 01ange Order for TMC Masonry Phase 2 
Contract 01ange Order for S/mclfex GrImeII Phase 3 
AlA Contract for CommeIdaI Painting ContractDrs, 
In.e for Plaza 
Performance & Payment Bond for Commercial 
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ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 4/17/2008 
NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Contracts for signiture. 
NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
MIse. Olange Orders for Signature 
Date: 911 012009 
Page: 204 of 271 
STAlUS 
STAlUS 
Remarks: Please see the attached for mise. change orders from the Meridian Oty Hall Contractors. These proposed change orders will need to be 
signed and returned. 
The CO's are as follows: 
CO#2 MJ's Backhoe- Phase II 
CO#l CUstom Glass- Phase II 
CO#l Custom Glass- Phase m 
CO#2 Commen:iaI Palnt- Phase m 
CO#2 Tri State 8ectric- Phase m 
CO#2 SUnaest/ B&8- Phase ill 
CO#l Integrated Interiors- Phase In 
CO#2 Idaho Custom Wood Products- Phase II 
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TItle: 3W Bartc: Mulch 
Desc: 3/4- Bartc: Mulch 
Christensen 
oesauPTION 
Title: Double Check Valve 
Desc: Double Check Valve 
TItle: Brass Ball Valves 
Desc: Brass Ball Valves 
TItle: Brass Gate Valve 
Desc: Brass Gate Valve 
TItle: ESP-MC Series Controlers 
Desc: ESP-MC Series ControIers 
TItle: Swing Pipe Tubing 
Desc: Swing PIpe Tubing 
TItle: Bubbler Heads 
Desc: Bubbler Heads 
litle: Irrigation Valves 
Desc: Irrigation Valves 
TItle: Sprinklers 
Desc: Sprinklers 
TItle: Plant Specificatlons 
Desc: Plant SpecifIcatIons 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIP110N 
001 TItle: Site Trash Receptacles 
Oesc: SIte Trash Receptacles 
001 litfe: SIte Bench Seating 
Oesc: SIte Bench Seating 
001 Title: BIdt Raclcs 
Desc: BIdt Raclcs 
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Date Number Re: To AWon From Signed 
~Qb65i~Ef!58::-"i1i!iflo1il4iiii'.f'lfiBi¥iiiM¥_~iiiiD.iC.RriQiitHiJFi!~~;4~b~~ 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STAlUS 
1 2 4/10/2008 SUB 13100-01 001 TItle: Audio Systems AAN 
Desc: Audio Systems 
2 2 4/10/2008 SUB 13150-01 001 TItle: Video Systems AAN 
Desc: Video Systems 
3 2 4/10/2008 SUB 13nO-Ol 001 TItle: OARS System AAN 
Desc: OARS System 
Remartcs: 
Submittials 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 4/10/2008 SUB 07-141-02 
Remartcs: 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
o 4/10/2008 SUB 13200-01 
Remartcs: 
Convector 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 4/14/2008 SUB 15-762-02 
Remartcs: 
Membrane 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 7 4/1412008 SUB 093UHn 
Submittia Contractors, Inc 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 4 4/15{1.OO8 SUB 09-9(](H)2 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 TItle: Med1anical Equip Room Waterproofing 




Title: Audiovisual Control System 
Desc: Audiovisual Control System 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Hot Water Convectors 






Title: UncDupIIng Membrane 
Desc: UncouplIng Membrane 
DESCRIPTION 
TatIe: exterior PaInt Specs 
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Dale Hum_ Re: To AttentIon From Signed 
4lifA1~~ifC&'M'~~']ilp.~i;rrri$liY .. ift'p'«jieiiitilli~wm@tJ!jiPitQil9IDiiii \ 
Signature Christensen 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
1 4/7/2008 Mise. Proposed Change Orders for Signature 
Remarks: Please see the attached for mise. proposed change orders from the Meridian Oty Hall Contractors. These proposed change orders will 








The PCO's are as follows: 
PCO#l AATronics 
PCO#l Custom GIass- phase m 
PCO#2 Hobson Fabricating 
PCO#4 Sidewalks lLC 
PCO'2 Rule Steel- phase II 
Convectors 
COPIES DATE ITEM 
4 4/7/2008 SUB 
Submittials 
COPIES DATE ITEM 
4 4/812008 SUB 
Submittiala 
COPIES DATE ITEM 
3 4/812008 SUB 







REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Titte: Hot Water Convectors 
Desc: Hot Water Convectors 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPllON 
001 Titte: Mechanical Equip Room Waterploofing 
Desc: Mechanical Equip Room Waterproofing 
REV. NO. DE5CRIPTlON 
001 Title: Fume Hood 
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Del. Nwnber FIe: \ To AttentIon From Signed 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STA11JS 
1 4/2/2008 Mise. Proposed 0Iange Orders for Signature 
Remarks: Please see the attached for mise. proposed dlange orders from the Meridian Oty HaD Contractors. These proposed dlange orders will 
need to be signed and returned. 
The PCO's are as follows: 
PCO# 1 Custom Glass- phase In 
PCO# 1 Integrated Interiors- phase III 
PCO#2 MJ's Backhoe- phase II 
PCO#2 TriState EIectIic- phase III 
Contractors, Inc 
Remarks: Please find attadled ASI #80 and additional memo from LCA indicating paint color for Interior hollow metal doors, door frames and window 
frames. 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
o 4/4/2008 SUB 07-141-01 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: MedlanIcaI EquIp Room Waterploofing 
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Date Number Re: To Au.ntIon Froi., Signed 
WIl'IiOf~ri'M1Ij'.Vtlii~&ri«~1fiii:'5I(1i2~(POfa~~OiiG 
Color Samples 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
o 3/27/2008 SUB 
Remarks: 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 




REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
002 Title: Door Sample for Color and Rnish 
Desc: Door Sample for Color and Rnish 
STATUS 
NEW 
REV. NO. OESCRIPTlON STATUS 
Set d AI01lCMa-1992 and AZOI/CMa-1992 mntrac1s 
forABS. 
Remarks: Please sign both copies of the rontract. Keep one set for your files and rettrn one set back to Petra. 
Thank you. 
Submittial Supply 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 10 3/31/2008 SUB 08-211-03 
Remarks: 
Submittials 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 7 4/112008 SUB 15-838-02 
Submittal 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE NUMBeR 
1 7 4/2/2008 SUB 
Remarks: 
Contract 
J:TEMNO. COPIES DATE ITEM MJMBER 





Title: Door Sample for Color and Rnish 
Desc: Door Sample for Color and Rnish 
REV. NO. OESCRIPTlON 
001 Title: Fume Hood 




TIUe: Exterior PaInt Specs 
Oesc: EXterIor PaInt Specs 
REV. NO. OESCRIPllON 
Set d original AlA AlO1lCMa and A20l/Ofa fully 
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0... Number Rr. To Attention From Signed 
~_miffi*P!'lfO:cnifi§ii~lmW~if@ftd£~j;Q~,.Shjlrui 
Orders Christensen 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
1 1 3/25/2008 Mise. Olange Orders 
Remarks: Please see the attached for mise. change orders for the subcontractors. 
ITEM NO. 
Remarks: 
The list of the sutxootractors is as follows: 
CO#1 CommerdaI Painting- Phase m 
CO#1 ill 2 ASS- Phase m 
00#1 American WaIIcovering- Phase m 
00#1 Sulaest/ 8&B- Phase m 
00#1 Buss Mechanlcal- Phase m 
00#1 Hobson- Phase m 
CO# Idaho CUstom Wood Products- Phase m 
00#1 Mrs Backhoe- Phase II 
00#1 Rule steeI- Phase II 
00#1 Schindler 8eYator- Phase II 
CO'S#l, 2,. 3 Sidewalks- Phase II 
00#1 Seal Co- Phase II 
CO's 1 TMC- Phase II 
00#1 Tri State 8ectric- Phase II 
CDPIES DATE ITEM 




REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 l1t1e: Masonry Color caulking Color Chart 




ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
1 3{27/2008 Mise. Proposed Olange Orders for SIgnature 
Remarb: Please see the attached for mise. proposed change orders from the MerIdIan aly Hal ConITcIdorS. These proposed change orders wi. 
need to be signed and ret1med. 
The PCO's are as follows: 
PCD#1 ASS- Phase m 
PCO#2 ASS- Phase II 
PCD#2 American WaIk:oIIer- Phase m 
PCD#2 sas steel Erectors- Phase m 
PCO#2 Buss Mechanical- Phase m 
PCO#2 Commercial Painting CoIlbac:to'S- Phase m 
PCO#1 CUstom Glass- Phase II 
PCO#2 Hobson Fabrtcating 
PCO#2 Idaho CUstDm Wood ProctId:s- Phase m 
PCO#1 SImplex GrinneI- Phase m 
PCO#3 TMC- Phase II 
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o.a. Number Re: To \ AtIenIIon From Signed 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 
1 2 3/19/2008 
Remarks: 
SubmiHials 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 
1 3 3/20/2008 
1 3 3/812008 
1 3 3/20/2008 
Remarks: 
andCCTV 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 
1 3 3/24/2008 
1 3 3/24/2008 





















lltle: Generator Supplimental Info 
Desc: Generatcr Supplimental Info 
DESCRIPTlON 
ntle: TelecommunICation Equip Rack 
Desc: Telecommunication Equip Rack 
ntle: Telecommunication Jades and Plates 
Desc: TeIealrnrnooication Jades and Plates 
ntle: TeIec:ommunicatIon cable 
Desc: Telecommunication cable 
DESCRIPTION 
Title: Video Surveillance Systems 
Desc: Video Surveillance Systems 
Title: Aca!ss Control System 
Desc: Aca!ss Control System 
1. Document woridng experience w/svstem per OlIlCbact documents. 
2. Submit (5) project examples per mntrac:t documents. 
Waterproofing 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
o 3/24/2008 SUB 07-141-01 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: MechanIcal EquIp Room waterpoofing 
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COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 3/14/2008 
Please review and retun by 12:00 on 3/17/08. 
No.1 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 3/14/2008 
Please review and return by 12:00 on 3/17/08. 
Submittials 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
3 3/14/2008 SUB 07-5(J(H)2 
Controllers Intermountian Inc. 
COPIES DATE NUMBER 
3 3/14/20OB SUB 15900-05 
Submittia Inc 
OOPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 3/14/2008 SUB 09310-02 
1 3114/2008 SUB 09310-01 
OOPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
0 3117/2008 SUB 08-800-04 
0 3/17/2008 SUB 08-800-04 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Pricing Request No. 1 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Pridng Request No. 1 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 litle: Metal Roofing 
Oesc: Metal Roofing 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 litle: Ebtron Controlers 
Desc: Ebtron ControIers 
REV. NO. OESCRIPTlON 
001 Title: Grout Color Olips 
Desc: Grout Color Olips 
001 Title: Tile Color Boards 
Oesc: Tile Color Boards 
REV. NO. OESCRIPTlON 
001 Title: Spandrel Color on Specified Glass 
Oesc: Spandrel Color on Specified Glass-While 
Spandrel 
002 Title: Spandrel Color on SpecifIed Glass 
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om \ Number Re: - To Attention From Signed 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON STATUS 
1 1 3/14/2008 Pricing Request No. 1 
Remarks: Please review and return by 12:00 on 3/11/08. 
No.1 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
1 1 3/14/2008 Pricing Request No. 1 
Remarks: Please review and retum by 12:00 on 3/17/08. 
No.1 Bettencourt 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
1 1 3/14/2008 Pricing Request No. 1 
RemartfS: Please review and return by 12:00 on 3/17/08. 
No.1 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
1 1 3/14/2008 Pricing Request No. 1 
Remarks: Please review and return by 12:00 on 3/17/08. 
No.1 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON STATUS 
1 1 3/14/2008 Pricing Request No. 1 
Remarks: Please review and return by 12:00 on 3/17/08. 
No.1 Solutions 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON STATUS 
1 1 3/14/2008 Pricing Request No. 1 
Remartcs: Please review and rebm by 12:00 on 3/17/08. 
No.1 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
1 1 3/14/2008 Pricing Request No. 1 
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0... Number R.: To Atten6pn From Signed 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 3/14/2008 
Remarks: Please review and return by 12:00 on 3/17/OS. 
No.1 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE NUMBER 
1 1 3/14/2008 
Remarks: Please review and return by 12:00 on 3/17/OS. 
No.1 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 3/14/2008 
Remarks: Please review and retum by 12:00 on 3/17/OS. 
No.1 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 3/14/2008 
Remarks: Please review and return by 12:00 on 3/17/OS. 
No.1 




Remarks: Please review and rebn1 by 12:00 on 3/17/08. 
No.1 Contractors, Inc 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 3/14/2008 
Remarks: Please review and retlm by 12:00 on 3/17/OS. 
No.1 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 3/14/2008 
Remartcs: Please review and return by 12:00 on 3/17/08. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STAlUS 
Pricing Request No. 1 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STAlUS 
Pricing Request No. 1 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STAlUS 
Pricing Request No. 1 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Pricing Request No. 1 
REV. NO. oesauPTION STATUS 
Pricing Request No. 1 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Pridng Request No. 1 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
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Date Number Re: To Altendon From Signed 
;V512QfiflKcf06ffS99fiiiljl t1fMA(Clitec&~MJiIIIiQiiiiii"e~ll'i;f?···g~!&JiiWTW~ 
Submittials 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 6 2/26/20fJ8 SUB 07·500-01 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
o 3/5/2008 SUB 
RemartlS: 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
o 3/12/2008 SUB 15-900-05 
Remarics: 
Submittals 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
0 3/13/2008 SUB 1377(H)1 
0 3/13/2008 SUB 13-200-01 
0 3/13/2008 SUB 13100-01 
0 3/13/20fJ8 SUB 13150-01 
Remarks: 
No.1 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 3/14/2008 





COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 3/14/2008 









lltle: Spandrel Glass Color Selections 
Desc: Spandrel Glass Color Selections 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 lltle: Yamas ControIs-DDC Submittials 
Desc: Yamas Controls-DOC Submittlals 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: OARS system 
Desc: OARS system 
001 lltle: Control Systems 
Desc: Control Systems 
001 lltle: Audio Systems 
Desc: Audio Systems 
001 lltle: Video Systems 
Desc: Video Systems 
REV. NO. oesauPTION 
Pridng Request No. 1 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
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0.. Number Re: \ To Attention From Signed 
~Sr.i6iMfi..,mmrr~o.:@L_BisBIO&,ii§iijjSf~iijt;41kf'~yo.liii§(ij 



































2 314/2008 SUB 
Samples 
COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 3/4/2008 SUB 
1 314/2008 SUB 
Controlers 
COPIES DATE ITEM 













Desc: Comer Guards 
001 Title: Are Extinguisher and cabinet 
Desc: Are Extinguisher and cabinet 
001 Title: Toilet Partitions 
Desc: Toilet Partitions 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
004 Title: Roofing 
Desc: Roofing 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Yamas Controls 
Desc: Yamas Controls 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Desc: Masonry Color caulking CDIor Chart 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: SpancnI Color on Specified Glass 
Desc: SpancnI Color on Specifted Glass 
002 Title: Spandrel Color on Specified Glass 
Desc: Spandrel Color on Specified Glass 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Ebtron ControIers 
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Remarks: Please see the attached for your files. 
Thank you 
Info 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE NUMBER 
2 6 2/13/2008 SUB 16-622-02 
Remarks: 
Controls 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 7 2/13/2008 SUB 13200-01 
Remarks: 
Submittials 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 2/1512008 SUB 09310-02 
Remarks: 
Boards 
Il'EMNO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 .. 2/15/2008 SUB 09310-01 
Submittials 
Il'EMNO. COPIES DATE NUMBER 
1 7 2/18/2008 SUB 16-741-01 
Remarks: 
REV. NO. DESCRIPllON 
CO#2 Sidewalks u.c 
CO#3 Sidewalks u.c 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPllON 
001 Title: Generator Suppllmentallnfc 
Desc: Generator Suppllmental Info 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: AudiOYisJal Control system 
Desc: Audiovisual Control system 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPllON 
001 Title: Grout Color Clips 
Desc: Grout Color Olips 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Titfe: TIle Color Boards 










REV. NO. DESCRIPllON STATUS 
001 Title: Telealmmunicatio SUbmittiaIs NEW 
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REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
CO'l Architectural Building Supply 




REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Sets of AlA AlOl/CMa and AlA A20l CMa contract OPN 
forms from AAlRONICS, Inc. for final approval and 
exeaJt:ion by the Qty of Meridian. Please return one 
full set to my attention for final processing to the 
Contractor. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Olange Order '2 and Olange Order '3 
STATUS 
R.eImJf1(s: Please see the attached change orders for slgnabJre. Please sign and mall back to Petra. Upon receipt, a copy of both change order wi. 
be faxed for your remrds. 
1l1ank you. 
Colors 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 1 2/4/2008 SUB 
Submittials 
ITEM NO. CDPIES DATE ITEM 
1 7 2/6/2008 SUB 







REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Tide: Spandrel Glass Color Selections 
Desc: Spandrel Glass Color Selections 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
004 Title: RoofIng 
Desc: RoofIng 
001 Title: Metal Roofing 
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0.. NumIMr Re: To \ Attention From SIgned 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 1/16{2008 
Remarks: 
51R Contractors 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 1/17/2008 





Architectural Building Supply - 884-5641 
AmerIcan WallaM!r - 887-1129 
Tri State 8ectric - 208-362-1716 
Pac-West Interiors - 467-3332 
COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 1/18/2008 
Please find attached RFI No. 81. 
Recess, 
NUMBER 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
ASI No. 61 MCH Commissioning Supplemental 
Instructions 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
MCH ASI No. 62 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 
RFI No. 81 
Remarks: Please find attached answer to RFI #82 regarding Johnsonite 6- Recess, Color #47. 
Revision Contractors 
Remarks: Please find attached ASI No. 64 adc:Ires9ng closure nMiion on the fi"ont entry doors. 
cc: 
ASS - 884-5641 
CUsblm Glass - 45+0391 
Elevator Plan Contractors 
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Date Number Re: To Attenlion From Signed\ 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE NUMBER 
1 1 1/14/2008 
1 1 1/14/2008 
Remartw Please sign and return a copy for our records. Thanks. 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE NUMBER 
1 1 1/16/2008 
Remartw Find attached RFI No. n 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE NUMBER 
1 1 1/16/2008 
Remarks: 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE NUMBER 
1 1 1/16/2008 
Remarks: 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 1/16/2008 
Remarb: 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 1/16J2O(JJ 
Remartcs: 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE NUMBER 
1 1 1/16/2008 
Remarks: 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON STATUS 
Phase IV Plaza: Contract for Alpha Masonry for final 
exeaJtion. 
Phase IV Plaza: Contract for Sunshine Landscapes for 
final execution. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
RFINo. n 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 
ASI No. 61 MOt Commissioning Supplemental 
instructions 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
REV. NO. 
REV. NO. 
ASI No. 61 MOt Commissioning Supplemental 
Instructions 
DESCRIPTlON 
ASI No. 61 MCH Cmmisslolling Supplemental 
Instructions 
DESCRIPTION 
ASI No. 61 MCH CommissIoning Supplemental 
Instructions 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
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Attention From Signed 
" iFI GFPS tPJRiiiflt~dL~ 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
CO .01 Sunaest I B&S Steel Erectors APP 
CO .01 Idaho CUstom Wood Products APP 
CO '01 Seal Co 
CO '01 Tri-State EIectJ1c 
Remarks: Fully approved copieS of CO 101 Suncresl:/B&S &. CO '01 Idaho CUstom Wood Products for YOtA'" records. Copies of co 101 SealCo &. CO 










NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
CO #01 Rule Steel 
CO #01 Buss MechanIcal 
CO #01 Commercial Painting Contractors 
Remarks: Fully approved copy d Rule CO #01. CopIes of Buss CO #01 &. Commercial Painting CO 101 for oty approval. 
ITEM NO. COPIES DAlE ITEM MJMBER 
1 8 1/14/2008 SUB 16751-01 
2 8 1/14/2008 SUB 16761-61 
Remarks: 
Chamber Shops Steel Erectors 
ITEM NO. COPIES DAlE ITEM NUMBER 
1 2 1/14/2008 SUB 05-521-61 
CoIorSubmittal 
ITEM NO. COPIES DAlE ITEM NUMBER 
o 1/14/2008 SUB 15-855-02 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: kD:SS Control System 
Desc: kD:SS Control SysII!m 
Title: VIdeo Surveillance Systems 
Desc: VIdeo 5tn'eiIIance Systems 
REV. NO. OESCRIPTlON 
001 Title: Council 01ambers Steel Shops 
Desc: CoundI 01ambers Steel Shops 
REV. NO. DESCRIPT10N 
001 TiUe: Yor1t Grilles Color 01arts 
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Project Narne: Meridian City Hall 
Project No: 06-0675 
Number R.: To AtWntIon\ From 
~@'QiiiMi 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
1 1 12/27/2007 CO'l 
Date: 911012009 
Page: 186 of 271 
Signed 
STATUS 
Remarks; Please see the attached Change Order#1 for Meridian ely Han. This change order pertains to ASI#33. Please sign and mail back to 
Petra. A fully executed oopy will be faxed to you upon receipt. 
Thank you. 
Steel Erectors 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE rn:M NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
1 1 12/27/2007 CO#l 
Remarks: Please see the attached O\ange Order#1 for Meridian ely Hal. This change order pertains to ASI'33. Please sign and mail back to 
Petra. A fully executed oopy wiD be faxed to you upon receipt. 
lhankyou. 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
1 1 12/27/2007 CO'l 
Remarks: Please see the attached Change Order#1 for Meridian ely HaN. This change order pertains to ASII33. Please sign and mail back to 









OOPIES DATE rn:M NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPT10N STATUS 
1 12/27/2007 CO#l &.2 
Please see the attached Change oroers #1 a. #2 for MerIdIan otv Hall. This change order pertains to ASlI33. Please sign and mail back 
to Petra. A fully exeated CXlPV will be faxed to you upon receipt. 
Thank you. 
OOPIES DATE NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPllON STATUS 
1 12/27/2007 
Sample Supply 
OOPIES DATE NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
1 1/2/2008 SUB 08-211-03 . 001 _ Title: Door Sample for Color and finish NEW 
Oesc: Door Sample for Color and Finish 
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Number Re: To 
Signature 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 2 12/19/2007 
2 2 12/19/2007 
NUMBER 
From Signed 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON STATUS 
Sets of Original AlA AI0l/CMa-I992-Modified, for NEW 
review and signature. 
Sets of OrIginal AlA A 2Ol/CHa - 1992 ModIfied for 
revieW. 
Remartcs: Please note that both fuR sets of contracts must be signed and returned to Petra for final processing and approval by the aty of Meridian 
before any wortc on site may begin. A fully executed original will be returned for your records, once the aty Council has ratified the 
contract. 
Sets 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 3f7/2oo7 
2 1 lf7/2007 








COPIES DATE ITEM 
2 12/27/2007 SUB 08-211-03 
Products 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Volume I·Phase n Technical Specifications 
Volume 2· Phase n BiddIng and General Conditions 
Cold Shell and Core Package Sheets: AO.O,Cl.l ,CU, 
C4.1, C4.2, C4.l, 1l.20, AO.O, AO.l ,AO.2.A.3, AO.4" 
AO.5, A2.00, Al.I0, A 2.20, A2.30, Al.40, Al.50, 
Al.60, Al.O, Al.l, Al.2, Al.l, A4.0, M.l, M.2, M.l, 
MA, A4.5, AS.O, AS.1A5.2, AS.l, AS.4, A9.0, A9.1, 
A9.2, A9.3, SO.Ol, 51.01, 51.02, 52.11, 52.12, 52.21, 
52.2, 52.31, 52.l2, 52.41, 52.42, 52.5, 53.1, 55.1, 
55.2, 57.1, 57.2, 57.l, 57A, 57.5, 57.6, PO.O, PO.l, 
Pl.l, Pl.l, P2.1, Pl.l, MS.O, £1.05, ELlS 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 TltIe: Door Sample for Color and Finish 




ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPJlON STAnJS 
1 1 12/27/2007 CO#1 
Remarks: Please see the attached Olange Order#1 for MeridIan aty HaH. This change order pertains to ASI#33. Please sign and mall back to 
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Oaw Number Re: To AtWntIon From 
Date: 911012009 
Page: 184 of 271 
Signed 
IiiilifiQi§liCMH QiIjiWfi'"T~ 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM MJMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STAlUS 
1 2 12/19/2007 Set of Original AlA AI0l/CMa-1992 Modilied. For NEW 
review and signature approval. 
2 2 12/19/2007 Set of Original AlA A201/CMa - 1992 ModifIed. For NEW 
Review. 
Remarks: Please note that both full sets of rontracts must be signed and returned to Petra for final processing a d approval by the aty of Meridian 
before any wor1( on the site may begin. A fully exeaJted original wiI be returned for your records 0r1Cl! the aty Coundf has ratified the 
contract. 
Signature Inc. 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 2 12/19/2007 
2 2 12/19/2007 
NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Sets of Original AlA A101/CMa-1992-Modified, for 
review and signatute. 




Remarks: Please note that both full sets of contracts must be signed and returned to Petra for final processing and approval by the Oty of Meridian 
before any wor1( on site may begin. A fully executed original will be returned for your records, once the aty Council has ratified the 
contract. 
Signature Inc. 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 2 12/19/2007 
2 2 12/19/2007 
NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Sets of Original AlA AI0l/CMa-1992-ModifIed, for NEW 
review and signature. 
Sets of OrIgInal AlA A 2Ol/CMa - 1992 Modified for 
review. 
Remarks: Please note that both fuR sets of ClXlIJads must be signed and returned to Petra for final processh IQ and approval by the Oty of Meridian 
before any wa1c on site may begin. A fully executed original wiI be returned for your records, once the Oty Council has ratified the 
contract. 
Signature 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 2 12/19/2007 
2 2 12/19/2007 
NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STAlUS 
Sets of OrigInal AlA A10l/CMa-1992-Modified, for NEW 
review and sIgnabn. 
Sets of Origina/ AlA A 2Ol/CMa - 1992 Modified for 
review. 
Remarks: Please note that both fuI sets of cootracts must be signed and returned to Petra for final processing and approval by the aty of Meridian 
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Plan Set: $250.00 (refundable) 
Plan CD: $SO.OO (non-refoodable) 
COPIES DATE IlDt 
o 12/18{2007 SUB 





Remarks: Please see attached RfI #71 and Mechanical Response. 
a:: 
Hobson Fabricating - 343-5446 
Tri State EIedrfc - 362-1716 
Date: 911012009 
Page: 183 01271 
From' Signed , 
.~A~MW 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Volume I-Phase n Tedlnical Specifications 
Volume 2- Phase n BIddIng and General Conditions 
Cold Shell and Core Package Sheets: AO.O,Cl.1 ,C1.2, 
C4.1, C4.2, C4.3, Ll.20, M.O, M.1 ,AO.2,A.3, M.4" 
AO.5, A2.00, Al.I0, A 2.20, A2.30, A2.40, A2.50, 
A2.60, Al.O, Al.l, Al.2, Al.3, M.O, M.1, M.2, M.3, 
M.4, M.S, AS.O, AS.IAS.2, AS.3, AS.4, M.O, A9.1, 
A9.2, A9.3, SO.Ol, 51.01, 51.02, 52.11, 52.12, 52.21, 
52.2, 52.31, 52.32, S2.41, 52.42, 52.5, 53.1, 55.1, 
55.2, 57.1, 57.2, 57.3, 57.4, 57.5, 57.6, PO.O, PO.1, 
Pl.l, PI. 1, Pl.1, P3.1, M5.0, E1.OS, ELlS 
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tt"'F"'W 
Comments 
Remartcs: Keith ••• 













Ted Baird - Legal 884.8723 
Jon Anderson - Field 888.0334 
Steve Simmons - LeA 344.9002 
Chart 
COPIES DATE ITEM 
3 12/13/2007 SUB 
Chambers 
COPIES DATE ITEM 
o 12/13/2007 SUB 
COPIES DATE ITEM 
o 12/13/2007 SUB 
Drawings 
COPIES DATE ITEM 
2 12/13/2007 SUB 
COPIES DATE ITEM 










REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: York Grilles Color Olarts 
Oesc: YOf1( Grilles Color Olarts 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Council Clambers Steel Shops 
Oesc: CoundI Chambers steel Shops 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Veneer Masonry Anchors 
Desc: Veneer Masonry Anchors 
Bettencourt 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Are Alarm System Drawings 
Desc: Rre Alarm System Drawings: Sheets 1-12 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Veneer Masonry Anchors 
Desc: Veneer Masonry Anchors 
Date: 911 012009 
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0... Number Re: To . AItentIon ff'OIIt Signed 
~Eleang'! ""MSpi.eean~~1iIlIJiIr.l~ ..... iififI 
Submittals 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. 
1 3 12/5/2007 SUB 16-120-01 001 
10 3 12/5/2007 SUB 16-721-01 001 
11 3 12/5/2007 SUB 16-111-01 001 
2 3 12/5/2007 SUB 16-130-01 001 
3 3 12/5/2007 SUB 16-141-01 001 
4 3 12/5/2007 SUB 16-149-01 001 
5 3 12/5/2007 SUB 16-425-01 001 
6 3 12/5/2007 SUB 16-465-01 001 
7 3 12/5/2007 SUB 16-410-01 001 
8 3 12/5/2007 SUB 16-510-01 001 
9 3 12/5/2007 SUB 16-622-01 001 
Remarks; 
Remarks: .Johnny •••• 
Confirming 0lI" axM!I'S2ItIon the PO. for this project Is 06-0675 
Phone contacts are as fIoIIows: 
.John Anderson 860.7516 
Saltt Trepagnier 941.59S0 
Tom Coughlin 919.8583 
Adam Johnson 919.4340 
Gene Bennett 860.7507 
a:: Field 0fIice 888.0334 
DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Title: Wires and Cables 
Desc: WIres and cables 
Title: Fire Alann 
Desc: Are AIann 




Title: WirIng DevIa!s APr' 
Desc: Wir1ng Devices 
Title: Low Voltage Switdting APP 
Desc: Low Voltage Switching 
Title:Switd\boards 
Desc: Switdlboards 
Title: Bus Duct AAN 
Desc: Bus Duct 
Title: Panel Boards MCN 
Desc: Panel Boards 
Title: Ughtlng fixtures 
Desc: Lighting FIxtures 
Title: Generator Set AAN 
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0... Number Re: To Attention From SIgned , \ 
f~Biji'llJlGIIJIilifiii«ll'i(OiiiW~DaTEifitfl9li¥lJi~~ncorciii@_~iti 
Drawings Products 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
1 2 12/3/2007 SUB 06-402-01 001 Title: Interior Ardlitectural Woodwork AAN 
Oesc: Interior Architectural Woodwork 
Remartcs: 
Submittals 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 5 11/30/2007 SUB 
2 2 11/30/2007 SUB 
3 6 12{3/2007 SUB 
Remarks: 
Samples 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 









REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Piping Plans Basement and 1st floor 
Oesc: Piping Plans Basement and 1st Floor 
001 Title: Hydrolic catcuIatIons 
Oesc: Hydrolic catOJlatlons 
003 Title: Roofing 
Oesc: Roofing 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Door Sample for Color and Anish 
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And attached ASI No. 52 
1 Seal CO 
ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
ASINo.52 
Date: 911 012009 
Page: 179 of 271 
STATUS 





1 11/28/2007 01ange Order for Seal Co. for Phase III caulking &. OPN 
Ware. pi oofing. 
Keith: 
As previously discussed, Petra Inc.orporated is requesting a change order to Seal Co. to add the mst of the Phase ill Caulking and 
Waterproofing to their Phase n cnntract. 
This change order is justified by the following: 
1) No qualified bids were received by bid opening. 
2) SeaIm is already under contract for the Phase n scope d wort. 
3) TIle bid received after the bid opening fiom Seal Co is less that the IDPW max of $25,000 for non-bid awards. 
4) TIle bid received is under the Hoe item in the pre-bid budget by -$10,000 savings to the Oty. 
If you have any questions. contact me at your <XlOVeIlIence. 
Contract 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 11/30/2007 
Contractors 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Set d original AlA AI0l/CMa and A20l/CMa fully 
executed contract documents foI" your records. 
STATUS 
APP 
IlEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON STATUS 
1 1 11/30/2007 
Remarks: Find attached RFI # 06S 
ElopecIIIone 
ex:: 
American WaIIc:over - 208-887-1129 
Hobson Fabricating Corp. - 343-5446 
Buss Mechanical - S62-05SS 
Trl-state 8ecbic - 362-1716 
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COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON STAnJS 
1 11/26/2007 SUB 05-500-10 003 Title: a-Beams and canopys Resubmit NEW 
Desc: Sheet No. 195 -a Beams 
1 11/26/2007 SUB 05-500-10 005 Title: a -Beams and canopys Resubmit NEW 
Desc: Sheet No. 197 -a canopies 
1 11/26/2007 SUB 05-500-10 002 Title: a -Beams and canopys Resubmit NEW 
Desc: Sheet No. 193 -8- Beams 
1 11/26/2007 SUB 05-500-10 004 Title: a -Beams and Canopys ResubmIt NEW 
Desc: Sheet No. 196 -a. Beams 
1 11/26/2007 SUB 05-500-10 006 Title: a-Beams and Canopys Resubmit NEW 
Desc: Sheet No. 198 -a Canopies 
1 11/26/2007 SUB 05-500-10 001 Title: a -Beams and canopys ResubmIt NEW 
Desc: Sheet No. E-8 
C.O.3 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STAl1JS 
1 11/27/2007 Sidewalks, LLC Olange Order 3 for additional wor1c APP 
outside of contract documents. 
Keith: 
Please process and issue the contract formal change order prior to December 20, 2007 to allow the Contractor to bID against this wort 
completed In October and NoYember. 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 11/27/2007 
Find attached ASI No. 53. 
51R Contractors 
COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 11/27/2007 
Find attached ASI No. SIR 
CC: 
American Walk:over - 208-887-1129 
TMC, Inc. - 208-331-8301 
NUMBER 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
ASINo.53 
REV. NO. DESCRIP110N STATUS 
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REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 TItle: Resilient Roor Tile 
Desc: Resilient Roar TIle 
001 liUe: Rubber Base 
Desc: Rubber Base 
001 Title: carpet 
Desc: capet 
001 liUe: Walk Otf Mats 
Desc: Walk Otf Mats 
001 Title: Sheet Vinyl 
Desc: Sheet Vinyl 
Date: 911 012009 







REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Payment Bond for TTE-PrecDm, Bond # 785017P APfI 
Performanc:2 Bond for TTE-Precom, Bond # 78S017P APfI 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Copy d previous1y transmitted Application for 
Payment 007 fi'om May 31, 2007. 
STATUS 
APfI 
REV. NO. DESCRIPnON STATUS 
Plaza and Sib! ImproYements BId Package. Set No. 
44. 
Phase m RebId Padcage: Plans, Vdume 8 Rebid 
Book, Volume 7 Refen!nce Book 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
American Wall Cover, Inc. Phase m Contract Olange APfI 
Order 1 for RfI-43, ASI 32 and ASI 36. 
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Submittals 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE InM 
1 6 11/15/2007 SUB 
2 6 11/15/2007 SUB 
3 6 11/15/2007 SUB 
4 6 11/15/2007 SUB 
5 6 11/15/2007 SUB 
6 6 11/15/2007 SUB 
Remarks: 
Resubmittial 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE InM 
1 3 11/16/2007 SUB 
Remarks: 
Submittals 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 2 11/16/2007 SUB 
Remarks: 
ResubmiUials 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 2 11/16/2007 SUB 
2 2 11/16/2007 SUB 
3 2 11/16/2007 SUB 
4 2 11/16/2007 SUB 




















REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
002 Title: a -Beams and canopys Resubmit 
Oesc: Sheet No. 193 -a Beams 
004 Title: a-Beams and canopys Resubmit 
Oesc: Sheet No. 196 -a Beams 
006 Title: a -Beams and Canopys Resubmit 
Desc: Sheet No. 198 -a canopies 
003 Title: a -Beams and canopys Resubmit 
Oesc: Sheet No. 195 -a Beams 
OOS Title: a-Beams and Canopys Resubmit 
Oesc: Sheet No. 197 -a canopies 
001 Title: a -Beams and Canopys Resubmit 
Desc: Sheet No. E-B 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 









Desc: Modular Indoor CetraI Station Air Handling 
Unit . 
DESCRIPTlON 
Title: Rotary Screw Water 0liI1ers 
Desc: Rotary Screw Water ClliIIers-RS 
DESCRIPTlON 
Title: P-l Water Coset 
Desc: P-l water Coset 
Title: P-2 Water Coset ADA 
Desc: P-2 water Ooset ADA 
Title: P-3 Urinal 
Desc: P-3 Urinal 
Title: P-lS water Cooler 
Desc: P-IS Water Cooler 
Title: Hose Bibb 
Desc: Hose Bibb 
Date: 911012009 
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Date: 911 012009 
Page: 175 of 271 
FRIm \ Signed 
Beltrami 
DESCRIPTlON 
Title: Overhead Coiling Grilles 
Desc: Overhead Coiling GriMes 
DESCRIPTlON 
litle:kIJ!:ssAooring 
Desc: kIJ!:ss Roaring 
litle: kIJ!:ss Flooring 
Oesc: kIJ!:ss Flooring 
DESCRIPTION 
Change Order No. 2 to ASS for additional card reader 
Iocatlons per Seality Package re-bid optIOOaI pricing 
approval. 
Proposed 01ange Order No. 2 for additional card 
reader locations per Security Package re-bid optional 
pricing. 
ASS supporting doaJmentation for ASI 38 response. 











REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Bond Status Report fur ASS, Mailed 11-1+07 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Set d AlA AlOI/l A201 ota-l992 ConIrcId, fully 
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Project Name: Meridian City Hall Date: 911012009 
Project No: 06-0675 Page: 174 of 271 
NumIMr fie: To From Signed 
Submittials 
ITCH NO. COPIES DATE mM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
1 3 11/8/2007 SUB 10-1OCHI 001 TItle: VISUal Display Surfaces APP 
Oesc: Visual Display Striaces 
2 3 11/8/2007 SUB 10-505-01 001 TItle: Lockers AAN 
Oesc: Lockers 
3 3 11/8/2007 SUB 10-900-02 001 TItle: Knox Box APP 
Oesc: Knox Box 
4 3 11/8/2007 SUB 10-801-01 001 TItle: Toilet Room Aa:esories MN 
Oesc: Toilet Room Aa:esories 
5 3 11/8/2007 SUB 10-900-01 001 TItle: Television Wal Mounts APP 
Oesc: Television Wall Mounts 
Remarks: 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STAnJS 
1 5 11/8/2007 10-155-01 Toilet PartitIOns-Returned 
Remarks: Brent, 
Please keep these submittials untiD a color is chosen. It Is diffucult to tradc these as approved if the color is not vet selected. This will be a 




ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 7 11/8!2OO7 SUB 
Re-Submlttals 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 
1 S 11/8/2007 SUB 
Submittals 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 






REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Disc: ResubnittaI - Modular Indoor central Station AIr 
Handling Unit. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 





Title: WIre Mesh Partitons 









1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Projec::t Name: Meridian City Hall 
Project No: 06-0675 
Notice 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE NUMBER 
1 1 11/1/2007 
Remarks: 
Submittial 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 3 11/5/2007 SUB 16-11+01 
2 3 11/5/2007 SUB 16-125-01 
Remarks: 
Masonry 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 11/6/2007 
2 1 11/6/2007 
3 1 8{30{2007 
1 10/29/2007 4 
Remarks: The rest eX ASI 23 pricing for your review. 
Resubmittials 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
I 6 11/6/2007 SUB 15-400-02 
Re-Submittals 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 




Page: 173 of 271 
REV. NO. DESCRWTlON STATUS 







TItle: Cable Tray 
Desc: cable Tray 
1ltIe: Modular floor Systems 
Desc: Modular ftoor Systems 
DESCRIPTION 
pco'()()2 to TMC Masonry for ASI-23 
COR-002 to TMC Masonry for ASI-23 
ASI-23 for reference. 
TMC quote to perform work for ASI 23 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
002 TrtIe: P-I Water Coset 
Desc: P-l water Coset 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
002 Title: Rotary Screw water ChIllers 

















1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 e PHONE: (208) 323-4500 e FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall 
Project No: 06-0675 
Number Re: To 
Submittial 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 2 10/30/2007 SUB 15-061-01 
10 2 10/30/2007 SUB 15-325-07 
2 2 10/30/2007 SUB 15-325-02 
3 2 10/30/2007 SUB 15-325-05 
4 2 10/30/2007 SUB 15-328-01 
5 2 10/30/2007 SUB 15-320-01 
6 2 10/30/2007 SUB 15-325-01 
7 2 10/30/2007 SUB 15-325-03 
8 2 10/30/2007 SUB 15-325-04 
9 2 10/30/2007 sua 15-325-06 
Remarks: Please Review Comments From Engineer. 
Drawings 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 4 10/31/2007 SUB 15-325-08 
1 6 10/31/2007 SUB 15-325-08 
Remarks: 
Invoice 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
I 2 10/31/2007 
2 1 10/31/2007 
Remarks: 
Date: 911012009 
Page: 172 of 271 
Attention From Signed \ 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATIJS 
001 Title: Are Piping Hangars MN 
Oesc: Are Piping Hangars 
001 Title: Oledc Valve MN 
Desc: Oledt Vi!lve 
001 Title: Riser Manifold MN 
Desc: Riser Manifold 
001 Title: Groove Attings MN 
Desc: Groove Attings 
001 Title: Are Pump MN 
Desc: Are Pump 
001 Title: Are Bell MN 
Desc: Are Bell 
001 Title: Are Sprinkler Heads MN 
Desc: Are Sprinkler Heads 
001 Title: Are Pre-Adion Valve AAN 
Desc: Are Pre-Action Valve 
001 Title: Fire BaddIow Preventor AAN 
Desc: Are Bactftow PreYentxlr 
001 Title: FDC,Hose Valve, Pump Test Connector AAN 
Desc: FDC,Hose Valve, Pump Test Connector 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
TItIe:Sasement and 1st PIping Shops, Hydro cales. 
001 Title: Basment and 1st Piping Shops NEW 
Desc: Basment and 1st Piping Shops 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Sets fA AlA AIOllCMa and AlA AlGI CMa contract OPN 
forms from AATRONIC5, Inc. for final approval and 
execution by the Oty fA Meridan. Please return one 
full set to my attention for final proa!S'SIng to the 
ConIractDr. 
ApplIcatIon for Payment Package No. 12 for the OPN 






1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall 
Project No: 06-0675 
o.te H.·1mber Re: To _ 
Date: 911012009 
Page: 171 of 271 
~i"4SfIiW#MlJili1StllCNM 
AtSM1tfon From SIgned 
411f1CD1~~Iifjbf'"-J9.trQ§" 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 10/30/2007 
RetNlrtcs: And attached AS! No. 3S with Plan Sheets A1.0 and Al.l 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 10/30/2007 
Remartw: And attached ASI No. 3S with Plan Sheets Al.0 and A1.l 
Shops 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 8 10/30/2007 SUB 06-402-01 
Remarks: 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 10/3012007 
2 1 10/30/2007 
3 1 8/30/2007 
4 1 8/30/2007 
5 1 8/30/2007 
6 1 8130/2007 
7 1 10/16/2007 
Remarks: 
Submittials 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 6 10/30/2007 SUB 09-562-01 
2 6 10/30/2007 SUB 09-653-01 
3 6 10/30/2007 SUB 09-680-01 
4 6 10/30/2007 SUB 12~1 
5 6 1~/30/2007 SUB 09-651-01 
Remarks: 
~. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 
ASINo.3S 
REV. NO. oesauPTlON 
ASINo.35 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 
001 Title: Interior Architectural Woodwor1I 
Desc: InteI10r ArdlItedlJraI Woodwork 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 
Rule steel PCO ool-ASI 7, ASI 8, AS! 18, ASI 19, 
AS! 23 
Rule steel CD 001 ASI 7, AS! 8, ASI 18, AS! 9, AS! 
23 
Rule Steel COR 001 for ASI 7 with ASI 7 and 
supporting sketches. 
Rule steel COR 002 for ASI 8 with ASI 8 and 
supporting sketd1es. 
Rule Steel COR 003 for ASI 18 with AS! 18 and 
supporting sketx:hes. 
Rule Steel CDR 004 for AS! 19 with ASl19 and 
supporting sketx:hes. 
Rule Steel COR 5 for AS! 23 with AS! 23. 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DE5CRIP1lON 
001 l1Ue: Sheet Vinyl 
Desc: Sheet VInyl 
001 Title: Rubber Base 
Oesc: Rubber Base 
001 liHe:carpet 
Oesc: carpet 
001 "He: Walk Off Mats 
Oesc: walk Off Mats 
l1Ue: Resilient Aoor TIle--




























































COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 10/30/2001 
Find attached ASI No. 35 with Plan Sheets AI.O and At.1 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
I 10(30(2007 
Find attached ASI No. 35 with Plan Sheets At.O and AU 
Steel Erectors 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 l0{J0f2007 
Find attached ASJ No. 35 with Plan Sheets AU and At.t 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
ASI 21 &. 26 ASS POO, CO, COR a Backup 
ASJ-29 Hobson POO, CO, COR a Backup 
OPN 
OPN 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
One fully executed original cnntract with the ety of APP 
Meridian for the Audio-VISUal Salpe of Wont detailed 
in Bid Padcage 21. Padcage indudes AlA doaJment 
At01/CMa-I992 and AlA doament A201/CMa-1992. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Idaho Custom Wood Products AlA AI01/CMa-1992 OPN 
for final exewlion by the Oty of Meridian. 
AlA A/2011992 General Conditions for the Alai OPN 
Contracts above. 
REV. NO. OESCRIPTION STATUS 
ASINo.3S 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
ASINo.35 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
ASI No. 35 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 




1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIOIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall Date: 911012009 
Project No: 06-0675 Page: 169 of 271 
Number fie: 
Signature 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE 
1 2 10/18{2007 





REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Sets of Original AlA AI0l/CMa-1992-ModifIed, for NEW 
review and signature. 
Sets of Original AlA A 2Ol/CMa - 1992 ModIfied for 
review. 
Remarks: Please note that both full sets of contracts must be signed and returned to Petra for final processing and approval by the City of MeridIan 
before any work on site may begin. A fully executed original will be returned for your records,. once the Oty Council has ratified the 
CXX'Itr.Jct 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE llEM NUMBER 
1 1 10/22/2007 
2 1 10/22/2007 
3 1 10/22/2007 
4 1 10/22/2007 
5 1 10/22/2007 
Remarks: 
Bond 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 
Remarks: Please see the attached bonds from Crawford Door sales. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
B&8 Steel Erectors N PCO 1, 00-1, COR-I for OPN 
RFI-00043. Q.ri) at 2nd Roor Radius Railing. 
Commercial Painting Conlractols, Inc. N PCO 1, CD-l, OPN 
COR-I for RFI-00043. 
Idaho QJStom Wood Products PCO-l, (0-1, COR-I, OPN 
OOR-2 for RFI 0043 and ASI 33. 
Sidewalks, LLC PCO-3, 00-1, COR-Q2 for RFI-<1043 OPN 
Tn-State 8ectric PCO-l, CD-l, COR-S Il COR-6 for OPN 
Temp Lighting, Temp Power, ASI's 25, 36, 1l37. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 




1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, 10 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323~500 • FAX: (208) 323~S07 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall 
Project No: 06-0675 
Number Rr. \ To 
Contract 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE NUMBER 
1 1 10/18/2007 
Remarks: 
Contract 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE NUMBER 
1 1 10/18/2007 
Remarks: 
Contract 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 10/18/2007 
Remarks: 
Contract Idaho 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 10/18/2007 
Contract Steel ENCtora 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE NUMBER 
1 1 10/18/2007 
Signature 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 2 10/18/2007 




168 of 271 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Set d original AlA AIOllCMa and A20lICMa fully 
executed contract documents for your records. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Set of original AlA AI01lCMa and A201/CMa fully 
executed contract documents for you" records. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Set d original AlA AlOllCMa and A201/CMa fully 
exeaJted contract documents for your records. 
Beltrami 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Set d original AlA AI01lCMa and A201/CMa fully 
exeaJted contract documents for your records. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Set d original AlA AlOl/CMa and A20lICMa fully 











REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STAlUS 
Sets d 0rtginaI AlA AI01lCMa-1992-Modified, for NEW 
review and sIgnatlJre. 
Sets of Original AlA A 201/CMa - 1992 ModIfied for 
review. 
Remarks: Please note that both fun sets d contracts must be signed and returned to Petra for final processing and approval by the Oty of Mertdlan 





1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Project Name: 
Project No: 
Meridian City Hall 
06-0675 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 1 10/10/2007 
Remartcs: For your files. 
NUMBER 
Inspection 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 1 10/10/2007 













COPIES DATE ITEM 



















Memo-Paint Contractors, Inc 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 




REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 
MeridIan my Hall- Mill Celts from Rule Steel. 
REV. NO. DESCJUPTlON 
Meridian Oty Hall- Mill Certs from Rule Steel. 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
002 Title: RootIng 
Oesc: RootIng 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 
Draft Bid Package for Phase IV Plaza and Site 
Improvements. 
Draft: copieS of the Specitlcatfons and Project Manual 









Half-Size sets of the Phase IV Plaza and SIte OPN 
IrnproYement plans. 
Full size sets of the Phase IV Plaza and Site OPN 
Improvement plans. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 ntIe: Hydronic Pumps 
Oesc: Hydranic Pumps 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 
002 nue: Paint 








1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Project Name: 
Project No: 
Meridian City Hall 
06-0675 
Gate Hum_ R.: 
Contract 
To 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 





Page: 166 of 271 
Signed 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Sets AlA AI01/CMa-1992 and AlA A201/CMa-1992 OPN 
signed by Crawford Door Co for final execution by the 
aty d Meridian. 
Please return one (1) fully executed original d the Crawford Door Co. Contract for our disposal with the Contractor. 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 7 10/10/2007 SUB 08-334-01 
Remarks: 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 6 10/10/2007 SUB 15-061-01 
10 6 10/10/2007 SUB 15-328-01 
2 6 10/10/2007 SUB 15-320-01 
3 6 10/10/2007 SUB 15-325-01 
4 6 10/10/2007 SUB 15-325-02 
5 6 10/10/2007 SUB 15-325-03 
6 6 10/10/2007 SUB 15-325-04 
7 6 10/10/2007 SUB 15-325-05 
8 6 10/10/2007 SUB 15-325-06 
9 6 10/10/2007 SUB 15-325-07 
Ramartcs: 
Submittal 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE InM NUMBER 




REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Ovemead Coiling Grilles 
Oesc: 0ver1lead Coiling Grilles 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Are PIping Hangars 
Oesc: Are Piping Hangars 
001 Title: Fire Pump 
Desc: fire Pump 
001 Title: Are Bell 
Oesc: Fire Bell 
001 Title: Fire Sprinkler Heads 
Oesc: Are Sprinkler Heads 
001 Title: RIser Manifold 
Oesc: RIser Manifold 
001 Title: Are Pre-Action Valve 
Oesc: Are Pre-ActIOn Valve 
001 11Ue: fire Baddtaw Preventor 
Desc: Fire Backftow Preventor 
001 Title: Groove fittings 
Oesc: Groove Fittings 
001 Title: FDC.Hose Valve,. Pump Test Connector 
Desc: FOC,Hose Valve, Pump Test Connector 
001 Title: Oledc Valve 





Title: Comer Guards 




















1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall 
Project No: 06-0675 
Numb« He: To 
Submittials 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 6 10/4/2007 SUB 10-526-01 
2 6 10/4/2007 SUB 10-605-01 
3 6 10/4/2007 SUB 10-801-01 
4 6 10/4/2007 SUB 10-900-01 
5 6 10/4/2007 SUB 10-900-02 
6 6 10/412007 SUB 10-100-01 
7 6 10/4/2007 SUB 10-155-01 
8 6 10/412007 SUB 10-505-01 
Remarks: 
Bonds 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM MJMBER 
1 i 1014/2007 
2 1 9/2B/2007 






REV. NO. DESCRIrnON 
001 Tltle: Are Extinguisher and cabinet 
Oesc: Are Extinguisher and cabinet 
001 TltIe: WIre Mesh Partltons 
Oesc: WIre Mesh PartItons 
001 Title: Toilet Room Ac:x:esories 
Oesc: Toilet Room Accesories 
001 Title: Television WaR Mounts 
Oesc: Television WaR Mounts 
001 Tltle: Knox Box 
Oesc: Knox Box 
001 TltIe: VIsual DIsplay SUrfaces 
Oesc: Visual DIsplay SUrfaces 
001 Tltle: Toilet PartltlOns 
Oesc: Toilet PartitIons 
001 Title: lockers 
Oesc: Lockers 
Date: 9/1012009 











REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Sets d AlA AI0l/CMa & A201/Ota - 1992 signed by OPN 
SUncrest Corporation dba B&8 Ste8 Erectors. Inc. for 
final execution by the aty d Mer1dian. 
Payment & Performance Bonds for AmeriCan APP 
Wa/k:over, Inc., BId Package 2 - <:arpenby, Bond No. 
2220457. 
Payment & Performance Bonds for Amertcan APP 
Walk:over, Inc., Bid Package 8- Interior Drywall 
Systems. Areproofing, AalustIcaI Ceiling TIe. Bond 
No. 220458 
Please have the contracts Signed and return one fully exeaJted original to my attentiOn. 
The Bonds are the originals for )'OtK files. 
CD 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM MJMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 





1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall 
Project No: 06-0675 
Number Re: To 
Beams-Canopies 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 2 10/3{2007 SUB 
2 2 10/3{2007 SUB 
3 2 10/3/2007 SUB 
4 2 10/3/2007 SUB 
5 2 10/3/2007 SUB 
6 2 10/3/2007 SUB 
Remarks: 
Drawings 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 2 10/3/2007 SUB 
Remarks: 
rrEMNO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 2 10/3/2007 SUB 
















REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
002 Title: a-Beams and <:anopys 
Desc: Sheet No. 193 
004 Title: a -Beams and <:anopys 
Desc: Sheet No. 196 -a. Beams 
006 Title: a -Beams and canopys 
Desc: Sheet No. 198 -a canopies 
001 Title: El-Beams and canopys 
Desc: a-Beams and <:anopys 
003 Title: a -Beams and canopys 
Desc: Sheet No. 195 -a Beams 
005 Title: a-Beams and Canopys 
Desc: Sheet No. 197 -a Beams 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Are Alarm System Drawings 
Desc: Fire AIann System Drawings 
Christensen 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 
001 Title: kn5s Rooring 
Desc: kn5s Flooring 
002 Title: kn5s Flooring 
Desc: kn5s Rooring-CoIor SeIedfons 
Date: 911012009 
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Project Name: Meridian City Hall Date: 911012009 
Project No: 06-0675 Page: 163 of 271 
From Signed 
JliIIfIiiS'O"fBOiiIi.~ 




































































Title: SUnscreens and OliAer Frame Shops 
Desc: Sunscreens and Oliler Frame Shops 
TItle: ReviSed 1st.2nd,3Id,4th, Framing 
Desc: ReviSed 1st,.2nd,3Id,4th, framing 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Beam camber-tog 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Title: Conduit 
Desc: CDnduit 
001 Title: Panel Boards 
Desc: Panel Boards 
001 Title: lighting Rxbres 
Desc: UgI'I!Ing Fixtures 
001 Title: Generator Set 
Desc: Generator Set 
001 Title: Are Alarm 
Desc: Rre Alarm 
001 Title: cable Tray 
Desc: cable Tray 
001 TltIe: WIres and cables 
Desc: WIres and cables 
001 Titte: Modular noor Systems 
Desc: Modular noor Systems 
001 Title: Boxes 
Desc: Boxes 
001 11tIe: WIring Devia5 
Desc: WIring DevIces 
001 Title: low Voltage Switdling 
Desc: low Voltage SwItdlIng 
001 Title: Switchboards 
Desc: Switchboards 
001 Title: Bus Duct 






















1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Project Name: 
Project No: 
























REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 Dwg: Operable Partition 
T1tIe: Operable Panel Partitions 
Oesc: Operable Panel Partitions 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
MTllnvestigation and RE-l RIsk 
Assessment-Resubmittal, on CO 
Date: 911012009 






Endosed is the MTl Re-submlttal of the Investigation and RE-l RIsk Assessment in response to IDEQ letter of 09-2+07 from Eric Traynor-. 
Application 11 
ITEM NO. <DPIES DATE ITEM 
1 1 9flB/2007 
Remarks: 
Change Order 
ITEM NO. <DPIES DATE ITEM 




REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Application and Certificate for Payment No. 11 for the 
month of September. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Schindler Elevator CoIp - 01ange Order No. 1 Wei: AP9 
Signature. 
Enclosed Is the Olange Order No. 1 for Schindler Elevator Corp with their wet signature on it for your files as requested. 
Framing 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
1 1 10/1{2O(I1 SUB os-soo-oa 001 TItfe: Sunsaeens and 0liIIer frame Shops AAN 
Oesc: SUllSCleellS and 0liIIer frame Shops 
2 1 10/1/2007 SUB OS-SIlO-o7 001 TItle: Revised lst,2nd,lrd,4th, Framing APP 





1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, IO 83642 • PHONE: ~208! 323-4500 • FAX: {208} 323-4507 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall 
Project No: 06-0675 
Date Number R.: To 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
32 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-400-15 
33 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-400-16 
34 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15""100-17 
35 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15""100-18 
36 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15""100-21 
37 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15""100-19 
38 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-400-20 
39 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-400-22 
4 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-185-02 
40 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-513-01 
41 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-626-01 
42 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15900-04 
5 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-185-03 
6 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-185-04 
7 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-185-05 
8 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-185-06 
9 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-185-07 
Re-Submittafa 
rnMNO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBeR 
1 3 9/27/2007 SUB 09-900-01 
Remarks: 
Attention From 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 litle: P-16 Thennostatic Mixing Valve 
Desc: P-16 Thermostatic Mixing Valve 
001 Title: P-17 Water Heater (2) 
Desc: P-17 Water Heater (2) 
001 Title: P-18 Water Cooler 
Desc: P-18 Water Cooler 
001 Title: P-19 Eyewash 
Oesc: P-19 Eyewash 
001 litle: RD - Roof Drain 
Desc: RD - Roof Drain 
001 litle: P-20 Breakroom Sink 
Desc: P-20 Breakroom Sink 
001 litle: DC - Downspout Covers 
Desc: DC - Downspout Covers 
001 litle: OFD - Overflow DraIn 
Desc: OFD - Overflow Drain 
001 litle: HydronIc Pumps 1,2,3,4,5 
Desc: HydronIc Pumps 1,2,3,4,5 
001 litle: Condensing Boilers 
Desc: Condensing Boilers 
001 litle: Rotary Saew water Chillers 
Desc: Rotary Saew Water Chillers 
001 litle: CIrcuit Sensors 
Oesc: OroJit Sensors 
001 litle: 5udlon Diffuser 
Desc: 5udlon Diffuser 
001 Title: Pressurized Expansion Tanks 
Desc: Pressurized Expansion Tanks 
001 1itIe: AK Separator 
Desc: AIr Separator 
001 Title: AIr Vent 
Desc: AIr Vent 
001 Title: Rexible ConnedDrs 






Desc: Paint Re-Submittlal, 8M HC-66 Color. Draw 
Down. 
Date: 911012009 

























1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (2OS) 323-4507 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall 
Project No: 06-0675 
Date Number Rr. T~ 
Submittials 
ITEM NO. COPIES DAlE ITEM MJMBER REV. NO. 
1 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-082-01 001 
10 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-185-08 001 
11 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-185-12 001 
12 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-185-13 001 
13 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15·185-14 001 
14 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-185-15 001 
15 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-185-16 001 
16 2 9/26{2007 SUB 15-185-17 001 
17 2 9/26{2007 SUB 15-185-18 001 
18 2 9/26{2007 SUB 15-185-19 001 
19 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-400-02 001 
2 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-082-01 002 
20 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-400-03 001 
21 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-400-06 001 
22 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-400-04 001 
23 2 9126/2007 SUB 15-"100-05 001 
24 2 9/26(2007 SUB 15-100-07 001 
2S 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-400-08 001 
26 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-400-09 001 
27 2 9/2612001 SUB 1~10 001 
2B 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-400-11 001 
29 2 9/26/2007 SUB ~U 001 
3 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-082-01 003 
30 2 9/26/2007 SUB 1~13 001 -
31 2 9/26/2007 SUB 15-400-14 001 
DESCRIPTION 
Title: Pipe Insulation 
Oesc: Pipe Insulation 
Title: Thermometers 
Desc: Thermometers 
Title: Ol"O.lit Setters 
Desc: 0I"0.Iit Setters 
Title: Read Out Kit 
Desc: Read OUt Kit 
Title: Safety Relief Valves 
Desc: Safety Relief Valves 
Title: Reducing Valves 
Desc: Reducing Valves 
Title: Reduced Pressure Baddlow Preventer 
Oesc: Reduced Pressure 8adcftow Preventer 
Title: Olem By-Pass Feeder 
Desc: OleIn By-Pass Feeder 
Title: Test Plugs 
Oesc: Test Plugs 
Title: 0lemicaI Feeder Package 
Oesc: 0lemicaI Feeder Package 
Title: P-l Wawr Coset 
Oesc: P-l Water Coset 
Title: PIpe Insulation 
Oesc: insulation Mastic 
Title: P-2 Water Coset ADA 
Desc: P-2 Water Coset ADA 
Title: P-S Lavatory (ADA) (2) 
Desc: P-Sl..avatnr( (ADA) (2) 
Title: P-3 Urinal 
Desc: P-3 lkinal 
Title: P-4 Lavatory (ADA) (I) 
Desc: P-4 Lavatnry (ADA) (1) 
TItle: P-6 Roar Orain 
Oesc: P-6 Roar Drain 
Title: P-7 Shower Stall ADA 
Desc: P-7 Shower Stall 
Title: P-8 Shower Stall 
Desc: P-8 Shower Stall 
Title: P-9 JanitIlr Sink 
Oesc: P-9 Janitor Sink 
Title: P-to Roar Sink 
Oesc: P-I0 Floor SInk 
Title: P-ll Sink 
Oesc: P-ll Sink 
Title: Pipe InsulatIon 
Oesc: InsulatIon AIumInt.m Jacket 
TItte: P-12 Roar Sink (2) 
Oesc: P-12 Floor SInk (2) 
Title: P-1S Water Heater 
Oesc: P-lS Wawr Heater 
Date: 911 01'2009 

































1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323~500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall Date: 911 012009 
Project No: 06-0675 Page: 159 of 271 
Number R.: To From \ signed 
Submittials 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
1 4 9/25/2007 SUB 15-075-01 001 Title: Mechanicalldentlflcatlon APP 
Desc: Mechanical Identification 
10 4 9/25/2007 SUB 15-855-01 001 Title: Diffusers. Registers, GriUes AAN 
Desc: Diffusers, RegIsters. Grilles 
11 4 9/2S{2007 SUB 15-950-01 001 Title: Test and Ballance Qualification APP 
Desc: Test and Ballance QualifIcation 
2 4 9/25/2007 SUB 15-083-01 001 Title: MechanIcal Insulation NEW 
Desc: Mechanical Insulation 
3 4 9/25/2007 SUB 15-725-01 001 Title: Modular Indoor CetraI Illr Unit APP 
Desc: Modular Indoor CetraI station ,. Handling 
Unit 
4 4 9/25/2007 SUB 15-73+()1 001 Title: Computer Room Illr CondItioning Unit AAN 
Desc: Computer Room Air Conditioning Unit 
5 4 9/25/2007 SUB 15-738-01 001 Title: SpIlt System Alr Conditioning Unit! AAN 
Desc: Split System Illr ConditIoning Units 
6 4 9/25/2007 SUB 15-762-01 001 Title: Unit Heaters AAN 
Desc: Unit Heaters 
7 4 9/25/2007 SUB 15-765-01 001 Title: IaJ5s Floor Terminal Units APP 
Desc: IaJ5s Floor Terminal Units 
8 4 9/25/2007 SUB 15-815-01 001 Title: Metal Duct APP 
Desc: Metal Duct 
9 4 9/'15/2007 SUB 15-838-01 001 Title: Power Ven!Iator AAN 
Desc: Power Venilator' 
Remarks: 
Submittials 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
1 4 9/25/2007 SUB 15900-02 001 TiUe: Field DevIce Data AAN 
Desc: ReId Device Data 
2 4 9/25/2007 SUB 15900-01 001 Title: ControIer and Panel Device Data AM 
Desc: Controler and Panel Device Data 
3 4 9/25/2007 SUB 15900-03 001 Title: Control Valve Sd1eduIe Data APP 






1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, m 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (2OS) 323-4507 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall 
Project No: 06-0675 
\ Date Number R.: To 
0003 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 9/612007 
10 1 3/21/]J)()7 
2 1 7/17/2007 
3 1 5/17/2007 
4 1 5/17/2007 
5 1 3/21/2007 
6 1 5/17/2007 
7 1 7/17/2007 
8 1 3/21/2007 
9 1 3/21/2007 
Remarks: 
Roger: 
Rlr yoc.r use In providing COR 0003/ASI 24. 
Signature Steel 







Page: 158 of 271 
From Signed 
DESCRIPTlON 
ASI 24 Package 
Plan C4.3 Standards Drawings 
Plan Cl.0 MerIdian aty Hall Notes 
Plan C1.1 Grading Ii Drainage Plan 
Plan 0.1 UtIlities Plan 
Plan 0.1 Details 
Plan 0.2 Details 
Plan 0.3 Details 
Plan C4.1 Standards Drawings 
Plan C4.2 Standards Drawings 
OESCRIPTlON 
AlA AlOlfCMa-I992 Contract form for new Meridian 
aty Hall BId Package No. 1 
AlA A201jCMa-1992 Contract form to accompany for 















Please rebIm baCh sets d mntrad:s after signing the AI01 form. Petra will then submit to the aty for final elCeClJtian d the cootrac:t 





.. 9/25/2007 SUB 
NUMBeR 
15-820-01 
RfV. NO. DESCRlPTlON 
001 11tfe: Duct Aa:essorieS 





1097 N. ROSARIO STREET e MERIDIAN, ID 83642 e PHONE: (208) 323-4500 e FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall Date: 911 012009 
Project No: 06-0675 Page: 157 of 271 
Number Re: To 
Company 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 7/17/2007 
Remartcs: 
Bonds 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 7/24/2007 
Remartcs: 
0003 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 9/6/2.007 
10 1 3/21/2007 
2 1 7/17/2007 
3 1 5/17/2007 
4 1 5/17/2007 
5 1 3/21/2007 
6 1 5/17/2007 
7 1 7/17/2007 
8 1 3/21/2007 
9 1 3/21/2007 
Remarks: 
Tyler: 
For your use in providing COR 0003/ASI 24. 
\ Signed 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
Set of AlA AI01/CMa-1992 &. A201/CMa-1992 APP 
contract documents for Schumacher &. Co., Inc., fully 
executed. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
REV. NO. 
AlA Document A312 Payment and Performance 
Bonds for Simpiex-Grlnnell, LP, lire Suppression 
Systems. Bond No. 82137&40. 
DESCRIPTION 
ASI 24 Package 
Plan C4.3 standards Drawings 
Plan C1.0 MeridIan my HaD Notes 
Plan Cl.l Grading &. Drainage Plan 
Plan 0.1 UtiDtles Plan 
Plan 0.1 Details 
Plan 0.2 Details 
Plan 0.3 Details 
Plan C4.1 Standards Drawings 

















1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, 10 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-1500 • FAX: (208) 323-1507 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall 
Project No: 06-0675 
Number Rr. To 
Partition Submi 
ITCM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 2 9/14/2007 SUB 16-651-01 
1 2 9/14/2007 SUB 10-651-01 
1 7 9/14/2007 SUB 10-651-01 
Remarks: 
ITCMNO. COPIES DATE ITCM NUMBER 
1 8 9/14/2007 SUB 15-185-01 
Remarks: 
COR 2 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITCM NUMBER 
1 1 9/17/2007 
Remarks: 
Contract 
ITCMNO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 2 9/18{2007 
Trl-State Elect 
ITEM NO. OOPIES DATE NUMBER 











ModemfoId Color Selector 
ModemfoId Vinyl SeIectDr 
TItle: Operable Panel PartItIons 
Desc: Operable Panel Partitions 
Christensen 
DESCRIP110N 
TItle: Hydronic Pumps 
Desc: Hydronlc Pumps 
DESCRIP110N 
COR-QOO2 MJ's Backhoe and Excavation for removal 
of unsuitable soils in the par1cJng lot area at South 
side of the property and fiUlng with select structural 









REV. NO. DESCRIP110N STATUS 
REV. NO. 
Sets ot AlA Documents AlOl/Ofa - 1992 and 
A20l/Ofa - 1992. For BId Padcage 
21-TeJecoownunicaIi 
DESCRIP110N 
Olange Order Request Package for AS! 2S to Tri 


















Date: 911 012009 




COR No.1 for CM FEE on Contaminated Soil Removal OPN 
with supporting documentation. 
Originals have been delivered to Keith Watts and Will Berg as well. 
Submittials Contractors, Inc 
rrEMNO. CDPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 1 9/14/2007 SUB 09-900-01 
REV. NO. DESCRIP1lON 
001 TItle: Paint 
Desc: PaInt SUbmittiaI Package-Data Sheets and 
M.S.D.S. 





























REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Hardener and Sealer SUbmittiai 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 TItle: foil Faced Fiberboard Insulation 
Desc: foil Faa!d Fiberboard Insulation 
REV. NO. DESCRIPllON 
001 TItle: SIlIcate Hardener and Sealer 
Desc: SiIicaIe Hardener and Sealer 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
001 lltle: GlazIng Shop Drawings 












1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, 10 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall 
06-0675 
Date: 911012009 
Page: 154 of 271 Project No: 
















Contract Contractors. Inc 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 9/4/2007 
Contract 
COPI£S DATE NUMBER 
1 914/2007 
Keith: 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 
Set d original AlA AlOl/CMa and A20l/CMa fully 
executed contract documents fer your records. 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Set d fully exectuted contract with Convnen:IaI 





You sent me back with both Painting Contracts, so I am returning one for your files. wwb 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 9/14/2007 
Pao-West 
COPIES DATE NUMBER 
1 8/23/2007 
CDPIES DATE NUMBER 
1 9/12{J1»7 
Keith: 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
REV. NO. 
REV. NO. 
Olange Order Request no. 0001 for Rule steel Tanks, 
Inc with bac:Icup for ASrs 7, 8, 18 8. 19. 
DESCRIPTlON 
AlA A312 Payment a Performance Bonds No. 




COR No.1 for CM FEE on Contaminated Soil Removal OPN 
with supporting doamentation. 
OrIginals hiM! been transmitted to WI. Berg and Ted 8a/nf fer review as well. 
CDPIES DATE ITEM 
1 9/12/2007 
WIll: 
NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 
COR No.1 for CM fEE on Contaminated Soil Removal OPN 
with supporting documentation. 




1097 N. ROSARIO S1REET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Project Name: Meridian City Hall 
06-0675 
Date: 911012009 
Page: 153 of 271 Project No: 
Execution 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
1 2 9/12/2OOl 
2 2 9/12/2007 
NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 
Sets d OrigInal AlA AI01/CMa-1992-Mod1f1ed. for 
review <WId signature. 
















Please review and sign both sees of orgInaI mntrads, then return both sets In my attention. 1 wiD submit In the Oty for final execution and 
a fully executed original will be returned In you for your records. It you have any questions. please contact me at Votr mnvenIence. 
Notice 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON STAlUS 
1 9/10/2007 Right In Uen NotIce from Lampson Intemational, a OPN 
lower tier SubcontractDr under Rule Steel Tanks, Inc. 
Keith: 
Original RIght In Uen from Lampson International, the aaoe supplier In BoIse Steel EredDrs, Inc under Rule Steel Tanks, Inc. mntract with 
theOly. 
Contract 
COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 914/2007 
Contracts 




COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER 
1 7/17/2007 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON 
Set: of original AlA AlO1/CMa and AlOl/CMa fully 
exea.Iled contract documents for your records. 
STAlUS 
APP 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTlON STAlUS 
Set: d original AlA AlOl/Ota and A201/CMa fully APPR 
executed CDnIraCt documents for Drywall Systems 
and Rreproor.olg for you" records. 
Set: d orgnaI AlA AI01/00ta and AlOl/CMa fully APPR 
executed c:onIracI: doc:.umenls for Carpentry for your 
reolrds 
REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Set: of original AlA AI01/CMa and AlOl/CMa rutly 







AFFIDAVIT OF EUGENE R. BENNETT 
DATED MAY 5, 2010 
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS R. COUGHLIN 
DATED MAY 5, 2010 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN E. QUAPP 
DATED MAY 5, 2010 
IN SUPPORT OF PETRA 
INCORPORATED'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
EXHIBITS 26 THROUGH 49 
COURT FILING - ORIGINAL 
CITY OF MERIDIAN V. PETRA 
INCORPORATED 




1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
PROJECT TITLE: Meridian City Hall MEETING DATE: 2/26/2007 
LOCATION: Mayor's Conference Rm SUBJECT: Mayor's Building Committee 
I y I 1S I ArtIu J. SIIl'SlS I Petra Incorporated I 
I y I row I Brad Watson /city of MEridian I 
I y I GIl I Gene Bemett I Petra Incorporated I 
I y I F I Jerry Fro I Petra Incorporated I 
I ~ I ~ 1:::- I:::::::ated I 
y I KWT Kellh Watts /cIty of MEridian 
y I STS Steve Simmons /LeA Architects, PA 
y I lOW Tammy de Weerd !cltr of MEridian 
y I lOB Ted Bai"d I Citr of MEridian 
y I WB Wes BettIS I Petra Incorporated 
y I WBG Wllll\e'g I CIty of MEridian 
iIEM:,$DTUS'$BiTEO::":itufi<:.:8itLtNCQUif' 
00001 OLD 1/12/200~ 2/15/200: PETRA WB 
Soils report. Contaminated area minimal, projected area 50'xSO'x10'. Soil to be excavated an hauled to a reclaim site. 
Approximatley $83.00/yd, set a change order at Not To Exceed $83,000. 
00002 OLD 2/20/200; 2/15/200: LOMARC STS 
Access flOOring, cost for budget is half of original number. Committee to research access flooring. Generate list of users, and 
contact them to get pros and cons of system. 
00003 OLD 2/9/2007 2/13/200: CITYMER KWT 
Terracon has submitted their proposal for the additional testing scope of work related to the potential ground water 
contamination due to fuel oil saturated soils on the South side of the old boiler bUilding. Keith Watts has already approved the 
additional work and it is proceeding. The water test results are due to the City and Petra on Tuesday 02-13-07. 
00004 OLD 2/8/2007 2/20/200: PETRA WB 
The fuel oil contaminated soil will need to be removed. Terracon will provide additional information on the extent of the 
contamination area, in addition to contaminated ground water noted above. Petra has already solicited a bid from Ideal 
Demolition for the unit costs associated with excavating, hauling, handling and getting proper disposal documentation for this 
scope of work as a change order to their contract with the City for abatement and demolition. This work, if it does not involve 
water containment, could be performed at the same time the live sanitary sewer line is deactivated starting around March 1st 
and not impacting the proposed construction schedule. 
00005 OLD 2/12/200; 2/12/200: PETRA WB 
The construction schedule is set for 16 months based on the current information and design is a practical schedule, however 
any opportunity to accelerate the completion of the project at no additional cost will be reviewed and exploited to the City's 
advantage. 
00006 OLD 2/1/2007 2/20/200: LOMARC STS 
Steve Simmons noted that the Civil Engineer may have secured permission from the irrigation district to discharge the 
construction and post-construction de-watering into the existing irrigation system, although it may require tiling the ditch for up 
to 1/4 mile. The de-watering issue is riding on the results of the Terracon tests on soil conductivity and recharge that will 
occur this week after the water quality tests are back and the wells for testing purposes perfected. 
00007 OLD 2/12/200; 2/20/200: CITYMER BD'" 
Well abandonment is scheduled to start this week. in fact, excavator for Hydrologic mobilized on site after this meeting. Brad 
Watson recommends holding-off on any filing for water rights until after the results of the soil conductivity and well re-charge 





------~.~--~~ MEETING MINUTES 
No. 00009 
1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
BEM;:·:SfA1:US{:;STD_~<';:DUjf/}Bm:jNicOUjT{ 
00008 OLD 2/12/200~ 2/20/200: PETRA GB 
Gene Bennett suggested that a weekly production meeting be set-up with the Architect, a representative of the City (Brad 
Watson) and Petra to address some of the design and construction details to keep the project momentum moving forward. He 
suggested every Monday at 1:30 PM at Public Works starting on Tuesday the 20th and then every Monday thereafter until all 
design is complete. 
00009 OLD 2/12/200~ 2/12/200: PETRA GB 
Review of budget. Gene Bennett noted that budget has gone up by $800,000 due primarily to MEP costs vs. the Engineer's 
budgets provided for the Jan-15th plans. Positive pricing was gained in the masonry scope of work by adding more brick to the 
main building section and reducing the amount of cast stone. Substantial discussion followed on the content of the current 
budget and the driving forces behind the costs. 
00010 OLD 2/12/200; 2/20/200: LOMARC STS 
Steve Simmons noted that in the value engineering, he has directed the Electrical Engineer to remove all of the distribution 
systems designed for the future growth areas in the building and to minimize the lighting in these area as well to optimize 
construction costs and provide some savings. 
00011 OLD 2/12/200; 2/12/200: CTIYMER TD'II! 
Mayor de Weerd noted that all Value 
Engineering ideas need to be reviewed for practical application. Concern was expressed over the access floor system at the 
water center facility in downtown Boise that "blows cold air" all the time. Steve Simmons notes that the Water Center access 
floor is not the same one as the Banner Bank Bldg or the ICCU Building in Pocatello. The Water Center floor is a much cheaper 
and stripped down version utilizing the entire floor cavity as the air plenum vs. the controlled and regulated plenum as 
designed. The Mayor noted that the goal is to have a cost effective building for the tax payers of Meridian that will not be a 
maintenance burden for the residents in years to come. 
00012 OLD 2/12/200; 2/12/200: PETRA AS 
In looking at potential cost savings or changes in design the cost and the impact on the construction schedule need to be 
evaluated, along with the long term maintenance and operations costs. 
00013 OLD 2/12/200; 2/12/200: CTIYMER KTB 
Keith Bird went on the record of reinforcing that cost and performance of all building components needs to be reviewed, but 
without "cheapening the building". This is for the future of Meridian and should not be a burden to the taxpayers. 
00014 OLD 2/12/200; 2/20/200: LOMARC STS 
LCA will look at the schedule impact to change the design from the access floor distribution system to a traditional overhead 
HVAC air system. 
00015 OLD 2/12/200; 2/20/200: PETRA WB 
Wes Bettis will contact Gary Christensen and get a list of similar buildings in other markets that he has researched for 
references for the City to talk to about contort and operations costs. 
00016 OLD 2/12/200; 2/12/200: PETRA JF 
Keith Bird asked Jerry Frank about the time commitment for Wes on this project, and what Gene's involvement will be. Jerry 
noted and then clarified post meeting, that Wes and Gene will commit every bit of time that is part of the contractual 
agreement between the City and Petra. 
00017 OLD 2/12/200; 4/1/2007 CTIYMER TDB 
Other issues: UPRR Lease status: Ted Baird noted that the lease is in negotiation, go ahead and show parking on the UPRR 
ROW in the CZC submittal. 
00018 OLD 2/12/200; 2/28/200: CTIYMER KTB 
Other Issues: Status of Bricks: Keith Bird to direct the test to see if the bricks can be salvaged. Once the plaza design is 





1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, 1083642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
iTEM:;:sTATus~SDiTm:QUE::::BALLjN;cQURT{ 
00019 OLD 2/12/200~ 2/26/200: CITYMER KTB 
Direction to LCA from Keith Bird, utilize glazing with reflective finish to best use the design. The City will then determine if a 
variance for the level of reflectivity will be required. LCA to provide a sample for further review. 
00020 OLD 2/12/200~ 2/26/200: CITYMER TDVv 
Final word from the Mayor; If access flooring is not cost effective, the aty can not justify using it. 
Prepared By: Petra Incorporated Dated: 5/13/2009 E>\:ledtlon 4> 
PETRA50364 
003090
91NiW. BLACKEAGLE DR. • BOISE. ID 83/09 • PHONE: @lS)323-4:OO • FAX: (21B)32>4507 
February 15, 2007 
Via E-Mail: \\"attsk(q:meridiancitv.org 
Mr. Kcith Watts 
City Of Meridian 
33 E Idaho St 
Meridian, ID 83642 
Keith: 
Below are three references regarding access floor systems in current use in commercial buildings. These came 
to me from Mike Wisdom, the Mechanical Engineer of Record via Steve Simmons. I do not know how the 
Committee \-vants to approach it from this point, maybe you can get some feedback from Keith Bird. You and I 
can collect questions and then call individually or in conference call; members of the Committee may call at 
their convenience, we can schedule a conference call with one or more of these individuals during a Committee 
meeting. I am open, but we need to keep this moving fonvard so that all of the questions get answered 
regarding performance, comfort, economics, etc because we are way dO\\n the road in terms of impact in 
changing the design. 
Let me know what your thoughts are and we can go from there. 
I - Healthwise utilizes the York under floor system. General Contractor is CM company. Under floor 
system was sold to Johnson Controls. The Healthwise Facility and Service Manager is Robin 
Thorngren. Phone # 208 331 6918. She is on vacation right now and will not be back until the 20th of 
Feb. From everything I can gather, the system is working very well. This building was an add-on to 
the existing. Existing building used a water source heat pump system with minimum make up air. 
There have been some issues concerning pressurization between the two buildings. Doors \"ere 
removed between the two buildings \vhich created a control situation. 
2 - Tom Corso MC Lioness Realty Corp-Kansas City, Mo 816-843-1006 
MC Lioness has over 12 MM ft2 under management in Kansas City, including 1 MMft+ for the IRS. 
3 - Terry Abel Ford Premier Auto Group Irvine, Ca 949-341-5890 
Terry is Chief Engineer at the Ford Premier Auto Group in Irvine Ca. This houses the Imnll'Y brands for 
Ford like Aston Martin and Range Rover; @ 200,000 ft overall with 160,000 ft2 of under floor. 
PETRA88374 
003091





MERIDIAN CITY HALL PROJECT 
ACCESS FLOOR REFERENCES 
February 27, 2007 
Mayor Tammy de Weerd 
Councilman Keith Bird 
Will Berg, City of Meridian 
Brad Watson, City of Meridian 
Keith Watts, City of Meridian 
Ted Baird, City of Meridian 
Access Floor Construction In-Place References 
Steve Simmons, LCA 
During the weekly Production Progress Meeting, with Brad Watson of the City of Meridian, Steve Simmons, 
LCA, Mike Wisdom, Engineering, Inc, and Gene Bennett, Adam Johnson, Wesley Bettis, of Petra, Incorporated placed 
phone calls to known Owner/Occupants of buildings with access floor construction similar to what is currently designed 
for the new Meridian City Hall Building, with the under floor HV AC plenums and air distribution system. The purpose of 
these calls was to learn what the occupants and operators ofthcse facilities thought of their systems, how the systems were 
performing, what their perceived pros and cons are now that the buildings were in use, and if they would go with that 
construction system again. 
First Call: Mark at Mountain View Credit Union-Salt Lake City, UT: Steve Simmons ofLCA toured this facility 
while it was under construction. It has a more complicated HV AC source, utilizing a subterranean water source structure 
for the heating and cooling mechanics. However, the air distribution is under floor. They utilized an access floor 
manufactured by Tate Floor Systems, York air handlers and diffusers and the same plug and play under floor electrical 
system that is specified for City Hall. 
The problems they have are primarily with exterior wall offices due to limited zoning and temperature control 
along those areas. The interior offices are having no problems. They have had to spend quite a bit of time working with 
the system to make it more efficient, including adding additional sensors both exterior and interior to better manage the air 
flow. 
Conclusion: They like the system and are planning their next building with the same system, but with sensor and 
zoning changes to address the initial problems they have had with the first system. 
Second CaU: Robert @ Cyprus Credit Union Building.-Salt Lake City, UT: Steve Simmons ofLCA had also toured 
this facility during its construction. It has a large atrium on the East side of the building that has a profound influence on 
the opcration ofthc facility. Thc design ofthc system is similar to the City Hall project, minus the atrium. 
The major problem they have had is initially the actuators on the air distribution dampers were made of a plastic 
composite that had a tendency to break easily, so many had to be replaced. He could not recall the manufacturer. The 
atrium has presented some air balancing challenges. 
PETRA88368 
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Conclusion: They like the system and would build with it again. The flexibility is space usage and overall comfort level 
is meeting or exceeding their expectations. 
Third Call: Robin Thorngren Healthwise - Boise, ID This is a building addition with three above grade levels that have 
access floor systems. They went with a Tate Floor product and the York HV AC and controls system. 
They have had problems over the last five months with air pressure that is linked with a boiler issue. They have 
brought in Heery International to commission the building, after the fact, and they spoke very highly ofHeery's abilities 
to ferret out the issues and get the system balanced, after the first 4 or 5 months of problems. Their system includes 
perimeter office controls and a lot of open work space. Healthwise is expanding again and including the access floor in 
part of their remodel of the former Tealey's Land Surveying building, which will become their data center. 
Conclusion: Healthwise likes the better air quality and comfort that this system affords its employees. The entire first 
floor of their facility is a wide open work space with no partitions and "desks on wheels" and the space is very 
comfortable and efficient for the employees working in this area. Healthwise recommends the use of the under floor 
HV AC system with an access floor as being efficient and good for their work culture. 
Summary: The common complaint with the access floor HV AC system and re-occurring theme was lack of controls and 
zones, especially on the perimeter offices. One of the SLC facilities only had one zone for each of the outside wall 
exposures and the other SLC building had minimal zones and minimal control. However, all three references would use 
the system again in a new facility with minor modifications to their existing design. 
Recommendations: Recognizing that the Meridian City Hall under floor HV AC design includes individual control at 
each office or area along the perimeter walls, and that each exterior exposure and interior area are covered with multiple 
zones to specifically address the seasonal thermal demands placed on the system, the design team has already removed 
these areas of complaint by other "Users" of this system. The conversations that we have had with existing building 
operators, Gary Christiansen included, has provided a criteria for the design team that has already addressed the identified 
short comings in previously constructed systems. Furthermore, the components being specified for the Meridian City Hall 
project are the same system (Tate Floor & York HV AC with nO plastic actuator components) as the two larger systems in 
SLC. The high level of confidence in Heery International as the Commissioning Agent by Healthwise adds additional 
credibility to this system as designed and the ability to place the system in service in the most efficient manner for the 
long term use and comfort of the City Employees and the City'S Residents. It is the recommendation of the Construction 
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RE: Access Floor & HVAC design Meridian City Hall 
Comments: 
Brad, Keith: Our main server and e-mail server remain in the "crashed" mode for another 
day. Please forward this information to the Mayor and the Mayor's Building Committee for 
review and to be shared with the City Council. 
If you have any questions or require additional information, please let me know. wwb 
From the desk of: 
Wesley W. Bettis Jr. AIC,CPC 
Project Manager 
wbettis@petrainc.net 
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 
Boise, ID 83709 
Phone: 208-323-4500 x. 240 
Fax: 208-323-4507 
This Commltnication wntains pr"prietary business inf"rmati"n and m41/ c"ntain confidential inftmnation. If the reader of this message is not 
the intended recipient, or the employee ar agent responsible ta deliver it ttl the intended recipient, !Im, are m't'eb!I notified that any 
dissl'mination, distrilmtion, ar c<lP!Iing of this cammunication is stricti:,! prohibited. If:'l"" havl' received this cotmmmicatian in etTar, please 





1097 N. ROSARIO STREET. MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
PROJECT TITLE: Meridian City Hall MEETING DATE: 2/12/2007 
LOCATION: Mayor's Conference Rm SUBJECT: Mayor's Building Committee 
y I BOW Brad Watsoo !city of Meridian 
y I KTB Kelh B~d I City of Meridian 
Y KWT Kelh WaHs I CIty of Meridian 
Y Sl5 ste.e Simmons ILCA Architects. PA 
Y lOW Tammy de Weerd I City of Meridian 
Y lOB Ted Bai'd I City of Meridian 
Y WB Wes Bettis I Petra Incorporated 
Y WBG Will BErg !city of Meridian 
00001 NEW 1/12/200: 2/15/200: LOMARC STS 
Shell & Structure Plans -- Bid Phase II complete in this week. CZC application will go in to City in the next day or two. 
00002 NEW 2/20/200: 2/15/200: LOMARC STS 
Demountable partitions are expensive for all set office walls. LCA to look at changing these to framed gypsum wall systems to 
be more cost effective. 
00003 NEW 2/9/2007 2/13/200: CITYMER KWT 
Terracon has submitted their proposal for the additional testing scope of work related to the potential ground water 
contamination due to fuel oil saturated soils on the South side of the old boiler building. Keith Watts has already approved the 
additional work and it is proceeding. The water test results are due to the City and Petra on Tuesday 02-13-07. 
00004 NEW 2/8/2007 2/20/200: PETRA WB 
The fuel oil contaminated soil will need to be removed. Terracon will provide additional information on the extent of the 
contamination area, in addition to contaminated ground water noted above. Petra has already solicited a bid from Ideal 
Demolition for the unit costs associated with excavating, hauling, handling and getting proper disposal documentation for this 
scope of work as a change order to their contract with the City for abatement and demolition. This work, if It does not involve 
water containment, could be performed at the same time the live sanitary sewer line is deactivated starting around March 1st 
and not impacting the proposed construction schedule. 
00005 NEW 2/12/200: 2/12/200: PETRA WB 
The construction schedule is set for 16 months based on the current information and design is a practical schedule, however 
any opportunity to accelerate the completion of the project at no additional cost will be reviewed and exploited to the City's 
advantage. 
00006 NEW 2/1/2007 2/20/200: LOMARC STS 
Steve Simmons noted that the Civil Engineer may have secured permission from the irrigation district to discharge the 
construction and post-construction de-watering into the existing irrigation system, although it may require tiling the ditch for up 
to 1/4 mile. The de-watering issue is riding on the results of the Terracon tests on soil conductivity and recharge that will 
occur this week after the water quality tests are back and the wells for testing purposes perfected. 
00007 NEW 2/12/200: 2/20/200: CITYMER BD\t\ 
Well abandonment is scheduled to start this week. in fact, excavator for Hydrologic mobilized on site after this meeting. Brad 
Watson recommends holding-off on any filing for water rights until after the results of the soil conductivity and well re-charge 
tests are known for the de-watering. It could be that no additional water will be needed on site. 
00008 NEW 2/12/200: 2/20/200: PETRA GB 
Gene Bennett suggested that a weekly production meeting be set-up with the Architect, a representative of the City (Brad 
Watson) and Petra to address some of the design and construction details to keep the project momentum moving forward. He 
suggested every Monday at 1:30 PM at Public Works starting on Tuesday the 20th and then every Monday thereafter until all 
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00009 NEW 2/12/200~ 2/12/200: PETRA GB 
Review of budget. Gene Bennett noted that budget has gone up by $800,000 due primarily to MEP costs vs. the Engineer's 
budgets provided for the Jan-15th plans. Positive pricing was gained in the masonry scope of work by adding more brick to the 
main building section and reducing the amount of cast stone. Substantial discussion followed on the content of the current 
budget and the driving forces behind the costs. 
00010 NEW 2/12/200~ 2/20/200: LOMARC STS 
Steve Simmons noted that in the value engineering, he has directed the Electrical Engineer to remove all of the distribution 
systems designed for the future growth areas in the building and to minimize the lighting in these area as well to optimize 
construction costs and provide some savings. 
00011 NEW 2/12/200; 2/12/200: CIlYMER 10"" 
Mayor de Weerd noted that all Value 
Engineering ideas need to be reviewed for practical application. Concern was expressed over the access floor system at the 
water center facility in downtown Boise that "blows cold air" all the time. Steve Simmons notes that the Water Center access 
floor is not the same one as the Banner Bank Bldg or the ICCU Building in Pocatello. The Water Center floor is a much cheaper 
and stripped down version utilizing the entire floor cavity as the air plenum vs. the controlled and regulated plenum as 
designed. The Mayor noted that the goal is to have a cost effective building for the tax payers of Meridian that will not be a 
maintenance burden for the residents in years to come. 
00012 NEW 2/12/200; 2/12/200: PETRA AS 
In looking at potential cost savings or changes in design the cost and the impact on the construction schedule need to be 
evaluated, along with the long term maintenance and operations costs. 
00013 NEW 2/12/200; 2/12/200: CIlYMER KTB 
Keith Bird went on the record of reinforcing that cost and performance of all building components needs to be reviewed, but 
without "cheapening the building". This is for the future of Meridian and should not be a burden to the taxpayers. 
00014 NEW 2/12/200; 2/20/200: LOMARC STS 
LCA will look at the schedule impact to change the design from the access floor distribution system to a traditional overhead 
HVAC air system. 
00015 NEW 2/12/200; 2/20/200: PETRA WB 
Wes Bettis will contact Gary Christensen and get a list of similar buildings in other markets that he has researched for 
references for the City to talk to about comfort and operations costs. 
00016 NEW 2/12/200; 2/12/200: PETRA JF 
Keith Bird asked Jerry Frank about the time commitment for Wes on this project, and what Gene's involvement will be. Jerry 
noted and then clarified post meeting, that Wes and Gene will commit every bit of time that is part of the contractual 
agreement between the City and Petra. 
00017 NEW 2/12/200; 4/1/2007 CITYMER lOB 
Other issues: UPRR Lease status: Ted Baird noted that the lease is in negotiation, go ahead and show parking on the UPRR 
ROW in the CZC submittal. 
00018 NEW 2/12/200~ 2/28/200: CIlYMER KTB 
Other Issues: Status of Bricks: Keith Bird to direct the test to see if the bricks can be salvaged. Once the plaza design is 
complete, a take-off will note how many bricks are going to be required. 
00019 NEW 2/12/200; 2/26/200: CIlYMER KTB 
Direction to LCA from Keith Bird, utilize glazing with reflective finish to best use the design. The City will then determine if a 
variance for the level of reflectivity will be required. LCA to provide a sample for further review. 
00020 NEW 2/12/200; 2/26/200: CIlYMER 10"" 
Final word from the Mayor; If access flooring is not cost effective, the City can not justify using it. 
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DATE: 
TO: 
9005 W. BLACKUGLE DR. • BOISr. m a:mt 
E-MAIL MEMO 
MERIDIAN CITY HALL PROJECT 
ACCESS FLOOR REFERENCES 
february 27. 2007 
Mayor Tammy de Weerd 
C.oullcilman Keitb Bird 
Will 8crg. City of Meridian 
Brad Watson, City of Meridian 
Keith Walta. City of Meridian 
Ted Rnird. City (lfMcridUit'l 
RE: Acces.'1 1-100£ Construction In-Place Referencc.'I 
Stcvc Simmons. leA 
During the wockly ProdtK.'tion Progress Meeting. with Brad Watson of the City of Meridian, Steve Simmon.q, 
LeA. Mike Wisdom, Hngincering, Inc. and Gene Renllett, Adatn Joim.'4C.'In. Wesley Bellis, of Pctnl. Incorporated placed 
phone <:'111510 kl1L1Wn Owncr/Occupanls ofbuitdings with access f1ool' cOI'l.crtruction similar to what is CWTently designed 
for the new Meridian City Hall Building, with the under floor HV AC plcnums alld air distribution Sy8t(,'I11. The purposo (,f 
these calls was to learn what the occupantll and operatOM! oftheAC faciliti~ thought oftheirsystCtMy how 111C lIystcms were:: 
pcrfonnillg, what their perceived pros and cons arc now thllt the buildings wore in usc, and if they would go with that 
construction system again, 
f.im...CD1l: Mark at Mountain Vicw Credit Unlon-8alt Lake City, UT: Steve Sitllml.l!l$ or leA toured lh~ facility 
while it was under construction. It has a more complicated IIVAC source, ulilb:ing a subtemmean water source IIl.rUctUI'C 
for the heating and cooling mechaniC$. However, the air distribution it! under noor. They utilized an access floor 
manufactured by Tate Floor Systemll. York air handlers And dlffusers and the same p1ug and play under nCKll' elcctrlcld 
system lhat is specified for Cit.y Hall. 
The problems they havo arc primarily with exterior wall offices due to limited zoning and temperature control 
along those al'C8t\. The interior offices arc having no pmbl(,'mB. They hRve bad to $pend quite a bit oftimc working with 
the system to make it more efficient, including adding additional sensor,; both clCterior and interior to better Illanage the air 
flow. 
Conclu$ion: Th(.'Y like lhe syslt:m and are plaMing tneir next building with the same system. but with lICtUIor and 
zoning changes to sdd~ the initial problems tlley have had with the Om system. 
~ccond Call: Robert ® Cyprus Credit UniOR Buildill&.-Salt Lake City, UT: Steve Simmons of LeA had also toured 
this facility during it!! construction. It has a large atriwn on the &9t side of the building that ha$ ft protouud intluence on 
the operation of the facility. The design oftbe system is similar to the City HaU project. minus the atrium. 
The major problem tney have had is initially the actuators on the air distribution dampers were ~dc of a plastic 
composite that had a tcndeucy to break easily. so many had to be replncal. He could not rooall the manufacturer. The 
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r.onclusion~ They like the system and would build with it again. The flexibility is $pace U$(1g¢ and OV(""n'IlI comfort level 
is meeting or exceeding their expectations, 
:J.:bi.m.Qill.:. Robin Thorngren Ilcaltbwise - Boise. ID This. is a building addition with three above grade levels that have 
access OC.)()T S)'SLCmS. They went witb a Tate Floor product and the York HVAC and controls syst(,,"Itl. 
They have had problents over the [nst five months with air pressure that is linked with a boiler ill.~ue. They havc 
brought in fleet')' International to commill.~ion the building, after the fael, and they spoke very highly of Ha.'l)"s abilities 
to ferret out the issues and get the system bulanccd. after the first 4 or 5 months of problems, Their systcm includes 
pctimetct' office: controls and a lot of open work Rf)8eC, Healthwisc is expanding again and includillg tho access floor in 
part oftheir remodel of the former'l'ealey's Land Surveying building, which will become their data cctltcr, 
QmGllJ.lilQ.1J;. Healthwise likes the better air quality and comfmt that thiR system affords itt; employees. The Cllth'O first 
floor of their fucility is a wide open work space with no partitions and "dosks on wheels" and the spaee ill very 
comfortable and efficient for the employee.c; working in thill area. Heal\hwisc recommends th~ use of the under floor 
HVAC system with an access floor all being efficilo'tlt and good for their work culture. 
SUmmarY; The common complaint with the access floor BV AC lIystem and re-occurring theme WM lack of conlrolll nnd 
;r.unCl!. especially on (be perimeter offices. One of the SLC utcililics only hud (lnc lWne for each of the outside wall 
cxposure.c; and the other SLC building had minimu11.ones and minimal control. I (owcver, all three references w()uld uw 
the system again in a IK."W facility with minor modificutions to their existing design. 
lissommcnd.tionli Recognizing tbnt the Meridian City Hall under floor IlV AC dc.c;ign includes individual control at 
each office or area along lhe pcI'imctcr walls, and (hilt etlcl\ c:xlcti<tr cxposurc iutd int("',-ior aroa arc covered with multiple 
zones to specifically address the sooso1U\1 lherm.al demands placed on the lI}'Slem. the dcIIign team has already removed 
these arca$ of complaint by othct' "Users'" of this system. The conVcrtlUtiol1S that we have had with existing building 
operators. Gary Christiaru;en included. has provided a criteria for the dellign tcam that has already addresRed the identified 
short colnings in pn,'vioualy constructed systems, Furthermore. the components being specified for tho Meridian City Hall 
project are the !lame Kystem (Tnte Floor & York HVAC with 1\0 plastic Actuator COI1'1p01\CI\tC) na the two Iargcr Aystem.~ in 
SLC, The high level. of confidt)llCe in Heery fnlemntional as the CommiSllioning Agent by Hc::althwiso adds ndditional 
erodibility to lhis system as detdgucd ft.\(! lhe ability to place the system in service in the most clTlcicnl manner for the 
(ong term use and comfort of the City Employees and the City's Re5identR. [t iR the recommendation of the Con .. rtruction 


















To: Will Berg 
From: Steve Simmons 
cc: Wes Bettis 
Date: 4/1212007 
Re: Meridian City Hall· Building Elevation 
Will 
LeA No: 06016.01 4a 
Based on our discussions last Tuesday evening at the Pre-Council meeting, I will be directing 
the design team to move forward with raising the building 4'·0" in elevation. As I mentioned, 
most of the impact to the existing design will be to the civil engineering and landscape 
architecture disciplines. I will call both of them and have them update LCA and Petra as to 
when the revised site package would be available for bidding. 
Petra was also authorized to spend up to $ 2,000.00 to have Terracon revise their geo-
technical report for the soil bearing recommendations at the new footing and basement 
elevations so that our engineers can re-check the foundation design. 






Meridian City Pre-Councll Meeting April 10. 2007 
The Meridian City Pre-Council meeting was called to order at 6:00 P.M. on 
Tuesday, April 10, 2007 by President Councilman Joe Borton. 
Members Present: Mayor Tammy de Weerd, Keith Bird, David Zaremba, Charlie 
Rountree and Joe Borton. 





X David Zaremba 
X Charlie Rountree 
X 
Adoption of the Agenda: 
Bird: Mr. President. 
Borton: Mr. Bird. 
-L,.Joe Borton 
_X_Keith Bird 
Mayor Tammy de Weerd 
Bird: I move we adopt the agenda as published. 
Rountree: Second. 
Borton: It has been moved and seconded to adopt the agenda as published. All 
those in favor say aye. 
ALL AYES. MOTION CARRIED. 
Item 3. Presentation of Meridian Signal Coordination Project by ACHD 
Traffic Department Gary Inselman: 
Borton: You all have been provided packets of materials and I would like to 
introduce Jim Peters and have him come forward and introduce those with him. 
Peters: Thank you very much, Mr. Borton. I am Jim Peters. I work for OKS 
Associates. I am a traffic engineer out of Portland, OR and here tonight with us 
is Mike Boydsten and Jim Larsen right back here from the Ada County Highway 
District. I was the consultant working with Jim and Mike to update the signal 
timings in downtown Meridian. So, what I was hoping to do tonight is just give 
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Rountree: None. Thank you. 
De Weerd: Mr. Borton. 
Borton: Madame Mayor. 
De Weerd: We appreciate it. Certainly Mike we appreciate the time you spent 
earlier with the T.V. stations and telling the story and actually in how important 
this is. You know as we anticipate phase one of the downtown transportation 
plan this gives us some relief through some real frustration as far as traffic goes. 
We certainly know that the construction of the Locust Grove Overpass and the 
improvements to connect Franklin to Fairview is going to help as well as the 
planning that is going on at Ten Mile. But, this is a great interim. It is a real 
minimal cost when you consider the cost of a transportation improvement project. 
So, I have heard comments that say it seems like traffic is running a little more 
effiCiently, but didn't know why. So, it is a good improvement. Is it exactly what 
we need? No. But. it helps and everything helps. 
Peters: Yeah. It is not going to make all of the congestion go away that is for 
sure. I would make one other comment from our observation on the street we 
haven't quantified this, but it does appear that the peak period is lasting not quite 
as long now either. So, on the shoulders of those peaks. you may be realizing 
some additional benefits as well. Thank you very much. 
Item 4. City Hall Floor Plan Update with LeA Architects: 
Borton: Steve Simmons will lead the presentation with handouts and colored 
pictures. 
Simmons: Chairman Borton, Mayor and Members of the Council my name is 
Steve Simmons, Lombard Conrad Architects, 1221 Shoreline Lane, Boise, 10. 
Tonight we would like to walk through just briefly, it won't take a lot of your time, 
but it will entertain any questions regarding the updates to the floor plans for the 
City Hall project. I have large boards as well which I will put on the easel, but 
small ones because I think It Is easier to see right there in front of you and walk 
through that with me. 
Bird: Mr. President. 
Borton: Mr. Bird. 
Bird: Steve, would you mind moving that over and using that thing so that the 
people out there can also see? 
CM077078 
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· -icated for primarily for storage for rooms and those things for the staff who are encouraging bicycle use and other 
alternative means of transportation. So, we will have some of those areas down 
there as well, primarily, utilization of a (inaudible) of electrical spaces. For the 
most part that has not changed other than a little bit more reworking of the 
storage areas for the Clerk and etcetera. The first floor, the main level of the 
new City Hall project - the building is very symmetrical, this has not changed in 
the sense that the overall shell has not changed at all. We had been refining 
internal work spaces with the staff with a lot of help from everybody and 
everybody should kind of come to the call and look at alternative ways of doing 
offices, etc., and where we can utilize some efficiency and we have been going 
through that a lot. We still have yet to refine all of the reception counters in all of 
the various departments. That is still an ongoing process that we will be 
wrapping up In the next week or so with them, but basically as you come through 
the front lobby of the building we still have the community multi-purpose room on 
the right hand side, north being to the right. Council Chambers is dead center. 
We still have details to work out there with you folks as well and with Will - City 
Administration, the Clerk's Office is immediately to the right of the Council 
Chambers to allow for easy access back and forth and you are going to see a 
mixture in all of these cases of hard walls for certain directors and key positions 
and positions that require a lot of privacy and other issues and confidentiality and 
then a mixture you will see dotted lines which are the open systems furniture 
throughout the departments. Those are Intended to be a system's furniture. We 
do have access flooring, so we have flexibility to put mechanical, electrical 
access to those as those are laid out. Members of my staff are continuing to 
meet to refine and verify the requirements for the staff to meet and set inside of 
these cubicles to make sure that the equipment that they are bringing with them 
will in fact fit in those offices in those cubicles. Across the hall from the City 
Administration is the financial management arm and department. You will see a 
mixture of offices and cubicles there as well facing towards the northeast end 
and towards the plaza area. Their cashier stations are starting to take shape. 
You will see returns there where there will be staff and there Is a screen wall with 
some cabinets and some storage behind them and a file room behind that. So, 
we are getting further and further along with some (inaudible) and that is kind of 
the reason we are here tonight is to kind of let you look at this so we can wrap 
this up and wrap up the deSign package for the contractor to put that out to bid. 
The other end of the building support receiving and the mail is still there. That 
hasn't changed at all and then Public Works is across - that allows an entrance 
for the inspectors off the dock area - you see a dotted series of cubicles there for 
staff and a few perimeter offices. We have changed and added a 
conference/training room off the corridor - excuse, me off the lobby there at 
Public Works we had neglected to put that in before on the program. That needs 
CM077079 
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to be there based on the amount of public that come in there to utilize those 
things and have sit down meetings with the staff from both the Planning side and 
for advice as, well when you are planning a project. So, we have added that 
conference room to allow that and also should note that mostly conference 
rooms through the facility are shared to allow other departments to come in and 
utilize those and those can be kept more as a management decision on how you 
want to best book those and somebody can take care of doing that for you. Any 
questions on the first floor? 
De Weerd: Keith did you have a question on the first floor? 
Bird: No, I think Reta took care of it. Well, yeah, major redesign (inaudible--). 
But you should have your counter to give notes (inaudible--). 
Simmons: You are welcome to the large sets of plans to actually see these. You 
can actually measure them out if you like. The second floor as you come off of 
the elevator or up the stairs there is that lobby as well as that high volume space 
right there. It Is a two story space on the second level there. Immediately across 
you will see the same right down the middle. We have Parks and Recreation on 
one side, the north end of that wing and then on the south it would be Fire 
Administration. That hasn't really changed at all other than just refining some of 
those spaces as well. We have unassigned space towards the north corridor 
there and you will see just adjacent to an employee break room. We envision -
we are starting to dot in items if you wish - you will see dotted in vending 
machines and some of those sorts of things. We can have that verses having 
them throughout the building. It will be concentrated there. So, we are starting 
to make those sort of insertions into the plan. We have also allowed for 
refrigerator and some other utilities will be there - a double sink, a dishwasher. 
That is where that would be concentrated as opposed to having that throughout 
every department. Each department will in fact have a small little counter for 
coffee and those things so they don't have to go all over the place for that with a 
bar sink. Many of them already have their own small or larger refrigerators they 
will bring with them to have - you know, so staff can have a place to put their 
lunches closer to their work spaces as opposed to going through the building and 
especially a break room that can be accessible by other folks, that is not the best 
thing. Planning Is on the far north end. We are still working with Anna on her 
space and the lobby layout. We envision some kiosks and some other things 
that the public would be able to access off that in front of the counter space 
there. So, that just looks right now as if it is (inaudible) space and it is until we 
get it all totally refined and meet with her again. You will see a mixture of a few 
hard offices there and then a lot of daylight coming into that space - a 
conference room that it is interior to that and then the cubicles would be dotted in 
there as well. In between the main lobby space and the Planning is an 
unassigned space for future growth as well there. We have several of those 
scattered throughout each floor. For the south end on the left hand side of your 
plan is the Public Works Department, there again, just a little bit more refinement 
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- a similar reflection of what was on the first floor with a few hard offices for the 
engineers and then for the Public Works Director as well. The work area you will 
see an evidence of a small bar sink there with some uppers for storage and 
those things. That is also where the plan vault is located. 
Zaremba: I see Public Works in two different floors. I guess I am not up to 
speed on this. Is there a distinction - is one of those like the Building 
Department or --? 
Simmons: Correct. Absolutely. Yes, sir. We did allow the first floors because 
we have inspectors that come and go - they can come off of that dock area and 
make a mess of everything with their muddy boots and they would be 
concentrated on the first floor. The overall third floor as you come off the 
elevators there is a gallery portion we still have there for public display of 
whatever you might choose or the community might want to show there and until 
such time it needs to be absorbed and utilized you know for offices, but keep in 
mind that entire center bay, if you look where the reception is currently located as 
you come Into the Council and the Mayor suites and the gallery area Is a vaulted 
space with a lot of daylight in there, a couple of those bays there so it would be 
very nice to display community artwork or different things throughout the seasons 
as you wish. As you come into the reception towards the plaza area, which is on 
the bottom right there is what you would be facing. We have the Mayor's suite 
on the north side, Council Chambers suite on the left side there. We haven't set 
down with you folks to layout exactly how the Council Chambers should work --
your workspace. We have just drawn in some counter spaces and some uppers 
there on the left hand side and envision there would be a place to do your 
individual work, lock up your things there as need be, but that needs to be 
worked out with you. So, by all means, if you have ideas of that, get a hold of me 
or Will and we will go through those things, you know as opposed to individual 
cubicles and that. If that is your deSire, that is fine, too we will have the ability to 
do that. but right now we just are trying to get some things going in that suite. 
There is a work room and a conference room there as well and we envisioned 
you would have paper needs, other things, supplies you could work on that are 
more confidential in that space and then a conference room to work and do some 
other things away from some of the other issues that are going throughout the 
building if you need some time alone to be able to work on some Issues. That 
reception would also serve not only the Council Chambers and their office 
functions, but also the Mayor's suite. So, it would be a nice place to basically 
police folks, set them, come In, ask them who they are here to see - there will be 
seating in that area as well as nice day lighting and they will be able to be 
directed when they are available or when it is available to go see whoever they 
are there to see. Immediately off that we have a work room and an Executive 
Assistant in the Mayor's suite and then open offices - or excuse me, there are 
some youth programs up towards the front and the way this was designed 
primarily to keep some of the noise and other things that could be happening off 
of that reception lobby area away from the Mayor and the Mayor's conference 
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room because we envision that that would be a nice place to be able to entertain 
potential business opportunities and folks that might come into the community. 
You want to have them in there and not be having all of that noise around them. 
So, we are trying to separate some of those functions away from that executive 
conference room. So, it has a nice view of the plaza. It also allows that sort of 
entertaining schmoozing if you will to try to happen in that suite right there as 
well. We did allow for a privacy toilet rooms there; they are small toilets and a 
small break room for the staff that is at the end of the building also. Across the 
hall Is the City Attorneys and Human Resources Departments; there again, 
because of confidentiality issues you see a little bit more concentration of offices 
there, but that is understandable. The Human Resources tends to be in the north 
end of the building, towards the stair tower; the attomeys on the south side of 
that suite. IT 'is on the far south side of that upper floor. They were put there 
purposely - if you see there is a freight elevator, that hasn't really changed - an 
elevator that would allow computer equipment and other very costly equipment to 
come in. Off that back of the elevator there is a back door in the elevator -
brought (inaudible--) could be unpacked, brought up to speed and ready for 
disbursement to the departments and then there is a training room in their 
department to allow folks to do other computer based training if you will as you 
grow and need and you can see a series of open office cubicles that can be 
utilized as staff has added to that department. There is also a small unassigned 
space there as well. 
Borton: I am sorry - can you comment on the hallway access - I think it is every 
floor to the north and the south, you know that one there? 
Simmons: Absolutely. 
Borton: Are those general public limited access? 
Simmons: Chairman Borton what we have is basically the building is very 
symmetrical by the design as you can imagine as you come to the center - there 
is a corridor that runs north and south. There is a tendency on long buildings that 
are somewhat narrow in their geometry to look down a hallway and it just kind of 
goes on forever and in our minds as architects and as the interior designers - so 
what we try to do is number one those door are placed - you will see them 
typically through each floor column lines four and nine (inaudible--); but they are 
put there, yes - the public has to as to the occupancy of the building, have to be 
able to get to those exit stairs, but they can be discouraged from doing that and 
then there is no reason - mostly for the folks to be down in that area unless they 
are desired to be there, so they would be able to panic through those doors, get 
to the exit stairs, but it is kind of a terminus point as you are looking down there 
from an aesthetic thing and to keep control of certain folks that don't need to be 
down around that electrical telecom room and hanging out in that area. So, if 
they have business at the various departments, they would kind of be held into 
that area. But, if an emergency and they had to they could go through the door 
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and go right to the stair towers because by code that is required. But, as 
opposed to opening an entire building up just to be able to visually see it and 
experience it we tried to terminate those as well. You are absolutely right every 
floor has those sorts of doors in that. As far as the roof goes that hasn't been 
changed and that will be mechanical equipment and not occupied. Any 
questions regarding the floor plans? By way of schedule we are marching on to 
wrap the package up by the end of the months, first part of May for Petra to put 
out to bid for the tenant improvements as well. 
Borton: Thank you, Steve. Council? 
Zaremba: Mr. President. 
Borton: Mr. Zaremba. 
Zaremba: Again, I apologize for not being in on this from the beginning so I will 
probably ask questions that have already been asked. Within each departmental 
area is there a provision for - I don't know what you would call it a wet bar or 
small sink with a microwave and a coffee and a water cooler? I don't mean a fuJI 
break room-
Simmons: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Zaremba absolutely there is a - it is economically 
desirable to have a small I won't call it a wet bar; a coffee bar is probably a better 
name. Wet bar brings other connotations with it and that is not the case. There 
is absolutely and we typically do that and do it in most public projects we work on 
because imagine someone going up a floor to get a cup of coffee in the break 
room and it is just a loss of time and -
Zaremba: Well and that is what I was thinking just to get a cup of coffee they 
would be gone for half an hour. 
Simmons: We do put a small sink in there to be able to make the coffee; you 
have the water source - not dishwasher or anything of that - but a small 
refrigerator if they have lunches and other things you know during the day and 
snacks or whatever. Some folks exercise and might want other drinks or food or 
whatever they can put in there. Like I said most folks have that anyway and they 
are bringing those things with them. We do then try to concentrate other things 
and we encourage departments and that certainly up to each one to do their 
cooking if they are going to do that up in the break room, so you don't have those 
smells throughout the whole building as I stated before there is nothing worse 
than smelling broccoli and cauliflower in your department - popcorn as well - as 
good as popcorn tastes. often times folks don't like the smell of that. But that is a 
managerial issue that Is up to you folks to decide that. But, we try to concentrate 
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Zaremba: Great. It sounds like the convenience of things have been thought of, 
so I appreciate that. 
Rountree: Mr. President. 
Borton: Mr. Rountree. 
Rountree: I just have a question about the layout in the basement. The electrical 
and telecommunication towers are stacked throughout the building with the 
exception in the south end of the basement. Then the telecommunication room 
gets oriented another direction and expanded and then the electrical room is off 
yet in another direction, close but not quite stacked over the rest of the electrical 
silo in the building. Is that efficient or am I not understanding what you are trying 
to accomplish there? 
Simmons: Chairman Borton, Councilman Rountree are you talking about the 
ones between (inaudible) three and four? 
Rountree: Umm, three and four and "e" and "f in the basement as opposed to 
where they are in three and four and "e" and uf' on the remainders of the floors. 
Simmons: Right now we envision - our fire riser and main services are all 
coming in the basement at that point and being distributed down to the electrical 
rooms within the basement space Itself - within a ceiling space at that point and 
then into the access floor feeds there are several ducts throughout these 
electrical rooms and conduits that will be going through that duct work. So, yes it 
is not stacked there at that point. Those are going to be the main (inaudible-) 
come in at that pOint. But, the others should be stacked through the building for 
distribution vertically. 
Rountree: Very good. 
Borton: Steve, on floor three, I think that is the one that you had up here. Is there 
a door in this corridor so if someone is sitting in the lobby that they would be 
prevented from either seeing or listening to Council's offices? 
Simmons: Currently, no, there is not. If you desire one that is fine as well. 
There would be someone there at that desk, but if they are not and that is an 
open and if someone came in they could literally go through each direction. So, 
it probably wouldn't be a bad idea to do that. 
De Weerd: Oh, so there Is not a card access on those? 
Simmons: On the front door there is, but right here -
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Borton: This corridor - if you are here and talking on the phone they could hear 
you. 
Simmons: They could hear you unless you want some double doors here, which 
is probably a good idea. 
De Weerd: I think so. 
Simmons: It would also allow a little policing. People come in - we envision if 
you put out some chairs and other things here for people to wait and to cue in 
and then for instance if they are here to see the Mayor they be able to go into 
those doors and they could be shown where they need to go and vice-a-versa 
back in here. So, it probably wouldn't be a bad idea to have a set of doors here. 
Borton: Makes sense. Council any comments on that? 
Bird: I thought, for some reason I didn't look close enough and I thought there 
was a set of glass doors there. 
Simmons: Those dotted lines you are seeing are basically just outline of the 
column above. It is kind of decorative thing that is happening there, but there are 
no doors. That is a good point and there should be. 
Zaremba: It is a roll up steel door and close it for security and bang you are 
done. 
Borton: Steve, probably doing this like other projects might be like herding cats 
to some degree and we appreCiate you presenting the info and as we go forward 
right now are there specific questions or specific concrete direction you need 
from Council to keep this thing moving? 
Simmons: Chairman Borton, no we are actually seeing a light at the end of the 
tunnel. We have the colors of course that have been approved and we thank you 
very much for that. Everyone that has worked within those parameters, we have 
that behind us. We do have details to work out. We talked about trying to be 
proactive on where we are going to place displays and other things and cabinets 
and those things within the public spaces. Down the corridors we are going to sit 
down and go through a lot of that with Will. I brought the interior designers up to 
speed today so we will be able to bring some of those sorts of products to you to 
show you what we are anticipating specifying in this building to be able to have 
those sorts of displays so people will be able to see that as opposed to allowing 
things to be just stuck all over the place, we are trying to have some sense of 
organization to that to keep the building looking very nice and try to be proactive 
there again. We also have shown the individual departments some suggestions 
on perhaps behind their reception areas having some art work or some other 
things that are pertinent to their department. We also will be specifying the sorts 
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of products that will allow them to do that. They still could come up with that 
themselves, but we are trying to put those pieces and parts in the project to allow 
them to do that as opposed to just sticking things all over half hazard. We can 
still do that. but nonetheless we are trying to think of those things ahead of time 
as best we can. So, for the most part to answer your question, we feel pretty 
good really to march on, other than redefining and kind of pinning down some of 
the reception counters a little bit more and some of those little things. Thank you. 
Zaremba: Mr. President. 
Borton: Mr. Zaremba. 
Zaremba: That last Question and answer led me to another thought. Just 
visualizing what has ended up in the lobby of this building, there is a little 
recycling center that doesn't always look that attractive. Are there going to be 
convenient recycling bins or something around? 
Simmons: Chairman Borton and Councilman Zaremba there are. As a matter of 
fact we have a standard detail we have used in each one of the departments 
where you put the little sink, counter, bar counter sort of thing, they have 
recycling stations in there. 
Zaremba: Oh, cool. 
Simmons: So that is something and we see that a lot and that is not uncommon 
to do that. Then someone would have to be in charge of going and collecting 
that and taking elsewhere when you need to take It. But that Is part of the whole 
scheme as well. It also helps with LEEDS and they will be able to look at the 
recyCling of products. 
De Weerd: Mr. President 
Borton: Madame Mayor. 
De Weerd: Steve if you could also explain just in the lobby areas of each of our 
departments - we dO have some uniformity In there, but they do have some 
opportunity for individual identity - not as flared as some might want. 
Simmons: Chairman Borton, Mayor and Members of the CounCil, absolutely. 
Each department has a little bit of I guess an opportunity to express themselves if 
you will and that was part of the four colors that we came up with for accents. 
For the most part, those departments are fairly generic, nicely done, but fairly 
generic - as a budget purpose we want to make those very efficient and utilize 
some fairly standards if you will for that. Behind each reception desk and you are 
free to pick whichever one you like you are going to see an accented wall or at 
least a screen wall and there are the opportunity for those folks, those 
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departments to pick an actual color to go on that screen wall, which would also 
then have the opportunity to put some art work or something specific to that 
department. In Planning you might have maps or other growth maps or areas of 
impact and could be displayed there for people to look at and not have to be drug 
out and things that could change out or there might be some historical data, you 
know of that nature or something like that would be nice. We had envisioned -
illustrations at our presentation last week about some sepia tone prints that could 
be brought up that would be very nice. So, each department does have that 
opportunity and we also - we are not opposed and I would throw this out, we 
haven't told anybody this if we wanted to take that accent wall and maybe do -
well, that color I should say and do one of the conference room walls you know 
an accent and allow some of that to happen within a department as long as it 
was the same color - we are not opposed up to that as well, Bill. Paint is paint 
and it is not that big of a deal. But, there again If you want to get a little splash of 
color we could do that and there is not a big issue with that. 
De Weerd: Mr. President I guess just on those (inaudible) it gives them an 
opportunity too to individualize those prints to the priorities and the personalities 
of their departments. I mean, it will be a monotone, but they will be able to pick 
the photos that they would put up there and they could exchange them out 
periodically as well. 
Simmons: We would like to give them a display apparatus, if you will to do that. 
What they put in there is up to that department. 
Borton: Steve, is it too early to determine the audio, visual and cabling? I know 
that much smaller typical residence when you have the opportunity of 
construction you run cable absolutely everywhere, every room - is the plan being 
set to do that? 
Simmons: It is already in motion. We have an audio visual consultant that we 
are working with and we have met with Will on one occasion and we put a fire 
under him last week to get back and meet with Will and us again and we had 
already talked about how the Chambers should be arranged and how we are 
going to look at that from an A.V. standpoint - projection for the audience and so 
we have to look at those things, etc. So, as well as the community meeting 
rooms and then individual conference rooms as well. We are envisioning along 
those lines, as long as we are on that topic, individual department conferences 
rooms will be set up for just screens, but nothing electric, just basic screens and 
the ability to do some work if they wanted to, but nothing fancy. They could bring 
in a PowerPoint and be able to show that. If I wanted to come in and go to Public 
Works and show something that was in our planning, I have the ability to pull the 
screen down and do that. That is the extent of A.V. that we see in those 
departments at this point. For rooms like the community meeting rooms, Mayor's 
conference room and those things, we are going to have bigger presentations 
and It is a whole other subject. We will have drop screens in that and the ability 
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to do some of that work as well. They also are responsible of putting together for 
us a budget and we will look at that budget and go through and feel, along with 
Petra, if that is something we think we can afford and fits within the budget that 
was given to us at the onset of the project - we will provide and allow to go 
through the bid process we feel that it is over then we will still rough in for those -
we will still deal with the essential items, obviously this room and everything 
associated with that and then rough in for any future that we will that can't be 
provided immediately in this package. But at least we'd have the ability to later 
on to have all of the conduits, the boxes and those things ready and If we are 
going to have panels or CC T.V. or something else, we would be able to pull the 
wires at that time as the funds became available. 
Borton: Okay and that is kind of the question that all of that rough in will be done 
at least in the conferences rooms of each and every department throughout the 
building. 
Simmons: Absolutely as well as we are also getting ready to start in on our 
access control system for the doors. My partner Russ (inaudible) will be meeting 
with Will and then our electrical engineer to lay that out, look at the desire along 
with the Police Chief as to what level of security. (Inaudible) in the building and 
what sort of system do you want to put in there from card access or scanning 
standpOint. That will also be in the base package as well. 
Borton: Council any other questions or information needed? Steve anything else 
from us at this point for you? 
Simmons: Not related to the floor plans. 
Borton: Okay. (Inaudible--) who is going to talk on the bids? 
Simmons: Well, I guess we have two items. We could talk about the bids and if 
we have time we can go over the update on the water levels if you want - bids 
first before everybody shows up? 
Borton: Okay, let's do that. 
(Tape turned over) 
De Weerd: The bids are on the regular agenda. But. we wanted to talk about 
the water. 
Simmons: Okay, do you want to talk about water or do you want to talk about 
bids? 
Borton: Just water. 
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Simmons: Okay. . .. 
At this 
paint your building elevation at grade is week ago 
we talked about raising that floor elevation to 2610 and the corresponding 
elevation for your basement would go from 2592 to 2596. Your footings are 
about two feet lower than your floor elevations, so if the building is at 2596 for a 
floor in the basement, your footing is at 2594. At this point there Is no confirmed 
water table information for our building, but we have investigated with the help of 
Farmers and Merchants the water table elevation for their project. The curb at 
Farmers and Merchants Is at 2605 MTI established the high water table in 
August 15 feet below that, which is at elevation 2590. Your well borings that 
occurred last fall for your project had a high water table of 2587. Realizing that 
the high water table doesn't occur in the winter months it actually occurs in 
August and you add about three feet for raising the water table would bring you 
up to 2590, which matches what is going on over at Farmers and Merchants. 
Your (inaudible) layer Is at 2588 and you can see that If you raise your building 
four feet, which puts the bottom of the footing at 2594, you are approximately 
four foot above 2590, which is your high water table level and at this point I will 
tum it over to Steve for his final comments. 
Simmons: Thank you, Gene. Also I have here and I will just let you pass this 
out. I think some folks have copies of this. We had asked our - we just 
distributed that Monday morning at our organizational meeting with the Mayor. 
That is baSically that we asked our deSigner, our plaza designer, the landscape, 
architect and planner (inaudible) to look at If we raised the whole building up four 
feet, what would that do to the plaza itself? What that shows in reality they think 
it is a much better presentation. It gives us - we are below ADA accessibility 
limits - about 2 Y2 percent for those sidewalks to come up off of Broadway, up 
towards the plaza. The ramps and the stairs at the building stay the same as 
they were already designed. The only thing we would have to tweak would be 
the collection points with our civil engineer where we currently have our drains 
because right now the grades that we are working on are a little bit flat if not 
somewhat of a slope bowl if you will. So, this raises it up, crowns it a little bit and 
slopes off. So, It would really be kind of an Indiscernible grade change as you 
will as you go up there. So, they felt It was very nice. It changes a lot of things. 
It pulls us up out of what we see as a potential or at least water issue, if you will, 
and who knows water can be up and down at any given year, we don't know that 
for sure, but we think that the best possible solution is to pull the building up the 
four feet, it doesn't impact the plaza, hit the loading dock, which was currently 
fairly level and flat at this time. We would have it probably a true loading dock 
with three or four foot loading dock that you would back into because we do need 
to make up the grade there as well and then the exits off towards Meridian Road 
would have to have additional stairs for exiting purposes also. That is kind of 
where we are at on the water issue. It was kind of a blessing to be able to find 
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out that there was some data on the Farmers Bank, which (inaudible--) in a 
basement. They do not have a basement I was informed, but nonetheless they 
give us some data there and it seems to make a lot of sense In the logic of where 
water would be in the August, September verses and where we are looking for 
high and low waters. 
Borton: Thank you, Steve and Gene we appreciate that information. Council any 
additional questions on the water? 
Bennett: I have one last request. With this raise in elevation and putting your 
footings above the clay layer, I would request permission to turn Taracon loose 
on soil foundation bearing capacity because we are going to be on top of that 
clay layer. Even though we appear to be somewhere about six feet above it, we 
need to have Taracon do their soils bearing capacities so that Steve can finish up 
to his design. It is a $2,000 expense. I would request City Council approval to 
turn them loose to do that. 
Bird: I make a motion for Taracon to do this. 
Rountree: Second. 
Borton: It has been moved and seconded to approve the expense of not to 
exceed $2,000. Any discussion? 
Zaremba: I don't know if this is direct discussion, but would the end results of 
that be that there might be piers under the footings or something that we might 
need to - we are not trying to find Bedrock or anything are we? I don't know. 
Bennett: There would be no piers. We are not dealing with those kinds of 
weights. We would be dealing with spread footings and select structural fill and 
perhaps fabric, that would probably be your worst condition. 
Borton: Any other questions Council? If none, Mr, Berg roll call vote. 
Roll Call Vote: Bird, aye; Rountree, aye; Zaremba, aye; Borton, aye. 
ALL AYES. MOTION CARRIED. 
De Weerd: And if I could vote, I would say aye too. 
Borton: Steve thanks for the update, hopefully we gave you some clear 
indications and information and we appreciate all of the hard work going forward 
on the design. Council if there is nothing further this brings us to the end of the 
Pre-Council meeting. I would entertain a motion to adjourn. 
Zaremba: So moved. 
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Rountree: Second. 
Borton: It has been moved and seconded to adjourn. All those in favor say aye. 
ALL AYES. MOTION CARRIED. 
MEETING ADJOURNED AT 6:59 P.M. 




From: Gary Christensen [Gary@tenthandbannockcom] 
Sent: Monday, February 12,20076:06 PM 
To: Josh Hilderbrand 
Cc: Ross Elder; Wesley Bettis Jr. 
SUbject: RE: Meridian City Hall Access Floor System 
Can you break down your bid for me with better specifics for freight and labor? I know what we can do labor wise here and what 
we paid for freight last time, so maybe the final cost will be much closer than what is perceived. We're also making plans for our 
next project which will go to bid this summer and begin construction 3rd quarter. We will also need about 75,000 s.f .. 
Could you also clarify your comment about these being smaller projects, and hence higherls.f. costs? 75-80,000 s.f. is smaller 
than the Banner Bank Building, and probably smaller than your typical project in Seattle, but it is still a big building in Idaho. And if 
we're going to transform the market into greener construction, we have to have steady sources for basic materials, like raised 
floor, for even smaller projects - one truck load at a time. Fortunately, there are enough suppliers to make the environment 
competitive, but I'd like to know where you guys stand with this market. 
Thanks. 
Gary F. Christensen 
From: Josh Hilderbrand [mailto:JoshH@bdap.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 12, 20074:23 PM 
To: Gary Christensen 
Subject: FW: Meridian City Hall Access Floor System 
Mr. Christiansen, 
Since the last time we have done business; Haworth material has gone up 4%, Labor for Installation(in Washington) is higher 
than Idaho's, The project is smaller and this will raise the price per square foot, and the freight to get material to Idaho is almost 
double that of FOB Washington. Please contact me if you have any other questions, my phone number is 425-368-2020. 
Thank you, 
Josh Hilderbrand 
From: Ross Elder [mailto:Ross.Elder@Haworth.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 12, 20072:30 PM 
To: Josh Hilderbrand 
Subject: FW: Meridian City Hall Access Floor System 
Josh, 
Can you respond to Gary on this? 
Thanks 
Ross Elder 




From: Gary Christensen [mailto:Gary@tenthandbannock.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2007 2: 14 PM 
To: Ross Elder 







What do you know about this? $8.25 is impossible to justify. The $6.50 installed would be 50% more for your materials than we 
paid. Have your raw costs really gone up this much, or is there something down the supply chain getting in the way? I'd like to 
help these guys get a greener building, and I'd like to see you guys get the business. 
Gary 
From: Wesley Bettis Jr. [mailto:wbettis@petrainc.net] 
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2007 2:55 PM 
To: Gary Christensen 
Subject: Meridian City Hall Access Floor System 
02-12-07 
Gary: 
Greetings. We are working through the design for the Meridian City Hall and are looking at a bid date of the end of March. Right 
now the facility is designed with the Haworth Access Floor system, but our preliminary costs are more in the range of $8.25/SF vs. 
the $6.50 +/- you had indicated for the Banner Bank Building. Granted, the economy of scale is not as great for the 80,000 SF 
City Hall, but it has created some swift intakes of air from some of the Mayor's Building Committee. 
Do you have the names of two or three Building Owners or Tenants of other buildings that are constructed with the same access 
floor and HVAC system as Banner Bank that we could use for references with the City of Meridian to answer some of their long 
term ownership and maintenance questions? They can be in Salt Lake City, Portland, Seattle, Sacramento, etc, I would just like 
some other names of buildings that have been in operation for a couple of years so we can address some of the concerns the City 
is raising. 
Congratulations on the new building in downtown Boise "the rescue mission block" and on the new partnership with the City of 
Caldwell along Indian Creek for the public private joint venture for Caldwell's new City Hall. Being a resident of Caldwell's impact 
area, I will be watching those developments closely. 
Thank you again for your time, and as always, if I can be of any assistance or provide you with additional information, please 
contact me at your convenience. wwb 
Wesley W Bettis, Jr. 
Sr. Project Manager 
PETRA,INC 
9056 W. Blackeagle Dr. 






From: Gary Christensen [Gary@tenthandbannockcom] 
Sent: Monday, February 19,20073:08 PM 
To: Wesley Bettis Jf. 
Subject: RE: Meridian City Hall Access Floor System 
Wes: 
I've been negotiating on your behalf (and my behalf as well) with Chris Ervin of Tate Floors. He just quoted me over the phone 
$3.1 O/s.f. for material, and around $.75/s.1. for freight (perhaps as low as $.65 - maybe $.85 if oil spikes again when the product 
ships). I'd suggest calling Don Willis at DMSI who did our installation «208) 375-8848 dmsicabinets@cableone.net) Our job got a 
little out of control with the delays our general caused us. You should be able to schedule a smoother installation and get the 
work done for somewhere around $1.00/s.f. So the final cost should be a little bit either way of $5.00/s.1. not the $8.50 or even the 
$6.50/s.f .. ] 
Chris has pitched the architect, and I think he has called on someone at Petra before. He's a good guy, and Tate is probably the 
recognized leader in the field. He may be sending information directly to you. I'll forward what I get from him as well. 
Hope this keeps the raised floor in the job. It really is key to a lot ofthings. The modular wiring that CII (Communications 
Integrated ?) does is a realy time and money saver. Romar did our work, but I think again with a little better organization than I 
provided this time around, you could do the majority of it with your own skilled labor rather than paying journeyman rates for the TI 
side. 
Let me know if I can help any more. 
Gary 
From: Wesley Bettis Jr. [mailto:wbettis@petrainc.net] 
Sent: Monday, February 12, 20072:55 PM 
To: Gary Christensen 
Subject: Meridian City Hall Access Floor System 
02-12-07 
Gary: 
Greetings. We are working through the design for the Meridian City Hall and are looking at a bid date of the end of March. Right 
now the facility is designed with the Haworth Access Floor system, but our preliminary costs are more in the range of $8.25/SF vs. 
the $6.50 +/- you had indicated for the Banner Bank Building. Granted, the economy of scale is not as great for the 80,000 SF 
City Hall, but it has created some swift intakes of air from some of the Mayor's Building Committee. 
Do you have the names of two or three Building Owners or Tenants of other buildings that are constructed with the same access 
floor and HVAC system as Banner Bank that we could use for references with the City of Meridian to answer some of their long 
term ownership and maintenance questions? They can be in Salt Lake City, Portland, Seattle, Sacramento, etc, I would just like 
some other names of buildings that have been in operation for a couple of years so we can address some of the concerns the City 
is raising. 
Congratulations on the new building in downtown Boise "the rescue mission block" and on the new partnership with the City of 
Caldwell along Indian Creek for the public private joint venture for Caldwell's new City Hall. Being a resident of Caldwell's impact 
area, I will be watching those developments closely. 
Thank you again for your time, and as always, if I can be of any assistance or provide you with additional information, please 
contact me at your convenience. wwb 





9056 W. Blackeagle Dr. 






From: Stewart Jensen [stewart@absdoors.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2007 11: lOAM 
To: Wesley Bettis Jr. 
Subject: RE: Meridian City Hall--Value Engineering 
There Is a savings of $3,751.00 to use standard core Instead of Stave Lumber Core. 
Stewart Jensen, AHC 
Architectural Building Supply 
General Manager 
960 East Franklin Road 
Meridian, 10 83642 
208-884-8917 
From: Wesley Bettis Jr. [mailto:wbettis@petrainC.netj 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08,20079:30 AM 
To: Stewart Jensen 
Cc: Adam Johnson 
Subject: RE: Meridian Oty Hall-Value Engineering 
The City is still vacillating on whether they want LEEO Certification and if so, at what level. Losing the doors as a sustainable product reduces our % of total sustainable 
materials used, but does not necessarily eliminate that one LEEO point in the final tally. Let's look at it. The City will make their final decision next Tuesday evening, so I 
am scrambling to pull all of this information together. Thanks Stewart. wwb 
From: Stewart Jensen [mailto:stewart@absdoors.comj 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2007 9:25 AM 
To: Wesley Bettis Jr. 
Subject: RE: Meridian CIty Hall--Value Engineering 
Are you willing to give up the Leeds point? 
Stewart Jensen, AHC 
Architectural Building Supply 
General Manager 
960 East Franklin Road 
Meridian, 10 83642 
208-884-8917 
From: Wesley Bettis Jr. [mailto:wbettis@petrainc.netj 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08,20079:23 AM 
To: Stewart Jensen 




Thanks for getting back to me so quickly. It sounds like we are optimized on the frames. But, yes, please look at an alternate door for an estimate as to the savings of a 
more traditional core vs. a stave lumber core. wwb 
From: Stewart Jensen [mailto:stewart@absdoors.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2007 9:20 AM 
To: Wesley Bettis Jr. 
Subject: RE: Meridian Oty Hall--Value Engineering 
Wes, 
The timely frames are the same price as hollow metal on a standard frame. The sidelite frames cost more than hollow metal. The savings should come from the painter. 
If you would like me to price it out I can request a quote. My biggest concern would be that Timely has a limited capability for hardware preps. 
One thing that I was looking at that might be of value to you. The wood doors are calling for a stave lumber core to comply with a Leeds certification. This core is costing 
thousands of extra dollars. Let me know if you want me to explore other options. 
Let me know. 
Stewart Jensen, AHC 
Architectural Building Supply 
General Manager 
960 East Franklin Road 
Meridian, 10 83642 
208-884-8917 
From: Wesley Bettis Jr. [mailto:wbettis@petrainc.netj 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 20078:59 AM 
To: Stewart Jensen 
Cc: Adam Johnson 
Subject: Meridian City Hall--Value Engineering 
08-08-07 
Stewart: 
Could you take a moment and look at the door and frame package for Meridian City Hall. The current spec call for painted HM frames. Other than the exterior, masonry 
set and rated frames. would there be savings to switch to a Timely Frame for all of the interior office door applications? Do you have an idea of what those savings could 
be, ballpark? wwb 
PETRA86448 
003120
WESLEY W. BETTIS, JR 
Cons truction Manager 
PETRA Incorporated 
1097 N. Rosario St. 
Meridian, ID 83642 
Direct Phone: 208.493.2747 Front Desk 208.323.4500 
Dirrrl F4:<: 206.4113.2747 Moi .. F4X: 208.323.4507 
Email: wbettisepetrainc.net 
This e-mail is from ABSDOORS.COM and is intended for the addressee shown. It contains information that is confidential 
and protected from disclosure. Any review, dissemination or use of this transmission or its contents by persons or 
unauthorized employees of the intended organisations is strictly prohibited. 
This e-mail is from ABSDOORS.COM and is intended for the addressee shown. It contains information that is confidential 
and protected from disclosure. Any review, dissemination or use of this transmission or its contents by persons or 
unauthorized employees of the intended organisations is strictly prohibited. 
This e-mail is from ABSDOORS.COM and is intended for the addressee shown. It contains information that is confidential 
and protected from disclosure. Any review, dissemination or use of this transmission or its contents by persons or 







Meridian City Hall 
Value Engineering Breakdown 
From: Adam Johnson Date: 812012007 ---------------------------
Jay Company: Tri State 
--~-------------------------- ---~~-----------------
To: 
Fax Number: 323-8388 Phone Number: -----------------------
Pages (including cover sheet): _3 ___ _ 
For: Meridian City Hall Value Engineering Form 
In follow up to our phone conversations, I am trying to document current value engineering 
options, along with any other suggestions that you might have for the Meridian City Hall 
project. Please fill out attached form and return no later than Thursday, August 21 st by 
10:00 A.M. Thank You. 
Item 1: Change Lighting Controls 
-Change Lighting Controls to a different manufacturer, Cost savings of $8,000 
Item 2: Alternate Light Fixtures 
Change lighting fixtures, and eliminate wiring, outlets and fixtures in unassigned areas. 
Cost savings of $7,000.00 
Item 3: Delete Heat Tape 




Meridian City Hall 
Value Engineering Breakdown 











For: Meridian City Hall Value Engineering Form 
Stewart, 
In follow up to phone conversations, I am trying to document current value 
engineering options, along with any other suggestions that you might have for the 
Meridian City Hall project. Please fill out attached form and return no later than 
Thursday, August 21 st by 10:00 A.M. Thank You. 
Item 1: Door Changes 
-Delete Alternate wood door core vs .. Specified LEED point product of Stave 
Lumber core doors. Cost savings of $3,751.00 
Item 2: Storefront 
Delete amount of interior windows/storefront, replace with solid walls. Cost 
savings of $20,000.00 
Item 2:Suggestions 
1 of 1 
PETRA91184 
003123
Meridian City Hall 
Value Engineering Breakdown 
From: Adam Johnson Date: 812012007 
To: Randy Company: American Wallcover 
Fax Phone 
Number: 8871129 Number: 
~~~~-----------
Pages (including cover 
sheet): 3 
For: Meridian City Hall Value Engineering Form 
Randy, 
In follow up to phone conversations, I am trying to document current value 
engineering options, along with any other suggestions that you might have for the 
Meridian City Hall project. Please fill out attached form and return no later than 
Thursday, August 21 st by 10:00 A.M. Thank You. 
Item 1: Delete Walls In Unassigned Areas 
-Delete unnecessary wall construction and finishes in unassigned areas. Cost 
savings of $6,818.00 
Item 2: Ceiling Tiles 
Replace 2x2 tiles by using 2x4 tiles, Tegular - Center Score. Cost savings of 
$7,000.00 
Item 3: Delete Ceiling Grid In Unassigned Areas 





Item 4:Delete Fry Reglet 





Meridian City Hall 
Value Engineering Breakdown 
From: Adam Johnson Date: 812012007 ----------------------




Pages (including cover 
sheet): 3 
For: Meridian City Hall Value Engineering Form 
In follow up to phone conversations, I am trying to document current value 
engineering options, along with any other suggestions that you might have for the 
Meridian City Hall project. Please fill out attached form and return no later than 
Thursday, August 21 st by 10:00 A.M. Thank You. 
Item 1: Alternate Flush Valves 
-Use alternate flush valves, replace sensor valves with manual valves and use 1 
Gal vs. 0.8 gall flush fixtures, Cost savings of $4,000 
Item 2: Alternate Pipe 
Change Pipe to Groove Lock piping for a labor savings. Cost savings of 
$4,000.00 
Item 3: Delete Basement Restroom Facility 
Delete all above slab piping and fixtures from basement restroom facilities, Cost 




Item 4:Reduce Fixtures in Basement Restroom 
If item 3, is not accepted, what would be the cost of reducing the fixtures to 1 





Meridian City Hall 
Value Engineering Breakdown 
From: Adam Johnson Date: 812012007 -----------------------
To: Julie Company: Custom Glass ----------------------- Phone Fax 
Number: 208-884-5641 Number: 
~----~~~-------
Pages (including cover 
sheet): --'3'--__ 
For: Meridian City Hall Value Engineering Form 
Stewart, 
In follow up to phone conversations, I am trying to document current value 
engineering options, along with any other suggestions that you might have for the 
Meridian City Hall project. Please fill out attached form and return no later than 
Thursday, August 21 st by 10:00 A.M. Thank You. 
Item 1: Storefront 
Delete amount of interior windows/storefront, replace with solid walls. Cost 
savings of $20,000.00 
Item 2:Suggestions 




Meridian City Hall 
Value Engineering Breakdown 
From: Adam Johnson Date: 812212007 
----~-----------------
To: _D_I_·c_k _________________ Company: Designer Floors 
Fax Phone 
Number: Number: 
Pages (including cover 
sheet): 1 
For: 
Meridian City Hall Value Engineering Form 
Dick, 
In follow up to phone conversations, I am trying to document current value 
engineering options, along with any other suggestions that you might have for the 
Meridian City Hall project. Please fill out attached form and return no later than 
Thursday, August 21 st by 10:00 A.M. Thank You. 
Item 1: Alternate Carpet 
-Change carpet specifications for a different price point savings: Cost savings of 
$0.00 
Item 2:Suggestions 
1 of 1 Adams Direct Fax: 493-2729 
PETRA91190 
003129
Meridian City Hall 
Value Engineering Breakdown 
From: Adam Johnson Date: 8120/2007 
~~~~---------------
To: Ken/Dave Company:~/~C~~~P ____________ ___ 
Phone Fax 
Number: 208375-2945 Number: 
~-----------------Pages (including cover 
sheet): 3 
For: Meridian City Hall Value Engineering Form 
Ken, 
In follow up to phone conversations, I am trying to document current value 
engineering options, along with any other suggestions that you might have for the 
Meridian City Hall project. Please fill out attached form and return no later than 
Thursday, August 21 st by 10:00 A.M. Thank You. 
Item 1: Cabinet Reduction 
-Reduce casework by 50%. Cost savings of $46,000.00 
Item 2:Suggestions 
Perhaps some changes in hardware, finishes, ect. Any ideas that you may have, 
please break down with associated savings. Thanks 
1 of 1 
PETRA91191 
003130
Meridian City Hall 
Value Engineering Breakdown 
From: Adam Johnson Date: 812012007 -----------------------
To: Steve Company: Pacwest ----------------------- -~----------------
Fax Phone 
Number: 208-467-3332 Number: 
Pages (including cover 
sheet): 1 
For: Meridian City Hall Value Engineering Form 
Steve, 
In follow up to phone conversations, I am trying to document current value 
engineering options, along with any other suggestions that you might have for the 
Meridian City Hall project. Please fill out attached form and return no later than 
Thursday, August 21 st by 10:00 A.M. Thank You. 
Item 1: Access Flooring 
-Delete access flooring from unassigned areas: Cost savings of $36,780.00 
Item 2:Suggestions 
1 of 1 
PETRA91192 
003131
Meridian City Hall 
Value Engineering Breakdown 
From: Adam Johnson Date: 812212007 ---------------------
To: _B_o_b __________ Company: SBI Contracting 
Fax Phone 
Number: 376-5201 Number: 
Pages (including cover 
sheet): _1 ___ _ 
For: Meridian City Hall Value Engineering Form 
Bob, 
In follow up to phone conversations, I am trying to document current value 
engineering options, along with any other suggestions that you might have for the 
Meridian City Hall project. Please fill out attached form and return no later than 
Thursday, August 21 st by 10:00 A.M. Thank You. 
Item 1: Basement Lockers 
-Remove lockers from basement restroom facility: Cost savings of $0.00 
Item 2:Bathroom Accessories 
-Remove bathroom accessories from basement restroom facility: Cost savings 
of $0.00 
Item 3:Wire Mesh Partitions 
-Remove wire mesh partitions from basement storage facility: Cost savings of 
$0.00 
Item 4:Suggestions 
1 of 1 Adams Direct Fax: 493-2729 
PETRA91193 
003132
Meridian City Hall 
Value Engineering Breakdown 
From: Adam Johnson Date: 812012007 -----------------------
To: _~_a_"g'__ _________________ Company: Schumacher 
Fax Phone 
Number: 208-375-6398 Number: 
Pages (including cover 
sheet): _1'--__ 
For: Meridian City Hall Value Engineering Form 
Tag, 
In follow up to phone conversation, I am trying to document current value 
engineering options, along with any other suggestions that you might have for the 
Meridian City Hall project. Please fill out attached form and return no later than 
Thursday, August 21 st by 10:00 A.M. Thank You. 
Item 1: Alternate Tile 
-Find alternate tile to fit needs of building: Cost savings of $0.00 
Item 2:Floor Prep 
-Use thin set application vs mud set application for tile areas: Cost savings of 
$8,902.00 
Item 3:Suggestions 
1 of 1 
PETRA91194 
003133
B c ________ -+ ________ ~o ______ ~ 
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PETRA86428 
003135
Meridian City Hall 
08113107 
I lltJ,dml2D 
$ 8,000 Change lighting ControIs-CouId have LEED point Impact. 
$ 7,000 Alternate Ught Fixtures & wktngIouUets/llx1ures In unassigned areas 
$ 6,000 Delete Heat Tape In Roof Drain Leade ... 
$ 104.000 Eliminate Extended HVAC Dl8l11bu1lon In unaaaIgned 8reas.-10 Units 
$ 04,000 Altemate Flx\ures 
AIIemate PIpe (groove-lock If approved by Mike Wisdom) Labor Savings 
$ 6,818 Delete unnecessary wal construcIIon and ftnIsh In unassigned areas. 
$ 7,000 2x4 vs. 2x2 CeIling Tile (LEED 2x2 @ .048/SF 60K SF+/-) v. 2x4 Tegular (T's & Labor Savings) 
$ 25.746 Delete CeIling Grid and Tile In Unassigned Areas 
$ 2,500 Delete Fry Reglet 
$ 3,751 Alternate wood doOr core vs .. Spedfied LEED point product of Stave Lumber core dOOfS. 
$ 20,000 Delete amount of Interior windows/storefront, replace with solid walls. 
$ 230,000 Reduce C8sewoI1< by 50% 
$ 20.8040 Delete Operable Partition 
$ 6,000 Delete WIre Partitions In Basement 
$ 36,780 Delete Access Floor In Unassigned Areas (Labor only Is $8,873.00) 
$ 16,464 Change Access Floor Spec from 1,250 LB Illes to 1,000 LB \lies and stiU meet speclflQlUon requirements. 
$ 5.520 Delete wei paint In Support & storage Rooms 1-6, 12. 17, 106-109, 200-203. 300-303 
$ 1.240 Delete wall paint In Unassigned Areas 
$ 2,500 AIIemate for staInlesS steel, radius glass guardrail and other railings. 
$ 10.000 AIIemate Carpet produd In similar COlor SCheme (Est by Des Floors, not yet confirmed) 
$ 3.750 Alternate Ceramic TIle Material (Price coming from Schumachar) 
e SubsUtule Thin set for Mud set on Lobby Ceramic Tile 
$ 750 Change WindOW Blind Spec. 
S 6.000 Telecommunications Bid to Budget Savings 
$ 56,500 Reduce \he number ofTelecomm drops from 1.500 to 1000 (TTE/Precom) 
$ 9,7044 Audio-VIsual Bid to Budget Savings 
S 105.000 Reduce Petra LEED Involvement from applying for Sliver vs. Apply for LEED Certified. 
$ 3,400 Delete Lockers In Basement 
$ 15.000 Delete Fixtures and Flntshes In Basement Restroom and Locker Room Core 
$ 634,302 Total Building Savings 
$ 473.658 Delete Contaminated Soils and Associated CM Fee from ConstrucUon Cost, Add to Land Cost. 





Meridian City Hall 
08131107 
I I Description 
I 
• 8,000 Change Lighting Controls-Could have LEED pOint impact. $ 7,000 Delete Light Fixtures & wiringloutletslfixtures in unassigned areas, except for Emergency Lighting. 
$ &,000 Delete Heat Tape in Roof Drain Leaders. 
$ 10,000 Eliminate Extended HVAC Distribution in unassigned areas.-10 UnitslAdd back simple heaters to keep space at 50 deg (BUDGE1 
$ 844 Standard Flushometer vs. specified 
$ 1,~33 Standard 1 Gal/flush urinals vs ... 8 Gal/flush. (LEED ?) 
$ 3,330 Altemate manufacturer for fiberglass showers 
$ 1,490 Fiberglass janitor's sinks in lieu of terrazzo sinks specified. 
$ 4,000 Altemate Pipe (groove-lock if approved by Mike Wisdom) Labor Savings 
.". 
$ 14,169 Delete unnecessary wall construction and finish in unassigned areas. 
S 5,800 2x4 vs. 2x2: Ceiling Tile meeting LEED Specification in 2x4 Tegular··Second Look (Ts & Labor Savings) 
$ 9,695 Delete Ceiling Grid and Tile in Unassigned Areas 
$ ~,600 Delete Fry Reglet 
$ 3,761 Alternate wood door core vs .. Specified LEED point product of Stave Lumber core doors. 
$ ~O,OOO Delete amount of interior windows/storefront, replace with solid walls. Could Impact LEED points for natural light. 
$ 3,&~2 Delete auto door hardware from door 100 A & 100 C at main entry. 
.. 
$ 12,692 Reduce Casework 
$ 46,470 Use P·Lam countertops vs .. Specified solid surface countertops. 
S • Possible Cabinet Hardware Options 
$ ~0,840 Delete Operable Partition 
$ 23,550 Delete Wire Partitions in Basement 
$ 8,873 Delete Installation of Access Floor in Unassigned Areas (Material & Labor is $36,780) 
$ 1&,4&4 Change Access Floor Spec from 1,250 LB tiles to 1,000 LB tiles and still meet specification requirements. 
$ 6,6~0 Delete wall paint in Support & Storage Rooms 1-6, 12, 17, 106-109,200-203,300-303 
$ 2,665 Delete wall paint in Unassigned Areas 
$ ~,600 Altemate for stainless steel, radius glass guardrail and other railings. 
$ 9,087 Alternate Carpet Tile Material 
$ Alternate Ceramic Tile Material (Price to be confirmed from Schumacher)·Unique Tile, no match found, yet. 
$ 8,002 Substitute Thin set for Mud set on Lobby Ceramic Tile 
$ 7/i0 Change Window Blind Spec. 
S 6,000 Telecommunications Bid to Budget Savings 
$ 56,560 Reduce the number of Telecomm drops from 1,500 to 1000 (TTElPrecom) "HOLD" 
$ 9,744 Audio-Visual Bid to Budget Savings 
$ 105,000 Reduce Petra LEED involvement from applying for Silver vs. Apply for LEED Certified. 
$ 40,000 Alternate water source for Irrigation and water features. 
$ &0,000 Trash Management and HVAC Modeling for LEED. 
$ H,450 Delete Lockers in Basement 
$ 1,700 Delete Lockerroom Bath Accessories 
$ 16,000 Delete Plumbing Fixtures in Basement Restroom and Locker Room Core 
$ 51900 Delete ShowerlRestrooms 3rd Floor Fire Dept, Convert to one room, unfinished.(BUDGET) 
$ 177,468 Total Possible Building Savings 
S 595,237 Delete Contaminated & Unsuitable Soils and Associated CM Fee from Construction Cost, Add to Land Cost. Does not include Fill. 





1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
PROJECT TITLE: Meridian City Hall MEETING DATE: 8/13/2007 
LOCATION: Mayor's Conference Rm SUBJECT: Mayor's Building Committee 
y I IS I Arttu J. SteYens I Pelra Incorporated 
y I GIl I Gene Bernett I Pelra Incorporated 
y I JA I Jon Anderson I Pelra Incorporated 
y I KTB I Kelh B~d Iclty of Meridian 
y I KWT I KeIhWatls ICltrofMer1d1an 
y I LNG I Lerwd Grady I CIty of Meridian 
N I STC I SteYe Chl!ltensen ILCA Archl1l!ds, PA 
y I STS I Steve Simmons ILCA Archllects. PA 
y I lOW I Tammy de Weerd Icltr of Meridian 
y I WBG I Will BErg I Citr of Meridian 
D:EM:,:.::,:,<,::::,,:::,:<:t:STATUS:";':;:':::::::STARm:t,::::·:::::':::{:.:DUjf':':':'::f:8AUEm~COURlf' 
00001 OPN PETRA JA 
Construction Update. 
7/16/07:Forming south wing footings this week for next week placement. Masons on site, stair towers in progress. All trades 
currently on schedule, with steel to arrive on site next week. 
7/30/07: Grade beam and south wing footings, stair tower at south wing almost complete. 
8/13/07:Crane on site, steel will begin this week. North wing in progress 
South Parking Lot Cut to Grade up to the Rber OptiC line. 
***(See Schedule) 
00002 OPN LOMARC STS 
Plaza Plans: Plans being finalized. Bidding will be ready for distribution mid August. City team will do a final verification of plans 
and specifications prior to release. 
LCA needs another copy of the cut sheets on the donated clock from the Mayor. 
00003 OPN 7/12/200: PETRA WB 
Bid Package Status: Tenant Improvement and MEP's Currently out to bid. Bid date is set for June 21, 2:00. 
6/4/07, Bid date will be extended in addendum, two dates pOSSible, June 28th, or July 12th. Date will be determined based on 
feedback from bidders. (Plan distribution log for hard copies attached.) 
6/18/07: Bid date will be postponed to July 12,2007 @ 2:00. 
7/2/07: Addendum B will be released today. Addendum includes all NV and low voltage wiring. 
7/12/07: Wes to provide bid result update and summary. 
7/30/07: Bid Updates. 2 bid for the security package, A/V had 1 bidder, and did not acknowledge addendum D. 
8-13-07: Security package is being revised for re-bid. A/V will be re-bid as well. Keith Watts to confirm final decision on 
Telecommunications status for acceptance or re-bid. Mayor noted her primary concern focuses on Customer Service after the 
sale for the phone service carrier. 
00004 OPN CITYMER TDB 
Ted Baird to work up owner agreements for use of Union Pacific Right Of Way. 
4-23-07, Ted still working on Right of Way Usage Agreement. Agreement needed for parking lot area. 
5/14/07: Need update on UPRR Usage Agreement. Petra needs agreement in place prior to construction activities. 
5/21/07: UPRR agreement needed. Jon is working with fiber optic company that will share the ROWand coordinate for parking 
lot design and fiber trench depth. 
6-4-07: Petra would like to have the agreement in place no later than 6/18/07. 
7/30/07: UPRR agreement has be resubmitted for final approval. 
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00005 OPN PETRA WB 
Contractor Parking: Petra to make contact with Andrews Upholstery. City feels that Petra may have more success at working 
up an agreement for parking usage. 
7/2/07: No update yet. Hope to have feedback by next meeting. 
7/30/07: MJ's working up plan of prep for parking area at Andrews Upolstery. 
08-13-07: Estimated costs for making the parking lot usable are in place, an discussions are continuing with Andrews 
Upholstery to see if a deal can be reached that will work for everybody. 
00006 OPN PETRA JA 
limber relocation. Keith Watts to investigate companies that can move timbers to the police station. 
7/2/07: Petra will coordinate a moving contractor to relocate timbers and wood materials. 
08-13-07: No change in status. 
00007 CLO PETRA 
7/2/07: Idaho Power. Jon has spoken with Idaho Power. Transformers and metering devices will be rolled into the City's 
monthly power bill, eliminating the up front costs for construction. 
JA 
00008 OPN PETRA WB 
LEED: Brief review of point tallies, what points are attainable, and how the City would like to proceed. Meeting Scheduled to 
review all LEED information on Monday, 7/11/07, 8:15. 
7/30/07: Petra will present LEED in depth to City Council, Aug 7th. 
08-13-07: Petra back before Council 8-14-07 for follow-up discussions. 
00009 OPN MATTES J K 
MTI Report. Jon Kruck with MTI has report submitted to IDEQ, with anticipation of a 'No Further Action' .Report will be 
forwarded to Petra and the City the end of the week. 
7/30/07: IDEQ has application, no verdect on NFA 'No Further Action' approval. 
08-13-07: Waiting on IDEQ to get back to town to review report. 
00010 OPN LOMARC STC 
Time Capsule: Multiple ideas, but overall consensus to include the time capsule within the plaza building/historical structure 
and incorporate the old cast iron door from the Creamery Stack. LCA to proceed with time capsule designs. 
08-13-07: No Change in Status. Details to be in Plaza bid package. City to work on ideas for what to include in the time 
capsule. 
00011 OPN CITYMER TDB 
ACHD storm drain. Ted to follow up on letter sent to ACHD for review. 
00012 NEVV PETRA 
New Item: 1) Budget Review, 2) Value Engineering Ideas ReView, 3) Review of Space use options, redistribution and 
development of lease space. 
00013 OPN 
Next Meeting August 28, 2007, 8: 15 a.m. 






1097 N. ROSARIO STREET. MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
PROJECT TITLE: Meridian City Hall MEETING DATE: 8/27/2007 
LOCATION: Mayor's Conference Rm SUBJECT: Mayor's Building Committee 
I y I IS I Arttu J. SIBYEnS I Petra Incorporated 
y I GB Gene Bernett I Petra Incorporated 
y I JA .Jon Anderson I Petra Incorporated 
y I KTB Kelh Bird !city of Morldlm 
y I KWT Kelh Watts I City of Morldlm 
y I LNG Lenard Grady I City of Morldlm 
N I STC steYe Chlstensen iLCA Archllects. PA 
y I STS SleYe Simmons ILCA Archileclll, PA 
y I lOW Tammy de Weerd I City of Morldlm 
y I lOB Ted Batd I City of Moridoo 
y I WB Wes Bettis I Petra Incorporated 
y I WBG Will BErg !city of Morldlm 
mM.;\·;; 'ii';·</···{3STATU$?,:,:~;mmQ:"/.Xi·i;.·~···.i··.ii;+{in/{M •• { ••••}}{.uuylNCOUH} ••• 
00001 OPN PETRA JA 
Construction Update. 
7/16/07:Forming south wing footings this week for next week placement. Masons on site, stair towers in progress. All trades 
currently on schedule, with steel to arrive on site next week. 
7/30/07: Grade beam and south wing footings, stair tower at south wing almost complete. 
8/13/07:Crane on site, steel will begin this week. North wing in progress 
South Parking Lot Cut to Grade up to the Rber OptiC line. 
***(See Schedule) 
00002 OPN LOMARC STS 
Plaza Plans: Plans being finalized. Bidding will be ready for distribution mid August. City team will do a final verification of plans 
and specifications prior to release. 
LCA needs another copy of the cut sheets on the donated clock from the Mayor. 
00003 OPN 7/12/200: PETRA WB 
Bid Package Status: Tenant Improvement and MEP's Currently out to bid. Bid date is set for June 21, 2:00. 
6/4/07, Bid date will be extended in addendum, two dates possible, June 28th, or July 12th. Date will be determined based on 
feedback from bidders. (Plan distribution log for hard copies attached.) 
6/18/07: Bid date will be postponed to July 12, 2007 @ 2:00. 
7/2/07: Addendum B will be released today. Addendum includes all NVand low voltage wiring. 
7/12/07: Wes to provide bid result update and summary. 
7/30/07: Bid Updates. 2 bid for the security package, A/V had 1 bidder, and did not acknowledge addendum D. 
8-13-07: Security package is being revised for re-bid. A/V will be re-bid as well. Keith Watts to confirm final decision on 
Telecommunications status for acceptance or re-bid. Mayor noted her primary concern focuses on Customer Service after the 
sale for the phone service carrier. 
00004 OPN CITYMER IDB 
Ted Baird to work up owner agreements for use of Union Pacific Right Of Way. 
4-23-07, Ted still working on Right of Way Usage Agreement. Agreement needed for parking lot area. 
5/14/07: Need update on UPRR Usage Agreement. Petra needs agreement in place prior to construction activities. 
5/21/07: UPRR agreement needed. Jon is working with fiber optic company that will share the ROWand coordinate for parking 
lot design and fiber trench depth. 
6-4-07: Petra would like to have the agreement in place no later than 6/18/07. 
7/30/07: UPRR agreement has be resubmitted for final approval. 





1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
00005 OPN PETRA WB 
Contractor Parking: Petra to make contact with Andrews Upholstery. City feels that Petra may have more success at working 
up an agreement for parking usage. 
7/2/07: No update yet. Hope to have feedback by next meeting. 
7/30/07: MJ's working up plan of prep for parking area at Andrews Upholstery. 
08-13-07: Estimated costs for making the parking lot usable are in place, an discussions are continuing with Andrews 
Upholstery to see if a deal can be reached that will work for everybody. 
00006 OPN PETRA JA 
Timber relocation. Keith Watts to investigate companies that can move timbers to the police station. 
7/2/07: Petra will coordinate a moving contractor to relocate timbers and wood materials. 
08-13-07: No change in status. 
00008 OPN PETRA WB 
LEED: Brief review of point tallies, what points are attainable, and how the City would like to proceed. Meeting Scheduled to 
review all LEED information on Monday, 7/11/07, 8:15. 
7/30/07: Petra will present LEED in depth to City Council, Aug 7th. 
08-13-07: Petra back before Council 8-14-07 for follow-up discussions. 
9/10/07: Construction Schedule Update. (See Attached) 
00009 OPN MATTES J K 
Ml1 Report. Jon Kruck with Ml1 has report submitted to IDEQ, with anticipation of a 'No Further Action'.Report will be 
forwarded to Petra and the City the end of the week. 
7/30/07: IDEQ has application, no verdict on NFA 'No Further Action' approval. 
08-13-07: Waiting on IDEQ to get back to town to review report. 
00010 OPN LOMARC STC 
Time capsule: Multiple ideas, but overall consensus to include the time capsule within the plaza building/historical structure 
and incorporate the old cast iron door from the Creamery Stack. LCA to proceed with time capsule designs. 
08-13-07: No Change in Status. Details to be in Plaza bid package. City to work on ideas for what to include in the time 
capsule. 
00011 OPN C~ER TDB 
ACHD storm drain. Ted to follow up on letter sent to ACHD for review. 
00012 OPN PETRA WB 
New Item: 1) Budget Review, 2) Value Engineering Ideas Review, 3) Review of Space use options, redistribution and 
development of lease space. 
00013 OPN PETRA AJ 
Next Meeting September 10,2007,8:15 a.m. 





1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
PROJECT TITLE: Meridian City Hall MEETING DATE: 9/17/2007 
LOCATION: Mayor's Conference Rm SUBJECT: Mayor's Building Committee 
y I Petra Incorporated PS ArtIu J. SleYEIlS 
GIl GeneBemett y I Petra Incorporated 
JA Jon Ander""" y I Petra Incorporated 
KTB Kelh Bird y Iclty of Me'ldlan 
KWT Kelh Watts y I City ofMe'1d1an 
LNG Lenard Grady N I City of Me'ldian 
STC I Steve 0lr1stensEn y I LCA Archltec19, PA 
STS I Steve Simmons N ILCA Archltec19. PA 
lOW I Tammy de Weerd y Iclty of Me'ldlan 
lOB I Ted Baird 
WB I WesBettls 
N Iclty of Me'ldlan 
y I Petra Incorporated 
y WBG I Will Berg I City of Me'ldlan 
fi:E.i;;$lfuosi;STDTm;?iDUE:·IAWii.C(i,j(jjf[. 
00001 OPN PETRA JA 
Construction Update. 
8/13/07:Crane on site, steel will begin this week. North wing in progress 
South Parking Lot Cut to Grade up to the Rber Optic line. 
9/17/07: Main Steel Erection. 1st and 2nd level in place. Steel Moment Welds in progress. 3rd level will be in progress this 
week. Radius wall is complete. Slab on deck to prep this week. Trades to follow deck placement. Stairs and materials on site, 
stairs to start end of this week. 
***(See Schedule) 
00002 OPN LOMARC STS 
Plaza Plans: Plans being finalized. Bidding will be ready for distribution mid August. City team will do a final verification of plans 
and specifications prior to release. 
9/17/07: Plaza Plan Update: LCA to recive electrical drawings 9-18-07. Bid package to be compiled and ready fur Mayors 
Building Committee review the first part of October. Bid to tentativly be sent out Mid October. 
00003 OPN 7/12/200: PETRA WB 
Bid Package Status: Tenant Improvement and MEP's Currently out to bid. Bid date is set for June 21, 2:00. 
7/30/07: Bid Updates. 2 bid for the security package, A/V had 1 bidder, and did not acknowledge addendum D. 
8-13-07: Security package is being revised for re-bid. A/V will be re-bid as well. Keith Watts to confirm final decision on 
Telecommunications status for acceptance or re-bid. Mayor noted her primary concern focuses on Customer Service after the 
sale for the phone service carrier. 
9-17-07: Bid packages No. 16 (Audio/Visual) and No. 22 (Security) are out to bid. Current bid date set for September 27th 
@2:00. 
00004 OPN CITYMER TDB 
Ted Baird to work up owner agreements for use of Union Pacific Right Of Way. 
4-23-07, Ted still working on Right of Way Usage Agreement. Agreement needed for parking lot area. 
5/14/07: Need update on UPRR Usage Agreement. Petra needs agreement in place prior to construction activities. 
5/21/07: UPRR agreement needed. Jon is working with fiber optic company that will share the ROWand coordinate for parking 
lot design and fiber trench depth. 
6-4-07: Petra would like to have the agreement in place no later than 6/18/07. 
7/30/07: UPRR agreement has be resubmitted for final approval. 
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00005 OPN PETRA WB 
Contractor Parking: Petra to make contact with Andrews Upholstery. City feels that Petra may have more success at working 
up an agreement for parking usage. 
7/2/07: No update yet. Hope to have feedback by next meeting. 
7/30/07: MJ's working up plan of prep for parking area at Andrews Upholstery. 
08-13-07: Estimated costs for making the parking lot usable are in place, an discussions are continuing with Andrews 
Upholstery to see if a deal can be reached that will work for everybody. 
9-17-07: Ted still waiting for final draft 
00006 OPN PETRA JA 
Timber relocation. Keith Watts to investigate companies that can move timbers to the police station. 
7/2/07: Petra will coordinate a moving contractor to relocate timbers and wood materials. 
08-13-07: No change in status. 
00009 OPN MATTES 
Mll Report. Jon Kruck with M11 has report submitted to IDEQ, with anticipation of a 'No Further Action'.Report will be 
forwarded to Petra and the City the end of the week. 
7/30/07: IDEQ has application, no verdict on NFA 'No Further Action' approval. 
08-13-07: Waiting on IDEQ to get back to town to review report. 
9-17-07: John Kruck to reivew comments from IDEQ, and provide an update accordingly. 
JK 
00010 OPN LOMARC STC 
Time Capsule: Multiple ideas, but overall consensus to include the time capsule within the plaza building/historical structure 
and incorporate the old cast iron door from the Creamery Stack. LCA to proceed with time capsule designs. 
08-13-07: No Change in Status. Details to be in Plaza bid package. City to work on ideas for what to include in the time 
capsule. 
9-17-07: Time capsule can be addressed upon pre-bid plan review. 
00011 OPN CITYMER TDB 
ACHD storm drain. Ted to follow up on letter sent to ACHD for review. Jon will check on timeline for work with ACHD 
inspectors. Update to follow. 
00012 OPN PETRA WB 
New Item: 1) Budget Review, 2) Value Engineering Ideas Review, 3) Review of Space use options, redistribution and 
development of lease space. 
9-17-07:Value Engineering Update appreciated by Councel. Councel has decided to take only 3 V.E. Ideas. l)Remove 
restrooms/showers from Fire Department. 2)Switch to the 2'x4' grids vs. the 2'x2' tiles specified. 3) Proceed with revised 
00013 OPN PETRA AJ 
Next Meeting October 1, 2007, 8: 15 a.m. 

















Meridian City Hall Project 
Building Program 







(~---. Meridlan City Hall ISummary 
NOOF2025 
SPACE Total GSF REMARKS 
Entry Function 2625 
Building Support 12338 
Mayor & Council 7281 
City Administration 3750 
Finance 5313 
City Attorney & HR 4013 
Information Technology 5525 
Planning 5363 
Public Works & Building 12706 
Parks & Recreation 2381 
Fire Administration 3381 
Historical Society 2875 
Ada County 0 
Valleyride 0 
Staff Support 1000 
Total 67,550 
- ------ ----- ----_._--------- --- -
TOTAL GROSS SQUARE FEET (GSF) 







[MendianCityliaIf-- Oepartment]Staff Support 
NO OF 2025 I 
SPACE SPACES STD. SPACES TOTAL NSF REMARKS 
Staff Restrooms 250 2 500 Men and Women with Lockers I 
Staff Breakroom & Showers 300 1 300 Cabinets, vending, Sink . 
TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF)I~"" --sOpt 
TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25)1 10(0) 
06016-01 P01 080106 SSdt (2).xls 
003146
fMEfrltITan CitYHan· -.. ~epartment:IValley Ride 
NO OF 2025 
SPACE SPACES STD. SPACES I TOTAL NSF REMARKS I 
Valleyride 0 11 0 I 
TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF)I- - 0) 









[ Meridian CitY Hall Department: IAda County 
NO OF 2025 
SPACE SPACES STD. SPACES \ TOTAL NSF REMARKS 
Motor Vehicles 0 1\ 0 
TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF)I-n-~ .. -()I 









[l!I!i'fdiallCltY Hall Department: IHistorical Society 
NO OF 2025 
SPACE SPACES STD. SPACES TOTAL NSF REMARKS 
Display Area 500 1 500 
Office/Patron Area 300 1 300 
§.t9rage ------L-__ ~ .. ___ 1500 1 1500 
TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF)[ 23001 








l--wlenalan--CltYRan Department: Fire Administration 
Existing Staff NOOF 2025 
SPACE Positions 2006 SPACES STD. SPACES TOTAL NSF 
Fire Chief 1 225 1 225 
Deputy Chief - Training 1 150 1 150! 
Deputy Chief - Prevention 1 150 1 150 
Deputy Chief - EMS 1 150 1 150 
Fire Inspector 1 150 2 300 1 
Training Officer 200 1 200 
Batallion Chief 150 1 150 
Public Education 1 150 1 150 
Administrative AssistantlReception 1 200 1 200 
Administrative Assistant 100 1 150 
Clerical 1 100 1 150 
Shower Facilities 250 1 250 
File/Storage 150 1 150 
Conference Room ~15-20t 300 1 300 
Coffee Bar 30 1 30 
8 
TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF)C-27051 













Chief Ron Anderson 
REMARKS 
Office· Needs PrivacY/meeting table for 4 
Office 
Office· Needs Privacy 11 to have space to review plans) 
Office 
Storage for taoes. eauipment. library 
includes reception/work area. 
Men's & Women's for clean upafter response 
With sink 
06016-01 P01 080106 SSdt (2).xls 
003151
[MeridiariCity Han---uepartment: Parks & Recreation 
Existing Staff NO OF 2025 
SPACE Positions 2006 SPACES STD. SPACES TOTAL NSF 
Director 1 225 1 225 
Administrative Assistant 1 125 1 125 
Parks Superintendent 1 150 1 150 
Recreation Superintendent 1 150 1 150 
Recreation Supervisor 1 120 1 120 
Recreation Coordinator 100 1 100 
Office Assistant 1 200 1 200 
Office Assistant 100 1 100 
Intern 100 1 100 
Park Planner 125 1 125 
Work Room 150 1 150 
Stora~e Plan/Review 200 1 200] 
Conference Room (6-8) 160 1 160! 
I 
6 I 
TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF)I- . n ]9O?J 










































Mendiancny Hair Department: Public Works & Building Dept. 
Existing Staff NOOF 2025 
SPACE Positions 2006 SPACES STD. SPACES TOTAL NSF 
Administration 
Public Works Director 1 225 1 225 
City Engineer 1 180 1 180 
Exec. Assistant 1 125 1 125 
Environmental Planner 125 1 125 
Community Relations 125 1 
. 
125 
Graphics DesignlWeb Tech 125 1 125 
Safety Director 125 1 125 
Dept. Spec. Supervisor 1 400 1 400 
Dept. Spec Engineering 2 100 2 200 
PIT Dept. Spec. Engineering 100 1 100 
6 
Engineering Division 
Asst. C Lty Engineer 150 1 150 
Staff Engineer 3 150 4 600 
PIT Staff Engineer 1 125 1 125 
Engineering Tech. III 125 1 125 
Engineering Tech. II 125 2 250 
Engineering Tech. I 1 125 1 125 
Project Site Representative 1 125 1 125 
GIS Manager 1 150 1 150 
GIS Analyst 1 125 1 125 
GIS Tech 125 2 250 
SCADA Tech 125 1 125 
Streetlight Coord. 100 1 100 
Streetlight Tech. 100 1 100 
8 
Plan Review 
Development Svcs. Mgr. 1 150 1 150 
Development Svcs. Coord. 1 125 1 125 
Development Analyst II 2 125 2 250 












Dept. Spec Bldg.-Permit Clerk 2 100 2 200 
Senior Dept. Spec. Bldg. 1 100 1 100 
prr Dept Spec. Bldg. 100 1 100 
Bldg. Coord. 1 80 1 80 
Building Official 1 125 1 125 
Building Inspector 2 125 2 250 
Trade Inspectors 12 60 14 840 
Fire Code Inspector 1 125 1 125 
Fire Code Inspector 60 1 60 
20 
Inspectors - 1 Hr. Day 
SewerNVater Inspector II 2 125 2 250 




Conference Roomrrraining 400 1 400 
Conference Room 125 2 250 
Plan Vault/Building 300 1 300 
Plan Vault/Engineer 200 1 200 
GIS Server Room 100 1 100 
Building Support Space 300 1 300 
File Storafle Engineer 300 1 200 
File Storage Building/Permitting 200 
Engineer Ubr®" 200 1 200 
Engineering Support Space 500 1 500 
Coffee Bar/Sink 30 1 30 
Break Room 0 0 0 
- -- -
TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF)r· -101651 






















































































QeriOlan City Hall Department: Planning Anna Borchers Canning 
Existing Staff NO OF 2025 
SPACE Positions 2006 SPACES STD. SPACES TOTAL NSF REMARKS 
Planning DirectorylZoning Admin. 1 225 1 225 Office with wall space and conference area 
Administrative Assistant 1 400 1 400 Includes waiting/reception area 
Receptionist 100 1 100 
Library/File Management 100 1 100 
Planning Intern 1 50 1 50 desk, computer and phone 
3 
Current Planning Division 
Manager 1 150 1 150 Office (Wall space) 
Principal Planner 150 1 150 Office (Wall space) 
Associate Planners 3 125 4 500 Office (Wall space) 
Assistant Planners 2 100 3 300 Office (Wall space) 
Associate (Front Counter) 125 1 125 
Assistant (Building Permit Review) 100 1 100 
Counter/Assembly Area 115 1 115 
6 
Other Current Planning Considerations 
Design Review Staff 
Principal 1 150 1 150 Office (Wall space) 
Associate 0 125 1 125 
Associate (Needed if Commission) 0 125 1 125 
1 
Com r>rehensive Planni~g_ Division 
Manager 1 150 1 150 Office (Wall space) 
Principal 250 1 150 
Associates 1 150 2 300 
2 
Other Considerations 250 1 250 
Community Development Services Director 225 Office 
Historic Preservation Associate 0 125 1 125 
Affordable Housing Associate 0 125 1 125 
Other Community Development Assoc. 0 125 1 125 
Transportation 0 125 1 125 
12 
...... ------























































Meridian City Hall-Department: -] Information Technology 
Existing Staff NOOF 2025 
SPACE Positions 2006 SPACES STD. SPACES TOTAL NSF 
Director 1 225 1 225 
Development/Programming Manager 125 1 125 
Systems Network Manager 125 1 125 
Programmers 1 125 5 625 
Programmers (Future) 125 4 500 
Network Support 2 125 5 625 
Network Support (Future) 125 3 375 
4 
Shared Work Room (Fax, copier)_ 200 1 200 
Server Room 400 1 400 
Com~uter Staging Area 500 1 500 
Conference Room 300 1 300 
TrainillgLab 300 1 300 
File Room -~Q 1 120 --- --- -------_ .. _----_. 
TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF)! -~4201 
TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25)1&t)}?£.iZt:!.lW:iiiS:fi.2:gl 














Temperature controlled with Access Floor I 
06016-01 POi 080106 SSdt (2).xls 
003161
r Meridian City Hall Department: City Attorney & Human Resources 
Existi ng Staff NOOF 2025 
SPACE Positions 2006 SPACES STD. SPACES TOTAL NSF 
City Attomey/HR Director 1 225 1 225 
Deputy Attorneys 2 125 5 825 
Paralegaillegal Secretary 1 100 3 300 
Paralegal and/or legal Secretary 100 2 200 
Human Resources Specialist 1 100 1 100 
Human Resources Analyst 1 150 1 150 
Human Resources Analyst 100 2 200 
Clerical 1 100 2 200 
Intern Work Space 100 1 100 
File Storage 500 1 500 
Conference (6-8) 160 1 160 
Conference (10-15)/Librarv 250 1 250 
Training Area 200 1 200 
7 
------_ ... _-_. 
TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF)C n~10] 





















Combined space (atlorneylhr) 
Can be shared space 
06016-01 P01 080106 SSdt (2).xls 
003163
I MeridiinCity Hii-I ~ Department: I Financial Management Stacy Kilchenmann 
Existing Staff NO OF 2025 
SPACE Positions 2006 SPACES STD. SPACES TOTAL NSF REMARKS 
CFO 1 225 1 225 Office 
Accounting Mana~er 1 150 1 150 Office 
Accountant 1 125 3 375 
Grant Specialist 100 1 100 
Printers 50 2 100 
Accounting Specialist 2 100 4 400 
Purchasing Manager 1 150 1 150 Office 
Purchasing/Admin. Asst. 100 1 100 
Billing/Cash Manager 1 150 1 150 Office 
Supervisor 1 100 2 200 If we are going to have central receipting area for all payments need to plan for that. 
Billing 4 100 3 300 Remember to leave room in common areas for printers - file cabinets. 
Cashier 100 5 500 
Need LobbyArea/Counter 400 1 400 
Vault 100 1 100 
File Room 500 1 500 
Work Room 250 1 250 fax, copier, counter, cabinets 
Conference (6-8) 250 1 250 
12 
TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF)C 4250J 










MerrdiancitYHaII- Departrrient: ) City Administration Will Berg 
Existing Staff NO OF 2025 
SPACE Positions 2006 SPACES STD. SPACES TOTAL NSF 
City Clerk 1 225 1 225 
Deputy Clerks 2 150 2 300 
Department Specialist 3 125 4 500 
Reception 1 300 1 300 
Work Room 400 1 400 
Record Storage 500 1 500 
Library/Conference 225 1 225 
Archived Storage 400 1 400 
Records Examination Area 150 1 150 
Conference Room 300 0 0 
7 
TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF)1 3(00) 








Office, small conference area,closetlfile, cabinets 
Office 
includes waitingarea and kiosks for terminals 
files, postage, closet 
Attorne~ space requirement 
basement 















[ Meridian City Hall Def)artin~ 1 Mayor & City Council Tammy De WE 
Existing Staff NO OF 2025 
SPACE Positions 2006 SPACES STD. SPACES TOTAL NSF 
Mayor 1 400 1 400 
Exec. Admin. Assist. 1 125 1 125 
Admin. Assist.lWaiting 500 1 500 
Receptionist/Scheduler 100 1 100 
Economic Development 2 140 2 280 
Communications 125 1 125 
Youth PrOQrams 1 125 1 125 
Council Chambers{conf. Room and Offices} 3000 1 3000 
Council Workroom 600 1 600 
Conference (10-15) 250 1 250 
Conference (6-8) 120 1 120 
Storage 200 1 200 
5 
- -----_ ... -----
TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF)[ - - 5825] 
TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25*~:{J0'fW0it2a5lJ 









Office, cont. area 
Intern work space 
Office 
could be in H/R Area 
Anticipate 9 council seats/seating for 150-200 (flex) 
Executive Session/Pre-Councilishare with City Adm. 
Share with City Adm. 








[lIJIeridlan City Hair Department: !Building Support 
NO OF 2025 
SPACE SPACES STD. SPACES TOTAL NSF REMARKS 
General Receiving w/dock 300 1 300 
General Building Support/Storage 300 1 300 
Janitors Closets 3 within bldQ. 50 3 150 
ComputerlT elephone Room 200 1 200 
Mail/Processing/Supply Room 120 1 120 
NetworklTelecom Closet 100 4 400 Must be one on each floor - This assumes 4 floors. 
Building Services 8000 1 8000 mech., elec., 'len. storaQe, elevators 
I 
E.O.C. RoomlTraining Room 400 1 400 to be in basement 
TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF)[ 98701 
TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25)I01tr~%~¥Jfic1g~~~J 









Meridian CltyRalf Department: IEntry Functions 
NOOF 2025 
SPACE SPACES STD. SPACES TOTAL NSF REMARKS 
Entrance Vestibule 200 1 200 
Lobby/Gathering 450 1 450 Information Desk & Kiosk 
Public Restrooms 450 1 450 
Multi-purpose Room 1000 1 1000 
----------- ... - -----_ .. ---
TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF)I 21001 
TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25)I;jf!0,;i',ii,!;;r;'1x'tf262SI .•..•• ' .. ' tr.t"or'"'''' _ ......... ~. _.0' 








Monday, March 02, 2009 10:28 AM 
Gene Bennett; Tom Coughlin 
MCH Program Documents 
06016-01 P01 080106 SSdt.xls; 06016-01 Program with staff 062507 SSdt.xls; Owner's 
Original Program 072406.xls; Dept. Comparisons vs. final design.xls 
Attached are program documents that were reviewed by the City. 


























LeA # 06016.01 Revised: August 18, 2008 
Petra75126 
003173
A B C I D E 
1 _Mel'laliln City ~all uepartment: It:nuy Functions I 
2 
3 NO OF 2025 
4 :;I-'A~E: I:;PA~!::; 5 I U. :;PA~E:S rOIAL NSf 
5 Entrance Vestibule 200 1 200 
6 lobby/Gathering 450 1 45 Information Desk & Kiosk 
7 Public Restrcoms 450 1 450 





13 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) .. ~UI.I 
14 
15 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) .' " 
06016-01 P01 060106 SSdt.xls 
Petra75127 
003174
A B C D E 
1 MerlOllin \.ill)' Mall ~partment: It:lullomg ::iUppolt 
2 
3 NOOF20g5 
4 I:it'AI;t: I:it'AI;t:I:iI:iIU. l:iI"A(.;t:1:i IUIALNI:iI" 
5 General Receiving wldock 300 1 300 
6 General Building Support/Storage 300 1 300 
7 Janitors Closets 3 within bldg. 50 3 150 
8 ComputerlTelephone Room 200 1 200 
9 MaillProcessing/Supply Room 120 1 120 
10 Network/Telecom Closet 100 4 400 Must be one on each floor - This assumas 4 floors. 
11 Building Services 8000 1 8000 mech., elec., gen. storage, elevators 
12 
13 E.O.C. RoomITraining Room 400 1 400 to be in basement 
14 
15 
16 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) ~ 
17 I 
18 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) 
06016-01 POI 080106 SSdLxls 
Petra75128 
003175
A B C 0 I E F 
1 Meridian City Hall D~rtment: Mayor & City Council ITammy De Weerd 
2 
3 xisting statt NO OF 2025 
4 ot"A(.;c oSllions :lUUti ,ot'ACt:o S I U. SI-'ACt::S lU1AL. Nl:if 
5 Mayor 1 400 1 400 Office, conf. area 
6 Exec. Admin. Assist. 1 125 1 125 
7 Admin. Assist./Waiting 500 1 500 Intern work space 
8 Receptionist/Scheduler 100 1 100 
9 Economic Development 2 140 2 280 Office 
10 Communications 125 1 125 
11 Youth Programs 1 125 1 125 could be in H/R Area 
12 Council Chambers(conf. Room and Offices) 3000 1 3000 Anticipate 9 council seatsiseating for 150-200 (flex) 
13 Council Workroom 600 1 600 
14 Conference (10-15) 250 1 250 Executive Session/Pre-Councilfshare with City Adm. 
15 Conference (6-8) 120 1 120 Share with City Adm. 
16 Storage 200 1 200 
17 i 
18 
19 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) 51125 
20 
21 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) if ! 
06016-01 POl 080106 SSdt.xls 
Petra75129 
003176
A B C D I E F 
1 Mencnan City Hall oepartment: IClty Administration IWI1I6erg 
2 
3 IExistlng Staff NO 0/'" 2020 
4 Sf-'ACE_ IPosltlOns 2006 ~I"'A~t::; :; I U. :;t"A\,it:~ IUIA~N::>'" ! 
5 City Clerk 1 225 -' 225 Omce, small conlerence area,~osefl1lle, callinets 6 Deputy Clerks 2 '50 2 300 Office I 
7 Department Specialist 3 125 4 500 i 
8 Reception 1 300 1 30 includes wailing area and kiosks for terminals 
9 WorkRoom 400 1 400 files, postage. closet I 
10 Record Storage 500 1 500 
11 Librlll)/Conference 225 1 225 Attomev space requirement I 
12 Archived Storage 400 1 400 basemen! 
13 IRecords Examination Area 150 1 15C I 
14 Conference Room 300 0 o Share with Mayor's Office 
15 7 I 
16 
17 
18 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) 3000 
19 I 
20 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25 " . 
• 
06016-01 POl 060106 SSdt.xls 
Petra75130 
003177
A B C D I E F 
1 Meridian CI~Hall Department: Financial Manilgement Stacy Kllchenmann 
2 
3 IExisting stall NO OF 2025 
4 :::WAC,;t: IPOSltlonS 2005 ISI-'AGf:5 STD. ~t"'~~ ~U~I.~I" 
5 CFO 1 225 1 225 Ottlce 
6 Accounting Manager 1 150 1 15.0 Office 
7 Accountant 1 125 3 375 
8 Grant Specialist 100 1 100 
9 Printers 50 2 100 
10 Accounting Specialist 2 100 4 400 
11 Purchasing Manager 1 150 1 150 Office 
12 PurchasingtAdmin. Asst 100 1 100 
13 Billing/Cash Manager 1 150 1 150 Office 
14 Supervisor 1 100 2 ZOO If .... ore going \0 have centI8! receipting ... ee for al payments need to plan f0l1hol 
15 Billing 4 10 3 300 Remember tolea •• room in Common areas for pontens - file cabinets. 
16 Cashier 100 5 500 
17 Need Lobby Area/Counter 400 1 400 
18 Vault 100 1 100 
19 File Room 500 1 seo 
20 Worl<Room 250 1 250 fax. copjer, counter, cabinet$ 
21 Conference (6-8) 250 1 250 I 
22 12 
23 
24 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) 42t1U, 
25 I I I 
26 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) ~l;sl 
- - - - - .. - .. - -- - -- -- ---
06016-01 POl 080106 SSdt.xls 
Petra75131 
003178
A B C I D I E F 
1 Meridian City Hall Department: City Attorney & Human Resources I Bill Nary 
2 
3 xlstlng ~ta NQOF2025 
4 s~c~ oslllOns ~UUl) :)t"A\';t::):)IU. :)PAI.'l:S rOIAL NSF 
5 City Altomey/HR Director 1 225 1 225 Office 
6 DeQuty Attorneys 2 125 5 625 Offices 
7 Paralegatnegal Secretary 1 100 3 300 
8 Paralegal and/or legal Secre!aIY 10G 2 20G 
9 Human Resources S~ialist 1 100 1 100 Office 
10 Human Resources Analyst 1 150 1 150 Office 
11 Human Resources Analvst 100 2 200 Office 
12 Clerical 1 100 2 20 
13 Intern Work Space 100 1 lOG 
14 File Storege 500 1 500 Combined space (attorney/hr) 
15 Conference (6-8) 160 1 160 
16 Conference (10-15)/Library 250 1 250 





22 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) JZ101 
23 
24 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) • 
06016-01 1"01080106 SSdt.xls 
Petra75132 
003179
A B C D ~ E F 
1 Meridian City Hall Department: Information Technology Terry Paternoster 
2 
3 IExlsling Staff Ne Df'20Z5 
4 SPA~E IPositions ,uue l:>I""A\,;t::l:>::;IU. l:>I""A(.;t::l:> IUIALN::;r 
5 irector 1 225 1 225 Office 
6 Development/Programming Manager 125 1 125 
7 Systems Network Manager 125 1 125 
8 Programmers 1 125 5 625 
9 Programmers (Future) 125 4 500 
10 Network Support 2 125 5 625 
11 Network SupportjFulureJ 125 3 375 
12 -' 
13 
14 Shared Work Room (Fax:, copier) 200 1 200 
15 Server Room 400 1 400 Temperature controlled with Access Floor 
16 Computer Staging Area 500 1 500 
17 Conference Room 300 1 300 
18 Training Lab 300 1 300 
19 lie Koom 12-" ~ ~u 
20 
21 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) 44~ul 
22 
23 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) 
06016-01 POl 080106 SSdlxls 
Petra75133 
003180
A B C D I E F 
1 Menillan City Hall Department Planning IAnna Borchers Canning 
2 
3 iExlstlng Staff NU Dr 2025 
4 ~A~ IPosltions z006 ISPACES STD. ::>1"' .... ,,1:::> IUI .... LN::> ... 
5 Planning DirectoryiZoning Admin. 1 22 1 225 Office with wall SIlsce and conference ares 
6 Administrative Assistant 1 400 1 400 Includes waiting/reception area 
7 Receptionist 100 1 100 
8 LibrarylFile Management 100 1 10 
9 Planning Intern 1 50 1 50 desk. computer and !)hone 
10 3 
11 Current Planning DiVIsion 
12 Manager 1 150 1 150 Office (Wall space) 
13 Principal Planner 150 1 150 Office (Wall space) 
14 Associate Planners 3 125 4 500 Office (Wall space) 
15 Assistant Planners 2 100 3 300 Office (Wall space) 
16 Associate (Front Counter) 125 1 125 
17 Assistant (Building Permit Review) 100 1 100 
18 Counter/Assembly Area 115 1 115 
19 6 
20 Other Current Planning Considerations 
21 Design Review Staff 
22 Principal 1 150 1 150 Office (Wall space) 
23 Associate 0 125 1 125 
24 Associate (Needed if Commission) 0 125 1 125 
25 1 
26 Comprehensive Planning Division 
27 Manager 1 150 1 150 Office (Wall space) 
28 Principal 250 1 150 
29 Associates 1 150 2 300 
30 :2 
31 Other Considerations 250 1 250 
32 Community Development Services Director 225 Office 
33 Historic Preservation Associate 0 125 1 125 
34 Affordable Housing Associate 0 125 1 125 
35 Other Community Development Assoc. 0 125 1 125 





41 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) 42801 
42 I I 
43 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) . ,v, t" 
06016-01 P01 080106 SSdt.xls 
Petra75134 
003181
A B C D I E F 
1 Meridian c;iIty Hall Department: [l"Ublic workS II eUlldlng Dept. I Itlraa vvatson 
2 
3 I",XIsttng staff NO )F 2025 
4 ~WAt;t: f'OSltlOllS 2006 SPACES STD. SPACES TOTAL~SF 
5 IAOmlnlstration 
6 Public Works Director 1 m -1 22~ :>flies I 
7 City Engineer 1 180 1 180 Office 
8 Exec. Assistant 1 125 1 125 
9 Environmental Planner 125 1 125 
10 Community Relations 125 1 125 
11 Graphics DesignJWeb Tech 125 1 125 I 
12 Safety Director 125 1 125 
13 Dept. Spec. Supervisor 1 400 1 400 Includes front counter 
14 Dept. Spec Engineering 2 100 2 200 
15 PIT Dept. Spec. Engineering 100 1 100 
16 ~ I 
17 IEnglneerlng DIVIsion 
18 Asst. City Enllineer 150 1 150 Office 
19 Staff Engineer 3 150 4 600 
20 PIT Staff Engineer 1 125 1 125 
21 Engineering Tech. III 125 1 125 
22 Engineering Tech. 11 125 2 250 
23 Engineering Tech. I 1 125 1 125 
24 Project Site Representative 1 125 1 125 
25 GIS Manager 1 150 1 150 
26 GIS Analyst 1 125 1 125 
27 GIS Tech 125 2 250 
28 SCADA Tech 125 1 125 
29 Streetlis/ht Coord. 100 1 100 
30 Streetlight Tech. 100 1 100 
31 S 
32 I!"tan KeVlew 
33 ID,evel()jlll1Bnt SVcs. MgL 1 1&: 1 150 Office I 
34 Development Svcs. Coord. 1 12 1 125 
35 Developmen1 Analyst II 2 125 2 250 
36 Development Analyst I 1 125 2 250 
37 :) 
06016-01 POl 080106 SSdtxls 
Petra75135 
003182
A B C D E F 
38 alOgJPetmlt 
39 Dept. Spec Bldg.-Permit Clerk 2 100 2 200 
40 Senior Dept. Spec. Bldg. 1 100 1 100 
41 PIT Dept Spec. Bldg. 100 1 100 
42 Bldg. Coord. 1 BO 1 80 
43 Building Official 1 125 1 125 
44 Buildinli Insjl9clor 2 125 2 250 
45 Trade Inspectors 12 6e 14 B40 space divided Into 3 to 4 Shared spaces. 
46 Fire Code Inspector 1 125 12 
47 Fire Code Inspector 60 1 60 
48 20 
49 nspectors -1 Hr. Day 
50 SeWerIWater Inspector I 2 12f 2 Z!)O 
51 SewerlWater Insp_ector I 2 125 4 500 
52 4 
53 4;J 
54 ~~PPO--,! ~paces 
55 Conference RoomlTraining 400 1 400 
56 Conference Room 125 2 250 
57 Plan Vault/Building 300 1 300 
58 Pian VaultlEngineer 200 1 200 
59 GIS Server Room 100 1 100 
60 Building Support Space 30e 1 300 
61 File Stora!te Engineer 300 1 200 
62 File Storage Building/Permitting 200 
63 Engineer Library 200 1 200 I 
64 Engineering Sup!,ort ~pace 500 1 500 I 
65 Coffee Bar/Sink 30 1 30 
66 It:!reaK~oom 0 0 1,1 Isee Public/Lobby/Support for ZUU6-ZUZ6 I 
67 
68 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) 1U100 
69 I 
70 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) "' 
06016-01 POl 080106 SSdt.xls 
Petra75136 
003183
A B C D I E F 
1 MenOlan City Hall uepartmeni: IFarKS & Recreation L I uoug &trong 
2 
3 IExisting Staff NO OF 2025 
4 ~t-'A(;t: It-'oSiUons 2005 SPACES SlD. " ... "ve" IUI"L.N",.. "~ 
5 Director 1 225 1 225 Office 
6 Administrative Assistant 1 125 1 125 
7 Parks Superintendent 1 150 1 150 
8 Recreation Superintendent 1 150 1 150 
9 Recreation Supervisor 1 120 1 120 
10 Recreation Coordinator 100 1 100 
11 Office Assistant 1 200 1 200 includes waiting/reception 
12 Office Assistant 100 1 100 
13 Intern 100 1 100 
14 Park Planner 125 1 125 
15 WorkRoom 150 1 150 
16 Storage Plan/Review 200 1 200 




21 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) 1900
1 
22 I 
23 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.15) "'.,I'" ----_._----
06016-01 POl 080106 SSdt.xls 
Petra75137 
003184
A B C D E F 
1 IV\en(JIan ~ty~1 ~partment: Il"lre AQmml&trB[IOn I,-,mer I'<on J\naerson 
2 
3 It:xJsbng Blatt -",-O~20~ 
4 ::WA\';I: It'OS[Uons ~lJUb ::;t'A\,;t:::>::;IU. ::>t'A\,;I:::> IUIALN::;t-
5 FireChief 1 225 1 225 Office - Needs Privacy/meeting table for 4 
6 Deputy Chief - Training 1 150 1 150 Office 
7 Deputy Chief - Prevention 1 150 1 150 Office - Needs Privacy (1 to have space to review plans) 
8 Deputy Chief - EMS 1 150 1 150 Office 
9 Fire Inspector 1 150 2 300 
10 Traininll Officer 200 1 200 Storage for tapes, eqUipment, library 
11 Balallion Chief 150 1 150 
12 Public Education 1 150 1 150 
13 Administrative Assistantl~eceJllion 1 200 1 200 includes receptlon/wor\< area. 
14 Administrative Assistant 100 1 150 
15 Clerical 1 100 1 150 
16 Shower Facilities 250 1 250 Men's & Women's for clean UP after response 
17 File/Storage 150 1 150 
18 Conference Room 15-20) 300 1 300 
19 Coffee Bar 30 1 30 With sink 
20 8 
21 
22 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) ~705i 
23 
24 TOTALpEP1. G~OSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) 'IJall 
06016-01 POI 060106 SSdt.xls 
Petra75138 
003185
A B C I D E 
1 Meridian City Hall Department IHistoneal Society I 
2 
3 NO :;If 2 25 
4 :'WA\,;t: I~WA\,;t:::; ~ I U. ~""A\,;t:::; IVIAL.N::;~ 
5 Display Area 500 1 500 
6 Office/Patron Area 300 1 300 
7 Storage 1500 1 1500 
8 
9 
10 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) 2JOO 
11 I 
1~ - ------- TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) 
211(5 
• 
06016-01 POl OaOl06 SSdt.xis 
Petra75139 
003186
A B C I 0 E 
1 Mer1<l1an City Hall Department: IAda County 
2 
3 Nl: Of 202:) 
4 SPACE 1~I"'AI..i::1:i~IU. ~t"AI..it:~ IUIALN~j-





10 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) 0 
11 I 
12 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS saUAREFEET (x 1.25) 0 
06016-01 P01 060106 SSdt.xls 
Petra75140 
003187
A S c I D E 
1 MenQlan tilty Hall uepartment: ,valleYRloe I 
2 
3 NO OF 2025 
4 ::WACI: SPACI:S STD. . SPACES I v I"L N"r 





10 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF ~ 
11 I 
12 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25 I) 
06016-01 POl 080106 SSdt.xls 
Petra75141 
003188
A S c I D E 
1 Meridian City Hall Department: Istaff Support 
2 
3 N }F 2025 
4 ::>i"A\,;1: I::>I"A\,;I:::>::>IU. :>I"A\,;I;::> IUIALN:>I-
5 ~taff Restrooms 250 2 500 Men and Women with lockers 




10 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) 600 
11 I 
~ -- -- __ TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25 
llJUU 
-- -- --
06016-01 P01 080106 SSdt.xls 
Petra75142 
003189
A B C 
1 Mendian CIty Hall Isummary 
2 
3 NO OF 2020 
4 ISPACe Total GSF 
5 Entry Function 2625 
6 Building Support 12338 
7 Mayor & Council 7281 
8 City Administration 3750 
9 Finance 5313 
10 City Attorney & HR 4013 
11 Information Technology 5525 
12 Plannin\! 5363 
13 Public Works & Building 12706 
14 Parks & R!lcreation 2381 
15 Fire Administration 3381 
16 Historical SOCiety 2875 
17 Ada County 0 
18 Valleyride 0 
19 Staff Support 1000 










30 TOTAL GROSS SQUARE FEET (GSF 
31 I 
32 - - --
























LeA # 06016.01 Revised: June 25, 2007 
Petra75145 
003192
A B C ~ D E 
1 Meridian City Hall Department: IEntry Functions I 
2 
3 NO OF 2v25 
4 ~l"'l\vt:: 1~I"'Avt::l:; ~ I U. ~l"'l\vl:~ IUIALN~I" 
5 Entrance Vestibule 200 1 200 
6 Lobby/Galhering 450 1 450 Information Desk & Kiosk 
7 Public Restrooms 450 1 450 





13 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) ZlUU 
14 I 
15 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) 
06016-01 Program with staff 062507 SSdt.xls 
Petra75146 
003193
A B C I D E 
1 Meridian City Hall Department: IBullding Support 
2 
3 Nu of 2020 
4 ;)t'A"t: ;)t'A"t::::> ;) I u. :::>t'A"t::::> IUIALN;)r-
5 General Receivingw/docK_ 300 1 30 
6 General Building Support/Storage 300 1 300 
7 Janitors Closets 3 within bldg. 50 3 150 
8 Co~uteriT elephane Room 200 1 200 
9 MaillProcessing/Supply Room 120 1 120 
10 NetworkiTelecom Closet 100 4 400 Must be one on each floor - This assumes 4 floors. 
11 Building Services 8000 1 8000 mech., elec., gen. storage, elevators 
12 
13 E.O.C. RoomiTraining Room 400 1 400 to be in basement 
14 
15 
16 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) !lUG 
17 I I 
18 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) 1';;Y'd§.t@illlli;r~ 
06016-01 Program with staff 082507 SSdt.xls 
Petra75147 
003194
A B C 0 E F I G 
1 Meridian City Hall Department: Mayor & City Council Tammy De Weerd 
2 
3 IC!lstlOg ~lart i"uture::;lalt Tola/start NO~2025 
4 Ol-'I\\,;c ll"osltions :lUUtl lol-'A\,;coOIU. ::WA{';Co IUIALNol" 
5 Ma~or 1 40C 1 400 
6 Exec. Admin. Assist. 1 12f 1 125 
7 Admin. Assist.IWaiting 1 Soc 1 500 
8 ReceptlonistiScheduler 1 1()C 1 1()(J 
9 Economic Development 2 14C 1 140 
10 Communications 1 m 1 125 
11 Youth Pr()jjrams 1 1~ 1 125 
12 6 3 
13 Council Persons 4 3 
14 Staff 9 6 15 
15 
16 Council Chambers conf. Room and Offices) 300 t 3000 
17 Council Workroom 1 6()(J 1 60C 
18 Conference (10-15) 25C 1 250 
19 Conference (6-8) 12 1 120 
20 Storage 2~C 1 200 
21 
22 
23 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) 5685 
24 1 1 I 
25 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) 







4 ,~, .. ~"" 
5 Office, cont area 
6 









16 Anticipate 9 council seais/seatinll for 150-200 (flex) 
17 
18 Executive SessionlPre-Councilishare with City Adm, 







06016-01 Program with staff 062507 SSdt.xls 
Petra75149 
003196
A B C D E F I G 
1 Meridian City Hall Department tiny AdministratIOn IVVIII tferg 
2 
3 jt:Klsltng ::;ta~ Future staft Total staft NOOFZ025 
4 1:>1"'P.ct: II"'0silions lUUb 1::>I"'P.Ct:::> s I U. ::>I-'ACt:::> IOTAL N::>t 
5 City Clerk 1 22e 1 225 
6 Deputy Clerks 2 150 2 300 
7 Department Specialist 3 125 3 375 
8 Rece(llion 1 300 1 300 
9 Staff 7 0 7 
10 
11 WorkRoom 400 1 400 
12 Record Storage 500 1 500 
13 libraryiConference 225 1 225 
14 Archived Storage 400 1 400 
15 Records Examination Area 150 1 150 




20 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) .. Of' 
21 I 
22 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25 , 








5 lC:)ffjce, small conference area,closetlfile, cabinets 
6 Office 
7 
8 includes waiting area and kiosks for terminals 
9 
10 
11 files, postage, closel 
12 
13 Attom~ s~e requirement 
14 basement 
15 







06016-01 Program with staff 062507 SSdt.xls 
Petra75151 
003198
A B C D E F I G 
1 Meridian City Hall Department: Financial Management 
2 
3 i£:xlstmg Staff Future Stall oalStaff NO F2u2:l 
4 SPACE oSltlon5~ ISPACES STO. ::;1'~1.i~l:j -'-VI~LN~ 
5 CFO 1 225 1 225 
6 Accounting Manager 1 150 1 150 
7 Accountant 1 2 125 3 375 
8 Grant Specialist 1 100 1 100 
9 Printers SO 2 100 
10 Accounting Specialist 2 2 100 4 400 
11 Purchasitlg Manaoer 1 150 1 150 
12 Purchasing/Admin. Asst 1 100 1 100 
13 Billing/Cash Manager 1 150 1 150 
14 Supervisor 2 100 2 200 
15 Billing 3 100 3 300 
16 Cashier 3 2 100 5 SOD 
17 Staff 15 8 23 
18 
19 Need Lobby ArealCounter 400 1 400 
20 Vault 100 1 100 
21 File Room 500 1 500 
22 WorkRoom 250 1 250 
23 Conference (6-8) 250 1 250 
24 
25 
26 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) 4250 
27 T I 
~ TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) 
5J1J 

















14 If we are goirg to have cenlral receipting .rea for all payments need to pier for thal 














06016-01 Program with staff 062507 SSdt.xls 
Petra75153 
003200
A B C D E F I G H 
1 Meridian City Hall Department: City Attorney & Human Resources I Bill Nary 
2 
3 Existing Staff Future staff Total Staff NO FZO:.25 
4 SPACE Positions ~OO~ I~I"'AI.'C:;:; I u. :;I"'AI.'C:; I UIAL NlSr 
5 City Attorney/HR Director 1 225 225 Office 
6 Deputy Attorneys 2 3 125 5 625 Offices 
7 Paralegalllegal Secretary 1 2 100 3 30C 
8 Paralegal and/or legal Secretary 2 100 2 200 
9 Human Resources Specialist 1 100 1 100 Office 
10 Human Resources Analyst 1 150 1 150 Office 
11 Human Resources Analyst 2 10 2 200 Office 
12 Clerical 1 1 100 2 200 
13 Staff 7 10 17 
14 
15 Intern Work Space 100 1 100 
16 File Storage 500 1 500 Combined space (attomey/hr) 
17 Conference (6-8) 160 1 160 
18 Conference (10-15)/Library 250 1 250 





24 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) .U1U 
25 
26 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25 ->!x, 
06016-01 Program with staff 062507 SSdt.xls 
Petra75154 
003201
A B C D E F ~ G 
1 Meridian City Hall Department: Information Technology 
2 
3 IExlstmg ::;Ia" t"u ure ::;ta" otal::;la" N I Of ZIlZ5 
4 SPACE IPosltlons ;<\lUll 1::;I"AI,;t::>:>IU. :>I"AI,;t::> IVIALoN:>!" 
5 Director 1 225 1 2~ 
6 DevelopmenVProgramming Manager 1 125 1 125 
7 Systems Network Manager 1 125 1 125 
8 Pf2!lIammers 1 4 125 5 625 
9 Programmers (Future) 4 125 4 500 
10 Network Support 2 3 125 5 625 
11 Network SURlLorl (Future) 3 125 3 375 
12 Staff .. 16 2:0 
13 
14 Shared Work Room (Fax, copier) 200 1 200 
15 Server Room 400 1 400 
16 Computer Staging~ Area 500 1 500 
17 Conference Room 300 1 300 
18 Training Lab 300 ~ 300 
19 lIeKoom lZO 1 1ZIl 
20 
21 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) 44Z1l 
22 I I 
23 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) !ll;!iIR\lI'w 



























06016-01 Program with staff 062507 SSdl.xls 
Petra75156 
003203
A B C D E F I G 
1 Meridian City Hall Department: I Planning I 
2 
3 IExlstlng Staff Future Staff Total Staff NO OF 2025 
4 5t-'AI,;t: IPosltions 2006 SPACES STD. 5PACE:5 IOTAL NSf 
5 Planning DirectorylZoning Admin. 1 225 1 225 
6 Administrative Assistant 1 400 1 400 
7 Receptionist 1 100 1 100 
8 LibrarylFile Management 1 100 1 100 
9 Planning Intern 1 5 1 50 
10 3 2 5 
11 Current Planning Division 
12 Manager 1 150 1 150 
13 (F>rinciEal£'lanner 1 150 1 ~O 
14 Associate Planners 3 1 125 4 500 
15 Assistant Planners 2 1 100 3 300 
16 Associate (Front Counter 1 125 1 125 
17 Assistant (Building Permit Review) 1 100 1 100 
18 Counter/Assembly Area 115 115 
19 6 5 11 
20 Other Current Planning Considerations 
21 Design Review Staff 
22 Principal 1 150 1 150 
23 Associate 0 1 125 1 125 
24 Associate (Needed if Commission 0 1 125 1 125 
25 1 2 3 
26 Comprehensive Planning Division 
27 Manager 1 150 1 150 
28 Principai 1 250 1 150 
29 Associates 1 1 150 2 300 
30 2 2 4 
31 Other Considerations 
32 Community Development Services Director 1 1 225 
33 Historic Preservation Associate 1 125 1 125 
34 Affordabie Housing Associete 1 125 1 125 
35 Other Community Development Assoc. 1 125 1 125 
36 Transportation 1 125 1 125 
37 5 5 
38 !litaTT 12 16 .a-
39 
40 
41 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) ....... " 
42 I I 
43 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) 








5 Office with wall space and conference area 
6 Includes waiting/reception area 
7 
8 
9 desk, comouter and ohone 
10 
11 
12 Office (Wall space) 
13 Office (Wall space) 
14 Office (Wall space) 





























06016-01 Program with staff 062507 SSdt.x1s 
Petra75158 
003205
A B C D E F I G 
1 Meridian City Hall Department: fYUbllC: Works &--sunalng Dept. 
2 
3 xisting staff ulure Staff ITotal Staff NO ]F 2025 
4 ::WAI.;t: oSltlons 2006 SPACES STD. :>I"A\,;t::> rOIAI.NSI" 
5 IAamlnlstratlOn 
6 Pub ie Works Irector 225 1 225 
7 City Engineer 1 180 1 180 
8 Exec. Assistant 1 125 1 125 
9 EnVironmental Planner 1 125 1 125 
10 Community Relations 1 125 1 125 
11 Graphics DesionlWeb Tech 1 125 1 125 
12 Safety Director 1 125 1 125 
13 Dept Spec. Supervisor 1 400 1 400 
14 Dtlpt Spec Engineering 2 100 2 200 
15 prr Dept. Spec. Engineering 1 100 1 100 
16 5 5 11 
17 ~nglneer ng DIY son 
18 Asst City Engineer 1 150 1 150 
19 Staff Engineer 3 1 150 4 600 
20 prr Staff Engineer 1 125 1 125 
21 Engineering Tech. iii 1 125 1 125 
22 Engineering Tech. II 2 125 2 250 
23 Engineering Tech. I 1 125 1 125 
24 Project Site Representative 1 125 1 125 
25 GIS Manager 1 150 1 150 
26 GIS Analyst 1 125 1 125 
27 GIS Tech 2 125 2 250 
28 SCADA Tech 1 125 1 125 
29 Streetlight Coord. 1 100 1 100 
30 Streetlight Tech. 1 100 1 100 
31 6 1(J 18 
32 "lan~eVlew 
33 ~eve opment svcs. Mor. 1 150 1 150 
34 Development Svcs. Coord. 1 125 1 125 
35 Development Analyst" 2 125 2 250 
36 Development Analyst I 1 1 125 2 250 
37 5 1 -0 









































06016-01 Program with staff 062507 SSdt.xls 
Petra75160 
003207
A B C D E F G 
38 ,Bldg.IPermit 
39 Dept. Spec Bldg.-Permit Clerk 2 100 2 200 
40 Senior Dept. Spec. Bldg. 1 100 1 100 
41 PIT Dept Spec. Bldg. 1 100 1 100 
42 Bldg. Coord. 1 80 1 80 
43 Building Official 1 125 1 125 
44 Building Inspector 2 125 2 250 
45 Trade Inspectors 12 2 60 14 840 
46 Fire Code Inspector 1 125 1 125 
47 Fire Code Inspector 1 60 1 60 
48 .lU " ~ 49 n~ctors - ,~. Day 
50 ISewerlWater Inspector II 2 125 2 250 
51 SewerlWater Inspector I 2 2 125 4 500 
52 4 2 6 
53 
54 Staff 43 22 65 
55 
56 ~uPPOrt :>paces 
57 Conference Room/Training 4()0 1 400 
58 Conference Room 125 2 250 
59 Plan Vault/Building 300 1 300 
60 Plan Vault/Engineer 200 1 200 
61 GIS Server Room 100 1 100 
62 Building Support Spece 300 1 300 
63 File Storege Engineer 300 1 200 
64 File Storage Building/Permitting 200 
65 Engineer Library 200 1 200 
66 Engineering Support Space 500 1 500 
67 Coffee Bar/Sink 30 1 30 
68 ItsreaKKoom U 0 0 
69 
70 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) JUIOO 
71 
~ 
I I I I 
TOTAL DEPT. GROSS sauARJ FEET (x 1.25\ 








































06016-01 Program with staff 062507 SSdt.xls 
Petra75162 
003209
A B C D E F I G H 
1 Merlellan City Hall Department: , .. aFKs (10 Kecreatlon I ,lJOug ::ttrong 
2 
3 Il:xlstlng:;tan. ruture stan Total stan N...Q )L20~ 
4 :;I"'Al.,;t lI"'osillOn5 ;':UU\l :;I"'Al.,;t::; :; I U. :;I-'Al'I::; IUIALN:>I" 
5 Director 1 225 1 225 Office 
6 Administrative Assistant 1 125 1 125 
7 Parks Superintendent 1 150 1 150 
8 Recreation Supe..rintendent 1 150 1 150 
9 Recreation Supervisor 1 120 1 120 
10 Recreation Coordinator 1 100 1 100 
11 Office Assistant 1 200 1 200 includes waitin!llreceDtion 
12 Office Assistant 1 100 1 100 
13 Intern 1 100 1 100 
14 Park Planner 1 125 1 125 
15 Staff 6 4 10 
16 
17 Work Room 150 1 150 
18 Slorage PlanlReview 200 1 200 




23 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) 1905 
24 I I 
25 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUAF!E Fe:EUx 1~) Z;!c1 
06016-01 Program with staff 062507 SSdt.xls 
Petra75163 
003210
A e c D E F I G 
1 Merlalan City Hall Department: I Fire Admmistratlon 
2 
3 rcxlsbng Staff Future Staff 10tiirStaff NO OF 2025 
4 3PACE 051tlons 2006 SP~SSTO. ""Ave., IUIAL.N3F 
5 Fire Chief 1 225 1 225 
6 Deputy Chief - Traininll 1 150 1 150 
7 Deputy Chief - Prevention 1 150 1 150 
8 Deputy Chief - EMS 1 1& 1 150 
9 Fire In~ector 1 1 150 2 300 
10 Training Officer 1 200 1 200 
11 Batallion Chief 1 1& 1 150 
12 Public Education 1 150 1 150 
13 Administrative Assistant/Reception 1 200 1 200 
14 Administrative Assistant 1 100 1 150 
15 Clerical 1 100 1 150 
16 Staff 8 4 12 
17 
18 Shower Facilities 2& 1 250 
19 File/Storage 150 1 150 
20 Conference Room (15-20) 300 1 300 
21 Coffee Bar 30 1 30 
22 
23 
24 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF ;uuo 
25 I I 
26 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25 3351 
- - -- - -----








5 Office - Needs Pnvacyfmeeting table for 4 
6 Office 
7 Office - Needs Privacy (I to have space to review plans) 
8 Office 
9 
10 Storage for tapes, equipment, library 
11 
12 





18 Men's & Women's for clean up after reS£l<lllse 
19 
20 






06016-01 Program with staff 062507 SSdt.xls 
Petra75165 
003212
A B C I D E 
1 Meridian City Hall Department: IHlstoneal sOCiety I Carol Jetten 
2 
3 NO OF 2025 
4 SPAC~ ISPACESST~ l)t"'AI.;t:l) IUIAL~ 
5 Display Area 500 1 500 
6 Office/Patron Area 300 1 300 
7 Storage 1500 1 1500 
8 
9 
10 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) ,;jUU 
11 I I 
12 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) ~fJ'l> 
06016-01 Program with staff 062507 SSdt.xls 
Petra75166 
003213
A B C J D E 
1 Meridian City Hall Department: IAdaCounty 
2 
3 NOOF 2025 
4 I:)I"'AI.it: I:>I"'AI.it:I:)I:>IU. I:)I"'A\,;t:1:> IUIALNI:)I"' 





10 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) U 
11 I 
12 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) 0 
06016-01 Program with staff 062507 SSdt.xls 
Petra75167 
003214
A B C I D E 
1 Mendlan City Hall oepartment: IvalleyRlae 
2 
3 NO Ur ,,0:<5 
4 SPACE ISPACE~. ~ve::i IVIALN~t 





10 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF) u 
11 I I 
12 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS SQUARE FEET (x 1.25) u 
06016-01 Program with staff 062507 SSdt.xls 
Petra75168 
003215
A B C I D E 
1 _Menolan ~ty~ Hall ~epartment: ll:lta1T l:lUpport 
2 
3 NOOF~5 
4 :>t'Al;t: :st'Al;t::> :> I U. l;WAl;t::> IUIALNi;;t-
5 Staff Restrooms 250 2 500 Men and Women with Lockers 




10 TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET (NSF ow 
11 
12 TOTAL DEPT. GROSS §9UARE FEEIJx 1.25) IUVU 
~-- ~--- .. --
06016-01 Program wilh slaff 062507 SSdt.xls 
Petra75169 
003216
A B C 
1 MenOlan City Hall l1:iummary 
2 
3 N(.)(.)r ZUZO 
4 I1:iPACI: Total GSF 
5 Entry Function 2625 
6 Building Support 12338 
7 Mayor & Council 7106 
8 City Administration 3594 
9 Finance 5313 
10 City Attorney & HR 4013 
11 Information Technology 5525 
12 Planning 5050 
13 Public Works & Building 12706 
14 Parks & Recreation 2381 
15 Fire Administration 3381 
16 Historical Society 2875 
17 Ada County 0 
18 Valleyride 0 
19 Staff Support 1000 
20 Total 118906 
21 
22 










06016-01 Program with staff 062507 SSdt.xls 
Petra75170 
003217
A B C 0 E F G H 
! 
2 Meridian City Hall Project 81312007 
3 
4 
5 Departmental Square Footage Comparisions 
6 
7 
8 Deportment 2025Prog .... Final Dtsi n II Chango 
9 
10 Mayor & Council 7106 9100 0.28 
11 
12 City A<lmlnistra1ion 3594 5350 0.49 
13 (tneIuclnZ,400t.f.~In~t;, 
14 
15 Finance 5313 5000 -0.06 
16~.,.tr.a...,.,,:notJnobleG) 
t7 
18 City Attomey& HR 4013 3600 -0.10 
19 (5tonIge1r.BaemnI!OlIlCWed) 
20 
21 I_Tech 5525 3100 -0.44 
~ 
(seor.o.lr. BMment not inc::bkId) 
4 I ... " 5150 0.02 
25(S .. Ir-~flCltilloUSlJd) 
26 
27 PUbliC Worf(s & Buifding Dept 12706 11500 -0.09 
28 (Slcngltlr B-.nI not fIIcUIedJ 
29 
30 Perks & Reoreation 2381 1950 ~O.18 
31 ("'lra.-,t ... ~ 
32 
33 Fire Admintstration "",,1 3000 -0.11 
34 (Stinoe Ir. BaMWII not iJtcIufed) 
35 
36 Historical Society 2875 1960 -0.32 
3 (JntlucIn1,MOd.~III~) 
38 
39 Stall 1000 1. 
40 
41 



















































~ .. F G H (Public' City Engineer 
(Exec. Assistant 125 125 
I Planner 125 120 
, Relations 125 
125 125 .. 121 125 40 40 400 400 I includes front count ... 125 100 100 100 100 100 10 10 
(Assl City Engineer lse " 15C l5C I5C ISO 1s( 
If 1& " 15C 15C 1& 
,I Engineer "" ,0< (pr I Enal_r 125 125 125 12~ 
ill 12j1 
Tech. III '" 12' .11 m 125 
Tech. II 125 
IPre eet: 125 125 125 
l§ll 100 
IGII An, 125 125 m 
125 125 
IG~ fO( "'" 125 ISCADA rech r25 125 125 
tCoord. 'UtI 100 
rtich. 100 100 
. Mar. lSO ISO "'" 150 IrS'ios. coord. 12l 12~ 12l 
~ II rn 12! 121 12' 
lZ~ 12~ 
-~. 
12l 121 12! 12l 




(pr Dept. s""". Bkh lOC -101 
121 ill 
IBuliding Inspector 125 121 
IBuildin .InSDOCtor 121 
18 24il 
l$pac. nspectc r 141 240 Shared I . Fi", 
frade .soect ""r41 IPol.nli.; """ainsoe,iOiS 
'0 12 121 
nsoector 
3,280 -0' 6.750 ',000 
ISIJI>IlOIt_ 
~" 35C 40l 400 40C 
len,.,<n,. Re""., 125 121 12' 12' 
,Roo", 12S 125 125 
100 2Sl 300 
Petra75175 
003222
A C 0 E F G H 
1 1 PI~n Vau1tl~ngineer 200 200 0 
19 GiS Sarver Room 0 100 100 100 
1 Building Support Space 200 300 300 300 
1 fDe Storage Engineer 200 300 300 300 
1 Engineer Library 150 150 200 200 
1 Engineer S~rt Sp~e 390 500 500 500 
19 Break Room ISO 0 0 01_ PublloJl.obb fSupportfor 2000-2025 
1 SubtoteiNSF 1865 2450 2550 2350 
1 






A c -0 E F G H 
12621StmPorl St>ac. 
'04 150 15ll 
, ,'I ") ,0'' 2m 




1261 ,"'.,- 1,0' 1,«' 1,57 
BArOO 50C -"" 500 JOe 3liC JOe 
.t£llili1lPC 




IJBUC 'LOBB) SuoPORT 
Petra75179 
003226
A C 0 E F G H 




















MEETING DATE DESCRIPTION BUDGET 
8/112006 CONST. MGMT CONTRACT $12.2 MM 
1/1512007 20% ESTIMATE $16.6 MM 
211212007 60% ESTIMATE $17.6 MM 
413/2007 CORE & SHELL BIDS $18.1 MM 
5/21/2007 START OF CONSTRUCTION 
7/1212007 MEP& TI BIDS $19.9 MM 
712612007 MONTHLY REPORT $20.3MM 
9124/2007 MONTHLY REPORT $20.6MM 
11/3012007 MONTHLY REPORT $21.6 MM 
1211212007 MONTHLY REPORT $21.6 MM 
118/2008 MONTHLY REPORT $21.6 MM 
1/212008 MONTHLY REPORT $21.6 MM 
2112/2008 MONTHLY REPORT $21.7 MM 
3/1112008 MONTHLY REPORT $21.7 MM 
gbbIes" 






MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
PROJECT COST/SCHEDULE PROGRESSION 
5/13/2009 
NOTES COMPLETION NOTES 
80,000 SF BLDG 18MOS FROM START OF CONSTRUCTION 
ADDED $O.5MM TO MECH 
ADDED $O.2MM TO PLAZA 
ADDED $O.5MM FOR FF&E 
ADDED $O.5MM FOR STEEL 
18MOS CONTRACTUAL COMPLETION 1112112008 
ADDED $O.6MM FOR WALLS JULY 28,2008 
ADDED $O.2MM FOR FF&E 
ADDED $0.2 FOR LEED CERT. 
REJECTED $0.8MM VALUE ENGRG 
ADDED $O.4MM FOR CONTAM. SOIL AUG 8,2008 
PENDING CO FOR CM FEE AUG 29,2008 ASI #2 - ADJUSTED SCHEDULE TO RAISE BLDG 4' 
REJECTED $0.2MM VALUE ENGR AUG 29,2008 
ADDED $0.7 MM PLAZA 
BLDG & FFE $20.4MM AUG 29,2008 
DEMO & ABATEMENT $1.2MM 
AUG 29,2008 
AUG 29,2008 
BLDG & FFE $20.4MM OCT 10,2008 ADDED 6 WEEKS FOR WEATHER AND STEEL ASI'S 
DEMO & ABATEMENT $1.3MM 
OCT 10,2008 
OCT 15,2008 INCLUDES PUBLIC WORKS & MAYOR'S OFFICE 
PETRA50205 
003228
From: Wesley Bettis Jr. 
SenuWednesday, January 10,2007 5:35PM 
To: 'Ted Baird' 
C~: PatKetshisnik; 'Keith Watts'; Will Berg; Keith Bird; Tammy de Weerd 
~ubj~t: RE: Preliminary Design Phase - Meridian City Hall 
Ted: 
Page 1 of 
I WIt formalize a response with the additional (lelaUfor revieW, but the foRowing have been conveyed in oral, hard copy an< 
or electronic form: 
The eM Plan, Communications Plan -and QMP has been evolving (i.e. Heery International has just been added to the tearr 
~s the commtssioning aQet1t and lEED certification consultant who Will in this role provide design peer review as part of tilt 
aMP) and 1 have been .errant ionot emphasizing the steps beingirnplemented and reViewed, that will.change. 
The detailed schedule has been in place and updated at least monthly and more often as change warrants since June 131t 
2006 minus any detail for the construction, since the scope of work has not. been fully identified yet. At this past Monday's 
meetill9, Keith Bird stated that.the projeotwlll be complete August 1 ~ 200S.Tbls date has been lOaded in, and we are 
workinsibaeKWardsthrough tbe schedule while evaluating the work packages to confirm the practicality of this date. 
However. until full des'.gnand bid packages are developed, aU construction scheduling is conceptual at this point 
Right now We 'are focusing on creating ,8 cqnceptuaJ b~dget in conjunction with the design team to make sure the ~n 
can be kf!pt Within the target bi,ldget based on the space, material and timeframes established. The full conceptual budget 
isle be complete prior to the 19th ofthi$ month fOr presentation to the committee on January 22, 2009. 
rwll~ add these miJestoi'l.$· items into the current schedule for clarification purposes . 
. Frvm~ted ~ird [ma!lto:bafrd~meridla~.org] 
,~ Wed~YiJanualy'lO/20075;lSPM 
TOI WesleY BettIS Jr. 
cc: Pat Kershlsnik; Keith Watts; WilIBetg; BID Nary; Kelth Bird; Tammy de Weerd 
Subject: Preliminary Design Phase - fi1eridian City Hall 
Wes.:. 
AitachedlOthl$email iS~ excerPt from Petra's ~tee~t with the city QfMeridian regarding CM responsibilities during 
thePfelimina,ry Oeslgn Pha~()fthe PI'Qject, I am concerned that a number of the ctelNerabtes have not yet been 
. addressed. noting that as of the December·22, 2006 bifling, Petra indicated that this phase of the project was already 60% 
complete .. 
We understand that some items,such as the Preliminary Price Estimate and Project BUdget are contingent on developmer 
l)fthfitCQristr\K;:tion Docl.lin,nts,but we would I~ tQ~r from you . regarding when we can expect to receive the 
Go.nstructiOn Management Plan, the Detailed Project Schedule {Including tentati~ datesfor''COnstructlonactivity), the 
Cprnrnun~onsPfan.aod the Quality Man~ment Pian. In rapt, the delivery dates tor these required itemS stK>uld be 
Inserted into the project schedule. 
Let me know.if you have any questions about this request 
Ted 
ftle:lIH:\Construction\Projects\2006\Tom\Meridian City Hal1\E-mail Corresp\Saved\Prior to August... 4/13/200 
EXHIBIT 







1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Meridian City Hall # 060675 DATE: 1/19/2007 
City of Meridian 
33 E Idaho Avenue 
Meridian, 10 83642 
Keith Watts 
6 1/22/2007 
REF: City Hall Project 







Enclosed are six (6) Construction Management Plan Binders for the City Hall Project. Not all of the components 
are included with this package, but they will follow under separate cover. 
This is submitted in three ring binder form as the information and contents of this plan will increase, change, be 
supplemented and updated during the course of the project. 
Signed: __________ _ 
Wes Bettis 
This Communication contains p70p7ietary bUSiness information and may contain confidential information. If the reade7 of this message is not the intended recipient, or 
the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended reCipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, 01' copying of this communication 








RCE· I 875 
RocK. SOLID 
1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, 10 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Meridian City Hall # 060675 DATE: 1/29/2007 
City of Meridian 
33 E Idaho Avenue 
Meridian, ID 83642 
Keith Watts 
.··'''(:;:E;;;~'''·'';''''/;:·',·,:, .. ;;;.,,: "QM~';oR:,\i;"""" 
REF: Construction Documents 
Chg Order Mgmt Plan 







o Shop DrawIngS o Approval o Approved as SUbmitted 
o Letter ~ YourUse o Approved as Noted 
o PrInts o AsRequested o Returned After Loan 
o Change Order o Review and Comment o Resubmit 
OPlans o SUbmit 
o samples 
(if Attached o Returned for Corrections 
Iil Other: o Separate Cover Via: o Due Date: 
STAtus 
1 6 1/23/2007 Construction Management Plan--Claims & NEW 
Change Order Management 




Please distribute the enclosed 6 sets of the Oaims & Change Order Management narrative for the City Hall 
Construction Management Plan Binders. 
Also enclosed is one plotted, full sized copy of the Topo and Boundary Survey of the site, submitted by 
Engineering Northwest, LLC 
Signed: ___________ _ 
Wes Bettis 
This Communication contains proprietary business information and may contain confidential information. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or 
the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution. or copying of this communication 





o Shop Drawings 
o PrInts 















1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Meridian my Hall # 060675 DATE: 2/6/2007 
my of Meridian 
33 E Idaho Avenue 
Meridian, ID 83642 
REF: Monthly Billing 
eM Plan Inserts 
PHONE: 888.4433 
FAX: 887.4813 










o Approval o Approved as SUbmitted 
1!1' Your Use o Approved as Noted 
Ii!!' AsRequested o Returned After Loan 
Ii!!' Review and Comment o Resubmit 
o SUbmit 
Ii!!' Attached 0 Retumed for COrrections 
o separate Cover Via: Hand Delivered 0 Due Date; 
Monthly Billing Correction Letter 
Monthly Billing with Back-up 
Project Contractor Coordination, Methods 
& Procedures for inclusion in the 
Construction Management Plan 
Two page Project Organizational Chart for 









This Communicalion contail'lS proprietary business inJormation and may contain confidential information If the reader oJthis message is not the intended reCipient. or 
the employee or agent respol'ISible to deliver it to the intended reCipient. you are hereby notified that any dissemination. distribution. or copying oj this communication 



























I Task Name 
Notice to Proceed 
MERIDIAN CITY HALL 




DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES SITE & BLDG CONCEPT - PHASE 1 .......... .. ..... --------Kick-off 
Citizen's Committee Workshop # 1 
Citizen's Committee Workshop # 2 
Citizen's Committee Workshop # 3 
Citizen's Committee Workshop # 4 
Conceptual Estimates for Site & Bldg Concepts 
Final Presentation - Site & bldg Concepts 
Committee Recommendations to City Council 
PRELIMINARY DESIGN--PHASE 2 
Team Progress Meeting 1 
Team Progress Meeting 2 
Team Progress Meeting 3 
Team Progress Meeting 4 
Team Progress Meeting 5 
Team Progress Meeting 6 
Team Progress Meeting 7 
Team Progress Meeting 8 
















22 ill:! Team SheD & Core 30% Review Meeting .11/8 
~ iF! Team SheH & Core 60% Review Meeting 
24 !lIi Team Shell & Core Final Review Meeting 
25 ~ Submit Shell & Core Plans for Permit Plan Review 
=-26 ill! Team TI40% Review Meeting 
Project: Conceptual w Design 06-13-06 
Date: Wed 5/13/09 







• ...... -- ...... External Tasks External Milestone .. 












Abatement Bid Documents 





Project: Conceptual w Design 06-13-00 
Date: Wed 5/13/09 




MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE 
TEAM LCA-PETRA 
:«>0«>',«o:«>«, .. ~~ Milestone • 
Summary T .... 
External Tasks 
External Milestone .. 




Project: Conceptual w Design 06-13-06 
Date: Wed 5113/09 




MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE 
TEAM LCA-PETRA 
W-«'0;.x..:.«v"";¢0'~ 
,Ml£~,~~"v Milestone • 
Summary ..... ... 
External Tasks 
External Milestone .. 






Project: Conceptual w Design 06-13-06 
Date: Wed 5/13/09 




MERIDIAN CITY HALL 





• T-----T External Tasks mJl;];;lrl[l!ll;]llmlllm~ External Milestone ., 




'0 t) l ..... NII_ 
~~ 
I UEVELDPMENT 8TRATEGlE8 aTE &ILDO CONeE"T - f"HUE' 
KIct-oI'WOItsIIQD 




ccn~1 Esa..tM Jar /iIIe & _ Concepts 
iOI Sle & Bldg C~ WorkIhop 
a ,,~ ._ .. 10 ... ,eo.,.,dI 
• NE-CONSTRUCTIDN ACTM'llla 
~ I~ 
Solcll BIos IMI Install Tenpcnry FiIRCC' Site Nourw;l SIte 
" i3 ktIIhO PoMrEn~for ~ fW.RoIU .2 Ld Ut~R~rrom~Mey 
13 ./ kMnI:Il'y~&eMlglt.OppoftultI .. 
t±~ 
SoleI! L..oC* BIdt 10 ..wencIarw:l U9d*' eJdtang .... oous MaIerIail a.vey 
I ./ Hu.rdo_tAIII .... &.ro.)o 
I. ~ ~ .. OatnoIIionBidC\ooutralt. 
17 ./ Bid _ .... ..-1 CMmoMkIn s.v!1*i 
~ ; AbaIeInett6 DIIInoIIIonwort I. PreIMi.,.., Geo-Tectnclll IIwestigsIion 
20 C~.flllllllopolJaphie......., 
• l---a .~Qf ........ u ....... - ",-
~~ 
TRIll stlelCore & SIIe CD .,.dtage 
23 v' RevieWMeeInQ 
2< ./ T_ g,eI'COAI erw:l SIte SJ'I. 
"" ,<i( Rsv*wMsoaling 
S= 
Ccim:IIIte ShelCOrl & SIte CHIp 
9 Pt'e~ SI"IeI &COreSICI PhHe 
8 SioDIIIt for czc 
~ ;'" 1"1I1a1~1IIMt1ng 
t± r;I SWIIII SIteII/Core & Site ~ far PsIWIit f'tsro Rsview $IMII & CCft Permit R.- & P.-sh Bid Paekqn for Shell" Core 
3:l ,'" Pre-BkiCaDrence ,. ;'iiI Bid Shal " Cere Soope of Work 
r;- IMWd Shel" COre CCInIfad: '''''l«lprovM*''il D ....... Bid Pr-






I~ .............. " ... """ .. 
r-:- o.ntrRClileWPeriOCI ............... .. SIbIIIII n ?Wts for PemiI-AIn Rs¥I_ .. TIPemil 
t;:9 
RevkrW & PIIbIsh BId Pacl'agn for TI''S ....... .,.......... 
iOI Bid TI Sc<IpeofWID 
'" AwaraTI~ct(.) __ -
Prqeci: etyMa. CmctIpbIal Ccnslrucaj T ... 
Dele" Wed 5I'IMKI 
Spit 










CI .... tlCln I ..... 16_ 
T""_' . ..,. 
""~I .- Thu 7113IOI!i 
'''' w ........ . ..,.
ltwJ8I1~! .- FIt8f11106 





20"" Mm711710fJ ... ,. Mm8l14108 
15e111ys T~1I2roI .... ,. -II."""" 
til clap Wecll2J13IIlI5 , .. ,. T..,.1I1M17 
,~_ Wodlw,'_ 
:NOlyS. wed1M1106 ... ,. Mcrll1r.lQ1D1 .... ,. T .... 11121105 
Oelll,. d112MJ7 ,,- Frl112f51'07 
10 days. Mcn1r.zM]7 ... ,. MorI2J5I07i 
udo,. ~D'_' ... ,. :::! '~_s 
• do,. Mon2l11iW7 
."" MorI3I12tD1 
22e111ys -'''''''' .- -",.." 270_ 
r .... 41111OS .... ,. Tu11111<f1rua 
."" Tu1111231'D7 .. -WtcI1124107 ... ,. Tue2J13107 
23 .. ,. w.cI2fl'V07 
'."" Moo mfW' 'da,. MOn3112107 ,- MOI,3111W07 
• do,. fri3l23lO7 





t.i!RIOIAN CITY HAlL 
CONCEPTUAL OESIGN & OEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE 
TEAM LeA-PETRA 
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85 cia,. Mon 1Il1071 '" 0W<Y7 
'0 daJ8 Man 4I30I07 F" 5111107 
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Oa.~ T..-5QW07 T\MI5I2fII07 
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t.E~IOIAtt CITY HALL 
CONCEPTUAl DESIGN & DE'v£LOPMENT SCHEDULE 
TEAM leA-PETRA 
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MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN & DEVELOPME~JT SCHEDULE 
TEAM LeA-PETRA 
Octo,,", NciVember o.c..- J""'"'J FebruIuJ r .. 1arcll April 
ID ID T.skNama Ounltion Slut Finifitl ~ Nov Oa. Jan Feb Mar Apr 
DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES SIT. & BLDQ CONCEP - PHASE 1 
'" Klck-otrWorkttlop 
~ '" 
CitIZen's Comn'ittee Worbtlop 11 1 
,," Citizen's Committee WorkS1op' 2 
5 ,;:;;I., OHlen's Commltt •• Workshop'll 3 
Conceptual estimates for SUe & Bldg Concept_ 
~ 
il l;Ite & BIlla COnoeplS WOrkshOc> 
3 Comrritt •• Recommendations to City CCUlCil 
PREoCONSTRUCTION ACTMTlES 
10 ;~~ SoIcit Bids and InatalTemporary Fence Site Ar<M.l'ld SIt. 
~ 
ii1!l Icloho PCI'.¥eI" ErQlneEflng for _ R.-RcM, 
12 ::3 lIiity Relocations from Vacated Aley -----13 I",' Identify CompoI'1llutlBuilcing Sakga Opportriies (" rIlII!r e
14 .... ~-... -.- &~- ... -,- _._._ •• SoIclt Local BIds to Amend and Update Eldstlng Huardous ... _._ ,., ...... ' ... "" 
15 ",," _s Ma1erI'" S..wy 
hi- v' Abatemert & Demolition Bid OO~$ 
17 '/' Bid Abateme.-: and O.moItion Services 
18 I"'" Abiitemart & OemoIitioo Work 
~'" 
Prelimlrwy ~TeChnlcallnvestiGatlon 
Comple1e __ ",,"c S<NeY 
21 Building $helltCore MId Sia D •• ign & Bid Phase 
22 ./ Team ShelfCore & SUe 00 paekillge 
~ 
""". Re'Y'Iew Meeting 
,,' Team SheIICore and She 150,. 
25 ;?;;I R~8'N f..tHting 
"" CorttP'eta SheIICore & SUe 0e&.1~ 
27 ./ Pre-Advertise Shell & Core Bid Phase 
t±= I~ 
Final Presentiltlon Meeting 
:3 Submit ShellCore & Site Plans for Permit Plan Review 
30 Shal & Core Permit 
31 FttM.~ & Publish Bid Packages for Shell & Core 
r:-Ig _Bid Conference 3 Bid Sh_1 & Core Scope of Work 
34 ...... lIm Shea & Core Cortrllct 
35 Tenant Improvell'Mtf'l De.lgn &. Bid Phase 
~ 
./ Tum n 30~ DKi~ 
Revi ... · Meeting 
38 3 Team n "0% Deeign 
39 " ...... illiMeeting 
r;- Com_ D..tgn 
~ PN-AcNeI'tiw n Bid PMse 
42 OoMMr R.rview Period 
43 Finalze OocWT1arts 
~ 
SUbmit TI Plans for Permn-Plan Re'VIew 
TI Permit 
Re'IIi .... & Pubeish Bid Packa.gee for n's 
41 ;:;;~ Flr .. BkI Conf .. nce 
~ 
:E!I eidTI Scope ofWol1c 
Awli'd n COrVact(SI 
Plaza. Sit. IWld Llndseaping o..ign & Bid 
Ptcjocl: City Hell CmcepluBi ea.slruc\1 I Tallie 
Dele: Wed 511301)9 Spit 
City HaU Conceptual Construction Schedukt 02-12-07 Ve£ 1.0 
"'ogr ... 
MtHtont • 
74 days n"IU &121106 
1 day Thu 6I2!lKl6 
1 day 1hu 7/13100 
1 day Wed8/Mle 
1 day Thull10106 
9 days Fri 8/11106 
Iday 1hu 8/24i08 
1 day Tue 1011010e 
146doys -.7/3/08 
10 days Wed 7I5l00 
14 day< wed715i08 
10 days Wed 10125/0e 
._--
. .. ---,- _ ........... 
2D day< Mon 7117106 
6 day< Mon8/14i08 
15 da,. Tuo8l22lO6 
56 day< Men 1..,...., 
Bday< wed 12113100 
5 day< Tue1/1tW7 
125doys Wed 10111118 
29 days Wed 10111106 
Dday< Mon 11/20100 
46 Clay< Tue 11121,,;)5 
o days Fri 1126107 
14 days Fri 1,,,,,,UI 
10 days MonII2fJ1!J7 
o day< FI1 211&'07 
o daY" Mon211Ml7 
15 days Men 2110107 
5 day. Men 2/19107 
o Clay< Mon 3/12107 
22 Clays Men '2128101 
5 da,s Wod3l2Ml7 
276doys Tue 411118& 
40 days Tue 1112"')6 
o days Tue 1123m7 
15 days Wed '124107 
o days rue 2113107 
23 day< ~2114107 
10 days Mon2/26lO7 
5 days Mon3/12107 
5 day. Mon 3110107 
o day< FrI=7 
15 day< Mon3I26IW 
5 cia,. Men3l1Ml7 
o days rua4l1ame 
21 day< T ... 4I3/I)'/ 
5da)'S wed 5121D7 
117doys -.118187 
Su .... ry 
PtOilot Surronary 






Thu 8/241OG n 














Man l1J20f06 we UTf'Uf'T( 
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p,qect: Cily Hell Ccnceptuol CCJlslrucii 
Dele: Wed 5I13m9 
Tosk Progr ... 
r.tIeo10" • 
MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN & DE\lELOPME~JT SCHEDULE 
TEAM LeA-PETRA 
Su.......-y ..,.--- ---"... Ext.mal T .. ,.. W,;~"'-~:;l;;:,;;l;;;;;;m;q 
PrOiectsulTllllrY ~=.~. ~·"W £o<lemal Mlestone .. 
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Prqecl: City Halt Cmceptual Ca1.truct~ 












City HaD Concaplual Coostruction Schedule 02-12-07 Ver 1.0 
MERIDIAN CITY HM.L 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT SCHEOULE 
TEAM LeA-PETRA -- Do_ Jaruary February Nov Dec J.n F8b tAan::h Aprit Mar 
Surrrnary Extemal Tasks F;;~:;:;~:;~;;:::S::;~:;:;:::;:;n 
PrOject Sunmary edemal Mlestonl' 
F'age3 
... , J .... J"" 




,.-, J"," JulJ .... ~ S.ptember 0",_ 
May J", Jut .II.Jg Sop 0" 
~ 
.5125 - .5129 
~ 
MERIDIAN CITY HM.L 
CONCEPTUAL D6SIGN & DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE 
TEAM LeA-PETRA 
...- Oac:ember Januar,- FelulIsry 
NOV Dec Jon Feb 
March ¥il 10.40, J..,. JuIJ 
..... r Apr May J..., Jul 
-'~·~===.!nl.· ".~~ 
!'reject: City Hell Cmceplual em,lru.1I IT .... 
0BIe: Wed 5113109 SIll! 
CIty Hod eon"""'al eon_on Schedule 02·12-07 V«I.0 
-.~--...... Progr ... 
MileStone 
Su ..... ry ElcIamol T .. b I::;::;:%;:;;:;::;;:~::,,::::::::,,;::t Oeacline 




Augu .. s-p- 0",_ -- December January Al.g Sap Oct 
Plcjee!: CilyHoIl Cmcep\uol Calslrueli I Tast 
~~W~~~9 ~ 
City Han Conceptual Conatrucllon Schedule 02-12-07 Vel 1.0 
Nov 





MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE 
TEAM LeA-PETRA 
Marcn Apnl "'J 
Fob Mo, Nt< "'Y 
J..,. JojJ 
J.., 
SUmmary Extomal T..... p,:",~,:"::,~;::::,;,::;,,,;:,,;,~:,q 
Project SUrrmary -- Extemll Milestone 
Page 5 




Aoguot s.pfMibw 0_ 
Aug Set> 0 .. 
, 
8/1 
Plqecl: ClIy Hili Ccnceplu" CCI1slrucli I Task 
Date: Wed 5fI:W9 J Spll 
-- Dec.rOO"", January Nov Dec Jan 
r?7i."Ni.YTo ... r.~~ ~ogr8$S 
_one 
City HilH Conceptual Construcllon Schedule 02·12·07 V« 1.0 
MERIDIAN CITY HI'LL 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE 
TEAM LeA-PETRA 
fobruo<1 I lAo"," I APril J""y 
Feb Mar Apr May 
June J .. y 
J.., J .. 
Su ..... 'Y Ext.mal To... p::::;::::::::,:::,:,:,::::,::,:::::::::::j 0 •• <11 .... 
Protect SUITIIIaJ'Y ::'::f"~J:~;~~.k>. Exlemal Milestone 
Flaga8 




§! Review Steel Shops & Fabricate 
5 Phase II Construction 
6 I :r~ Clear & Grub Building Foot 
7 Set Construction Dewaterir 
Excavate Building Basemel 
9 Place Under floor Dewateri 
[! Concrete Footings & Foun< 
13 Set Structural Steel 
14 Exterior Curtain Wall 
Roof 
IT] Exterior Masonry 




Project: Construction Bid Schedu Ie ()3..( 





































• ....-- ... External Tasks External Milestone .. 
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Prqect: Construction Bid Schedule 03-t 









Summary .... ... 
Project Summary • !!I 'lilY;; 
Page 2 
External Tasks 
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Petra Inc. Meridian Cit~ Hall LCA 
Community Plaza and Site Improvements 
Phase IV - Bid Schedule 
February March April May June July 
10 ., Task Name Duration start Finish 1127 J 213 I 2110 2117 2/24 ~ 3/2 j 319 ~ 3116 J 3/23 I 3130 4/6 4113 4120 4/27 ~ 5/4 5111 5118 5/25 611 6/8 6115 6122 6/29 7/6 7113 7120 J 7127 
1 FILL SITE 15 days Mon 214108 Fri 2/22108 : r////// : : 
• 
i 2 DEMO 10 days Mon2/25108 Fr; 317/08 V///Lh,. 
3 CURB&GUTIER 15 days Mon 3/10108 Fr; 3128/08 : 
4 BASE 5 days Mon 3131108 Fri 4/4108 
5 PAVING 5 days Mon 417108 Frl4/11108 
i 6 LANDSCAPING 10 days Mon 4/14108 Fri 4/25108 
7 RESTROOM STRUCTURE 60 days Mon 3110108 Fr; 5130/08 
8 AMPHTEATER 20 days Mon 3/10108 Fri4/4/08 V//////// 
9 UNDER PlAZA PIPING 15 days Mon4l7108 Frl4125108 
• 
10 ENTRY & POOL 15 days Mon 417108 Fri 4/25108 V//////h· 
11 SPILLWAY 15 days Mon 4128/08 Frl5/16108 
r//////~ i 12 LANDSCAPING SLEEVES 5 days Mon 5119108 Fr15123/08 
13 FLAT WORK 20 days Mon 5119108 Fri 6113108 [Y/////////1 
14 PAVERS 20 days Mon 612/08 Frl6l27108 ·/////////Lti 
15 9-MILE CREEK 20 days Mon 6/30108 Frl7125108 : : ~/LJ 
• 
16 LANDSCAPING 14 days Mon 6/30/08 Thu 7117/08 
. 
Iii! ilim • Rolled Up Critical Task V7Z7727Z] • • Task Milestone Spltt Group By Summary I I I I I I I I I I I project Plaza 081607-810 SHEDULE EZTLZZZZJ • • 0 ~tllIIlIIfIIII~l Date: Wed 5113109 Critical Task Summary Rolled Up Milestone External Tasks 
Progress Rolled Up Task ~ II Rolled Up Progress Project Summary ~!!!!!!!!!!ii!!!!!!~ 
Pagel 




1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, 10 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (2OS) 323-4507 
PROJECT: Meridian City Hall # 060675 DATE: 1/22/2007 
TO: City of Meridian REF: Conceptual Budget 
33 E Idaho Avenue 
Meridian, ID 83642 PHONE: 888.4433 
FAX: 887.4813 
Keith Watts CELL: 6316469 AlTN: 
_WE ARE SENDING: SUBMITTED FOR: ACTION TAKEN: 
o Shop Drawlngs o Approval 0 Approved as Submitted 
Itf letter ~ YourUse 0 Approved as Noted 
0 Prints 0 As Requested D Returned After loan 
D Change Order o Review and comment 0 Resubmit 
0 Plans 0 Submit 
0 Samples SENT VIA: 0 Returned 
D Specifications o Attached 0 Returned for Corrections 
0 Other: ~ Separate Cover Via: I-land Delivered 0 Oue Date: 
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 






This transmittal is in follow-up to note the single page conceptual budget distributed at the Mayor's Building 
Committee meeting this morning. 
EXHIBIT 
CC: File 
I 37 signed: __________ _ 
Wes Bettis 
E~f.-diliafl® 
117;S Communication cOnJains proprietary business informalion and may contain conjiden/;al injormation. /f/lle reack,. oj/hi.~ message is /lo//he in/ended recipient, O/' 
tllf! employee or agr!ll/ responsible /l) deliver ilto Ille in/ended reCipient, ),011 are hereby nOlified Ill(It any disseminatiOll, dis/riblilion, or copying q(lhis cOIIIIIIIIIPetra60698 
is Slrict/y prohibited ((.1'011 have received /his commUllication in errol'. (>lease immediately deS/roy, discard, or erase this irifol"maliol7. 
003250
)ject Cost Summary Spreadsheet 
Meridian City Hall 
Meridian, Idaho 
February 12, 2006 
Fixtures and Equipment 
1 IFixtures & Equipment 
2 I Demountable Walls (Options to $1.163 Million) 
~ftCosts 
1 City Fees - Preapplication Meeting 
2 City Fees - Conditional Use 
3 City Fees - Plan Check 
4 City Fees - Bldg Permit 
5 City Fees - Water & Sewer Connection 
6 City Fees - Outside/Specialty Consultant Plan Ck 
7 ACHD Impact Fees 
8 Local Fire Department Review 
9 DEQ Plan Review 
10 Idaho Power 
11 Union Pacific 
12 Advertisement for Bids 
13 Soil and Geotechnical Report 
14 Survey Work (Design) 
15 Bid Document Costs - Reproduction & Postage 
16 Bond Counsel 
17 Bond Rating (Bond Issuance Cost) 
18 Fiscal Agent 
19 Architectural Programming 1 Schematic Design 
Budget 
Budget 
20 Architectural Design Development-Const. Administration 
21 Architectural Reimbursable 
22 Specialty Consultant-Commissioning Engineer 
23 Specialty Consultant-Traffic Study 
24 Specialty Consultant-Misc. 
25 Legal Counsel 
26 Insurance Costs-Builders Risk 
27 Contingency for Soft Costs 
Total Soft Costs 
Budget 
Construction Mgmt & Site Acquisition Cost 
1 Bid Phase I - Asbestos & Demolition 
2 Reimbursable - Construction 
3 Construction Management Fee 
Total CM & Site Acquisition Cost 
Budget 
Construction Costs 
1 Bid Phase II - She" 
2 Bid Phase III - Core & TI 
3 Bid Phase IV - Site & Plaza 
4 Construction Contingency 5% 































DAILY CLEAN UP 
FINAl CLEAN UP 
TESTING & INSPECTION 
TESTING & INSPECTION 
I 
TEMPORARY UTIUTIES 
TEMP. POWER INSTAlLATION 
TEMP. POWER USAGE 
TEMP. WATER INSTALLATION 
TEMP. WATER USAGE 
MATERIALS & SUPPLIES 







SAFETY REVIEW CONSULTANT 
SAFETY MATERiAl AND LABOR 
SIGNAGE 
PROTECTION 
PROTECT FINISH WORK 
STORAGE CONTAINERS 














Project: Meridian City Hall· Core & Shell 

































$O.021SF I 101.00BI 52.020 
I 
S18,5OO.00 IlS I 1.01 I SIB,SOO! 
I I I I 1 
52.500.00 lS 1.0 52,500 
$500.00 MTHS 8.0 $4,000 
$900.00 lS 1.0 $900 
$150.00 MTH 8.0 51,200 
5150.00 MTHS 8.0 $1,200 
$50.00 MTHS 8.0 $400 
580.00 MTHS 8.0 $640 
$40.00 MTHS B.O S320 
8500.00 MTHS B.O $4.000 
S5OO.00 MTH~ 8.0 54.000 
$750.00 MTH 8.0 $6.00 
SO.10 SF 101,OOB.0 $10,101 
S8OO.00 LS 1.0 $BOO 
SO.OI SF 101,008.0 $1.010 
SI50.00 MTH~ 8.0 $1,200 
$10,000.00 MTHS 4.0 540.000 






















































EROSION CONTROL I 
ROUGH GRADE 
EXCAVATE BASEMENT & HAUL OFF 
BUILDING PAD ( STRUCTURAL FILL) 
FOOTINGS I FOUNDATION I BACKFILL 





3/4" ROAD MIX@ SOG 
AC PAVING 


































C&S TI Site C&S TI Division 
Quantity Quantity Subtotal Subtotal Subtotal Total Total 
8.0 $4,600 $4.600 
1.0 $2.500 $2.500 
1.0 $6.500 $6,500 
1.0 $5.000 $5,000 
8.0 512.000 512,000 
8.0 S3.400 $3,400 
8.0 $6,000 $6,000 





101,006 I 51.010 51,010 
I I 
101.0081 I 82,020 $2.020 $3.030 
15.000 $150.000 $150.000 
1.106 $14.960 $14.960 
838 $12.989 $12.989 
5.000 $67,500 $67,500 
30 $6.750 56,750 
1 $50.000 $50.000 
$302.199.00 
29,960 $2.397 S2.397 





355 $12.212 512.212 
4 $1.800 $1.800 













DETECTOR CHECKISACK FLOW 
FIRE LINES 
EXTERIOR FIRE LINES & HYDRANTS 










Site C&S TJ Site cas TI Division 
Quantity' Quantity Quantity Subtotal Subtotal Subtotal Total Total 
355 $6.390 $6.390 
1 $500 5500 
1 $750 $750 
1 $8.500 SS.5OO $16,140 



























SLAB ON GRADE (S") 
SLAB ON DECK (5") 
10" BASEMENT WALL 
FOUNDATIONS 
PIERS 
UNDER SLAB VAPOR BARRIER 
MASONRY 
CMU 8 X 8 X 16 SCORED 
BRICK VENEER 
SOLIDER CORE BRICK 
PARAPET STONE CAP 
STONE 
BRACING AND SHORING 
CMU TOWERS STAIRS/ elEVATORS 

















































Site C&S TI Site C&S TI Division 
Quantity Quantity Quantity Subtotal Subtotal Subtotal Total Total 
$8C14,415 
21,112 $12.667 $12.667 
29.625 $17.775 $17.775 
7,920 $1.1120 $7.920 
30.795 514.782 $14.782 
73.360 $35.213 $35,213 
6.650 $3.192 $3.192 
25.621 528.183 $28.183 $119.732 
377 $94.250 $94.250 
30.795 $84.688 $84.686 
73.360 9220.080 $220.080 
7.920 $118.800 5118.800 
395 $108.625 5108.625 
190 552.2SO $52,2SO 
29.960 55.992 55.992 
5684.683 
$2,017,385 
3.037 545.555 545.555 
19.372 5251,836 5251.836 
5.118 592.124 $92.124 
853 $76.770 576.770 
24.192 $1.209.600 $1.209.800 
1 $511.200 559.200 
22.584 $282.300 $282.300 $2,017,385 
$1,416,690 
640.000 $576,000 $576.000 
12 $90,000 590.000 
SO.OOO 550,000 $50.000 
101,008 $333.326 5333,326 
5,200 583.200 $83,200 
13,776 $20,664 $20.664 
1,550,000 5263,500 5263,500 
51.416,690 
593,401 
101.008 54.040 54.040 
101.008 sa.081 $8,081 
46,446 558.058 $56.058 










Description Cost Unit 
- . 
" " ~ 
INSULATION 
R·19 VB EXTERIOR WALLS $0.78 SF 
I 
FOUNDATION SLAB RIGID 51.00 SF 
CAULKING & WATER PROOFING 
DAMP PROOFING $1.50ISF 
CAULKING $0.13 'SF 
ROOFING 
BARREL ROOF $9.50 SF 
TPO ROOF SYSTEM 55.60 SF 
MISC. METALS $0.09 SF 
CEMENTIOUS FIRE PROTECTION lHR $1.50 SF 
SIDING 
PENTHOUSE SIDING 1 $9.50 SF 
1 1 
DOORS, FRAMES & HARDWARE 
ALL DOORS INTERIOR $900.00 EA 
EXTERIOR DOORS 51.000.00 EA 




WINDOWSI GlASS AND GLAZING 
STOREFRONTS $32.00 SF 
CURTAIN WAll $42.00 SF 
6X6ALM $792.00 EA 
6 X 6 ALM GRIDS $1.00S.00 EA 






FRAMING & DRYWALL, CEtUNGS 
CURTAIN WAll FURRING 6" 54.90 SF 
PENTHOUSE FRAMING 54.90 SF 
SHAFT LINER $4.53 SF 
EXTERIOR WALL FURRING (COLUMNS) $6.90 SF 








C&S TI Site C&S TI Division 
Quantity Quantity Subtotal Subtotal Subtotal Total Total 
$4S5,ln 
46.446 , $36,228 $36,228 , I 
1.626 $1,626 $1.6261 537,854 
1.626 52.4391 52.439T 
101.008 $13.131 S13.13iT 515.570 
5.2001 ~ 549.400 549.400 
30.000 $168.000 $168.000 
101.008 59,091 $9.091 
101.008 $151.512 $151.512 
$378.003 
I 
2.500 523.750 $23.750 , 523.750 
$369,028 
27 $24.300 524.300 
9 39,000 59.000 
12 $6.600 $6,600 
$39.900 
1 I , I I 
2.456 $78,592 $78.592 
2.012 $84.504 $84.504 
34 526.928 526.928 
58 $58.464 $58.464 
60 $80.640 $80.640 $329.128 
$297,694 
30,790 $150,871 5150,871 
10.574 551.813 551,813 
11,408 $51.678 551.678 
6.280 $43,332 543.332 
003256
5- g 
'en l'9 ,..: 
'S 0 & 
is I-
$ 
- c: t- III 
::l o 













FLOORING! CERAMIC TlLES/GRANITE TOPS 
PAINT & WALL COVERING 
SPECIALTIES 
















;., ,'e •. 
FURNISHINGS 














ARCHITECT & ENGINEER FEE 
PERMITS & FEES 
CONTINGENCY 
SUBTOTAL 
PROFIT & OVERHEAD 
SF VALUES 
TOTAL ESTIMATE 












Site I C&S I TI 
Quantity Quantity Quantity 
Site I C&S I TI 




I I T 
I -, T 
$156,675 
'1 I $156.000 $156.000 
I 31 I $675 $6751 $156,675 
I I I 
I I , 
I I I I , 
I 
j I 





















DAILY CLEAN UP 
FINAL CLEAN UP 
TESTING & INSPECTION 
TESTING & INSPECTION 
TEMPORARY UTILITIES 
TEMP. POWER INSTALLATION 
TEMP. POWER USAGE 
TEMP. WATER INSTALLATION 
TEMP. WATER USAGE 
MATERIALS & SUPPLIES 











Cost Unit Quantity 
1 $18,000.00 ILS 
















Project: City Hall - MEP & TI 
Client: City of Meridian 
Date: January 15,2007 
101,008 SF Site 
4 Site Paving 
29,960 SF Site Landscaping 
T.1. Site Concrete SOG 
8.00 Mths Parking Structure 
C&S TI Site C&S 
Quantity Quantity Subtotal Subtotal 
1 1 1 I 
I 1T T $4.0001 
I T 1 
I 35 1 $17,5001 
I 101,008 T $2.0201 
! 1 1 










































SAFETY REVIEW CONSULTANT 
SAFETY MATERIAL AND LABOR 
SIGNAGE 
PROTECTION 
PROTECT FINISH WORK 
STORAGE CONTAINERS 











EROSION & SEDIMENT CONTROL {MAINT 
SOIL & GEOTECHNICAL REPORT 
Unit Site 


















C&S TI Site C&S Tl Division 
Quantity Quantity Subtotal Subtotal Subtotal Total Total 
B.O $4,000 $4,000 
8.0 $6,000 $6,000 
101,008.0 $10,101 S10,101 
1.0 $800 $800 
$20,901 
101,008.0 $1.010 $1.010 
8.0 51,200 51,200 
4.0 $40,000 $40,000 
1.0 $4,000 $4,000 
$46.210 
8.0 $4,600 54,Boo 
1.0 $2.500 $2,500 
1.0 $6,500 $6,500 
1.0 $5,000 $5,000 
B.O $20,000 $20,000 
8.0 $3,400 $3,400 
8.0 $6,000 $6,000 




iil en o ...... ...... 
o 
Unit 





EROSION CONTROL I 
ROUGH GRADE 
CLEAR AND GRUB 
BUILDING PAD ( STRUCTURAL FILL) 




314" ROAD MIX @ SOG 
















DETECTOR CHECKIBACK FLOW 
FIRE LINES 
~ ~ 
Site C&S TI Site C&S TI Division 
Quantity Quantity Quantity Subtotal Subtotal Subtotal Total Total 
I T 
I I I 
I l I 
I I I I I 
T 
I I I I I 




















S~B ON GRADE (6") 
SLAB ON DECK (5') 
10" BASEMENT WALL 
FOUNDATIONS 
PIERS 








Site C&S TI Site C&S TI Division 
Quantity Quantity Quantity Subtotal Subtotal Subtotal Total Total 
T I 














Desen tion .-. - . . l :!>' ... 




JOIST & OECKING 
BARREL ROOF 








WOOD TRIM (BASE) $5.00 
WOOD PANELS $8.00 
RECEPTIONILOBBY $500.00 
BASE CABINETS $135.00 
UPPER CABINETS $125.00 
COUNTERTOPS S60.00 
~:,,;~ '0~~c~,~.~~~~}; J~ >'k~:'~' il.~.;J;:~(:1,,'l~1i!~"q, 
INSULATION 
R-19 VB EXTERIOR 
R·11 INTERIOR 





TPO ROOF SYSTEM 
MISC. METALS 
CEMENTIOUS FIRE PROTECTION 1HR 
SIDING 
TI Division 
Subtotal Total Total 
$4,725 
LF 35 $4.725 $4.725 
$4.725 
$84,870 
LF 1,500 87,500 $7.500 
SF 2,000 $16,000 $16,000 
LF 48 $24,000 $24,000 
LF 160 $21,600 $21,600 
LF 90 $11,250 $11,250 













, , , 
DOORS, FRAMES & HARDWARE 








FRAMING & DRYWALL, CEILINGS 
EXTERIOR WALL SHEETROCK 
INTERIOR WALLS (3-518") 





FRP (JANITOR CLOSET SMALL BATH 4') 
ACOUSTICAL CEILINGS 2 X 4 STANDARD 
ACOUSTICAL CEILINGS 2 X 2 2nd LOOK 
FLOORINGI CERAMIC TILES/GRANITE TOPS 
CARPET & BASE 
CERAMIC FLOOR TILE 
CERAMIC WALL TILE 
GRANITE TOPS 
PAINT .. WALL COVERING 
INTERIOR WALLS 
INTERIOR CEILINGS 






























C&S TI Site C&S TI Division 
Quantity Quantity Subtotal Subtotal Subtotal Total Total 
$123,300 









I I I I 
40,000 $40,000 $40.000 
71,598 $279,232 5279,232 
21,720 $64,508 $64,508 
886 $6,025 $6,025 
1.636 $4,411 $4,417 
34 $2,278 $2,278 
320 $11,456 $11,456 
480 $1,320 $1,320 
63.004 $78,755 $78,755 
13,414 $18,780 $18,780 
$506,771 
74,738 $205,530 $205,530 
1,680 516,800 $16,800 
4,080 $48,980 $48,980 
560 $36,400 $36,400 
$307,690 
135,248 $67.624 $67.624 
2,522 $1,261 $1,261 
137 $7,535 $7,535 
1,500 $2,325 $2,325 











TOILET ACCESSORIES $625.00 
TOILET PARTITIONS $9,975.00 
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS $150.00 
OPERABLE PARTITIONS $35.00 










Subtotal Total Total 
$21,625 
EA 10 $6.250 $6,250 
LS 1 $9.975 $9,975 

















PLUMBING - ENGINEER ESTIMATE 1 
HVAC 









ARCHITECT & ENGINEER FEE 
PERMITS & FEES 
CONTINGENCY 
SUBTOTAL 












Site I C&S I TI Site I C&S I TI I Division Quantity Quantity Quantity Subtotal Subtotal Subtotal Total Total 
$3,097,915 
I 101.0081 1 5308,0741 $308.0741 
I l I I I 
1 1 I 1 1 $308.074 
1 101.008 $538.373 $538.373 
101.0081 1 $2,251.468 $2.251.468 
1 1 1 I 1 
1 1 $2.251.468 
$2,275,710 
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Project Cost Summary SI sheet 
........ ; 
Meridian City Hall 
Meridian, Idaho 
February 12, 2006 
Fixtures and Equipment 
1 I Fixtures & Equipment 
2 IDemountable Walls (Options to $1.163 Million) 
Soft Costs 
1 Cityfees· Preapplication Meeting 
2 City Fees - Conditional Use 
3 City Fees· Plan Check 
4 City Fees - Bldg Permit 
5 City Fees· Water & Sewer Connection 
: .... ": .. 
.. 
6 City Fees - Outside/Specialty Consultant Plan Ck 
7 ACHD Impact Fees 
8 Local Fire Department Review 
9 DEQ Plan Review 
10 Idaho Power 
11 Union Pacific 
12 Advertisement for Bids 
13 Soil and Geotechnical Report 
14 Survey Work (Design) 
15 Bid Document Costs· Reproduction & Postage 
16 Bond Counsel 
17 Bond Rating (Bond Issuance Cost) 
18 Fiscal Agent 
19 Architectural Programing 1 Schematic Design 
20 Architecural Design Development-Const. Administration 
21 Architectural Reimbursables 
22 Specialty Consultant-Commissioning Engineer 
23 Specialty Consultant-Traffic Study 
24 Specialty Consultant-Misc. 
25 Legal Counsel 
26 Insurance Costs-Builders Risk 
27 Contingency for Soft Costs 
Total Soft Costs 
Construction Mgmt & Site Acquisition Cost 
1 IBid Phase 1- Asbestos & Demolition 
2 Reimbursables - Construction 
3 Construction Management Fee 
Total CM & Site Acquisition Cost 
Construction Costs 
1 Bid Phase II - Core & Shell 
2 Bid Phase III - MEP's & Tenant Improvement 
3 Bid Phase IV - Site & Plaza 
4 Construction Contingency 5% 
Total Construction Cost 
..• Budget 20% Estimate 60% Estimate 
1115/07 2/12107 
$465,910 
. Budget 20% Estimate 60% Estimate 
1/15107 2112107 






















Description Cost Unit Quantity 
SURVEY 
CONSTRUCTION STAKING I $18,000.00 ILS 
RESTAKING $4,000.00 LS 
I 
CLEANUP 
OAII. Y CLEAN UP / $250.00 WKS 
fiNAL CLEAN UP SO,02 SF 
TESTING & INSPECTION 
TESTING & INSPECTION $18,500.00 LS 
TEMPORARY UTILITIES 
TEMP. POWER INSTALLATION $2,500.00 LS 
TEMP. POWER USAGE $500.00 MTHl: 
TEMP. WATER INSTALLATION $900.00 LS 
TEMP, WATER USAGE $150.00 MTHS 
MATERIALS & SUPPLIES 
SUPPLIES & POSTAGE $150.00 MTHS 
DRINKING WATER $50.00 MTH 
PHOTOGRAPHS $80.00 MTHS 
SCHEDULE PLOTTINGiPRINTING $40.00 MTHS 
PLAN REPRODUCTION $500.00 MTHS 
SAFETY 
SECURITY $500.00 MTH 
SAfETY REVIEW CONSULTANT $750.00 MTH 
SAfETY MATERIAL AND LABOR SO. 10 SF 
SIGNAGE $800.00 LS 
PROTECTION 
PROTECT fiNISH WORK SO.Ol SF 
STORAGE CONTAINERS $150.00 MTH~ 
WEATHER PROTECTION & HEATING 510,000.00 MTH~ 
TEMP. FENCE $4,000.00 lS 
MAINTAINANCE/OPERATION 
PROJECT OFFICE $436.00 MTHS 
TOILETS $575.00 MTHS 
TEMP. LIGHTING $2,500.00 LS 
TRAFFIC CONTROL $6,500.00 LS 
DEWATERING OPERATION LS 
HOISTING/CRANINGIOFF LOADING $5,000.00 LS 
TRASH BIN 51,500.00 MTH 
STREET CLEANING $425.00 MTH 
DUST CONTROL $750.00 MTHS 
EROSION & SEDIMENT CONTROL (MAIN $500.00 MTHS 
I I 
PETRA 
Project: Meridian City Hall ~ Phase II ~ Shell 
Client: City of Meridian 
Date: February 12, 2007 
101,008 SF Site 29,960 SF 
4 Site Paving SF 
29,960 SF Site Landscaping SF 
Shell Site Concrete SOG SF 
8.00 Mths Parking Structure SF 
C&S TI Site C&S TI 
Quantity Quantity Subtotal Subtotal Subtotal Total 
I 1 $18,000 $18,000 
I 1/ / $4,000/ $4,000 
I I ~ 
35/ J $8.7501 $8,7501 
101,0081 I $2,0201 $2,020 
I 
I,D I $18,500 518,5001 
I I 
1.0 $2,500 $2,500 
8.0 $4,000 $4,000 
1.0 $900 $900 
8.0 $1,200 $1,200 
8.0 $1,200 $1,200 
8.0 $400 $400 
8.0 8640 8640 
8.0 $320 $320 
8.0 $4,000 $4,000 
8.0 $4,000 $4,000 
8.0 $6,000 $6,000 
101,008.0 $10,101 $10,101 
1.0 $800 $800 
101,008.0 51,010 S1,010 
8.0 $1,200 51,200 
4.0 $40,000 $40,000 
1.0 $4,000 $4,000 
8.0 53.468 $3,468 
8.0 $4,600 $4,600 
1.0 $2.500 $2,500 
1.0 $6,500 $6,500 
1.0 $5,000 $5,000 
8.0 $12,000 512,000 
8.0 S3,400 $3,400 
8.0 $6,000 $6.000 
8.0 $4,000 54,000 














Unit Site C&S TI Site C&S TI 
11"1 Cost Unit Quantity Quantity Quantity Subtotal Subtotal Subtotal Total 
Division 
~otal 
~.~~~~.&~,S~I~~U~TrI~Ln~ES __ ~ ____ -L _____ L-I ____ +-____ -L~~~ 
$358,327 
IDUST CONTROL I $0.01 ISF I 101,0081 
I I I 
:ROSION CONTROL $0.02 ISF 101,0081 
!ROUGH GRADE 
IEXCAVATE """"1""::'" . & HAUL OFF 
jBUllDIN<3 PAl: : STRUC rURAL Fil 
"VV ""''''' I FOUNDATION IIIACKFllL 
,BACKFill . WALLS 
IPIERS 
U"WAII::K1"'''' 
I FINISH GRADE 
IBUILDING PADS 






























FOOTINGS SO.60 LBS 
fOUNDATION (7~lBSlCV: 50.60 LBS 
EMBEDS REBAR 00 LBS 
se !r'·WWF 48 SF 
se 5"·WWF 48 SF 
PIEI~S (35lBS/cY: 48 LBS 
CMIIBAR $1.10 SF 
BUilDING CONCRETE 
$250.00 ;Y 
SL ON ,RACE (6" 52.75 SF 
SL ON ,CK(5~ 53.00 SF 
10· :W>E~IEN'~ WAL $15.00 SF 
'OUNDATIONS $275.00 CY 
PIERS $275.00 :Y 
UNDER SLAB VAPOR BARRIER ~.20 SF 
SUBCDNTRAfOR BUDGET S1,32O.ooo.00 LS 












































































































Project: Meridian City Hall-Phase III-Core & TI 
Client: City of Meridian 
Date: February 12,2007 
Building 101.008 SF Site 29.960 SF 
Building levels: 4 Site Paving 0 SF 
Building Foot Print 29,960 SF Site Landscaping 0 SF 
Building Construction: COREITI Site Concrete SOG 0 SF 
GF~~AL CONTRACTORS Construction Duration: 8.00 Mths Parking Structure 0 SF 
Unit Site C&S TI Site C&S TI 
Description Cost Unit Quantitv Quantitv Quantitv Subtotal Subtotal Subtotal Total 
SURVEY 
CONSTRUCTION STAKING I $18,000.00 ILS 01 11 $01 $18,0001 $0 $18,0001 
RESTAJ<ING I 14,000.00 ILS I 11 $01 $4,0001 $0 $4,0001 
I I 1 
CLEANUP 
DAILY CLEAN UP 1 $250.00 IWKS 0 35 $0 $8,7501 $0 $8,7501 
FINAL CLEAN UP $0.02 SF 101,008 $0 $2,020 $0 $2,020 
0 
TESTING & INSPECTION 
TESTING & INSPECTION $18,500.00 LS 0.0 1.0 $0 $16,500 $0 $18,500 
1 
TEMPORARY UTILITIES 
TEMP. POWER INSTALLATION $2.500.00 LS 0.0 10 $0 $2,50 $0 $2,500 
TEMP. POWER USAGE $500.00 "'THS 0.0 8.0 $0 $4,000 $0 $4,000 
TEMP. WATER INSTALLATION $900.00 LS 0.0 1.0 $0 $900 $0 $900 
TEMP. WATER USAGE $150.00 "'THS 8.0 $0 $1.2OC $0 $1,200 
MATERIALS & SUPPLIES 
SUPPLIES & POSTAGE $150.00 "'THS 0.0 8.0 $0 SI.200 $0 $1,200 
DRINKING WATER $50.00 "'THS 0.0 8.0 $0 $400 $0 S400 
PHOTOGRAPHS S80.00 "'THS 6.0 $0 $640 $0 $840 
SCHEDULE PLOTIINGIPRINTING $40.00 "'THS 8.0 $0 $320 $0 $320 
PLAN REPRODUCTION $500.00 lATHS 8.0 $0 $4,000 $0 $4.000 
SAFETY 
SECURITY $500.00 lATHS 8.0 SO $4,000 $0 $4,000 
SAFETY REVIEW CONSULTANT $750.00 lATHS 8.0 $0 $6,000 $0 $8,000 
SAFETY MATERIAL AND LABOR $0.10 SF 101,000.0 $0 $10,101 $0 510,101 
SIGNAGE $800.00 LS 0.0 1.0 $0 $800 $0 $800 
PROTECTION 
PROTECT FINISH WORK SO.OI SF 101,008.0 $0 $1,010 $0 51,010 
STORAGE CONTAINERS $150.00 MTHS B.O $0 $1,200 $0 $1,200 
WEATHER PROTECTION & HEATING $10,000.00 MTHS 4.0 $0 $40,000 $0 $40.000 
TEMP FENCE $4,000.00 LS 0.0 1.0 $0 $4,000 $0 $4,000 
MAINTAINANCEIOPERATION 
PROJECT OFFICE $436.00 MTHS 8 $0 $3,488 $0 $3,488 
TOILETS $575.00 MTHS 0.0 8.0 $0 $4,600 $0 $4,SOD 
TEMP. LIGHTING $2,500.00 LS 0.0 1.0 $0 $2,500 $0 $2,SOD 
TRAfFIC CONTROL $6.500.00 LS 1.0 $0 $8,500 $C $8,500 
DEWATERING OPERATION $0.00 LS 0.0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
HOISTING/CRANINGIOFF LOADING $5,000.00 LS 1.0 $0 $5.000 $0 $5.000 
TRASH BIN $1,500.00 MTHS 8.0 $0 $12,000 $0 $12.000 
STREET CLEANING $425.00 MTHS 8.0 $0 $3,400 $0 $3,400 
DUST CONTROL $750.00 MTHS 8.0 $0 $6,000 $0 $5,000 
























_#20~ I I 
$2,323,349 
'ELECTRICAL 
BUILDING ELECTRICAL --QUOTE 'llS I 11 SOl $2,275,0781 SO !I:??750781 
, POWER SYSTEM --QUOTE 548.271.00 lS 1 SOl 948,2711 SO $48,2711 
$2,323,349 
DIREC' COSTS $8.714,942 
GENERAl. $tl 
SUB- OTAL $8,714,942 
1.IA~1I.1!Y $0 
ARCHITECT & ENGINEER FEE SO 
PERMITS & FEES $0 
-'VNI"""""",' 
SUBTOTAL $8,714,942 
PROFIT & 0.00% $C 
SF VALUES I $86.28 ISF I 
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Meridian City. Hall 
.. ................... ~eridian ,lclc:lh9.. .. ... ..
n ••. ~ , ttS . . . ... .... 9.:Apr.:Q?... . 
.. 
": .: .......... ::; .. 
Fixtures and Equipment 
"' ... 
1 Fixtures & EQuipment 
2 Demountable Walls (Options to $1.163 Million) 
.... 
Phase II Bids 
4/3/2007 
$465,910 
Phase II Bids 
Soft Costs 4/3/2007 
1 City Fees - Preapplication Meeting 
2 City Fees - Conditional Use 
3 CityFees - Plan Check 
4 City Fees - Bldg Permit 
5 Ci!y Fees - Water & Sewer Connection 
6 City Fees· Outside/Specialty Consultant Plan Ck 
7 ACHD Impact Fees 
8 Local Fire Department Review 
9 DEQ Plan Review 
10 Idaho Power 
11 Union Pacific 
12 Advertisement for Bids 
13 Soil and Geotechnical Report 
14 Survey Work (DeSign) 
15 Bid Document Costs - Reproduction & Postage 
16 Bond Counsel 
17 Bond Rating (Bond Issuance Cost) 
18 Fiscal Agent 
19 Architectural Programing 1 Schematic Design 
20 Architecural Design Development-Const. Administration 
21 Architectural Reimbursables 
22 Specialty Consultant-Commissioning Engineer 
23 SpeCialty Consultant-Traffic Study 
24 Specialty Consultant-Misc. 
25 Legal Counsel 
26 Insurance Costs-Builders Risk 
27 Contingency for Soft Costs 
Total Soft Costs 
Construction MjJmt & Site Acquisition Cost 
1 Bid Phase J - Asbestos & Demolition 
2 Contaminated Soil Abatement (NTE) 5,000 CY Est 
3 Reimbursables· Construction 
4 Construction Management Fee 
Total CM & Site AcquiSition Cost 
Construction Costs 
1 Bid Phase If • Core & Shell 
2 Bid Phase 111- MEP's & Tenant Improvement 
3 Bid Phase IV - Site & Plaza 
4 Construction Contingency 5% 
Value Engineering 
Total Construction Cost 
:Bid .~It~rnates:.__ ...... , ....... . 
'Delete Basement 
~ Delete -·South··Wi·ng····· ...........  
'Raise Building by - 4-0' 
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS 
.j ... 


















Total Project Cost w/FFE, before Alternates $0 $0 $18,214,956 
H: \CoostructiQn\Estimating\i;:stimates. & . Proposals\2006\ Wes \Mericlian City HaJI\Project $ummary04~ 1 O~07 !. . . Petra60727 
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···········t·· 
rI~~·.· ...•..• ··.· .•. :·.····:··::.······m 
Meridian City Hall 
. ..... . MeridiSn. Idaho 
(j ..~L "~~ •• ~~~.~,~. .•. . .....• :....... j~::J~ l~q7··'·'·'--" ..: ·H:: 
Fixtures and Equipment 
1 I Fixtures & Equipment 
2 I Demountable Walls (Options to $1.163 Million) 
Soft Costs 
1 City Fees· Preapplication Meeting 
2 City Fees - Conditional Use 
3 City Fees· Plan Check 
4 City Fees· Bldg Permit 
5 City Fees - Water & Sewer Connection 
6 City Fees· Outside/Specialty Consultant Plan Ck 
7 ACHD Impact Fees 
8 Local Fire Department Review 
9 DEQ Plan Review 
10 Idaho Power 
11 Union Pacific 
12 Advertisement for Bids 
13 Soil and Geotechnical Report 
14 Survey Work (Design) 
15 Bid Document Costs - Reproduction & Postage 
16 Bond Counsel 
17 Bond Rating (Bond Issuance Cost) 
18 Fiscal Agent 
19 Architectural Programing 1 Schematic Design 
20 Architecural Design Development-Const. Administration 
21 Architectural Reimbursables 
22 Specialty Consultant-Commissioning Engineer 
23 Specialty Consultant-Traffic Study 
24 Specialty Consultant-Misc. 
25 Legal Counsel 
26 Insurance Costs-Builders Risk 
27 Contingency for Soft Costs 
Total Soft Costs 
Construction Mgmt & Site Acquisition Costs 
1 Bla Phase I - Asoestos ~ Demolition 
2 Contaminated Soil Abatement 
2a Contaminated Soils CM FEE 
3 Reimbursables - Construction 
4 Construction Management Fee 
Total CM & Site Acquisition Cost 
Construction Costs 
1 Bid I"hase II • Core & Shell 
1 a Phase II General Conditions Budget 
2 Bid Phase III - MEP's & Tenant Improvement 
2a Phase III General Conditions BudQet 
3 Bid Phase IV - Site & Plaza 
4 Construction Contingency 5% 
5 lEED Certification Costs 
Value Engineering 
Total Construction Cost 
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS 
IT otal Project Cost before Alternates 
• 
$01 $0 
Phase II Bids 
41312007 
In Total Below 
Phase n Bids 
41312007 




















Phase III Bids 
7/1212007 
In Total Below 
Phase III Bids 
7/12/2007 





























Meridian City Hall 
Meridian. Idaho 
2B·Aug.()7 


































I Budget BO.OOO SF !!I! S152.501SF 
IPhase 1- suifdJ"g DemOlition & 
DemOlition & Abatement of Creame Structures 
Contaminated Soils Abatement 
Total P/IatIe 1- Building Demolition & Abatement 









"'; &;;:;,C,...urt-,-81,-· nw-a""'l1 
IShaftwall Framing & Drywall 
IElevator 
,.o~ Ph .. II - Core & Shell 
IPhase 111- TtlMEP 
,I Metalwofks 
ryraming. Backing 
















'otal Ph .. eJII- TIIMEP 








,I BudIJ, 20% Eslimate 
















































































Phii$ii'IIlBId. Phase III Bids I Phasa III Bids 
7/1212007 7f2B12007 8/3112007 



















































































































52 Framing Carpenlry 
53 Roofino. In.ul8\ion & Watel'Pl'OOfing 
54 Doors. F rsmes & Hardware 




59 Total Phase IV - Plaza, Landscaolna & Site lmorovemems 
60 
61 FF&EJ'rovldod 6vOlhers 
62 Demounlable Walls Options to $1.163 MilliOn 
63 Audio Visual SV$lerns 
64 Telecommunication Systems 
65 Securitv SYSlems 
66 Phone Service & Equipment Provider 
67 Interior Sianaae Packaae 
58 Total FF&E 
69 
70 IGeneral Conditions & Fees 
71 Project ReimburSable Cost Allowances 
72 Phase II General Conditions 
73 Phase III General Condiijons 
74 Construclion Conlingency AlloWance 
75 Estimated LEED Certification CoSIS for Silver 
76 Estlmaled Vatue Engineering Allowance 
77 Contract CM Fee 
78 eM Fee Conlrae! Adjuslment for Change in Projecl Scale 
79 Total Generat Conditions & Fee 
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS 
80 Total Pro'eet Direct Cos\.$ 






















512200000 $16620,370 $17,589870 
$1.500,000 $1,500,000 $1,500,000 $1500000 $1500,000 
$465.910 $0 $0 $0 $0 
$0 $215.500 $205.776 S205.776 $205.776 
$225.000 $219.000 5219.000 $219.000 
$165.000 $165.000 $165.000 5165.000 
- - -
25.000 25.000 
$465910 $60& 500 $5611776 S614776 $614,776 
$279.812 $279.812 $279.812 $279.812 $279.812 
$181.029 $181.029 $181.029 $181.029 $181.029 
$181.029 $181.029 $181.029 $181.029 $181,029 
$825.861 $835.648 $700.000 5475.000 6475.000 
SO $205.000 $205.000 $205.000 $205.000 
-$812.363 $0 $0 $0 $0 
$574.000 $574.000 $574.000 5574.000 $574.000 
$51.658 $367.408 $367.408 
$1,229,378 $2,256,518 $2,172,528 $2,263,278 $2,263,278 
$18185 309 $19,956338 $20,301012 $19,994762 $20,416,762 
5177.46800 5177,468 00 
$19,817,294 $20.2~9,294 
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IT ... IPhI .. 'V·Pt .... 
sm.2271 
1.500.001 11.500.000 
~ 1::Ji.:..".;::--~:::~~I~~~er~=======t====t====j~~~[===j:~===::t~==~~~g;::~~==~~~~!',~;9 .. DOD~··1 ==~~~'DOD 
~1~~~~~'::::::::::::::i:::::::::t::::~S:I~HI!~::::~~U'~91"il8'E::::1H~7~e.~  SV9.812 8,. ~ SI8'~:::' I==~::,~~e.,.,~== $,81.)20 029 
c. 5700.1 -,-.. II 000 
Cosio 'or Silver 000 
I Allowance 5574.1 5574.0: ·~~;4. 5574,~ ~
,in ~cope .. ~ ... y 
, .. Fe. $1.915.870 $1.215.870 $1.229.378 $2.288.511 51,57&.311 
• SOlIS '---=---'r='. D8Y8lOpmenL costs' r---' ' '0( 10( , , SolI. 




~$1,O6.1,641 ~ lTota, ProjGcl Site C .... 
ICu"",' BUilding Conll ... " .. BUdget 512.200.000 $16.620.370 $17,589,870 51B.II5.309 $19.95&,138 519,605,8851 520,712.1'0 
H;\ConStrucJion\Projecls\2006\TomWleridian City Hii8\Budgets\Sudgel History & Value Engineering Options 09·28-07 a.xls 
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Meridian City Hall 
Meridian, Idaho 
5-Nov-07 
Conceptual Budge 20% Estimate 




















































Conceptual Budget 80,000 SF <Ill 5152,50/SF 512,200,000 
Phase I - Buildina Demolition & Abafem""t 
Creamery Demolition & Abatement 
Total Phase 1 - Building Demotition & Abatement 
Phase II - Core & Shell 





insulation & Oampproofing 
Roofing & Sheetmetal 
Exterior Doors 
Storefronts & Curtainwail 
Shaftwall Framing & Drvwail 
Elevator 
Total Phase II - Core & Shell 




Insulation & Dampproofing 
Interior Doors 
Interior Storefront 
COiling Overhead Doors/Screens 
Interior Gypsum D~ll Systems 
Ceramic Tile 
Resilient Flooring 









Total Phase 111- TIIMEP 
Phase V - Plaza • ..andSCBCinCl & Sit~ ImprovemeJ'Itll 














































60% Estimate Phase II Bids Phase III Bids Phase III Bids Current Budget 
February 12, 2007 . April 3, 2007 July 12, 2007 July 26, 2007 November 5, 2007 
$426,357 $426,357 $426,357 $426,357 $426,357 
5426,357 $42$,357 $426 357 $426357 $426357 
5387,127 $610314 3610314 $610,314 $610,314 
$804,415 $655,595 3655,595 $655,595 $655,595 
$1,665,429 51,584,760 $1,584,760 $1 584,760 51,584,760 
$1,363,718 $1,847,000 $1,847,000 $1,847,000 $1,847,000 
$12,121 $0 $0 $0 30 
$53,424 $67,182 $67,182 367,182 $67182 
$169,510 $182,990 5182,990 $182,990 $182,990 
$27,550 $7,620 $7,820 $7,820 $7,820 
$329,128 5295,321 5295,321 $295,321 $295,321 
5297,694 5383,287 $363,287 $363,287 $363,287 
5156,675 $222,100 3222,100 $222,100 3222,100 
$5,266191 $5,836,369 $5 836 369 $5836369 $5836369 
$49,689 $49,689 $73,265 $73,265 373,265 
SO SO 3112,000 3112,000 $112,000 
$166,756 $166,956 $464,000 3464,000 $464,000 
$43,799 $43799 $0 $22,388 $22,388 
3155,650 3155,650 $277,230 S277,230 S277,230 
SO SO $68,678 368,678 $68,678 
30 SO $5,590 $5,590 $5,590 
5592,200 3592,200 $1038,550 51,038,550 31,038,550 
$65,760 365,760 3110,953 5110,953 $110,953 
$302,922 5302,922 $182,354 $182,354 3182,354 
$125,370 $125,370 3151,275 $151,275 5151,275 
$46,625 $46,625 $110000 S110,OOO 3110,000 
$15,600 515,600 S20,840 $20,840 $20,840 
$739,518 $739,518 $528,800 $528,800 $528800 
316,100 S16,100 $11,900 511,900 311,900 
51,451,604 $451,757 $412,879 $412,879 $412,879 
$470,000 51,282,000 $953,385 $953,385 5953,385 
32,150,000 $2,350,000 $2,060,000 $2,060,000 $2,060.000 
32,323,349 $2.323,349 $2,749,895 $2,749,895 $2,749,895 




















































Roofing, Insulation & Waterproofing 
Doors, Frames & Hardware 




Total Phase IV - Plaza Landscaping & Site Improvements 
FF&E 
Demountable Walls (Options to 51.163 Million) 
Audio Visual Systems 
Teleccmmunication Systems 
SecuritY Systems 
Phone Service & Equipment Provider 
Interior Sianaae Packaae Allowance 
TotaIFF&E 
General Condi :ions & Fees 
Project Reimbursable Cost Allowances 
Phase II General Conditions 
Phase III General Conditions 
Construction Conling.ency & Winter Conditions Allowance 
Estimated LEED Certification Costs for Silver 
Estimated Value Engineering Allowance 
Contract CM Fee 
CM Fee Pending Change Order Change in Scope & Complexity 
Total General Conditions & Fee 
Total Project Direct Costs 
Proiect Site Costs **. 
Contaminated Soils Removal 
Unsuitable Soils Removal and Structural Fill for Contm & Unsui\. 
T olal Project Site Costs 
Building Construction Budget w/Slte Development Costs 
Less Creamery Demolition & Abatement 
Less Contaminated and Unsuitable Soils Removal 
Current Building Construction Budget 




























$1500000 $1500000 $1500000 $1,500,000 $15ODOOO 
$465.910 $465,910 $0 SO $0 
$0 $0 5215,500 $205,776 $204,379 
$0 5225,000 5219,000 $219,000 
$0 165,000 165,000 64,695 
- -
25000 25,000 
$465910 $465910 $605500 $589776 $508074 
5279.812 $279,812 $279,812 5279.812 $279.812 
5181.029 $181,029 $181,029 $181,029 $181,029 
5181.029 5181,029 $181,029 $181.029 $181.029 
$0 $825,861 5835.648 $700,000 $700,000 
$0 $0 $205,000 $205,000 5205.000 
$0 -$812.353 $0 -S544552 $0 
$574,000 $574.000 $574.000 $574.000 S574.000 
$376,a08 
$1,215,870 $1,229,378 $2256518 $1,576,318 $2497,678 









Meridian City Hall 
Meridian, Idaho 
December 12, 2007 
INCLUDED IN BUDGETS 
1 
2 
3 Phase - Bulldlno & 
4 Creamery Demolition & Abatement 
5 
6 Total Ph_l- Buildina Demolition & Abatement 
7 
8 Phase II - Core & Shell 
9 Sitework & Utilities 
10 Structural Concrete 
11 Masonry 
12 Structural Steel 
13 Rough Carpentry 
14 Insulation & Dampproofing 
15 Roofinll~ & Sheetmetal 
16 Exterior Doors 
17 Storefronts & CurlainwaU 
18 Shaftwan Framing & Drywall 
19 Elevator 
20 Total Phue II - Core & Shell 
21 
22 Phase III - TVMEP 
23 Architectural Metalworks 
24 Carpentry-Framing, Backing 
25 Cabinetry & Casework 
26 Insulation & Dampproofinc 
27 Inlerior Doors 
28 Inlerior Storefront 
29 CoUing Overhead Doors/Screens 
30 Interior Gypsum Dlvwall SyStems 
31 Ceramic Tile 
32 Resilient Flooring 
33 Paint & Wallcoverings 
34 SpeclaKles 
35 Operable Partitions 
36 Access Flooring 
37 Window Coverings 




42 Totat Phase III - TIIMEP 
43 
44 Phase IV - Plaza. Landse8Dlno & Site Improvements 
45 Sitework & Utilities 
46 AC paving 
47 Concrete Paving 
48 La ndscaping 
49 Structural Concrete 
50 Masonry 
61 Steel Fabrications 
52 Framing Carpentry 
53 Roofing, Insulation & WaterprOOfing 
54 Doors Frames & Hardware 




59 Total Phase IV - Plaza Landscaping & Site Improvements - Total 
Total Pha6e IV - Plaza Landscaplrm & Site Improvements - With Deductive Alternates 
60 
61 FF&E 
62 Demountable Walls (Options to $1.163 Million) 
63 Audio Visual Systems 
H :\COnslructionlProjectsl2006\TomlMeridian City Hall\BudgetsIBudget History & Projections 12-12-07 -exl1.xls 
Current Budget Current Budget 
















$112 000 $112,000 
5464,000 $464.000 
$22388 $22388 






















64 TelecommuniCation Systems $219,000 $219,000 
60 Security Systems 84,695 84,695 
66 Phone Servk:e & EQuipment Provider - -
67 InleriO( Signage Package Allowance 25000 25,000 
68 Total FF&E $508074 $508 074 
69 
70 General Conditions & Fe.!!s 
71 Project Reimbursable Cost Allowances $279,812 $279,812 
72 Phase II General Conditions $181,029 $181,029 
73 Phase III General Conditions $181,029 $181,029 
74 Construction ContingencY & Wlilter Conditions Allowance $700,000 $700,000 
75 Estimaled LEEO CertifICation Costs for Silver $205,000 $205,000 
76 Estimated Value Enaineering Allowance $0 $0 
77 Contract CM Fee $574,000 $574,000 
78 CM Fee Pending Change Order Change in Scope & Complexity $376,808 $376,808 
79 Total General Conditions & Fee $2,497,678 $2.497.678 
80 Total Prolect Direct Costs $20.822.460 $20322460 
81 
82 Proiect Site Costs 
83 Contaminated Soils Removal $422,000 $422,000 
84 UnSUitable Soils Removal and Structural FIR for Contm & Unsuil ta79526 ~79 526 
85 Total Project Site Costs $801526 $801626 
86 
87 Building Construction Budget w/SIte DelleloDmenl Cosls $21623986 $21.123.986 
88 Less Creamery Demolition & Abatement $426,357 $426.357 
89 Less Contaminated and Unsuitable Soils Removal $801519 i801526 
90 Current Building Construction Budget $20396103 $19.896103 
H :\ConstructionlProjectl;12006\TomlMeridian City Hall\BudgetslBudget History & Projections 12-12-07 -8x11.xls 
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CITY OF MERIDIAN 
TEMPORARY OCCUPANCY 
This Temporary Certificate of Occupancy expires on od-. 630(190& 
A Certificate of Occupancy must be obtained before this date. Occupancy of the premises beyond the date shown 
and without a Certificate of Occupancy is a violation of Intemational Building Codes and City Ordinance and 
therefore unlawful and subject to notice, revocation, and prosecution with penalties as prescribed by law. 
Site Address' __ ?;.J:f:.,6--z· ~b=.a\S:r..;......;.;;· ~_...a:;U>::;;;...,J,o..l?o...:::o=:...LA1)...u.::::;..::r..:vJ::;..;.Pr..J..,1f--______ _ 
Name of.property owner representative __ H_l>.....;rL.....;.;;ltA~ ___________ _ 
7$ Building Permit Number 
Surety Amount ___ N ...../:....;.A ________ Surety Expiration Date; __ .:....N...;;;.~~'-:A.J...-__ 
The following conditions must be satisfied by (TeO expiration date above) to receive the Certificate of 
Occupancy: 
All city departments that identified conditions will conduct final inspections prior to issuance of the Certificate 
of Occupancy to detennine ifth.eir conditions of approval have been met. It is the responsibility of the undersigned 
to request the inspections. 
I, the undersigned, have read the conditions of this Certificate and agree that the conditions described above will 
be met by the date specified and in confo ce with the codes and ordinances of the City of Meridian or the 
Temporary Certificate of Occupancy will e me invalid for further occupancy of the premises. 
/0-- it? ---£n 
Si 
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Meridian City Council Meeting May 1. 2007 
The regular meeting of the Meridian City Council was called to order at 7:13 P.M., 
Tuesday, May 1, 2007, by Mayor Tammy de Weerd. 
Members Present: Mayor Tammy de Weerd, David Zaremba, Keith Bird, Chanie 
Rountree and Joe Borton. 
Others Present: Ted Baird, Will Berg, Anna Canning, Bill Musser, Bill Johnson, and 
Dean Willis. 
Item 1: Roll-call Attendance: 
Roll call. 
X David Zaremba X Joe Borton 
X Chan Ie Rountree X Keith Bird 
_~X~ Mayor Tammy de Weerd 
De Weent Okay. I will go ahead and call the meeting to order. It is Tuesday, May 1 st. 
It's 7: 13. Thank you all for being here tonight. I will open this meeting with roll call 
attendance. Mr. Berg. 
Item 2: Pledge of Allegiance: 
De. Weerd: Okay. Item 2. We will be led in the pledge tonight by Garrett. And if you 
will all raise and join us in the pledge. 
(Pledge of Allegiance recited) 
De Weerd: Thank you, Garrett. Hey, Garrett, if I could, I would like to give you a couple 
of things. I don't know what kind of candy you might like -- if it's okay with your mom. 
And I have a City of Meridian pin for you and --
Rountree: Here, I've got stuff I don't need. You're not done yet. 
De Weerd: There is more. He's got better candy than I do. Thank you, Garrett. And, 
Bud, you don't get candy. 
Item 3: Community Invocation by Pastor Bud Henthorn with Meridian Gospel 
Tabernacle: 
EXHIBIT 
I 39 - -
CM079585 
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Meridian City Council 
May 1, 2007 
Page 3 ofl9 
Item 5: Consent Agenda: 
A. Approve Minutes of April 3, 2007 Pre-Council Meeting: 
B. Approve Minutes of April 10, 2007 Pre-Council Meeting: 
C. Approve Minutes of April 10, 2007 City Council Regular Meeting: 
D. Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law for Approval: AZ 07-
003 Request for Annexation and Zoning of 1.0 acres from RI (Ada 
County) to L-O (Limited Office) and R-8 zones (Medium Density 
ResIdential), for Grau Subdivision by Stanley Consultants - 4135 
West Cherry Lane: 
E. Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law for Approval: PP 07-
005 Request for Preliminary Plat approval of 1 office lot in the 
proposed L-O zone, and 3 single family residential lots in the 
proposed R-8 zone on 1.0 acres, for Grau Subdivision by Stanley 
ConSUltants - 4135 West Cherry Lane: 
F. Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law for Approval: VAR 
07-005 Request for a Variance to UOC 11-20-4 to allow the 
proposed building to be set back from the street and Variance to 
UOC 11-3C-6 to allow for a reduction in size of the required parking 
pad for Barnes Home Business by Nathan Barnes -- 35 East Ada 
Street: 
G. Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law for Approval in C-C 
zone: AZ. 07-002 Request for Annexation and Zoning of 0.42 of an 
acre from R1 to C-G zone for the property located at 1970 North 
Meridian Road for Hartz Music Shop by Hartz Music Shop - east 
side of North Meridian Road & north of East Fairview Avenue: 
H. Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law for Approval in C .. C 
zone: RZ 07-003 Request for a Rezone of 0.38 of an acre from L-
o to C-G zone for the property located at 1990 North Meridian 
Road for Hartz Music Shop by Hartz Music Shop - east side of 
North Meridian Road & north of East Fairview Avenue: 
I. Development Agreement: AZ. 06-062 Request for Annexation 
and Zoning of 1.12 acres from RUT to a C-C zone for Hoyd 
Annexation by Kendall Hoyd - east of North Meridian Road and 
north of East Fairview Avenue: 
CM079587 
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Meridian City Council 
May 1, 2007 
Pagc4ofl9 
J. Approve New Beer and Wine License Applications for Pinnacle 
Coffee. LLC dba Tully's Coffee at 3340 North Eagle Road: 
K. Approve New Beer and Liquor Licenses for Bobby Showers 
dba Muggsy's at 501 South Main Street: 
L. Approve Beer License Transfer from Rocky Mountain Pizza 
Huts. Inc. to NPC International. Inc. for Pizza Hut at 1752 West 
Cherry Lane: 
M. Approve Beer License Transfer from Rocky Mountain Pizza 
Huts. Inc. to NPC International. Inc. for Pizza Hut at 675 South 
Progress Avenue: 
N. Approve Beer License Renewals for Pizza Hut at 1752 West 
. Cherry Lane and 675 South Progress Avenue: 
O. Approval of Award of RFP #IT 07·001 Storage Area Network 
Solution: 
P. Approve Contract for the Biosollds SCADA Programming with 
DC Engineering. Inc. for $81,500: 
Q. Approve Contract for the Effluent Line Foam Evaluation with 
Brown and Caldwell. Inc. for $8,600: 
R. Agreement for Professional Services with Parametrix for 
design of water and sewer Improvements In conjunction with 
ACHD intersection of Meridian and McMillan Project not to 
exceed $11,000: 
S. Ratification of Agre,ment with Aqua Aerobic System. Inc. in 
the amount of $719,007.00: 
T. Approval of Contracts for Phase II of City Hall Project 
Packages 1-11 for a total Not to Exceed Amount of 
$5,836,369.35: 
MJ's Backhoe $ 610,314.00 
Sidewalks, LLC $ 655,595.35 
TMC, Inc. $1,584,760.00 
Rule Steel $1,847,000.00 
Architectural Building Supply $ 7,820.00 
American Wallcover $ 363,287.00 
Custom Glass $ 295,321.00 
Western Roofing $ 182,990.00 
CM079588 
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Meridian City Council 
May 1,2007 
Page 5 of19 
Schindler Elevator 
Seal Co. 
De Weerd: Okay. Item 5 is the Consent Agenda. 
Zaremba: Madam Mayor? 
De Weerd: Mr. Zaremba. 
$ 222,100.00 
$ 67,182.00 
Zaremba: I move that we accept the Consent Agenda and there is something else that 
goes with that, something like Mayor to attest and sign -- what is the proper wording for 
that? Oh. The Mayor to sign and the Clerk to attest. 
De Weerd: Okay. Do I have a second? 
Rountree: Second. 
De Weerd: Okay. I have a motion and a second to approve the Consent Agenda. If 
there is no discussion, Mr. Berg, will you, please, call roll. 
Roll-Call: Bird, yea; Rountree, yea; Zaremba, yea; Borton, yea. 
MOTION CARRIED: ALL AYES. 
Item 6: Department Reports: 
A. Finance I Purchasing Department: 
1. ADDroval of Award of RFP #PW-07-002 Large Format 
Multifunctioning Color Printing, Copying, and Scanning 
Solution: 
De Weerd: Thank you. Okay. Item 6 under Department Reports. We have a finance 
purchasing department report. We have Keith Watts with us here tonight. 
Watts: Good evening, Madam Mayor, Council Members. I have an award for a large 
format printer for the Public Works Department that was a little out of the ordinary, so I 
wanted to come before you and explain the circumstances. We went out for an RFP on 
April 11th. We sent the RFP out to three different vendors and only one responded by 
the due date of the 19th of April. I then phoned the other two vendors to just inquire as 
to why they didn't propose and one of them simply didn't have the time and didn't think 
he had something that would fit our needs. And the other vendor indicated that he had 
not received the RFP. When we sent it out, we sent it out via e-mail at the same time to 
everyone. I had Bruce Freckleton from the Public Work Department in my office and we 
CM079589 
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Meridian City Council 
May 1,2007 
Page 190f19 
De Weerd: Motion to adjourn. 
Rountree: So moved. 
Bird: Second. 
De Weerd: All those in favor. 
MOTION CARRIED: ALL AYES. 
MEETING ADJOURNED AT 8:24 P.M. 
(TAPE ON FILE OF THESE PROCEEDINGS) 
APPROVED: 
~-t 
L_ __________ ._._ .. _ ... ___ . ______ .. 
CM079603 
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Meridian City Council Meeting July 17 , 2007 
A meeting of the Meridian City Council was called to order at 7:05 P.M., Tuesday, July 
17,2007, by Mayor Tammy de Weerd. 
Members Present: Mayor Tammy de Weerd, Keith Bird, Joe Borton and David 
Zaremba. 
Members Absent: Charlie Rountree. 
Others Present: Bill Nary, Will Berg, Anna Canning, Len Grady, Tracy Basterrechea, 
Mark Niemeyer, Matt Ellsworth, Keith Watts, and Dean Willis. 
Item 1: Roll-call Attendance: 
Roll call. 
_X_ David Zaremba X Joe Borton 
o Charlie Rountree X Keith Bird 
-L- Mayor Tammy de Weerd 
De Weerd: Okay. I'll go ahead and start tonight's meeting. Thank you all for being 
here with us tonight. It is Tuesday, July 17th. It is a few minutes after 7:00. We will 
start tonight's meeting with roll call attendance. Mr. Berg. 
Item 2: Pledge of Allegiance: 
De Weerd: Item 2 is our pledge of allegiance. Tonight we will be led in the pledge by 
our regular citizen Ralph. Would you lead us in the pledge? All rise. 
(Pledge of Allegiance recited.) 
De Weerd: Now, Ralph, you know the process here. I do get to give you a City of 
Meridian pin. So, if you will, please, come forward. After all these weeks or months, 
thank you for --
Zaremba: And usually there is some candy that goes with it. 
De Weerd: It usually comes from Bird. 
Bird: He doesn't look like a kid to me. 
Item 3: Community Invocation by Darrell Taylor with Cherry Lane Christian 
Church: 
De Weerd: Okay. Item No.2 -- or 3 is our community invocation. Tonight we will be 
led by Darrell Taylor with the Cherry Lane Christian Church. If you will all join us in the 
CM078938 
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Meridian City Coundl 
July 17. 2007 
Page9of77 
some of these system improvements. Unfortunately, It's a very expensive project and 
that is one of the reasons the legislature did cut it out to fit it within the available funding, 
but it is a critical need ten years ago, but - and I hope that answered your question, Mr. 
Borton, and also I know it was a soap box that I took the opportunity to stand on for a 
moment. Any other comments or questions? Okay. Thank you. I think the letter looks 
good and we will get it signed and mailed out for the comment. 
Ellsworth: Thank you, Mayor, City Council. 
D. Finance I Purchasing Department 
1. Bid Results for Meridian City Hall Project Phase 3 
includes Tenant Improvements and Mechanical, 
Electrical, Plumbing: 
De Weerd: Thank you. Okay. Item 0 is our Finance Department. Yeah. Anna, you 
might as well just hold on there. 
Watts: Good evening, Madam Mayor and Council Members. On Thursday, July 12th, 
the city received bids for phase three of the tenant improvements of the City Hall project 
and we have invited our contract manager or construction manager Petra here to review 
the results with you and talk over any exceptions there are. Wes. 
De Weerd: Okay. I didn't know who drew the short straw. So, Wes, I see you"re it. 
Bettis: Always me. Thank you, Madam Mayor, Council President Borton, distinguished 
members of the Council and staff. For the record, my name is Wesley BettiS, Petra, 
Incorporated, 1097 North Rosario Street here in Meridian. I'm going to pass out to you 
here the recap from our bids. The bid packages for the phase three tenant 
improvements for the new Meridian City Hall were received until 2:00 p.m. on July 12, 
as advertised and as posted. We received a total of 44 bids in the 18 bid packages. 
We have one noncompliant bid that was a low bidder. Pacific Steel Fabrication did not 
have an active Idaho Public Works contractor's license at the time they submitted their 
bid. That rules the award for this package to the second bidder, which is an additional 
3,087 dollars, which is included in that recap sheet, and that contractor is B&B Steel, a 
long time company in this valley. We also received one bid late. It was not opened. It 
was recorded as being received by the city clerk's office at 2:14 p.m. on the 12th. That 
bidder is planning on filing an appeal, because the bid was delivered late by Fed Ex. 
They believe that is just cause to appeal the decision. They believe they are the low 
bidder, but their bid has not been opened. In researching their background, they are a 
well-established company out of Salt Lake. However, their current Idaho Public Works 
license Is a 8 rating, which is less than their total bid on this project. So, based on that I 
would have to Invalidate their bid, regardless of its value. At this time I would ask you to 
look at that recap sheet. There are four items in there that are listed as budgets. Those 
have not been bid yet. That bids July 26th and includes not only the incidental interior 
caulking, but as well the telecommunications, audio-video, and security service. At this 
CM078946 
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time I would ask the Council to review these numbers and make recommendation for 
acceptance of these bids, so that a design team, your construction manager, and the 
low subcontractors may move forward with looking at value engineering options to 
present back to Council for decisions in the final construction of this project. I will stand 
for any questions. 
De Weent Thank you, Wes. There is a couple of these packages that you see the low 
bid is substantially lower than the high. Have you gone through these and do you feel 
that they are reasonable and we are not going to have a bunch of change orders to 
bring them closer in line? 
Bettis: We have reviewed the bids with the low bidders and at this point we have not 
been able to identify any items that might have been left out or miSinterpretation of the 
plans. The one bid in particular that was particularly low of concern was the plumbing. 
We did review that with the contractor. It was a very important project for him and he 
was willing to take the risk and take a shorter margin or lower margin on that scope of 
work. 
Borton: Madam Mayor? 
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Borton. 
Borton: Wes, do you have the same comfort level with the doors, frames, and 
hardware? 
Bettis: Councilman Borton, yes, we do. That is Architectural Building Systems. They 
are also the low bidder on phase two with the exterior doors and frames, so in this 
sense they had a bit of an advantage already understanding the project and having 
systems that will work together very effectively. 
De Weerd: Ceramic tile as well? 
Bettis: Ceramic tile, yes, Madam Mayor. Schumacher Tile, they believe they made a 
mistake, but they are standing by their bid. It's not a major mistake, it was simply an 
interpretation of mud set tile in one area versus thin set tile. They are still comfortable 
with their bid and they want to proceed with it. 
De Weerd: Okay. 
Watts: Madam Mayor, Council Members, we would also ask to -- for approval to enter 
into our standard AlA contract that we have been using for the CL projects, along with 
the award. 
Zaremba: Madam Mayor? 
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Zaremba. 
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Zaremba: One question on item number 22, security, which you have identified as 
budget, which I think you said means the bids are coming in next week. 
Bettis: Yes. 
Zaremba: The security system would have some impact on doors, frames, and 
hardware and electrical. Are those bidders able to make adjustments if security says 
there needs to be some electrical work on the doors to make the security work? 
Bettis: Council President Borton, Councilman Zaremba that has already been designed 
in and factored in. What we are looking at for the security system is merely the 
components and the wiring to go with the security system. The raceways have already 
been designed in, the strikes are already designed Into the door frames, all of this is a 
complete package. 
Zaremba: Great. Thank you. 
De Weerd: Okay. Anything else? Thank you, Wes. 
Bettis: One last thing for the Council. I have brought for you this evening some 
information regarding Lead. I do not anticipate discussion on that this evening, but I 
wanted to give you the opportunity to begin reviewing this information and, hopefully, 
invite us back to discuss this in more detail, so we can come to a final decision on how 
you want to approach potential certification of the new City Hall as a Lead building and I 
will leave that with you as I part this evening. 
De Weerd: Wes, when do you need to have that discussion? I would imagine the 
sooner the better and perhaps even in some of the budgets or bids in front of us the 
Leads consideration is built into these numbers, I would imagine. 
Bettis: Council President Borton, Madam Mayor that is correct. The specifications 
included specific Lead oriented components and products that are part of this building. 
As we move forward through the value engineering phase after your approval of the low 
bidders, we will be able to identify for you what these potential costs are associated with 
the Lead design and the total certification. 
Borton: Madam Mayor? 
De Weerd: Yes. 
Borton: Wes, one of the materials that you presented shows a points available current 
design. Does the current design reflect those lead categories that are already 
incorporated into the design of the --
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Bettis: Council President Borton, yes, those are reflective of the building as it is 
currently designed. 
De Weent Okay. 
Zaremba: Madam Mayor, is that subject open for discussion at this time or --
De Weerd: Yes. Well, it would certainly be at your pleasure, but we can either have it 
now or schedule it for next week after you have had a chance to read through it. 
Zaremba: Okay. 
Borton: Madam Mayor, I think that would be - that would be better. 
De Weerd: Okay. Mr. Bird, does that work for you? 
Bird: That's my preference, only I'd like to see it go another week, because I don't think 
we are going to have -- we are not going to have a full Council again next week. 
Berg: It will be two weeks after -
Bird: Mr. Rountree won't be back for another--
De Weerd: We don't have anything on the 31st or the 7th. So, that's putting it pretty far 
out. 
Bird: I think it's pretty well Into the -I don't think it's pretty well-- we can discuss that. 
just -- I'd like everybody to be here. 
De Weerd: Mr. Bird, I think you need to articulate, please. 
Bird: Oh, I think I'm --
De Ween:!: Because Dean is -
Bird: Oh, you're trying to hear me? 
De Weerd: Yes. 
Bird: Okay. I think I'd like to see it when all the Councilmen are here and everybody 
has had a chance to look it over and, then, we can look things out and look things over. 
De Weerd: Council, since we will be here for the HUD discussion for the entitlement 
city, perhaps we can do it on August 7th. 
Bird: That would be my preference. 
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De Weerd: Okay. 
Bird: If we can get through that, we can get through this. 
De Weerd: We will just bump the time up a little earlier. 
Borton: Does that work, August 7th? 
Bettis: That will work. 
De Weerd: Thank you. 
Bettis: Thank you. 
De Weerd: So, Keith, I would imagine you need a motion to approve the bids in front of 
Council. 
Watts: Yes, ma'am. 
Borton: Madam Mayor? 
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Borton. 
Borton: Keith, I take it the motion excludes the four items yet to be bid, the budget 
amounts incorporated? 
Watts: Yes, it does, President Borton. We will be bringing those back I believe in about 
two weeks. Well, it will be your next meeting. 
Borton: Okay. 
Bird: Madam Mayor? 
De Weerd: Mr. Bird. 
Bird: I'll make a motion. We will just go through it individually. I move we approve the -
- or accept the bids as apparent low bidders and enter into negotiations, contracts, with 
the following: B&B Steel for handrail miscellaneous for 73,265 dollars. American Wall 
Covering for 112,000 dollars. ICWP for millwork and cabinetry for 464,000 dollars. 
Custom Glass for interior store front and glazing, 68,678 dollars. Architectural Building 
Supply for doors, frames, and hardware for 277,230 dollars. Overhead and coiling, 
Crawford Door Sales, for 5,590 dollars. Drywall fireproofing, acoustical tile or ceiling 
tile, American Wall Coverings, 1,038,550 dollars. Ceramic tile, Schumacher, 110,953 
dollars. FlOOring -- and I think this is designer floors, not diner -- designer floors, 
182,354 dollars. Painting and wall covering from Color Craft for 95,600 dollars. 
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Specialties from SBI for 110,000 dollars. Access flooring, Tack West Interiors, 528,800 
dollars. Window coverings, Integrated Interiors, for 11,900 dollars. Operable petitions, 
the Masonry Center for 20,850 dollars. Fire protection, SimplexGrinnell, 412,879 
dollars. Plumbing, Bus, for 953,385 dollars. HVAC, Hobson Fabrication Corp, 
2,060,000 dollars. Electrical, low voltage, fire alarm, Tri-State Electric, 2,749,895 
dollars. And I don't know what the total Is, but I think it's right at nine million -
Watts: It should be on your cover sheet. 
Bird: Oh, you've got the budgets added in. 
Watts: Okay. 
Bird: So, it isn't -- and I don't have a calculator and my brain isn't that - strong enough 
to add it in my head. 
De Weerd: Well·- and it also, then, includes a change from the -
Bird: Well, we went up to 73,260. 
De Weerd: Uh-huh. 
Bird: Anyway, that's -- this Is individual and it's total about 9,400,000 dollars I would 
say. Anyway, we got it individual. I move we approve those. 
Zaremba: Second. 
De Weerd: Okay. I have a motion and a second. Any discussion? 
Borton: Madam Mayor? 
De Weerd: Mr. Borton. 
Borton: Did the motion incorporate also utilizing the standard AlA contracts? 
Watts: As modified by our legal. 
Bird: It isn't the standard AlA --
Watts: As modified by our legal department. 
Bird: -- it's done by Frank Lee and Mr. Baird from our department. So, I don't consider 
it an AlA, It's a revised AlA in the owner's and our favor I hope and it's the same one we 
have had on all the rest. 
De Weeni: But your motion includes the --
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Bird: But my motion includes that, yeah. 
Zaremba: Second agrees. 
De Weerd: Okay. Mr. Berg, will you, please, call roll. 
Roll-Call: Bird, yea; Rountree, absent; Zaremba, yea; Borton, yea. 
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT. 
E. Mayor's Office 
1. Impact Fee Committee BCA Representative Joe Kunz: 
De Weerd: Thank you. Okay. Item 6-E under Mayor's office. I brought to you about a 
month ago the Impact fee committee. We did not have a representative from the BCA 
noted at that time that name of that representative is Joe Kunz and so I'd like you to 
approve that name as a member of the impact fee committee. . 
Borton: Madam Mayor? 
De Weerd: Mr. Borton. 
Borton: If there is no discussion, I would move that we approve Joe Kunz as the BCA 
representative to the impact fee committee. 
Zaremba: Second. 
De Weerd: Okay. I have a motion and a second to approve the recommendation on 
the impact fee committee that's in front of you. If there is no discussion, Mr. Berg, will 
you, please call roll. 
Roll-Call: Bird, yea; Rountree, absent; Zaremba, yea; Borton, yea. 
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT. 
Item 7: 
Item 8: 
Items Moved from Consent Agenda: 
MFP 07-005 Request for Modification of the Final Plat for Bellingham 
Subdivision, Phase 3 to eliminate Condition 11 and modify Condition 10 to 
allow development of Final Map, Phase 3 which requires a Letter of Map 
Revision from FEMA prior to development of the site for Bellingham 
Subdivision No.3 by Bellingham Park, LLC - east of South Locust Grove 
Road and south of East Victory Road: 
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A meeting of the Meridian City Council Special Workshop Meeting was called to order at 
6:00 p.m., Tuesday, February 12, 2008, by Council President Charlie Rountree. 
Members Present: Keith Bird, Charlie Rountree, and JOE 
Members Absent: Mayor Tammy de Weerd, David Zarer 
Others Present: Bill Nary, Will Berg, Ann Canning, Len C 
Steve Siddoway, Elroy Huff, Pete Friedman, Matt Ellswo 
Item 1: Roll-call Attendance: 
Roll call. 
David Zaremba X Joe Borton 
X Charlie Rountree X Keith Bird 
__ Mayor Tammy de Weerd 
Rountree: Well, I'm going to open our Tuesday, February 12th, special meeting 
workshop. The first thing on the agenda is roll call attendance. Mr. Clerk. 
Item 2: Adoption of the Agenda: 
Rountree: Thank you. Next item is the adoption of the agenda. 
Bird: Mr. President? 
Rountree: Mr. Bird. 
Bird: I move we adopt the agenda as published with one addition. Under Executive 
Session add (1 )(f) also to the (1 )(c). 
Borton: Second. 
Rountree: Okay. It's been moved and seconded to approve the agenda with the 
addition on the last item. All those in favor? Opposed same sign? Okay. 
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT. 
Item 3: Proclamation for Bill Gregory Day 
Rountree: The next item on the agenda is a proclamation for Bill Gregory Day. We lost 
one of our f.riends and oommunity supporters here last week and sorry I was out of 
town, Doug, so express my sorrow to the folks over there at SSC. Meridian, Idaho, the 
office Mayor, a proclamation. In recognition of the life of Billy Eugene Gregory. 
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Whereas Bill Gregory, a resident of the community of Meridian, has passed away on 
Saturday, February 2nd, 2008, and whereas his partnership in Sanitary Service 
Company provided a tremendous impact to establishing the quality of life in this 
community and whereas his love for this community has been shown by his involvement 
and support in activities, programs, and projects and whereas his nickname Waste Can 
Willy demonstrated his dedication to the professional industry of solid waste disposal, 
recycling, and environmental quality and whereas his people skills and relationships 
with fellow workers, business acquaintances, and community leaders will not be 
forgotten and whereas the Mayor and City Council of the City of Meridian, in mourning 
his passing by acknowledging his accomplishments and contributions to this 
community, therefore, I, Tammy de Weerd and Charlie Rountree, Council President --
Mayor of the City of Meridian do hereby proclaim Friday, February 8th, 2008, as Bill 
Gregory Day in the City of Meridian in recognition and celebration for his commitment 
and dedication to the Meridian community. And, Doug, thanks for being here tonight to 
accept this. 
Item 4: CONSENT AGENDA 
(a) Approving City's Application for Public Art & Cultural Facilities 
Grant from Idaho Commission on the Arts . 
(b) Deed Restriction for New City Hall Site 
(c) City Hall Change Orders 
1 - Tri-State Electric for $2,743,830.24 
2 - Commercial Painting Contractors, Inc. for $151,475.00 
3 - Buss Mechanical for $958,307.00 
4 - Seal Co. for $89,570.00 
Rountree: Next item on the agenda is the Consent Agenda. 
Bird: Mr. President? 
Rountree: Mr. Bird. 
Bird: On the Consent Agenda on the change orders all you have got down there is the 
result of the total contract after the change orders, which isn't the change order, so I will 
give you the change order number. Under Tri-State Electric, the change order is a 
deduct of $6,064.76. Under contract -- which makes their total contract as of now 
$2,743,830.24. For Commercial Painting and Contractors, Incorporated, the change 
order was a plus 200 dollars, for a contract now of 151,475 dollars. Buss Mechanical 
change order was a plus of 4,922 dollars and makes their total contract as of now 
958,307 dollars. Seal Co. Company, their change order was a plus of 22,388 dollars, for 
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Borton: Second. 
Rountree: It's been moved and seconded to approve the Consent Agenda. All those in 
favor? Opposed same sign? It's passed. 
MOTION CARRI.ED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT. 
Item 5: COMMUNITY ITEMS I PRESENTATIONS: 
(a) Update on New City Hall Building Construction - Gene Bennett, 
Jon Anderson & Adam Johnson - Petra Inc. 
Rountree: Next item is - actually, it should be Item 5, but I have Item 4. Update on the 
New City Hall. And, Gene, if you want to start that off and you brought your folks with 
you, so we will tag team you. 
Bennett: Thank you. 
Rountree: All right. 
Bennett: Thank you. I would draw your attention to the monthly report, which has been 
passed out, and section one has your executive summary. Concerning the schedule, to 
date we have processed 64 ASI that's resulted in about 27 work days of delay due to 
steal changes. In terms of the contract time, that's about five weeks. Through the winter 
and late fall we have experienced 21 abnormal weather days, which amounts to another 
three -- three calendar weeks. So, total days delayed at this point are eight weeks. It's 
only affected the critical path about six weeks. The original completion date was 
scheduled for August 29th. With that six weeks we would looking at October 10th. 
That's a worst case condition. Jon and the subs have been working through work a-
rounds on things that they can do and I'll let Jon at this point talk about the -- where he's 
at and how much we have shaved off in that six week delay. 
Anderson: Good evening, Members of the Council, Council President. To date we are 
focusing -- the main focus of the structure is to get the structure fully enclosed. At this 
point in time three sections -- well, the four sections of the roof are installed. The fourth 
section of roof will start this next week. With that, the exterior of the building itself by 
week's end should be fully enclosed with temporary and/or permanent facilities. 
Windows are in route. We should start installing in about a week and a half with 
glazing, which will allow drywall to start. So, the areas that we have had in the dry, we 
have the first floor south -- we had to section this building off into four quadrants. First 
floor south, all the petition walls are up. All the wall rough-ins are in. Basement is still 
fully roughed in and ready for drywall as well. Second floor by week's end will have -
the second floor south area -- computer floor -- excuse me -- access floor complete with 
petition wall starting as well. So, those areas that we have had in the dry and have 
been able to keep control of the water situation through the building, through openings, 
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we have been able to keep that area in progress. I anticipate drywall to start in those 
activities - or I should say first floor south in about a week and a half we will start 
petition walls. As the windows are being set we will be able to wrap up the windows on 
the exterior of that section of the building. From there again roofs going down. The last 
of the concrete's being cast and the structure is up. The total structure itself is now 
complete now, now we have some miscellaneous handrails, guard rails, and 
miscellaneous items. So, that allows the last of the concrete to go in, the mechanical 
penthouse, stairs, and so forth. The air handlers have been set on the roof. We are 
finishing all the mechanical up and down from the third floor down to the basement. So, 
all those shafts are being completed. So, as a whole the building from the inside -- we 
are building this thing from the inside out. The mason is wrapping up by week's end this 
north section of the brick. He will be moving to the stair towers. From the stair towers 
he will come back to the front of the building and go across the whole front face, all 
moved into the back, so they can start the plaza towards the end of - the middle of 
March, to the end of March, depending on our weather. So, as we were finishing up the 
inside - or I should say we were pushing the inside as hard as we can, we are also 
looking ahead for the plaza. The plaza's a big key for me to get you guys moved in. 
Without sidewalks and those features installed I can't get you in the building. So, there 
are a couple different parts that I'm applying from the inside out, as well as the outside 
to the plaza, with the drawings and with our forces. Fortunately, to our benefit our prime 
contractors, American Wall Covering, and our metal stud framing, Tri-State Electric, our 
electrical company; Hobson Fabricating and Buss Mechanical are main players as far 
as getting this thing moving on the inside. All those people have people waiting to go 
back to work, so as soon as we get areas ready we are not into a labor shortage. First 
floor on the north side of the building we actually have the rough-in incomplete. I have 
about two days in electrical and, then, the floor can start, the access flooring. That 
access flooring will start next Wednesday back on the first floor to open up the whole 
first floor and moving up to the second floor. So, when you look at the schedule, it's a 
little deceiving and what I'm actually chasing myself is the drywall activity, which is down 
at item 35. So, with that activity that's - that's my -- that's my pressure point, basically. 
So, as the access floor is finishing up, petition walls have started, wall rough-ins have 
started, and, then, my drywall will start on time. And, then, it's a mad - not a mad dash, 
but we - for lack of a better term - mad dash on the second and third floors on the 
north side of the building catching up where we have slipped a little bit. So, that's what 
we are working on right now to get this thing caught up and I am hoping to shave some 
weeks off of the worst case scenario at this point in time. But we still have to realize at 
the very end of this project we had the commissioning, which is a very important part of 
the LEED for the indoor air quality. We have a month flush. And, basically, through that 
month that we are going to flush the building, there is air blowing in amount -- and Adam 
can elaborate a little better than I can on how much air we have to flush per square foot 
of office space. We flush the building out. Through that time we will be working on 
punch lists, these late items and getting the building ready for you people to move into. 
So, I have got a block of time, for lack of a better term, built in for punch list prior to you 
guys taking over the building. So, we have had several commissioning meetings with 
our enhanced commission agent Tim with Tier International and our prime contractor, 
which was Buss, Tri-state Electric and Hobson, are working with us to make sure - to 
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insure we have the building at start up, so -- with that, with the commissioning, I'm going 
to tum it over to Adam. 
Bird: Just a second. I have a question. 
Rountree: Mr. Bird. 
Bird: Jon, all shop drawing, submittals, and everything that has been bid has been in 
and turned around and everything's - materials ordered, we have no lead time items 
from any of that? 
Anderson: To the best of my knowledge, the last bid package was a rebid on the 
security and it is in at this point in time with our electrical engineer. The data -- our data 
cable is on site. The CAT 6A cable is actually here, the backboards for that associated 
work. At this point I don't foresee anything -
Bird: Stairs, railing, and everything's on site? 
Anderson: Stairs, hand railing, is all on site. We actually met with our tile guy today. 
We have not allowed him to order his tile, because we have nowhere to put it. But it's 
very simple to get that. So, no, on the submittal process I believe we are lacking a few 
security items that are in for review right now and they shouldn't have a big --
Bird: Well, some of those are long lead items, too. 
Anderson: Some of them are. 
Bird: So, we need to --
Anderson: The devices that Jeff Johnson has picked from our electrical engineering 
firm are kind of standard items, for lack of a better term. 
Bird: Okay. Thank you, Jon. 
Anderson: Thanks. 
Johnson: Good evening, Counsel President Bird -- Borton, Members of the Council. 
Just kind of refer you to tab three in your book, if you could for me. We are going to go 
through a pretty expedited LEED rundown here. And, then, if you have that two-page 
handout, kind of just pool the item - key points right now kind of hot in the whole 
scheme of things. Just a point overview, we are sitting at 36 points in our range of 33 to 
38 for silver. We have got five in the possible columns as you can see there on the gray 
that we are still pushing toward. We have got some other items that are just kind of in 
the radar right now we are working on. And, then, the 22 points that we are not 
shooting for, because we just can't get there. The first test to jump into here is the 
computer modeling. It's pretty much -- you take the baseline of the building, put it in the 
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computer model, you have all your environments and different calculations and it tells 
you how your building is performing with the systems in place. So, if you go to the tally 
sheet, toward the bottom there you have the energy and atmosphere credit one. Right 
now we are sitting at just about -- just over 21 percent, so we will get four points for that 
category. So, that will give you a rundown of where we are sitting there. John touched 
on the next bullet item here, commissioning kickoff. We have had some meetings with 
Hiri International. We have got a - I don't have tons of these to pass out, but I can -
you can pass that around and peruse through it. That's a booklet that we pass out to all 
the contractors. Pretty much goes through the processes of commissioning the 
documentation end and, then, some policies, procedures, different stuff to help all the 
subs come through and do their end and follow the LEED guidelines. Everything from 
documentation on equipment going in the building, we have to document serial 
numbers, model numbers, start-up procedures, all the way through the indoor air quality 
management plan. Didn't really touch on that a whole lot, but just on everything from 
duct work, we have the duct work that's installed, it has plastic covering it, making sure 
that's in place for the moisture control. Another hot item right now is VOC tracking. I'm 
putting together a list of sealants, adhesive, glues, everything that comes together 
inside the building, we have to track all that and make sure it doesn't exceed a certain 
volume of EOCs. So, that's - that goes into the commissioning aspect. The next item 
on the bulleted list is the sheetrock and recycling. That's kind of a stumbling block we 
are in right now. We were counting on local sources for disposal of sheetrock and we 
have kind of come up dry on that. The outfits that were recycling are not doing it now. 
It didn't take off like they thought it would. So, we are looking at out of state locations 
that do collect sheetrock, grind it up, and use it for remanufacturing of new sheetrock. 
So, we are exploring that pretty hot and heavy right now. I have got a few leads, talked 
to a few reps from different companies that actually do that process. So, we are 
working on that. And, then, last, but not least, we have got a table there of our different 
bins that we have to date. Metal, plastic, cardboard, wood, sheetrock and then general 
trash. With our dumps that we have had to date -- and this is by yards, so it's not our 
end tally, we do that by weight, but for comparison purposes we are doing it by volume. 
So, kind of gives you a feel of we are exceeding our 50 percent, but without the 
sheetrock end of it we are going to be pushing to get that 75 percent. So, that's why we 
are hitting hard on that one right now. So, with that, going a million miles an hour here, 
any questions you have on the LEED end? 
Bird: Mr. President? 
Rountree: Mr. Bird. 
Bird: On the sheetrock, do you have to be a licensed place to take it to get it -- what do 
they do, just grind it up, Adam? 
Johnson: Yeah. They - talking to -- actually, going a round about way, I talked to the 
folks at Zamzows that actually sell it for soil additive and talking to the guy that knows 
calcium on the molecular level, he told me that it's like concrete, once you place it, 
hydrate it, you can't grind it up and rewet it and put it down again, it just doesn't work. 
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Same With gypsum. If you process it, produce it, cook it, do the stuff -- you can grind it 
up, chemically it's the same, it's all there, but when you try to put it in the soil as an 
additive, it doesn't have the products and won't release the nutritional value, so to 
speak, of their goal. So, that's why that kind of went belly up. 
Bird: So, you do have to have a regular plant, you just can't take it somewhere and 
have it ground up and -
Johnson: Correct. 
Bird: - and do it. 
Johnson: And these outfits in Firth -- Fife. Sorry. And, then, there is outfits in Ontario, 
Canada, that actually grind it up sell it back to USG and other manufacturers for their 
recycle content. So, also avenues in Las Vegas and in Salt Lake City. 
Bird: You say Fife, Washington? 
Johnson: Correct. Yeah. So, trying to see trucking and, then, they can only take so 
much, because USG only takes so much from them and stuff like that. So, just 
exploring all those avenues and find out What's going to be the best way to dispose of 
that. 
Bird: Good. 
Johnson: The ceiling tile is going to be another one here that will add up, too, that we 
will eventually get a sheetrock bin on -- or not a sheetrock bin, acoustical ceiling tile bin. 
That will be for just that and that -- we were talking to the supplier today, that's mainly 
composed right now of newspaper on manufacturing. So, we will track that. We can 
possibly ship that directly to the manufacturer who will use it in their manufacturing and 
they are in -- so, anyway, we are looking into that, too. So, that's next on the radar. 
Bird: We probably won't have too much ceiling tile, though -- excess, because those 
are kind of in two by - didn't we go two by four sections and, then, you're going to have 
some comers where you cut and stuff like that, but -
Johnson: Some radiuses and stuff like that. 
Bird: Hopefully, we can get to a point where we are two by two, we just cut it in half, but 
-- okay. That's good. 
Johnson: And we have got suppliers on board, too, that are the -- the contractors. 
American Wall has been -- in talking to them about how much we are anticipating 
scape-wise, they are shooting for a pretty high number of use and rather than scrap out 
and so we might not have as much scrap as we thought, but we still need to tally what 
we have and keep track of that. 
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Bird: It won't be anything like sheetrock. 
Johnson: Yeah. So -
Bird: Thank you, guys. 
Johnson: Yeah. Also, with the -- trying to work the angle, too, of going back towards 
the pre-consumer, post-consumer recycling, so that's another pOint that we are going to 
shoot for. Also, possibly we have just been kicking around an innovations design credit 
for working with Ideal Demolition, who did the demo on the site. He was looking to pick 
up where the sheetrock companies -- sheetrock recyclers failed and working with him 
and try to incorporate a new recycling program through him arid if we can do that and 
show USCBC that, hey, you know, we got - help somebody kick start here with a new 
company and try that angle, too. So, we are digging into this one deep. 
Rountree: That's great. Any further questions? 
Bird: No. Thank you. 
Rountree: I have a question. Just off the top of your head are you inclined to be 
optimistic about success on the silver Leeds or are you -- you're working hard and -
Johnson: We are shooting hard for it. It's in my radar. Just trying to see -- like digging 
into this point and making sure we insure we keep it. Sometimes they are like - people 
will say, well, why aren't you focusing on other points. Well, this one's important and 
just like all the rest, we are just going to keep on plugging and chugging and shoot for 
the best, so --
Rountree: Very good. Anybody else? 
Johnson: And tum it over to Tom and he's going to run through -
Tom: Good evening, Council. On the financial side, we are currently -- the February 
billing's been submitted and approved. It's 54 percent to date on ongoing work in phase 
two i;!nd three. The shell and the interior improvements. Under section four is the 
updated budget for your book. Currently, the construction cost is 20.4 million. That 
includes the 2.2 million allotted for the plaza. That won't be finalized until the rebid of 
the concrete, the water features, and the plaza and the re-pricing of the changes that 
were made to accommodate the parking and the space allocation out there on the 
plaza. The drawing for the plaza have been completed and are in the review process. 
They should be issued for our review next week. Any questions financially or - change-
wise? Thank you. 
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Bennett: That, I believe, concludes our presentation. There was one question that had 
come up earlier on status of the stone for the exterior of the building. It's all in town 
now. It's sitting in Masonry Center's yard. So, that's ready to go. 
Bird: It's at Masonry Center? 
Bennett: Uh-huh. It's stored there. 
Bird: Okay. 
Rountree: Very good. 
Bennett: Thank you very much. 
Rountree: Thank you. 
Bird: Thank you, Gene. 
(b) Kuna Growth Boundary - Anna Canning. 
(c) Eagle Growth Boundary - Anna Canning. 
(d) Update on Area of Impact Request with Ada County - Pete 
Friedman. 
Rountree: It's looking good. Next item on the agenda is our discussion of -- and 
updating on the Kuna growth boundary, Eagle growth boundary, update of area impact 
request and, Pete and Anna take it away. 
Canning: President Rountree, Members of the Council, there is a few -- there is several 
items on the agenda that kind of we can talk about all in one fell swoop. Those are the 
Kuna growth boundary, the Eagle growth boundary, and an update on the area of 
impact request with Ada County. The latter kind of relates to both those boundaries. I 
thought I'd started off by going -- just briefly talking about this map that was provided to 
you. The area that's shown as gray is our current Comprehensive Plan plan boundary. 
The areas north of Chinden and west of McDermott are not in our current area of city 
impact as recognized by Ada County. That is in the north Meridian area of city impact 
request that they have not yet acted on from 2003. The recent amendment we made 
for area A, likewise we haven't even submitted to them yet, because we know they 
won't act on it. And, then, as you go down south - I'm trying to make this whole 
conversation very vague down south, because you actually have a Comprehensive Plan 
coming up before you, so I'm trying to just talk boundaries down there. But the area 
designated as B, we are proposing that that remain in the county, but that it be identified 
as, basically, a referral area for the city. The area C we are proposing to add to our 
Comprehensive Plan, as well as area D. The area E that's shown, some of that you can 
tell north of Columbia overlaps with our existing Comp Plan, but portions of that have 
been annexed, so we are proposing to remove that. So, that's the -- the really vague 
discussion about our proposed boundary, but it -- I think the larger question is what's 
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MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT. 
Borton: Move to adjourn. 
Bird: Second. 
Rountree: It has been moved and seconded to adjourn. All those in favor say aye. 
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT. 
MEETING ADJOURNED AT 8:26 P.M. 
(TAPE ON FI:LE OF THESE PROCEEDINGS) 





City of Meridian 
Purchasing Dept. 
Memo 
To: Will Berg, City Clerk, Sharon Smith 
From: Keith Watts, Purchasing Agent 
cc: Tara Green 
Date: 8/31/07 
Re: September 4 City Council Meeting Agenda Item 
The Purchasing Department respectfully requests that the following item be placed on the 
September 4 City Council Consent Agenda for Council's consideration. 
Approval of Change Order #1 to Sidewalks. LLC.for the amount of $137.108.00 in 
conjuction with ASI #'s 5 & 10 (raising the building 4'). This Change Order was 
discussed at last weeks Council meeting by Wes Bettis of Petra. 
Recommended Council Action: Approve of Change Order #1 to Sidewalks, 
LLC. for the negative amount of $137,108.00, authorize the Mayor to sign the 
agreement and City Clerk to attest. 
Thank you for your consideration . 
• Page 1 
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City of Meridian 
Purchasing Dept. 
Memo 
To: Will Berg, City Clerk 
From: Keith Watts, Purchasing Agent 
CC: Sharon Smith, Tara Green, Stacy Kilchenmann 
Date: 9/17/07 
Re: September 25 City Council Department Report 
The Purchasing Department respectfully requests that the following item be placed on the 
September 25 City Council Agenda under Department Report. 
Rule Steel Change Order #1 Additional work per the Architect's Supplemental 
Instructions (ASI's) #7. 8. 18. & 19. All work under this Change Order #1 will be 
completed pursuant to the existing Steel Fabrication & Erection contract dated May 8, 
2007. 
Recommended Council Action: Approve Change Order #1 to Rule Steel Tanks, 
Inc. for additional steel work for a Not-To-Exceed amount of $24,790.00 
authorize the Mayor to sign and City Clerk to attest. 
Thank you for your consideration . 
• Page 1 
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City of Meridian 
Purchasing Dept. 
Memo 
To: Jaycee Holman, City Clerk 
From: Keith Watts, Purchasing Agent 
CC: Tara Green, Stacy Kilchenmann, Gene Bennett 
Date: 10/30/08 
Re: November 4 City Council Meeting Agenda Item 
The Purchasing Department respectfully requests that the following item be placed on the 
November 4, 2008 City Council Agenda Department Reports for Council's consideration. 
Multiple Budgeted Contract Amendments for the New City Hall Building 
Sidewalks, LLC - Budgeted Contract Amendment NO.5 - $3,800.00 - Owner Initiated and 
Architect Changes 
Sun coast dba B&B Steel - Budgeted Contract Amendment No. 4 - $2,685.00 - Architect 
Initiated Change. 
Cobblestone Construction - Budgeted Contract Amendment No.1 - $9,668.00 - Owner 
Initiated and Architect Requested change 
Buss Mechanical- Budgeted Contract Amendment NO.3 - $10,068.00 - Owner Requested/ 
Architect Initiated/Utility Company Initiated Changes. 
Buss Mechanical - Budgeted Contract Amendment No.4 - $5,304.00 - ArchitectlDesign and 
Owner Initiated Changes 
Designer FLoors - Budgeted Contract Amendment No. 2 - $4,061.00 - Owner Requested 
Change and Architect Initiated Changes 
Tri State Electric - Budgeted Contract Amendment No. 4 - $25,671.00 - Owner Requested 
and Architect/Design Inititated Changes. 
Tri State Electric - Budgeted Contract Amendment No. 1 (Plaza) - $54,311.00 -
ArchitectlDesign and Owner Initiated Changes 
SBI - Budgeted Contract Amendment No. 4 - $1,285.00 - Payment Drop Box - Owner 
Initiated Change 
Axelsen Concrete - Budgeted Contract Amendment # 2 - $8,897.00 - Architect/Design and Owner Initiated 
Changes 
Commercial Painting - Budgeted Contract Amendment #4 - $2,780.00 - Architect/Design/Contractor Initiated 
Changes . 
• Page 1 
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Recommended Council Action: Approve Multiple Change Orders for additional 
work for a Not-To-Exceed amounts listed above for a total amount of 
$128,530.00 and authorize the Mayor to sign and City Clerk to attest. 
Thank you for your consideration . 
• Page 2 
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Meridian City Council Meeting September 4. 2007 
A meeting of the Meridian City Council was called to order at 7:07 P.M., Tuesday, 
September 4, by Mayor Tammy de Weerd. 
Members Present: Mayor Tammy de Weerd, Keith Bird, Joe Borton, Charlie Rountree, 
and David Zaremba. 
Others Present: Bill Nary, Will Berg, Anna Canning, Len Grady, Tracy Basterrechea, 
Bill Johnson, Keith Watts, and Dean Willis. 
Item 1: Roll-call Attendance: 
Roll call. 
-2L David Zaremba X Joe Borton 
X Charlie Rountree X Keith Bird 
L- Mayor Tammy de Weerd 
De Weerd: Good evening. I will go ahead and start tonight's regular meeting agenda. 
It is Tuesday, September 4th. It's a few minutes after 7:00. Welcome to all of you. We 
will start tonight's meeting with roll call attendance. 
Item 2: Pledge of Allegiance: 
De Weerd: If you will all rise and join us in the pledge. 
(Pledge of Allegiance recited.) 
Item 3: Community Invocation by Retired Pastor Burton Roberts with 
Meridian Gospel Tabernacle: 
De Weerd: Before I move to Item No. 3 - and certainly as we ask Pastor Robert - or 
Pastor Burton Roberts to come up and lead us tonight in the invocation, I would like to 
take this as an opportunity to invite you all to the reception in his honor this weekend at 
3:00 o'clock at the Meridian Gospel Tabernacle in celebration of 51 years of service to 
God and certainly we appreciate what you have done - you and your family have done 
in this community in building it as a community and a desirable place to live. And I am 
very grateful to have met you and consider you a friend and I would like to present you 
with a City of Meridian pen. And now it's not a lapel pin, it's actually a writing pen, and 
thank you for what you have done for the community. And now if you will all join us in 
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L. Approve Ada County Sheriffs Office Records Billing 
Agreement: 
M. Approve Contract for Heroes Park Tee I Pressure Test for 
Wastewater Reuse with H2 Excavation, LLC for $14,850.00: 
N. Approve Contract for Task Order 2.4 - Plant Optimization I Filter 
Preliminary Design with CH2M HILL for $42,151: 
De Ween:!: Item 5 is the Consent Agenda. 
Bird: Madam Mayor? 
De Weeni: Mr. Bird. 
Bird: On the Consent Agenda we have been - it has been asked by the Council and 
Mayor to move Items 0, P and Q, to A - 0, P and Q. And with that the rest of the 
Consent Agenda I move we approve and for the Mayor to sign and the Clerk to attest. 
Rountree: Second. 
De Weerd: I have a motion and a second to approve the Consent Agenda as changed. 
If there is no discussion, Mr. Berg, will you, please, call roll. 
Rol/-Call: Bird, yea; Rountree, yea; Zaremba, yea; Borton, yea. 
MOTION CARRIED: ALL AYES. 
Item 6: Department Reports: 
A. Mayor's Office: 
1. Follow Up on Meridian School District Request to Share 
Costs to Move Pine Street School House from August 
14,2007: 
De Weerd: Thank you. Item 6 under Department Reports. My office, I have the first 
item, which I will pass this piece of discussion over to Councilman Bird. 
Bird: This is the moving of the Meridian Pine School over to a house over there by - in 
front of the elementary school that needs to be demo'd and stuff. I don't have a lot more 
information than what I had last week. We couldn't - I couldn't get one of my 
contractors to get there, he went out of town, and we - our demolition guy Keith has 
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been in touch with, but we will have something back the 11th with a not to exceed and, 
basically, what they are asking the city to do is to tear down the old structure, put new 
foundation in, they will - they will move the old the - the Pine School over there and, 
then, we will set it up. So, we will have something the 11th, not to exceed figure for you. 
De Weerd: Okay. 
Bird: And they need it - we need to get on it as soon as possible if we can. 
2. City Hall Building Update on Value Engineering Options: 
De Weerd: Any questions from Council? Item 2. Council, you should have received in 
your box and in your packet a value engineering option sheet and as we went through 
this exercise we saw that, really, what we were doing are finding pennies and nickels 
and didn't want to lose sight of the overarching goals that we have for this building and 
that is one that will serve this community for generations. After all was said and done 
and certainly in light of the desire to pursue the Silver Leed certification, some of the 
value engineering options didn't make sense, because what we risked was losing Leed 
points and so what we found was the possible savings was very minimal and I guess 
the direction I'm asking of all of you tonight is would you like this as a detailed 
discussion at our meeting next week or would you like to proceed as in the plan and 
certainly in each of the bid packages or are you interested in walking through this list 
and looking at each of these items by item? And I guess there is one final piece to this 
discussion. There is an opportunity to take a look at the unassigned areas and kind of 
consolidate. It was the team's - the team's direction was not to do it at this point. If 
that's what we wanted to do nine months ago would have been the time to do it. The 
Council did approve the floor plans as was submitted, so I would also kind of like to put 
that question to rest as well and would look for a discussion on those two questions. 
Bird: Madam Mayor? 
De Ween:!: Mr. Bird. 
Bird: A clarification on that valued engineering. If you will notice, I don't know why 
bookkeeping did it or what it is - they moved the biggest share of saving is the moving 
of the property, clean up and stuff and I mean I don't know why that was moved over to 
value engineering or who did it, but I think there is - I think that the building is designed 
- there is probably some things that we could get away with, but if you got to lose 
points, you have to - you're taking a chance of losing points and, like you said, it's 
nickel and diming, so -- and it's a building that - it's going to last for generations and 
generations and on the redesign I'm - I will take the blame for not bringing this to the 
attention nine months ago, but I thought it would have been. So, it's too late to - the 
horse is out of the bam, can't close the door now. 
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De Weent Anyone else have a cliche they would like to share? I do think that right 
now -- and looking at those spaces, that it has been designed as a - as the goal was to 
- to look at future spaces and see how those future spaces can be transitioned in. 
Some of them, because of the size of the departments, is just not as easy to transition 
in because of the particular floor layouts and we are - we continue to look at options on 
that. So, again, I guess the question is on either of those two talking points would you 
like more detail brought back - because we do need to have a decision on this. 
Borton: Madam Mayor? 
De Weerd: Yes. 
Borton: I'm not necessarily interested in bringing it back and having a discussion for 
me. The design is done and the layout's done and while we always want to be looking 
for any cost savings, even if they are nickels and dimes, I no way support skipping and 
scratching so much so that we lose what we all intended it to be is a beautiful landmark 
in downtown Meridian and also with this internal layout of City Hall's been decided and 
done, in my opinion it's just a done deal and to the extent we might have particular 
amenities inside City Hall which allow our employees do the best job possible and 
shows the respect and value to them that they deserve, I'm all for it. If it's a little nicer 
this or that, I'm all for it. If it costs a little more I'm all for it. I want to have everyone who 
works in that City Hall to have a very very usable, valuable, pleasurable, efficient, nice 
place to work. So, not only do I not necessarily want to revisit department locations and 
grand design, I don't necessarily -- I'm not interested in skipping on any of the particular 
amenities that the city employees are going to get when they work there. 
Rountree: Madam Mayor? 
Rountree: Yes, Mr. Rountree. 
De Weercl: In pursuing this list I don't see amenities, I see an opportunity to actually 
save money in the future, because a good share of these things are suggestions not to 
do it now, but they will be needed later. Well, if we do them now they are going to cost 
us less than if we wait five years to do them, so that was not part of the value 
engineering study and should have been and I guess the other areas that I see here are 
change orders in materials that will be of not inferior quality, but lesser quality, which will 
result in earlier maintenance activities. So, it seems to me that, you know, I would say 
let's go - let's go with it the way we set it up, the way we got it designed, and move 
forward. 
De Weercl: Keith? 
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De Weerd: I'm sorry. 
Zaremba: - I would only add that I'm a firm believer that quality up front saves you 
money in the long run. So, I'm never one for throwing money away, but well spent 
money that saves you money later, as has been mentioned, that makes our employees 
and our citizens proud, that we need to spend it. 
Watts: Madam Mayor, Council Members, I just want to maybe clarify a few things for 
me. As far as completing the building as planned, are we - are we talking the flooring 
throughout, lighting, and heating throughout now, as far as putting that off until later? 
De Weerd: It sounds like that is what Councilman Rountree -
Watts: I would agree with that as well. 
Bird: It's cheaper to do it now than it is five years from now. 
De Weerd: You know, there are a couple things on here that make sense In deleting. 
The shower and restrooms on the third floor and, you know, those things. But finishing 
out the unsigned areas, there will be some TI work needed as those areas are brought 
into usable space, but it does minimize what that impact would be. 
Watts: I agree. Thank you. 
De Weerd: Any further discussion? Any further detail needed, Keith? 
Watts: I don't believe so. I can instruct Petra from that. 
De Weerd: Thank you. You just added Jess time to our weekly meetings and that is 
appreciated. 
3. Change Order No. 2 for LCA Architects for Meridian City Hall 
Building Modifications for Re-Design due to raising the 
Building 4'0 in Elevation for $23,680.00: 
O. Standard Form of Agreement with Commercial Painting. 
Inc. for Painting and Wall Coverings for the New City 
Hall: 
P. Approval of Chanae Order No. 1 to Sidewalks. LLC for 
the amount of $137,108.00 in Conjunction with ASI #'s 5 
& 10 (raising the Building 4'): 
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Bird: Second. 
De Weerd: All those in favor say aye. 
MOTION CARRIED: ALL AYES. 
MEETING ADJOURNED AT 9:00 P.M. 









9056 W. BLACKEAGLE DR. • BOISE, ID 83709 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
PROJECT: Meridian City Hall DATE: 2/12/2007 
TO: City of Meridian 
33 E Idaho Avenue 
Meridian, ID 83642 
ATTN: Keith Watts 
WEARE SENDING: 
o Shop Drawings 
ItI' Letter 
0 Prints 





ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
6 2/12/2007 
2 6 2/12/2007 
3 6 2/12/2007 
4 6 2/12/2007 
Remarks: Keith: 




SUBMITTED FOR: ACTION TAKEN: 
o Approval 0 Approved as SUbmitted 
~ YourUse 0 Approved as Noted 
g As Requested 0 Retumed After Loan 
g Review and Comment 0 Resubmit 
0 Submit 
SENT VIA: 0 Retumed 
g Attached 0 Returned for Corrections 
o Separate Cover Via: Hand Delivered 0 Due Date: 
NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
60% Shell Design Construction Budget 
30 % Core & 11 Design Construction 
Budget 
Shell, Core & 11 Budget Summary 








Please distribute for inclusion in the eM Plan Binders under the BUDGET tab, in all six sets delivered to you 
previously. The copies of the updated schedule are for the tab titled schedule. 





This Communication contains proprietary business information and may contain confidential information. If the reader of this message is not the intended reCipient. or 
the employee or agent responsible to deliver if to the intended recipient. YO" are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication 
is strictly prohibited If you have receil'ed this communication in error, please immediately destroy, discard, or erase this information. 
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Project Cost Summary Spreadsheet 
Meridian City Hall 
Meridian, Idaho 
February 12, 2006 
.' . '. '-~lit i', a~.' •. <~.O.···.~$Ii.·.', ... '.rnat.-.'.· ... ·.c. : ... ~ «",.,., ',',-'" ",,', .,' ."." 
'."" ,·':OO* .. : •.. · .•. :.' • 21'.·o.:, ..•. ESti1·.·.'r..·;.·#.;.n·,·.m.'7·.·.~t .... ~' .·;i1ij5tQ:t,:: ~y . '. c:.·· ' 
t I Fixtures & Equipment 
2 IDemountable Walls (Options to $1.163 Million) $465.910 
1 City Fees - Preapplication Meeting 
2 City Fees - Conditional Use 
3 . City Fees - Plan Check 
4 City Fees - Bldg Penn it 
5 City Fees - Water & Sewer Connection 
6 City Fees - Outside/Specialty Consultant Plan Ck 
7 ACHD Impact Fees 
8 Local Fire Department Review 
9 DEQ Plan Review 
10 Idaho Power 
11 Union Pacific 
12 Advertisement for Bids 
13 Soil and Geotechnical Report 
14 Survey Work (Design) 
15 Bid Document Costs - Reproduction & Postage 
16 Bond Counsel 
17 Bond Rating (Bond Issuance Cost) 
18 Fiscal Agent 
19 Architectural Programming I Schematic Design 
20 Architectural Design Development-Const. Administration 
21 Architectural Reimbursable 
22 Specialty Consultant-Commissioning Engineer 
23 Specialty Consultant-Traffic Study 
24 Specialty Consultant-Misc. 
25 Legal Counsel 
26 Insurance Costs-Builders Risk 
27 Contingency for Soft Costs 
Total Soft Costs 
Construction Contingency 5% 
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Project: Meridian City Hall - Phase II - Shell 
Client: City of Meridian 
Date: February 12, 2007 
Building 101,008 SF Site 29,960 SF 
Building Levels: 4 Site Paving SF 
Building Foot Print 29,960 SF Site Landscaping SF 
Building Construction: Shell Site Concrete SOG SF 
GENERAL CONTRACTORS Construction Duration: 8.00 Mths Parking Structure SF 
In ~~:t Unit a;a':itv Q~!~ au:~titv SU~:~tal s~~!al su~~tal I Total 
SURVEY 
CONEiTRUC nON STAKING I LS J $18.0001 $16,OOO( 
RESTAKING $4,000.00 I LS I 11 I $4,0001 $4,0001 
I I 1 I I 
CLEANUP 
DAILY CLEAN UP ( $250.00 IWKS I 351 $8,7501 $8,7501 
FINAL CLEAN UP I $0.02ISF 101,0081 $2,0201 $2,0201 
1 I J I 
TESTING & IN .... "'" "UN 
rESTING & 'N;;" IIUN I $18,500.00 ILS I 1.01 $18,5001 $18,5001 
1 I 
'-r"""""."v UTiUTIES 
rEMP. POWER IN~ rALLATION $2 ,500.00 LS $. !.500 $2 :,500 
fEMP. POW!'R US ,GE ,500.00 IMTHS 8, . $4,000 $4 ,000 
,TALLATION ,TEMP. WATER INS i900 00 LS 1.0 $900 $900 
rEMP. WATER USAGE .150.00 IMTHS 8.0 $1,200 $1 ,20 
I MATERIALS & SUPPUES 
ISUPPLIES & POSTAGE ~l50.oo IMTHS 8. $1.20 $1 ,200 
DRINKING WATER ,50 00 IMTHS 8. i40 i400 
IPHOT ;ao.OO IMTHS 8.0 i64l i64(J 
ISCHEDULE Pl lIN" i40.00 IMTHS 8 .. 3l( .320 
IPLANRFPROOUC flON $1;00.00 IMTHS 8. $4,00 $4 1,000 
ISAFI:TV . 
;;1::1- 5500.()( iMTHS 8.0 S- 00 $4,000 
SAFI 'Y REVIEW CONSUL rANT $750. IMTHS 8.' ~ 00 $6,000 
SAFI 'YMATERIAL AND LABOR $O.1C ISF 101,008.' $1' 01 3 10,101 
$800.()( lLEi LQ 00 $800 
-KVI ' FINI§!! WORK $0.01 ISF 101,008 .. .1,01' ,010 
STORAGE CONTAINERS $150.00 IMTHS 8.0 .1.20 ,200 
WEATHER PRe reCTION & HEATING $10,000.00 IMTHS 4.0 ,00 1,000 
fEMP.FENCE $4,000.00 LS 00 ,000 
..... 'J" . OFFICE $436.00 IMTHS 8.' .3,488 
::l1.En $575.00 IMTHS 8.0 >4,600 
IP. IGI ING $2,500.00 LS 1. 500 
'FI( I/TROI. $6,500.00 LS 1. 500 
'A' 
G/OFF LOAOt~ $5.000.00 ILS 1.0 55,000 
SH $' ,500.00 IMTHS 8.' 12,000 
.~ >425.00 IMTHS 8,' 53.400 
JSTCC ~OL .750.00 IMTHS 8.0 56,000 




























































































































Project: Meridian City Hall-Phase III-Core & TI 
Client: City of Meridian 
Date: February 12, 2007 
Building 101.008 SF 
Building levels: 4 
Building Foot Print 29.960 SF 
Building Construction: COREtTI 











I I Unit I Site I C&S I TI Site J . C&S I. TI I Division 





DAILY CLEAN UP 
IFINAL CLEAN UP 
ITESTIHG& 
TESTING & INSP (; IlUN 
UTILmES 
:Mf'. POWEII INSTAtLATION 
:MI'. POWEI USAGE 
:Mf'. III TEIt INSTAlLATION 
:Mf'. WATEII USAGE 
IMATERIALS & SUPPUES 
ISUPPUES & POSTAGE 
DRINKING WATER 
1 PliO' 
1 PlAN TION 
.FETY 
;URn 
Fffi REVIEW CONSUL TAN 
!'ETY MATERIALANC LABOR 
~NAGI 
lTEC • FINISH WORK 
EA THEI t Pt«J 
:Mf'.FENC 
IN&HEATING 





$2. .010 LS 
1.010 IMTHS 






$: .010 IMTHS 
~ 1.010 IMTHS 
$ .010 IMTHS 
'.10 ISF 




$4.OC .00 lS 
ROJE OFFICE $< .00!MTHS 
orn $1 ,.00 iMTHS 
1St LEANING MTHS 
DU CC TROL !THS 
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9056 W. BLACKEAGLE DR. • BOISE ID 83709 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323·4507 
PROJECT: Meridian aty Hall DATE: 2/23/2007 
TO: 
ATTN: 
City of Meridian 
33 E Idaho Avenue 
Meridian, ID 83642 
Keith Watts 
WE ARE SENDING: 
o Shop Drawings 
It!' Letter 
0 Prints 





ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM 
~~.~ ...... 6 2/20/2007 
2 6 2/21/2007 







I!f Your Use 
o As Requested 








0 Approved as Submitted 
0 Approved as Noted 




0 Returned for COrrections 
o Separate Cover Via: Hand Delivery 0 Due Date: 
NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Meeting Minutes from Weekly Production 
Progress Meeting 
E-Mail Memo to Brad Watson 
Soil Contamination Recommendation 
Updated Project Budget Summary and 
Support Worksheet 






"..;: File Signed.:,.: -=t::LJI-'=-_____ -+ __ 
Wes Bettis 
Expedition 00 
11,is Communication contains proprietalY business information and may contain confidential information./fthe reader oflhis message Is not the intended reci) ienl. or 
dIe employee or agent responsible 10 deliver if to the intended recipient. you are hereby notified Ihal any dissemination. distribution. or copying of this commu~ ·cation 
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Meriulan City Hall 
Alternates: 
Meridian, Idaho 
February 12, 2006 
Delete Finishes in Unassigned Areas -14.122 SF 
Delete Access Floor In Unassigned Areas - 14,122 SF 





MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
BUDGET OPTIONS WORKSHEET 
Design Clarification & Other Savings 
Estimated Mechanical Savings Wet & Dry 
Estimated Electrical Savings to Base Contract 
Alternate Access Floor Supplier 
Subtotal Estiamted Savings 
Other Savings Options 
Unassigned Areas -14,122 Sf 
Delete Finishes in Unassigned Areas @$10/Sf 
Delete Access Floor in Unassigned Areas @$ 5/SF 












Total Delete Basement 
Delete South Wing 4206 SF per Level 
Concrete 
Steel 
Curtain Wall Framing 
Masonry (less Add for Main wing) 
Glazing & Storefront 
Access floor 




Subtotal Estimated Savings 

































Project Cost Spread: t 
Meridian City Hall 
Meridian, Idaho 
January 15, 2007 
A4A? 
003337
... VJ.I "" "VV I !!lUI' H. VU rLU 
9056 W. 8LACKEAGlE DR. • BOISE, 1083709 • PHONE: 208 323-4500 • FAX: 208) 323-4507 
PROJECT: Meridian City Hall DATE; 1/22/2007 
TO: aty of Meridian REF: Conceptual Budget 
33 E IdahO Avenue 




SUBMITTED FOR: AC1'tON tAKEN: 
Shop {)r~wtogs 0 Approvaf ..... - ...... _-- 0 ApprMd ~s Submltted 
t.elter Ii1 VOlir Use 0 Approved ~$ NQtI!d 
0 Print$ 0 AS. Req~~ted 0 Rlltum«l Mot lMn 
0 Change Order 0 Review iIIId Comml!t1l 0 lI.es\lbmlt 
0 Plam; 0 SubmIt 
, •• , •••• ,·.~.~ ••• ·m ... ·~ ..... -------_. 
Q Sal'n£~ SENT VIA: 0 RelllrrlOO -..,. ... _._--
0 specificatIOns o Alt",tIM 0 Returned for COl1«tlOI'IS 
0 Other: fir Scp¥atc CoYer Via: timid Ddivc:I't'\J 0 Due Date: ---
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE ITEM NUMBER. REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATU 
1 8 1/22/2007 conceptual Budget (20%) Single Page NEW 
Remarks: Keith: 
This transmittal is in follow-up to note the single page conceptual budget distributed at the Mayor's Building 












III Other: CD 
1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
Meridian City Hall DATE: 7/27/2007 
City of Meridian REF: Phase III Bid Results 
33 E Idaho Avenue 
Meridian, ID 83642 PHONE: 888.4433 
FAX: 887.4813 
Keith Watts CELL: 631.6469 
SUBMmED FOR: ACTION TAKEN: 
o Approval 0 Approved as Submitted 
~ YourUse 0 Approved as Noted 
g As Requested 0 Returned After loan 
o Review and Comment 0 Resubmit 
0 Submit 
SENT VIA: 0 Returned 
~ Attached 0 Returned for Corrections 
o Separate Cover Via: Hand Delivered 0 Due Date: 
TRAN MmAL 
N .00346 

















CD with Phase III Bid Summary and NA 
Budget Updates through 07-26-07. 
Seal Co Caulking Bid for Bid Package 5. NA 
Letter to Candace Cotner, ABC Sanitation NA 
Letter to Lois Taylor, AAtronics, Inc. NA 
Letter to Jeffrey Kezar, The Security Group NA 
Letter to May Semmler, Data Cabling 
Services 
Eight (8) original bid package responses 
with bid surety, returned after copies were 




This Communication contains proprietary business information and may contain confidential information, If the reader of this message is not the intended reci ient, or 
the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended reCipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this commun 'cation 








Meridian City Hall 
Meridian. Idaho 
January 31, 200S 
H:\PROJECTS\2006\WesIMeridian City Hall18udgets\Budget History 8. PfOjec~ons 013108 
PETRA94208 
003342
H;\PRO,JECTSi2006\Wes\Meridian City HailIBudgels\BI,.'¢.let History 8. Projections OJ 31GB 
PETRA94209 
003343
Meridian City Hall 
Meridian. Idaho 
2e.~7 
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I Phase. ~ Core & Sholl 
ISitewor1< & Utilties 5B10 $810 
I 5655. 
nndow Coverinas ire· 
VAC 
I Electrical 
Sitowort< & Utillies 
: Paving 
Concreto Pavina 
.andsca .. na 
lasorYY 






























1 Electrical $6 
ITotal Pho.elV ~ Plaza. landscaolna & $1.29 S1.500.000 S1.SOO.1lOll S1.500.00I Sl.500.00I $1,500,OO! 
I B.OIhofS 
• Wa .. (OoIlons to $'1.163 Mllon1 $e S465.91C Or !iii SO SC SC 5a 5: 15.5C 5205.77f $205.77E 
~ _~'~E'~~~pm~«M.~tt~~~dM~==============i=========i========~=t~========SC=t=========t====~=~==655.ooo==i====~=~==65Q·.ooo~OOii====~=:::~~ 
~ • Packaoe 25.000 
se 5465.910 5465.11' ~ffi S614.ffi 
1 General Conditions & Foes 
IProjoc\ 527981: 527981: 527981: 527981: 5279.81: $279.81< 
!---;---jIIPhB::,:.'::se:'1I Generel ConditIons $181 n?! $181.02! $181.025 $181.02! $181.029 ---..-..--n?i r- ;--IPha.o I $181:029 $181.029 $181.029 $181.029 $181.029 $;6;:02; 
1--='7_II~c:o~nsIructi~~:.,,::~on Contingency Allowance $700.000 $0 $825.861 5835.648 $700.000 ~~:~ 
I Estimated LEED Certification Costs for Silver $0 $0 $0 $205.000 $205.000 ..... v:: 
76 I Estimated Value engineering Allowance $0 $0 -$812.353 $0 $0 . $C 
~i :~~i::i: 1_~lct .•~~. !"""!':i:~iA·B·""_'d!::::~:I:~E_·~Ffor.~.,.Ch~",~an~ge~i~n~:~~,,~~ect~Sc~a~~~:~~:~:'~~'f"":~' ~j S~~:'~'~::~:~2100~.~~i~~ 
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Wednesday, December 17, 200808:26 PM 
Keith Watts 
Gene Bennett; Debbie Gorski; Kathy Wanner 
Outstanding Payment & Change Order Issues 
image001.gif 
Are we going to be able to get the outstanding July and Oct payment issues resolved prior to your 
vacation? I really need to get some outstanding invoices paid. 
What is the status of the Petra payment on the East Parking Lot? 
Are in on schedule for the November payments by 12/26 with you being out for two weeks? Do you have 
any questions on this pay application? 
Any feedback on the proposed Rule Steel settlement from you or the council? I would like to work on 
finalizing there change orders. 
Any response from yourself or Ted on the Petra change order request? 
Did the three change orders on the 12/16 council agenda get approved; western CO#2, AAtronics CO#4 & 
ABS Ph2 #4? 
Are the remaining change orders in your possession slated for the next council agenda? I would like 
to include this work in the Dec pay application. Kathy and I have discussed which ones you have and 
I have not heard any questions concerning them. 
Does Ted B have a copy of the lien filed by Interior Specialties and can I discuss it with him? 






1097 N Rosario st. 


















Thursday, October 30,200808:50 AM 
'Keith Watts' 
Gene Bennett; Connie Creager 
Payments & Change Orders- MCH 
image001.gif 
What is the status on the balance of the payment for Sept? 
How about the outstanding balance from July? Have you talked to Keith Bird or set something up for 
us to talk to him? 
On the meeting with Ted to discuss the Petra change order were you going to coordinate a time on 
either 11/6 or 11/7 that you both could meet? Let Gene or myself know. 
On the contractor change orders what is the schedule for getting the balance of the items you have 
on the agenda for approval? This is effecting payment to the contractors. 






1097 N Rosario st. 
















Friday, January 09, 2009 04:59 PM 
kwatts@meridiancity.org 
Gene Bennett; Debbie Gorski 
Payments - MCH 
image001.gif 
Any update on Contractor payments for November and the Petra payments for October & November? Also 
the $5,842 from July is still outstanding. 
Are there any questions that still need to be addressed on the payments, including any in the 
December pay application. 
Also when do you want reset a meeting to resolve the following outstanding issues: 
Rule Steel Settlement for the time extension request and liquidated damages 
Petra CO#2 request. 
Any questions you might have with the outstanding Contractor Changes that are currently pending city 
council approval 






1097 N Rosario st. 
















Thursday, January 22,200909:37 AM 
Keith Watts 
Gene Bennett; Debbie Gorski; Jack Vaughan 
Outstanding Items - MCH 
image001.gif 
Got to keep asking you about these items. I want to get as much wrapped up and completed prior to 
1/31. I will be gone for 2.5 weeks starting on the 1/31, not back until 2/18. 
ASI-167 Glass Divider at the Clerks Office - Which option does the city want to pursue? 
Extra Signs - Do you want to pursue changing the Dept requested signs and the hallway signs with the 
color changes? 
Rule Steel Settlement? 
Petra East Parking Lot Contract & Fee Amount? 
Petra Change Order #2 
July 08 Pay Application - Outstanding balance of $ 5,842 
October 08 Pay Application - MCH Building & Plaza - outstanding Balance of $85,667.29. The response 
your questions dated 1/12/09 was sent on 1/14/09. 
November 08 Pay Application - MCH Buildlng & Plaza - Outstanding balance of $ 44,977.93 
November 08 Pay Application - MCH East Parking Lot - outstanding balance of $ 18,317.90 
December 08 Pay Application - MCH Building & Plaza - Outstanding balance of $ 23,924.47 plus 
contractor Payments due next week. 
December 08 Pay Application - MCH East Parking Lot - Outstanding balance of $ 13,187.71 plus 
Contractor Payments due next week. 
Retainage Release - Can we proceed with a retainage billing based on the list of contractors and 
amounts submitted to you on 1/12/09. Unless I hear other wise by 1/24 we will proceed based on the 
list submitted. 
Any other Changes - Does the city wish to proceed with any of the other wish list/change items -
Insulating the exhaust fan duct above the 3rd floor ceiling, T-Stat relocation, others? 
Note: We are getting a considerable number of calls concerning lack of payment including some 
comments about filing liens. Also we will be getting late charges that we will be passing on. 






1097 N Rosario st. 
















Monday, November 03, 2008 08:34 AM 
'Keith Watts' 
Gene Bennett; Connie Creager 
FW: Payments & Change Orders- MCH 
image001.gif 
On the payments what can you tell me? Can we pick up the checks for sept today? It would help 
with payments to vendors. On the outstanding balance from July what do we need to do to resolve 
this? If any questions remain on the why the work by Western was done we need to know what they 
are. Do we need to sit down and discuss this? Please let me know on these items, we need to get 
this wrapped up. 
On the discussion for the Petra CO have you finalized a date and time to sit down with yourself and 






1097 N Rosario St. 






From: Tom Coughlin 
Sent: Thursday, October 30, 2008 8:50 AM 
To: 'Keith Watts' 
Cc: Gene Bennett; Connie Creager 
Subject: Payments & Change Orders- MCH 
Keith 
What is the status on the balance of the payment for Sept? 
How about the outstanding balance from July? Have you talked to Keith Bird or set something up for 
us to talk to him? 
On the meeting with Ted to discuss the Petra change order were you going to coordinate a time on 
either 11/6 or 11/7 that you both could meet? Let Gene or myself know. 
On the contractor Change orders what is the schedule for getting the balance of the items you have 
on the agenda for approval? This is effecting payment to the contractors. 
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Tammy de Wetlrd 
CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS 
Keith Bird 
Joseph W. Borton 
Charles M. Rountree 
David Zaremba 
CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
William L. M. Nary 
City Attorney/HR Director 
Theodore W. Baird, Jr. 
Deputy City Attorney 
Emily Kane 
Deputy City Attorney 
March 30, 2007 
Gene R. Bennett, Project Manager 
Jerry S. Frank, CEO 
PETRA INCORPORATED 
9056 W~ Blackeagle Drive 
Boise, Idaho 83709 
Re: Perfonnance Concerns 
New City Hall Project 
Dear Jerry and Gene: 
I write to express some of the City Council's concerns and issues about 
how Petra has managed the new City Hall project, and request that you and your 
team attend an executive session at 5:30 pm on Tuesday, April 3, 2007 at City Hall 
to discuss those matters. The City Council hopes to receive infonnation from your 
team on how the issues will be resolved and to receive specific assurances that 
your team will provide the construction management services on the remainder of 
the project with the attention and skill needed for the project to be successful. Our 
hope is that a complete discussion of these issues will lead to understandings and 
agreements that will prevent,or.at least minimize, future impacts on. the project. 
. It may be helpful to start by reiterating why the City chose to hire a 
professional construction manager to fepfesent the City's interests on this project, 
and why the City chose Petra to be its construction manager. The need for 
professional management services is apparent because the City does not have any 
construction professionals on staff and the project is sufficiently large and 
complicated that professional expertise is needed. After a lengthy selection 
process, the City selected Petra based on your representations about the expertise, 
skill and diligence of your team. We placed our faith and confidence in you to 
help us bring the project to completion successfully, and we entered into a detailed 
contract with you that clearly set forth our expectations of Petra for the project. A 





March 30, 2007 
Page 2 
• Construction Manager acknowledges and accepts the relationship of trust and confidence 
established with Owner by this Agreement and that this relationship is a material 
consideration for Owner in entering into this Agreement. . . . Construction Manager 
further covenants that Construction Manager will perform its services under this 
Agreement, in the exercise of ordinary and reasonable care and with the same degree of 
professional skill, diligence and judgment as is customary among construction managers of 
similar reputation performing work for projects of a size, scope and complexity similar to . 
the Project. (See Section 1.1) 
• Construction Manager has the professional knowledge, skills, experience,education and 
staffing to manage and coordinate the design and construction of the Project. The 
individual employees of Construction Manager that will render services pursuant to this 
Agreement are knowledgeable and experienced in the disciplines required for this Project. 
(See Section 2.1.3) 
• Construction Manager shall carefully observe the Work of each Contractor whenever and 
wherever necessary ... to determine the quality and quantity of the Work in comparison 
. with the requirements of the Construction Contract [and to] protect Owner from continuing 
.deficient or defective Work. (See Section 4.7.9) 
• Construction Manager shall perform all of Construction Manager's services in compliance 
with all applicable laws, ordinances, rules, regulations or orders of any public authority 
having jurisdiction over the Project, any applicable permits and any recorded covenants, 
conditions and restrictions affecting the Site. (See Section 2.7) 
To frame the discussion, I would like to raise some very specific concerns and issues. We have 
discussed some of these concerns before; however, I wish to raise them again because of the 
serious impacts that they have had, and may continue to have, on the project. This letter is not 
an exhaustive list of our concerns with Petra's management of the project, but only the most 
currently pressing concerns that we hope will be shortly resolved. 
1. Concerns about Project Staffing and Diligence. 
We question whether Petra has adequately staffed the project. Our perception is that Petra's 
staffing inadequacies appear to have resulted insufficient diligence on critical matters that are 
Petra's responsibility. For example, our legal and purchasing staff have spent an inordinate 
amount oftime tracking and managing issues that should have been handled by Petra. We are 
not questioning the professional qualifications of Wes Bettis or Gene Bennett. Instead, we are 
concerned that their obligations on other projects have prevented them·from devoting the time 
and attention to our project necessary to ensure that taskS are completed timely and properly. 
These problems have persisted despite Petra's past assurances that the Project would be 
adequately staffed. Some of the problems experienced have created additional cost and 
liability for the City, and may cause us to lose confidence in Petra's team. For illustrative 
purposes, a few examples follow. 
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a. Delay in Addressing Irrigation Ditch Issue. In November 2006, Petra 
notified LCA of the ,need to design and bid-out work necessary to repair or replace the 
irrigation ditch along the south property line that was destroyed during demolition. A 
deadline of April 15, 2007 was noted at that time because the ditch needed to be back in 
service before the summer water flows began. Although Petra included this work in the' 
current bid packages, this is of no use to the City because of the bidding delays. We 
reminded Petra of this matter last week and were forced to scramble an emergency 
procurement together to retain a contractor that can start work next week. This problem 
was unnecessary and frustrating to our staff. Further, it has resulted in potential 
liability to the City if the work is not completed on time. 
b. Delay in Securing a Surveyor. With demolition almost .complete, Petra 
discovered in early January 2007 that they had not yet scheduled a surveyor to perform 
the required topographical and boundary surveys. The surveyor contacted by Petra was 
booked through February, which would have presented an unacceptable delay in 
. procuring the surveys necessary to complete the building plans. After significant 
scrambling, a different surveyor was located who was able to perform the work in a 
timely manner. Although it appears that this matter was caught in time, it very nearly 
caused significant and unnecessary delays in the project. 
c. Delay in Shell and Core Bid Document. In early January 2007, the 
City's purchasing agent began asking Petra when the City would receive the boilerplate 
shell and core bid packages for review. Many subsequent requests were made but no 
materials were provided by Petra for review until the same week that the bid documents 
were released in early March. We need to receive future bid package boilerplate with 
ample time in advance of the release date in order to facilitate their proper review and 
efficient coordination between all parties. 
d. Improper Staff Substitutions. Our agreement with you specified the staff 
to be assigned to the Project. We went through the effort of doing so because we care 
very much about knowing with whom we have placed our faith and confidence. Petra's 
. January staffing plan substituted the project superintendent without the required 
. approvaL Further, the staffing plan did not specify a foreman. We requested the 
qualifications of the substituted staffwith specific reference to actual owner-
representative construction management experience. Petra promised to deliver this 
information on March 19, 2007. We received information on project superintendent 
Jon Anderson a week later and still have not received any information identifying the 
project foreman. The quality of the sta.ffPetra assigns to our project is critical to the 
project's success, and we are very cOncerned about Petra's unauthorized substitutions 
and the lack of information regarding the critical staff on the project. Further, we do 
not believe that the infonnation received to date is sufficient for use to determine that 
the qualifications of the substitute staff proposed by Petra are acceptable. 
PETRA88348 
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. 2. Poor Management of Demolition Contractor. 
The City is very dissatisfied with Petra's management of the demolition contractor. The City 
made the effort to walk the project site with Petra personnel to identify the location of four 
water well heads that needed to be preserved during demolition so that they could be properly 
decommissioned (as required by law) by the well abandonment contractor. This decommission 
needs to occur before construction on the site improvements can begin. However, either the 
proper information and instructions were not communicated to the demolition contractor or the 
demolition contractor failed to follow the instructions. After the demolition work was 
complete, the well abandonment contractor discovered that the site had been scraped clean 
with no sign of the well heads above ground. The well heads were located using GPS systems 
and much frustration and perseverance. The mangled wellheads were found between 7 and 12 
feet below grade. The additional decommissioning work made necessary by the damage to the 
wells included excavation, casing extensions, backfilling, compaction, increased oversight, 
inspection, additional camera surveys, additional water tankers to clear the wells, and clearing 
of debris shoved into the wells. To date, the City has incurred additional expenses that exceed 
$10,000 to bring the wells back to pre-demolition abandonment status. 
Whether or not the demolition contractor bears some responsibility for this matter, it appears to 
us that Petra may have failed to properly inform the demolition contractor of the water wells 
and/or failed to properly manage the contractor. See Section 4.7.9 of our agreement with you, 
which states "Construction Manager shall carefully observe the Work of each Contractor 
whenever and wherever necessary. . . to determine the quality and quantity of the Work in 
comparison with the requirements of the Construction Contract [and to] protect Owner from 
continuing deficient or defective Work." We do not yet know the cost and time impacts that 
this matter will have on the project, but we expect them to be substantial. 
3. Improper Management of Contaminated Soil Removal. 
The City is very dissatisfied with Petra's management of the contaminated soil·remediation. 
We were notified of the soil condition on February 21,2007. Petra then recommended 
removing the soil to determine the extent of the contamination as work progressed. The City 
granted Petra's request to obtain a soll sample to be analyzed for abatement purposes. As soil 
removal was about to begin, the City requested docwnentation of the laboratory results. The 
soil sample had not been properly processed for the results to be laboratory certified. Petra 
then notified the City of this oversight and recommended an official soil test prior to removal 
of soil .. However~ instead of proposing an official soil test solution that would result in 
certified results, Petra then simply presented this issue to the City's purchasing agent for 
direction. 
After the soil removal activities begun with Petra's authorization, the City asked Petra whether 
the contaminated soils were being removed in compliance with the property regulatory 
authorities. Four days later, Petra notified the City that the soil removal work had been halted 
on the grounds that "the City" did not secure a required permit from DEQ. The City was, 
however, relying on Petra to manage the soil removal on the City's behalf. See Section 4.7.5 
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of ow: agreement with you" which states that "Construction Manager shall verify that the 
required pennits ... have been obtained." It is no understatement to note that Petra's failure 
to adequately manage the soil removal has created tremendous potential liability to the City 
and others, including the very real possibility of large civil fines, criminal penalties and a 
complete shutdown of the entire· project. Fortunately, a spirit of cooperation from DEQ 
management have allowed us to, at this point, avoid any serious consequences. 
The City Council looks forward to fully discussing the concerns and issues raised in this letter 
with you. We have approximately 40 minutes on the agenda for this discussion, with the:first 
half reserved for you and your team to respond directly to these issues and concerns. If you 
have any questiQns or matters to discuss before executive session meeting, please call me 
directly. Again, the City Council hopes that a complete discussion of these iss\l:es will lead to 
understandings and agreements that will prevent, or at least minimize, future impacts on the 
project. 
Very truly yows, 
~~~ 
Ted W1fru.rd 
Deputy City Attorney 
cc: Mayor Tammy de Weerd 
City COQIlcil Members 
William G. Berg, Jr., City Clerk 
William L. M. Nary, City Attorney 




April 3, 2007 
Mr. Ted W. Baird 
Deputy City Attorney 
City of Meridian 
33 East Idaho 
Meridian, Idaho 83642 
Re: Performance Concerns 
New City Hall Project 
Dear Ted: 
As requested, the following is our response to your concerns outlined in your letter of March 30, 2007. This 
response is intended to be constructive and informative so that the relationship between Petra and the City of 
Meridian would remain positive and produce a project all parties can take pride in. 
1. Project Staffing and Diligence - Petra has constantly worked to bring the Architect and multiple Owner 
representatives for the City together in a positive atmosphere. At no time have we shirked responsibility and in fact 
have gone beyond our scope of services to help the City. Currently Petra has five personnel and support staff 
working on the Meridian City Hall Project. In response to your specific questions we offer the following: 
a) Irrigation Ditch - The necessity of having the irrigation service operational was identified by 
Petra last November. Over a month ago, we noted that the delay in design decisions would 
require a temporary irrigation pipe ahead of the formal bids. During the week of March 26th, the 
contaminated soil removal to the south was sufficiently defined to allow irrigation line 
installation. On Monday March 26th Petra presented the temporary irrigation line solution. Petra 
was not aware that a one week notice for a purchase order would cause frustration on the part of 
the City. Since that time we have turned the temporary pipe into a permanent installation which 
will be completed by 4-15-07. 
b) Topo Surveyor - In CM contracts the parties responsible for securing a surveyor for topo and 
boundary survey is the City or the Architect. Once Petra learned that neither the City nor the 
Architect had secured a surveyor for this design scope of work, Petra began working with the 
City to solicit pre-qualified bidders for the work. After two weeks of no success in finding a 
Surveyor that had the time to work this project into their schedule, the City Engineer's office was 
solicited for additional names of Surveyors under annual contract with the City that the City 
would consider having work on this project. Four names were provided and a firm was found 
and retained for the City Hall work to perform the boundary and to po survey as soon as the site 
was ready with no delay to the project. An acceptable backup firm was in place should the first 
firm not be able to perform. 
c) Delay in Bid Documents - Boiler plate for bid documents conSist of the contract (which is 
produced by the City), and the bid package descriptions. The bid package descriptions are 
created after the plans and specifications are developed. When asked for the bid packages, the 





that outlines were being provided until the plans and specificatIOns were delivered to Petra by the 
design team. The design team provided the plans and specs on schedule and the bid packages 
were updated and submitted to the City approximately one week later, within the project 
schedule. The bid documents were not delayed. 
d) Improper Staff Substitution - The project staff outlined in the construction management services 
proposal of August 2006 and transferred into the contract language was based on a project start 
date provided by the City at that time. When the unforeseen conditions of contaminated soil 
were realized, Petra brought in Jon Anderson. Jon was superintendent on a $33 Million 
Tamarack development where he had worked with EPA and IDEQ issues, and is one of a few 
superintendents in the entire Valley that can manage this unforeseen cleanup to a successful 
conclusion. The finish foreman will be identified and submitted to the City, when the final 
schedule is established. 
2. Poor Management of Demolition Contractor - The Demolition Contractor has received public praise from 
the Mayor and Council for the work that they performed at over $80,000 in savings over the next lowest bid. 
The demolition contractor took precautions to protect the 3 identified well heads by covering them with fill 
material prior to demolition. The fourth well was not found until after the demolition was complete and 
there never was a casing above grade at this location. In demolishing concrete / brick structures and falling 
a 185' chimney, it is reasonable to assume that some surface damage will occur in spite of being covered 
with fill. At the same time, the demolition contractor has some responsibility for the 3 damaged casings. 
The letter on March 30th is the first time Petra has been notified of the dollar value for the damages incurred 
and we will handle this with the City's Representative in our weekly production meeting. 
3. Improper Management of Contaminated Soil Removal - The sequence of events concerning the 
contaminated soil issue are as follows: 
a) In January, Terracon drilled an exploratory well for groundwater design which they 
characterized as containing contaminated soil. They stopped and moved to another location. 
They ended-up drilling two more wells and pulled water samples from them and had them 
tested for contamination migration into the ground water, which proved negative. The City 
was kept notified throughout this process. 
b) Petra contacted MTI, to provide a proposal for dealing with contaminated soils. MTI pulled a 
sample of dirt tested the contents in their lab for general results and noted that it was mildly 
contaminated, confirming the T erracon report. Petra then contacted MTI and asked for full 
labs, identifing the exact contaminants and their handling requirements and made the 
appropriate recommendations to the City. 
c) With the test results in hand, Petra confirmed with the licensed abatement contractor that a 
registered landfill in Ada County would take and remediate the contaminated soil and log the 
removal site with the EPA. The Brownsfield Survey data information number was provided 
to the landfill for their use. This is how all contaminated materials are required to be handled 
per the EPA guidelines. Dual notification was also required with IDEQ, and was made by 
MTI after the initial hauling had begun. MTI filed a work plan and notification with IDEQ 
who acknowledged that the work would be performed under the existing Brownsfield Survey 
for the property, that we had correctly documented the removal, transport and deposit of 
contaminated soils, the EPA had been correctly notified of the project and then thanked us 




d) There is not an additional permit required by IDEQ and at no time has the City been at risk 
for a tremendous environmental liability due to the actions of MIl, Ideal Demolition, or 
Petra. In fact, the actions of the Petra and Abatement team have gone beyond traditional 
contractual relationships to insure that every precaution and good practice has been taken to 
mitigate an unforeseen environmental liability. 
In closing, it is Petra's observation that the City's frustration with "communication" and "inordinate amount 
of time tracking and managing issues" stems from the organizational format setup by the City. Over the 
past 14 years on previous CM projects that I have worked on, there has been one Owner's representative to 
work with and to report to. Currently you have that person in Brad Watson. I sincerely believe that Brad, 
Steve Simmons, and myself can bring this project to the successful conclusion desired by all parties. 
Sincerely, 





Document G702™ -1992 REVISED OCT 0 3 200B 
Application and Certificate for Payment 
TO OWNER: 
FROM 
City of Meridian 
33 East Idaho Street 
Meridian, 10 83642 
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated 
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 




Meridian City Hall 
Steve Simmons 
Lombard - Conrad 
1221 Shoreline Drive 
Boise, ID 83702 
D~©~Ul!l~ 
OCT 0 62008 ~ 
LeA 









CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 
AppIcation Is made for paymonI. as shown below. In ~ with tho Contract. 
ContInuation Shoe!. AlA Oocument G703. is attached 
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM 
2. Net Change by Change Orden! 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (line 1 + 2) 
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE(CoIOO1Il G on G703) 
5.RETAINAGE 
•• 5% of~ Wort< 
(Colunn D + E on G703) 
b. __ '" of Slored MaterIal 
$ 908,815.21 
(Column F + Eon G703) 
TOCal RetaInoge (Uneo 58 + 5b or Total In CoIunn I of G703) 
8. TOTAL EARNED LESS RET AINAGE 
(line 4 Leas line 5 Total) 
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
(Uno 61rom prior Cerllficale) 
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 
9. BALANCE TO FlNISH,INCLUDING RETAINAGE 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY 
Total Changes ~l>P'OYed in ~Ious monIhs by Owner 
Tolal approved 1111. Month 




The undersigned ContractDr certifies that to tho best of !he ContracIDr's knowIodge.1nIormalion 
and belief tho Wort< _ by this Application for Payment has been completed In accordance 
with tho Contract Documents. that alia_ have been paid by !he Co_ on Wort< for 









Subscribed and sworn to beIc<e 
me 1111. day of October 2. ZOO8 
Connie S. Creager 
My CommIssion oxp/IM: 02-12-2014 
ARCHITECrS CERTIFICATE FOR PA 
In accordance with \he Contract Documents. based on Of>oSite 
this application. tho Archl1ect c:ertiIIes to tho Owner that 10 tho best of tho Architecfs knowledge 
Infonnatton and belief. the Wort< has progressed as indicated. tho quaHty of the Wor1< is In 
accordance with tha Contract Documents. and !he ContracIor is entitled to payment of tho 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED. I. 'i 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED tb 81, ; 41 -
(Attach explanation W amount cel1lfled elillers from the amount applied. Initial_II figUleS on this 
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount ceI1IfIed.) 
By. t~ 
ARCH~TE: I1V r. ~ 
This Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED IS payable only to the Con1ractor 
named herein. Issuance. payment and accep/ance of payment are without prejudice to atr( ri9hts of 
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APPIJCATIOH FOR PAYMENT 
Moridlan City Han 
A 
IlESCRtPT10N OF WORK 
~---. SIo_ ...... _De ......... 
TOTAL OlMrWork 
... 
I TOTAL CONTRACT AMOUNT: 
APPUCATIONI: 023 






















































" "" "" ,-,-,-,-,-114,800.00 28,700.00 
344,400.00 100% 
"" 57 __ 00 1 , 
52,502.00 ,-
"" "" ......... ,-
IIAI.AHCE 
TO FINISH PETRA_ 
NET .A_ -
t if<'.·-~'· 11 , .... , 
.-.1 
11.31UD 
Uf,502.00 I ,_I $ 1$ I $~ 11,314.00 I 
CITY HALL PROJECT 





APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT 




E .. OESCRIPTION OF WORK 
I~Y 
Rule SIooI ChI_ 0nI0r nolo.....-
_Cordiono 
JobC_. 
To BId Fundi 
C_Oo1ers 
Ch ..... 001ers 02 Hobson 
Change Older 13 Hobson 
ChI .... Older 13 A8S 
ChInae Older • 2 SImoIn Grinnet 
honoo Older' 3 _ GrInneI 
hiInaoOlder.3Buu_ 
honoo 0nIw' 2 CUtIom GIaas· 3 
honoo Older. 1 ~ FIoono· 3 
honoo 0nIwl1 SB1· 3 
_0Ider.3Ccm __ ·3 
_0nIw'3T~EIocII1c 
_ Older' 1 ScIunochor 
honoo Older 14 ASS 
ChInae Older' 2 PRECOM c-act __ SIans 
Chn10 0nIw" MR_ 
C_OnIw"_ IChn10 0nIw14 ____ 
IChn10 Older 02 1l&sIInIr'-
C_ 0nIw13 Idaho CUtIom_ 
ChonooOnlwI4IdahoC ...... _ 
Chlnae Older 02 SB1 
ChlnaeOl<lor13SB1 IChlnaeOl<lor" __ 
.... 
CHANGE OROERS 
I tOTAL • ChI.,. 0nIwa 
ITOTAL CONTRACT AMOUNT: 
APPUCATIONI! 023 
APPlICATION DATE: --CityctMeridian PERIOOTD: --33 __ S_ PROJECT NAME: MerkHIn City H.n 
Meridian. 10 838>12 PROJECT NO: _75 
C D E F G H I J K L 
WORK COMPLETED TOTAL NET 
COMPLETED PAYMENT 
SCHEDULED ORIGINAL CHANGE FROM PREVIOUS ANOSTORED BALANCE RETENTION AMOUNT 
VALUE VALUE OROERS APPLICATION THIS PERIOD TO DATE ,. TO FINISH 0% 
500,000.00 500.0lI0.00 0% 500,000.00 Con , 
0% $ 
150,000.00 150,000.00 156,288.88 lM,2IIII.88 104,. ~.85) $ 
50,000.00 50.000.00 42,559.55 1,133.1. 48,&93.44 17,. 1,308.M , 8,133..11 
0% , 
(202.127.00 (202.127.00) 0% 202.127.1lO1 $ 
19 .... ,.0Cl 19.941.00) 0% 19.941.00 $ 
(40.4911.00) (40.499.00) 0% 4O.49II.0Cl $ 
(3II.220.IlIl 38.220.00 0% (311.220.00) , 
19.499.28) (1 •• 499.28) 0% 1 ..... .28) , 
12.138.25 2,136.26) 0% .136.28) $ 
(10.088.00 10.088.00: 0% (10,lJllll.00 $ 
(8,287.00) (8.287.00 0% (8,287.00) $ 
5,597.00) 5.597.00) 0% 5,597.00 $ 
_.00) {365.00 MI (366.00) $ 
(773.00) (713.00) 0% (713.00) , 
(T. .723.24 (72.723.24 MI (72.723.24) $ 
•• 038.00 «1.039.00) 0% (8.038.00) $ 
5,303.00 5.303.00 MI (5,303.00) $ 
(3,470.98 (3,470.98 MI (3,470.96) , 
(42.954.25 (42.954.28) 0% (42,954.29 $ 
123.015.00 (23.015.00) 0% (23.015.00 , 
(808.00 (608.00) 0% (808.00) . $ 
(1.304.00) 5"".00) 0% 5,304.00) $ 
4.081.00 (4.061.1l1l 0% ~ laa ........... I .... 
4".00) .... 0Cl 0% .r-- -r- " , 1-
(4.185.00 4,185.00 0% fA'" HI..'"' 
"'5.00) (545.00 0% ( .... 00 $ 
5,0lI0.00 1.0lI0.00 0% - 1/IQ"I 1.380.00 1,380.00) 0% (1,380.00) $ 
& 
$ 
0% .. $ , 18U03.l7 $ _ .. $ Il00._03) $ 1 .... 48.20 $ •• 1 ..... $ 20>1._110 103,. $ (5."'1,"I2( ., ...... (11""., ......... . " &.133." 
I, 1$ 1$ 1$ I I I §I ::: lj,,, if1~:;lP ::::1 I 
1 $ 199,403.971 $ 700,000.00 1 $ (500,_.03)1 $ 191,84UO 1 $ 5,133.891 $ 204,950.091 103,.1 $ (5,578.12)1 $ 1 $ 6,133.891 
199.403.97 






Time: 02:32:24 PM 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
o B COS T D ETA I L - B Y LIN E 
(job history only) 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
u* Report Code: 28.81· 
Page: 1 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 930 thru 930 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
==================================--===============---===================================================. 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
COOE ORO 
mN ---REFERENCE--- VEND ------G/L------ MfL/EOP UNITS 




Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 930 Job Conditions 
OTH t.fRIDI~ CITY HALL AP681 09115/08 081509 ()YEST 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 08/08/08 321107 JIMAPP 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP728 08/26/08 8131 BOISME 9 2008 4060 






Job Period Cost: 6,133.89 
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~..-.-__ .I!EfRA,..,INCORPj . 
1097 N. Rosario Street 
·Meridian, 10 83642 
PHONE: (208) 323-4500 
FAX: (208) 3234507 
SHIP TO: ____ --=-____ _ 











DATE REQUIRED BY ---L1l.:::?ftP~~ ___ _ 
Purchase order number must appear 
on aU tonnsre/atJng to this orrJer. 
If applk:able - under the "'Desaiption .. ClOIumn, Include job 













Spirit ()/ $etVlca 
Date: 9/10/2006 .. 
Billing Address: 
Cl!stomer: Petra IDQ 
Attention: Igm Coug/)liD 
Special Construction Proposal 
Contract No .uN~o_~_ 
Job Authorization No: H83A280 
Work Location: 
~6 E 6rgadway Aye 
CoYDl¥ Ada 
-1 097 ~ Bosario St .Merjgian, ID _. .. _-------
Meridiao, 10 83642 
Description and/or specifications of work to be performed by Qwest under this Proposal (nWork-): 
This job will cut a loop into cables in an existing pedestal located at 36 E Broadway Ave. This will provide 
slack and raise an existing pedestal to new grade that is a result of developer initiated property 
improvrnents. 
5~~v& .,c:'60..&~PL- ;tIh!' ~(f,A..--rY (::;(UJ.IV~ .vb'fl-
~A-~ ~£)(;, _ . ft":S'~3 . -8/J 81:4 PfJJ6~O ~ ~Mbl-b 
61V4~ 
--_ .. _----- ._---
Advance Payment (required before wQrk begins): $3,743.87 . 
Total Charges: Three Thousand Seven Hundred Forty-Three Dollars and 871100 
*For the Wor1<: performed hereunder, Customer WIll be responsible for these Charges only, unless a Change Order Is signed by 
both parties in accordance with Section 4 below. All changes shall be paid prior to commencement of the Wor1<: ("Advance 
Paymentj. If, in Owest's sole discretion, Owest approves a Purchase Order in lieu of Advance Payment, Owest will submit an 
Invo~ of charges to Customer upon full execution of the Agreement (or Change Order). For Governmental Customers only. 
Owest will submit an Invoice of charges upon completion of the Wor1<:. All Customers will pay the invoice within forty five (45) 
days of receipt. All past due undisputed accounts will be assessed a late fee at 14% APR. No Wor1<: shall commence prior to 
receipt of Advance Payment or acceptance by Owest of a Purchase Order. Notwithstanding, Customer shall also be 
responsible for foreign, federal. state and local taxes assessed in connection with the Work, Including without limitation. all use, 
sales, value added, surcharges, excise, franchises, commercial, gross receipts, license, prMlege or other similar charges, 
whether charged to or against Owest or Customer, but excluding any taxes based on Qwesfs net income. . 
*Note: If applicable, the Wor1<: proposed here is separate from any wor1<: that may be performed pursuant to any other order or 
agreement, including but not limited to a Pre-Service Request for cell site proVisioning. The Proposal may be withdrawn by 
Owest if not accepted by the Customer within 30 days. Upon execution by both parties, this Proposal. and the 
attached Terms and Conditions shall constitute a binding agreement upon the parties. 
Qwest Corporation 
Authorized Signature 
Name PrintedlTyped: Teresa Beer 







NOTE: CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS ARE PRINTED ON PAGE 2 OF THIS DOCUMENT. 
. . . . 
Proposal @ 2001 Qwest Corporation Page 1 Version: 05-16-08 
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Qwest-'2. I'JS and Conditions Job H83A280 
S(JlmlJl Stf1tfCb Authoriza •• " •• No: 
The Proposal, these Terms and Conditions and aD terms and conallions In the applicable tariff, catalog, or price schedules constitute the entire agreement 
between the parties (the "Agreement") and ,supetSede all previous agreements between Owes! and Customer relating to the WOI1c and related subject mailer 
hereof. No other terms and conditions are applicable, including but noIlimlted to terms and conditIons attached to Customel's Purchase Order (PO). In the event 
that any app/lcabIe tariffs, catalogs, price schedules, rules or statues prohibit performance in accordance with the terms of the Agreement, or have the effect of 
moOlfylng, superseding, or suspending provisions of the Agreement prior to performance by a Party hereunder, then to the extent of such lnconslstenc;y, the 
Agreement may become nul and void. and the Parties may elect to enter Into a new agreement or an amendment of the Agreement to conform to such tariffs, 
catalogs, price lists, rules or stat\,tes. 
1. Customer ResponsibiliUes. Customer shall furnish all applicable surveys 
and a description of the Customer site. Customer shall be responsible tor, 
and secure and pay for an necessary pennlls, approvals, easements, 
assessments and any other charges required for the Work to be performed 
under the Agreement on the Customer's Prem~, Customer agrees to 
provide copies of the same, along with any fling Information if applicable, to 
Qwesf upon demand. 
2. ConceaIedISubsurface Condillons. Should concealed conditions be 
encountered below the surface of the ground, or In an existing structure, 
during the performance of the Work, dlffeT1ng materially from those ordfnarily 
encountered and generaly reoognized as Inherent in the Work, the 
Agreement Charges shall be eqUitably adjusted by Change Order upon 
written claim by either party made within twenty (20) days after the first 
observance of such conditions. 
refers. CUstomer shaH be responsible for paying for aU other local exchange , 
or other services separate from the payment requirements of the Agreement. 
8. warranty. 0wesI shaH perform the Work In a professional manner, 
consistent with Industry standards, and shall oonfonn 10 the speeifica1ions 
set forth herein. All workmanship lor the Work performed under the 
Agreement Is guaranteed against defects for a period of six (61 months, from 
the dale of completion. THIS WARRANTY IS IN UEU OF ALL OTHER 
WARRANllES, EXPRESS OR IMPUED'INCWDlNG BUT NOT LIMITED 
TO, ANY OTHER WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABIUTY OR FITNESS 
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AS APPUCABLE TO THE WORK 
PERFORMED UNDER THE AGREEMENT. The exclusive remedy for a 
breach of this warranty shall be that Qwest wi! re-perform any part of the 
Work which is found to be defedlve. Qwest ahaII not be responsible fOf 
damage to its work by other parties or for Improper use of the equipment by 
others. 
3. Safety and Environmental. Customer understands and adcnowIedges 9. General. This Agreement shall be governed by the state within In which 
1hal should Owest encounter a hazardous substance and determine that the facilities are located, or In the QUle of Interstate facilities the laws of the 
such SUbatanCe presents a health or physical hazard, Owest may, without State of New York, without regard to Its choice of law principles; provided 
penalty, discontinue work under this oontract. however, that Work may also be subject to the Communications Act of 1934, 
as amended or applicable State tariff, catalogs or price isis. Neither party's 
4. Cbangts. Changes in !be WDd<, 8Q adjustmellt...to-..price.or-r --fraailure-to-insisH.fpoo-striel~-d~y-provfsIon-1:lHhJs-AgreemetMIl---
the timeframe for the WOI1c shal be made by Change Order specificaHy ahaI be construed as a waiver of any 01 Its rights hereunder. Customer may 
stated In wrI1Ing between the parties. The cost or crecIIt to the CUstomer from nol assign Ihis Agreement Of any of its rights or oblgatlons hereunder 
a ohange shaH be determined by mutual agreement without the prior written consent of Qwest, which consent will not be 
5. Termination. In the event Customer elects to abandon the project and unreasonably withheld. Customer may not assign to a reseller or a 
terminate this contract for CusIomer's convenience, Owest shall be paid for communications 'carrier under any ciIctInsIanceS. This Agreement Is 
an WOI1c executed and any reasonable expense sustained as of the date of Intended solely for Owest and Its affiliates and Customer and It shaH not 
termination. benefit or be enfon:eable by any other p8ISOn or entity. All amendments to 
6. Title to Equipment and Faclrrtles. TIDe to, and ownership of all lines, 
equipment and other property installed or constrIJc;;ted by Owest In 
oonnectlon with the Agreement or the provisioning of Service Is and remains 
with Qwest. CUstomer does not own facilities placed as a result of the Work 
performed under the Agreement. those faallaes are owned solely by Qwest. 
7. Other Communications Services. The Agreement is Independent, 
separate, and distinct from any local exchange Of other comlll\QCations or 
other S8IViCe Qwest currently provides, Of may provide In the future to 
Customer, whether or not Owes! provides or may provide such services to 
Customer using the Qwest equipment and facilllles to which the Agreement 
Proposal C 2001 Owest Corporation Page 2 
this Agreement be 
upon or signature reasonably 
by Qwest to be genUIne and CUstomer agrees that any ernpIoIJee of 
Customer who gives any written notice or other lnstructlon has the authority 
to do So. 
10. For Owest Affiliate Transaolions Only. H under applicable law, this 
Agreement, or notice thereof, must be tied with a govemmental entity, 
including but not Umited to a state publ"1C uUlity commissIon, this Agreement 
shal not become effective with re$p8Ct to any jurtscllctlon having such 






Attn: Tom Coughlin 
1097 N Rosario St 
Meridian, 10 83642 
Re: 36 E Broadway Ave, Meridian ID 
BAN Number H83A280 
Tom Coughlin, 
. Attached is one copy of our Special Construction Proposal, together with the attached Terms and 
Conditions should you decide to move forward with this project. Please review the Proposal and 
attciched Terms and Conditions. If acceptable, retum the a copy, signed at the acceptance 
paragraph, and an advanced form of payment for the Total Charges in the amount of $3,743.87 
Please note, your job will not be scheduled until we are in receipt of the .above. 
----I'IAfteF..We have receiveG-the-abeve-fl'em-yoo,-we-will-retum-one-fully-execoteth:opy for your records. 
The fully executed Spedal Construction Proposal, induding the attached Terms and Conditions, will 
constitute the agreement between you and Qwest for the Work. 
Send all documents and payments to: 
Qwest Asset Accounting Operations - BART 
700 W. Mineral Ave 
Room North Dakota 
Uttleton, CO 80120 
If you are providing a Purchase Order as a form of payment, please sign, date and retum the Purchase 
Order for the amount of $3,743.87 and retum with your signed Proposal. You WIll be invoiced upon full 
execution of the Agreement. 
If you have any questions regarding the scheduling of the work to be performed, please contact 
Qwest representative, Janet Sanchotena at 208-385-2344. 
If you are interested in an electronic payment option, Electronic Funds Transfer (EFl) Is available and 
instructions will be provided to you upon request. 
. Sincerely, 




. . .. enClosureS· 
CM002492 
003371
JIM'S APPLIANCE & FURNITURE, INC. 
1115 LUSK or R E eEl VEe 
BOISE, IDA 706 
PH. (208) 345-nl1 
FAX (208) 385-9836 SE? f; :i !OO~ 
Off Capitol Blvd. 
Near Ann Morrison Park 
www.jimsappliance.com 




1097 N. ROSARIO STREET 
MERIDIAN 10 







Page: 10F 1 
KERIDIAN CITY HALL (HEW> 
C/O SCOTT @ .JOB cellt941-S950 




; GLDA690!WW! GE ADA WHITE DISHWASHER: 
VQLtnfEBUILDER QUOT~.;. ADA COMPLIANT STILL R¢gUIRES MIN. 
$489.00 '$1, 467~ 
HIEGHT OF 34 112- : : 
INDEPENDENT IHSTALL~R FRANK MO -3643!HAS ALREADY BEEN 
TO JOB SIGHT TO MEASURE WITH ' RA 
F~ANK SCHEDUL~D 'WIT~ SCOTT TO @O~'\4,~~' AT 
. ..J .. 
i 
t7#:'fij> 
J )i~TI/o'ts ~LJ " . • ~ 3 ~d~~6#,(j-~ 
:';;'7 6t~· 
TERMS OF SALE: as itemized above remains the property of JIM'S 
APPLIANCE, until fully paid. Accounts are due and payable in full by the 10th ofl-----------------~~;...2l:u....~y 
the month following date of sale, A FINANCE CHARGE OF 1-75% PER MONTH, 
WHICH IS 21% PER ANNUM, will be charged on past due accounts. Purchaserl-________________ ----jf---l;I.I:;IQ.,..:u....::..-j 
agrees to pay a reasonable attorney's fee and other costs of collection 
default and referral to an attomey. An claims must be made within 10 days. 3. ENVIRONMENTAL DISPOSAL I DEUVERY 
credit allowed for goods retumecf without written approval. 
LAY-A-WAY: 50% DOWN ON All ORDERS. 20% PER MONTH ON LAY-A-WAYS. MAXIMUM -90 DAYS. 
20% RESTOCKING CHARGE ON ALL CANCELLED ORDERS. 
o I DECLINE TO PURCHASE EXTENDED WARRANTY. 
PO.:if 05-0'1 J~ 
The undersigned has purthased an appliance I JI:~":~~~~~ 
f-;j13KNO~~~~~;G;;(jj)oo;iDhiiQ;~M;6HAfoii~ENTiONi~~EAN~ an anti-tip protective bracket. JIM'S APPLIANCE Ill< I , provide lhis inslalation for Its stIndard lee for lhis service. 
- -.-- - __ A - ___ ~_:--_ - _._ ______ •• _. _____ •• •• - __ - ~ ___ • 
The undersigned hereby waives the installation 01 the anti-lip protect bracket by JIM'S APPLIAN( 
asswnes IuIf responsibirrty lor the installation of same as required by the manul8cturer. The under< • 
further agrees 10 release, save and hold JIM'S APPUANCE harmless lor any and all claims, damages, 
or causes 01 action arising from the installaUon 01 the ant~tip protectlve bracket by the customer or the 
laHure to install same. 
BY __ ~==~~~. __________________________ ___ 
.. ~----"'-----------~,-.-~-.-.-.- - .--
CM002493 
003372
,"' _'. J~"'''''''' 
'Boise Metal Works 
P.O. Box 190002 
Boise, Idaho 83709 
Bill To 
Petra Incorporated 
1097 N. Rosario Sl 





-:- .w. ~""""" ~ & 4th FI~ ! Meridian City Hall 
' ....... 
Installed 
t---.-~ Job Name: ht~# 
Job Number: l"J ~rJl 
Cost Code: ~ ~ 
Authorized by:~_ 
Date Posted: .1 
BUdget: .-
Over BUdget: 
()J- 'lao 7JdtJ coP(jr1i~ 
PI ;I~/.J~//"" ~M ~ ,4&PL 
,BIG /t!/IIJ<:" 
YOU MAY TAKE 2% DISCOUNT IF PAID IN 10 DAYS. 
NOTICE: 1.5% monthly (18% annual) service charge will be charged on any account 
balances 30 days past due. 
... 
Phone # Fax # 
208- 37~7777 208- 658-1862 
Invoice 
Date Invoice # I 














Sales/Use Tax (6.0%) $0.00 
Total $705.00 
Payments/Credits $0.00 
Balance Due $705.00 
CM002494 
003373
, .. ~. 
,,::;0(:""';\\ 
!":lr"~, }/", 
CU~OM~N~E _____ ~~~~~~~ __ ~~ ________ ~ ______ ___ 
ADDRESS 'Oq, teo ~ ~VI 0 C;+. 
CITY fVte VI ell Cut ~ATE V ct 'h ., 8.,(,4'-· ZlP_~~ ____ _ 
~NE ________________________________________ __ 
BY CASH CHARGE 
FAB WORK ORDER It 8131 
~----------------------
MODEL __________________ _ 
YEAR _______________ _ 
DATE REC'D ON ACCT. 
X ~, 
P.O.' 
;.j V ·1-6060- 8 ·ZC" 08 
MATERIAL TOTAL I__------t---~ 
T~I__--------1_--~ 
_




Purchase Order Log 
PO# Vendor Date Job # Job Name Cost Code Description 
JV 18080 Boise Metal Works 812112008 60675 MCH BC New Rail- AWl 
CMOO2496 
003375
Crawford Door of Idaho 
4951 Brad.le), SL Suite B 
Boise 10 • 837'14 
Bill to: 
PETRA INC 
1097 NORTH ROSARIO STREET 
MERIDIAN 10 83642 
RECEiVED 
. 'SEP .~ ~ 2.~ 






MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
33 EAST BROADWAY AVE. 
MERIDIAN IDAHO 83642 
CM002497 
003376
T-D23 P.DOI/BDl F-BS4 
NO.11CJ6 P.l/,1 
II 
CBAWN ...... SU&$ 
.JI' mA.1lOt Die. 
P.O. Us 140151 
BoiIe.l'dIho 8!114 
T8l. (201) '75-6410 
ru (!ZDS) 37S-647~ 
ID PDlLIC WORKS Ue. NO. 14IM-A.-4(.7) 
I&Wto Ur.. No. ~ . 
AI per)'OUr~'" colt,., tbraJ.,htwo (2,) ftrJihDlDUlPd p)IIh but1oq.ltlh wlth 
"'CIIII.-l.~ it $130.00 (565.00 -.cb). TbmatmlJ'ltiaas ae to beWtaDe4 
.. wiral 'by adHn. 
W.ClD.ha~'" delivcnd 1Q1:be lite a ..... _~wdttan accapta1C:O artht. 
aM. PIeuo CMIac:t _ ifyw haft my 'laeltfon. Ql'DICId manr ixIformzItjem.. 
'lJJimL ~ 
. Mcbll1 J. Beltrami 
VP - Qeqera1 MIDIpi' 
])Ite: ~ "'1.2008 
CM002498 
003377
Goo Cond Reimb • PH 3 
APl'UCATION fOR 'AVMrNT - ........ 
. 
iTOTAL CON1'RACT AMOUNT: 
......... 
VAWI! 






-.---.-.-----.-'~ .. --'." .. 
CMOO2499 
003378
CITY HALL PROJECT 
. APPROVED FOR PAYMENT 
PO. () 8-tJilff ' 
Contraet., _____ _ 
CM002500 
003379
Gen Cond Relmb - PH 3 ""--Al'l'LlCATIOIII"ORPAYIIENT P-t!aII ....... -...... -"-
""!':!'" -=- ..... . .-. 
~ 
~ § -~ 
~ = i ~ 
= ~ 
I 116fAt &5NfiGICf XiIIdUNt· Ii iitOiool f 1" .• " i , 




. ":...-:" ~= 1 .... -.. 
i! ~ 
Ii !f.!W1 i i AIA'4 I # --Oil 




.. :.. ........ ......... .... --.. - .. """"""'"' 





Time: 08:'55:35 ~. 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
o B COS TOE T A I L - B Y LIN E 
(job history only) 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
*tt Report Code: 28.81 
Page: 1 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 110 thru 110 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
=====---=======--,===============================--============--=====--=================--======= 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
COOE ORO 
JOORN ---REFERENCE--- VEND ------G/L------ MTL/EQP UNITS 




Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 110 Extra Work Orders 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP736 09/23/08 092308 IDAPOW 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP750 07/11/08 07-8272 BUSMEC 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP750 09/10/08 122255 LASASC 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP750 09/05/08 1568 RULSTE 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP768 07/28/08 07-8348 BUSMEC 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP768 09122108 1339 COBCOO 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP768 09/12108 080912 IDACUS 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP768 09122108 080922 IDACUS 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP768 09/24/08 5141 INTINT 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP778 09/04108 09-8351 BUSMEC 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP778 09124/08 116934 TATES 9 2008 4060 
LAB t.DVED FRCH 01-890 JC551 09/24/08 CSC 9 2008 4030 
BRD MOVED FROM 01-890 JC551 09/24/08 CSC 9 2008 4040 
LAB MOVED FROM 01-890 JC551 09/24/08 CSC 9 2008 4030 

















Job Period Cost: 10,987.71 
CM002502 
003381
~ __ ~$t.RA,.mCOR.~D--.~--'--_ ... £HEC 
., 
1097 N. Rosario Street 
.Meridlan, 10 83642 
/ __ " PHONE: (208) 323-4500 
. FAX: (208) 323-4507 
RCE-1875 






DATE REQUIRED BY SHIP TO: ________ _ 
-------
Purrhase orrIer number must appear 
on all forms relating to this order. 
If appIk:able - under the "DescrIptIon- column, Include job 
name,'number, and cost coc:Ie. 
DESCRI.P110N 
Date 
'Process your request. 
12&lIv6J & 













BUSS MECHAr L SERVICES, INC. 
P.O. BOX 190476 . 
BOISE, ID 83719-0476 
Bill To 
PETRA, INC. 
ATTN: ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
1097 N. ROSARIO PLACE 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 





P.O. No. Tenns Due Date Project Name 
SCOTI' Net 30 8110/08 MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
Item Qty Description Rate 
PLUMBING 4 JAYSON - REROUTED PIPING IN SERVER ROOM 311, TO 48;00 
ALLOW FOR ENOUGH ROOM TO FUR OUT WALL. .. . 
·MA"t:·C···· . ' .. , ., .. . .. T MAtERiAf.lfuSED· .... --... '.. .. -... ',---' . 1,315.54 
MAT.C 1 ISO/oOH&P 226.13 
.~. 
Job Name: m~ ~ 
~ Job Number: n~Cost Code: - ;.0. 
~ ~~ Authorized bY:--1-_L4_ <' 
Date Posted: By:_ ~ 
Budget: 
Over Budget: 
13J:J j;U(D HA(J '£' ~ A ~l)oiJ-r~ fI) AVOIJ) I ~a~-tl"""u 
~(L.O'.-'V ~ tS&h/<tVv ~ t'S"~d'--" 
d~-,41V S<2Yt--t:. Total " ......... 
Balance Due 
A late charge of 1.5% (18% annual interest rate) is charged on 30 days balance. 


















• .~,,~. • I -")' • , 
___ ".J,,~_ 
P.O. Box 190570 * Boise, ID 83719 11100 Executive Dr. * Boise, ID 83713 
, (208) 376-0271 * (208) 37~9702 FAX 
Bill To Date InvOice # 
PETRA,lNC. 
1097 N. ROSARIO ST. 
MERIDIAN, lD. 83642 
MEASURE FAB AND INSTALL 
18GA SIS THRESHOLDS 
Sales Tax 
9/1012008 
W.O. # St«>~I Tenns 
31354 NET 20 
Description Qty 
2 
Job Name: mGH 
Job Numbe'-r"'-: -n~~;""c-'-iCo'L-'J-r: 














-7~#luQ5 / ~ 61r6 1'7 7".;0 7f,./.lJO ~~~~ 
,000/)..$ '7f5 ~OP5 - (ii'; ........ o<.f7' W> <-'-' P 
LJ'PolL - z. t06YJ,--(Jey..O 













, RULE STE ANKS, INC. 
21986 MIDDLETON ROAD 
CALDWELL,ID.83605 . 
(208)585-3031 (800)769-5636 
JIFFY JACKS: (SOO) 769-5674 
Sold To: 
PETRA INC. 
1097 N ROSARIO DR 





112 X 3-112 X 6 MILD STEEL . 
10.00 
" PER QUOTE EACH '10.00 
314 X 3-112 X 6 MILD STEEL 
Page: 
SEP I) 9 2008 
Invoice Number: oo01568-IN 











Customer Number: PElRAOf. . 
1097 N ROSARIO DR 
Meridian, 10 83642 
T1II1IIS 
30 DAYS 
Back Ordered Price 
0.00 100.0000 . 1,000.00 . 
0.00 100.oooo~"","- . . 1,(J(J(j.00 
·'t::1!e . 
Sf-P.. D . r~, ... 
. ..!1lO? ::: 
. ':. .' 
, Job Name: roc.-\\--' "~ . " 
~~~r~~~~r: fft~~~ 
'Authorized by:~~ , ' 
Date Posted: By:_' -' -'. 
"Budget: .' " 






. Freight 0.00 
Sales Tax:" 0.00 . 
Invoice Total: -----2'"",00-0-.0-0 
LesS Deposit: 0.00 
Invoice BalanCe: ----~2.~OOO~.OO~, 
Payment terms are net 10 days. Purchaser agrees to pay,all costs and expenses of collection including interest and attorney's fees. 1112 %.lnterest per :., 
month charged on past due accounts. Buyer agrees that he will not hold seller responsible for any liability greater than amount of this sale and the product 
sold remains the property of Rule Steel Tanks, Inc. until paid in full. I certify the property which has been purchased will be used for the following purpose:, 
(Check box if appropriate)_Raw materi2llsor catalysts uS.ed in the production of tangible parsonalproperty by mining. manUfacturing. processing •. 
fabriCliitingor tot farming: . , , . .. . 
lomer Signatul"e.;.,: _________________ _ DATE.~: ____________ _ 
. SPECIALIZING IN TANKS. STAINLESS STEEL TANKS. SEED BOX~ &' JIFFY JACKS FOR OVER 40 YEARS., 
CM002506 
003385
BUSS MECHAf L SERVICES, INC. 
P.o. BOX 190476 
BOISE, ID 83719-0476 
Invoice 




ATTN: ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
1097 N. ROSARIO PLACE 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
P.O. No. Terms Due Date Project Name 
SCOTf Net 30 8127/08 MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
Item Qty Description 
PLUMBING 14.5 RICK - DRILLED HOLES TIlROUGH RAISED FLOOR 
.. '-" ... - - . - ---: p ~LS I?OJUL.lJM.IHNG J>lPES. . 
PLUMBING 2 JOE 
MAT.C 1 MATERIALS USED 
.~r.C 1 15O/00H&P .. 
.$'",~ 
~. Sc; '.( 
~~a JO.; 




Cost C.ode: cJI-~L)~ 
AuthOrized by:---1 ,. 
Date Posted: By:_ 
Budget: 
Over Budget: 
CI/ ~/tJIUt v -1~ ~ 4u~~ f7JV t9lJi) vL-
y 
Total 









A late charge of 1.5% (18% annual interest rate) is charged on 30 days balance. 
Phone # Fax # WebSite 
Customer AlC # 













; Ch~~ 9.A4et :fo\, .. ~~~~~ ... ~r._.~ 
. .. ;j/A1A>IL::~"~t",?p£-~li~.lkl~L~-~--- ....... . 
. .o . ..:\ANt:. A.I:~~, I to., ~ .. _ .",._~._ .. : __ I" ___ '_~"_' __ ' __ ' ... _. ______ .:-_ 
::~--~:-_ -~: . - ;~-'.lL~-:: .-i:L~ J:~,~~:~_"_.~L~,\,,-:\ . ~~ -________ ~ __ _ 
." __ ' .... __ ..... : tvl.a(\S ~'14 -. __ ._. __ . __ . ___________ . __ . ___ -: 
. ~-_ ... _ .... -.' .. rr 0' \.0+ \A\ ..... ...:... ... -------~ .. - _____ ._.:..._ .. ___ ~ ____ _ 
i . t q 
. __ ,II .... , ...... _ ....... i3la!"J 1.Q..1.~_ .a--\\~~ .. -f-.. .;2 .. ... l~i?_~*A'.~' ______ ' 
_---'-" _~._ jvJQ)Q 00) -::'31. _. __ .. __ 
.... ... .. " '. .. i:raM+.IJ/I ~'g ..... ~ ....... ~ ....... _._~.~._._ ..... _ .... ''''''''' _ .... __ . __ .h." __ ~_ . . v •••• _ _ .. '. ~~ __ .. __ • 
. ~jx<>c~:L.. m. :..-- -.- . -----. -,--.. -.~~ - ..... -...... , .. -... ----.... ~ 
:.~-~~"'~-".'-.'-". ~t3lJ~llOi.:~ ~~~ .. #.. .. _,~ __ ~.~l\~ ~t~ .. -.... _ ..... ~_.... ' ............. . 
I~ ~ . . 
'_"-_~' .... _ .... , ... j..._..oo:> ~S: .. _. _ .. _ ... _.,,,_~,,,, ___ ,, ________ . __ ,,,,, __ . ___ ._~ ___ .. ___ . __ ... 
.! ~ .. ~. ____ . ___ .... _ tWo~~ As. ';Ul. '~_.-"'_"'-":-d~_~'~~ __ '_ _- . __ _ 
. . .# . 
iwo..t" §t.C!lOtc\ ;>..?;\. __ ..... _ ..~ . ..:..~ ... ____ .. _._ .... _.-:..._ ..... ____ .. _._ .. _ .. ~_ . ... ... -..... - ... -. . I..· . - ' . 
.. __ ~ . __ ~._. __ I l/.gtn! _~_~.\i1:~-_:-___ .. _" .---'----'-.--
/-. _~~. __ ...... -.:_~~J.o~Ml~~QYJ .. ___ ~ ... __ -_ ... ___ .~ .. ___ , __ . ____ ~ 
-, ... -_.,-_ .... +To,\.tt ~ i(.{t .~-.---- -. ~--------.----"----:--~.-----.-. 
~_. __ .. ___ ~\\e~' f)Ltq .. ________ _ .. _ .A-.~_ 
--.-.. ---- tcao£ -:It 025Iq . ____ . __ u ____ ••• _ _ • __ 
.. ~----.~-- ... -1!:1/1~ 1f1i::::. J..~~_f~h __ ltl~~. __ 
.-.-................ iM,eA ~ ~Iq.-. _ ..... _._ .. ' ......... _ ". __ ... _.. ._ .... _ .... ~. __ .... v.~_ .. _ .... _. _._.- .. ~ __ . 
.... ....... ~.. .... ~.f~oene.o ~ &\Q .... __ ...... __ .. ~. , _ ...... _. _._ .. ___ ..... : .... ", ... _"~._"'" 
, ""'''-' ... ' -'" t5 /r~1 ai:--.... 3 .. ~~i:~~-~.,\at -.~jh .. ~~ __ 'YI~_.~\(!l{L.~ 
................... ,~" ~~ M.fj:" ~6~ ...... ,. . _.' __ ._ ..... -. ... _ ....... _ ._ .. __ ~ . __ . _____ ....... . ... ___ .. _~, .. 
.. ...... . _ ..... ·ilP\\tto l\'l-.·. ...... ...... ... ........ ._ .~ ...... _._ .... , ... ~ ......... ~ .... , 
,. ..... ' -. ~.'" '~'~ 3aI'J .... .._ .'" . "'. '" ........ , .... , .... ___ ... ~. , ............. '" .... .. 
-- - ..,. ~i\g;\-' ~z. 'iF' - ---- ~. --- - , ___ --- __ 'd. _ _ _ . _ .. ___ _ 
., -.... ~ .. ,- ...... r ~ <'>W",<..-£.. ~., ..... -- -' .• -. -.-- .... -._ ... ...., ..... _._ .. _ .... _ .._._ '_'_" __ " ._ ...... . 
. . 1 _Yo .' .. " . . ...., , -.... ..... ..... ,. " .. ' " II ••• ... . 
-'-'--'- .. J.;> .. ... ~.~_~f -.. '~l\, .. -.~~-~~_ ... _d.f.dLJ.~ .. L_~~ .. Q..Qz.._ .. _.~~_ ..... . 
. ... ".-,,-... ..... .. t '9t.''''' .. II ;; ............. - ...... - .. -.. ..- ...... \. '--- ....... -.-••• ~ .----........ - ..... - •• ---.--~.: ..... -. ___ • __ •• 




. Se~ 24 08 08:30a 
BillTo. 
Petra, Inc 
1097 N Rosario St. 
Merf~ian, JD 83642 
Item 
Joan Zacliary (208) 793-3015 p.2 
-
Cobblestone· . . . 
- ~NSTRUCT'ON, IN~ . 
- 'Old ~rld & Traditional Paving Stones . 
12 Lakeview Drive" . 




I 9l22J2008 , 1:J39 
Project/Job 
. Merldial.' city Hall 
Description Amouilt 
Installation - Fi~ing the Medallion circle with pa~ 4OD.OO. 
I~----------~"------' 
. to<!lNtJiVCo 71fI~ _ /J~0Vffl,-- ~ .~#'I£-' 
(J7 6,() j4, ~." fJA/. 
Job Name: . /11c.J{ . . 
Job. Number: Of! Q(~iJT7= 
Cost Code: t?1-//~_ 
Authorjzed by:.---1~ ' .. 
Date Posted; . By:_ 
Budget_..,-. "'------
Ov,er13udget: ____ ._ 





Balance Due $400.00 
. 






Sep.24. 2008 7:28AM Idaho Custom Wood Products No. 0483 P. 11 
• I • 
IDAHO 
CUSTOM WOOD PRODUCTS EJ 
11376 PRESIDENT DR. BOISE IDAHO 83713 CHANGE ORDER fI. 
Phone (208) 322-2610 F'ax (208) 375-2945 
A Tradition of Craft$mlNl$hlp CONTRACTING # RCE-3122 
TO JOB: City of Meridian 
.~\ 
~. ~ 
" CHANGE ORDER DATE: "'l, CUSTOMER PHONe ) I PlEASE BIll I 9/12108 As per email from Tom - 8120/08 
~'---- ---. .-/' 





5 1 BUILD UP RADIUS TO ACCOMMODATE THE WALL CAP 
6 RiOOWo -rai#14./ At' ~ ':P t!Jv~~o() /I L-








15 1 .• 1. 1\ .......... "'. /&/.b) &#-
16 
VVt.l ........ "... _ 
S.c. ~ ~A. _ .. I"h 1\.11 ...... ho ... • .eY-"2..C!.Il.a. ")c ... . - ._.-_ ... -.-
17 C~ci ~l'\rtQ' E) ( ... ({ () 
Jj "''-? D "~2 
18 A uthnri7p.n hv' 'L Lill. v<1h> 
19 Date Posted: Bv:~ 
20 Budaet: tax 

















Sep.24. 2008 7:27AM Idaho Custom Wood Products No. 0483 P. 5 
IDAHO 
CUSTOM WOOD PRODUCTS D 
11376 PRESIDENT DR. BOISE IDAHO 83113 CHANGE ORDER i# 
Phone (208) .322~2610 Fax (208) 375-2945 
A TraQ1t1on of CnrftsmBnship CONTRACTING # RCE-3122 
TO JOB: City of Meridian 
. 
CHANGe ORDER DATE: /, CUSTOMER PHONE; I PlEASE BILL I 
9122108 As per Gene Bennett - meeting @ ICWP 





5 1 extra shipping cost to expeOt.to new veneer materials 
6 .'"-
7 IJ/L -",81'- C;P 
8 
9 /~1<'v~?b(j v6 tJ cvCf'\.v - /I"Pdr9M~(;(,; 
10 ./V~ $IfI71rS ~<I1bA..!:t' tJ{/(r; 70 




15 Job Name' \rY)('Jb\. J,tp. -''I:~ 
. J~ Job Number: F.)C,.., ()In'""}C· "'5I.JiiJ7 .... ¥--
17 . Cost Code: (j 1-11f) /h 
18 Authorized by:---1---1-iIL 
19 uate l"Iostea: By:' 
20 ouageI: tax 





DATE: I SIGNATURE 












. S[PS b 2008 
........... ~ __ ._~_ ........ ? •. ~.~~~~~ ......... ;;: ..................... " ....... _ ...... _ ... _ ................ _ •• " ............. ~ .................................... : .......... h ..... '": ........... "':' .. ':"~.;. ....... _ .... . 
• l' ":' .~.=.!,. 'i':' ~r:" ", . 
From: Integtafe.d Itrt¢riors·· . ·No:. ·5141· ,.1 ~ . . pMB # 33?t331~ W. Cherry Lane ~":i·:;'i~ '.:. 
Meridianld, ·83642· .. 
To: Petra Incorporated, .. . Work Performed at: 
1097 N. Rosario Street. .New' Meridian City Hall 
Meridian, Id. 83642 33 EastSroadway Avenue 
.. . Meridian,ld.· 83642 
Date: 9:'24-2008 .. . '? •. , '.~ .. 
Descript.ion of VVorkPerfo.tnted:. 
New Controls for the·l\llotorized Window Shades 
All Material is guaranteed to be as specified, and the above work Was performed in accon;iance 
with .the drawings and 'specifications provided, for the apCive work, and was completed in a 
substantial workmanlike manner for the agreed sum of: 
Two Thousand and Twenty-Five Dollars ($ 2,025~OO) 
This is a D Partial ~ Fun invoice due and payable by: upon receipt 
September . Month 24 Day t008 Year 
In accordance with our ~ Agreemerit D Proposal 
. .Datedd' . H.September.Huu MQnth··16·· U.H Day 2007 . Year 
.~~ 
'~ $<,:<> ~ 
j~~~. ~~~~ P'1d~- <.? ~ '() 
·OostCOde •. ~.. ../ . ' .. . 
.. ;A\JthOrizedby.~~~ . 
Date posted:- By._ 
Budget: 
Over BudQet ---
www.lOCtIIte .. com Page 1 of1 S~l-250· Rev. 0004 
CM002512 
003391
. ... ---- BID PROPO~AL 
·INTEGAATE'D INtERIORS 
: s'r't, , ' .' 
, L.. C; 1-:,.700·8. 
• ~. - t,..; L:-
3313 W. Cherry Lane Meridian, Id. 83642 
Integratedlnteri0rs@yahoo.com ph.206-936-1215 fax 208-'629-8293' 
.... 
License # 16721-C-3-4 (02950, 06100, 09110, 09500, 1201'1,12490.1397"0) ~CT-20085 
PRo'p-osAt SUBMITTED TO' . " .. ' ., .. 
NAME Petra Incorporated PHONE/FAX ·888-0334 1DATE 9/16/2008 ., 
mEET 1097 N. Rosario JOilriAME . Meridian City Han .. ' .. 
CI1Y Meridian Id. Meridian 
STATE . Idaho esTIMATOR Jason Tupper 1ST~TE· . 
I propO$'e to furnish all materials and perform aU labor necessary to complete the following: 
Delete COritrc)ls per:Bld Contract 
Isolating Relays for each Shade~ gea. 
. .: .. '. 
-
Idaho 
ADD Controls per New Switching Request 
Add Switch· and New Control Boxes for RooiTl133 
Add Switch and New Control Boxes for Room 343 
Add Switch and New Control Boxes for Room 346 
$2,500~()O 
Total Change ,ADD 
J9b ,Name: .. ,Me/!' . . ". 
~~n~"d~~r:=:':0(.7S·· ." 
AuthOriZed bY:----1----1 .. 11 ~ 
Date Posted' ..' B' --Budget: . . y.~$2,025.ao.· . 
Over Budget: . ------
•• A· 
All of the Work to be completed In a substantial and Worknlai1fike manner for the SUm of TWo Thousand a'rid .1)Y~6!y'Fi~~ '. 
~ DollarS ($ $2,025.00 Payrilent to made each _~_~...:.:M:..::o:.::nth:.:.. ___ ---.:.. ___ as too Work . . 
· progresses to the value of ..;:O;.:;,ne:;.;H:..:::u::.::nd;:::r.=.;:ed~ ________ percent ( ____ ":..::.00=--_ %) of all w6i'k·CompJetec!. i'ne 
· entire amount of the contract to be paid with .;;In;;....o...;;3~O _--'-_______ days after ccitnpletlon. . 
Ally alterations or deviation from the above specifications Involving exira cost of material or labor will be execUted upon written 
· order for same, and WIll become an extra Charge over the sum mentioned in this contract. AU agreements muSt be made in WritIng. 
·a~~ . 
Authorized Signature ~.I  .. . 
. . . . ACCEPTANCE 
; You are hereby authorized to furnish an materials and labor required to COITipletethe wo~ mentioned in. the abOvejlrOpOSal for Which 





BUSS MECHA AL SERVICES, INC. 
P.O. BOX 190476 
BOISE, ID 83719-0476 
Sc D (~ {i. Z008 . 1-1 .J -
Invoice 





1097 N. ROSARIO PLACE 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
P.O. No. Terms Due Date Project Name 
PERSCOIT Net 30 10/4/08 MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
Item Qty Description 
SERVICE CALL 8 JAYSON-HOOKED UP DISHWASHER IN BREAKROOMS 
340, 133, 252. EXTEND ICE MAKER LINE IN 340 TO 
ALLOW FOR RELOCATED SINK. ALSO WATER AND 
DRAIN LINES IN 340. 
SERVICE CALL 2 JOE-
MAT.C 1 MATERIALS USED-
MAT.C 1 15%OH&P 
, 
Job Name: ~ c J:A 
Jcb Number: Dlo Ri IF <$) 
Cost Code: ~~J ~ 
~~ Authorized by:---f--,-J_J'<"». ~~() Date Posted: By:__ <' .p . 
Budget: 'cj ~ 
Over Budget: 








A late ebarge of 1.5% (18% annual interest rate) is ebarged on 30 days balanee. 
Phone # Fax # WebSite 
/~'" I-------t-------I 









208-562-0600 208-562-0555 www.bussmeebanieal.eom 






Remit payment to: PO Box 7338, Boise, 10 83707 
Date: 912412008 9:56AM Modification # 1 
",0 Name: fJ2c-ti po 
'!;)b Number. {)G, O~7 2 
Cost Code: a (-tlu 
Authorized by;~---1-
Date Posted: . 8y:_ 
Budqet---------
Ovei'Bu~g0t------
Printed on 9/251200810:13:27 am Open Mon-Sat 7am-6pm, Sun. 9am-3pm 
SoI\Ware by Polnt-of·Rental Systems WWW.POINT"()F-RENTALCOM 




. I 4.$ I.:. Ol1, t ; : £ ; £ L J SUiJii 2 ;. 3 .' 25 i a JL;a a0;::4 l i22 $l2 . 22 ; 





EI !!IE ~ ~ t;!l>'-
,; ,. __ ~ _. t . .,.. , 
i . .' 
I . . ijiIiji&ifiiii@u'" I .c~:.QorpenIer U. __ l U-__ 2 13_LobcnrGn>up3 . PEO'.-_~~Qoupl ·PEOl __ !q\IIpmeIIt_Qoup2 . 
I ciettlfythat I ttaW worked_hours for the Wli\l!k.endlna"---____ 1nilIIY free. S\gnebIre ---------......... 
CM002516 
003395
·WE, ; ;E Sl 2 ]J is .. 2 :. £ id L £ ,2522$ ; & $ i" £!JOd) 
.".li"!s.2 &422242 (ta,st! .4#t. .,.-' .IM'" 
EE ~ 9.\ f'::U LAST NAME I 'I" v'\ <: Q. ~ 
Plv,leCtMIInItOer I 
=~ . w_ ..... 'I_tO/oK 
ApprovaI_~AP RCE-187S 
Job 
Job Name Description of Work Job Total Super : Number Work Code 5 M T W T F 5 Hours Initials 
'1oiit1C~U . )..brll,.y sk .. d"IJ~ ~o. ..... , o~l.Koo It,':: 8'.~ S' ,S I '-':J 
L r ...... _r .. 1 _ - .~/ 
alibJ.( ~o.lI ... ., .... '1.0 .. .... cl~ .l;) ,~" ... Ju:6_ 1'3 ~ 
f'\ 
, ,'l\t;\~ () \-110 1"35 1(.'5 liO ,c',." 
"':::::;J"'""",-
Ilt.~ !r.e, S- Ilt.!> I £..5" 40 
QNIIS Mgg <;QQI\MlNP 
U • Labcr'er Group 1 L2 • Laborer Grow;> 2 13 - laborer Gftq> 3 
Pall. _~~GIouP 1 ,PE02' ___ Oporatoo'GIoup2 
Yocertlflcado yo trabajar~hours for the week ending t 10 10 l sin dano. firma :) 0;\ c+s 6L, ...... co.. ') , 




Time: 02:20:25 PM 
** 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
IB COST DETAIL-BY LINE 
(job history only) 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Ht Report Code: 28.81 
Page: 1 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 485 thru 485 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
==============--==-==_:=======================================================---==== 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
CODEORD 
JOURN ---REFERENCE --- YEtI) - -- -- -GIL ------ MTL/EQP ~ITS 




Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 485 Twice weekly Clean Up 
LAB P/R PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30108 
BRD P/R PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30/08 
9 2008 4030 




Job Period Cost: 55.94 
CM002518 
003397













0-' 10M\. ~~ ~~<;;·h"'"-~ ~"':.\. -.to! 




, ----.. .... """ 
IO~llo-tt 
~~.(, ~ ~ ... , l'J.~ ... 1I '\.l 
b-,Ol,\S V ... ((. ...... V':. .. , ., 
.t~ 
~\~~s <S~ fvc.'3" 
Ic",~ 
; i. $ .; AA ,,:;y:, •. X( 1OA44.,. 
!MW44 ii&# 
EM LAST NAME I~Y' '-'I. ...., \. ~1b 
il~ 
Project-- "-\ ~AQ If Approval Week EndIng" I ; i' • 5uperI\Ior AppRwaI RCE-187S 
V\\ .a 
DescrIption of Work Wo~Code Job S ~ ~) W T F S 
Total Super 
Classification Hours Initials 
La ... "c:~\t t.f.' l..../ 1.\-"" 
d .... "'~ .. ~~r /~~-t c) I Col Jr C; IR'?E"1-'1J 4 u 
.. 1. ..... + ".,., ~ ... ~ I C> \1.\1 S ,(; lp 
t.. "',. ""'"'" "" ...... "- ~1-!l'8S'. ..all '), 
~ A. ~ ... Y"'~ .,.-~\~ 10"7.."2-0 .3 ~ 
r,. c,~~ c-" ~.t"\"_ 1")"00 ,cr£.~ ,/.f~ b. _If '2. (p 
',( t ~ \ O'l\~ 1":' I'"~ 
, \ 
'. ::-" .:~- ~ ... -~ ka 't,. 
... ~ \ CJ J..~/ .. 1..1 ,0 I../OCJ "'2... """2,.. c.,t 
"l".. ~.; '~W4ll~ ~ 400 2.:' ~ . P l-z. J.,. 
~~\,.-".,., ,.-t~ ... ~ \ ,~ 0/$5"0 ,""2... ?- (>, 






L3 ... Ubooor GIoup l I U • Laborer Group 1 
Pro1 ... _ fqUIpmen! Opemr GIoup I 
12 ... loboror GIoup 2 
" Pf02 • __ EqIlfIJInent Opemr Group 2 
Ya certfflcadayo trabajar ___ hours for the week endlng, _____ ,sin dana. Firma -------::c--r-----,,.--> 
r certify that, have WOrke(L~t .. 2._hou~ for the week ending Injury free. SIgnature ......l.1~"'IA..IIU~o.A,,-.!!.G4J11!=:~( jg,..".,."","_" ~-'-..... 
U.\""'""UnA ..... I·~ ............ ·-··· -




Time: 02:20:58 PM 
*** 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
IB COST DETAIL-BY LINE IT 
(job history only) 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
H* Report Code: 28.81 
Page: 1 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 490 thru 490 Period Range: 9, 200S thru 9, 2008 
====---====================--=======- - -===============----======-============--- ==============----------==== -
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
COOE ORO 
JOI.lN ---REFERENCE--- VEl'll ------G/L------ MTL/EQP LHITS 
# DATE ~ CUST PERlOO ACCWIT CODE 
LAB/EQP PERIOD 
InJRS ~ 
================------======- ----===================-=====================================-== ===========----== ----==--======= 
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 490 Street Clean up 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP728 09/11/08 64291 CURCLE 9 2008 4060 130.00 
130.00 
Job Period Cost: 130.00 
CM002520 
003399
Curtis Clean Sweep, Inc. 
PETRA, INC 
PO BOX 44112 













1097 N ROSARIO ST 
MERIDIAN, 10 83642-8095 





$130.00 Total Due: 
REMIT TO: CURTIS CLEAN SWEEP, INC. 
Services Rendered AtPETRA, INC 
MERIDIAN ID. 83642 
Description 
SWEEP & DETAIL - BROADWAY, MAIN TO MERIDIAN 
PO NO PC90498 
Jub Name: Y110H-
Job Number: ()<'tfi!tt7 ~~ 
Cost Code: .. 10 s(p i i9S'b 
Authorized by: -.1----.1._ lItO.? 
Date Posted: By=_ 
Budget: 
Over Budget: RECEIVED 
SEP ! ~ 2008 
Message: . 
FOR ADDITIONAL SERVICES PLEASE VISIT OUR NEW 













Date: 09/30/2008 tt 0 B COS TOE T A I L - B Y LIN E ttt Report Code: 28.81 
Time: 02:29:45 PM (job history only) Page: 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 548 thru 548 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
=========================-=====-====================-- ===-=-===================---======== 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
COOE ORO 
JOURN ---REFERENCE--- VEt-O --- ---G/L ------ MTL/EQP UNITS 




Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 S48 TIlII1l Power 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
OTH ID. Power Refund 
AP682 09/05/08 080905 IDAPOW 9 2008 4060 
AP750 09/11/08 080911 IDAPOW 9 2008 4060 





Job Period Cost: 6,531.31 
CM002522 
003401
"'--;IDAHD r£ POWER. 
AIlIOACORP company 
www.idahopower.com 
Que ontact us at: 
PO I • Boise. 1083707. 
Or caD (208) 388-2323 (Treasure Valley). 
Se habla espailol. 
For faster service please call 
Tuesday - Friday. 7:30 a.m. 10 6:30 p.m. 
"-,:;/ .~~ '.:~' .. < 
".:: .J.::: ... :.!.~ 
Customer Name: 'A INC . 
Account Number: 3392117982 
Billing Date: 09/05/2008 





'!.:)'j,.c:"mit'i .. r.,.·,Bca~h:~k. ~~~.~ ~ ~~·.·.·;·.:~!·.;~'~~~l~:~;:·;·.·:·.~ ~ .... ~ ~ ~'.' ...... , ..:: ........ ~'. '~':'.'.'.'.: ~ ~'.'.'.'.'. ' ..... :' ......... : .... ~ ~'. ~ ~ $0;00 
.... ~IDAHO "i PCMIER. 
An 10ACORP comoonv 
PO BOX 70 
BOISE, ID 83707 
(208) 388-2323 (Tr_ure Valley) 
Please write your account number on your check 
or money order made payable to Idaho Power. 
11.1111.1111111111111 •• 1111.11'111111.1.11.11.111 •• 11 •• 1111111 D 
19391 1 AT 0.346 1201 00001436 87 19391 
PETRA INC 
,.~. 1097 N ROSARIO ST 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642-8095 
11 •• 111111 •• 1111.1111 •• 1.11 •• 1.11 ••• 1.1 ••• 1.1.1.1 •• 1 ••• 11.1 •• I 
* 
Amount Enclosed 
o Project Share pledge, noted on reverse side. AddresslPhone Correctlon. noted on reverse side. 
11.1.1 •• 111111 •• ,11,1.11,1111 •• 1.11.11 •• 111.1.11.1.11.1,1,11,1 
PROCESSING CENTER 
P.O. BOX 34966 
SEATTLE, WA 98124-1966 
11.1111.,1 •••• 11111,1.1111.,.111,111.11 ••• 1111.11 ... 1111.,1.11 
33921179824000040911 000022575 000040911 0905 4 





An lo.o.::ORP company 
www;iciilhopower.com 
' .. -~'~~T:r·'~l'-": .. 
• . " ,.:;";: •... ,.\'; c" 
,:~: _,.'0 
;~:i::=~~~r',:':-:: 
An IDACORP company 
Quest :antae! us at: 
PO BOX 70, Boise, 10 83707. 
Or can (208) 388-2323 (Treasure Valley). 
Se habla espanol. 
For faster service please can 
Tuesday - Friday, 7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
PO BOX 70 
BOISE, 1083707 
(208) 388-2323 (Treasure Valley) 
Please write your account number on your check 
or money order made payable to Idaho Power. 
11.1111.11111 •• 111111 •• 1111.11'11111 II 1 •• 11 •• 1.11.111111111111 B 
3543 2 AV 0.449 nol 00003543 18 3543 
PETRA INC 
1097 N ROSARIO ST 
MERIDIAN, 10 83642-8095 
11 .. 111111 .. 11 .. ;1 .. 1 .. 1.11 .. 1.111111.11111.1.1.1 .. 1 ... 11.1 .. 1 
Customer Name: 'A INC 
Account Number: 6802357117 
Billing Date: 09/1112008 





~"""'il U Project Share pledge, 
, noted on reverse side. 
" Pagelof3 
'- ..... j 











noted on reverse side. 
11,1,1 •• 111111 ••• 11.1.11.11 •• 11.1.11,11,1.1.111 •• 1111 •• 1.111.1 
PROCESSING CENTER 
P.O. BOX 34966 
SEATTLE, WA 98124-1966 
11.1 .. 1 .. 11 .. ,11 .. 1.1.1 .. 1 ... 111.1 ... 11 .. ,1111111 .. ,11 .... 1.11 
68023571171000652073 000142148 000652073 0911 8 
CM002524 
003403
"' __ IDAHO b PCP-NER. 
An IDACORP company 
www.idahopower_com 
Questi, lIael us at: 
PO BOX ,u. Boise. 10 83707. 
Or call (208) 388-2323 (Treasure Valley). 
Se habla espaiiol. 
For faster seMce please call 
Tuesday - Friday. 7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
Service Agreement No: 0753119481 
Service Location: 33 E BROADWAY AVE, CT/MERID 
Service Period 
Page 2 of :\ 
customer Name: P AINC 
Account Number: 6802357117 
Billing Date: 09/1112008 
Print Date: 0911112008 
Next Read Date: 10/09/2008 
ID 




NEW CONTACT INFORMATION: 
Does Idaho Power have your correct mailing address and phone number? 
If not, please write any changes below: 
AptJSuite 
c 
PROJECT SHARE PLEDGE 





I would like to make a one-time contribution 
in the amount of: $ 
~'CitY [J 
Please round-up my monthly bill amount to 
the nearest dollar and contribute the difference 




Zip Code Thank you and please remember to track 
your tax-deductible donations. 
CM002525 
003404
.' _ An IDACORP Company 
www.idahopower.com 
Your Electric .<:~ 
Use Pattern ~«: 
",QI 
~a. 
Ques Contact us at: 
PO BOX 70, Boise, 10 83707. 
Or call (208) 388-2323 (rreasure Valley). 
Se habla espano!. 
For faster service please call 
Tuesday - Friday, 7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
0.0 41.3 36.3 40.0 











910.3 675.0 - -May-08 Jun-08 480.0 -JuI-OB 
Page 3 of 3 
3ooD.O 







lIiil ... II .. II ... I .. I .. I.II .. I.II ... I.I ... I.I.I.I .. IIIIII.I .. 1 
PETRA INC 
1097 N ROSARIO ST 






























Time: 02:30:30 PM 
** 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
o B COS TOE T A I L - B Y LIN E 
(job history only) 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
H* Report Code: 28.81 
Page: 1 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 552 thru 552 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
,1'---"', ==============--=====:::========--=========================--===================================---===== 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
CODE ORO 
JOURN ---REFERENCE --- VEND ------G/L ------ MTL/E(f LNITS 




Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 552 Temp Water 
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX USBANK 9 2008 4060 94.55 
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX USBANK 9 2008 4060 123.54 
218.09 





THE HOME DEPOT 1804 
s~5~~ ~R~~~S~~I~~6Bf~ ~9699 
SALE 
1804 00002 51413 
61 CSV79G 
032888991415 3/4X3GALNIPL <A> 
032888991392 3/4X2GAtNIPL <A> 
032888074040 3/4FPBLVLTHD <A> 
078627031§20 50FT HOSE <A> 
3i22'.uu 





AUTH CODE 900235/8020045 
\ 











, . POLI€Y''IO DAYS POLICY EXflIRES ON 
A' ',f 90 11/18/2008 
'>'itl£ HOME ~OT RESERVES THE RIGHT TO 
, : ·tlMIT 'I DENY RETURNS. PLEASE SEE THE 
RETuRN POLICY SIGN IN STORES FoR 
DETAILS. 







THE HOME DEPOT ~804 
1100 SO. PROGRESS MERIDIAN. 10 836 
STORE MGR. BRIAN JENSEN (208)88 699 
1804 00002 51116 
SALE 61 CSV79 
590605 FENDER WAHSR <A> 
510.14 
590796 LOCKWASHER <A> 
510.11 
032888030046 3/4 HOSE BIB <A> 
032888405035 3/4GAL9OOELB <A> 
032888991439 3/4X4GAlNIPL <A> 
211.59 
032888405394 3/4 GAL TEE <A> 
046878279476 FML.COUPLG <A> 
211.99 
046878279469 ML.COUPLNG <A> 
211.99 
041193015303 SlP JNT NT <A> 
032888991415 3/4X3GALNIPL <A> 
048643071919 ADAPTER <A> 
046878279315 BRSHSEVSHOFF <A> 
217.87 
030699287710 PLASTBAGGOS <A> 
030699287611 PLASTBAGGOS <A> 
032888406070 3/4GAL FLNG <A> 
041193057310 12IN TAILPIE <A~ 
078575173658 SS ClAMP <A> 


















413.20 12.80 ~ 
739348120650 LAUNDRY TUB <A> 47.99 
SUBTOTAL 116.54 
SALES TAX 7.00 
TOTAL' $123.54. 
XXXXXXXXXXXX6279 VISA 123.54, 
AUTH CODE 800274/8020010 TA 
11111111111111111111111111111111111 .. ~ 
18:T: N 5:~~;C~8~;;::O:96 ~;!-ir' 
POlley ID DAYS POLICV EXPIRES ON .f}? 
A 1 90 • 1111812008 " 
THE HOME DEPOT RESERVES THE RIGHT j 
LIMIT I DENV RETURNS. PLEASE SEE T,HE . 








Time: 02:53:26 PM 
* 
CCJt11lany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
o B COS T D ETA I L - B Y LIN E 
(job history only) 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
*** Report Code: 28.81 
Page: 1 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 535 thru 535 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
========= ========================--=====--================---========================- ========== 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
CODE ORD 
JOORN ---REFERENCE --- VEND ------G/L ------ MTL/EQP ~ITS 






Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 535 Supplies & Postage 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP778 09/22/08 6239795 DANKA 9 2008 4060 45.41 
45.41 
Job Period Cost: 45.41 
CM002531 
003410
BASE SUMMARY : 
09-21-08 to 10-20-08 DIGITAL STANDARD BASE CHARGE 
Copies Incl in Base 
CJB441279 
• r r: 1-': II [ i \J t..:. ) \ \ \.- ',. 




USAGE SUMMARY : 
Start End Model serial# Allowance 
Actual carry 
usage Allowance Forward overage Rate 
08-21-08 09-20-08 SHOWROOM TO CJB441279 o 2336 o o 2336 .01944 
BASE DETAIL: 




DIGITAL STANDARD BASE CHARGE 
SHOWROOM TOSHIBA ESTUDIO 160 MF DIGITAL 
JOBSITE OFFICE 
33 E BROADWAY 







--4-~~~-- .. g'Jnn.. ,', 
\!~')b \\iumber:---Jt.,A.J:~~~U__ 4UU/ -
Cost Code: -S3' 
Authorized by:---1---1. 
Da.te Posted: By: __ 
Remit To: 
Danka Office Imaging 
4388 Collections Center Drive 
CHICAGO,IL 60693 
Account: 262573 
Attn: Accounts Payable 
PETRA INCORPORATED 
1097 N ROSARIO ST 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
7062397950 0 000DOO~5419 010207030206 13 
Invoice Detail Continued ••• 
Invoice No: 706239795 
Invoice Date: 09-21-2008 




Time: 02:22:20 PM 
ttt 
COfIllany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
B COS T D ETA I L - B Y LIN E I T 
(job history only) 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
*tt Report Code: 28.81 
Page: 1 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 512 thru 512 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
=--======--=-==,--=======--=================--==--===============--======---=-==,=========== 
TYPE PH.ASE COST CHG 
COOE ORD 
JOURN ---REFERENCE--- VEND ------G/L------ MTL/EQP UNITS 






Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 512 Photographs 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 08/31/08 4647 IDAAIR 9 2008 4060 174.90 
174.90 
Job Period Cost: 174.90 
CM002533 
003412
IDAHO AIRSHIPS, INC. 
40 S Goshen W~E eEl V E [. 
Boise ID 83709 SEP (i b 2003 
208-861-2477 
Tax ID # 82-0499751 
BILL TO 
Petra 
1097 N. Rosario Sl, 2nd Floor 
Meridian, ID 83642 
DESCRIPTION 
Meridian City Hall, monthly aerial portfolio; 8/08 
Idaho Sales Tax 
Job Name:.-l.!~~-:-:::::-r:.:::=. 


























NOTE: Invoice subject to late fee of 1.5% assessed monthly (18% APR, $5 minimum) if not paid by due date. 
If your check is dishonored or returned for any reason, we reserve the right to electronically debit your account for the 




Time: 02:17:04 PM 
t** 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
B COS T D ETA I L - B Y LIN E I T 
(job history only) 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
ttt Report Code: 28.81 
Page: 1 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 200 thru 200 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
=========-=========:==--========---- ===================================================- -::;:=======-============= 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
COOE ORO 
J(llN -- -REFERENCE --- VEND • -----GIL --- --- MTL/EQP LNITS 
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT CODE 
LAB/EQP PERIOD 
flUS M«UIT 
============ _ _====================--m==-====================================--===========================- ===== 
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 200 Project Meetings 
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP703 09/10/08 0809AA USBANK 9 2008 4060 13.00 
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX USBANK 9 2008 4060 100.00 
113.00 











Subt ota 1: 
.Dp,: .....• 
Tola 1: 
S Iulld title 
I agree to pay abGvet.otal 
decording to iii)' ,;drd issuer 
agreement. 













Visa ' 5242894 
Card #XXXXXXXXXXXX6279 
Magnetic card present: VAUGHAN JERRY R 
Approval: 028040 
Amount: $ 100.00 
+ Tip: ~ 






Date: 09/30/2008 0 B COS T D ETA I L - B Y LIN E *** Report Code: 28.81 
Time: 02:13:13 PM (job history only) Page: 1 
COfIllany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 040 thru 040 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
====- - ===================-========================================-======--- --====== 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
CODE ORD 
JOORN ---REFERENCE--- VEND ------G/L------ Mll/EQP ~ITS 





=--=========================-==--==========--======================--==- =====================- ==== 
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 040 Project Deliveries 
OTH August Courier Service AP657 09/01/08 4490 
OTH August Courier Service AP657 09/01/08 4490 
OTH August Courier Service AP657 09/01/08 4490 
HOTSHO 9 2008 4060 
OOTSOO 9 2008 4060 





Job Period Cost: 28.05 
CM002538 
003417
• ~iN.VOICE Hot Shots, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1277 





BILL TO: ~.~ c : ==:~2 
Petra Inc. 
Attn: Accounts Payable 
1097 N. Rosario 8t. 
Meridian, ID 83642 
Job Name: __ -4t.MJ-__ 
Job Number:~~L-__ 
Cost Code:-;r-¥-___ _ 
Authoriz '--'----lA-s 
Date Post _s~ 
Budget, ______ _ 
OVWi Buayet: ____ _ 
Thank you for your businessl 
Net IS 




sIripment to area I (PO S05OO) 22.50 
8I41200S 1 shipment to area E. Lob Wo.~) 13.95 
~~'Sl4/200S 1 i shipmenttoareaC~M ~\1,,\O 
9.35 
~/4/2008 1 shipment to area A (SH# 08-(625) 9.35 
8Im008 1 sIripncnt to area I (PO 080S00) 22.50 
8ISn008 2 
It sbipmeDts to area I (PO 080500, 080S00) 22.50 
8/612008 I ~ shipmeotto area I 0\11')..-10-'7 ~ 22.50 
816/2008 1 
~ 
shipment fiom area A (PO Pa:1me:c Natural ProduCts) r b 9.35 "" 8/6/2008 l~ sbipmentfoareaC(M~Fi"'''_)t>Io~o, -. 9.35 
81812008 1 ~ shipment to area I (PO 0805(0) 22.50 
8/1112008 I t::. shipment to area C'(PO'~Fbnec!l8ry) 0\1\'),\0 9.35 
811112008 1~ shipmenttoareaE 0\.00\00 b·1. 11.55 
811WOOS I @ . =:=~~~)dOCAt~ /~, 22.50 -stlWOO8 I ~ 9.35 
8I13n008 2 ()'t sbipmeDtsto area A (PO Eagle ~. _i" . ". Palmer Natmal Bldg.) 9.35 
81 13/200S 1 -"-' . ftom.areaA~'~~'J.4 9.35 
shipment to area A _~iI';,..,"'t \if GO::::::::::. 8114/2008 1 - 9.35 
sbipnentsfromareaA (Pri~~~ ~ol.!?:!.. 811412008 2 9.35 
811512008 1 s1lipQleot to area I (PO 080500) q 22.50 
8/181200S 1 shipment to area A{PO 0605~ 9.35 
8/18/2008 1 I shipmeJtt to ~ C \.QIJ '0---:' ·l 9.35 
8/1812008 1 shipmmttoareaD \j)oo-:'~}O ~ 10.45 
8119/2008 2 ~ to area.A (PO NWE 08-0625, Palmer N~ l31dg.) D<6l?t 9.35 
8120/2008 1 I shipment to mea I cB eLf?6 / 22.50 
812012008 1 shipment from area A (PO Palmer Natural Prod.) ol60}0') 9.35 
8120nOO8 1 s1ri.pmen.t 10 arm A(fO Pa'Im!% Nabual Bldg.) Dq,tA'J-j > 9.35 
812112008 1 . s~t to area Cr(PfJ~t O\l\ o-;j ~ 9.35 
/'---8/2112008 1 shipment to area A (PO Palmer-Natmal Bldg.) o~'I.\ 9.35 
Rast due invoices will be .:halp L:S% mouddy:w.dh a $5.00.,mrinmmaad1oseall PaymentsICredit 
discounts. All accounts over 60 $}'$ past_ will be.closecl uDtibdl invoices are 




































Hot Shots, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1277 
Meridi~ ID 83680 
BILL TO: 
Petra Inc. 
Attn: Accounts Payable 
1097 N. Rosario St. 
Meridian, ID 83642 
" ~ ..... '"'''' .. ':;#,~j 




















































l • due invoices will be dmged 1.5% moudIiywidJ. a $5.00 Ilij .. jmidQ ami lose ail PaymentslCredits $0.00 
discounts. All accounts over 60 days past due will be dosed until all invoices are 1-------------1 
paid in full. Page 2 Balance Due $631.45 
--------_._--_ .. CM002540 
003419
Date: 09/30/2008 
Time: 02:22:53 PM 
** 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
o B COS T D ETA I L . B Y LIN E 
(job history only) 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
*** Report Code: 28.81 
Page: 1 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 520 thru 520 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
=======---=--=======--=========================================-==-:-============ 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
COOE ORO 
JOURN ···REFERENCE··· VEND ······G/L······ MIL/EQP UNITS 






Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 520 Plans & Printing 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP682 08/22/08 381366 IDAHO 9 2008 4060 142.88 
142.88 








PO Box 40 Boise, 10 83707 
(208) 377-6200 
Balance Forward 
P83205 Payment - Check Money Order 12514 
MFC 309164 0831 Anance Charge 
08115 08122 I0000381366 0815 PartlngLot 
PREVIOUS AMOUNT OWED: 
NEW CHARGES THIS PERIOD: 
CASH THIS PERIOD: 
DEBIT ADJUSTMENTS THIS PERIOD: 
CREDIT ADJUSTMENTS THIS PERIOD: 
RECEIVED 








Thank you for advertising with the Idaho Statesman. 
Account Number: 118184 
PETRA INC 
1097 N ROSARIO ST 




76 2 $1.88 
According to our records, your advertising account Is fIr1N over 30 days past due. Please note our terms are Net 20 days from statement date. If payment for the amount 'Over 30 
days' Is not received by 20 days from the statement date. your adveI1lsing may be suspended. If you have any questions please can T em at (208)377-6473 or Rachel at 
(208)377-6221. If payment has already been submitted. please disregard this message. Thank you. 
~6. g ~~~~;;: ~f1j~ 
Cost Code: Ltt:.~_ 
Authorized by:--.l----1. 
Date Posted: By: __ 
Budget ______ _ 
Over Budget: ____ _ 




MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE IDAHO STATESMAN 
P.O. BOX 40 
BOISE, 10 83707 
Credit Rep Name: Terri Torres 
Credit Rep Phone: 208-377-6473 
A monthly service charge of 1.5%, 
18% annual, will be charged on the 
balance due 28 days from the tmd 
of the billing period. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
Idaho Statesman 
The Newspaper of ·the Treasure Valle, 
I DAHOSTATESMAN.COM 
PO Box 40 Boise, ID 83707 
(208) 377-6200 
ADVERTISING INVOICE and STATEMENT 
PlEASE DETACH AND RETURN LOWER PORTION WITH YOUR REMmANCE 
1~ __ llii3"il;Ji!!C~: __ - 2 • 
. 08/0412008 - 0813112008 PETRA INC 
2311111111t~~Q9~ ":':'-'.~ .. 'ill . 
$476.98 $0.00 I Net 20 
21 ~~J~~22 '~~X!. ~~ 




1097 N ROSARIO ST 
,.-r."ERIDIAN, 10 83642-8095 
IDAHO STATESMAN 
P.O. Box 40 
BOISE. 10 83707 
1 of 1 0912012008 








P.O. Box 40, Boise, Idaho 83707-0040 
LEGAL ADVERTISING PROOF OF PUBLICATION 
Account # Q!!I! ~ Am!2!I!!!; 
LEGAL NOTICE 
118184 381366 ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS - MERIDIAN CITY HALL $142.88 
~ P.O. # 
BARB CRAWFORD 
PETRA, INC 
1097 W ROSARIO PLACE 
MERIDIAN. ID 83646 
l.£GAL NOTICE . 
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIOS 
MERIDIAN aTY HALL .. 
PHASE V • EAST PAR'KIfG LOT 
BI!n..l2!l!i 
.~dhate J ~ Sealed Bids feX Pha~ v WIiI be receiv8d untit 2'00 P M Thursday 
,~t~,~ at1l1e MerIdian City Hali33 East Idaho Avenue M~, Idana 
~~ •. ~... . '<~stM~venue 
:.~: 
Meridian, Idaho 83642 
Lombard and Conrad Arcbitects: 
. 1221 Shorefme Drive 





JANICE HILDRETH, being duly sworn, deposes and says: That 
. she is the Principal Clerk of The Idaho Statesman, a daily 
• newspaper printed and published at Boise, Ada County, State 
of Idaho, and having a general circulation therein, and which 
said newspaper has been continuously and uninterruptedly 
published in said County during a period of twelve consecutive 
months prior to the first publication of the notice, a copy of 
which is attached hereto: that said notice was published in 
, The Idaho Statesman, in conformity with Section 60-108, 
. Idaho Code, as amended, for. 
TWO 
... -"-\4-9002 . 
Boi~ Idaho 83702. 
(208) 345-6677 Fax: (208) ~ 
:, ===X====lconsecutive weekly '--__ ... 1 single 
"--_---', odd Skip 
ilS1RIJC'IJ()N MANAGER: . Petra; Incorporated 
1097 N. RoSario Street 
Meridian. idaho 83642 
(208) 3234500 Fax: 
, Iconsecutive daily 
(208) insertion(s) 
3234507 
Bid documents will tie available through Petra Incl!l'POJ:8ted commencing August 14' 
2008. $250.00 deposit is ~ lor the Meridan City Hall Plan Set (Deposit is· 
refundable.. for D1ans returned ill oril!ina1 condition) EIecfronic PDf file.' are aVaiabfe. 
beginning issue of: _..:.A..:.U::.G=U...;;S..:.T ___ 1.;.;5~':....;2::.0;.;0;.;8--__ 
for a llIlJl:refmcfabit paynleotot $50.:00.. . • 
AIt '. arereQufred fit hwe a current Idaho NIIiC Works License cOll'in'lett--
.. th6 su:a of the cOQtract, a!ld a current.1daho ConIractp(s R!~traIiOir 
"1da1Ic1 . ' orf?jdd; ~.QIshIe(.~_ 
tHilllin<illit of ~ percent (5%) of the tDfaI bid, made pa= ~erI~'. , 
Keith Waitt • 
Purchasing ~nt 
PUb. Aug; 15,22, 2008 
0000381366-01 
ending issue of: _..:.A.:.:U::...;G:;..U:;..S:::.T~ __ =2::.2~. ::.20.:;,,;0;,;8:-.. __ _ 
~.~ikJh) 
STA OF IDAHO ) 
.ss 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
On this 22 day of AUGUST n the year of 2008 
before me.a Notary Public. personally appeared bef.;.;.o;.;.re..;;.m..;.e----
Janice Hildreth known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name subscribed to the within instrument, and being 
by me first duly swom, declared that the statements therein 
are true, and acknowledged to me thai she executed the same. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at: Boise, Idaho 
My CommissIon expl';,:re:.:;s;".: ____________ _ 
CM002543 
003422
Date: 09/30/20OS ** 0 B COS TOE T A I L - B Y LIN E *** Report Code: 28.81 
Time: 02:23:44 PM (job history only) Page: 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 530 thru 530 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
============--==========--=================--==============--===================--============= 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
COOE ORO 
.JOORN ---REFERENCE --- VEt{) - - - -- -G/L ------ MTL/E(f ums 




Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 530 Small Tools 
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP703 09/10/08 OS09AA USBANK 9 200S 4060 14.61 
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP703 09/10/08 0809AA USBANK 9 20084060 26.45 
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP703 09/10/08 0809AA USBANK 920084060 21.17 
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP703 09/10/08 0809AA USBANK 920084060 11.92 
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP703 09/10/08 OS09AA USBANK 9 2008 4060 37.28 
OTH 4798531205483144 TREPAGNI AP703 09/10/08 0809L USBANK 9 2008 4060 82.56 
OTH 4798531205483144 TREPAGNI AP703 09/10/08 OS09L USBANK 9 2008 4060 99.90 
OTH tfRIDIAN CITY HALL AP750 08121/0S 326417 EDGml 9 2008 4060 150.41 
OTH tlRIDIAN CITY HALL AP768 09/11/OS 112966 TATES 9 2008 4060 20.40 
OTH tlRIDIAN CITY HALL AP768 09/15/08 114109 TATES 9 2008 4060 130.38 
595.08 






,'ti!iOi!r:I\!¢'lf;/.~i'!i\llit1ql:ll~~··~~If~f~U,i»""'rl:il'~I(' ~~ e~j;i-'D';'!$:"'j .. , 
10 n<Jie'j,,",~ Il~!,' 
10 'r;loitl~JrI~'1i'.'~ 
. 2ii~O'Oi9r\r0 ""io7a3,::n ;,p~ 
Total 14'&1 (i 





Cijfjd Type VI. 
Tran', 18521572 
, Auth' 214141 







fJ tz..1... 0 c,. 0 <e '( <;-
THE:· -MO~ DEPOT 1.804 
11oU1So.PROGRESS MERIDIAN, ID 83&42 
STORE MGR. BRIAN JENSEN (208)887-
'\ 
1804 00057 01883 
SALE 14 SCOT5 
037103200389 TAPE <A> 














RETURN POLICY DEFINITIONS 
POLICY 10 DAYS POLICY EXPIRES ON '1-
1 90 11/10/2008\ A 
'. 
THE HOME DEPOT RESERVES THE RIGHT TO 
LIMIT 1 DENY RETURNS. PLEASE SEE THE 
RETURN POLICY SIGN IN STORES FOR 
DETAILS. 












THE HOME DEPOT 1804 
1100 SO.PROGRfSS MERIDIAN, 10 83642 
STORE MGR. BRIAN JENSEN (208),S'l~~QQ 
1804 00057 11882 
SALE 14 SCOT 
801055364686 24"BOLTCUTTR <A> 19.97 
SALES TAX 1.20 
TOTAL $21.17 
XXXXXXXXXXXX5917 VISA 21.17 
AUTH COOE 211285/7574543 TA 
RETURN POLICY DEFINITIONS 
POLICY 10 DAYS POLICY EXPIRES ON 
A 1 90 11/1912008 
'\ 
THE HOME DEPOT RESERVES THE RIGHT TO 
LIMIT 1 DENY RETURNS, PLEASE SEE THE ~' 
RETURN POLICY SIGN IN STORES FOR ' ~~ 
DETAILS. " 
NEED IT INSTALLED? 
1-800-HOMEDEPOT 
~ ,';';' __ WWW ,HOMEDEP{)T< .;C.~LlN~T~lL ' 





Q/7J. c:f-oO~ 1 C \,.~ ,,>0 
THE HOM~ DEPOT 1804 0 
1100 SP.PRcrGRESS MERIOIAN, 10 83642 
STORE MGR. BRIAN JENSEN (208)887-9699 
1804 00057 26799 09/03/08 
SALE 14 SCOT57 11:54 AM 
092097113107 WEDGE ANCH <A> 11.24 
SALES TAX 0.68 
TOTAL $11.92 
XXXXXXXXXXXX5917 VISA 11.92 
AUTH CODE 213045/4575086 TA 
l~~IIJIIIIII 
RETURN POLICY DEFINITIONS . 
POLICY IO DAYS POLICY EXPIRES ON i 
A 1 90 12/02/2008 '\ I 
THE HOME DEPOT RESERVES THE RIGHT TO ,I 
LI~i~ ~~I~T~~'I~L~~~E~~O~HE ~ 
DETAILS. . .,J. 








. a I- S"" 
,ttl-tr O~ OCp 1 ') 
~RHOME bE POT 1804 
110~I$O.PROGRESS MERIDIAN, 10 83642 
STORE MG~. BRIAN JENSEN (208)887-9699 
1804 00057 03111 08/13/08 
SAlE 14 SCOT57 10:45 AM 
662520020410 WEDGE ANCH <A> 






AUTH CODE 113164/5574234 
.... 'I, 
RETURN POLICY DEFINITIONS .. :S· 
POLICY 10 DAYS POLICY E&PIRES ON 
A 1 90 1111112008 
THE HOME DEPOT RESERVES THE RIGHT TO 
LIMIT I DENY RETURNS. PLEASE SEE THE 
RETURN POLICY SIGN IN STORES FOR 
DETAILS. 







.-; .. ~\ t<) 
~ .... ,~ .' 
tHE HOME DEPOT 1804 
1100 SO.PROGRESS MERIDIAN, 10 83642 
STORE MGR. BRIAN JENSEN (208)887-9699 
1804 00058 32852 09/04/08 
SALE 14 SCOT58 04: 17 PM 
032076070397 14UVBLKCB100 <A> 11.97 
781756626262 25'TRI TAP <A> 
3821. 97 65.91 
SUBTOTAL 77 .88 
SALES TAX 4.68 
TOTAL $82.56 
XXXXXXXXXXXX3144 VISA 82.56 
AUTH CODE 714081/3586086 TA 
RETURN POLICY DEFINITIONS 
POLICY 10 DAYS POLICY EXP~S ON . 
A 1 90 12/0312008 
.. 
THE HOME DEPOT RESERVES T~ RIGHT T0. 
LIMIT 1 DENY RETURNS. PLEASE SEE THE 
RETURN POLICY SIGN IN ~TORES FOR " 
DET AILS. , :i/ 






o~.J})(p \ 5 
THE HOME DEPOT 1804 
1100 SO. PROGRESS MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
STORE MGR. BRIAN JENSEN {20S)887-9699 
1804 00058 18687 08/25/08 
SALE 14 SCOT58 11:33 AM 
024098902145 2' TRI TAP <A> 
2j26.87 
024098902657 GFI PLUG <A> 
2j12.97 
785007861341 15A PLUG <A> 
2j4.79 





AUTH CODE 215243/3585583 
'lo, 










POLICY 10 DAYS POLIC~ EXPIRES ON 
A 1 90 1112e/2008 
[~I~ED~~O~E~~~~~E~L~~ER~T~ 
RETURN POLICY SIGN IN STOrtS' FOR 
DETAILS. 
NEED IT INSTALLED? 
1-800-HOMEDEPOT 
WWW.HOMEDEPOT.COM/INSTALL 







1097 N ROSARIO ST 
MERIDIAN ID 83642 
EaiE CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY, I 
• 1503 E RIVERSIDE 
PO BOX 3437 
SPOKANE WA.·99220 
Phone: 509 535;':'~'84.1 Fax: "509-534-3139 
Toll Free: 800-348-4-808 
PETRA INC 
1097 N,ROSARIO ST 
~~IAN ID 83642 
Ordered By DAVE 
DUSTLESS 8" DUST HOODIE 1 1 
UNIVERSAL FIT 









Tates Rents - Meridian 
401 N. Main 






Invoice #: 112966 
Date Out: Thu 9/11/2008 3:53PM 
Operator: MEGAN STRADLEY 
Page 1 011 
.----------------i( Customer. 3958 ) Tenns: On Account 
RECEIVeD 
PETRA, INC. 208323-4500 FAX 208 323-1147 Picked up By: PAT 
SEP S:1 2008 
1097 N ROSARIO PLACE 
MERIDIAN, 10 83642 
Qty I. Key Items Rented 
1 1,3308#5339 BOSCH MEDIUM HAMMER DRILL 







9/11!~ 4:11pm 'I' 
Dls~Dunt 25% 
Remit payment to: PO~ox 7338, Boise, ID 83707 
Job Name:_ rna+- <" 






Cost Code: r2/-f5dO ~ '~ 
Authorized bY:---'---,--;;{L ~cP .~ 
Date Posted: . 8y:_ ~ 
Budget: . 
Over Budget _________ _ 
RENTAL CONTRACT Rental: $19.25 
EQ~MENTPROTEcnONPLAN EPP: $0.00 EQUIPMENT PROTECTION PLAN IS NOT INSURANCE. .. , " .. -
Saies: 
... $1):00 ... .. F(jn~fI ad~jtioiililfee' of 12% of the tot81 renial, 'LeSSor agrees to waive certainCla'lms' toi-acCidental damage to 
equipment upon terms amd conditions specified on reverse. EqDipmcDt ProtectioD PIau docs DOt cover tire Delivery Charge: $0.00 . . ' damage. • 
IACCEPT: I, IDECLINE: I Misc. Charges: $0.00 
A finance charge of 1.75% per month (Annual Percentage Rate of 21%) may be as~ssea against overdue accounts. Subtotal: $19.25 
LESSEE (OR irS AGENT) HAS READ THE ENTIRE EQUIPMENT lEASE. INCLUDING TERMS AND CONDmONS ON 
REVERSE, OR HAS CHOSEN NOT TO SO READ. AND IN EITHER EVENT ACCEPTS AND SHALL BE BOUND BY THE 
SAME. . ". . 
I EITHER KNOW HOW'O PROPERLY OPERATE 1}IE EQUIPMENT LISTED ON THIS EQUIPMENT lEASE OR HAVE 
ASKED. RECEIVED. AND UNDERSTAND THE INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED TO'ME REGARDING PROPER OPERATION OF 
Idaho Sales Tax: $1:15 
THE EQUIPMENT LISTED ABOVE. I ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT TATES RENTS. INC. HAS PROVIDED A COPY OF THIS 
$20.40 AGREEMENT TO ME. TOTAL: ,.--', 
PAID: $0.00 
SIGNATURE: 
PETRA,INC. AMOUNT DUE: $20.40 
Printed on 911112008 7:37:14 pm Open Mon-Sat 7am-6pm. Sun. 9am-3pm Modification #2 
Software by POinl-of-Rental Systems WWW.POINT·OF·RENTAl.COM 
._-----------_ ... CM002553 
003432
Tates Rents - Meridian 
401 N.Maln 
11191111.11 
8ta . Closed 
Page 1 of1 
Invoice#:. 114109 
Meridian, 10 83642 
www.tatesrents.com 
208-888-7368 phone 
208-888-2847 fax Date Out: Man 9/15/2008 12:15PM 
Operator: DALLIN THURGOOD 
RECE!VED 
Qty 
,--------..---------I( Customer' 3968) Tenns: On Account 
Picked up By: PAT PETRA, INC. 
1097 N ROSARIO PLACE 
MERIDIAN, 10 83642 
Key 
208323-4500 FAX 208 323-1147 
Items Rented 
Job Oeser: MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
PO #: PC80500 
I Status Returned Date 
SE? :3 3 2008 
RentafFee 
1 :3308#5340 BOSCH,MEDIUM HAMMER DRILL. 
. GOfj~~Ei:E: ~)T,1ri 
Returned 9/17108 3:19pm·, ,',' $100.00 
$15.00 
$8.00 
. 1 1234-6 ~&f".~11ll083:1~' 
; '. , B~RCH'iSEL. 1.1/8·~ 1 1221-5 Returned ".9117/08 3:19pm . 
:1: j 
2 DAY RENT CHARGED' 
, ,. . 
.". 
~~~it p~ymentto: P~lBox 7338, Bois~, ID 83~9;7 
:.1' • 
. ", 




' .... '4 ... 
~g~ :~~~g~--<r~r--: ;...:' ~.l4." .~' -a"""~"-' ~-'-(' 
".' ! 
Cost Code: at-!nJ~A 
Authorized by:---1---.l-4 -
Date Posted: By:_ 
Budget: ______ _ 
Over Budget ____ _ 
RENTAL CONTRACT 
EQUIPMENT PROTECflON PLAN 
EQUIPMENT PROTECTION PLAN IS,NOT INSVRANCE, 
- -.- -Por anadditlonai' fee of 12% of the toiai rer;t~i; Lessor agrees to waive certain claims for accidental damage to 
equipment upon terms amd' conditions specified OD reverse. Equipment Protection Piau dCltl Dot cover tire 
damage. 
J6;CCEPT: . I IDECLINE:" I 
A finance charge of 1.75% per month (Annual Percentage Rate of 21%) may be assessed agamst overdue accounts, 
lESSEE (OR irS AGENl) HAS READ THE ENTIRE EQU1PMENT LEASE, INCLUDING TERMS AND CONDITIONS ON 
REVERSE OR HAS CHOSEN NOT TO SO READ, AND IN EITHER EVENT ACCEPTS AND SHALL BE BOUND BY THE 
SAME" ' . 
I EITHER KNOW HOW TO PROPERLY OPERATE THE EQUIPMENT LISTED ON THIS EQUIPMENT LEASE OR HAVE 
ASKEDiRECENED; AND UNDERSTAND THE INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED TO ME REGARDING PROPER OPERATION OF 
THE EQUIPMENT. LISTED ABOVE. I ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT TATES RENTS, INC. HAS PROVIDED A COPY OF THIS 




Printed on 9/17/2008 7:14:57 pm Open Mon-Sat 7am-6pm, Sun. 9am-3pm 





























Time: 02:21:50 PM 
** 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
o B COS T D ETA I L - B Y LIN E 
(job history only) 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Ut Report Code: 28.81 
Page: 1 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 510 thru 510 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
:==-===============--=======================================--======== 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
COOE am 
ruN ---REFERENCE--- VEND ------G/L------ MTL/EQP ums 




Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 510 Material Delivery 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 07/28/08 96517 TATES 9 2008 4060 
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX USBANK 9 2008 4060 





Job Period Cost: 1,220.57 
CM002555 
003434
Tat~!tB.ents - Meridian 
401 N. Main 
A.EC E J Vt: ~111.gl 
... i Sta Continued 
08-888·7368 phone SErJ ( Invoice #: 96517 
Page 1 of1 
Meridian, 10 83642 
www.tatesrents.com 
208-888·2847 fax) me f Date Out: Mon 712812008 7:30AM 
Operator: CHRISTINA GATES 
,-----------------i( Customer' 3958 ) 
PETRA, INC. 208 323-4500 FAX 208 323·1147 
Tenns: On Account 
Picked up By: JACK OR SCOTT 
1097 N ROSARIO PLACE 
MERIDIAN, 10 83642 PO#: ,",V1872 .. ;, 
Qty Key Items Rented I Status 
1 4015-E295 FORKUFT, 8000# 44' GENIE Billed to 
Meter out: 1031.3 
Hour metered.ilems are allowed 10hr/day,50hr/week & 200hr 14 week usage 
Qty Key Items Sold 
47 DIESEL-6 DIESEL DIESEL Sold 
1 IDELIVERY-6 DELIVERY CHARGE DELIVERY Sold 
DELIVERY AND PICKUP 
Delivery Date: Mon 7/28/08 7:04 AM Contact: JACK 
Pickup Date: Mon 8/25/08 7:30AM Phone: 
Address: MERIDIAN CITY HALL; , 











MUST MAKE CONTACT WITH CUSTOMER IN ORDER TO GIVE INSTRUCTION. GET PO# FROM CUSTOMER AT THIS 
TIME. 
Remit payment to: PO Box 7338, Boise, 10 83707 sp 
,4!(f/It:P .J t/.vu,.tJ Job Name: fkltL{ 
~,,4'- Job Number: (xaid#76 , ~rbW 
~11. /~~i'tiU Cost Code: ~I Co aIred 
1#(./'- - (~ Authorized by:--1.--J~ 
Date Posted: By: __ 
Budget: ______ _ 
Over Budget ____ _ 
RENTAL CONTRACT 
EQUW~PROTECTIONPLAN 
EQUIPMENT PROTECTION PLAN IS NOT INSURANCE. 
For an additional fee of 12% ofthe total rental, Lessor agrees to waive certain claims for accidental damage to 
equipment upon terms amd conditions specified on reverse. Equipmellt Protectioll Plall does 1I0t cover tire 
damage. 
IACCEPT: I IDECLINE: 
A finance charge of 1.75% per monih (Annual Percentage Rate of 21%) may t5e assessed agalnstoveidue accountS. 
LESSEE (OR IT'S AGENT) HAS READ THE ENTIRE EQUIPMENT LEASE, INCLUDING TERMS AND CONDmONS ON 
REVERSE, OR HAS CHOSEN NOT TO SO READ, AND IN EITHER EVENT ACCEPTS AND SHALL BE BOUND BY THE 
SAME. 
I EITHER KNOW HOW TO PRQPERL Y OPERATE THE EQUIPMENT LISTED ON THIS EQUIPMENT LEASE OR HAVE 
I 
ASKED, RECEIVED, AND UNDERSTAND THE INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED TO ME REGARDING PROPER OPERAnON OF 
THE EaUIPMENT LISTED ABOVE. I ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT TATES RENTS,INC. HAS PROVIDED A COPY OF THIS 




Printed on 8/2612008 7:04:14 pm Open Mon-Sat 7am-6pm, Sun. 9am-3pm 
























•. i tD16122037--ur.ll ' 
PAUL'S STINKER 






-XXXX XXXX XXXX 6279 
VAUGH,o,N/JEHkY -n 
i -Pl.:MP PRODuCT ppe; 
I 08 DIES $4 749 
I
~ GALLONS rOTAL 
'15.793 $75.00 -, 
I THANK YOU 













































At WELCOME TO DCoOCo 1 s-
PAUL'SSrNCLAIR 
.... j. 1016122037-001 
PAUL'S STINKER 







XXXX XXX~ XXXX 6279 
; PUMP PRODlfC r PPG ' 













































Time: 02:56:06 PM 
*** 0 B COS T D ETA I L - B Y LIN E 
(job history only) 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
*** Report Code: 28.81 
Page: 1 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 523 thru 523 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
===,, __ ===--===---===========-n--========================== __ ==--====--=====--====== 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
CODE ORD 
JOURN ---REFERENCE--- VEND ------G/L------ MTL/EQP UNITS 




Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 523 Safety Equipment 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 09/01/08 08078 TSALAG 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP778 09/18/08 117822 FASOOM 9 2008 4060 





Job Period Cost: 9,222.54 
CM002559 
003438




TO: ACCOUNTING DEPT 
Company Name PETRA 
323-4500 
Job Description: SAFETY SERVICES 
INVOICE # 08078 
PH#880-0167 
n58 USTICK RD 





Authorizedb :-y-; -.........~I ~;;;;LlI,--
Date Posted: By:_ 
Budget:~ ____ _ 




P.O. Box 1286 
Packing Slip . 
Winona, MN 55987-1286 
Date Reference Page 
No. 
The store serving you is 
535 N Locust Grove Suite 100 
9fl8f08 IDBOS117822 
PETRA, INC. 
1097 N ROSARIO ST 
Meridian, 10, 83642-8095 
208-323-4500; 208-323-4507(Fax) 
Meridian, 10, 83642 
Phone #: (208)375-9495 
Fax #: (208)375-9496 
DUE DATE: 1011812008 
Ship To 
Picked up at Fastenai Store. 





2 X 1 
3 
QuantitY. Quan~ Description Control Shippe'd Backo er No. 
10 o 3f4-10U.25AI" CPLZ 130003839 
1 o IC WB HIVlS YLW 170z rustol 
1 o RED DANGER TAPE 130000416 
Job Name: looc~ 
Job Numbe-r: ...... ?-~<,.>.j.~OMC>r---t;l~Sro--­
Cost Code: 6L::&S6~_ 
Authorized by:--.l---..l. 
Date Posted: By' 
Budget: '-
Over Budget: ____ _ 
Part No. Price I 
Hundred 
1137828 411.0000 
0136174 " 517.0000 
63159 1,509.0000 
Received By Tax Exemption Subtotal 
Comments 
Contact: Pat 
If you re-package or re-sell this product, you are required to maintain 
in~ty of Country of Origin to the consumer of this product. 
R' )nable collection and attomeys fees will be 
a&t:lssed to all accounts Dlar.Arl fOr collectiQn 
No materials accepted for rewli'l'wilnoUt our penniss/on. 
X indicates part is a hazardous materiai 
• indicates part was sold at a promotional or special discount price 
FORM -/NJ3 
No Exemption Shipping & Handling 




An invoice will be mailed in approximately five days. 
All discrepancies must be reported within 10 days. 














CAN. - ADA SECURITY, INC. 
23502 IllGHWAY 30 
CALDWELL, ID 83607 
208-454-9198 
PETRA CONSlRUCnON COMPANY 
10!l7NORTH ROSARIO ST. 
~UERJI)L~.DD 83642 
DESCRIPTION 
ON SITE SECURITY - NEW MERJI)IAN CITY HALL 
33 B.'\::IT BROADW A 'f MBRIDL'lli 
ON SITE OFFICER - SEPTEt-mER 
9/3A~.8.10.11.12.l!i.18.l9.22.24.2!i.2G.2!> 13HRS EACH = l!>!iHRS 
9/1.G.13.20.27 24HRS EACH = 120 HRS 
917.14.21.28 27HRS EACH -108HRS 
91.2~9.1o.l3.30 lOHRS BACH"~HRB 
9/17 16HRS EACH -= 16HRS 
Job Name: mad 
Job Number: ~(? CXo 2 r-
Cost Code: (J)1~{<:;02-~ 
Authorized bY:---1-!.L 






DATE INVOICE # 
9/2!i12oo8 697G2 
P.O. NO. TERMS 
OG-OG7!i Dl~ 011 rec~ipt 
RATE HOURS AMOUNT 
17.:;0 489 8.!i!i7.:;O 




Time: 02:23:15 PM 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
o B COS TOE T A I L - B Y LIN E 
(job history only) 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
ttt Report Code: 28.81 
Page: 1 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 525 thru 525 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
=========-====-=======--==--=====--========================--===============--==-=-==== 
TYPE PHASE COST CH6 
COOE ORO 
JOURN ---REFERENCE--- VEND ------G/L------ MIL/EOP UNITS 




Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 525 Sign age 
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP703 09/10/08 0809AA USBANK 9 2008 4060 
OTH 4798531205486261 BRITAIN AP703 09/10/08 0809Y USBANK 9 2008 4060 
L.AB P /R PE 08/30/08 PR 135 08/30/08 9 2008 4030 
BRD P/R PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30108 9 2008 4040 







Job Period Cost: 584.23 
CM002563 
003442
,. %.$ $" PAn "pc; $. J.X" .. '."M ."" .... H. ;; #4.$ , ""'St.; 1 t . . tt ~ A . W4; .. lJSiWi. i!lii!f. ,.;po. '- .. 9 ... ~~. --"' ............... __ I. _U"'!'.\ ................ , . .... SR"
EM : ~-e...Y"y'-\. LAST NAME _Y"\. 0\'1~ ~ 
• -\. ~AD 
~I~ 
PrDJect-...... 




IIolSl, IIloUIO Apprvwol 
o-.u. CON'l'II.Am'OJUI RCE-1875 
V\\ .a 
Job 
Job Name DescrIption of Weirk \\ Job 5 ~ ~) W t F S 
Total Super 
Number IJ Hours Initials .... .- L;-... _c;~\t ! tl-' V ~ 





A ... C+ .~f f C> \~, S I{~ {p 
l. \..- .-' (\1-~:RS-_ k.a~' '1-
~J~OleD I- J .... ,.~".. '.\(' \0"2.."2-° 13 ~ 
• .t"' .. C ~c.tl'V\<!. _ c,.'t.-.r c. J ti.t..L.. t"'H./oO .~':;''''Q =- 14 '2. (p - ~<"~s. _ .. ~. Lt .4<1' ',f ~ ~ \ O'\.~ I"tl !/ ( \ -' '.~ F- .'" : W't".c. ~e.. -.....<. la 1- ry 
'-\' lo-It 0<'2. ( Q. .\...-1 J,.; ... ~\ c:-~/ .. &l •• ,0 '-./00 1'2., 1"2. ~ 
"'cc:"'S. ( • ..::; P ..... \·1 .. ~tI\l, l~ ... d":,rw .. !..t _ .... 'c,o 2.;' oJ.j::> I-:z. ';"" J. to"" )::;:;.--
D"1Ol.IS v ... {/ .. ,Jr.. troe\:!f.W....--t.ui'i \ ~. ~I~S'O "2. ~ {" '1/ t; 
J .J 111 lo. ...r_,\c Lt-:t.",,, h :?-. 4 ~ ~ ~ r, 'I 
IJ \;../ 
IL"'\ 
'40/ . \....;/ 
{3. \V-~ SCI ~ PI" Co') 
Ic,~ 




.. Yo certIfIcado yo trabajar __ hours for the week endln9 _____ ,sin dano. Flnna --...,.----=---r-c,-----,~ 




Am Z££LL$Ji2 iSL. 22. Li x LX 22 j 
EI 
4~m-n Project Man_ 
l 
Approval I 323-4500 Supervisor 
BOISE, IDAHO Approval 
.!COCK: SOLII 
OBNBItAL c 
Job Job Name Desaiption ofWorIt Number 
itdS,,52C ,,~M... ( ..... ) fJ .Y' <:. 
rl /' /' d 1<;.1 (~ 
:> ;:; c.L,.,.w- .... t!> 
l.d\ /' ~ LL 
I.,~ 6' '1'!- Im.r. J. #..U r..t...;f i[;..lL-t"P n..P •• ~. 
<:I 
u-_",-l 
PEal - _ Equipment Operotor Gro\4> 1 
; . .1 SSilL .£4L. Li lao 41£1£1 £t .1 U. t.! . Q24bZb 
LAST NAME - =G. 




Work~e Job CI_iflcatIon 5 M T W T 
O,? :>5&> ~ ;r .S 
10:' '\~ .~ ~.S 
1,,"2.,('1 flI~ I . ( 
~ ~.- .. . !4.11 
tJJtl2b 
~ i' '1 






~ ... ~ 
!;I~ If J ~ 
5 .. 
Total Super 






13 __ "'-31 
Yo certlflcado yo trabajar ___ hours for the week ending sin dano. Firma': . 
I certify that I have worked-4'a-hours for the week ending <f~,,~r Injury free. Signatu(CJ..."" J4142 
I ... 
H:\COMPANY FORMS\AeId Forms\FIELD TIME CARD PETRA 
CM002565 
003444
S II ¥IJ;aS X2 -lidS).;. U«S ,li LiC #bLSk j_4k~4Jt£t Q uta:at . JIM SLal Xi:aU)S JAMb. II ;;; QU.a¢. t£JUi 
EM LASTNAME--.o. 
J '1"- ¥J ~ I" ProjectMa_ \ 'f Approval WeekEnding '-J .. r~ " ~ I 323-4500 J SUpervisor ~ i i BOISE, IDAHO AppJovaI OBNBRAL CON'I'llACTOkS RCE-1875 ... .. 
Job 
Job Name Description of Work W~Code Job S M T W T F S Total 
Super 
t.::; Number Classification Hours Initials 
~ I~ .&r:,el.e~ f,f-I-.", ~r~ 1t'..J ~c.qO S-
I sfA.ll .~I!. w- fJ'B "8.24>rJ ..... lS. e 111·~ 
CUe.A,,'/ VII tl319Oe? I 
- ~ 
~ !-- '\ / 
IO(.~7< #l.r.rtJ'/-' 
~ 
~v:j- I r"..1c.;~ // 't,r- t, 1'" 
Ci 1-yUA,l( ( ~,,~ ... ~ ~M 
'-... ./ 
:'1;,71&$ ,~- . ~,.-
.;; ...• '74, 
.. 
9 g , '1 (, 
DAVIS MCON CjQQI LIGI!NQ 
U· ....... ~I 
PEOI - Power fqUpmont Opemor ~ I 
L2 ........ ~2 
PE02 - Power fquIpment 0peraU Grcup 2 
LJ ........ GIouJ> 3 1 
Yo certlflcado. yo trabajar ___ hours for the week ending ______ sln, dano. Finna ___________ -' 
I certify that I have worked---$.-hours for the week ending S ~ 30- ~ injury free. Signatu'!=0'2 -=-~-
H:\COMPANY FORMS\FIeId ForTns\FIELD TIME CARD PETRA 
CM002566 
003445
· .. ....--..... 
rA~ --
v L. .' 'Qta. 0 v/'> s: (1 ( ____ ~ ).-':> • 
THE HOME DEPOT 1804 
1100 §O.~ROGRESS MERIDIAN, 10 83642 
STORE MGR. BRIAN JENSEN (208}887-9699 
1804 00057 29660 09/06/08 
SALE 14 SCOT57 09:59 AM 
030699209521 SCREWS <A> 3.59 
030699151943 SHELF GRAY <A> 
411.98 7.92 
SUBTOTAL 11.51 
SALES TAX 0.69 
TOTAL $12.20 
XXXXXXXXXXXX5917 VISA 12.20 
AUTH CODE 116000/1575196 TA 
RETURN POLICY DEFINITIONS 
POLICY 10 DAYS POlICY EXPIRES ON 
A 1 90 12/05/2Q08 
t 
THE HOME DEPOT RESERVES THE RIGHT TO 
LIMIT 1 DENY RETURNS. PLEASE sgE tIE 
RETURN POLICY SIGN IN STORES FOIr 
DETAILS. ~ " 










('V\. -c.. V \. ~; IlV-
O,--T~ 
\....~J\ 
THE· 80ME DEPOT 1804 
1106 SO. PROGRESS MERIDIAN, 10 83642 
STORE MGR. BRIAN JENSEN {208}887-9699 
1804 00057 17582 08/26/08 
SALE 14 SCOT57 11:56 AM 






AUTH CODE 216275/2574752 







POlICY 10 DAYS POLICY EXPIRES ON 
A 1 90 1112412008 l "if 
THE HOME DEPOT RESERVES THe· RIGHT TO 
LIMIT / DENY RETURNS, PLEASE SEE THE .' 
RETURN POLICY SIGN IN STORES FOR ! 
DETAILS. >' 




TO WIN A ~CHANCE 
HOME DEPOT5~OOO 
CARD! GIFT 
Your Opinion C 
the brief survey ounts! Complete 
and enter for ~ht YOur store visit 
c ance to win at: 




Time: 02:29:24 PM 
tt 
COITpany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
o B COS T D ETA I L - B Y LIN E 
(job history only) 
t** Report Code: 28.81 
Page: 1 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 544 thru 544 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
=======--======- --====-========--===================--========--====== =========--======= 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
COOE ORD 
JOORN ---REFERENCE--- VEND ------G/L------ MTL/EQP LtlITS 
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT CODE 
LAB/EQP PERIOD 
IruS MOM 
=====;u::;::====--=e= __ ================-===----==-========--===========---===========-=:-========= 
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 544 Temp - Heating 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 09/22/08 080922 INTMTN 9 2008 4060 48.68 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 08/26/08 87992B TATES 9 2008 4060 241.51 
290.19 
Job Period Cost: 290.19 
CM002569 
003448
" Boise. Idaho 83732 
---- ~m~£oom 
R E ...sep 2~ ,2008 . lie/VEO 
10-769-1 $48.68 
\ ~N~~~~~NTAIN GAS COMPANY 
(208) 377-6840 
SERVICE ADDRESS: Call 7 AM - 7 PM Mon-Fri 
SEP 0 9 2008 





33 E Broadway Ave, Meridian, ID 83642-2619 
~\'~~~~~~~~1~'· . 
,,".:,~;irg~~'jm~3H~~·1~;~'~~h~~em"70W 
i' "0'·: ." 
T TO ENSURE PROPER CREDIT TO YOUR AG(!OU/\IT 
Balance Forward 
Total Current Activity 
Balance Forward 
Total of Account - Due Sep 22, 2008 
~
NTERMOUNTAIN GAS COMPANY f0~fME1fff!ijm)ii1~~~~ffimffiiMWE~~ 
P.o. Box 64 Sep 22, 2008 10582400-769-1 
Boise. Idaho 83732 
105824007690000004868 
Petra Inc 
1097 N Rosario 8t 
Meridian, ID 83642-8095 















Tates Rents - Meridian 
401 N.Main 
R E C. E j V c: tlllill •• 111 Page 1 011 
StatUS: Closed 
Invoice #: 879928 
Meridian, 10 8~642 
·'~.tatesrents.com 
208-888-7368 phone s[? C· '; 2008 
208-888-2847 fax Date Out: Tue 812612008 3:23PM 
Operator: TED LARSEN 
,----------------4( Customer. 3958 ) Terms: On Account 






1097 N ROSARIO PLACE 
MERIDIAN, 10 83642 
Key Items Rented 
3711#5171 FAN. PEDESTAL 30" - 36" 
3711#3787 FAN, PEDESTAL 30" - 36" 
Key Items Sold 
3711#5171 FAN, PEDESTAL 30" - 36" 
Serial#NlA Model #30PF-FP 
Job Oeser: meridian city hall 













Remit payment to: PO Box 7338, Boise, 10 ~3707 
Job Name:-1«'/ Ii ',' 
Job Number: (-s0- ~ 
Cost Code: t!2 ~ 'IIrr~~ 
Authorized by:~ By:- Sfl> J 'SO 
Date posted.- - _ 5 lDol 
Budget 
Over Budget-------
RENTAL CONTRACT Rental: 
EQUW~PROTEcnONPLAN EPP: 
EQUIPMENT PROTECTION PLAN IS NOT INSURANCE, 
For an additional fee of 12% of the total rental, Lessor agrees to waive certain claims for accidental damage to Sales: 
equipment upon terms amd conditions specified on reverse. Eq.ipment Protection Pia. does not cover tire Delivery Charge: 
damage. 
IACCEPT: , 'I IOECLINE: I Misc. Charges: 
A finance charge of 1.75% per month (Annual Percentage Rate of 21 %) may I5Ii assessea against overdue accounts. Subtotal: 
lESSEE (OR IT'S AGENT) HAS READ THE ENTIRE EQUIPMENT lEASE, INCLUDING TERMS AND CONDITIONS ON 
REVERSE, OR HAS CHOSEN NOT TO SO READ, AND IN EITHER EVENT ACCEPTS AND SHAll BE BOUND BY THE 
SAME. 
I EITHER KNOW HOW TO PROPERLY OPERATE THE EQUIPMENT LISTED ON THIS EQUIPMENT LEASE OR HAVE Idaho Sales Tax: 
ASKED, RECEIVED, AND UNDERSTAND THE INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED TO ME REGARDING PROPER OPERATION OF 
THE FQ!JIPMENT LISTED ABOVE. I ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT TATES RENTS, INC, HAS PROVIDED A COPY OF THIS 
AGF' :NT TOME. TOTAL: 
PAID: 
SIGNATURE: , 
PETRA, INC. \.. AMOUNT DUE: 
Printed on 8/27/2008 7:12:26 pm Open Mon-Sat 7am-6pm, Sun. 9am-3pm 





















Time: 02:30:07 PM 
** 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
o B COS T D ETA I L . B Y LIN E 
(job history only) 
*** Report Code: 28.81 
Page: 1 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 550 thru 550 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
===========- ====-- -========================================================================================================== 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
CODE ORD 
JWRN ···REFERENCE··· VEND •• --.-G/L ...... MTLlEQP ums 
# DATE 00 CUST PERIOD ACCOONT CODE 
LAB/EQP PERIOD 
!DRS MO.m 
===============-- - --====================================================--==========================--======== -== 
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 550 Terrp Protection 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP6B2 OBl1110B 4431727 NORCO 9 200B 4060 96.4B 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP778 09/0B/08 2184760 AMECON 9 2008 4060 44.52 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP785 09/25/08 71123 DES FLO 9 2008 4060 224.40 
365.40 






TO INSURE DROPER CREDIT NCLUDE 
THESE ~ur,'BERS VilTH PAY~,lENT 
... ... 
"Serving You Better" 
IDAHO. MONTANA· NEVADA 





PLEASE 1\1AKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO 
AND MAIL TO - ... 
NORCO, INC 
PO BOX 15299 
BOISE ID 83715 
r !PETRA INC. ~ I PETRA INC. 
t 1097 N ROSARIO ST 
MERIDIAN ID 83642 
T 
o 
~ 1097 N ROSARIO ST 




BLUE SHOE .COVER NON SKID 
POLYPR.bPYLmm,lSOPR/CA 6# 
"'D~' "..,.'u AT 
CA 
state Tax 6.0 0% 
45.5085 
TERMS: Net 10th. 1 314% per month representing a 21 % per annum 
charge on unpaid balances will be added. There will be a minimum 









/l ____ ~ ___ ,.ft •• ~ ..... • ,.. ... ft •• 
~ ... w •• ~.nwv •• .., •• 
SUPPLye I NTAL 
www.americanconstructionsupply.com ' 
868 JET STREAM DRIVE 
REXBURG, IDAHO I 
PHONE (208) 356-< 
TOlL-FREE (800) 371 
FAX (208) 356-4487 
2092 N. YEll.OWSTONE 
IDAHO FAU.S, IDAHO 83401 
PHONE (208) 523-0667 
FAX (208) 523-0668 
3685 US HWY 30 WES 
POCATEll.O, 10 8320' 
PHONE (208) 478-511; 
FAX (208) 478-5119 
261 CORBET UlNE 3500 GARRITY BLVD.};<!;« '4525 MARKET ST. 195 EASTlAND ( ~ 
DON~'-""(, IDAHO 63615 NAMPA, IDAHO ~f!~BOISE, IDAHO 63705 TWIN FALLS, IDAHO 83301 
PH' '08) 325-3310 PHONE (208) 467-4231 PHONE (208) 338-8080 PHONE (208) 733-2007 
F~. .Al) 325-3312 FAX (208) 467-3437 FAX (208) 33fl-6992 fAX (206) 733-1376 '--____________________ ~ 
PETRA, INC. 
1097 N. ROSARIO ST. 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
CUST#: 28490.0000 DEL DATE:09/08/08 
SHIP MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
TO: TODAY, SURE 
MISC: JACK 573-7582 CELL 
CUST PO:JV 18000100 
TERMS: NET 30 
Claims must be made, in writing, within one day ""'" receipt df goods. No merchandise accepted for credit without prior appIOYaI. Buyer agrees to pay aI faes a&8OCiaIed with !he 
BUYER UNDERSTANDS AND AGREES THATTITLE TO ALL GOODS AND MERCHAN,DISE REMAINS WITH ACS&R UN11L THIS INVOICE IS PAlO IN FUlL TermS net 15 days 







M.S.D.S. Provided by American Construction Supply Absolutely no returns on chemicals or special order items. 
FORMS AND ACCESSORIES RENTAL AGREEMENT All wilille subject to a restocking charge. 
OUT INFORMATION 
/...-... ..... '\ 
08\ ,.:Jd: _________ Time: ___ _ 
Customer Signature: 
x ____________________ ~----__ --
RENTAL MATERIALS FURNISHED pURSUANT TO THE TERMS & 
CONDITIONS ON THE FRONT AIm REVERSE SlOE HEREOF, WHICH I' 
HAVE READ AND AGREE TO. 
Customer's Initials 
Customer understands that they are fully responsible 
for the safety of this machine and aD those who work 
around it. The customer also accepts the responsibility 
in claiming themselves as qualified operators of this 
equipment, thus understanding the importance of 
safety at all times. 
TERMS: A FINANCE CHARGE OF 1.25% PER 
MONTH WILL BE CHARGED ON ACCOUNTS OVER 
30 DAYS. MINIMUM FINANCE CHARGE OF 50$. 
ORIGINAL 
, CHECK IN AND RETURN 
BIWNG INFORMATION 
Date Retumed: ______ lime: __ _ 
Received By:_--,--, ___ ~=_:_:=_--







I QUANTITY I 
4 
DF DES I G N E R FLOOR S 
1400 Front street • Boise, Idaho 83702 
Commercial (208) 342-4271 • Residential (208) 342-4272 Fax (208) 342-7245 
INVOICE 
Petra Incorporated 
1097 North Rosario Street 
Meridian, 10 83642 
Date: 
Reference: 
September 25, 2008 
Meridian City Hall 
Gene Bennett 
Terms: 
Richard Brown Net 30 Days 
DESCRIPTION 
Project: Meridian City Hall - Extra 
rolls Carpet Protection 
Requested two (2) rolls on 9125108 
Delivered 2 rolls on 9125/08 
Requested two (2) rolls on 9126108 
Delivered 2 rolls on 9126108 
Job Number: 
UNIT PRICE AMOUNT 
~~ 
S's> J' i9~O 0. 
Job Name :.-Jmu..u:#:::.t:.!.-· --::::-:=---
Job Number: O('6T.'lr5grijlQ 
Cost Code: JlJ.. .,. 0..' __ 
Authorized by:---1--1 








AlL PAYMENTS ARE DUE AND P./I.YABLE ON COMPLETION, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED ON PROPOSAl AGREEMENT 
PROPOSAL AGREEMCHT & INVOICE: II pioymenl or .... ., .... 1'1. not made when due, til. seller sholl hl.elho rightt. retain a. _to .. _ tile same. In tIlo __ adIon IS _ """IIIY, tile buyer_ 
to pay .. _ aod I ...-. ottomey'l lee pertaining to tile same. No IIoposlI wi. be ....".d and .. n/Und on cut good. provIcIod Designer Floors will I..-d • ..-obIIg_ III perpropollll ......... 
CM002575 
003454
Date: 09/30/2008 ttt - 0 B COS T D ETA I L - B Y LIN E I T ttt Report Code: 28.81 
Time: 02:21:20 PM (job history only) Page: 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 504 thru 504 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
=========--=====--- ====--- -===================================================- ============= 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
CODE ORD 
mN ---REFERENCE --- VEND ------G/L ------ Mll/EQP ums 




Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 504 Project Trailer 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 08/24/08 8027625 GECAPI 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 09/08/08 10369 PRECOM 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 09/04/08 109845 TATES 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 08/15/08 4107795 WILSCO 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP750 09/17/08 0690595 DESSPA 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP750 09/08/08 4656153 WILSCO 9 2008 4060 



















P. o. BOX 31001.0274 
PASADENA CA 91110.0274 
Our Federal Tax ID # 941686094 
t:'" . rtease rememoer co reference Accounc ;:,cneaule I1'(S) penallllllg co your requesl(S) . 
. Phone #: 800-82fJ..0305 
Fax: 319-841-632 
.Correspondence Only: OX 3083, 
CEDAR RAPIDS IA 52406-3083 
1·',;;ifJ~~~i'Jgif!d!i~f!j!/#;,,:·;.,; I 90133819970 
Invoice Number 68027625 
Invoice Date 08124/2()()8. 
Due Date: 09/25/2008 
talC 03111104 10;» 0IJ12l2t ~ tH7J11D4 QlYA-IIDl I oz DOM 1H711'0CI00tJI 141112 " 
IBWNHXFZ 
109013381997001 Cu"ent Items Due: 139.05 
11 •• 1 ••• 11 •• 1111,1111"1,11111,11",1,1,,,1,1,1,1.,1,.,11,1,,1 Total Amount Due: 139.05 
PETRA INCORPORATED 
1097 NROSARIO 
MERIDIAN ID 83642-8095 -





Purchase Order Number 
Equipment Des~ription 
TOSHIBA COPIER SYSTEM 
SERIAL NUMBER CJB441279 
MODEL NUMBER E-STUDIOl60 
- LO • 
33 E BROADWAY 





09/25/2008 PAYMENT/INSTALLMENT DUE 




To ensure proper credit, detach and 
return this portion with your payment. 
Please include your billing ID Number 
on your check. 
PETRAINCORPORATEO 
1097 N ROSARIO 
MERIDIAN 10 83642-8095 
O Plsas. check her. if your add"", or equipm.nt location has changed and compl.re IYVUIStl sid .. 
ACCOUNT SCHEDULE 8327810.001 TOTAL 139~ 
~~~ 
'.t .. ~ 
Job Name: 4tt? 
Job N umbe--"r:~!E::IJ1i'--.,:-r-""""-""'if 
Cost Code: 1- 0 
Authorized by:--.I----1 
Date Posted: By:_ 
Budget;, ______ _ 
~!~V~~~il~~~=i~RCE·cever Budget: ======= 
I. 
l$jlli"gIDNumbet,.: 'I' 90133819970 
'"'. . , .;',i";"';':; " "~. .... , 
Invoice Number 68027625 
Vue vate: ,-~ IllTI( 
Current Items Due: l39.05 
Total Amount Due: 139.05 
1"11,." •• 11.,11",11.1,.1",.,, 1,1"1.1"1,,,111,,, ItA2IIWE -Make Checks Payable and Remit to: 
11.1 •• ",11."11",1111",11"."1.11",1,1,,11,,,1,1,, 1.1,,11 
GE CAPITAL 
P. O. BOX 31001-0274 








Attn: Mrs. Robin Lindsey 
Petra Inc. 
1097 N. Rosario Sf. 
Meridian, ID 83642 U.S.A. 
RECEIVED 
PRE COM SEP 11 2008 
Phone: 208.344.3660 Fax: 208.344.0095 
EIN: 82-0462492 RCE: 1260,710 S. ORCHARD STREET 




Ship-To Source: SO No. 5986 
Attn: Mrs. Robin Lindsey Phone: (208) 323-4500 
Petra me. 
1097 N. Rosario St. 
Meridian, ID 83642 U.S.A. 
Ace!. No. NEGus!. No. ~ Customer PO Refetq!Cc Sales Reo SbipVia TC!1!!S 
2484 Petra Inc House House Account. Due Upon Receipt 
9/4/08 - DISCONNECI'ED EQUIPMENT, MODEM, .l\.ftu.....c.t\.. INSTALLED CABLING AND HOOKED UP 
DSL AND INSTALLED SWITCH IN BASEMENT ~~"y 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 1.00 EA $385.0000 $385.00 





Total Amount Due: 
TER1. Due upon receipt - 1.5% monthly interest will be assessed on past due balance. 




Page I of! 
CM002578 
003457
R E eEl V E DIIIWUIII IIII 
Tates Rents - Meridian 




Meridian, ID 83642 
~""'II.tatesrents.com 
Date Out: Thu 91412008 7:45AM 
Operator: CHRISTINA GATES 
.---------------I( Customer' 3958) Tenns: On Account 
PETRA, INC. 208 32~ FAX 208 323-1147 Picked up By: JUSTIN 
1097 N ROSARIO PLACE 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
Job Oeser: MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
PO #: JV18081 
Qty Key Items Rented Returned Date 
1 9108-H965 TRAILER, BOX 6'X12' TANDEM AXL 914108 3:40pm 
Remit payment to: PO Box 7338, Boise, 10 83707 
Contract Signature: 
/Yl~ 
Date: 9/412008 7:12AM Modification # 2 
N1. ...... /Li'€'; /tvr£i /' /(Jt/11.../l.:7 . (/\- T. 
Job Name: me.. v\. 







EQUIPMENT PROTEcrION PLAN 
EQUIPMENT PROTECTION PLAN IS NOT INSURANCE. 
For an additional fee of 12% of the total rental, Lessor agrees 10 waive certain claims for accidental damage to 
equipment upon terms arnd conditions specified on reverse. Equipment Protection PI .. does 80t cover tire 
dlmlge. 
IACCEPT: .. I IDECLINE: 
A finance charge of 1.75% per month (Annual Percentage Rate of 21 %) may tle assessed against ovei!Jue accounts. 
LESSEE (OR IT'S AGENl) HAS READ THE ENTIRE EQUIPMENT LEASE, INCLUDING TERMS AND CONDITIONS ON 
REVERSE, OR HAS CHOSEN NOT TO SO READ, AND IN EITHER EVENT ACCEPTS AND SHALL BE BOUND BY THE 
SAME. 
I EITHER KNOW HOW TOPROPERL Y OPERATE THE EQUIPMENT LISTED ON THIS EQUIPMENT LEASE OR HAVE 
I 
ASKED, RECEIVED, AND UNDERSTAND THE INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED TO ME REGARDING PROPER OPERATION OF 
THE EQUIPMENT LISTED ABOVE. I ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT TATES RENTS, INC. HAS PROVIDED A COpy OF THIS 
AGRF"-'~NT TO ME. 
SIGNATURE: 
Printed on 9/412008 7:17:30 pm 
----- ._. __ ._._--_. 
PETRA, INC. 
Open Mon-Sat 7am-6pm, Sun. 9am-3pm 





























8211 enter Drive 
Baltim D 21236 
Do not include correspondence with your remillance. Correspondence 
should be directed to the 'Mlliam Scotsman Branch address indicated below. 
Billed to: 
PETRA INC 
1097 N ROSARIO ST 
MERIDIAN, 10 83642-8095 
111111111111111111111111111111.1111111111111111111111111111111 
Williams Scotsman 





PLEASE INClUDE INVOICE 
NUMBER ON YOUR CHECK 
MADE PAYABLE TO 
WIllIAMS SCOTSMAN. INC. 
Please remit payment to: 
WILLIAMS SCOTSMAN, INC. 
PO BOX 91975 
CHICAGO IL 60693-1975 
11.111111111111111.1111.111111111.11111111.1.1.11111.1.1 ••• 1.111 
When paying multiple Invoices, Dle;a:se enclose all remittance forms or a list of all dollar 
amounts paid on each Invoice Numbe assure accurate and timely application of p,ayment. 
OWL-27586 i 08111108 THRU 09/10/08 RENT STORAGE 
DELIVERY FREIGHT 
CONTAINER LOCK - RENTAL 
PROPERTY DAMAGE WAIVER (STORAG 
ID PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX 
SALES TAX 
CURRENT INVOICE AMOUNT DUE: i 
~4t).<s: 
~;PI ~S-O 
~~~ ~~~g~.J.r'..L: .Lkq~~;;::;-1- , ~.i:: 
Cost Code: --'L{...:.-=:-a=q-tfJ-
Authorized by:--1 















=11 DesignSp'" '"'e LEASE TERMINATION INVOIC rfBER: 0690595 
9/1712008 ••• MODULAR BUlL G....! 
From Vision to Reefier I On Time end On Budget 
Boise Branch Office 208-362-7587 FAX: 208-362-7588 
REMIT TO: 
2235 ENCINITAS BLVD, SUITE III 




1097 N. ROSARIO ST 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
INVOl\ ... .c. DATE: 
RECEiVED CUSTOMER#: 
S[P S !1 200~ LEASE#: 
PO NUMBER: 
UNIT LOCATION: 
49 - 0635904 
1000752 
060675 
NEW MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
200 E. CARLTON 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
IVJIilIT .... QUANTITY DESCRIPTION AMovmJ 
190749 12X60 OF 24X60 WET 4 OFFICE 
Serial #: 00204A 
190750 12X60 OF 24X60 WET 4 OFFICE 











Job Name:---+LI.J.::.~.,......-___ I--· ~ 
Job Number: .~ ~ 
Cost Code: < ~. ~ 
Authorized by:---1---1. ~ 
Date Posted: By: __ 
Budget ______ _ 











Terms: Due Upon Receipt of Invoice 




82 I I :enter Dri\'e 
Baltim ID 2 I 236 
Do not include correspondence with your remittance, Correspondence 
should be directed 10 the Vllilliam Scotsman Branch address indicated below. 
RECEiVED 
Billed to: 
SEP ! 5 2008 
PETRA INC 
1097 N ROSARIO ST 
MERIDIAN, 10 83642-8095 
II. ,I ••• II •• II". 1 •• 1 •• 1.11 •• I. II." I .1". I. I. I .1"1,,,11. 1 ••1 
Williams Scotsman 
153311th Ave N 
Nampa. 10 83687-6779 
208-461-1385 . 
INVOICE 
Please remit payment to: 
. ----- _._-"_._ ... - -.---
WILLIAMS SCOTSMAN, INC. 
PO BOX 91975 
CHICAGO IL 60693-1975 
II. II" 11 •••• 11"1.1,, •• 11 •• "III .1,,1.,.1,1. I. I". 1.1.1 ••• 1. III 
PIE~a~,e enclose all remittance forms or a list of all dollar 
, ..... ,"' .. ~':~'" assure accurate and timely application of payment. 
OWL-27586 
OPEN ,NVOICE(S) as of 09/08/2008 
Due Date Invoice # 
08/1512008 84107795 
RETURN FREIGHT 
CURRENT INVOICE AMOUNT DUE: : 
~~ 
~:~ 
tJi .?i ~ 
Job Name:-~c5co "'7 !: .. 
Job Number. (j1-8CT!:t~ / 
Cost Code: v 



















GECAPITAL ,'/ :',". 
P.O.~)(,3}O!!,I~4 ".' 
PASADENA'CA 91110:4274 '." 
14715 1 MB 0.369 
PETRA INcoRPORATED 
1097 N RosARIO 
MERIDIAN ID 83642-8095 
Please remember to reference Account Schedule #(s) pertaining to yOUI' request(s). 
Phone#:8~2~305 
Fox: 319-841-6324 
Correspondence Only: PO B~ .. 3983 
I ,~C E I V E 0 CEDAR,RA_F,_'1_D_'8,.IA_52_4_f}6..,_3_0_83 __ --.,.--_______ • 
BmiitgoJD Number 
~;.' b,. 













11111.1111111111.1.11111.11111.111111.11111.1.1.111111111.1111 Total Amount Due: 278.10 





To ensure proper credit, detach and 
return this portion with your payment. 
Please include your hilling ID number 
on your check. 
PETRA INCORPORATED 
1097 N ROSARIO 
MERIDIAN ID 83642-8095 
O Please check. here if YOW" add,." .. or ef{llipmen' /ocatiDllNu changed and complete reW!TSe side. 
Purchase Order Number 
Equipment Description 
0001 TOSHIM COPIER SYSTEM 
( 
SERIAL NUMBER CJB441279 
IoroEL .. ~!iiB..z-STUDI0160 
33 E BROl'J:Ml>.Y 
MERIDIAN ID 93642 
PAYMENT/IN5TALIM!:NT DUE 
SALES/USE T!\X ~, PAYMEm" 
'1tf:I:IJCJffl satI!DOLB 8327810-001 ~ 
Job Name::-:-:--th ..... ,~U{~ __ 
Job Number· 6 
Cost Code: ·--~(_-S~c~~~-d 
Authorized by:---.I---.J 
Date Posted: By' 
Budget: -- '-
Over Budget:~--'-_ ----
SERVICE. LEASINGSOORCE. CCM 
PAY BILLS CNLINE. 
Billing ID Number 
Invoice Number 
Due Date: 
Current Items Due: 















11.1'"1.11.'111 ••• 1111,"11111111.11 ••• 1.1"11"11.1 •• 1.1 •• 11 
GECAPITAL 
P. O. BOX 31001-0274 






Date: 09/30/2008 t** 0 B COS TOE T A I L - B Y LIN E I T ttt Report Code: 28.81 
Time: 02:30:59 PM (job history only) Page: 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 556 thru 556 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
==================--===--======================================--====================--=====---= 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
CODE ORD 
JOURN ---REFERENCE--- VEM) ------G/L------ MIl/EQP UNITS 






Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 556 Toilets 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 09/05/08 17825A ABCSAN 9 2008 4060 660.90 
660.90 










Sep 02, 2008 





P.O. Box 1700 
S[P i} ~ 2008 
Nampa, 10 83653·1700 
Tel: (208) 467-0089 
Fax: (208) 467-0097 
Petra Inc 
1097 N. Rosario St 









Charge Code I Description Rate 
(62) Petra Inc, 33 E Broadway Ave, Meridian, 10, 83642 PO: Meridian ( ity Hall 
RENTAL (Aug 09, 2008 - Sep 02, 2008) $ 45.00 
WEEKLY SERVICE (Aug 09, 2008 - Sep 02, 2008) $ 45.35 
2ND WEEKLY SERVICE (Aug 09, 2008 - Sap 02, 2008) $ 45.35 
EXTRA SERVICE (Aug 09, 2008 - Sep 02, 2008) $ 35.00 
RENTAL (Aug 09, 2008 - Sap 02, 2008) $ 52.00 
WEEKLY SERVICE (Aug 09, 2008 - Sep 02, 2008) $ 221.40 
2ND WEEKLY SERVICE (Aug 09, 2008 - Sap 02, 2008) $181.40 
EXTRA SERVICE (Aug 09, 2008 - Sep 02, 2008) $ 25.00 
PICKUP (Sep 02, 2008 - Sep 02, 2008) $ 20.00 
Fuel Surcharge 
Idaho Sales Tax 
Thanks for letting ABC Sanitation and Septic Inc. take care of your septic and 
portable restroom needsl We appreciate your business. If you have any questions 
please feel free to give us a call. 
Tl:AR OFF HEADER AND RETURN LOWER PORTION WITH YOUR PAYMENT 
Job Name; Y11 t4 
Job Number: /')/,. eX 7r~~ .!fN~ 
Cost Code: /") /-e,<::t4~J/£... -'f1S/J 
Authorized by:---1. I~P 1 5lOo! 




P.O. Box 1700 













































Time: 02:19:48 PM 
** 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
o B COS T D ETA I L - B Y LIN E 
(job history only) 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Ut Report Code: 28.S1 
Page: 1 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 480 thru 480 Period Range: 9, 200S thru 9, 2008 
===--,==::==--==:============--=====---================--=============--===----========--====---========= 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
COOE ORO 
JtuN ---REFERENCE --- VEND ------G/L ------ MTL/EQP ums 




Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 480 Trash Bin 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP6S2 OS/ll/0S 886978 WESIDA 9 2008 4060 125.00 
OTH Dumpsters #99.00.2395.01 AP690 09/05/08 080905b MERCIT 920084060 3,155.76 
3,280.76 
Job Period Cost: 3,280.76 
CM002586 
003465
Western Idaho Cra ___ Jervice, LLC 
2609 Keirn Lane 
Nampa, ID 83687 
Bill To 
Petra 
1097 N. Rosario Place 




Meridian City Hall - crane services - offload trash 
,..-.... . , 
Job Name: (nt:!f/ ,..... _. 
Job Number: Ctd!:l.ol.f. .J , 
Cost Code: . 0 -~ 
Authorized by:--'---1 
Date Posted: 8y: __ 
Budget: 
Over 8udg:·~:_. ~ " 
(.....---.., 
Invoice 
Date Invoice # 
8/1112008 886978 










_p.O .. Box 626 
.Weridians ID. 83680 
Bi/lTo: 
PETRA INC 
9056 W. BLACK EAGLE RD 
BOISE, 10 83709 
FAX: 323-1147 attn: KC 




2.0 30 Yd Container Monthly Fee 
4.0 10 YO MONTHlY RENT 
4.0 HAUL CHARGE - MERIDIAN (1128), (814), (815). (8I21) 
120.0 CUBIC YOSI DISPOSAL - CONST. (7128). (8I4). (815). (8121) 
4.0 HAUL CHARGE - RECYCUNG CB: (7/28). (8/13). (8119), (8125) 
~--" 1.0 HAUL CHARGE - AECYCUNG PLASTIC: (8114), 
4.0 HAUL MINI ROLLOFF (7130). (814), (8114), (8I19), 
40.0 CUBIC YDSI DISPOSAL. - WOOD (7130). (814). (8I14). (8119), 
3.0 HAUL MINI ROLLOFF (1130). (814), (8121) 
30.0 CUBIC YDSI DISPOSAL· CONST. (7/30), (814), (8121) 
N e·d.. 7 Job am· . 
Job Numb~r: _ 





BHling Period: 07126108 TO 08/25108 
THIS IS NOT A BILL. FOR INFORMATION ONLY. 






33 E BROADWAY 























subtotal $ 3,131.24 
Sales Tax $ 24.52 
TOTAL $ 3,155.76 
Please match this information with your bill from the CitY of Meridian 
,:----"d make checks payable to the "City of Meridian." 
CM002588 
003467
Date: 09/30/2008 tt 0 B COS TOE T A I L - B Y LIN E ttt Report Code: 28.81 
Time: 02:15:55 PM (job history only) Page: 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
... ____ Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 050 thru 050 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
========--=================--===================================================--====~=========================:n--an ======= 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
CroE ORO 
JOORN ---REFERENCE --- VEND ------GIL ------ Mll/EQP UNITS 




Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 050 SurveylField Engineerin 
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP703 09/10/08 0809AA USBANK 9 2008 4060 18.30 
18.30 




THE H6ME DEPOT 1804 
1100 SO.PROGRESS MERIDIAN. 10 83642 
STORE MGR~ BRIAN JENSEN (208)887-9699 
1804 00058 37919 09/08/08 
SALE 14 SCOT 58 02: 55 PM 
020066259297 PAINT <A~ 
215.27 10.54 
070798181014 ACRYL CAULK <A> 
3i2.24 6.72 
SUBTOTAL 17.26 
SALES TAX 1.04 
TOTAL $18.30 
XXXXX><XXXXXX5917 VISA 18.30 
AUTH CODE 518065/9586250 TA 
II 
RETURN POLICY DEFINITIONS 
POLICY ID DAYS POLICY EXPIRES· ON 
A 1 90 12/07/f 008 
THE HOME DEPOT RESERVES T~ RIGHI TO 
LIMIT / DENY RETURNS. PLEASE SEE~THE 
RETURN POLICY SIGN IN STORES FOR 
DETAILS:. " 









APPUCATIQN FOR PAYMENT 















CIty ot Meridian 
33 East Idaho Streel 
MeridIan, 10 83642 
C D 
SCHEDULED ORIGINAL CHANGE 
VALUE VALUE ORDERS 
145,000.00 145.000.00 
60,000.00 60.000.00 
205.000.00 200.000.00 $ 
1 $ 1$ 






G H K 
WORK COMPLETED TOTAL NET 
COMPLETED PAYMENT 
FROM PREVIOUS AND STORED BAlANCE RETENllON AMOUNT 
APPLICATION THIS PERIOD TO DATE '" TO FINISH 0'" 
71,170.76 12,053.90 83,224.68 57" 61,775.34 LEED $ 12,053.90 














110,307.51 $ 30,801.51 141.109.ot 18% S &3.880.91 :IO.101.!1 
1$ 1 1 -I §I ~ 1 I ~ I 
$ 110,307_" S 30 .01-51 S 141,109_09 69'" $ 13,890.'1 S :HJ,.01.51 
CITY HALL PR 
APPROVED FOR PAYMENT ~ 
0$ - 013("::- $ '30 \ '1>\)\-POt 
Con~ct#, ______________ __ 
/) 
V 






Time: 09:18:23 AM 
ttt • 0 8 COS TOE T A I L - B Y LIN E 
(job history only) 
C~any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
ttt Report Code: 28.81 
Page: 1 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 180 thru 180 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
=========-__ =-====-=========-----====================--======== :::;;::::======-0=-== ,,=_======~--
TYPE PHASE COST OlG 
CODE ORO 
JOURN ---REFERENCE--- VEND ------G/L------ MTl/EQP UNITS 
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOlm CODE 
LAB/EQP PERIOO! 
HOORS N4tIT 
=======:=:===n--===:==_== - -====a===============-======-========_=== ==--===-========_====-= 
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 180 LEED Activity 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALl AP682 08/22108 105819 TATES 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 07/28/08 96517 TATES 9 2008 4060 
OTH 4798531205483144 TREPAGNI AP703 09/10/08 0809L USBANK 9 2008 4060 
OTH 4798531205486279 VNJGHN AP721 09110/08 0809XX USBNf< 9 2008 4060 
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX USBANK 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY IW.L AP728 09/04108 9993565 SII&iRI 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP7SO 09/22/08 102 JOHADA 9 2008 4060 
OTH tlRIDIAN CITY HALL AP750 09/05/08 110665 TATES 9 2008 4060 
OTH tlRIDIAN CITY HALL fiP750 08126/08 87992A TATES 9 2008 4060 
OTH t.ERIDIAN CITY IIAl.l AP751 08122108 101 JOHADA 9 2008 4060 
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP803 09/25/08 2750-15 PACWES 92008 4060 
LAB frm 01-890 JC537 09/24/08 rna 9 2008 4030 
BRD frm 01-890 JC537 09124/08 rna 9 2008 4040 
LAB frm 01-890 JC537 09/24/08 rna 9 2008 4030 
BRO frm 01-890 JC537 09124/08 rna 9 2008 4040 
LAB sIb 01-890 JC539 09124/08 rna 9 2008 4030 
BRO sIb 01-890 JC539 09124/08 rna 9 2008 4040 
LAB P/R PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30108 9 2008 4030 
BRD P IR PE 08/30/08 PR 135 08/30/08 9 2008 4040 
LAB PIR PE 09/06/08 PR136 09/06/08 9 2008 4030 
BRD P/R PE 09/06108 PR136 09/06/08 9 2008 4040 
LAB PIR PE 09/13/08 PR138 09/13/08 9 2008 4030 
BRD P/R PE 09/13/08 PR138 09/13/08 9 2008 4040 
LAB P/R PE 09120108 PR140 09120108 9 2008 4030 




















Job Period Cost: 18i747~61 
CM002592 
003471
Tates Rents - Meridian 





Invoice #: 105819 
Meridian, 10 83642 
www.tatesrents.com 
208-888-2847 fax S E P ('; ;; zoa~ Date Out: Fri 812212008 8:24AM 
Operator: TED LARSEN 
Salesman: Paul Bennet 850-1007 
,.-----------------4( Customer' 3958 ) Tenns: 
PETRA, INC. 208323-4500 FAX 208 323-1147 Picked up By: 
1097 N ROSARIO PLACE 
MERIDIAN, 10 83642 PO #: Be 80494 . 
Qty Key Items Rented I Status 
1 2938#5604 SAW, 14" CUT-OFF GAS Returned 
1 1268-5 GAS CAN, 1112 GALLON Returned 
1 2909-5-5 BLADE, 14" DIAMOND CONCRETE Returned 
Reading out: 667 Reading in: 667 Total units used: 0.00 
1 2938-1773· SAW, 14" CUT-OFF GAS TS420 Returned 
Equipment exchanged on 8I22l2008 for 2938#5604 
Qty Key Items Sold 
1 2909-5-5 BLADE, 14" DIAMOND CONCRETE Seiling 











Remit payment to: PO Box 7338, Boise, 10 83707 
Job Name: ~ . __ /"" 
Job Numb~r: *~i'i'!5 Cost Code. l~ __ -, ~ 
Authorized by:.--l-! l~v 
Date posted: By.o.--
Budget:------
Over Budget: L'-tlAP ~ 
'LE'GO Cv7't/1J dXJ 
RENTAL CONTRACT Rental: 
EQUIPMENT PROTECTION PLAN EPP: 
EQUIPMENT PROTECTION PLAN IS NOT INSURANCE. 
For an additional tee of 12% oftbe total rental, Lessor agrees to waive certain claims for accidental damage to Sales: 
equipment upon terms amd conditions specified on reverse. Eqaipment Protection Plan does not cover tire 
Delivery Charge: damage. 
IACCEPT:. I IDECLINE: I Misc. Charges: 
A finance charge 0/ 1.75% pet month (Annual Percentage Rate of 21%) may be assessea agalnstoveraue accounts. Subtotal: 
LESSEE (OR IT'S AGENT) HAS READ THE ENTIRE EQUIPMENT LEASE, INCLUDING TERMS AND CONDITIONS ON 
REVERSE, OR HAS CHOSEN NOT TO SO READ, AND IN EITHER EVENT ACCEPTS AND SHALL BE BOUND BY THE 
SAME. 
I EITHER KNOW HOW TO PROPERLY OPERATE THE EQUIPMENT LISTED ON THIS EQUIPMENT LEASE OR HAVE Idaho Sales Tax: 
ASKED, RECEIVED, AND UNDERSTAND THE INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED TO ME REGARDING PROPER OPERATION OF 
THE EQUIPMENT LISTED ABOVE. I AlSO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT TATES RENTS. INC. HAS PROVIDED A COpy OF THIS 






PETRA, INC. AMOUNT DUE: 


















Printed on 812212008 10:03:10 pm Open Mon-Sat 7am-6pm, Sun. 9am-3pm 




Tat~Jients -Meridian RECEI VE~III.II sta Continued 
08-888-7368 phone Sf? ( Invoice#: 96517 
Page 1 ofi 
401 N. Main 
Meridian,ID 83642 
W)NW.tatesrents.com 
208-8, 88-2847 fax .'; tne 1 Date out:. Mon 7128/2008 7:30AM 
Operator: CHRISTINA GATES 
~------~----------------~~CCt~~~;;r~'~3~9~~ Tenns: OnAccoum 






1097 N ROSARIO PLACE 
MERIDIAN, 10 83642 
Key Items Rerited 
4015'-E295 FORKlIFT, 8000# 44' GENIE 
Meier out: 1031.3 .'. . 




Key i JtIlmsSold 
DIESEL-5 DIESEL DIESEL 
IDELIVERY~ D,EUVERY CHAR~E 
',' 
.:" DELIVERY 






Delivery Date: Mon 7128/08 7:04.AM Contact: JACK 
Pickup Oat.: Mon ~125/08 7:30AM Phone: 












Deliver:to Company: 573-7582 . 
MUST MAKE' CONTACT WITH CUSTOMER IN ORDER TO GIVE INSTRUCTlbN: GET PO# FROM CUSTOMER AT THIS 
TIME 
Remit. payment to: PO Box 7338, Boise, 10 83707 
""~ " t/,v~:tJ ' Job Name: fk1ftJi' . 
~,,4'- ' , Job Number:~=75 ' 
. ~M 1~~t6U Cost Code:~r. o/fL?', , 
/#(/1.- - , ' {~ Authorized by:---1---1~ 
Date Posted: 8y:_, _ 
Budget:_~~ _____ _ 
Over Budget: ______ _ 
RENTAL CONTRACT '. 
. EQuiPMENT PROtECTION.PLAN 
' . 
EQUlPMENTP~b1:ECTION PLAN IS NOT INSURANCE. 
:Por an additioDal fee,of 12~ Of the to~\ milal, Lessor agrees to waive certain claims for ac<;idcnla\ damage to 
equipment UPOD tcnns am!! !)ODditioDS specified OD reverse. EqulpmeDt I'roteetiou Piau docs Dot cover tire 
damage. ; 
/ACCEPT: ., .• , ' ,I IDECLINE: ., 
A finance dlarge of 1.7S% per rnonili (Alinual Peroentage Rate of 21 %) may tlEi assessed against oveidue accountS. 
LESSEE (OR irS AGENT) HAS READ THE ENTIRE EQUIPMENT LEASE, INCLUDING!TtRMS AND CONDmONS ON 
R~SE, OR HAS CHOSEN NOr TO SO RI'AD. AND IN EITHER EVENT ACCEPTS AND SHAll BE BOUND BY THE 
SAME. ...' ' . " , ' 
I EITHER KNOW HOW TO PRP'P~LY OPERATE THE EQUIPMENT USTED ON THIS EQUIPMENT lEASE OR HAVE" 
ASKED, RECEIVED, AAD UNDERSTANQ THE INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED T9 ME R~!3ARDING PROPER OPERATION OF 
THE'EQUIPMENTlISTED ABOVE. I ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT TATES RENTS, INC. HAS PROVIDED A COPY OF THIS , 
AGREE" '-"IT TO ME. 
,.( 
SIGNATURE: 
inled on 812612008 7:04:14 pm 
PETRA, INC. 
Open Mon-Sat 7am-6pm, Sun. 9am-3pm 








Idaho Sales Tax: 






















THE HOME DEPOT 1804 
1100 SO.PROGRESS MERIDIAN. 10 83642 
STORE MGR. BRIAN JENSEN {208}887-9699 
1804 00058 18380 08/25/08 
SALE 14 SCOT58 07: 13 AM 
024500664456 OlXWNDWSCRPR <A~ 
612.39 1Q.34 
024500660892 RZRBL0100P <A> 5.97 
076174119923 BLADE OISP <A> 11.99 
SUBTOTAL 32.30 
SALES TAX 1.94 
TOTAL $34.24 
XXXXXXXXXXXX3144 VISA 34.24 
AUTH CODE 80523113585565 TA 
" RETURN POLICY DEFINITIONS 
A 
POLICY 10 DAYS POLICY EXPIRES ON 
1 90 1 V23/2008 
.1 
THE HOME DEPOT AESERVES THE'RIGHT TO 
LIMIT / DENV RETURNS. PLEA~'SEE THE 
RETURN POLICY SIGN IN SJORES FOR 
DETAILS. / 












~AUL 'S STINKER 
110 N. MAIN 






XXXXXXXX XXX~ 6279 
VAUGHAN/JERRY R 
PUMP PRODUCT PPG 















" , .. v\ -I go 




~ PAUL'S STINKER 
n' 110 N. \'\AIN 
','" MER \0 \ AN • \D 
DATE ~~08 TIME : .. A\'\ 
AUTH~ 806220 
VISA ACCOUNT NU\,\BER 
xxxx XXXX XXXX 6279 
VA'UGHAN/JERR'f R 
PU\,\P PRODUCT PPG' 
04 DIES $4.399 
GALLONS TOTAL 
5.001 $22. 00 
THANK 'fOU 









FED. ID 58-2608861 
12443 W EXECUTIVE DR 
BOISE ID 837130000 
Phone: (208) 376-2111 stP ! 3100a 
BILL TO: 444-000968280 
PETRA INCORPORATED 
1097 N ROSARIO ST 
MERIDIAN ID 83642-0000 
TOTAL P.O. 
INVOICED TO DATE 
DUE THIS INVOICE 
REMAINING TO INVOICE -
PROJECT: 444-938704905 
Meridian City Hall 
33 E Broadway Ave 
MERIDIAN ID 83642-0000 
INVOICE SUMMARY 














LABOR PROGRESS MERIDIAN CITY HA 
$1.,509.00 TOTAL LABOR THIS INVOICE: 
·,JO Name:.-.-40~~~--:=~ 
t:..,ti60 7G:51/~~ Job Number:~~~~-1I 
Cost Code:_<.lo..-~.>.4---"''''''' 
Authorized by:----1---1. 
Date f.Josted: 8y:_ 
Budget . ~ 
Over Budget: if ~~ 
~~~ 
~~ ~ 
WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CAR~ 




BILL TO 444-000968280 PETRA INCORPORATED 
SHU TO 444-000968280 ·Meridian City Hall 
UllIT TO SimplexGrinnell 
Dept.. CH 10320 
Palatine, IL 60055-0320 
INVOICE AMOUNT 
$1.,509.00 
INVOICE NUMBBR 39993565 
INVOICE DATE 09/04/2008 
CUSTOMER P.O. 08-041.2 
5000150900539993565 






FED. ID 58-2608861 
,;1;."1'," 'Jiitfl& I'm-'" '. ", 
,1L ..... r:;O f ~n1¥' "iii. "",,""flidil'l~fIIJ 
clOISE 
12443 W EXECUTIVE DR 
BOISE lD 837130000 
Phone: ~208) 376-2111 
BILL TO: 444-000968280 
PETRA INCORPORATED 
1097 N ROSARIO ST 
MERIDIAN ID 83642-0000 
PROJECT: 444-938704905 
Meridian City Hall 
33 E Broadway Ave 
MERIDIAN ID 83642-0000 






Meridian City Hall-LEED Advisor 
4384 S. Corbari Ave 
Bolse,IO 83709 
Phone 208-919-4891 


















MR Tracking Ust 
10 Review. Fiver Oraft from City. 
Work on Brownsfleld report 
S5 4.1 5S 43 w/Will 
S5 4.1 Interpretation 
Credit Update-Review w/Nlck 
MR Documentation 
FTE Calculations with Will 
SS 2, documentation. 
55 4.1. 4.3lCA Letter w/Will 
FOR: 
Meridian Citv Han 














Job Name: ~~ 
Job Number:7(f- . ~4?-~p 
Cost Code: ~ _----=--Q J"tio? r(~D 
Authorized bY:---1-.l_ Il ~ 
Date Posted: 8y:_ 
Budget-:-_____ _ 
Over Budget: ____ _ 
INVOICE 
INVOICE 11102 
















-=rom: Gene Bennett 
",ent: Tuesday, September 23, 20084:57 PM 
To: Tom Coughlin; Connie Creager 
Subject: FW: Invoice for August/September 
Connie ... do you have the July August invoice .. .if so please put together his check and I will sign iLtx,gb 
From: Adam Johnson [mailto:adamj1998@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 23,20082:56 PM 
To: Gene Bennett 
Subject: Invoice for August/September 
Gene, 
Please find attached invoice for AuguSt/September. Also, do you have an update on the July/August payment. 
Thanks, 
Adam 
See how Windows Mobile brings your life together-at home, work, or on the go. see Now 
( 
9/24/2008 
Page 1 of 1 
CM002601 
003480
Tates Rents - Meridian 
401 N. Main'· 
R 2 C t: i tII.~1IIJJ II1I Page 1 of 1 
Sta.w~: Closed 
Meridian, JD 83642 
208-888·7368 phone 
208-888·2847 fax 
SEP ! ,., 200~nvoice#: 110665 
• Date Out: Fri 9/5/2008 9:35AM 
Qty 
Qty 
y.tatesrents.com Operator: DALLIN THURGOOD 
Salesman: Paul Bennet 850-1007 
1 
1 
,..----------------l( Customer. 3968 ) Terms: On Account 
PETRA,INC. 208323-4500 FAX 208 323-1147 Picked up By: TED PARROT 
1097 N ROSARIO PLACE 
... ···MERIDIAN;i1T83642·· 
Key Items Rented 
2938#5604 SAW, 14" CUT-OFF GAS 
1268-5 GAS,CANr~~~>~Abl.'()~ , .... -
Key Items Sold 
PO #: JA23010 
I Status RetUmed Date 
Retumed 9/6/08 8:05am 
.' Retumed' 91~o.a-8:05am 
PiiceEach 
.4 A3214600-5., BLADE, 14"X2OMM METALABRA$IVE A3214600 Sold 9.99 
Deliver to Company: PETRA,INC 







. /' I \. Q~~ J ?Q'..tS 
Job Name: ()1 LA-T' ~ 
.. 1···· 
Job Number: ~9~?~ 
Cost Code: ---p-~-i5~ 
Authorized by: --.J-f. 
Date Posted: By:_ Budget; _______ _ 
Ov@t aUdgtt:=_"""""""";",,,,= 
RENTAL CONTRACT Rental: 
EQUIPMENT PROTECI'lON PLAN EPP: 
EQUIPMENT PROTECTION PLAN IS NOT INSURANCE. 
For an additional fee of 12% of the total rental, Lessor agrees to waive certain claims for accidental damage to Sales: 
equipment upon tcnns amd conditions spccified on reverse. Equipment ProtectiOD Pin does Dot cover tire '" Delivery Charge: damage. 
IACCEPT: I IDECLINE: I .' Misc. Charlies: "., . 
A finance charge of 1.75% per month (Annual Percentage Rate of 21 %) may lie assessed against oVllidue accounts. Subtotal: 
LESSEE (OR IT'S AGENT) HAS READ THE ENnRE EQUIPMENT LEASE, INCLUDING TERMS AND CONDITIONS ON 
REVERSE, OR HAS CHOSEN NOT TO SO READ, AND IN EITHER EVENT ACCEPTS AND SHALL BE BOUND BY THE 
SAME. 
I EITHER KNOW HOW TO PROPERLY OPERATE THE EQUIPMENT LISTED ON THIS EQUIPMENT LEASE OR HAVE Idaho Sales Tax: 
ASKED, RECEIVED, AND UNDERSTAND THE INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED TO ME REGARDING PROPER OPERA nON OF 
THE Ef""PMENT LISTED ABOVE. I ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT TATES RENTS, INC. HAS PROVIDED A COpy OF THIS 

















'rinted on 9/61:?008 7:01:56 pm Open Mon-Sat 7am-6pm, Sun. 9am-3pm 




Tat~~g::Nrts - Meridian 
401 N. M~in. 
RECEIVce-, 
L.. milam Inmu 
208-888-7368 phone 
Sf:::- ( 'oj ZOOf1 Stata,s: Continued 
Invoice#: 
Meriel ... : jD 83642 208-888-2847 fax Date Out: 
r ....,.tatesrenis.com Operator: 
! 





PETRA, INC. 208323-4500 FAX 208 323-1147 Picked up By: 
1097 N ROSARIO PLACE 
MERIDIAN, 10 83642 
Key Items Rented 
3711f#5171 FAN, PEDESTAL 30" - 36" 
3711#3787 FAN, PEDESTAL 30" - 36" 
3711-E732 FAN, PEDESTAL 30" - 36" 
Equipment exchanged on 811512008 for 3711#3787 
Job Oeser: meridian city hall 






Tue 7/29/2008 3:23PM 
CHRISTINA GATES 
On Aecount 





Remit payment to: PO Box "1338, Boise, 10 83707 
RENTAL CONTRACT Rental: 
EQUIPMENT PROTECI'ION PLAN EpP: 
EQUIPMENT PROTECTION PLAN IS NOT INSURANCE. 
For an additional fee of 12% of the total rental, Lessor agrees to waive certain claims for accidental damage to Sales: 
equipment upon terms arnd conditions specified on reverse. .Equipment Protectiou Piau does Dot cover tire 
Delivery Charge: 
damage. 
[ACCEPT: I IDECLINE: I 
Misc. Charges: 
\ finance Chlirge of 1.75% per month (Annual Percentage Rate of 21%) may tle assessed agaJnst overaue accounts. Subtotal: 
ESSEE (OR ITS AGENT) HAS READ THE ENTIRE EQUIPMENT lEASE. INCLUDING TERMS AND CONDITIONS ON 
tEVERSE, OR HAS CHOSEN NOT TO SO READ. AND IN EITHER EVENT ACCEPTS AND SHAll BE BOUND BY THE 
:AME 
EITHER KNOW HOW TO PROPERLY OPERATE THE EQUIPMENT USTED ON THIS EQUIPMENT lEASE OR HAVE Idaho Sales Tax: 
SKED, RECEIVED. AND UNDERSTAND THE INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED TO ME REGARDING PROPER OPERAnON OF 
HE EQUIPMENT USTED ABOVE, I ALSO ACKNOWlEDGE THAT TATES RENTS, INC, HAS PROVIDED A COPY OF THIS 




AMOUNT DUE: PETRA, INC. 















,led on 812612908 7:04:12 pm Open Mon-Sat 7am-6pm, Sun. 9am-3pm 




Purchase Order Log' '\ 






Merldlon City HaO-UEO Advisor 
4384 S. Corbarl Ave 
Boise, 10 83709 
Phone 208-919-4891 




1097 N. Rosario St 























MR letter to trades 
MR Documentation 
Meet wiNick review letter to vendors 
Modify, send MR/RM list out 
Work on Brownsfiekl report 
Follow up on MR forms 
MR/RM updates, NIck. 
Review for council meeting 
Council Meeting 
Meet with Will to review recycling plan 
FOR: 
MerIdian CIty Hall 
33 E. Broadway 
Meridian, ID 83642 
HOURS 


















Job Number: Dc.o ON') ~ 
Cost Code: ~.. ) 
Authorized bY:~ D ( ~ 
Date Posted: 8y:_ 
Budget-:-_____ _ 

























Pac .. West Interi~ Inc. 
2820 Brandt Ave 




Attn: Mr. Wesley Bettis 
1097 North Rosario Place 
Meridian, Idaho 83642 
PROJECT: MeridiAn City HAll 
JOB# 2750 
SUBJECT: INVOICE FOR GENERAL CONDITIONS 
1. REPAIR ACCBSS Fl,.OORING@·121 HOURS X S37.S0fi.m.d 
2. REPLACBM£NT SCREW 
3. GTS INVOICE #2711355-00 
t 
4. REPAIR ACCESS FLOORING @ ]98 HOURS X $31.501HR 
CURRENT BILLING AMOUNT 











~ 4,537.50 t 
380.000 1:-; 




Please make checks payable to Pac-West Interiors, Inc. 
Job Name: ~'f::f&; o~ 7~ 









PIllrWr · I~, Int. 
( 
( 
2&20 BRANOO" A VB. NA.t.WA, II>IIHO B3681 
PHONE (208) 467-391 





Pac-"'est Interiors, Inc. 
2820 BRANDT AVE. NAMPA, IDAHO 83687 




Attn. Mr. Gene Bennett 
9056 West Blackeagle Drive 
Boise, 10 83709 
RE: MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
SUBJECT: REPAIR WORK OF ACCESS FLOO~ING SYSTEM 




Total hours 121 at $37.50 $4,537.50 
2. Replacement Screw $ 380.00 





'DJr1f.> ·vc.:.~fIitertDrs 1'111"'" L~"""'W~'" -'. ;~~~7' .' ,"' •. 
Fax . . 
........... -.""'""4-..• ~~~~ 
'" • "'..,. .... ,w" • I'of" ~ 
'.~, .... , . ..".' .'.. ,. 
Z82D IIWIDI' AVE. &UCP1tp JIWlO&1681 




WALLBOARO • ACOUST1CA\.e STEB.· INTERIOR ACCESSORIES 
'~ ~








10819120th Ave. NE 
Kirkland, WA 98033-5024 
Credit Inquiry (425) 822-6837 
~ Inquiry 208-343-4898 
lI'il ... II~.lIldll"I ••• I.IIJ11 .. 111,jl.IIII,III.,nl.111 
~ CORSTRDC'RORS' me 
2820 lI1WIEn' AVB 




5.7. u: Pa1.d :By 09/15/08 











GTS INTERIOR SUPPLY 
POBOX8418B 
SEAmE WA 98124-5466 
. '.C;IIa . TaCclde . Number 
08/07/08 ~71135S-00 
CCHGDitCDL. CORS'!BDC'lOIW D1C 
PETRA ilOB/C'lft BALL 






SERVICE CHARGES AT 1-1/20/0 PER MONTH ON PAST DUE BALANCES. 
CM002610 
003489
ADD.' )NAL WORK AUTHO ~ TION 
~ t
", 2B20 Brandt Ave. 
ac es Nampa, Idaho 83681 
'f1~ors.. Inc. , (208) 467~33~1 
YOIJ ~ authorized 10 perfonn the following specHk;aIIy described adcrltional work: 
~ 
Above additional work to be performed under same conditions as speclfted in original contract unless otherwise stipulated., 
Date ___ 20_ AuIhoriZing Signature-----~ _______ _____ll --MIIIIiI 
We hereby agree to furnish labOr and materials - complete In aeeordance with the atloVe specifiCatiOns, at aboVe stated price. 
A''"''orizedSignBture ~----::~ Date 20 
( ~, ~-"" 
THIS IS CHANGE ORDER NO. _______ ---
NO1'£: '!1* IIIfMIkIn ~plltof, and ",~wIIt1, tl>eedllng_ 
CM002611 
003490
ADDl )NAL WORK AUTH( ZA TION 
~ 
2820 BraildtAvc. 
tIC est Nampa, Idaho 83687 
nte";or~ Inc. (lG8) 44)7 .. 3331 
------
n-\'~<-:f---~-.-D~ ---CHE~K CLL~k E,gS O~ _~..nd E:lPnR-. N O~\JJ2 'r j-
Sfil' 6u:t l+Et\p..£ I BRd..<£N SCRt\N.S~16SlN~lI20 &hYS __ ~ 
ADOmONAL CHARGE FOR ABOVE WORK IS: -$ S ~ -;"'<3 
Payment will be made as follows: ---f--1.--..;;a.~=-~~:....:;7_~ _______________ n 
Above additional work to be performed under same condltlons as specified in original contract unless OIJ1erwise stipulated. 
Date 20_ AuIhorizingSignature _____________ ~ _ __11 
We hereby agree to furnish labor .and materials· 9QmPIete in acoor.danc:e with the abova spec:lficatlons, at above stated price. 
I( __ cr, '""\~ DaIo ~ 





.ADD., NAL WORK AUTHO.TION 
~ 
2820 BrandtAvc. 
est N~ Idaho 83687 
l1teriors, Inc. (208) 467-3331 
You are authorized to perform the foIIowi'Ig specifically cIesaibed additional work: 
-. -~ ~~lSR-ers 7 ~e. fu6Ker'\ 'S\NJ 




• .c2-~ ____ .. 11 
ADDITIONAL CHARGE FOR ABOVE WORK IS: $ -J..~~ ____ -II 
payment win be made.asfoUows: ---------------------{I 
Above additional work to be.performed under same conditions as speoifted In original eontract unless otherwise stipulated. . 
Date 20_ AuI'IoriZIngSignalure'_~~~~=-...c:z:::::=::,.-!:!~L-------_I1 
. We hereby agree to fUrnish labor and materials -complete in accordance with the aboVe specifications. at above stated price. 
Ar 'ff%ed Signature --~---::_""'""~~~----- Data 
\ ~ IIOIIIICMI 
. 20 





Pac-West Interiors, Inc. 
Petra, Inc. 
Attn. Mr. Gene Bennett 
9056 West Blackeagle Drive 
Boise, 10 83709 
RE= MERIDIAN CITY HALL 
2820 BRANDT AVE. NAMPA, IDAHO 83687 
PHONE (208) 467-33:31 
FAX (208)467-3332 
September 25, 2008 
SUBJECI: REPAIR WORK OF INSTALLED ACCESS FLOORING SYSTEM 
Please see attached worksheets. 
1. 8 Hours ;, 
16 Hours .I 
16 Hours / 





~U.l.. 4 Osp,'Q - 6'tGb6!. , 
AVVA August28,20OB 
AVVA August 29. 2008 
AWA September 3,2008 
32 Hours II 
32 Hours.; 
Total 198 Man HOUrs/ 







Date Pos tI:----.:t 
Budgev·----------------





( ADDl .. .lNAL WORK AUTHO ... ZATION 
~lkst· 
---]XJriors,. Inc. 
2820 Standt Ave. 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
(l08) 467003331 
You are authorized to pertoon the ioIowing spiiJCifically described addltloaal work: 
,/ ---------~--, 
( . ._-_. _w ._- ---_ .... 
-----:---~ --~ 
_ .....-
--.. - . _ .. _._- _u ___ 
~-
_ ..
-'- M '6=hV-l::: ~\ \ -- -- \ _.- - -----" M 
II. --.... _ .... .... 
ADDITIONAL CHARGE FOR ABOVE WORK IS: $ 









Above additional work to be performed under same conditions as specffied in original contract unless otherwise stipulated . 
Date 20_ Authorizing Signature 
. ct:. .lL .~ ~~ 
V .... -~ 
'We hereby agree to·furnlsh labor and materials - complete In accordance with the aDove Specffications, at above stated priCe. 
( 
~ed Signature Date 20--: 
""'i~"'1111111 
, , 
THIS IS CHANGE ORDER NO. 
I 
• ~ NOTE: n.1a ~ ~ panGf,.-IIn~.otItI. the ekIIng IZlIIIniIl. ~ 
CM002615 
003494
ADDI .. JNAi.. WORK AUTHO ... LATION 
~ t 
2820 Brandt Ave. 
as Nampa, I~o 83687. 
nterior~ Inc. (l08) 467...3331 
PIIONE 
CfJ'Y -f .., I STATE 
1 STATE 
You are authorized to ~rform the foRewing spedficaIly described additiol'lal work~ 
'I---r~lIF~a~o~~-B_"""",-~:a~~ ~~~-OO~'(V~\S..-l---.tJr\-i7') ?ilO~= 





II ______ · ___ ------·-----------~~--------ll 
~----------.--------------------------.-----u-------------~I 
__ .•.. __ ~.....,-...; ____ ._" ~-_-__ -~~~~.-.~-_------ .w. 
-.-"------.-----~---~~---.-... -.. ~.--~-.------. ~." 
ADDITIONAL CHARGE'FOR ABOVE WORK IS: $ ------____....--1 
Payment will be made as follows: ----------------------------1 
AtxNe additional woocto.be performed under same conditions as specified in original contract unless otherwise stipulated. 
Dale _----20_ AuthorizingSignature~~..J..~~~ .. ~!!!.:,~~~~~~~--------t1 \. .,..... ..... ~ 
We hereby agree to fUmish labor and materials· complete in aclc:orclance with·the aboVe spedfIeatIons, at aboVe stated price. 
( 
'Authorized Slgnature _____ ~---__..: __ - __ Oate ______ 20_ 
~--
THIS IS CHANGE ORDER NO. --~------
~ ~ 1NlI AoMaIod ~ pan of. ........ aIIIIfOnNnctMlll, Il1O IIICIlIIIIIa e:anIrael 
CM002616 
003495
( ADD ___ ONAl WORK AUTHL ... ZATION 
Th~Test 
--l1Jriors) Inc. 
2820 Brandt Ave. 




YOI.! are authorfzed to perform !he following specfficaRy described additional work: 
U .. - ...... lo-~-"'-"'"'S- :: GY\ 1:i\a r:.o[aD\<.. -----' '-'-'-'---
II--A--..----";I.....-T-"-------.~------.-,---~-.---.s ____ ~_ 
--,-.-----------~----
.. ~~O~SS bys.: _._----,_. --~-




ADDITIONAL CHARGE FOR ABOVE WORK .IS: $ ______ ~--II 
PaymentwiU be made asfonows~ ___________ ~ __________ ~I 
. Above additional work to be performed under same conditiOns as specified in original. contract uAless othelWise stipulated. 
We hereby agree to furnish labor· and materials. complete in accord ce with the abcnIe .specifications. at above stated price;. 
( 
).._ .. lOI'ized Slgnature_---.,;. ____ ~~-__ -~----__.,.. Oate---"· _____ 20 
~-..... 







2820 Brandt Ave. 
Nampa. Idaho 83687 
(208) 467-3331 
You are authorized to per10nn the following specifioally described additional work: 
TION 
ADDITIONAL CHARGE FOR ABOVE WORK IS:, $ ___ ~ ___ --II 
Payment will be made as follows: ___ ' ___ ~~ _________________ --11 
, Above additional work to 'be performed under same conditions as speclflecl in original contract UA\eSS otherwise stipulated. 
Date ___ - 20- Authori~ng Signature 
YJ$ hereby agree to furnish labor and materials· complete in accordance with the abOve specifications, at above stated price. 
( 
)~lJ1horized Signature __ ------;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;--~_____ Date~ _____ 'U __ _I1 
~-MIMI 
THIS IS CHANGE ORDER NO. --______ _ 
CM002618 
003497
ADDi4toNAL WORK AUTHO ... ZATION 
~ 
2820 Brandt Ave. 
tIC est Nampa, Idaho 83687 
l1terioTs, Inc. (208) 467-3331 . 
ClATE OF EXlSllNG ~. C!IY 






Payment will be made as tollows: -------------------~I 
Above additional worn to be performed under same conditions. as specified in original contract unless otherwise stipulated. 
Oate 20_ AuthorIzIng SignatUre-===-\J!~..Ll...__!!:~~~ ______ _I1 
We' hereby· agree to furnish labor and materials - complete in accordance with the -above 'specificatlons, at aboVe- stated price. 
I .lft%edslgnature _____ ~::___ _____ -....:..----- Oate_~ ___ 20 
,-- ~--. 
THIS IS CHANGE ORDER NO. ---___ ~_--





ADD ..... ONAl WORK AUTHL . .lZATION 
~ 
- 2820 BtandtAve. 
ac est Nampa, Idaho 83687 
l1teriorS, Inc. (208) 467-3331 -
- ST4TE 
You are authorized to per10mrthe following specificaIJy described additional work: 
t;Dl?iDW -etoe ~~ : -
- --- " ... ....II'." 
I~~~~ __ ftkrr~n~ __ _ 
l.~-~\' __ ~M __ " _____ M_' _ ,-----
----~.------ --~-·1 ._--
-----,---~----"'----
ADDITIONAL CHARGE FOR ABOVE WORK IS:- $ _______ -11 
Payment will be made as follows: ---___________________ --11 
AbOve addiUonal wOf1< to be perforinecl under same conditions as specified" in original contract unless otherwise stipulated. 
Date ____ 20_ AuII'Iorizing Signature _____ --:..:..::..-_______ ~ ___ --II 
We hereby agree-to furnish labor and materials - complete in -accordance with the above specffications, at above stated price; 
't-MrIzed Signatur8 ___________ ~ __ ____.:. __ Date ____ ~_20 ---.... ~ 
THIS IS CHANGE ORDER NO. ____ ~ __ -_ 
CM002620 
003499
ADDI'- _ )NAL WORK AUTHO LATION 
~est 2820 Brandt Ave .. ac . Nampa,. Idaho 83687 
nteriors, Inc. (208) 467 .. 3331 
You are 8U1horiZed to perform Ihe foRowing specilieally described additional work: . 
,~~_ffil. ~a wEcilJ£ ::w', n Ed.:~ 0 ~l"~-.~ 
~. ---,----------------------~I 
II---·~-...------------- -_._-_. -----~~I ____ ' - .. -~ ~--~--.. 
ADDITIONAL CHARGE 'FOR ABOVE WORK IS: $ _______ --1 
Payment will be made as follows: ----~----------~ _____ _II 
Above additional woJ'k ·to be petformed under same conditiOI1$ as speoified in original contract unless otherwise stipulated. 
Date 20_ AuthoI'izingSignature _________________ ----41 
fII\1IIIIII .... _. 
We hereby agree to fumlsh tabor and mat. 'al complete in accordance with ·the above specifications, 
·THI.S IS CHAN 
CM002621 
003500
ADD. -_ JNAL WORK AUTHO . .. LA TION 
~ 
2820 Brandt Ave. ac est . 'Nampa, Idaho 83687 





1I __ ·~~-=~'~_-_-=:-' ________ ' ____ ·=--~-_·----\:-__ '''''''~~_~·:.liS~.,---t~ 
.~~----. 
ADDITIONAL CHARGE FOR ABOVE WORK IS: $ _______ ~I 
! Payment win be made as follows: --___________________ -11 
~e additional work to be performed under same conditions as specified 'in original contract unless otherwise stipulated. 
Date 20_ AuIhorizing Slgnature _________________ --11 
(!IWIB-IIEIIEI 





ADD •• ~ONAL WORK .AUTH(,.,IZA TION 
8607 S-b9l--' ~ 
2820BrandtAvc. 
at; est Nampa. Idaho 83687 
nteriors, Inc. . (288) 467-3331 
1I ___ -_-""""~-~TOl---r= b r CJ5 W £llcAc ls:k;-S ---~ 
11 __ .---.--~-••• ---.--4U-. br.s ~I'~ 
-'I&~ 11-----------------_·_-
ADDITIONAL CHARGE FOR ABOVE WORK IS: $. _______ ~ 
Payment will· be mass follows: _____ ~ _____________ ---.; 
AboVe additional work to be performed under same concl"ltlons as specified in original contract unless otherwise stipulated, 
Date 20_ AuthorizingSignalUl'e ________________ ----j 
We hereby agree to ,fumiSh tabor and rnatl;:Ifa~ - complete in accordance with the aboVe· specifications, at above stated price., 
"Authortzed Signature ___ ...,...~q,.,.~~~:.......:..----- 0ate _____ 20 
THIS IS CHAN 
CM002623 
003502
Last Name: -"J",ust;.:;i,,-n.:;.Bogg"-"Sl.;:;"s _/ _____ _ 




JOB U JOB WORK 811712008 811812008 811912008 8/2012008 812112008 812212008 8123/2008 TOTAL 
NUMBER. NAME DESCRIPTION CODE Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesda Thursday Friday Saturday HOURS 
- Training 01-405 0.00 0.00 O.®: t'iE I~$:;~" MCH-LEI:D 01-180 0.00 6.25 2.50 9.25 3.00 23.QQ 




OTAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT 0.00 0.00 8.25 2.50 9.25 3.00 0.00 23.00 




OTAL OVERHEAD HOURS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 
Marketing I 01-402 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Bidding/Estimating 01-415 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL HOURS EACH DAY 0.00 0.00 8.25 2.50 9.25 3.00 0.00 
"~~lireproperdlstribUtiOnOftime Must work 40.00 a 
(17.00) F!ft6JECT MANAGER APPROVAL: Hours Over (Under) 
CMOO2624 
003503
Last Nan)e: Nick Ploetz 
TIME CARD 
WEEK ENDING: 8/3012008 
Conversion 
<EMPLOYEE: Rate 
JOB....,!QB WQKII. 812~Q08 . ~_008 tIILtsrLUOlI ~[lUU~ 8/2812008 812912008 6I3012UOl1 T( TAL 
Ih:N1ilU~MBE::;;!I-R--..mNAII:;'~t:"-----Uu nl~~",C'vf'/'(DI't"D',-,rlf~lJ''''''' C~ :>unaav Mondav ~. Thursday FNday ~l'CIay HOURS 
~ ~ing 01 0.00. 0.09 1.00 1.01 0.00 
)I:Q!l:25 J"iQ. 01 0.00 0.0 1.00 j,.~ 0.0( 
BOISe Was' ibrarv ...Q1 2.01 3. kOO 15.09 
0.00 8.00 8.00 




1 HOURS 0.00 o.oou.oo_ 
~ we O.UIl 
01~ ).0( 0.00 
TOTAL HOUR:> EACti~ 0.00 8.00 8.00 











8.00 8.00 0.00 
0.!lD 0.00 O.ou 
00 
OJ 
Jl.1lII. 0.00 U.UU 0.1 
,0( ..Q.()C 
,00 ...Q.()() 0.00 
8. IJO .8.00 0.00 
40.0011 












01-'185 Twtoe Weekly Clean-up 02-805 _-_ 
Q2-9QO Land5<apIng 
~Concrete Clean-up 
03-1244 FoundatIon RebarTempIatE 
03-1245 FoundatIon AS Templates 
03-1310 footings - l.a!'D<* 
03-1311 POll" I'ooIIn!lIIJead 





5 M T 
V 
DescrIption of Work Work ~e 






03-1331 foundation stem_ 
03-1371· Dr/PiI<k /lIS 1'1. 
03-200 Concrete ReInfortornent/ 
03-2111 Slab Layout 
03-22U Slob 2x Edgeform 
03-22'10 Slob Embeds 
03-2311 Slab Poor and Cure 
01-430 
01-100 ... 
03-2331 FiniSh Slab 
03-2371 Slob POll" strip 
03-28115adt SI~ 
03-3111_ Layout 
03-3211 Panel2x Edge Form 
03-32131'11_ Form 







03-3231 Panel FormIIner 
03-3241 Panel ~ 
03-32>46 -3: 03-3271_ 
03-3311 _ POll" , 
03-3331 Panel F1n1sl\ 
03-3371 Grout """"" 










03-3811 5adt Panel Seals 
06-105 Rough Corpentry - Labor only 
06-200 FiniSh Corpentry 
O!l-2SO CoywaII 
<»-900 Painting 
Yo oortIficado yo trabajar ____ ,hours for the week ending sin dano. Firma ______ ~----------'-. 
I certify that I have worked 40 hours for the week ending e'" 2R ~ oe Injury free. SIgnature __ ==~=~..::..=---~-------' 
CM002626 
003505
U%lAMJ_ iCx::;ttZMiALJ.# $i. MlM.(4il]h¥ 4k£iiWtd'¥iDttiAtr.iIbL£XU£ Jih.;;:;at £ 
:,.~ ~'~,&T NAME J" uS;-~ ~6:5 LAST NAME 
J ",: 
CU. 3V##4 a. Xii .k$$.46P..i 
PM APPROVAL WEEKENDING 
.: .. , ~CE#1875 SUf'ERINTENDENT APPROVAL 
.~ 
} JOB NUMBER JOB NAME DESCRIPTION OF WORK COST CODE SU M TU W TH F SA TOTAL HOURS 
, Q(£.ol4'h • ~I+-- {.. F7£;iJfI.: Ok\~ ·31~ J;L- l--i 7 ).,} ..,. ~~/;:2s:.f 
I 
LA, J I 1(1 














,YO:CERTIFICADO YO TRABAJAR HORAS PARA EL FINAL DE SEMANA SIN DANO. FIRMA 
;1 CERTIFY THAT I HAVE WORKED ;)-'1 HOURS FOR THE WEEK ENDING Cj -P -~ INJURY FREE. SIGNATURE ~ 
~. 





WEEK ENDING: 91612008 
Conversion 
EMPLOYEE' Rate 
JOB JOB WORK 813112008 9111200B 91212008 9131200B 9141200B 9/51200B 91612008 TOTAL 
NUMBER NAME DESCRIPTION CODE Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesda Thursday Friday Saturday HOURS 
. Training 01-405 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
07-0625 HD Marketplace 01-405 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
07-0705 Citvside Loft Phase /I 01-405 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
07-1105 Broadway & Front 01-405 . 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
08-0520 Boise West Ubrary 01-405 0.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 13.00 
08-0435 Palmer Natural 01-405 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
~75 MCH-LEED 01-180 0.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 6.00 19.00 
OTAl PI OJECT MANAGEMENT 0.00 (8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 0.00 24.00 
~OTALVACAnO~~HOURSH 0.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 
Vacation 0.00 
Personal 0.00 
Holiday B.oo B.oo 
OTAl OVERHEAD HOURS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Marketinol 01-402 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Bidding/Estimatingl 01-415 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL HOURS EACH DAY 0.00 0.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 0.00 
/~d;roJect Management' hours to en8ure proper distribution of time Must work 40.00. 
at/! 













02-805 SIdewalk -~ 
O2-!IOO~rig 
03-0700 COOCreb! Qeon-up 
03-1244 FoundotIon __ Template 
03-1245 FoundotIon AS T~ 
03-1310 footings - Layout 
03-1311 Pour FootIng/Ileodmen 
<~< 




Week Endi~19 __ ~~'_l-___'t;_-_c-_r..:f'__ ______ _ 
Superintendent 
~~--------------------






03-1321 Fo..-vFooting _ 
03-1331 _ Stem_ 
03-1371 Drypack AS PL 
03-200 conaete~r 
03-2111 Slab Layout 
03-2212 Slab 2x Edgeform 
03-2240 Slab Embeds 
03-2311 Slab Pour and CUre 
Job Work Code 




03-2331 AniSh Slab 
03-2371 Slab Pour StrIp 
03-28115ack Slab/flOOr 
03-3111 Panet Layout 
03-3211 Panel2x Edge Fonn 
03-3213 _fOrm 





03-:1234 Panel FormItner 
03-:1241 Panel Eriibed 
03-,1216 Panel oetaIIlng 
03-:1271 Panel Ledger 
03-:1311 Panel Pour/CUre 
03-:1331 Panel Anish 
03-:1371 Grout Panels 










03-3811 sack Panel SeoIs 
06-105 Rough carpentry - labor QnIy 




Yo certlficado yo trabajar ____ ,hours for the week endlng, ______ ~sin dano. Finna 








JOB JOB WORK 91712008 9/8/2008 91912008 911012008 911112008 911212008 9113/2008 TOTAl 
NUMBER NAME DESCRIPTION CODE Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesda Thursday F~ Saturd!lY HOURS 
- . Trainin!l 01-405 0.00 0.00 0.00 
'i.06i0675,; '\' ,.,,:~ ·MCH"LEED 01-180 0.00 8.50 4.50 0.00 4.00 8.50 25.50 






OTAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT 0.00 0.00 8.50 4.50 0.00 4.00 8.50 26.50 
OTAL VACATION/PERSONAL HO RS" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
I Vacation 0.00 
I Personal 0.00 
I Holiday 0.00 
OTAL OVERHEAD HOURS O·uu 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Marketingl 01-402 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Bidding/Estimating I 01-415 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL HOURS EACH DA 0.00 0.00 8.50 4.50 0.00 4.00 8.50 
.. Allocation of time Is required under 'Project Management' hours to ensure proper distribution of time Must work 40.00 B 
PROJECT MANAGER APPROVAL: Hours Over (Under) (14.50) 
CM002630 
003509




WEEK ENDING: 911~'5 ?n, ... 
Conversion 'IJIJIJ 
R t ae 
JOB JOB WORK 91612006 91712006 91612006 91912006 911012006 911112006 9/1212006 TOTAL 
NUMBER NAME DESCRIPTION CODE Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesda Thumla1 Friday Saturda1 HOURS 
- Trainina 01-405 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
07-0625 HD Marketolace 01-405 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
07-0705 CitYSide';l.:oftPhase II 01-'405 ,', 0:00 0,00, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
07-1105 Broadwav & Front 01-405 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
06-0520 Boise West Librarv 01-405 3.00 3.00 4.00 ·4.00 2.00 16.00 
06-0435 Palmer Natural 01-405 .' 0,00 0.00 ,0.00 " 0.00 0.00 0.00 
~oa.:oe7:5 
,':n ,'"MCH''' I!.EED' 01-160 ,.'" , "~ 5.00 ","·:,.1,:;5.00 ." '4:00 ','.: .4:00 6.00 24.00 
I····,:.";' ;; .. ' 
ITOTAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT 0.00 B.OO B.OO 8.00 8.00 B.OO 0.00 40.00 
OTAL VACATIONIPERSONAL HOURS- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
.,. Vacation 0.00 
Personal 0.00 
Holiday 0.00 
OTAL OVERHEAD HOURS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Marketinal 01-'402 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
BiddinglEstimetingl 01-'415 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL HOURS EACH DA 0.00 B.OO 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 0.00 
... Allocation Pi ulred under 'ProJect Management hours to ensure proper distribution of time Must work 40.00 I 
~



















0)-:485 Twice Weekly Clean-iJp 
02~ SIdewalk - __ 
02-900 Landscaping 
03-0700 COncreb! Clean-up 
03-12+4 Foundation Robar Tomplate 
03-1245 Foundation AS Templates 
03-1310 footings • ~ 







Desaiption of Work 





03-1321 FoundatlolVFooting _ 
03-1331 FoundatIon SII!m Walls 
03-1371 Orypock AS PI. 
03-200 Concrete ReInforaomentJRebor 
03-2111 Slob ~ , 
03-2212 Slob 2x Edgeform 
03-22'10 Slab Embeds 
03-2311 Slab Pour and QJre 
Scott LAST NAME 'Trepagnier 
9 "l 'S-6Y L WeekEnding 
V t1 
I 
/)vortr. Code Job 5 M T W Classification 
Assistant SUperintendent 
01-430 
~~1l;l{: ~..'g~;;;l;;:~~{;.:\~":~':, .'~:',. "~: ~!:.;~':"::'~~ :1~f;j~:. ~;ii9'11' :~ 
03-2331 AnisI1 Slab 
03-2371 Slab Pour strip 
03-2811 SOck Slab/Aoor 
03-3111 Panel ~ 
03-3211 Panel2x Edge Form 
03-3213 "'_ Form 
03·3221 Panel Plywood Fonns 
03-3231 PanelRewoIs 
8 8 
03-3234 Panel FomIiInef 
03-3241 Panel Embed 
03'3246 Panel DetaIlIng 
03-3271 Panel Ledger 
03-3311 Panel Pour~ 
03-3331 Panel Anlsh 
03-3371 Grout Panels 












F 5 Total ~.-Houl'S(' 
15Jr.'JD 
~'1-}Il~ 1,',-""". .. 411 . 
\. 
8 40 
03-3811 SOck Panel seals 
06-105 Rough Carpentr( - Labor Only 
06-200 AnI'" Carpentr( 
09-250 Drywall 
09-900 PaIntilg 
Yo certificado yo trabajar ____ hours for the week endlng ______ ~sin dano. Firma _____________ ---'--" 
I certify that I have worked,_---"4O"'-_,hours for the week ending ______ ,injury free. SIgnature _____________ -' 
CM002632 
003511
last Name: Justin Boggs 
TIME CARD CJ,)()~0~ 
fOTAL PI :WI:CT 3.00 3·Del 9.00 3.00 




I HOURS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Mar1<.etingl 01-402 00 00 0.00 
01-415 00 1.00 0.00 
rOTAL HOURS I:ACH DAl a.oo a.oo 9.00 3.00 
.. Allocation of time is required under 'ProJect: hOUrs to ensure. I 0 f time 
PROJECT MANAGER APPROVAL: /M~ 
B.OO 
0.00 








0.00 D.' 0.00 0·0Cl 
!Must wo", 40.00 U 





~SOT D J. 
OENl3RAL CON'I'R.ACTOR.s 




912oi2008 T~ ~ •• ~. ~,,~ 9112008 9/1B/20Ut ~rlda, HOURS ~~'" W,"""" " '"" 
-~~iEiB~ftB'OO ~"OO ~2!:!!!! B.OO 11.00 4.00 I.OO..!!:!!! 
0.00 0, 0.00 O. uu 41U 0.0 0.00 
Mar 01-4lf..! .' O. ...Q,QQ 4.UU 0 
O.C I.OC O.DC O. 
B.O ,:00 11.00 0.00 
rtlme twon -
Hours Over (Under) 0.00 
CMOO2634 
003513
EMPL Scott LAST NAME _--,-...!ag~ni~er,--____ _ 
c~.p. . ~---, \, Project Manager Approval WeekEnding 9~..20JoB 
[l~~1 Project tJnjW~ SUperintendent JIOC'XSOU Appnwal o-.u;. CON'l'llAC1'ClllS f , 
lob 





OH85 Twice w-, CIeorHJp 
02-805 SIdewalk - -.. 
D2-9DO LandsaIpIng 
0)'()7OD Ccncrebt OearHOp 
O:H244 FoundatIon RebarTempIate 
03-12~5 _ AS Templates 
03-1310 I'<JOtings - Layout 





03-1321 FoundatIoo1/fOO Forrnwork 
03-1331_5temWalis 
03-1371 Dr/PiICkAB Pl 
03-200 Ccncrebt ReI~ 
03-2111 Slab Layout 
03-2212 Slab 2x Edgeform 
03-~ Slab Embeds 





03-2331 finish Slab 
03-2371 Slab Pour Slrip 
03-2811 SIIck __ 
03-3111 Panel Layout 
03-3211 Panel 2x Edge Fonn 
03-3213 __ Form 
03-3221 Panel Plywood Forms 
03-3231 PaneI_s 




03-32~1 Panel Embed 
03-3246 Panel DetaIling 
03-3271 Panel ledger 
03-3311 Panel Pour/Cure 
03-3331 Panel FinIsh 
03-3371 Grout Panels 
03-~115et Panels 
W T F S 
8 8 8 
8 8 8 
~I!' 
z~w 
O<z .. ~~ 
;I~ 






Yo certificadO yo trabajar ___ hours for the week ending sin dano. Firma _____ ---,~--==_---' 
I certify that I have worked 40 hours for the week ending q,.. 20 ' oB injury free. Signature -_:5:LS.~1!!=-=--9----,1.-""~=-"'--~ 
CM002635 
003514
Contract Allowed Reimb 
APPUCAnON FOR PAYMENT 




II DESCRIPTION OF WORK 




LTIIL . Ch::go ""'"" 








241 ...... 00 
ClIy<l_ 
33 Eat Idaho Street 








........ 00 , 
I. 






























"" "" 0" 
"" "" "" "" 
"" "" 
"" 
"" 243,107.1. 17%' 
I ~ I .1 §I 
221.390,10 1 $ 22.117.00 I $ 25507.10 I 87,,1 $ 
K 
BALANCE RETENTION SUB 














11,486.90 1 $ 1$ 22,117.00 i 
CITY HALL PROJECT 
APPROVED FOR PAYMENT 
~. D7~QI~ 
.~ ContnIctI, ___ · ____ _ 
1011I200I at 10:31 AM 
CM002636 
003515
Date: 10/0112008 0 B COS TOE T A I L - B Y lIN E ttt Report Code: 28.81 
Time: 09:25:26 AM (job history only) Page: ' 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 410 thru 410 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
===========-===========-==========-====== ====---=====.-======--=-========================-==== 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
COOEORD 
JOURN ---REFERENCE--- VEND ------G/l------ MIL/EQP UNITS 
# DATE m CUST PERIOD ACcruNT CODE 
lAB/EQP PERlOO 
flOORS IMllM" 
=====-=====:====-===============-=====-_ __;;;;:;;====--===-==-=-===:==========. :nre ====== 
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 410 Project Manager 
lAB P/R PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30/08 
BRO P/R PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30/08 
lAB P/R PE 09/06/08 PR136 09/06/08 
BRD P/R PE 09/06108 PR136 09/06/08 
lAB PIR PE 09/13/08 PR138 09/13/08 
BRD P/R PE 09/13/08 PR138 09113/08 
lAB P/R PE 09/20108 PR140 09/20/08 
BRD P/R PE 09120/08 PR140 09120108 
9 2008 4030 
9 2008 4040 
9 2008 4030 
9 2008 4040 
9 2008 4030 
9 2008 4040 
92008 4030 













.. MPLOY .. E.E._:_. __ -;~ JOB;;:.-__ --iI
Gene 
Bennett WORK 
NAME DESCRIPTION CODE I Sunday I Monday I Tuesday 
I Project Manager 01-410 
060740· IMid M I Project ManaQer 01-410 
'", ) I~' IProiect Manaoer 01-410 
060525 IEagie I Project Manager 01-410 
~ 060675 IMeridian City Hall I Project ManaQer 01-410 8.0C 
070530 IProiect ManaQer 01-410 
070630 IMcCall I Project Manager 01-410 
Last Name: Bennett 
WEEK ENDING: 813112008 
rnursaal Friday 




~~060~3~·1~DI~BBC~B~~tS~~~'~~ .. ~;~~3·~_~I~P~~ectt~Man~age~r~01-41~10+-_-+_~J-_~ __ ~ __ ~_~ __ +-_~~ 
-7 071015 IMcCall High School I Project Manaaer 01-410 8.00 8.00 
071105 I Proiect Manager 01-410 
07 A,."rt"m\ IProject Manager-01410 
07 0 lew ; Church IProject Manager 01-410 
071 0 :rouch 'Chur ... h Project Manager 01-410 
'lilal I"t,." Pro ject ManaQer 01-410 
~ •. 5' "111"'''<;'' Village Project Manager 01-410 
IElan Project Manager 01410 
rrOTALPllOJ~ 
rrOTAL_VACA~HOURS·· 
TOTAL 0 " ........ .J HOURS 
TOTAL WEEK 




i II 6010 




Project Manager Timecard 




JOB lOB JOB 
INIIMR~ J'lAME I IV", 
07-0900 H IEXS Pro iect Mgr ~10 
07·1025 BRSC Prp i~Mgr 01-410 
ACt! :~ .... ro lee! MQr O~ 






I At Home 
TOTAL HOURS I :ACH DA'V 
TIME CARD 
08124/06 08125/06 08126/06 




Sl.naru~, d \ .... 
Supe~';sor Signature: 
(j 








Hours Over (Under) 

















C:lMy Documents\TC DoCtn-rients\TC PMgr TIMECARD 
CMOO2639 
003518
Last Name: Bennett 
TIME CARD 
WEEK ENDING: 9/612008 
EMPLOYEE: Gene Bennett 
JOB JOB VORK 
I NI NAME :':>\';1'(11' IIUN ;ODE I Sunday I Monday • u .... .,ay rhursdal Friday 
070405 .amaracl( - General "'-I'()ect Manager 1~10 
TOTAL 
HOURS 
,:~~~ ~~~~"'~'~-~----~~~~~:~~:~~~0~11~~~11~~~---4----4--A4Ln.(0(~--~----~---i----t---d41~ .. O,(0~1 
060525 :agle I Prc iect ManaQer 01-410 
'oeoo75' I1eridian City Hall [l"r<:ject Manager 01~10 4.0( 8.00 B.O< 4.00 24.00 
070530 = I Pre lect Manaaer 01-410 
Q70630 MCCall Pre lect ManaQer 01~ 10 
060310 ~I;!C tIOV'sOorm & SUB f!QlectManaQer 01~10 
~15,' MCCall Hlah School ipre ect MaAager 01~10 4.00 4.00 
071105 .. ..+1"" IPro eel Manager 01~10 
071145 A"""rI....,1I IPreect Manaaer 01~10 
071000 INew 1 Church IPro lect Manaaer ,01~~ 
070800 ~ ,....,.,"" .. ,,1+., Church [Pre lee! Manager 01~10 
080110 IldahclPowerLake Fork I pre lee! Manager 01~10 
080105 : Villaae IPrclectManaaer 01-410 









Project Manager Timecard 
EMPLOYEE- THOMAS R COUGHLIN 
~ ~~~; 6010 
JOB JOB JOB 
f'jiJMBEi:f . NAME n "UI' 
C 7-0900 HIEXS Proiect Mllr 01-410 
07-1025 BRSC Project Mgr 01410 
00:0075 MCH Project Mgr 01-410 





TOTAL HOURS E ACHDAv 
TIME CARD 
08/31/08 09/01/08 09/02108 













Hours Over (Under) 
S£p 
'/j 2009 


























WEEK ENDING: 9/1312008 
CM002642 
003521
Last "'arne: COUGHLIN 
TIME CARD 
Booz s / 
~, . dJS .... (), 
WEEK ENDING: 9/1312008 "'J.j~.j 
Conversion Project Manager Timecard 
EMPLOYEE· THOMAS R COUGHLIN 
~pll~~6~~0~1~;0~~ti~~~~~~~~~93~SB~Ra~rea 
~v~~ ~~~~~: Jl!lIQ~/08 09/09/08 09/1.0/.08 .09/11/.08 .09/121.08 097131.08 rofA[ 
Mondav Tuesday rnursaay Friday Saturday HOURS 
JOB JOB JOB t=-II---t---t---+--+--+---I-===r===:J1 I NUMBER NAME IIUN 
07-0900 HIEXS Pn ieet Mar 
07-1025 BRSC Proect Mgr 









I At Home 
TOm HOURSEACHDA't1 
-. 
Supr~'isor ~inn .. tJ':::. ~ 
ACOO. 4.00 
4 . .0.0 4.00 8 . .0.0 8.00 
8 . .00 8.00 
8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 
IMUsfwork 
Hours Over (Under) 









Last Name: COUGHLIN 
TIME CARD 
WEEK ENDING: 912012008 
Project Manager Timecard Conversion 
EMPLOYEE: THOMAS R COUGHLIN R$l. 
~ 
09714/08 09115/08 09/16/08 09/17108- 09/18/08 09/19/08 09120108 Tm"AV 
SiInCiaY Monday Tuesday rnursaav Friday H88RS ;:D 5013 7 
5013 
6010 
JOB JOB JOB 
NUMBER NAME ~ 'SCr'"TION 
07-0900 HIEXS Pro ect Mgr 01-410 4.00 -.1.00 
07-1025 BRSC Pro lect Mgr 01-410 
06-0675 MCH Pro lect Mgr 01-411f 4.60 4.00 4.00 12.00-
08-0410 BRC Pro lectMgr 01-410 4.00 8.0( 8.0C 4.00 24:00 





~ TOTAL HOURS E:ACH~ 8.00 8.00 B.OO B.OO 8.00 IMustwork 
Hours Over (Under) 
Employee Signature: . 
Super -'~or Signature: 




Last Nam::::e: __ ..!:B::::!en.!!.!n~ett~ __ _ 
I2"N]j 
S(p 2 t::AI2"D 
22000 
WEEK ENDING: 912012008 
CM002645 
003524
Date: 10/01/2008 *t 0 B COS TOE T A I L - B Y LIN E ttt 
Time: 09:25:52 Nd (job history only) 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 420 thru 420 Period Range: 9, 2008 thru 9, 2008 
=-:::=:,-------==--==================--==--=====---====-=================----=========== 
TYPE PHASE COST CHG 
COOE ORO 
JOURN ---REFERENCE--- VEND ------G/L------ MIl/EOP [JiITS 
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD AcmT COOE 





=--=_====-= =-==-====:==================-===--============--== __ ==_ =========--====::a=::=r.:-== 
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall 
COST 01 420 Project Superintendent 
LAB P/R PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30/08 
BRD PIR PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30/08 
LAB P/R PE 09/06/08 PR136 09/06/08 
BRO P/R PE 09/06/08 PR136 09/06/08 
LAB PIR PE 09/13/08 PRl38 09/13/08 
BRO P/R PE 09/13/08 PR138 09/13/08 
LAB PIR PE 09/20/08 PRl40 09/20/08 
BRO P/R PE 09/20108 PR140 09/20/08 
9 20084030 
9 20084040 
9 2008 4030 
9 2008 4040 
9 2008 4030 
9 2008 4040 
9 2008 4030 










EI 'EE __________ ~P~AT~ __ ___ LAST NAME ________ _ 
... ..... ... ProjectM_ 
-~ T Approval ~- Week Ending AUGUST 30 2008 ~ g ( 323-4500 J ~ V ~ i BOIS!, IDAHO • ,SOLl[ RCE-1875 OBNBRAL CON'I'll..ACl'OS 
\ .. 
Job ]obName DescrIption of Work Workb. Job Total 
Super 
Number Classification S M T W T F S Hours Initials 





8 8 8 
DAVIS MCON cope LCRND 
C - CarponIer 11 • Laborer Group 1 U-~~2 
PEOt - """"' fquIpoIent _ ~ t PE02- "",,",~_Group2 
Yo certificado yo trabajar _____ hours for the week ending sin dana. FIrma ----------+--+-+.r-+77'" 
I certify that I have worked _____ hours for the week ending AUGUST 30 2008 injury free. Siglnat~t:::~..!:!:.~~.L.~-==-
C:\Documents and Settlngs\Adminlstrator\Desktop\TIME CARDWE8-30-0a 
CM002647 
003526
EMPLO Jack LAST NAME_....:.~au~g!!!ha~n!..-____ _ 
~""'-pmA--' 
iii' 323-4500 'I 
II~ BOISE, IDAHO 111111. 
Project Manager \ J 
Approval ________ .J,....-I-_ 
Superl.!:: -W 
Week Ending __ -..:::I8/L::3.::J.0/.::20~0~8 ___ _ 
RC"lCK SOllTl 
GBNBRAL CONTlVICrOlt.S Approval---------t-- RCE-1875 
lob 
Number lob Name Desaiptlon of Work 
06-0675 Meridian City Hall Superintendent 
06-0675 Meridian City Hall LEED 
06-0675 Meridian City Hall Vacation 
06-0675 Meridian City Hall Holiday 
01-485 TwIce Weekly Dean-up 
02-805 SldewaN< - /abor 
02-900 Undscaping 
03-0700 Concrete Oean-up 
03-12'1'1 foundation Rebar Template 
03-1245 foundation AS TemplatEs 
03-1310 FootIngs-laycut 
03-1311 Pour FootIng/Deadmen . 
C s Carpenter 
03-1321 foundation/fooling Fonnwo!1< 
03-1331 foundation Stem Walls 
03-1371 Dr;pock AB Pl 
03-200 Concrete Reinforcement/Rebar 
03-2111 Slab Layout 
03-2212 Slab 2x Edgeform 
03-2240 Slab Embeds 
03-2311 Slab Pour and Cure 
U • Laborer Group 1 
PE01 = Power EquIpment Operator Group 1 
l.... lob· 
Work C rue aasslflcatlon S M T W T 
01-420 Sucerintenden 0 8 8 8 8 
01-180 
TOTAL 
03-2331 Finish Slab 
03-2371 Slab Pour str1p 
03-2811 Sack SIab/flCOr 
03-3111 Panel Layout 
03-3211 Panel 2x Edge Form 
03-3213 Pilaster Form 
03-3221 Panel Plywood Forms 
03-3231 Panel Reveals 
o 0 0 0 
03-3234 Panel Formllner 
03-3241 Panel Embed 
03-3246 Panel DetalIIng 
03-3271 Panel Ledger 
03-3311 Panel Pour/Cure 
03-3331 Panel Finish 
03-3371 Grout Panels 












03-3811 Sack Panel seals 
06-105 Rough carpentry - Labor Only 
06-200 FInish carpentry 
09-2S0Orywail 
09-900 Painting 
L3 = Laborer Group 3 
Yo certificado yo trabajar ___ ,hours for the week ending, ______ -'sin dano. Firma ----I-.J+~+__I_\_----~ 
I certll} t I have worked 40 hours for the week ending B=3Q-Q8 jnjury free. Signature -,....;.I--HoL--~f+_'Io/__----
CM002648 
003527
1.~E.121;~. SJJiUQJ& $12 A2 IS;; alA Ii! 
" L ff _ LAST NAMEL I L../""? 
Ii 23$1 U- : a L - .$ Z. uoa: II . 
"4#$$(1& £i2i £ g. £1IUZ£Z& UUii! at. :SUi. 
EI 
Project"",,-






Description of Work Work Code 
Job 5 vM T W T F 5 
Total SuPef' -f)/ 
Number 
Job Name Classification Hours Initials 
-"' 
AI h-v:>fr~ !JJ[fl '" ·',.,.,....Jl 1~1~ QI..-'LV:> V Y IcF 8' !? 8" / tid. ~ I---
/1. 
./ rOo I~ Ib"" Ib" Icr' V ILfO 
c • CIrponter u • ..-.,. Gniup 1 
PE01 • Power !qljpIIent _ Group 1 
Yo certIflcado yo trabajar~ours for the week ending / / sin dano. Firma I 
I certify that I have worked~hours for the week ending . 9/p JOe Injury free. Sign 
I 















Approval _______ _ 
5uperI\sor 
AppnMII 










J. ~(CH»fl ttL"7/) 
•• I v 
I I I 
1-1" \ ~AJ 
It 'CI' 7 
DAYtS IAmN cope LEGENP 
RCE-1875 








PEOl. __ ~c;.oup, PEoz. ___ c;.oupz 
T F S 
Total Super 
Hours Initials 
r<x' [k' <..> 





I .......... ,,:"y -
Ilf-'U 
LJ. _c;.oup3\ 
Yo certlfIcado yo trabajar ___ hours for the week endlng_-=----:,--__ sln ciano. Firma _______ ---~ 
I certify that I have worI<£d.!:/::l2.-hours for the week ending q --& ~~ Injury free. Signature Z~ 
• ....J 




_-.' 9.·-.~ .. -o-~ -'.-, Ie ' 3:z3..4S00 -=AJ-L'L£---, ,RCE-1875 .. / 
i";::'" 
-[ , t...I.oot lob . .. W T , • T""" ~ -- --- If T -_ .. ~ '\L;'TI~~ b~ '''Alle .,; ;,d "i ___ . I .... 1'"2. 
~ .... ;..,.. "1\lO ,..,. :-.r. '~.-7> z. til flf 
~ ,;~~a, c , "' ...... - 'If. 
~- .. , 
J .- <\,..,. 
:7 1~A.tItI '- :...<11' ::>v .. 1,/' ~ .E 
-w:::J ~,'jJ~, 
,II ~ / • ,.I1A~ 




HI\CCMPANY ~ Form5\FIELD 'IlME CARD PEmII 
Stt' - a·"· 
CM002651 
003530




Projed:Manoger I :;:~~ 
I~~l 
Apptoval WeekEnding SEPTEMBER 13 2008 lI'2 
5upenIsor ,e/' lim ~ Apptoval f RDCKSCUD RCE-1875 OBNBRAL CON'I'IlACl"OKS 
"~p 
Job 
Job Name Description of Work Wlx'kCode 
Job 5 M T W T F 5 
Total Su.,er 
Number Classification Hours Initials .. , 
,JSIlJ~IitENT" 
~ 
,-" 01-420 8 8 8 8 8 40 
8 8 8 
QAY1516CON COOl LEGENP 
U'_Qoopl L2-laborerGroup2 PEOl' _ _ Qoopl PE02. ___ Qoop2 
Yo certiflCado yo trabajar ___ hours for the week ending _____ ---'sin dano. Firma -------++-+-+-:-:~Z/ 
I certify that I have worked ___ hours for the week ending SEPTEMBER 13 2008 InjUly free. S1gnaiIJII-:::::::::=::'--===--__ _ 
'-,' C:\Documents and Settings\Administra1;or\Desktop\TIME CARD WEEK END11.6 9-13-08 
CM002652 
003531
Efi EE PAT 
--------~~----
LAST NAME ______________ _ 
1', ~A ProjectMa_ \ / ;I~ 
I~~~-
Approval WeekEnding SEPTEMBER 20 2006 
Su~ ;;1 Approval i~~ 
OBNllltAL C RCE-1875 
1/ ... 
Job 
Job Name Description of Work .jNorkCode 
Job Total Super 
Number Classification 5 M T W T F 5 Hours Initials 





8 S S S 8 40 
c • CIrpen!er . 
DA'it!i BACOti COPE LEGEND 
U-LlI_GroupI L2. LlIbcrerGroup 2 L3 • LlI_ Group 3 
PEal- ---Group I 
PEa2 = _ EquIpment _ Group 2 
Yo certificado yo b'abajar ____ hours for the week ending. _____ ----'sin dana. Firma ____________ ~ 
I certify that I have worked ___ hours for the week ending SEPTEMBER 20 2006 injury free. SIgnature __ ~ _____ _ 








q_"7/1 ..... O<b 
Week Endlng ___ !.-_=UY:.............;::::.-. __ 
CMOO2654 
003533
Meridian City Hall 
PETRA CHANGE ORDER NO 2 
Table of Contents: 
• Cover Letter 
• Executive Summary 
• Project Size & Complexity 
• Building Complexity 
• Budget 
• Change Order Request 
REVISION #1 - 05/03/10 
EXHIBIT 
003534
GENERAL CONTRACTORS & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 
05/03/10 Revision #1 
Mr. Ted Baird 
City of Meridian 
33 E. Broadway 
Meridian, Idaho 83642 
Mr. Ted Baird, 
The attached document is in response to the City or Meridian's request for 
additional information and back-up to Petra's proposed Change Order #2; dealing with 
increase in fee and management costs as a result of the project increase in size, 
complexity, and budget as provided for in Article 7(b) of the Construction Management 
Agreement. 
The attached document has been revised from the original submitted previously 
on October 3, 2008. The total dollar amount requested has been updated to reflect the 
actual man-hours worked versus the projected man-hours. 
Very Truly Yours, 
Gene Bennett 





Article 7(b) of the Construction Management Agreement provides for an "Equitable 
Adjustment" in the "Construction Manager's fee and the not-to-exceed limits for 
reimbursable expenses" due to significant change in the Project due to "size, complexity, 
and budget." 
The attached documentation specifically addresses the changes in each of these 









Project Size and Complexity 
Project Size 
The size of the Project increased in three principal areas: 
• Physical Size - The size of the Project increased from 80,000 sq.ft. to 80,000 sq.ft. plus a 
20,000 sq.ft basement for a total of 100,000 sq.ft. Addition of the basement added time 
to the Project to get out of the ground. 
• Scope of work within building - The amount of work within the building was originally 
envisioned as "standard" Class A office space with open office areas. Final design 
utilized fixed wall office, partitions and cabinetry in lieu of demountable office partitions 
requiring more supervisory time to manage the Project. 
• Plaza & Site work - Original site work was envisioned as "surface parking" and the 
required streetscape around the building. Final plaza design included amphitheatre, 
Heritage building, trellis, canal, stream, plaza with pavers and fountains, as well as 
parking and street scape. To manage this work, Petra employed a full time Project 
Superintendent and Staff Engineer to oversee the intricate installation. 
Building Complexity 
The complexity of the building changed in five prinCipal areas: 
• Structure: size of the City Council chambers dictated column to beam moment welds in 
four directions throughout the structure. This was more than the 2 directional moment 
welds that were initially anticipated. and added time to the Project during the rainy 
season when it is difficult to weld. 
• Building exterior: The City's desire to have an exterior that would stand the "test of time" 
dictated that use of stone and brick. This is a more expensive and time consuming 
construction method than is used on other commercial buildings, but was required in 
order to provide a 200 year structure. 
• Mechanical: The mechanical system used in the building is state-of-the-art. It 
incorporated access floor/under floor duct throughout the building with a two pipe 
hydronic system providing under floor control to individual VAV boxes at individual work 
stations. The system provides the ultimate in control, comfort, and flexibility for future 
003537
office changes compared to the usual rooftop system with the single thermostat for large 
work areas. 
• Electrical: The electrical system also is state-of-the-art with "daylight harvesting" controls, 
C02 monitoring, standby generator and UPS systems - all requiring additional time to 
install. 
• Because of the complexity of the mechanical/electrical systems, Petra employed a 
mechanical/electrical superintendent in lieu of a foreman to ensure the success of the 
Project. 
• LEED: The certification for LEED with the state-of-the-art MEP systems added time to the 
overall Project to complete. 
003538
Budget: 
The proposed budget for the project during contract negotiations in August, 2006 
was set at $12.2 million for 80,000 sq.ft by the City of Meridian. This was done in order 
to negotiate the construction management agreement to get the Construction 
Management Agreement executed prior to any drawings or design criteria being 
prepared. 
All budgets, bids, and contract awards were received by the City and 
approved by City Council. 
The final budget of $20.4 million for the building and plaza was presented to City 
Council in the monthly report in December 2007, and this plus the $1.35 million site 
demolition and remediation cost equals the current project budget of $21.77 million. 
003539
Change Order Request 
The change order request is composed of two portions: 
• Increased salary costs to manage the Project as a result of the Project's increase in physical 
size, complexity and budget. 
$136,197 
• Increase fee to cover home office costs and profit as a result of the Project's increase in 
complexity and budget. 
$386.392 
Total Amount $522,589 
003540
Increased Salary Costs 
The following chart is a comparison of actual hours spent managing the Project versus 
the negotiated contract amount: 
Contract 4130/10 
Negotiated Hours Total 
Contract to Remaining Project 
Hours Date Hours Hours Difference Rate Amount 
Project Manager 768 1,174 0 1,174 406 $63.50 Non-
Reimbursable 
Project Engineer 1,536 3,044 0 3,044 1,508 $45.90 $69,217 
Staff Engineer 0 1,687 0 1,687 1,687 $26.96 $45,482 
Project 
Superintendent 3,114 3,872 0 3,872 728 $40.40 $29,411 
Foreman 3,144 1,857 0 1,857 <1,287> $22.90 <$29,472> 
Total: 8,532 11,410 2,412 $114,638 
Petra utilized a mechanical/electrical superintendent in lieu of a finish foremen to oversee the 
MEP construction. Rate for the superintendent was $34.51 and the additional cost was: 
I Supt Foreman 1,857 $11.61 $21,560 
Total Additional Supervisory Costs: $136,197 
003541
Increased Fee 




The 4.7% rate is consistent with the fee increase requested and approved in Change 
Order #1. 
This fee covers home office costs of 3.0%, insurance of 0.7% and pre-tax profit of 1.0%. 
Increased fee is as follows: 
Final Project Budget - Building & Plaza 
Deduct Orig Contract Amount 
Increase to Budget 
Fee Rate 







Date: 5/3/2010 )AYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION eport Code: 48.71 
Time: 12:41:34 PM Page: 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Employee Range BENEUG thru BENEUG Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30109 
Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Eugene Bennett 
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
60675 1 410 1/6/2007 BENEUG 2 
60675 1 410 1/13/2007 BENEUG 1 
60675 1 410 1/20/2007 BENEUG 11 
60675 1 410 1/27/2007 BENEUG 12 
60675 1 410 2/3/2007 BENEUG 6 
60675 1 410 2/10/2007 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 2/17/2007 BENEUG 4 
60675 1 410 2/24/2007 BENEUG 2 
60675 1 410 3/3/2007 BENEUG 16 
60675 1 410 3/1012007 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 3/17/2007 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 3/24/2007 BENEUG 4 
60675 1 410 3/31/2007 BENEUG 4 
60675 1 410 4/7/2007 BENEUG 11 
60675 1 410 4/14/2007 BENEUG 7 
60675 1 410 4/21/2007 BENEUG 6 
60675 1 410 4/2812007 BENEUG 1 
60675 1 410 5/5/2007 BENEUG 5 
60675 1 410 5/1212007 BENEUG 6 
60675 1 410 5/19/2007 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 5/2612007 BENEUG 4 
60675 1 410 6/2/2007 BENEUG 4 
60675 1 410 6/9/2007 BENEUG 1 
60675 1 410 6/16/2007 BENEUG 4 
60675 1 410 6/23/2007 BENEUG 4 
60675 1 410 6/30/2007 BENEUG 4 
60675 1 410 7/14/2007 BENEUG 2 
60675 1 410 7/21/2007 BENEUG 2 
60675 1 410 8/4/2007 BENEUG 1 
60675 1 410 8/11/2007 BENEUG 9 
60675 1 410 8/18/2007 BENEUG 6 
60675 1 410 8/25/2007 BENEUG 2 
60675 1 410 9/1/2007 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 9/8/2007 BENEUG 2 
60675 1 410 9/15/2007 BENEUG 3 
60675 1 410 9/22/2007 BENEUG 3 
60675 1 410 10/6/2007 BENEUG 3 
60675 1 410 10/13/2007 BENEUG 4 
60675 1 410 10/20/2007 BENEUG 2 
60675 1 410 10/27/2007 BENEUG 1 
60675 1 410 11/3/2007 BENEUG 4 
60675 1 410 11/10/2007 BENEUG 4 
60675 1 410 11/24/2007 BENEUG 3 
60675 1 410 12/1/2007 BENEUG 24 
60675 1 410 12/8/2007 BENEUG 9 
60675 1 410 12/15/2007 BENEUG 20 
60675 1 410 12/22/2007 BENEUG 20 
60675 1 410 1/5/2008 BENEUG 16 
60675 1 410 1/12/2008 BENEUG 4 
60675 1 410 1/19/2008 BENEUG 6 
60675 1 410 1/26/2008 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 2/2/2008 BENEUG 4 
60675 1 410 2/9/2008 BENEUG 3 
003543
Date: 5/3/2010 )AYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION eport Code: 48.71 
Time: 12:41:34 PM Page: 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
. Printing: Employee Range BENEUG thru BENEUG Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30/09 
Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Eugene Bennett 
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
60675 1 410 2/16/2008 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 2/2312008 BENEUG 6 
60675 1 410 3/812008 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 3/1512008 BENEUG 12 
60675 1 410 3/2212008 BENEUG 4 
60675 1 410 3/2912008 BENEUG 12 
60675 1 410 4/5/2008 BENEUG 10 
60675 1 410 4/1212008 BENEUG 16 
60675 1 410 4/1912008 BENEUG 12 
60675 1 410 4/26/2008 BENEUG 16 
60675 1 410 5/3/2008 BENEUG 7 
60675 1 410 5/10/2008 BENEUG 12 
60675 1 410 5/17/2008 BENEUG 10 
60675 1 410 5/24/2008 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 5/31/2008 BENEUG 12 
60675 1 410 61712008 BENEUG 16 
60675 1 410 6/14/2008 BENEUG 16 
60675 1 410 6/21/2008 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 6/28/2008 BENEUG 12 
60675 1 410 7/5/2008 BENEUG 12 
60675 1 410 7/12/2008 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 7/19/2008 BENEUG 16 
60675 1 410 8/2/2008 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 8/9/2008 BENEUG 36 
60675 1 410 8/16/2008 BENEUG 36 
60675 1 410 8/23/2008 BENEUG 36 
60675 1 410 8/30/2008 BENEUG 32 
60675 1 410 9/6/2008 BENEUG 24 
60675 1 410 9/13/2008 BENEUG 32 
60675 1 410 9/20/2008 BENEUG 16 
60675 1 410 9/27/2008 BENEUG 35 
60675 1 410 10/4/2008 BENEUG 37 
60675 1 410 10/11/2008 BENEUG 40 
60675 1 410 10/18/2008 BENEUG 24 
60675 1 410 10/25/2008 BENEUG 24 
60675 1 410 11/1/2008 BENEUG 25 
60675 1 410 11/8/2008 BENEUG 26 
60675 1 410 11/15/2008 BENEUG 12 
60675 1 410 11/22/2008 BENEUG 12 
60675 1 410 11/29/2008 BENEUG 6 
60675 1 410 12/6/2008 BENEUG 2 
60675 1 410 12/13/2008 BENEUG 10 
60675 1 410 12/20/2008 BENEUG 2 
60675 1 410 12/27/2008 BENEUG 2 
60675 1 410 1/10/2009 BENEUG 2 
60675 1 410 1/17/2009 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 1/2412009 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 1/31/2009 BENEUG 16 
60675 1 410 2/7/2009 BENEUG 14 
60675 1 410 2/14/2009 BENEUG 12 
60675 1 410 2/21/2009 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 2/2812009 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 3/7/2009 BENEUG 16 
003544
· Date: 5/3/2010 'AYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION eport Code: 48.71 
Time: 12:41:34 PM Page: 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Employee Range BENEUG thru BENEUG Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30/09 
Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Eugene Bennett 
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
60675 1 410 3/14/2009 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 3/21/2009 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 3/28/2009 BENEUG 4 
60675 1 410 4/4/2009 BENEUG 8 
60675 1 410 4/11/2009 BENEUG 4 
60675 1 410 4/1812009 BENEUG 8 
Total 1174 
003545
Date: 5/3/2010 AYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION !port Code: 48.71 
, Time: 12:42:41 PM Page: 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Employee Range BETWES thru BETWES Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30/09 
Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Wes Bettis 
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
60675 1 410 7/7/2007 BETWES 32 
60675 1 410 8/12/2006 BETWES 4.5 
60675 1 410 8/19/2006 BETWES 6.25 
60675 1 410 8/26/2006 BETWES 2.5 
60675 1 410 91212006 BETWES 1.75 
60675 1 410 9/912006 BETWES 3.25 
60675 1 410 9/16/2006 BETWES 3 
60675 1 410 9/2312006 BETWES 5 
60675 1 410 9/30/2006 BETWES 5 
60675 1 410 10/712006 BETWES 9.25 
60675 1 410 10/14/2006 BETWES 10 
60675 1 410 10/21/2006 BETWES 4.5 
60675 1 410 10/28/2006 BETWES 6.75 
60675 1 410 11/412006 BETWES 7.75 
60675 1 410 11/11/2006 BETWES 4.25 
60675 1 410 11/18/2006 BETWES 5.25 
60675 1 410 11/25/2006 BETWES 5.75 
60675 1 410 12/212006 BETWES 12.25 
60675 1 410 1219/2006 BETWES 18 
60675 1 410 12116/2006 BETWES 12.25 
60675 1 410 12/23/2006 BETWES 19.75 
60675 1 410 12/30/2006 BETWES 6.75 
60675 1 410 1/6/2007 BETWES 13.5 
60675 1 410 1/13/2007 BETWES 18.25 
60675 1 410 1/20/2007 BETWES 19.25 
60675 1 410 1/27/2007 BETWES 15.25 
60675 1 410 2/3/2007 BETWES 13 
60675 1 410 2/10/2007 BETWES 27.75 
60675 1 410 2/17/2007 BETWES 22.5 
60675 1 410 2/24/2007 BETWES 26.25 
60675 1 410 3/3/2007 BETWES 23.5 
60675 1 410 3/10/2007 BETWES 26.5 
60675 1 410 3/17/2007 BETWES 26.75 
60675 1 410 3/24/2007 BETWES 27.75 
60675 1 410 3/31/2007 BETWES 29 
60675 1 410 4/7/2007 BETWES 27.5 
60675 1 410 4/14/2007 BETWES 34.21 
60675 1 410 4/21/2007 BETWES 34.5 
60675 1 410 4/28/2007 BETWES 33.25 
60675 1 410 5/5/2007 BETWES 9 
60675 1 410 5/12/2007 BETWES 22.75 
60675 1 410 5/19/2007 BETWES 32 
60675 1 410 5/26/2007 BETWES 26 
60675 1 410 6/212007 BETWES 9.5 
60675 1 410 6/9/2007 BETWES 16 
60675 1 410 6/16/2007 BETWES 40 
60675 1 410 6/23/2007 BETWES 34.5 
60675 1 410 6/30/2007 BETWES 40 
60675 1 410 7/14/2007 BETWES 40 
60675 1 410 7/21/2007 BETWES 36 
60675 1 410 7/28/2007 BETWES 40 
60675 1 410 8/4/2007 BETWES 40 
60675 1 410 8/11/2007 BETWES 40 
003546
Date: 5/312010 'AYROlL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION !port Code: 48.71 
Time: 12:42:41 PM Page: 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Employee Range BETWES thru BETWES Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04130109 
Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Wes Bettis 
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
60675 1 410 8/18/2007 BETWES 24 
60675 1 410 8/25/2007 BETWES 32 
60675 1 410 9/112007 BETWES 35.5 
60675 1 410 9/8/2007 BETWES 32 
60675 1 410 9/1512007 BETWES 22.5 
60675 1 410 9/2212007 BETWES 40 
60675 1 410 9/29/2007 BETWES 40 
60675 1 410 10/1312007 BETWES 40 
60675 1 410 10/20/2007 BETWES 40 
60675 1 410 10/27/2007 BETWES 40 
60675 1 410 11/3/2007 BETWES 40 
60675 1 410 11/10/2007 BETWES 40 
60675 1 410 11/17/2007 BETWES 40 
60675 1 410 11/24/2007 BETWES 24 
60675 1 410 1211/2007 BETWES 27 
Total 1547.21 
003547
Date: 5/312010 'AYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION !port Code: 48.71 
Time: 12:50:04 PM Page: 1 
. Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Employee Range COUTHO thru COUTHO Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30109 
Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Tom Coughlin 
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
60675 1 410 12/1/2007 COUTHO 4 
60675 1 410 12/8/2007 COUTHO 16 
60675 1 410 12/15/2007 COUTHO 16 
60675 1 410 12122/2007 COUTHO 12 
60675 1 410 12/2912007 COUTHO 8 
60675 1 410 1/5/2008 COUTHO 16 
60675 1 410 1/12/2008 COUTHO 16 
60675 1 410 1/26/2008 COUTHO 12 
60675 1 410 212/2008 COUTHO 8 
60675 1 410 2/9/2008 COUTHO 16 
60675 1 410 2/16/2008 COUTHO 20 
60675 1 410 2/23/2008 COUTHO 16 
60675 1 410 3/1/2008 COUTHO 20 
60675 1 410 3/8/2008 COUTHO 8 
60675 1 410 3/15/2008 COUTHO 28 
60675 1 410 3/22/2008 COUTHO 24 
60675 1 410 3/29/2008 COUTHO 24 
60675 1 410 4/5/2008 COUTHO 28 
60675 1 410 4/12/2008 COUTHO 28 
60675 1 410 4/19/2008 COUTHO 24 
60675 1 410 4/26/2008 COUTHO 24 
60675 1 410 5/3/2008 COUTHO 20 
60675 1 410 5/10/2008 COUTHO 28 
60675 1 410 5/17/2008 COUTHO 32 
60675 1 410 5/24/2008 COUTHO 24 
60675 1 410 5/31/2008 COUTHO 24 
60675 1 410 6/7/2008 COUTHO 32 
60675 1 410 6/14/2008 COUTHO 32 
60675 1 410 6/21/2008 COUTHO 32 
60675 1 410 6/28/2008 COUTHO 28 
60675 1 410 7/5/2008 COUTHO 24 
60675 1 410 7/12/2008 COUTHO 28 
60675 1 410 7/19/2008 COUTHO 28 
60675 1 410 7/26/2008 COUTHO 24 
60675 1 410 8/212008 COUTHO 24 
60675 1 410 8/9/2008 COUTHO 16 
60675 1 410 8/16/2008 COUTHO 24 
60675 1 410 8/23/2008 COUTHO 32 
60675 1 410 8/30/2008 COUTHO 36 
60675 1 410 9/6/2008 COUTHO 12 
60675 1 410 9/13/2008 COUTHO 8 
60675 1 410 9/20/2008 COUTHO 12 
60675 1 410 9/27/2008 COUTHO 22 
60675 1 410 10/4/2008 COUTHO 12 
60675 1 410 10/11/2008 COUTHO 8 
60675 1 410 10/18/2008 COUTHO 14 
60675 1 410 10/25/2008 COUTHO 10 
60675 1 410 11/1/2008 COUTHO 10 
60675 1 410 11/8/2008 COUTHO 14 
60675 1 410 11/15/2008 COUTHO 18 
60675 1 410 11/22/2008 COUTHO 24 
60675 1 410 11/29/2008 COUTHO 26 
60675 1 410 12/6/2008 COUTHO 16 
003548
Date: 5/312010 'AYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION eport Code: 48.71 
Time: 12:50:04 PM Page: 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Employee Range COUTHO thru COUTHO Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30109 
Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Tom Coughlin 
JOB PHASE CQSTCODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
60675 1 410 12/13/2008 COUTHO 16 
60675 1 410 12/20/2008 COUTHO 16 
60675 1 410 12/27/2008 COUTHO 12 
60675 1 410 1/3/2009 COUTHO 16 
60675 1 410 1/10/2009 COUTHO 6 
60675 1 410 1/17/2009 COUTHO 16 
60675 1 410 1/24/2009 COUTHO 20 
60675 1 410 1/31/2009 COUTHO 24 
60675 1 410 2/7/2009 COUTHO 24 
60675 1 410 2/14/2009 COUTHO 16 
60675 1 410 2/21/2009 COUTHO 8 
60675 1 410 2128/2009 COUTHO 22 
60675 1 410 3/7/2009 COUTHO 23 
60675 1 410 3/14/2009 COUTHO 21 
60675 1 410 3/21/2009 COUTHO 18 
60675 1 410 3128/2009 COUTHO 28 
60675 1 410 4/4/2009 COUTHO 9 
60675 1 410 4/11/2009 COUTHO 18 
60675 1 410 4/18/2009 COUTHO 8 














1 PETRA Incorporated 
'AYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION eport Code: 
Page: 
Employee Range STEART thru STEART Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30/09 


































1 PETRA Incorporated 
)AYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION eport Code: 
Page: 
Employee Range PIESTE thru PIESTE Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30/09 




PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
1 405 1/13/2007 PIESTE 11 
1 405 1120/2007 PIESTE 24 
1 405 3/3/2007 PIESTE 16 
1 405 3/10/2007 PIESTE 24 
75 
003551
Date: 5/3/2010 'AYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION eport Code: 48.71 
Time: 12:57:45 PM Page: 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
. Printing: Employee Range JOHADA thru JOHANA Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30109 
Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Adam Johnson 
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
60675 1 405 8/19/2006 JOHADA 2 
60675 1 405 9123/2006 JOHADA 3 
60675 1 405 9/30/2006 JOHADA 4 
60675 1 405 10/28/2006 JOHADA 6 
60675 1 405 11/4/2006 JOHADA 4 
60675 1 405 11/11/2006 JOHADA 12 
60675 1 405 11/18/2006 JOHADA 12 
60675 1 405 11/25/2006 JOHADA 8 
60675 1 405 12/16/2006 JOHADA 1 
60675 1 405 1120/2007 JOHADA 10 
60675 1 405 2/3/2007 JOHADA 16 
60675 1 405 2/10/2007 JOHADA 15 
60675 1 405 2/17/2007 JOHADA 4 
60675 1 405 2/24/2007 JOHADA 6 
60675 1 405 3/3/2007 JOHADA 18 
60675 1 405 3/10/2007 JOHADA 27 
60675 1 405 3/17/2007 JOHADA 35 
60675 1 405 3/24/2007 JOHADA 29 
60675 1 405 3/31/2007 JOHADA 23 
60675 1 405 4m2007 JOHADA 29 
60675 1 405 4/14/2007 JOHADA 27 
60675 1 405 4/21/2007 JOHADA 23 
60675 1 405 4/28/2007 JOHADA 18 
60675 1 405 5/5/2007 JOHADA 17 
60675 1 405 5/12/2007 JOHADA 14 
60675 1 405 5/19/2007 JOHADA 23 
60675 1 405 5/26/2007 JOHADA 34 
60675 1 405 6/2/2007 JOHADA 38 
60675 1 405 6/9/2007 JOHADA 39 
60675 1 405 6/16/2007 JOHADA 36 
60675 1 405 6/23/2007 JOHADA 37 
60675 1 405 6/30/2007 JOHADA 40 
60675 1 405 7m2007 JOHADA 32 
60675 1 405 7/14/2007 JOHADA 40 
60675 1 405 7/21/2007 JOHADA 36 
60675 1 405 7/28/2007 JOHADA 40 
60675 1 405 8/4/2007 JOHADA 34 
60675 1 405 8/11/2007 JOHADA 35 
60675 1 405 8/18/2007 JOHADA 28 
60675 1 405 8/25/2007 JOHADA 27 
60675 1 405 9/1/2007 JOHADA 19 
60675 1 405 9/8/2007 JOHADA 23 
60675 1 405 9/15/2007 JOHADA 28 
60675 1 405 9/22/2007 JOHADA 29 
60675 1 405 9/29/2007 JOHADA 28 
60675 1 405 10/6/2007 JOHADA 28 
60675 1 405 10/13/2007 JOHADA 24 
60675 1 405 10/20/2007 JOHADA 21 
60675 1 405 10/27/2007 JOHADA 19 
60675 1 405 11/3/2007 JOHADA 20 
60675 1 405 11/10/2007 JOHADA 20 
60675 1 405 11/17/2007 JOHADA 23 
60675 1 405 11/24/2007 JOHADA 12 
003552
· Date: 5/3/2010 'AYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION eport Code: 48.71 
Time: 12:57:45 PM Page: 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Employee Range JOHADA thru JOHANA Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04130109 
Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Adam Johnson 
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
60675 1 405 12/1/2007 JOHADA 26 
60675 1 405 1218/2007 JOHADA 32 
60675 1 405 12115/2007 JOHADA 33 
60675 1 405 12/22/2007 JOHADA 33 
60675 1 405 12/29/2007 JOHADA 14 
60675 1 405 1/5/2008 JOHADA 12 
60675 1 405 1/12/2008 JOHADA 15 
60675 1 405 1/19/2008 JOHADA 11 
60675 1 405 1/26/2008 JOHADA 38 
60675 1 405 2/2/2008 JOHADA 20 
60675 1 405 2/9/2008 JOHADA 2 
60675 1 405 2/16/2008 JOHADA 1 
60675 1 405 3/1/2008 JOHADA 8 
60675 1 405 3/29/2008 JOHADA 20 
60675 1 405 4/5/2008 JOHADA 40 
60675 1 405 4/12/2008 JOHADA 40 
















1 PETRA Incorporated 
YROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION eport Code: 
Page: 
Employee Range PLONIC thru PLONIC Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04130109 




PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
1 405 6/28/2008 PLONIC 24 
1 405 7/19/2008 PLONIC 25 
1 405 7/26/2008 PLONIC 25 
1 405 11/29/2008 PLONIC 20 
1 405 1216/2008 PLONIC 32 
126 
003554
Date: 5/3/2010 'AYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION eport Code: 48.71 
Time: 12:43:57 PM Page: 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Employee Range ANDJOH thru ANDJOH Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30109 
Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Jon Anderson 
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
60675 1 420 3/3/2007 ANDJOH 4 
60675 1 420 3/10/2007 ANDJOH 8 
60675 1 420 3/17/2007 ANDJOH 32 
60675 1 420 3/24/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 3/31/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 4/7/2007 ANDJOH 36 
60675 1 420 4/14/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 4/21/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 4/28/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 5/5/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 5/12/2007 ANDJOH 32 
60675 1 420 5/19/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 5/26/2007 ANDJOH 37 
60675 1 420 6/2/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 6/9/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 6/16/2007 ANDJOH 32 
60675 1 420 6/23/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 6/30/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 7/7/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 7/14/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 7/21/2007 ANDJOH 36 
60675 1 420 7/28/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 8/4/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 8/11/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 8/18/2007 ANDJOH 39 
60675 1 420 8/25/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 9/1/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 9/8/2007 ANDJOH 32 
60675 1 420 9/15/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 9/22/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 9/29/2007 ANDJOH 32 
60675 1 420 10/6/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 10/13/2007 ANDJOH 39 
60675 1 420 10/20/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 10/27/2007 ANDJOH 38 
60675 1 420 11/3/2007 ANDJOH 39 
60675 1 420 11/10/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 11/17/2007 ANDJOH 39 
60675 1 420 11/24/2007 ANDJOH 24 
60675 1 420 12/1/2007 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 12/8/2007 ANDJOH 37 
60675 1 420 12/15/2007 ANDJOH 35 
60675 1 420 12/22/2007 ANDJOH 39 
60675 1 420 12/29/2007 ANDJOH 24 
60675 1 420 1/5/2008 ANDJOH 32 
60675 1 420 1/12/2008 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 1/19/2008 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 1/26/2008 ANDJOH 16 
60675 1 420 2/9/2008 ANDJOH 37 
60675 1 420 2/16/2008 ANDJOH 35 
60675 1 420 2/23/2008 ANDJOH 32 
60675 1 420 3/1/2008 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 3/8/2008 ANDJOH 36 
003555
60675 1 420 3/15/2008 IDJOH 38 
60675 1 420 3/22/2008 ANDJOH 33 
60675 1 420 3/29/2008 ANDJOH 40 
60675 1 420 4/5/2008 ANDJOH 38 
60675 1 420 4/12/2008 ANDJOH 38 
60675 1 420 4/19/2008 ANDJOH 38 
60675 1 420 4/26/2008 ANDJOH 40 
2167 
003556
Date: 5/3/2010 'AYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION eport Code: 48.71 
Time: 12:48:47 PM Page: 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
. Printing: Employee Range VAUJER thru VAUJER Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30109 
Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Jack Vaughn 
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
60675 1 420 4/19/2008 VAUJER 7 
60675 1 420 4/2612008 VAUJER 20 
60675 1 420 5/312008 VAUJER 40 
60675 1 420 5/1012008 VAUJER 40 
60675 1 420 5/17/2008 VAUJER 40 
60675 1 420 5/24/2008 VAUJER 40 
60675 1 420 5131/2008 VAUJER 24 
60675 1 420 6/7/2008 VAUJER 40 
60675 1 420 6/14/2008 VAUJER 40 
60675 1 420 6/21/2008 VAUJER 37 
60675 1 420 6128/2008 VAUJER 35 
60675 1 420 7/5/2008 VAUJER 32 
60675 1 420 7/12/2008 VAUJER 40 
60675 1 420 7/19/2008 VAUJER 40 
60675 1 420 7/26/2008 VAUJER 40 
60675 1 420 8/2/2008 VAUJER 40 
60675 1 420 8/9/2008 VAUJER 40 
60675 1 420 8/16/2008 VAUJER 30 
60675 1 420 8/23/2008 VAUJER 40 
60675 1 420 8/30/2008 VAUJER 40 
60675 1 420 9/6/2008 VAUJER 32 
60675 1 420 9/20/2008 VAUJER 40 
60675 1 420 9/27/2008 VAUJER 32 
60675 1 420 10/4/2008 VAUJER 40 
60675 1 420 10/11/2008 VAUJER 40 
60675 1 420 10/18/2008 VAUJER 40 
Total 929 
003557
Date: 5/3/2010 'AYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION eport Code: 48.71 
Time: 12:53:19 PM Page: 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Employee Range CHIPAT thru CHIPAT Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04130109 
Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Pat Child 
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
60675 1 420 7/5/2008 CHIPAT 32 
60675 1 420 7/12/2008 CHIPAT 40 
60675 1 420 7/19/2008 CHIPAT 40 
60675 1 420 7/26/2008 CHIPAT 40 
60675 1 420 81212008 CHIPAT 40 
60675 1 420 8/9/2008 CHIPAT 40 
60675 1 420 8/16/2008 CHIPAT 40 
60675 1 420 8/23/2008 CHIPAT 40 
60675 1 420 8/3012008 CHIPAT 40 
60675 1 420 9/6/2008 CHIPAT 40 
60675 1 420 9/13/2008 CHIPAT 40 
60675 1 420 9/20/2008 CHIPAT 40 
60675 1 420 9127/2008 CHIPAT 20 
60675 1 420 10/4/2008 CHIPAT 20 
60675 1 420 10/11/2008 CHIPAT 20 
















1 PETRA Incorporated 
AYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION 3port Code: 
Page: 
Employee Range DILJER thru DILJER Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30109 




PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
1 420 12/2/2006 DILJER 16 
1 420 12/9/2006 DILJER 40 
1 420 12/16/069 DILJER 40 
1 420 12/23/2006 DILJER 40 














1 PETRA Incorporated 
'AYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION eport Code: 
Page: 
Employee Range BIGHOH thru BIGHOH Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30/09 




PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
1 420 11/4/2006 BIGJOH 6 
1 420 11/1112006 BIGJOH 26 
1 430 11/18/069 BIGJOH 24 
56 
003560
Date: 5/3/2010 AYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION iport Code: 48.71 
Time: 12:53:19 PM Page: 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Employee Range TRESCO thru TRESCO Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30/09 
Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Scott Trepagnier 
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
60675 1 420 8/25/2007 TRESCO 40 
60675 1 420 9/8/2007 TRESCO 32 
60675 1 430 9/1/2007 TRESCO 40 
60675 1 430 9/15/2007 TRESCO 40 
60675 1 430 9/22/2007 TRESCO 40 
60675 1 430 9/29/2007 TRESCO 40 
60675 1 430 10/6/2007 TRESCO 40 
60675 1 430 10/13/2007 TRESCO 40 
60675 1 430 10/20/2007 TRESCO 37 
60675 1 430 10/27/2007 TRESCO 38 
60675 1 430 11/3/2007 TRESCO 39 
60675 1 430 11/10/2007 TRESCO 40 
60675 1 430 11/17/2007 TRESCO 40 
60675 1 430 11/24/2007 TRESCO 32 
60675 1 430 1211/2007 TRESCO 40 
60675 1 430 12/8/2007 TRESCO 40 
60675 1 430 12115/2007 TRESCO 36 
60675 1 430 12/22/2007 TRESCO 40 
60675 1 430 12/29/2007 TRESCO 20 
60675 1 430 1/5/2008 TRESCO 28 
60675 1 430 1/12/2008 TRESCO 35 
60675 1 430 1/19/2008 TRESCO 35 
60675 1 430 1/26/2008 TRESCO 40 
60675 1 430 2/2/2008 TRESCO 37 
60675 1 430 2/9/2008 TRESCO 38 
60675 1 430 2/16/2008 TRESCO 30 
60675 1 430 2/23/2008 TRESCO 32 
60675 1 430 3/1/2008 TRESCO 30 
60675 1 430 3/8/2008 TRESCO 32 
60675 1 430 3/15/2008 TRESCO 33 
60675 1 430 3/22/2008 TRESCO 30 
60675 1 430 3/29/2008 TRESCO 35 
60675 1 430 4/5/2008 TRESCO 30 
60675 1 430 4/1212008 TRESCO 32 
60675 1 430 4/19/2008 TRESCO 31 
60675 1 430 4/26/2008 TRESCO 31 
60675 1 430 5/3/2008 TRESCO 28 
60675 1 430 5/10/2008 TRESCO 26 
60675 1 430 5/17/2008 TRESCO 30 
60675 1 430 5/24/2008 TRESCO 34 
60675 1 430 5/31/2008 TRESCO 20 
60675 1 430 6/14/2008 TRESCO 20 
60675 1 430 6/21/2008 TRESCO 26 
60675 1 430 6/28/2008 TRESCO 30 
Total 1487 
003561
Date: 5/3/2010 YROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION ~port Code: 48.71 
Time: 12:59:34 PM Page: 1 
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated 
Printing: Employee Range BRODRE thru BRODRE Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04130109 
Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Drew Brown 
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
60675 1 405 4126/2008 BRODRE 20 
60675 1 405 5/3/2008 BRODRE 40 
60675 1 405 715/2008 BRODRE 32 
60675 1 430 5/1012008 BRODRE 40 
60675 1 430 5117/2008 BRODRE 40 
60675 1 430 5/24/2008 BRODRE 40 
60675 1 430 5/31/2008 BRODRE 32 
60675 1 430 6n12008 BRODRE 32 
60675 1 430 6/14/2008 BRODRE 30 
60675 1 430 6/21/2008 BRODRE 32 















































.75% per Month 
Petra, Incorporated 
City of Meridian 
Outstanding Invoices and Accrued Interest 
Invoice I Line Item Description 
- Job 
1 Job Name Number --I 1 Invoice Date Days Over Grace Due Period Accrued Interest 
Contingency 
General Conditions: # 3 
General Conditions: # 2 & # 3 
General Conditions: # 2 & # 3 
General Conditions: # 3 
NIA 
G~neral Conditions: # 2;# 3_~ (:;()ntingency 
General Conditions: # 3 
Sub Total - Meridian City Hall Project 
Reimbursables & CM Fee 
Reimbursables & CM Fee Adjustment 
Sub Total- Change Order No.2 
General Conditions # 5 & Reimbursable 
General Conditions # 5 & Reimbursable 
General Conditions # 5 & Reimbursable 
General Conditions # 5 & Reimbursable 
General Conditions # 5 & Reimbursable 
Sub Total - East Parking Lot Project 
Total Outstanding Invoices 
City i-lall 06-0675 07/31/08· ~ _ 5,859.00 30 


















03/10!09 _ $ 
--- -j---
04/09/09 $ 15,225.79 ~ 
06-0675 05/06/09· $ 1.483.50. 







06-0675 10/03/08 $ 512,427.0Q___ 30 
06-0675 05/05/10 $ 10,162.00 30 
$ 522,589.00 : 









01/131<>'9_$ 9,443.98· 30 
9?~02{9~ ___ $ 20,503.6~ 30 
03/06/09 : $ 8,492.83· 
·-··-·--~·"~--t··--
30 
04/09/09 $ 2,281.61 30 
: $ 51,152.79 
I $ 648,636.04 I 

















639 $ 995.40 
537 $ 2,998.21 
























387 $ 227.01 
; $ 6,120.95' 
Total Interest Due $ 93,525.82 
$ 742,161.86 
HAY 06 zmo
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
. 8y KATHY J. BIEHl.
\"DIAnY. ~!.~ -'.~",. '
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Franki J. Hargrave (ISB 5847)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 5509)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******









County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER
DATED APRIL 29, 2010 IN SUPPORT OF
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
I, THOMAS G. WALKER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
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1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2. I submit this affidavit in support ofPetra's Motion for Summary Judgment.
3. I am one of the custodians of records of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, which include
memoranda, legal documents, reports, correspondence, emails, records, research and data
compilations, in various forms that are kept in the course of Cosho Humphrey, LLP's regularly
conducted business activity, and which are made and maintained as the regular practice of
Cosho Humphrey, LLP.
4. After more than a year of attempting to settle the matters covered by Change
Order No.2, Petra instructed me to request mediation under Paragraph 8.2 of the Agreement.
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of my March 16, 2009
letter to Mr. Bill Nary, the City Attorney for the City of Meridian, requesting mediation pursuant
8.2 of the Construction Management Agreement.
6. My letter reminded Meridian that Section 8.2 of the Agreement required a
response within fifteen days ofmy letter.
7. On March 26,2009, rather than agreeing to mediation, Meridian's counsel instead
demanded an exhaustive document production that was largely irrelevant to the claims set forth
in its subsequently filed complaint.
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of the March 26, 2009
letter I received from Mr. Kim Trout, counsel for Meridian.
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED APRIL 29, 2010
569186
Page 2003564
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9. Six days later, although it had demanded all of Petra's records, Meridian refused
to make the City's records available to Petra, because "the parties are not in litigation;" and
requested an extension for mediation, claiming that the required 60 days would not allow
sufficient time for a "thorough analysis of the facts" and be counterproductive to good faith
mediation.
10. Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy of the April 1, 2009
letter I received from Mr. Kim Trout.
11. Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" and "E" are true and correct copies of my March
30, 2009 and April 2, 2009 emails to Mr. Kim Trout.
12. On April 10, 2009, I again emailed Mr. Trout requesting a meeting to select a
mediator.
13. Attached hereto as Exhibit "F" is a true and correct copy of my April 10, 2009
email to Mr. Kim Trout.
14. I again contacted Mr. Trout regarding mediation by email on April 16, 2009.
15. I was informed by Mr. Trout that Meridian did not believe that mediation would
be productive until it had gathered even more information and he did not understand why Petra
wanted mediation to occur within the time frame required by the Agreement.
16. Attached hereto as Exhibit "0" is a true and correct copy of my April 16, 2009
email to Mr. Kim Trout and his April 16, 2009 response to my email.




              
                
              
               
 
                 
       
                
           
                
 
                 
     
              
               
                
            
                 
              
         
 
  
17. Meridian suggested that if Petra insisted on mediation John Magel would be an
acceptable choice as mediator. However, prior to sending that email, Meridian had already
prepared and filed its April 16, 2009 Complaint.
18. Attached hereto as Exhibit "H" is a true and correct copy of my April 20, 2009
email to Mr. Kim Trout and his April 20, 2009 response to my email.
19. From April 16, 2009, Petra has produced 53,843 pages of documents and incurred
attorney fees and litigation costs in this case of $ 312,006.28.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 29th day of April, 2010.
~2L-
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Eagle, Idaho
My commission expires: March 31, 2016.




              
             
        
                 
              
              
           
            
    
    
      




I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 6th day of May, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.

















   
                  
       
    
     
      
   











         
 
  









COUNSELORS & ATTORNEYS AT LAW
PO Box 9518 83707-9518











Re: Petra, Incorporated - Claim under Change Order #2
CH File No. 20771-008
Dear Mr. Nary:
I am writing to request mediation of the claim made by Petra, Incorporated ("Petra")
under Change Order #2 in the amount of $512,427. As you know, Petra has engaged in
protracted direct discussions with representatives of the City of Meridian ("City") as provided
for in Section 8.1 of the Construction Management Agreement dated August 1, 2006 ("CMA'').
Since those discussions have only resulted in the City's continuing denial of Petra's claim, I am
making a request for mediation as required by Section 8.2 of the CMA.
Please contact me so we can agree upon a mediator, the participants and the date, time
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Thomas G. Walker, Esq.
CHOSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83712
RE: Petra, Inc. - City ofMeridian
Dear Tom,
March 26, 2009
Yesterday, I was retained by the City ofMeridian with respect to the above referenced
matter. I am in receipt of yow: letter ofMarch 16, 2009 related to the mediation.
I look forward to working with you regarding timing and the selection ofa mediator. I
do anticipate however, some delay, as on behalf of the Ci1;Y we request that in anticipation of
any mediation, pursuant to Section 2.4 of the Construction Management Agreement, all Project
Records be made available for inspection and copying. In particular, I would like to work with
you to obtain all Petta e-mails in any way related to the Project, along with the other Project
Records specified in the Agreement Please advise as to when and how this work can be
satisfactorily accomplished. I will assume that you have already advised Petra regarding
spoliation or destruction ofevidence.
Assuming that making arrangements for, andob~ the Project Records as a
precursor to any mediation may take some time, I'd like to explore a discussion with you
regarding extending the contractual deadlines by agreement.







The glh & Idaho Center. 225 North glh Street, Suite 820
P. O. Box 1097 • Boise, Idaho 83701
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Thomas G. Walker, Esq.
CHOSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83712
RE: Petra, Inc. - Ci!y ojMerid;aN
Dear Tom,
April 1, 2009
I am in receipt ofyour e-mall correspondence ofMonday, March 30, 2009.
I appreciate your cooperation in having Petra make records available for inspection. I
will be sending Richard Kluckhohn, a consultant to our f1ml, to Petra's offices today to make
an initial evaluation of the documents, and arrangements for copying. Please advise Petra to
expect his visit.
We anticipate that the City will be conducting a forensic audit ofPetra's financial
records for the Project, which should be included in the Project Records, required to be
maintained pursuant to Section 2.4 of the Construction Management Agreement. We assume
that these records are likely in electronic format, and thus need confirmation of their availability
in native format for copying. We are concemed that you did not confirm that Petra has been
advised of its duty to maintain records in accord with the policy of the law against spoliationof
evidence. Can you provide a copy ofthe directive to Petra regarding spoilation?
As the parties are not in litigation, the City's records will not be made available at this
time.
Finally, I ask that you kindly revisit the issue of extended alternative dates for mediation.
We anticipate that even with best efforts, it is highly unlikely that the forensic audit and
document review can be effectively completed in anticipation ofa May mediation date. We
would certainly hope that your client would concur that a thorough and complete review and
analysis of the facts will aid in the mediation process. It would seem that pressing for an a
mediation within 60 days without allowing sufficient time for thorough analysis is
counterproductive to a mediation to be conducted in good faith. As such, we would encourage
you to revisit this issue with your client and kindly advise result of those discussions. From a
practical standpoint, given the fact that the dates for mediation may be extended by order ofa
Court (as described in the Construction Management Agreement), it seems to make little sense
The 9lb & Idaho Center. 225 North 911I Street, Suite 820
P. O. Box 1097. Boise, Idaho 83701
Phone (208) 331-1170. Facsimile (208)331-1529 EXHIBIT
E-Mail Address:ktrout@idalaw.com
I Petra63727003570
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to force the City to file a lawsuit to simply obtain a reasonable period of time for pre-mediation
review of the Project Records in preparation for agood faith mediation.








   
    
  
                  
            














Monday, March 30. 200910:52 AM
Kim Trout
Jerry Frank; Gene Bennett; Tom Coughlin; Pam Carson
RE: Petra - City of Meridian
Petra will have the records you requested available for inspection tomorrow at its offices located at
1097 N. Rosario St., Meridian, 1D 83642. Please let me know when you want to review the records.
We would also like to have the complete files, including emails and electronic documents, mcftntained
by the City of Meridian regarding this project available for inspection as soon as possible. Since this
matter has been pending for more than a year, Petra is not willing to delay the mediation beyond the
date specified in the contract. By my calculation, the 60-day period expires on May 15, 2009.
I look forward to hearing from you. Thanks.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
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Thursday. April 02, 2009 9:32 AM
Kim Trout
Jerry Frank; Gene Bennett; Pam Carson; Tom Coughlin
Petra I City of Meridian
Kim: The folks at Petra are expecting your consultant tomorrow at 9:00 a.m. I renew my request for
access to the City's files regarding the subject project, so we can prepare properly for the mediation
session. Also, Petra is not willing to extend the mediation date beyond May lStn because the City has
had over a year to conduct whatever forensic accounting exercise the council thought necessary.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
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Friday, April 10, 2009 11:00 AM
Kim Trout
Pam Carson
Petra I city of Meridian
What's the status regarding our meeting to select a mediator? As previously noted, Petra is not
willing to delay commencing mediation past May 15th because the City has had more than a year to
conduct whatever investigation and/or accounting the council members and the city attorney thought
appropriate. Also, we still want to inspect and/or copy the City's complete file on this matter before
the end of April.
Thomas G. Walker
Coshe Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
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---Original Message--
From:, IQm Trout [mailto:KTr~idalaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2009 2:55 PM
To: Thomas G. Walker
Subject: RE: Petra Incorporated I City ofMeridian
Tom, my apology for the delay in respondingto you today, I've had a couple ofvery busy post-trial days of
catch up.
I have met with the City, and I'm in the process of developing the documents which did not appear to be in the
group my associate reviewed. at Petra's offices. Hopefully that list will be complete tomorrow and I'll forward it
to you then. .
As to the City's claims, they arise from the CM Agreement and the items ofwork product that were to have
beendelivered to the City for each ofthe phases of the project. On the surface, there are significant questions
regarding the work product that Petra was to have performed and delivered, mostly relating to the budget
identified in theCM Agreement and the cost control issues which·were Petra's responsibilitY.
I want to request again, that both parties waive the mediation requirement. I do not believe that the mediation
. will have any reasonable chance ~fa productive result until the City has gathered additional information as to
events which occurred diuingthe project process, and can further evaluate its position. I recogniZe that Petra is .J
in a hurry to have the mediation occur. I'm uncertain as to why, as at present, I believe it unlikely that the City
will be willing to write Petra a check.




From: Thomas G. Walker [twalker@CoshoLaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2009 6:17 AM
To: Kim Trout
Cc: Pam Carson
Subject: Petra Incorporated I City ofMeridian
Kim:
My file indicates that you were scheduled to meet with the City Council on Tuesday regarding Petra's change
orderclaims. You also informed me that you would provide me with a list ofdocuments that your consultant
did not find during his visit to Petra. Finally, you were to provide me with an explanation ofthe City's claims
regarding Petra's alleged failure to provide certain deliverables. We.are still looking forward to selecting a
mediator so this matter can move toward a prompt resolution. I look forward to he8ring from you.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
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Tuesday, April 21, 2009 5:59 AM.
Jerry Frank; Gene Bennett; Tom Coughlin
Pam Carson
FW: Petra Incorporated I City of Meridian
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP








sent: Monday, April 20, 2009 3:48 PM
To: Thomas G, Walker
Subject: RE: Petra Incorporated I aty of Meridian
Tom,
Thanks for the message. I'll pass it along to the City for their review and consideration.
Best regards,
Kim
From: Thomas G.. Walker [rnailto:twalker@CoshoLaw,com]
sent: Monday, April 20, 2009 8:44 AM
To: Kim Trout
CC: Pam carson
SUbject: Petra Incorporated I City of Meridian
Kim:
I have visited further with my dient's management regarding an extension of time for the City to
complete its investigation in preparation for a mediation session. Petra is Willing to grant an
extension of the May 15, 2009 deadline to June 15,2009.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISH No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.comjeklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
NO. _
Id : '29F1LEO~M.__ p.M _
MAY062010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By KATHY J. BIEHL
DEf>UTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss:
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF JACK K. LEMLEY
DATED APRIL 30, 2010
Jack K. Lemley, being first duly sworn, deposes and states upon his oath the following:
1. I am the President and Chief Executive Officer of Lemley International.
2. My professional training, experience, professional associations and licensing are
set forth in my Curriculum Vitae, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A and, by
reference, is made part hereof.
3. I am an expert In the field of construction, construction management and
engineering.
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4. Richard K. Bauer, P.E., an employee of Lemley International, assisted me with
the interviews we conducted and in the review and analysis of the documents described below.
Mr. Bauer's training, experience, professional associations and licensing are set forth in his
Curriculum Vitae, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit B and, by reference, is made part
hereof.
5. Mr. Bauer is also an expert in the field of construction, construction management
and engineering.
6. I was also assisted in this matter by various other employees of Lemley
International.
7. All of the opinions contained herein are based upon interviews conducted by me
and Mr. Bauer and upon our review of the pertinent documents, which we have discussed in
detail. My opinions are also based upon my knowledge of the prevailing standards of care
applicable to construction managers as well as my own experience and expertise in this area.
8. I have actual personal knowledge of the standard of care applicable in this
community for construction managers performing work for projects of a size, scope and
complexity similar to the Meridian City Hall project ("Project").
9. Mr. Bauer and I have conducted interviews of Jerald S. Frank, President of Petra
Incorporated ("Petra"), Eugene R. Bennett, who served as a project manager on the Project, and
Thomas R. Coughlin, who served as a project engineer on the Project
10. Mr. Bauer and I have also reviewed the following documents:
a. Meridian's Complaint and attached exhibit,
b. Petra's First Amended Answer and Counterclaim,
c. Petra's Memorandum in Support of its Motion to Dismiss with supporting
Affidavits and exhibits,
d. Meridian's Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and supporting
Memorandum,




             
               
             
                  
 
              
  
              
 
              
                
               
               
              
             
         
               
               
            
           
      
       
            
   
            
 
         
 
  
e. Petra's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Leave to Amend and
supporting Affidavits and exhibits, and
f. Monthly Reports provided to the City of Meridian by Petra Incorporated for
December, 2007, and January, 2008 through November 2008.
11. Mr. Bauer and I visited the Project and walked around and through the public
areas. Consequently, we were able to personally observe the City Hall building, Plaza and
parking lots.
12. The cost and complexity of the Project and Petra's work as the construction
manager was substantially increased by the changes ordered and approved by the City.
13. Considering the total Project and its cost, the City of Meridian received a quality
product at a fair price.
14. My opinions stated herein are made with reasonable professional certainty, and I
actually hold these professional opinions.
15. Considering the foregoing, it IS my opinion within a reasonable degree of
professional certainty that Petra exercised ordinary and reasonable care with the same degree of
professional skill, diligence and judgment as is customary in this community among construction
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AFFIDAVIT OF JACK K. LEMLEY DATED APRIL 30, 2010
566068 2.doc
ilar to the Project.
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Residing at ois, Idaho 
My Commis . n Expires: 3/20/2013 
           
  
DATED: May IJ" 2010
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 6th day of May, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.








AFFIDAVIT OF JACK K. LEMLEY DATED APRIL 30, 2010
566068_2
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Jack Lemley has over 50 years of management experience in international industrial infrastructure and design and
construction. This experience encompasses a broad cross section of the management of engineering and construction
work, including heavy civil construction, mining, -power generation, industrial and institutional building projects. His
work has ranged from direct involvement at the general manager level to marketing, contract negotiations, and finance.
Currently, he is serving as president and chiefexecutive officer ofa civil construction consulting finn.
Mr. Lemley has the experience and knowledge of people and situations which allow him to speak with authority on
pursuing practical solutions to construction-related problems. He is familiar with long-range planning, owner relations,
finance, labor relations, and other operational aspects from the point of view of an engineer, and contractors, as well as
that ofowner's representation. Mr. Lemley is professionally involved with the International Tunneling Association and a
member ofnumerous major professional societies, which makes him well acquainted with the principal issues and senior
people in the construction industry.
EXPERIENCE
President and Chief Executive Officer
Lemley International - headquartered in Boise, Idaho, is a management-consulting finn established to serve public
and private clients worldwide in the engineering/construction industry. This company offers project management
and technical support services for organization/planning, cost estimating, procurement, safety and quality assurance,
equipment selection/maintenance, scheduling, and underground development and tunneling. In addition, Lemley
International provides services for constructions and program management, labor consultation, claims support and
resolution, and pier review board participation.
Projects in which Mr. Lemley has either lead or consulted for include the following:
Member Dispute Adjudication Board - Railway Bosphorus Tube Crossing Construction, Upgrading,
Tunnels and Stations.
Technical review ofAthens Metro tunneling operations
Expert testimony for ICC arbitration on the Great Man-Made River Project between the government of
Libya and a Brazilian contractor Petrobras
Cost Recovery Analysis for Boston's Central ArterylTunnel
Consultation for the Los Angeles Metro Rail project
Participation on the Disputes Review Board for the Hong Kong Airport
Board ofReview for New Zealand's Second Manipuri Power Station Tailrace Tunnel
Value Engineering review for California's Inland Feeder project
Hong Kong's Strategic Sewage Disposal Scheme
Athens Greece Metro Technical Advisor
FERMI National Laboratory, Super Conducting Super Collider
Technical Advisor and consultant on the MINOS experiment at FERMI labs
Member ofa Pier Review Board for the Yucca Mountain Nuclear Waste Disposal Facility
Chairman
As chairman of the 2012 Olympics, Mr. Lemley oversaw the delivery of the infrastructure and venues needed for the
2012 Olympics, including the main stadium, aquatic center, athlete housing, and related transportation systems. This
massive project also included extensive regeneration of the Lower Lea Valley to develop the master plan and build
the Olympic Park. Furthermore, Mr. Lemley was responsible for developing a plan and budget consistent with the 7
year Olympic Development Plan. Mr. Lemley created an exceptional team to present his vision.
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
American Ecology - headquartered in Boise, Idaho, is an environmental service company. It is the parent company
for operating entities that provide low-level radioactive and chemical hazardous waste management. Through its US
Ecology unit, the company operates a low-level nuclear waste disposal facility in Washington State for the Northwest
Compact facility and received a license approval for a similar facility in California for the Southwest Compact at
Ward Valley. Furthermore, American Ecology operated a nuclear waste material processing facility in
Oakridge,Tennessee.
JANUARY -2010 JKL 003583
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Through its American Ecology Chemical Services unit, the company operates chemical waste disposal facilities in
both Nevada and Texas. Services provided by the company include waste packaging, transportation, consulting,
pretreatment, and disposals, fuels blending, recycling and clean:up services.
Performance Review
On behalfofConnecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company Mr. Lemley reviewed a Lump Sum Contract to
decommission & dismantle their Haddam Neck Nuclear Power Plant. The review in consultation with the Power
Company's attorneys resulted in the Contract being successfully terminated. Following that, Mr. Lemley successfully
testified on behalfof the Power Company's Rate Case in front of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. Two
civil suits were filed, one by the Power Company against the Contractor and one by the Contractor against the Power
Company. Mr. Lemley gave depositions in both suits leading to a favorable settlement (via mediation) for the Power
Company.
Performance Review
The Estate of Stone & Webster retained Mr. Lemley to assist them in the collection ofan E&O Insurance Policy in
relation to a Lump Sum contract with Maine Yankee Atomic Power Company for the decommission & dismantling
oftheir Wiscasset, Maine Nuclear Power Plant. Mr. Lemley has given a report & deposition and is scheduled to
testify when the case is tried in a Massachusetts court.
Audit Performance
Central Artery / Tunnel, Boston, Massachusetts - Performed a quality audit of the permanent facility. Supported the
MA Turnpike Authority in their analysis ofovercharges and improper performance by the PM and other Contractors.
Approximate value ofconsulting of$2 million, project value of$14.5 billion.
Performance Review
Lemley and Associates - London Underground Ltd. - Reviewed the performance of a joint venture contractor
charged with implementing a new communication contract for the entire subway system. Approximate consulting
contract value of $3 million, project value of $5 billion.
Chief Executive Officer
TML - Channel Tunnel Project - From the Spring of 1989 until the project was successfully completed in
December, 1993, Mr. Lemley was CEO of Transmanche-Link, a Joint Venture often major European contractors,
five British and five French, contracted to preform engineering. As Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Lemley was
responsible for the overall performance of the work. An excess of 14,000 people were employed on the project, the
worlds' largest privately financed (with no governmental assistance or guarantees) construction project valued in an
excess of $21 billion.
Super Conducting Collider
Mr. Lemley participated as a member on the Department of Energy Advisory Board for the design and construction
of the overall facility. Consulting contract valued $500 thousand, project value $1.1 billion.
Senior Vice President - Construction Division
Morrison Knudsen - Mr. Lemley was responsible for directing all engineering and construction activities as well as
exercising general supervision over all division's; estimating, accounting, purchasing, warehousing, and general
office functions. He reviewed project development to determine the progress of work and efficiency of operations.
These projects included; marine, underground, heavy, civil, mining developments, transportation systems, military
works, and utility and industrial programs. Additional responsibilities included maintaining amicable relationships
with company clients and promoting satisfactory relations with government agencies, other business concerns, and
the general public.
Group Vice President, Heavy, and Marine Group
Morrison Knudsen - As Heavy and Marine Group Vice President, Mr. Lemley was responsible for overall domestic
and international operations as well as for group administration and personnel. He supervised seven division vice
presidents and two subsidiary president involved in the day-to-day execution of the management, engineering, and
construction activity of the group.
JANUARY -2010 JKL 2
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Furthennore, Mr. Lemely was responsible for overall management of several major projects including the $800
million OK Tedi Gold and Copper Mine Development in Papua, New Guinea, the $300 million Trans-Panama
Pipeline, and the $1.9 billion Cerrejon Coal Mine, Railroad, and Port Facility in Columbia, and the 1-90 P.M. in
Bellevue-Seattle, Washington.
General Manager,
Morrison Knudsen, King Khalid Military City Project, Saudi Arabia Consortium - Mr. Lemley was in charge of the
overall management of the $1.3 billion King Khalid Military City project to build a city for 70,000 people in the
Eastern Province of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. As prime contractor, work involved the design and construction
of city infrastructure and erection of construction plant facilities for pre-cast concrete aggregates and bituminous
products, including the world's largest pre-cast element manufacturing facility; maintenance and operation of
communications and utilities; life support and logistics services; prototype construction for the Military City; and
assistance to the Corps of Engineers in management ofother construction contractors.
Vice President, Special Assignments (Marketing)
Morrison Knudsen - Mr. Lemley directed marketing, sales, and business development of design and construction
projects for the civil, mechanical, underground, transportation systems, and marine areas ofdomestic operations and
provided market support for international operations. From 1977 to 1978, he served as Vice President, Special
Assignments, assisting the Executive Vice President of Morrison-Knudsen's North American operations in
administration and coordination of the activities in the seven North American perfonnance centers, covering the
United States and Canada.
General Manager
Guy F. Atkinson Company - Heavy Industrial and Power Division - Mr. Lemley's management responsibilities
included construction of steel mills, pulp and paper plants as well as nuclear, fossil fuel, hydropower plants and 5
sections ofI-5 Freeway thru downtown Seattle.
General Manager
Walsh Construction Company (Subsidiary of Guy F. Atkinson Co.) - As General Manager of the Heavy Industrial
Division, Mr. Lemley's management responsibilities including construction of steel mills, pulp, paper, and cement
plants as well as nuclear, fossil fuel, hydro and power plants.
Contracts and Engineering Manager, Water Tunnel Contractors
Guy F. Atkinson - Mr. Lemley served as Contracts and Engineering Manager for Water Tunnel Contractors, a six-
company joint venture. He supervised all engineering and administration of three contiguous prime contracts and
various subcontracts for New York City Water Tunnel No.3 held by a 6 company J.V. The tunnel complex under
the City of New York was 13.5 miles long with 44 vertical shafts, 3 large valve chambers with the lining, passing
through and beneath extremely diverse and complex physical, political, and cultural areas.
Project Manager, Walsh-Canonie Joint Venture
Mr. Lemley directed operations for the construction of a 7-mile-Iong dam for the Ludington, Michigan, a 2000MGW
hydroelectric pumped storage plant.
President
Healthcare Inc. - Mr. Lemley was responsible for supervising overall business activity including marketing, claims,
and contract development for a small health care contraction company.
Assistant Project Engineer and Shift Superintendent
Guy F. Atkinson Company -Mica Dam Contractors - Mr. Lemley served as Assistant Project Engineer mangaging
the initiation ofoperations for construction ofa 800' high earth and rock fill dam and D.G. Powerhouse.
JANUARY -2010 JKL 3003585
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BA Architecture University ofIdaho (1960)
Professional Registrations
Chartered Civil Engineer #443241 (UK)




Fellow, Institution ofCivil Engineers, London
Fellow, American Arbitration Association, American Underground Space Association, British Tunneling
Society, International Tunneling Association
Life Member, U.S. National Committee on Tunneling Technology
20 Year Member U.S. Committee Large Dams
Member, The Moles
Member, The Beavers
Member ofAmerican Military Engineers
Member ofWorshipful Engineers, UK
Founding Member of the Disputes Review Board Foundation
Member ofWorshipful Engineers London U.K.
Awards
2009 Trustee Emeritus College ofIdaho
2007 Engineer of the Year, Idaho State University
2006 Honary Doctor of Science Degree Albertson's College ofIdaho
2005 American Society ofCivil Engineers Outstanding Projects and Leaders (OPAL) Award
2004 National Academy ofConstruction Induction
2003 Distinguished Alumni Award, North Idaho College
1999 Engineering News-Record, "125 Years... 125 Top People" selection
1998 Honorary Doctor of Science Degree, University of Idaho
1997 Idaho's Hall ofFame Association, Outstanding Achievement in Industry
1996 Honorary Commander of the Excellent Order of the British Empire
1994 British Construction Industry Awards, Special Award for Channel Tunnel
1994 ASCE - John I. Parcel-Leif J. Sverdrup Engineering Management Award
1994 Civil Engineering Management Award
1993 Michigan State University Dean's Award for Distinguished Contributors to Engineering Science, Design,
and Practice
Golden Beaver Award for Supervision
ACEC Fellow- Distinguished Award of Merit
American Underground Space Association Award of Merit
Engineering News-Record "Man of the Year"
ASCE Construction Management Award
University ofIdaho Alumni Hall of Fame
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RICHARD K. BAUER, P.E
Mr. Bauer has over 35 years of experience in the Heavy Civil Construction Industry in positions including
Project Director, Project Manager, Site Manager, Resident Engineer, Construction Supervisor, Engineer,
Cost/Scheduling Engineer, Estimator, and Surveyor. Mr. Bauer has worked on projects in both the United
States and abroad, including heavy civil, building, process, and marine projects. His duties have been in
management, estimating, project controls, design, and performing the work. International experience
includes managing RF Broadcast Projects on site in Europe, South Asia and Africa as well as
infrastructure projects, which included an international airport, in Saudi Arabia, Palestinian West Bank
Territories and the Gaza Strip. Work in the US includes nuclear power plant construction and refueling,
thennal power plant construction and servicing, a marine project, a copper refmery and currently he is
the Project Director for a large historic restoration and expansion job.
WORK EXPERIENCE
Program Director
Mr. Bauer is currently the Program Director for the Idaho State Capitol Restoration and Additions Program.
He is directing the construction management services provided by the Lemley-3D/Ijoint venture to the State
of Idaho for this $130 million design and construction program, which includes Historic Preservation of the
100 year old Idaho State Capitol, Construction of 2 new underground structures connected to the Capitol
and Remodeling of4 other buildings on the Capitol Mall.
Consultant
Mr. Bauer has provided consulting services on various projects including the London Underground,
Boston "Big Dig," Dallas-Fort Worth Airport people mover and the Connecticut-Yankee Nuclear Power
Plant decommissioning. The Services included program review, litigation support, schedule review, and
estimating.
Project Manager
Mr. Bauer was the Project Manager, Site Manager, or Resident Engineer on a series of projects installing
Broadcast antennas, Support structures up to 400' in height, RF transmission, & RF Switching systems at
various locations in the US and overseas. The projects ranged from a month to a year in duration and up
to $20 million in value.
Management Consultant
As part of a Management Consultant team, Mr. Bauer was hired by the Palestinian Infrastructure Authority
to assist in establishing project management systems and providing supervision to over 100 emergency
construction projects fmanced through the World Bank in the Palestinian West Bank Territories and the
Gaza Strip. The projects included water distribution, sewage collection, road improvements, and school
construction.
Supervisor
Mr. Bauer supervised all of the contractors on the night shift for the $200 million Copper Refmery
Modernization Project.
Project Manager
Mr. Bauer was responsible for the construction of a $7 million project for pre-casting polymer concrete
electrolyte cells at the vendor's facility.
JANUARY -2010 R_BAUER 1 003588
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Project Administration
Mr. Bauer was responsible for the on-site project administration, subcontract administration, and field
procurement functions on a $7.5 million marine structure job for the US Navy.
Project Coordinator
Mr. Bauer was responsible for coordination of engineering manufacturing and field operations on a $50
million Voice of America Broadcast Antenna Project. He coordinated the formulation and negotiation of
the major subcontractors. Also, he supervised the steel erection on the job sites in Morocco and Thailand.
Project Manager
Mr. Bauer was directly responsible for the execution of public utility contracts. The responsibilities, which
averaged $6-8 million, included; concrete construction, concrete remedial work, cathodic protection,
underground power and telecom, and a 2-meter diameter pipeline.
Supervisor
Mr. Bauer supervised the cpst/schedule group assigned to the public facilities area on an international
airport project in Saudi Arabia.
EDUCATION
B.S. Civil Engineering - San Jose State University
Project Management Development Conference Training
Practical Architect/Engineer Law
Level I, IT, and ill concrete Inspection
ARTIMES A, B, and C Management Systems Software
PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATIONS
Licensed Construction Manager - Idaho
Professional Engineer - Idaho
Licensed Land Surveyor - Idaho
ASME Qualified - Section ill Division 2 inspection Engineer
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ORIGINAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
NO.-:...,,~~~ _
A .. Jf) ;'JJ.J. FILED -
.....V1.~ ~ P.M..----
MAY 06 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO CI rk
By KATHY J.S,ai e
.... ,,, ~~.!-t\,~ 6 \-" 0EPuTv
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Petra Incorporated ("Petra" or the "Construction Manager") submits this Memorandum of
Law in support of Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment against the City of Meridian
("Meridian," the "City," or the "Owner").
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1. Introduction.1
The following are incorporated into this Memorandum: (a) Petra's Motion to Dismiss
Plaintiffs Complaint under I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) and the supporting Memorandum;2 (b) Petra's
Substitute Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint
and Add Claim for Punitive Damages Pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-1604 filed by the City and the
supporting affidavits an d exhibits; and (3) Statement of Undisputed Facts filed and served
herewith.
2. Summary Judgment Standards.
Summary judgment shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, and
admissions on file, together with the affidavits, show that there is no genuine issue as to any
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. I. R.C.P.
56(c); Aardema v. Us. Dairy Systems Inc., 147 Idaho 785, 215 P.3d 505 (2009). Summary
judgment is mandated when the non-moving party fails to make a sufficient showing to establish
the existence of a material fact in dispute or an element essential to that party's case. Jones v.
ICI-O 147 Idaho 224, 207 P.3d 200 (2009); Cramer v. Slater, 146 Idaho 868, 204 P.3d 508
(2009). See also, Celotex Corp, v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322,106 S. Ct. 2548, 91 L. Ed. 2d 265
(1986). In addition, an alleged disputed fact must be material in order to defeat summary
1 The defmitions contained in the Statement of Undisputed Facts are incorporated herein.
2 Petra's motion to dismiss was made because the Complaint fails to state a claim for which relief can be granted. It
contains only naked allegations and legal conclusions which are devoid of the required factual basis and it does not
contain any plausible basis for relief. The insignificant factual allegations of the Complaint and proposed First
Amended Complaint are not enough to raise Meridian's claim for relief above the speculative level. For the reasons
stated in the Memorandum filed and served with the motion to dismiss, which is incorporated herein, this Court
should dismiss Meridian's Complaint pursuant to Rules 8(a)(l)(2) and l2(b)(6) and the United States Supreme
Court's holdings in Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U. S. 544, 127 S. Ct. 1955 (2007) and Ashcroft v. Iqbal,
_ U.S. _,127 S. Ct. 1937 (2009).
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judgment; not just any disputed fact will suffice. Jones v. ICI-O 147 Idaho 224, 207 P.3d 200
(2009) (Emphasis Added. )
Finally, this standard requires the court to liberally construe the facts in the existing
record in favor of the nonmoving party, and to draw all reasonable inferences from the record in
favor of the nonmoving party. G & M Farms v. Funk Irrigation Company, 119 Idaho 514, 517,
808 P.2d 851, 854 (1991) (citation omitted). Provided, when an action, like this one, will be
tried before the court without a jury, the trial court as the trier of fact is entitled to arrive at the
most probable inferences based upon the undisputed evidence properly before it and grant the
summary judgment despite the possibility of conflicting inferences. Intermountain Forest
Management v. Louisiana Pacific Corp., 136 Idaho 233, 31 P.3d 921 (2001) (citing Brown v.
Perkins, 129 Idaho 189, 191, 923 P.2d 434, 436 (1996); Loomis v. Hailey, 119 Idaho 434,437,
807 P.2d 1272, 1275 (1991». The test for reviewing the inferences drawn by the trial court is
whether the record reasonably supports the inferences. Id (citing Walker v. Hollinger, 132 Idaho
172, 176,968 P.2d 661,665 (1998); Riverside Development Co. v. Ritchie, 103 Idaho 515,518-
19, 650 P.2d 657, 660-61 (1982) ; see also P.D. Ventures, Inc. v. Loucks Family Irrevocable
Trust, 144 Idaho 233, 159 P.3d 870 (2007).
3. Petra performed its work in accordance with the applicable standard of care.
Petra performed its work in accordance with the applicable standard of care as evidenced
by the affidavit testimony of Jack K. Lemley, Jerald S. Frank, Eugene R. Bennett and Thomas R.
Coughlin? The Construction Management Agreement provides:
3 Lemley April 30, 2010 Affidavit at 'If 15; Frank May 4, 2010 affidavit at 'If 8; Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at 'If
10; and Coughlin May 5, 2010 Affidavit at 'If 7.
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT Page 3
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Construction Manager further covenants that Construction Manager will perform
its services under this Agreement, in the exercise of ordinary and reasonable care
and with the same degree of professional skill, diligence and judgment as is
customary among construction managers of similar reputation performing work
for projects of a size, scope and complexity similar to the Project.4
Notably, Mr. Lemley has more than 50 years of experience in construction, construction
management and engineering. Mr. Lemley's credentials are above question. In addition, Mr.
Lemley was assisted by Richard K. Bauer, P.E., an employee of Lemley International, with the
interviews they conducted and in the review and analysis of the documents described in Mr.
Lemley's affidavit. One of Mr. Bauer's most recent assignments was as Program Director for
the Idaho State Capitol Restoration and Additions Program. Consequently, Messrs. Lemley and
Bauer are well qualified to render opinions regarding Petra's performance under the Construction
Management Agreement. In this regard, Mr. Lemley testified that:
... it is my opinion within a reasonable degree of professional certainty that Petra
exercised ordinary and reasonable care with the same degree of professional skill,
diligence and judgment as is customary in this community among construction
managers performing work for projects of a size, scope and complexity similar to the
P · 5roJect.
Thus, Petra fully discharged its duties and responsibilities under the Construction
Management Agreement.
4. Petra fulfilled its duties under the Construction Management Agreement
according to the professionals hired by Meridian and its own building
inspectors.
4.1 Introduction.
Petra fulfilled its duties and responsibilities under the Construction Management
Agreement according to the professionals hired by the City, including: Lombard-Comad
4 Construction Management Agreement at § 1.1.
5 Lemley April 30, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 15.




         
             
             
         
            
             
            
               
               
              
            
             
         
              
            
           
              
   
           
  
          
           
 
  
          
           
       
         
           
 
  
("Architects" or "LCA"), independent inspection and testing compames, such as Materials
Inspection and Testing, the City's commissioning agent, Reery International, and Meridian's
own employees and building inspectors. Petra was hired as the construction manager for the
Project until: " ... [a]ll services hereunder have been fully completed.,,6 It is undisputed that
Petra's services were completed no later than August 4, 2009 when Meridian's representatives
certified that the final items on the punch lists had been satisfactorily completed.7
Once Petra's work on the Project was accepted and the Occupancy Permits were issued,
Petra's duties under the Construction Management Agreement were concluded.8 These
certifications bar Meridian's belated and contradictory claims that Petra failed to do its job
properly. E. G. Schafer Construction Co. v. Gallagher Transfer and Storage Co., 495 So. 2d 348
(La. Ct. App. 1986)(Owner who had signed certificates that construction was complete supported
finding that construction company had completed work on the warehouse and that contractor's
work was not defective). See also, Black v. Peter Kiewitt Sons Co., 94 Idaho 755, 497 P.2d 1056
(1972)(Where work of contractor is completed and accepted by owner, responsibility for
property and any defects shifts to the owner and contractor properly dismissed as party defendant
upon summary judgment). See also, Jones v. P.S. Development Co., 166 Cal. App. 4th 707, 82
Cal. Rptr. 3d 882 (Cal. Ct. App. 2008)(By acceptance and subsequent use, the owner assumes to
the world the sufficiency and safety of the project and contractor properly dismissed upon
6 Affidavit of Eugene R. Bennett dated April 7, 2010 ("Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit") and Construction
Management Agreement attached thereto as Exhibit A. Construction Management Agreement at § 5.1. The
Construction Management Agreement also states that the Construction Manager shall perform duties until [mal
payment to all Contractors. Construction Management Agreement at § 4.7. Meridian has not [mally paid the
contractors, but cannot use its own breach of the Construction Management Agreement to argue that Petra's duties
as Construction Manager continue.
7 Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 86. Affidavit of Eugene R. Bennett dated May 5, 2010 ("Bennett May 5, 2010
Affidavit") at ~ 15.
8 Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 108.
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summary judgment); Evans v. Buffington Harbor River Boats, 799 N.E. 2d 1103 (Ind. Ct. App.
2004)(Construction manager properly dismissed upon summary judgment where work had been
accepted as complete by owner); Sanchez v. Swinerton & Walberg Co., 47 Cal. App. 4th 1461,55
Cal. Rptr. 2d 415 (Cal. App. 2nd Dist. 1996)(Contractor dismissed as party upon summary
judgment where project had been completed and accepted by owner; where alleged defect was
patent and thus liability passed to owner).
Petra expects the City to argue that it did not complete its work because certain warranty
matters remained unresolved under the Quality Management Plan.9 However, these provisions
were amended by the City and Petra on or about February 24, 2009 at which time the City took
over the duties and responsibilities of administering the warranties as described in the
Commissioning & Occupancy Phase as section IV(c) and (d).l0 The parties agreed in October of
2008 that Petra would temporarily handle warranty administration and coordination until the City
hired its building and facilities manager. Petra agreed to serve in this role at the City's request
because Petra's superintendent would be on site managing the East Parking Lot and because of
the numerous additions and changes requested by the City throughout the October 2008 through
February 2009 period. The City's building and facilities manager, Eric Jensen, took over the
warranty administration on or about February 24,2009. 11
9 See letter from Kim 1. Trout dated October 23, 2009 attached as Exhibit B to Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated
April 7, 2010 ("Walker April 7, 2010 Affidavit").
10 Construction Management Plan, Quality Management Plan, at section IV(c) and (d) (Bates Nos. CM002684
through CM002711.
II Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 125-127.
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT Page 6
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4.2 The five defects alleged by Meridian are the responsibility of the
respective manufacturers, vendors, contractors, or subcontractors,
not Petra as the Construction Manager.
Count Three of the Complaint vaguely avers that Petra breached the Construction
Management Agreement by " ... [f]ailing to provide the services required pursuant to the
Agreement to the City.,,12 When pressed by Petra's Rule 12(b)(6) motion to specify what
services Petra failed to perform, Meridian filed an Affidavit by Keith Watts dated September 28,
2009 alleging five defects as follows: (1) water leakage from the Plaza water features; (2) roof
leakage and repair replacement issues; (3) concrete cracking; (4) HVAC equipment noise; and
(5) exterior masonry work. 13 Count Three of the Complaint does not state a claim against Petra
because the portions of the Project identified with regard to the five defects were accepted by the
independent professionals hired by Meridian, by the City's agents and employees who signed off
on the punch lists, and by the City's building inspectors. 14
Furthermore, correction of the five defects is not Petra's responsibility under the
Construction Management Agreement.15 From and after February 24, 2009, the date the City
assumed responsibility for administering the warranties it received, Petra was not obligated
under the Construction Management Agreement to administer warranty claims. 16 None of the
five defects relate to Petra's failure to perform its quality control duties under the Construction
12 Complaint at Count Three, ~ 21.
13 Watts' Affidavit in Support of Plaintiffs Memorandum In Opposition To Defendants' Motion To Dismiss filed
September 28, 2009 at 2.
14 All five defects, if they actually exist as the City claims, were apparent and obvious and consequently not latent.
Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 125-127; Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 14 and 15.
15 Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 125-127; Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 14.
16Id.
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Management Agreement because they all arose after acceptance, which makes them warranty
claims.17
Section 2.8 of the Construction Management Agreement expressly states that Petra
" ... [i]s an independent contractor and not an employee or agent of the Owner." Under Idaho
law, Petra could not pursue Meridian's warranty claims because Petra was not in privity with the
manufacturers, vendors, contractors, and subcontractors who issued the warranties to Meridian.
See, Melichar v. State Farm Fire and Casualty Co., 143 Idah0716, 722, 152 P.3d 587,593
(2007)(Privity of contract is required for breach of warranty action); Abercrombie v. Union
Portland Cement Co., 35 Idaho 231, 205 P. 1118 (1922)(Must be privity of contract between
buyer and seller ofwarranty).
5. Meridian was fully informed about the final Project cost and Petra's
increased work load resulting from the City's many changes.
Counts One and Two of Meridian's Complaint assert that Petra did not obtain Meridian's
approval for the extra work caused by the City's substantial changes to the ProjectY
Specifically, in response to Petra's Motion To Dismiss, Meridian stated that Petra failed to
perform this "condition precedent" and references Section 7 of the Construction Management
Agreement which states: " ... [P]rior to providing any additional services, Construction Manager
shall notify Owner of the proposed change in services and receive Owner's approval for the
change." 19 The legal viability of Counts One and Two is completely dependent on Meridian's
alleged lack ofknowledge and/or failure to approve Petra's extra work.
17 Bennett April7, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 124-127; Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 14 and 15.
18 Complaint at Count One, ~~ 6 and 7; Count Two, ~~ 10 and 11.
19 Plaintiffs Memorandum In Opposition To Defendant's Motion To Dismiss at p. 3.
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5.1 It is undisputed that Meridian entered into contracts for labor and
materials for Project.
Meridian, as the owner of the Project, entered into numerous contracts for labor and
materials with various manufacturers, vendors, and contractors for the goods and services
required to implement and construct the Project, including the substantial changes ordered and
approved by the City.z° Meridian's claims that it didn't approve the changes or the Project Final
Cost Estimate of $21,773,069.94 are refuted by the numerous contracts it willingly entered into
with the benefit of advice from its own City Attorneys. The rule in Idaho is well established that
a party who signs a contract manifests assent to that contract and may not later complain that he
did not understand the contents of the contract. See, Swanson v. Beco Construction Companies,
145 Idaho 59, 63, 175 P.3d 748,752 (2007)(Party is deemed to know terms of contract it signs
and failure to read does not excuse that party's performance); Irwin Rogers Insurance Agency v.
Murphy, 122 Idaho 270, 833 P.2d 128 (1992)(Party who signs instrument cannot later claim
ignorance of its contents); Leibelt v. Liebelt 118 Idaho 845, 801 P.2d 52 (Ct. App. 1990)(Parties
deemed to understand contracts they sign).
5.2 Meridian Has Waived Its Right To Complain About Petra's Services.
As evidenced by (a) the weekly, bi-weekly and monthly meetings between Petra and
Meridian, (b) the numerous contracts for labor and materials that Meridian signed and approved
during the Project period, and (c) the acceptance of the work performed by Petra by the City's
building inspectors and other officials, Meridian waived its right to complain about Petra's
services as a Construction Manager.
20 Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 81 and 82; Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 111.
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In the building context, courts have held that the waiver doctrine is intended to prevent a
waiving party from lulling another into a false belief that strict compliance with contractual duty
will not be required and then sue for nonperformance. See, Lake County Grading Company of
Libertyville v. Advance Mechanical Contractors, 275 Ill. App. 3d 454, 463, 654 N.E. 2d 1109,
1119 (Ill. Ct. App. 2nd Dist., 1995)(In building context waiving party should not be allowed to
lull another party into non compliance with contractual terms and then sue for nonperformance).
The Idaho Supreme Court has addressed an analogous situation in Obray v. Mitchell 98
Idaho 533, 567 P.2d 1284 (l977)("Obray"). In Obray a subcontractor sought payment for
additional work it had performed at the request of the general contractor. Id. In defense, the
contractor argued that the subcontractor was not entitled to be paid and pointed to provisions in
the contract that the subcontractor had not been complied with. In awarding additional
compensation to the subcontractor for the extra work it had performed, the Idaho Supreme Court
held that the contractor had waived its right to complain about these contractual provisions
because he had waived them during the course of construction and ordered the contractor to pay
the subcontractor for the additional work it had performed. Id. See also, Swenson v. Lowe, 5
Wash App. 186, 486 P.2d 1120 (Wash Ct. App. 1971)(Contractor entitled to compensation for
services rendered where owner waived strict requirement of contract terms during course of
construction).
Throughout the Project period, Meridian ordered and approved changes, stood by while
Petra worked to implement these changes through contractors and vendors with whom Meridian
had contracted, and never once directed Petra to stop providing the extra se rvices. Later,
Meridian's own building officials signed off on the punch lists and certified that the Project was
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complete and accepted. Accordingly, as a matter oflaw this Court should find that Meridian has
waived its right to claim that Petra's services were somehow deficient.
6. Meridian's claims are barred by the time is of the essence provision in the
Construction Management Agreement.
Section 3.2.3 of the Construction Management Agreement states: " ... [O]wner shall
timely review documents provided by or through Construction Manager and timely render its
direction, consent or approval on matters identified by Construction Manager for Owner's
direction, decision, consent or approval.,,21 In addition, there is a "time is of the essence"
provision in the Construction Management Agreement which states: " ... [A]ll times provided for
in the agreement, or in any other document executed hereunder, for the performance of any act
will be strictly construed, time being ofthe essence.,,22
Throughout all phases of the Project, Petra met with Meridian's officials on a weekly, bi-
weekly and monthly basis regarding the status of the Project. Meridian had a contractual
obligation to "... [t]imely render its direction, consent or approval on matters identified by
Construction Manager for Owner's direction, decision, consent or approval.,,23 Meridian's delay
in claiming that Petra was negligent until after it accepted the Project as complete and occupied it
bars the City, as a matter of law, under section 3.2.3 and the time is of the essence provision of
the Construction Management Agreement from now challenging Petra's work.24 See, Ranta
Construction v. Anderson, 190 P.3d 835, 841 (Colo. Ct. App. 2008)(Construction contracts
which contain "time is of the essence" provision considered vital part of contract and will be
21 Construction Management Agreement at § 3.2.3.
22 Construction Management Agreement at § 10.13.
23 Construction Management Agreement at § 3.2.3.
24 Construction Management Agreement at § 10.13.
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enforced); Stroud Hopler v. Farm Harvesting Co., 2005 WL 3693342 9N.J.Super A.D. 2006)(In
construction contracts, "time is of the essence" provision deemed vital and will be enforced);
Scroggins v. Gaddis, 990 P.2d 302 (Ok. Civ. App. 1999)(In construction contract where "time is
of the essence" there must be compliance with its terms).
If Meridian had any problem with the manner in which Petra was performing its duties in
implementing the changes the City ordered, it was required by the Construction Management
Agreement to specifically identify the problem long before February 24, 2009 when it first
notified Petra it would not pay for Petra's extra services and reimbursable expenses.
Under Idaho law, the time is of the essence provision is strictly construed and bar claims
the City should have raised during the Project period. Id. See also, Buster v. Fletcher, 22 Idaho
172, 125 P. 226 (1912)(In building contracts time is of the essence is regarded as an essential
element of the parties' agreement).
7. Meridian is estopped from belatedly complaining about Petra's services.
Meridian is estopped from belatedly complaining about Petra's services. Under the
Construction Management Agreement, Meridian was contractually obligated to promptly notify
Petra if it had any problem with its services as construction manager,z5 See also, Weed v. Idaho
Copper Co., 51 Idaho 737, 746, 10 P.2d 613,621 (1932) (If employer had problem with Weed's
services, proper course was to proceed through internal management; not to wait until after
Weed's services had been accepted by the corporation and then seek to avoid payment). After
the production of thousands of documents consisting of tens of thousands of pages of documents,
Meridian has not produced a single written communication wherein it complained to Petra about
25 Construction Management Agreement at § 3.2.3.
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its services that was not addressed to the City's satisfaction.26 Likewise, at no time did Meridian
instruct Petra to stop performing the extra services that were required to implement the changes
Meridian had ordered.27 In fact, the evidence is overwhelmingly to the contrary. The City's
position is damned by its own Mayor's statement that "The Council has expressed that they want
a full building as designed.,,28
Under Idaho law the elements of equitable estoppel are: (l) a false representation or
concealment of a material fact with actual knowledge of the truth; (2) the party asserting estoppel
did not know or discover the truth; (3) that the false statement or concealment was made with the
intention that it would be relied upon; (4) that the person to whom the representation was made
to or from whom the facts were concealed, relied upon and acted upon the representation or
concealment to his prejudice. Terrazas v. Blaine County, 147 Idaho 193,201,207 P.3d 169, 177
(2009); Williams v. Blakley, 114 Idaho 323, 325, 757 P.2d 186, 188 (1987).
The numerous written and verbal exchanges between Petra and Meridian over the course
of the Project period leads a reasonable person to conclude that Meridian approved the changes
to the Project and would pay Petra for its extra work as Construction Manager.29 The express
provisions of Section 7 of the Construction Management Agreement, which was drafted by
Franklin Lee, an attorney hired by the City, require an "equitable adjustment" in compensation to
Petra for services and reimbursable expenses.30 These facts fulfill the first element of equitable
estoppel. Prior to its receipt of Meridian's letter dated February 24,2009, Petra had no reason to
26 Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 81-86; Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 148.
27 Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 58-62.
28 Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 23 and Keith Watts Time Line (Exhibit D).
29 Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 115-121; Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 111-114,134-138 and 145.
30 Construction Management Agreement § 6.2.2 and Article 7.
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believe that Meridian would not honor its obligation to pay Petra for the extra work it performed
in implementing the changes ordered and approved by the City.31 This fact satisfies the second
element. Meridian induced Petra into performing the extra work in order to obtain the "full
building as designed," an order and representation repeatedly made by the City to Petra
throughout the Project period.32 Were it not for Meridian's instructions for Petra to proceed with
the extra work necessary to implement the changes, Petra would not have performed the services
and advanced the additional expenses.33 This fact satisfies the third element. Petra had a right to
rely and it did rely upon Meridian's approvals for the changes it requested because it reasonably
believed that it would be paid for the wo rk required to implement the changes 0 rder and
approved by the City.34 As a consequence of this reliance, Petra expended money for labor and
materials and Meridian's failure and refusal to pay Petra's fees and reimburse its costs has
prejudiced Petra.35 These facts satisfy the final element of equitable estoppel.
Therefore, Meridian is now equitably estopped from feigning ignorance of the changes
when it instructed and allowed Petra to perform the extra services that led to substantial
additional construction work being undertaken and completed before the very eyes of its own
officials, and who accepted the Project, certified it as complete, took possession, and occupied it.
8. The Doctrine Of Quasi-Estoppel Bars Meridian From Now Complaining
About Petra's Services.
In Idaho, "[t]he doctrine of quasi-estoppel applies when a person asserts a right
inconsistent with a position previously taken by him, with knowledge of the facts and his rights,
31 Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 44 and 45.
32 Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 23-25 and Exhibit U attached thereto.
33 Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 22-129; Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 12.
34Id.
35 Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 12; Quapp May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 5 - 8 and Exhibit 49.
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to the detriment of the person seeking to apply the doctrine." Birclwood Subdivision v. Bulotti
Construction Co., 145 Idaho 17, 22, 175 P.3d 179,184 (2007)(Quasi-estoppel prevents a party
from asserting a position inconsistent with a previously taken position); Young v. Idaho Dep't of
Law Enforcement, 123 Idaho, 870, 875, 853 P.2d 615, 620 (Ct. App. 1993). Unlike equitable
estoppel, "quasi-estoppel does not require a false representation." The "[d]octrine of quasi-
estoppel, which has its basis the acceptance of benefits, precludes a party from asserting to
another's disadvantage a right inconsistent with a position previously taken by him or her."
Eastern Idaho Agric. Credit Ass'n v. Neibaur, 133 Idaho 402, 987 P.2d 314 (1999) (emphasis
added). For quasi-estoppel to apply, it must be unconscionable for the party to be estopped from
maintaining an inconsistent position. Id See also, Estate of Dolores 141 Idaho 177,183, 108
P.3d 324, 330 (2005)(Quasi-estoppel prevents a party from reaping an unconscionable advantage
upon another by changing positions).
The doctrine of quasi-estoppel applies to this case as a matter of law. Under its
Complaint, Meridian seeks an unconscionable advantage over Petra by changing its position and
now claiming that it did not approve the substantial changes it had requested and by refusing to
pay Petra its fee for the extra work and expenses incurred to implement the changes ordered by
the City.J6
9. The Course of Performance and Dealing Amended and Supplemented the
written Construction Management Agreement.
During Petra's performance under the Construction Management Agreement, Meridian
and Petra established procedures and methods that amended and supplemented the Construction
36 Complaint, including ~~ 6, 7,10, and 11; Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 44 and 45.
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Management and also provided missing terms and conditions. Idaho courts will consider the (1)
course of performance; (2) course of dealing and/or (3) usage of trade in interpreting an express
contract. Idaho courts have also held that (1) course of performance; (2) course of dealing, or (3)
usage of trade can also supplement missing terms in an existing contract.
The Idaho rule of implied terms was stated by the Idaho Supreme Court more than a half
century ago in Commercial Insurance Co. v. Hartwell Excavating Co., 89 Idaho 531, 407 P.2d
312 (1965) when it stated: "It is well settled that a contract includes not only what is stated
expressly but also that which of necessity is implied from its language." Id. at 541, 407 P.2d at
317. See also, Star Phoenix Mining Co v. Hecla, 130 Idaho 223, 231, 939 P.2d 542, 550
(1997)(Terms which are missing can be implied because they are necessarily involved in the
contractual relationship).
In Archer v. Mountain Fuel Supply Co., 102 Idaho 852, 642 P.2d 943 (1982), the Court
applied what it called the general rule of contract law that "[t]erms are to be implied in a
contract, not because they are reasonable, but because they are necessarily involved in the
contractual relationship so that the parties must have intended them and have only failed to
express them because of sheer inadvertence or because they are too obvious to need expression."
Id at 857-58, 642 P.2d at 948-49. The court elaborated its formulation of the rule in Davis v.
Professional Business Services, 109 Idaho 810, 712 P.2d 511 (1985): "In every contract there
exists not only the express promises set forth in the contract but all such implied provisions as
are necessary to effectuate the intention of the parties, and as arise from the specific
circumstances under which the contract was made. In implying terms to a contract that is silent
on the particular matter in question, only reasonable terms should be implied. Such implied




              
                
                 
            
                 
               
                  
                   
                 
              
  
                
                  
              
               
               
                  
              
                 
               
                
              
           
 
  
tenns are as much a part of the contract as those which are expressed."Id at 813-14, 712 P.2d at
514-15 (emphasis in original). See also, Star Phoenix Mining Co v. Hecla, 130 Idaho 223,231
939 P.2d 542, 550 (1997).
Idaho Courts have also referred to the custom and trade practice of the parties in
interpreting an agreement to supply essential tenns which are reasonable in the agreement. R. D.
Bischof/v. Quong Watkins Properties, 113 Idaho 826,829, 748 P.2d 410,413 (1987) (Court may
look to custom and trade practice in interpreting an agreement and to supply essential tenns
missing from the agreement). Cj, Panike & Sons v. Smith, 2009 WL 1959483 (2009) (In
Unifonn Commercial Code cases, courts look to usage of trade or practice of the parties to
supplement missing tenns of an agreement); Commercial Insurance Co. v. Hartwell Excavating
Co., 89 Idaho 531,539, 407 P.2d 312, 320 (1965)(Alleged custom and usage in construction
business is justified where there is an ambiguity or uncertainty upon face of written
contract).
10. The Construction Management Agreement precludes any claims by
Meridian that Petra failed to provide required services.
Count Three of Meridian's Complaint claims that Petra did not provide the services
required by the Construction Management Agreement.37 Count Three of the Complaint is barred
by the express tenns of the Construction Management Agreement. As noted in Petra's Substitute
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and Add
Claim for Punitive Damages Pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-1604, Meridian's claims of breach of
contract are precluded because Meridian's damages, if any, do not amount to 1% of the cost of
37 Complaint at Count Three and ~ 21.
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the Project.38 Accordingly, without damages in excess of 1%, Meridian does not have a viable
claim against Petra. The threshold amount of damages required to support a claim against Petra
would be $215,134.
11. Under The Construction Management Agreement And Idaho Law Petra Is
Entitled To Be Paid For Extra Services.
Petra filed a First Amended Counterclaim ("Counterclaim") in these proceedings which
alleges that Meridian breached the Construction Management Agreement and the covenant of
good faith and fair dealing (Counterclaim: Count One); that Meridian breached an implied-in-
fact contract (Counterclaim: Count Two); and that Petra is entitled to the benefits of a contract
implied-in-Iaw (Counterclaim: Count Three).39
As noted in section 4.1 of Petra's Substitute Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for
Leave to File First Amended Complaint, there were substantial changes in the size, complexity
and budget for the Project, which materially increased the work Petra performed as Construction
Manager.4o The Construction Management Agreement contemplated that there would be
changes to the Project and that accordingly, Petra's compensation would need to be "equitably
adjusted" to reflect the extra work such changes required.41 Under Idaho law, clear and
unambiguous contract provisions will be enforced accordingly. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho
468,473, 147 P.3d 100, 105 (2006)(Clear contract provisions will be enforced according to their
terms as a matter of law); George v. University of Idaho, 121 Idaho 30,35, 822 P.2d 549, 554
38 Sections 4.7 and 4.8 of Petra's Substitute Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Leave to File First Amended
Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages Pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-1604. Construction Management
Agreement at § 2.1.4.
39 Counterclaim at Counts Two, Three.
40 Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 26-40; Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 47-53; Coughlin May 5, 2010
Affidavit at ~~ 14-17.
41 Construction Management Agreement at § 7; Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 118.




                
               
   
           
       
           
            
            
                
    
              
              
              
          
              
              
            
              
                  
                   
               
    
      
                     
    
               
           
 
  
(Ct. App. 1991)(Where terms of contract are clear and unambiguous, their meaning and legal
effect are questions of law).
12. In The Alternative, Petra Is Entitled To The Benefits Of An Implied-In-Fact
Contract.
If the Court finds that the Construction Management Agreement does not provide
expressly for the parties' duties and responsibilities, an implied-in-fact contract requires
Meridian to pay Petra for the extra services and reimbursable expenses.42 A contract implied in
fact exists where there is no express agreement but the parties' conduct evidences an agreement.
Jorgensen v. Coppedge, 145 Idaho 524, 528, 181 P.3d 450,454, (2008)(A contract implied in fact
exists where there is no express agreement but the parties' conduct evidences an agreement);
Barry v. Pacific West Construction 140 Idaho 827, 834, 834, 103 P.3d 440, 447 (2004). The
general rule is that where the conduct of the parties allows the dual inferences that one performed
at the other's request and the requesting party promised payment, an implied-in-fact contract
exists. Id See also, Gray v. Tri-Way Construction Services, Inc., 147 Idaho 378, 387, 210 P.3d
63, 72 (2009); Fox v. Mountain West Elec. Inc., 137 Idaho 703, 708, 52 P.3d 848,853 (2002). It
is undisputed that throughout the Project period Meridian ordered and approved changes and
instructed Petra to go forward with whatever extra services were required to implement the
changes.43
The doctrine of quantum meruit is the remedy for an implied-in-fact contract and permits
a party to recover for the reasonable value of services rendered and/or materials provided on the
basis of an implied promise to pay. Cheung v. Pena, 143 Idaho 30, 35, 137 P.3d 417, 422
42 Counterclaim Count Two.
43 Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 58-62; Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 19 and 53.




              
     
             
 
            
           
               
               
               
              
                
                 
             
                
                  
             
              
 
              
                
                  
    
                   
           
 
  
(2006); Baker v. Thunder Spring, 141 Idaho 185, 108 P.3d 332 (2005)(Doctrine of quantum
meruit permits recovery on the basis of an implied promise to pay, of the reasonable value of the
services rendered and the materials provided). See also Farrell v. Whiteman, 146 Idaho 604, 200
P.3d 1153 (2009); and Tupelo Development v. Gray Corporation, 972 So. 2d 495 (Miss.
2007)(Even though contract between parties required written change orders, subcontractor was
nevertheless entitled to be compensated for services under quantum meruit despite his failure to
obtain written change orders, given the course of dealing between the parties).
As set forth in the written and verbal communications between Petra and Meridian, this
Court can find as a matter of law that there was the dual inference that if Petra performed the
extra work and incurred additional expenses at Meridian's request, then Meridian would pay
Petra the reasonable value of its services and reimburse it for its costs pursuant to an implied-in-
fact contract.
13. In The Alternative, Petra Is Entitled To Be Compensated For Its Extra Work
Because The Parties Adopted The Cardinal Change Doctrine.
The Construction Management Agreement adopted the cardinal change doctrine at
paragraph 7. The cardinal change doctrine provides a means for Petra to avoid contractual
limitations on its fees and reimbursable expenses because the final Project, including the changes
ordered and approved by the City, substantially exceeded the scope of the original contract. The
reference to cardinal change in Construction Management Agreement created a burden on the
City as the owner ofthe Project and provides a means for Petra to recover additional construction
manager's fees and reimbursable costs. The cardinal change doctrine was originally developed
in the federal courts as a means for government contractors to avoid contractual limitations on




              
                  
               
              
           
              
            
              
                   
             
                
  
              
        
          
              
              
               
             
                
            
               
           
 
  
damages. A summary of the doctrine is set forth in Atlantic Dry Dock Corp. v. US., 773 F.Supp.
335 (M.D.Fla. 1991), where the court explained the doctrine as follows:
The cardinal change doctrine is a creature of the body of law which has arisen in
the context of disputes over government contracts. [A cardinal change] occurs
when the government effects an alteration in the work so drastic that it effectively
requires the contractor to perform duties materially different from those originally
bargained for.
By definition, then, a cardinal change is so profound that it is not redressable under the
contract, and thus renders the government in breach. Allied Materials & Equip. co. v. United
States, 569 F.2d 562, 563-64, 215 Ct.Cl. 406 (1978). The changes made by the City were
cardinal changes placing the City in breach of the Construction Management Agreement.
14. In The Alternative, Petra Is Entitled To The Benefits Of An Implied-In-Law
Contract.
Petra has also counterclaimed asserting that it is entitled to the benefits of an implied-in-
law contract with Meridian.44 Under Idaho law, a contract implied in law is not a contract at all
but rather an obligation imposed by the law for the purpose of bringing about justice and equity
without reference to the intent of the parties. Gray v. Tri-Way Construction Services, Inc., 147
Idaho 378, 387, 210 P.3d 63, 72 (2009); Barry v. Pacific West Construction 140 Idaho 827, 834,
103 P.3d 440, 447 (2004). For example, in Barry v. Pacific West Construction 140 Idaho 827,
834, 103 P.3d 440,447 (2004), the Idaho Supreme Court found that a subcontractor, who did not
have an Idaho's public works license and had therefore entered into an illegal contract with a
contractor, was nevertheless entitled to recover for his services. Id. The Court held in Barry that
there was an implied-in-Iaw contract between the subcontractor and the contractor to prevent
44 Counterclaim Count Three.




                  
           
                
           
              
           
  
                
               
                
            
             
 
              
                  
                 
               
                 
                
                
                
                
             
    
           
 
  
unjust enrichment to the contractor arising from the work of the subcontractor. fd The remedy
for a contract implied in law is unjust enrichment which is measured by the amount the
defendant would be unjustly enriched. fd
15. Petra Is Entitled To The Immediate Payment of $126,030.04.
Having established that Petra completed its duties as Construction Manager, as certified
by the independent professionals hired by Meridian and its own building inspectors, there is no
disputed issue of material fact regarding that Meridian owes Petra $126,047.04 for services and
reimbursable expenses under the basic Construction Management Agreement without regard to
change orders.45 Petra's billings for those services and reimbursable expenses were approved by
Keith Watts, Meridian's designated representative under the Construction Management
Agreement.46 As noted in Petra's Substitute Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Leave to
File First Amended Complaint, Keith Watts had express, implied and apparent authority as
Meridian's purchasing agent and designated representative to bind Meridian to the pay
applications he approved for payment.47
In addition, as previously noted, Lombard-Conrad, the architects hired by the City
provided the following certification with respect to pay applications:
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and
the data comprising this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to
the best of the Architect's knowledge information and belief, the Work has
progressed as indicated, the quality of the Work is in accordance with the
45 Quapp May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 6 and Exhibit 49.
46 Bennett April 7,2010 Affidavit at ~ 90; Bennett May 10,2010 Affidavit at ~~ 45 and 112; Coughlin May 5, 2010
Affidavit at ~~ 9-11.
47 Construction Management Agreement at § 1.2; see also, Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 11 and 12; Coughlin
May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~~ 8 and 9.




               
                
      
          
            
               
              
           
             
         
              
             
            
     
            
         
           
             
            
             
            
                     
    
                    
         
           
 
  
Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the AMOUNT
CERTIFIED.48
Petra is entitled to the immediate payment of $126,047.04, which amount is owed and
past due under the terms of the basic Construction Management Agreement, plus interest from
each due date until paid at the rate of .75% per month as provided in paragraph 6.3.2 of the
Construction Management Agreement. Petra is also entitled to payment of the amounts claimed
in Change Order No.2, plus interest as provided in the Construction Management Agreement.49
16. Meridian Has Breached The Construction Management Agreement And The
Covenant Of Good Faith And Fair Dealing.
Count One of Petra's Counterclaim alleges that Meridian breached the Construction
Management Agreement and the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. The obligations of
good faith and fair dealing are implied in every contract under Idaho law. Taylor v. Browning,
129 Idaho 483, 490, 927 P.2d 873 (1996). Based upon the undisputed evidence submitted by
Petra and applicable law, there is no genuine issue as to any material fact that Meridian had an
obligation to meet its contractual obligations, to deal with Petra in good faith and to notify Petra
if it had a problem with its services as construction manager during the Project period. 50
17. Petra Is Entitled To An Award Of Costs, Fees And Expenses Pursuant To
The Construction Management Agreement And Idaho Law.
The Construction Management Agreement expressly provides for the award of costs, fees
and expenses and states:
48 Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 91 and Pay Application No. 17 (CMOO1532 through CMOO 1732) attached
thereto as Exhibit X.
49 Quapp May 5, 2010 Affidavit at n 5 through 8, and Exhibit 49.
50 Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 145.
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In the event of any controversy, claim or action being filed or instituted between the
parties to this agreement to enforce the terms and conditions of this agreement or arising
from the breach of any provision hereof: the prevailing party will be entitled to receive
from the other party all costs, damages, and expenses, including reasonable attorneys
fees, incurred by the prevailing party, whether or not such controversy or claim is
litigated or prosecuted to judgment. The prevailing party will be that party who was
awarded judgment as a result of trial or arbitration and determined to be the prevailing
party by the judge or arbitrator. 51
Idaho courts enforce contractual provisions for the award of costs, fees and expenses.
See, Zenner v. Holcomb, 147 Idaho 444, 451, 210 P.3d 552, 559 (2009)(Contract provisions
providing for the award of attorneys fees will be enforced); Opportunity v. Ossewarde, 136 Idaho
602, 610, 38 P.3d 1258, 1266 (Id 2002)(In vendor purchaser transaction, contract provision for
award of attorneys fees to prevailing party enforced); Ayotte v. Redmon, 110 Idaho 726, 726-727,
718 P.2d 1164, 1164-1165 (Idaho 1986)(Contractual provisions for the award of attorneys' fees
and costs are generally enforced). Meridian has failed to present any credible or substantial
justification for its unreasonable delay in paying Petra the money it owes. Petra is also entitled
to an award of costs and fees under Idaho Code § 20-120(3).
18. CONCLUSION.
For the reasons set forth above, this Court should find and conclude that Petra is entitled
to summary judgment in all respects.
DATED: May 6, 2009.
~iyE[py, LLP
51 Construction Management Agreement at § 10.6.




   
               
               
               
            
              
              
               
       
             
              
               
              
               
             
              
                
            
  
                 
      
    
       




I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 6th day of May 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
















   
                  
       
    
     
      
   










MAY 0 0 ZlJl~O
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By KATHY J. BIEHL
"pEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******





PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, That the undersigned, attorneys for Petra Incorporated,
("Petra"), the Defendant in the above-entitled matter, will bring before the Honorable Ronald J.
Wilper of the above-entitled Court, for hearing at the Ada County Courthouse, 200 West Front
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or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, Defendant, Petra Incorporated's Motion for
Summary Judgment Dated May 6, 2010.





              
      
    
   
 
Attorneys for e ndant Petra Incorporated 
  
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 6th day ofMay, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.

















   
                  
       
    
     
      
   
   














Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com




J. DAVID NAVA~~O. C!~rjj
ByP. aOUHNE
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY REQUESTS
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this 6th day of May, 2010, Defendant Petra
Incorporated's Third Set of Interrogatories, Second Requests for Admission and Fourth Requests
for Production of Documents dated May 6, 2010, together with a copy of this Notice of Service,
were served upon counsel for PlaintiffiCounterdefendant, The City of Meridian as follows:
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Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701















   
     
      
   
   














KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.








J. DAVIO NAVARRO, Clerk
Bye. HOLMes
I'~PlJTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR
A POSTPONEMENT OF HEARING ON
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
COMES NOW Plaintiff/Counterdefendant the City of Meridian, by and through its counsel
of record, Kim J. Trout of Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., and hereby submits this
Rule 56(f) Motion for a Postponement of Hearing on Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment.
This Motion is supported by the pleadings and papers on fue, the Memorandum in Support of
Plaintiffs Rule 56(f) Motion for Postponement of Hearing on Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment, and the Affidavit of Kim J. Trout filed concurrendy herewith.
Oral argument is requested.
PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR A POSTPONEMENT OF HEARING ON DEFENDANTS' MOTION
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DATED this 19th day of May, 2010.







I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 19th day of May, 2010, a true and correct copy of the




800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518






PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FORA POSTPONEMENT OF HEARING ON DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
003621
       




   
   
   
                  
              
   
  
   
     
   
   










           
    
KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIlL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.








J. DAVID NAVAPlFtO, Clerk
By E. HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA










Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF KIMJ. TROUT IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f)
MOTION FOR A POSTPONEMENT OF
HEARING ON DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
KIMJ. TROUT, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify regarding the
matters set forth herein.
2. I am a member of the law finn of TROUT. JONES • GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN •
GOURLEY, P.A., representing the Plaintiff City of Meridian ("City") in this matter, and I make the
following statements based upon my own personal knowledge.
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM J. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR A
POSTPONEMENT OF HEARING ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARYJUDGMENT - 1 003622
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3. On July 22, 2009, Plaintiff initiated formal discovery by serving upon Petra
Incorporated ("Defendant" or ''Petra'') its First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production of
Documents and Requests for Admissions.
4. Interrogatory No. 16 requires Petra to:
Identify each and every person Petra expects to call as an expert witness at
any hearing or at trial, stating in detail as to each such person: (a) full name,
home address, business address and telephone number; (b) educational
background; (c) experience in the matter to which he is expected to testify;
(d) subject matter on which he is expected to testify; ( e) substance of the
facts and opinions to which he is expected to testify and a summary of the
grounds for each opinion; and (f) manner in which such expert became
familiar with the facts of this case.
5. Petra responded to the Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories, Request for Production
of Documents and Requests for Admissions on August 21, 2009, however it did not identify any
experts and merely stated that it would. supplement its response as required by the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure and the Scheduling Order. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" are the applicable
portions of Petra's response to Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production of
Documents and Requests for Admissions.
6. Petra has supplemented its discovery responses on several occasions but has failed to
disclose any expert witness prior to the filing of its Motion for SummaryJudgment.
7. On March 31, 2010, the City filed its Motion for Leave to File First Amended
Complaint and add Claim for Punitive Damages pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-1604 (hereafter "City's
Motion to Amend").
8. Petra filed its Memorandum in Opposition to the City's Motion to Amend, the
Affidavits of Thomas G. Walker, Jerald S. Frank and Eugene R. Bennett Dated April 7, 2010 in
Support of Petra's Opposition to the City's Motion to Amend, on April 8, 2010.
9. Mr. Bennett's affidavit consisted of 129 paragraphs and over 1,000 pages of exhibits.
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM J. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR A
POSTPONEMENT OF HEARING ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2 003623
             
             
     
       
              
                
         
             
               
               
            
       
             
                
                 
              
              
     
              
              
                
               
   
              
                 
              
              
              
          
10. I conducted the deposition of Mr. Bennett on March 19,2010 and April 20-21, 2010.
The deposition was not concluded, but continued on April 21, 2010 by stating "we'll continue this
at a time convenient to counsel and the witness." Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" and fully
incorporated herein by this reference is a true and correct copy of pages from the deposition
transcript of Mr. Bennett on April 20-21, 2010.
11. I am still in the process of my review of the over 1,000 pages of Exhibits attached to
the Affidavit of Mr. Bennett. Moreover, while I have deposed Mr. Bennett for three days, I have had
little opportunity to depose him with respect to his affidavit and the exhibits referenced therein.
12. In addition, I have yet to depose Mr. Bennett in regard to his Affidavit filed on May
6,2010. Mr. Bennett's deposition on both affidavits must be completed to provide a full defense to
Petra's Motion for SummaryJudgment.
13. Finishing the deposition of Mr. Bennett, the City expects to discover additional facts
which are direcdy contradictory to the document filed with this Court tided "Petra's Statement of
Undisputed Material Facts In Support of Motion for Summary Judgment." These contradictory
facts from Petra's own witnesses and employees, will form much of the underlying basis for
disputing the facts as claimed by Petra, and will further evidence why Petra is attempting to deceive
the Court as to the real facts of the case.
14. Petra relies on Mr. Bennett for the "undisputed fact" that: "Based on the conceptual
design documents received in December 2008 Petra informed the City that the Initial Budget of the
Project would be $15,474,160." Petra's Statement of Undisputed Material Facts in Support of
Motion for SummaryJudgment, Pg. 5. A review of Volume II of the Deposition of Eugene Bennett
334:20-347:3, clearly demonstrates Petra's attempt to mislead the Court with its use of false terms
such as "budget." It also demonstrates that Petra is clearly aware that the City did not adopt the
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM J. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR A
POSTPONEMENT OF HEARING ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3 003624
               
                
                
                
        
                   
                  
               
                  
                
     
              
               
            
               
                 
          
               
                
             
                 
               
                  
              
          
January 15, 2007 Cost 'Estimate as a budget. Finally, this deposition testimony demonstrates that
Mr. Bennett can not answer how the cost estimate was delivered to the City.
15. This is but one example of Petra's attempt to mislead the Court with it's use of 'false
terms' like "budget" and "change", which ~e City believes will be made clear and which will be
I
necessary for the Court to rule fairly on the Petra motion for summary judgment.
16. The following exchange occurred between myself and Mr. Bennett during his April
20-21,2010 deposition:
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. As ofJuly 31st, how much did Petra think it was going
to cost to build this project?
A. We had no idea.
Q. Okay. Why didn't you have any idea?
A. There wasn't anything to loo~ at to get an idea from.






Q. No baseline of any kind fro which you could call a conclusion as to what the
possible cost of this project could be; correct?
A. There were no plans in place 0 put together a detailed estimate; that's correct.
Q. Did you prepare any kind of ~stimate as ofJuly 31st, 2006?
A. I don't recall preparing an es~ate.
Q. Okay. You didn't have anythJng to prepare an estimate from on July 31st, 2006, did
you, sir? .
A. No, sir. We did not.
Bennett Deposition 326:24 - 327:~2
17. Attached hereto as Exhibit "e" and fully incorporated herein by this reference is an
email I received on April 20, 2010 from Tho¢'as G. Walker that stated, in pertinent part "Further, I
also expect to call an expert witness to tesffy regarding Petra's performance and the applicable
standard of care. I doubt that Petra's expert tu be prepared to testify by April 29th."
AFFIDAVIT OF KIMJ. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR A
POSTPONEMENT OF HEARING ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4
003625
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18. From April 20, 2010 through to May 6, 2010, Petra did not disclose they had
retained Jack K. Lemley and Richard K. Bauer as construction management experts, nor that they
had formed an opinion with respect to the instant litigation.
19. I expect that the deposition of Mr. Lemley and Mr. Bauer is vital to rebut Petra's
claims about their alleged performance. Specifically, I anticipate that we will discover that Mr.
Lemley was presented with only a selected amount of facts and documents, and has not reviewed all
the facts necessary to make an opinion. It is also important to cross-examine Mr. Lemley with
respect to what actions, if any, were taken by the City of Meridian with respect to the Project and
the failures to act by Petra which impact the issue of the standard of care and whether or not Petra
met that standard, and what facts were disclosed to Mr. Lemley which might impact his opinion of
Petra's standard of care.
20. I began deposing Mr. Coughlin on February 26, 2010 and have not yet completed
this deposition. At the conclusion of Mr. Coughlin's February 26, 2010 deposition, I stated "[w]e'll
finish your deposition either as part of our - following the close of 30(b)(6) on Thursday of next
week, or if we don't have enough time, we'll do it at a time convenient to Counsel and yourself sir."
Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" and fully incorporated herein, is a true and correct copy of the
cover page of Mr. Coughlin's deposition and page 192. Due to scheduling issues and my work in
another case of which the Court is aware Ithe deposition of Mr. Coughlin has yet to be completed.
21. I took the deposition ofJerry Frank on March 3, 2010.
22. The Construction Management Agreement required that Petra provide a Preliminary
Price Estimate for the City review and approval or rejection, prior to the Bidding Phase of the
Project. I have reviewed the documents provided by Petra in response to both discovery requests
1 City of McCall vs. Payette Lakes Water and Sewer District (Valley County Case No. CV 2005-352-
C.
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM]. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR A
POSTPONEMENT OF HEARING ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 5 003626
                
               
          
                 
              
                 
                
                   
                    
                 
    
               
               
                 
                    
                 
                 
                  
            
           
                 
               
                
 
             
          
for production of documents and the Rule (30(b)(6) deposition notices to Petra. Petra has failed to
produce any Preliminary Price Estimate.
23. Petra was also required to provide the City a "Final Price Estimate", prior to the
Bidding Phase of the Project..! have reviewed the documents provided by Petra in response to both
discovery requests for production of documents and the Rule (30(b)(6) deposition notices to Petra.
Petra has failed to produce any Final Price Estimate. Both failures constitute material breaches of
the Construction Management Agreement.
24. Therefore the City respectfully requests the additional time necessary to complete
the Depositions of Bennett, Coughlin and to take the deposition of Lemley.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.




Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th day ofMay, 2010.
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AFFIDAVIT OF KIMJ. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR A
POSTPONEMENT OF HEARING ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 6 003627
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Notary Public, State of Idaho 
Residing at: Meridian, ID 
My commission expires: November 3,2014 
              
          
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 19th day of May, 2010, a true and correct copy of the




800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518










AFFIDAVIT OF KIM J. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR A
POSTPONEMENT OF HEARING ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 7 003628
   
                  
              
   
  
   
     
   
   






   
  
  
              








. ,P.,0. Box 9518 . .... :.
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518 .
DlrectPboae: . (208)~
.CeD Phone: ' . '. (208) 869-1508
Direct :FaailDiJe: (208) 639-5609 .
E-maU: twalbr@eoshoJaw.eom; mWhatcott@cosholaw~m
AttoiDeys tor Defendant"Petra·lneorporated
. .. . - ....._ _ . .__.. -- - -"--"'- --._.__._-----_. _.. .. - ... -, .. _, ..-_ .._..__._- ._------'.-----_...__ ._..-_._- _. '---
IN TIlE DISTlUCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDIClALDISTRICf.OF
THE STATE OJ'IDAHO, IN AND F.OR THE'COUNTY OF ADA .
****** .




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,' .
Defendant
Case No. CV OC 0907257
PETRA INCORPORATED~SPONSE
DATED AUGUST 21, ~009 TO THE CITY
OF MERIDIAN'S· FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO
DEFENDANT PETRA INCORPORATED
Petra Incorporated ("Petra''), by and through its undersigne4 couns~l, pursuant to R.uI~
.~3, 34 and 36 .ofthe Idaho ItuIes of'Civil Proced':JfC; respOnds to Plaintiffs City of Meridian's
- ...-'-" _..._" (Meridian) -First·Set.ofInter-rogatories, Requestsfor Pro~etien of Documents ·and'Requests for :.' "
Admissions, served on or about July 22, 2009 as follows:
PETRA INCORPORATED RESPONSE DATED AUGUST 21,2009 TO mE CITY OF
MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF INTlmROGATORlBS, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
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of
witness any person iden~ed by Petra or Meridian- during the course ofdiscovery. Disclosure of
witnesses will be made as required -by the_Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and the Court's
Scheduling Order.
INTERROGATOR'¥ NO. 16: Identify each and every person Petra expects to caU as an
expert wi1ness at any -hearing or at tri~ stating in detail- as to each such person: (a) full name,
home- ~~YSin~~~ lmd _.te1~(LmmLber;:_(bLedu~JlatJm~_kgmund;_:..(gL _
experience in the matter to which he is expected to testify; (d) subject matter on which he is
expected to testify; ( e) substance of the facts and opinions to which he is eXpected to testify and
a summary ofthe grounds for each opinion; and (f) manner in'which -such expert became familiar
with the facts ofthis case.
RESPONSE: As of the date of this response, Petra has not determined who may be
called as an expert witness, ifany, or who may be retained or called to testify at a hearing or trial
of_ this mauet. Disclosure of expert witnesses will be made as required by the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure and the Com's Scheduling Order.
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Identify each and every exhibit Petra intends to introduce
at the trial ofthis case or at any hearing or during the course ofany deposition to be conducted in
this action identifying each such exlnoit by author, date, and subject matter.
_.JWSPONSE~ _As of~e date ofthis response, Petta has not identified__ the exhib.its that it
may introduce or utilize during a hearing or mal of this matter, but Petra reserves the right to
introduce as exhibits any docwnents produced during the course of discovery, including at
PBTRAINCORPORATEDRBSPONSEDATEDAUGUST21.2009TOTHB CITY OF Page 14
MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF INTBRROGATORIBS, REQUESTS FORPRODUC110N
OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO DEFENDANT PETRA INCORPORATED
003630
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho)
Municipal Corporation, )











CONTINUED DEPOSITION OF EUGENE BENNETT
April 20 and 21, 2010
Boise, Idaho
Janet French, CSR #946, RPR
003631
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Eugene Bennett- Vol. II April 20, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
1 Who at Petra provided that notification? 1 that was in place at that point, and I don't have
2 A. Pat Kershisnik. 2 that. What I recall is that it was unclear as to the
3 Q. And what was Mr. Kershisnik's role at Petra? 3 extent ofPetra's duties and the extent ofMeridian
4 A. He was a contracts man. 4 City Hall's duties to keep the project within the $12
5 Q. What does that mean? 5 million budget.
6 A. He helped put together contracts for Petra. 6 Q. Okay. Well, as of July 31, 2006,· had you
7 Q. All right. Was he a licensed attorney? 7 prepared some kind ofestimate which allowed you to
8 A. I don't know. 8 state to Mr. Kershisnik that the, quote, actual
9 Q. Was Mr. Kershisnik a cost estimator? 9 construction budget will cover the core and shell and
10 A. No. 10 the surface parking but will be exhausted some point
11 Q. How is it that Mr. Kershisnik came by the 11 during the costing of the plaza and prior to even
12 knowledge that the project could possibly not be 12 beginning the tenant improvements?
13 completed for $12.2 million? 13 A. We had not prepared an estimate. We used
14 MR. WALKER: Objection. Calls for speculation. 14 this as an example ofwhat could occur, and that it
15 THE WITNESS: I'd have to read Exhibit C. 15 needed to be clear in the contract who was responsible
16 MR. TROUT: All right. Well, let's go off the 16 for what.
17 record. 17 Q. Well, as of July 31st, are you testifying
18 (Deposition Exhibit No. 55 marked.) 18 today that you or Petra notified Meridian that the
19 MR. TROUT: Back on the record. 19 project could possibly not be completed for $12.2
20 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed wt at20 million?
21 has been marked as Exhibit No. 55 for identification. 21 MR. WALKER: Objection. Asked and answered.
22 Do you recognize that document? 22 THE WITNESS: That's what this e-mail conveyed
23 A. I do. 23 them.
24 Q. What is it? 24 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. As ofJuly 31st, hov
25 A. It's an e-mail from Pat Kershisnik to Frank 25 much did Petra think it was going to cost to build
Page 324 Page 326
1 Lee. 1 this project?
2 Q. Okay. And this indicates that 2 A. We had no idea.
3 Mr. Kershisnik had some conversation with you; is tha 3 Q. Okay. Why didn't you have any idea?
4 correct? 4 A. There wasn't anything to look at to get an
5 A. That's correct. S idea from.
6 Q. Tell us the substance of the conversation 6 Q. SO there were no plans; correct?
7 between you and Mr. Kershisnik that gave rise to this 7 A. No plans.
8 e-mail. 8 Q. No drawings?
9 A. We were negotiating the contract language 9 A. No drawings.
10 for Meridian City Hall, and we wanted to make sure 10 Q. No specifications?
11 that it was clear as to who was responsible for what 11 A. No.
12 in that contract language between Petra and the owner 12 Q. No baseline of any kind from which you coulc
13 in case the project went over budget. 13 call a conclusion as to what the possible cost of this
14 Q. Okay. What budget? 14 project could be; correct?
15 A. $12.2 million that was in the contract. 15 A. There were no plans in place to put together
16 Q. All right. And so tell me precisely what 16 a detailed estimate; that's correct.
17 you said to Mr. Kershisnik. 17 Q. Did you prepare any kind of estimate as of
18 A. That if this thing went over budget, we 18 July 31 st, 2006?
19 needed to have language in there that spelled out who 19 A. I don't recall preparing an estimate.
20 was responsible for what, and so he put this e-mail 20 Q. Okay. You didn't have anything to prepare
21 together to get the language in there as to who was 21 an estimate from on July 31 st, 2006, did you, sir?
22 responsible for what. 22 A. No, sir. We did not.
23 Q. When you say, "who is responsible for what," 23 Q. All right. Now, would I be correct -- and
24 what specifically are you referring to? 24 I'm going to turn your attention back to Deposition
25 A. Well, I'd have to read through the contract 25 Exhibit No.2, if we can.
Page 325 Page 327
o
31 (Pages 324 to 327)
Associated Reporting Inc.
208.343.4004 003632



















































                  
                
                   
                 
        
                   
                  
             
                 
            
                     
             
              
                  
                   
            
           
               
               
           
                
             
     
              
                     
    
    
            
                  
            
      
                
              
     
           
              
              
                    
                   
         
                   
               
                
              
                  
                   
                       
          
                   
                
               
    
     
   
 
 



























Q. Okay. Are you telling me that Petra still 2
retains in some file a copy ofa preliminary draft of 3
the construction management agreement? 4
A. No. 5
Q. Okay. Okay. 6
A. But I think there were preliminary drafts 7
put together. 8
Q. Well, I don't know whether there were or not 9
and, frankly, that's not my question. 10
A. Okay. 11
Q. My question is twofold, and I'll ask you the 12
first question singularly. At any time prior to 13
August 1st, 2006, did you personally participate in 14
any discussion with the City ofMeridian in which 15
paragraph F was discussed? 16
A. Not that I recall. 17
Q. All right. At any time prior to August 1st, 18
2006, did Jerry Frank report to you on some meeting or 19
discussion that he was involved in that you weren't, 20
that specifically talked about paragraph F? 21
A. I don't remember any. 22
Q. All right. Other than yourself and Jerry 23
Frank, was anyone else involved in the discussions 24
with the City ofMeridian on Petra's behalfleading up 25
Page 332
MR. WALKER: Can we take a break?
MR. TROUT: Not quite.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Let me ask you this: What
personal knowledge, since you didn't have any
discussions with anyone from the City ofMeridian
about paragraph F, and you didn't look at any
documents related to the City ofMeridian about
paragraph F, what personal knowledge do you have
regarding paragraph F prior to August 1st of2006?
MR. WALKER: Objection. Mischaracterizes his
testimony.
THE WITNESS: Well, the personal knowledge I had
was that it came from the draft contracts that that
number was in there.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) And that's it?
A. That's all I recall.
MR. TROUT: Okay. We can take a break now.
(Recess taken from 2:56 p.m. to 3:03 p.m.)
MR. TROUT: Back on the record.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Directing your attention,
sir, to Exhibit No. 7 in the exhibit book in front of
you.
Do you have that?
A. I do.
Q. What is it, sir?
Page 334
A. It's an estimate dated January 15th, 2007.
Q. Okay. And I want to make sure that we
understand what this document really is.
Was this prepared by you?
A. It was prepared by Petra.
Q. Who prepared it?
A. It was prepared by Steve Pierce, Wes Bettis,
and myself.
Q. And what's Steve's last name? Can you spell
the last?
A. No. It's Pierce.
Q. Okay. P-I-E-R-C-E sound right?
A. Close enough.
Q. All right. What was Mr. Pierce's position
at Petra as of January the 15th, 2007?
A. Estimator.
Q. Okay. Is he still with the company?
A. He is.
Q. What role did Mr. Pierce play in the
preparation of this document?
A. He reviewed the 20 percent set of drawings
and helped Wes put the estimate together.
Q. Okay. Let's see if we can flush that out a
little bit. Would I be correct in understanding that




























to the signing of this contract on the 1st of August?
MR. WALKER: Objection. Lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: Well, Pat Kershisnik.
MR. TROUT: Perfect.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) And at any time prior to
August 1st, 2006, did Pat Kershisnik report to you on
any discussion he had that you weren't personally
present for which specifically discussed paragraph F?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay.
A. And it resulted in this e-mail.
Q. All right. Anything other than that e-mail?
Do you remember anything said by Mr. Kershisnik?
A. I don't recall anything else.
Q. All right. So ifyou didn't have any
discussions with anyone prior to August 1st, and you
didn't look at any documents prepared by anyone at the
City ofMeridian on or before August 1st related to
paragraph F, is there any other piece of information
that you have personal knowledge ofrelated to
paragraph F that you haven't told me about here today?
MR. WALKER: Objection. Lack offoundation.
Mischaracterizes his testimony. Compound.
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Q. Did they represent to you that they were at 3
a 20 percent complete stage? 4
A. They defmed them as 20 percent complete 5
architecturally. There were no structural, no MEPs, 6
no fmishes. 7
Q. Okay. And would I be correct in assuming 8
that someone at Petra did a take off? 9
A. Some take off in areas that could be taken 10
off, yes. 11
Q. All right. And how about for the elements 12
that did not have a take offprepared, how were they 13
e~imared? 14
A. Well, in the case ofmechanical, electrical, 15
and plumbing, we contacted the design engineers as to 16
what their estimare was. 17
Q. And who did you contact? 18
A. The electrical engineer was Eidam, the 19
mechanical engineer was Engineering Inc. 20
Q. Okay. And did you receive something in 21
writing from them? 22
A. I'd have to check the files to verify that. 23
Q. Was a written take off prepared by 24
Mr. Pierce? 25
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A. I'd have to check the files to check on
that.
Q. We specifically asked for all the take offs
or estimating files and have not been provided ofany
documents applicable to that category.
Do you know whether those documents exist or
Page 337
A. It meant that that was the number that was
in the contract with the City ofMeridian.
Q. Okay.
A. And that was their, quote, budget.
Q. Okay. At any time in the course ofthe
project and up to the date that you signed your
affidavit on April the 7th, 2009, did you change the
meaning ofthe word budget as it's used in Exhibit
No.7?
A. Can you clarify the question for me?
Q. Sure. We know that you used the column in
Exhibit No. 7 identified as the budget; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. And the other column identified in Exhibit
No.7 is a cost estimate?
A. That's correct.
Q. At any time between January 15th, 2007, and
April 7th of2010, did you personally change the
definition of budget that you started with on January
the 15th, 2007?
A. Well, the definition was 12.2 million and
the City changed that definition.
Q. I wasn't talking about the City. I asked
you a question about what you were doing. My question
is: In the period January 15,2007, through April 7,
Page 338
20 I0, did you change the definition ofthe term
"budget" as you used it on Exhibit No. 7?
A. Yes.
Q. When?
A. When the City told us to.
Q. Well, tell me, first, what's the -- what is
the date when the City told you to change the
definition ofthe term "budget"?
A. Well, every time that the budget went up and
we presented those numbers then that number was
changed in our report.
Q. That wasn't my question, sir.
A. Then I'm not understanding.
Q. All right. You differentiated on Exhibit
No. 7 between a budget and a cost estimate; correct?
A. We did.
Q. And those are two different things as you
presented this information to the City on January
15th, 2007, aren't they, sir?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. When did the City direct you to
change the definition of the term "budget" from that
which you were using on January IS, 2007?
A. In the January 2007 meeting.
Q. All right. Tell me what was said by a
Page 339
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not? 7 
A. I'll have to go look at the backup to this 8 
sheet to see if they exist. 9 
Q. All right. Where in Petra's files are you 10 
going to look? 11 
A. Well, I'm not sure if they exist anymore or 12 
not after we had that crash. 13 
Q. All right. 14 
A. Because they were electronic. 15 
Q. All right. The first column has the word 16 
"budget" at the top. 17 
A. It does. 18 
Q. Okay. What does the word budget mean to 19 
you? 20 
A. The figure of 12.2 million as entered in 21 
that column and that came from the contract. 22 
Q. Okay. I understand that. My question is: 23 
When Petra used the word "budget" on Exhibit No.7, 24 
what did it mean? 25 
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1 representative of the City, and tell me who it was 1
2 fi~ 2
3 A. Well, it was -- it was Keith Bird, and he 3
4 said they would find the money somewhere to build the 4
5 building that was over their budget. 5
6 Q. Okay. 6
7 A. So at that meeting I changed the budget. 7
8 Q. That wasn't the question I was asking. 8
9 A. Well, I'm sorry. I'm not understanding your 9
10 question. 10
11 Q. Okay. Well, we are going to work at this 11
12 until you understand it. 12
13 MR. WALKER: It might helpful ifyou asked a 13
14 comprehensible question, something anybody could 14
15 understand, because I don't understand the question 15
16 either. 16
17 MR. TROUT: Well, you know, your commentary anI 17
18 your apparent criticism isn't a proper objection, 18
19 which you should know, and ifyou have some issue with 19
20 my personal style ofasking questions, I suggest we 20
21 take that up in front ofthe judge, and ifyou would 21
22 like to do that now, Mr. Walker, I'm happy to do that. 22
23 MR. WALKER: We'll take it up at the appropriate 23
24 time. I don't want to waste any more time. 24
25 I have an objection on lack offoundation. 25
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A. Yes.
Q. Okay. That was a figure that was agreed
upon by Petra and the City when they signed this
contract on August 1st, 2006; correct?
MR. WALKER: Objection. Lack of foundation.
MR. TROUT: Well, what's the foundation that's
missing? It's right in the document signed by Petra.
MR. WALKER: Ifyou'd look at the rest of
contract, it addresses the cost estimates, paragraph
4.5.9.
MR. TROUT: We'll get to that.
MR. WALKER: Well, it would be nice if you get to
it now, because it impacts this testimony, and I think
you are trying to mislead the witness.
MR. TROUT: Well, you'll get a full opportunity
to ask the witness questions when I'm done, Counsel,
so ifyou'd quit coaching now, that would be great.
Now, do you understand my question?
MR. WALKER: I'm sorry. If you could read it
back for me please.
(The question was read back.)
TIIE WITNESS: It was a figure that was given to
Petra as the maximum cost of the project.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. And Petra agreed



























MR. TROUT: All right. We'll start with the 1
basics, since Mr. Walker wants additional foundation. 2
Q. (BY MR. TROUn Directing your attention to 3
Exhibit No.7, will you tell me as the representative 4
ofPetra the construction manager and the project 5
manager as of January 15, 2007, what the term "budget" 6
means? 7
A. The term "budget" came from the contract and 8
it meant that was the budget that the City had set for 9
the project at $12,200,000. 10
Q. All right. Let's go back to the contract. 11
Since Mr. Walker would like additional foundation, 12
we'll give it to him. 13
Directing your attention to Exhibit No.2; 14
do you have that in front ofyou, sir? 15
A. Yes, sir. 16
Q. All right. Would you identify for me in 17
Exhibit No.2 where you find the word "budget" as you 18
claim it came from the contract. 19
A. It's on page 9. 20
Q. All right. And point out for me, sir, on 21
page 9 where you see the word "budget"? 22
A. Paragraph F at the top ofthe page. 23
Q. All right. And that's $12.2 million; 24
correct? 25
Page 341
MR. WALKER: Objection. Calls for a legal
conclusion.
THE WITNESS: We agreed that was the number that
they had given us.
MR. TROUT: Okay.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Now, in paragraph 15 ofyou
affidavit, you say that on January 15th, Petra
presented to the City with a preliminary budget of
15,475,160; correct?
A. I did.
Q. All right. Directing your attention to
Exhibit No.7, the 15,475,160 is a cost estimate,
isn't it, sir?
A. It is on that document, and then in the
meeting with the City, Keith Bird said that we'll find
the money somewhere and that became the budget.
Q. Well, are you telling me that Keith Bird had
the authority to vote all of the votes for the members
ofthe City Council ofthe City ofMeridian?
MR. WALKER: Objection. Lack offoundation.
THE WITNESS: I don't know the answer to that.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. Well, did you
assume on January the 15th that Mr. Bird had the
ability to vote all of the votes of the City Council
on any issue of any kind?
Page 343
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1 MR. WALKER: Objection. Lack of foundation and 1 15th, because that was the date on the document.
2 calls for a legal conclusion. 2 Q. Well, this is the date it was created, isn't
3 TIlE WITNESS: We assumed that what he said he 3 it?
4 meant. 4 A. I'm not sure, but I think it's the date that
5 MR. TROUT: Okay. 5 we presented it.
6 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Were you told by anyone on 6 Q. You don't know for sure, do you?
7 January 15th, 2007, that Mr. Bird had the authority to 7 A. Sitting right here, I don't. I need to go
8 bind the entire City Council of the City ofMeridian 8 look at the calendar to verify that.
9 by himself? 9 Q. And you didn't know for sure when you signed
10 A. No. 10 your affidavit on the 7th ofApril, did you, sir?
11 Q. All right. At that time, were you told by 11 A. Yeah, I did.
12 Mr. Bird that the City ofMeridian was adopting your 12 Q. Okay.
13 figure of$15,475,160 as the approved budget for this 13 A. I need to verify it.
14 project? 14 Q. Well, what are you going to look at?
15 A. We were told that they would find the money 15 A. I'm going to look at the calendar that we
16 somewhere. And that we offered to go back and show 16 put this thing together from.
17 them how to reduce the project back to 12.2 million, 17 Q. Did you look at the calendar that you put
18 and later, they said, we don't want to do that. 18 this thing -- this, being the affidavit you put
19 Q. My question for you, sir, very specifically 19 together from, on the day you signed your affidavit?
20 is: On January the 15th, 2007, were you specifically 20 A. No. It was prior to that.
21 told by Mr. Bird that the City ofMeridian approved 21 Q. Did you look at any meeting minutes from
22 $15,475,160 as the approved budget for this project? 22 January 15th, 2007, on the day you signed your
23 A. He didn't use the words "approved budget." 23 affidavit?
24 Q. All right. At the meeting on January 15th, 24 A. No. But prior to that, I did.
25 2007, would I be correct in understanding that that 25 Q. SO you were sure you knew the answer on
Page 344 Page 346
1 was the only time that this was presented to the City, 1 April 7th, but you just don't know today on April the
2 this being Exhibit No.7? 2 20th; is that right?
3 A. I'm not sure. 3 A. I need to re-verify it.
4 Q. Okay. And it's your testimony there was a 4 (Deposition Exhibit No. 56 marked.)
5 meeting on January 15,2007; is that right? 5 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed
6 A. I'd have to check the meeting minutes to 6 what's been marked as Exhibit No. 56, and this is,
7 verify that date. 7 I'll represent to you, a copy ofExhibit E from your
8 Q. Well, ifI take a look at paragraph 15 of 8 affidavit, and I'd like to you compare that to Exhibit
9 your affidavit, you say on January 15,2007, Petra 9 No.7, ifyou would please, and tell me ifthey are
10 presented the City with a preliminary budget of 10 identical documents.
11 15,475,160; is that correct? 11 A. It appears to be.
12 A. That is correct. 12 Q. And correctly, if I understand the document,
13 Q. How was it presented on that day? 13 you identify in paragraph 17 ofyour affidavit Exhibit
14 A. I'm not sure. I've got to go check the 14 No. 56 and Exhibit No.7 as the project cost
15 files to know whether that was sent over to them, and 15 spreadsheet; correct?
16 the meeting was after that, or if it all occurred on 16 A. I'm sorry. I'm trying to read that. What
17 the same day. 17 paragraph are you are reading from?
18 Q. Okay. Did you write paragraph IS? 18 Q. 17, sir.
19 A. Yes. 19 A. Yes.
20 Q. You did? 20 Q. And you called it a project cost spreadsheet
21 A. Yes. 21 because it was, in fact, a cost estimate; correct?
22 Q. Okay. So on April the 7th of2010 when you 22 A. That's correct.
23 signed this affidavit, you didn't know how it was 23 Q. Okay. Now, ifI understand your affidavit
24 presented? 24 correctly, paragraph 18, as of the date that you
25 A. Well, we knew it was presented on January 25 prepared Exhibit 56, you knew that according to the 20
Page 345 Page 347
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[Page 568]
1 REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
2 STATE OF IDAHO
SSe
3 COUNTY OF ADA
4
5 I, JANET FRENCH, Certified Shorthand Reporter and
6 Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho, do hereby
7 certify:
8 That prior to being examined, the witness named
9 in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
10 testify to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
11 the truth;
12 That said deposition was taken down by me in
13 shorthand at the time and place therein named and
14 thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
15 and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
16 true and verbatim record of said deposition.
17 I further certify that I have no interest in the




WITNESS my hand and seal this day of------
J N T FRENCH,
C , RPR and Notary
Public in and for the
State of Idaho.
~5 My Commission Expires: 10-28-2010
Associated Reporting Inc.
208.343.4004 003637
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Thomas G. Walker [twalker@CoshoLaw.com]
Tuesday, April 20, 2010 5:56 AM
Kim Trout




I reviewed the City's Reply Memorandum. You state on page 8 that "... the City has scheduled, and
Noticed, an evidentiary hearing for April 29, 2010." However, we have not received such a notice.
The notice we received vacated the April 220d hearing and rescheduled it for April 29th• No mention
of an evidentiary hearing is made in the notice. Further, the Reply claims that Idaho Code § 6-1604
requires an evidentiary hearing. The statute, however, provides that ... a party may, pursuant to a
pretrial motion and after hearing before the court, amend the pleadings to include a prayer for relief
seeking punitive damages. The court shall allow the motion to amend the pleadings if, after weighing
the evidence presented, the court concludes that, the moving party has established at such hearing a
reasonable likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to support an award of punitive damages." My
experience under the new version of § 6-1604 is that the court weighs the evidence presented by
way of affidavit testimony and admissible documentary evidence, not by holding an evidentiary
hearing.
Also, I notified you by email yesterday that the Petra personnel who I anticipate calling as witnesses
are not available on April 29th• Further, I also expect to call an expert witness to testify regarding
Petra's performance and the applicable standard of care. I doubt that Petra's expert will be prepared
to testify by April 29th• If you intend to proceed with an evidentiary hearing, please provide me with
available dates for the evidentiary hearing after May 7th•
Finally, please provide me with available dates for the continued deposition of Keith Watts and the
depositions of Charlie Roundtree, Ted Baird and Bill Nary during the period commencing on May 24
and ending on June 18th, except for June 2nd and June 7th, which dates are already booked.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
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This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or
entity to which they are addressed. Ifyou are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing,
copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents ofthis information is strictly prohibited. If
you have received this email in error please notifY the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views or
opinions presented in this email are solely those ofthe author and not necessarily those ofCosho Humphrey,
LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence ofviruses. Cosho Humphrey,
LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email.
IRS Circular 230 Notice:
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any other person
(i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or arrangement or (ii) for the purpose of
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation, Case No. CV OC 09-7257
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR
A POSTPONEMENT OF HEARING ON
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
COMES NOW PlaintiffjCounterdefendant the City of Meridian, ("City"), by and through
its counsel of record, Kim J. Trout of Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., and hereby
submits the following Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Rule 56(t) Motion for a Postponement
of the Hearing on Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment.
I. INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
This litigation was initiated when the City of Meridian filed its original Complaint on April
16, 2009. Defendant Petra, Incorporated ("Defendant" or "Petra") responded with its Answer and
Counterclaim on May 6, 2009. Thereafter, Petra amended its Counterclaim on July 10, 2009, which
the City answered on August 21,2009. In addition, currendy pending before the Court is the City's
Motion to file its First Amended Complaint.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR A POSTPONEMENT OF
HEARING ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARYJUDGMENT - 1 003640
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On May 6, 2010, prior to the completion of the depositions of Mr. Coughlin and Mr.
Bennett, Petra filed its Motion for Summary Judgment seeking a determination from the Court upon
fifteen separate factual issues, including issues involved in the ongoing deposition of Mr. Coughlin
and Mr. Bennett. In addition to providing 1054 pages of exhibits in support of its Motion for
Summary Judgment, Petra incorporated its Opposition to the City's Motion to Amend, filed on
April 8, 2010, which also includes over 1,000 pages of exhibits and an affidavit from Mr. Bennett
that contains 129 paragraphs. Affidavit ofKim Trout in Support ofPlaintiff's Rule 56(f) Motion ('Trout
AjJ.'j ~~ 7-9.
Not only does the City dispute each and every statement of undisputed facts alleged by
Petra, the only undisputed fact in this case is that the parties agree upon is that there was an
agreement for Petra to act as the construction manager on the Meridian City Hall project.
Notwithstanding, Petra seeks summary judgment on the alleged undisputed facts by relying upon
the affidavit from undisclosed experts and affidavits from Petra employees whose depositions are
currently ongoing. Due to the fact that Petra failed to disclose any experts in this matter prior to
the filing of its Motion for Summary Judgment, the City has been prevented from having a
meaningful opportunity to cross-examine the qualifications and opinions of its experts and conclude
the depositions of key Petra witnesses.
As discussed in more detail below, Petra's Motion is premature, as significant questions
remain that require further analysis including, but not limited to, Petra's performance, the parties'
knowledge, the validity of the alleged amendments and alleged supplementations to the
Construction Management Agreement, and what "extra services" Petra provided to the City.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR A POSTPONEMENT OF
HEARING ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2 003641
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II. LEGAL STANDARD
Rule 5600 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
Rule 56(f) provides:
Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the party
cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the party's
opposition, the court may refuse the application for judgment or may order a
continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or
discovery to be had or may make such other order as is just.
Idaho R. Civ. P. 56(f). A party seeking relief pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f) must
"do so in good faith by affirmatively demonstrating why he cannot respond to a movant's affidavits
... and how postponement of a ruling on the motion will enable him, by discovery or other means, to
rebut the movant's showing of the absence of a genuine issue of fact." Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp.,
141 Idaho 233, 239, 108 P.3d 380, 386 (2005) (quoting Allen v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc., 81 F.3d 793,
797 (8th Cir.1996)). Accordingly, a Rule 56(f) motion must set forth "what further discovery would
reveal that is essential to justify their opposition ... [and] ... what information is sought and how it
would preclude summary judgment." Id., (quoting Nicholas v. Wallenstein, 266 F.3d 1083, 1088-89 (9th
Cir.2001)); see also Doe v. Sisters ofHo!J Cross, 126 Idaho 1036,895 P.2d 1229 (Ct. App. 1995) (finding
district court erred in denying plaintiffs request for relief pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(f) where discovery
sought was relevant to claims being pursued).
III. ARGUMENT
A. The City Is Entided to Its Fundamental Owortunity to Cross-Examine the Expert
Witnesses Recently Identified by Petra Prior to the Court Deciding Any Issues on
Summary Judgment.
Rule 26 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure "unambiguously imposes a continuing duty to
supplement responses to discovery with respect to the substance and subject matter of expert's
testimony where initial responses have been rejected, modified, expanded upon, or otherwise altered
in some matter." Schmechel v. Dille, 148 Idaho 176,219 P.3d 1192, 1197 (2005); Idaho R. Civ. P. 26.
:MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR A POSTPONE:MENT OF
HEARING ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARYJUDG:MENT - 3 003642
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"In cases involving expert testimony, a prohibition against discovery of information held by expert
witnesses produces in acute form the very evils that discovery has been created to prevent.
Effective cross-examination of an expert witness requires advance preparation." Id.
It is fundamental that opportunity be had for full cross-examination, and this cannot
be done properly in many cases without resort to pretrial discovery, particularly
when expert witnesses are involved. Before an attorney can even hope to deal on
cross-examination with an unfavorable expert opinion he must have some idea of
the bases of that opinion and the data relied upon. If the attorney is required to await
examination at trial to get this information, he often will have too little time to
recognize and expose vulnerable spots in the testimony.
Id.
While the court in Schmechel was not faced with the question of cross-examination on a
motion for summary judgment, the principle of a fair opportunity to cross-examine witnesses,
particularly expert witnesses, applies equally and is fundamental to achieve a fair and accurate
judicial resolution whether on summary judgment or at trial. See id.
Where expert witnesses are employed, cross-examination is even more crucial
to ensuring accurate fact-finding. Since, as in this case information submitted by
an expert witness generally consists of opinions, cross-examination is necessary to
not only test the witness's knowledge and competence in the field to which his
testimony relates but also to elicit the facts on which he relied in forming his
opuuons.
State v. Creech, 105 Idaho 362, 380, 670 P.2d 463, 481 (1983) (emphasis added).
In this case, the City initiate formal discovery on July 22, 2009 by propounding its First Set
of Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents and Requests for Admissions upon Petra.
Trout A./f. ~~ 3-5 and Ex. A. The City's Interrogatory No. 16 requested that Petra:
Identify each and every person Petra expects to call as an expert witness at
any hearing or at trial, stating in detail as to each such person: (a) full name,
home address, business address and telephone number; (b) educational
background; (c) experience in the matter to which he is expected to testify;
(d) subject matter on which he is expected to testify; ( e) substance of the
facts and opinions to which he is expected to testify and a summary of the
grounds for each opinion; and (f) manner in which such expert became
familiar with the facts of this case.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR A POSTPONEMENT OF
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Petra did not provide any infonnation in its response but merely stated that it had not
detennined who it may call as an expert witness. Trout Aff. ~~ 3-5 and Ex. A. Thereafter, while
Petra has supplemented its discovery on several occasions, Petra failed to disclose any expert witness
information prior to its Motion for Summary Judgment. Trout Aff. ~ 6.
Petra is under an obligation, both under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and the City's
discovery requests, to timely supplement it answer to the City's requests for infonnation concerning
expert witnesses to provide the City with an opportunity to respond to the infonnation, including
deposing the expert witnesses. Clearly, Petra is not required to only supplement this infonnation
after its experts: had been retained, provided with infonnation, perfonned investigations, provided
reports and opinions, and a Motion for Summary Judgment, containing over a thousand pages of
documents was filed. Petra's actions in delaying the disclosure of infonnation related to its retained
experts until after the Motion for Summary Judgment was filed, which Motion relies heavily upon
the opinions of its experts, does not comply with Petra's discovery obligations or provide the City
with a meaningful opportunity to cross-examine Petra's experts before the hearing on Petra's
Motion.
Here, other than an unspecific reference by counsel for Petra on April 20, 2010, that Petra
expected to "call an expert to testify regarding Petra's perfonnance and the applicable standard of
care," the City received no infonnation regarding the identity or opinions of Petra's expert
witnesses. Trout Aff. ~ 17, Ex. C. It was not until May 6, 2010, the date of Petra's Motion for
Summary Judgment, that the City first learned that Petra had retained Jack K. Lemley and Richard
K. Bauer as construction management experts. Id. at ~~ 17-18. Prior to the Motion for Summary
Judgment, the City was not aware of the expert witnesses' retention or opinions in this matter. Id. at
~ 17. As a result, the City has not had an opportunity to cross-examine Mr. Bauer or Mr. Lemley
regarding their opinions, statements, interviews, investigations, and/or applicable standards of care.
:MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR A POSTPONEMENT OF
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In regard to Petta' Motion for Summary Judgment, the need to cross-examine Petta's expert
witnesses is vital to establish/rebut Petra's claims regarding Petta's alleged performance. The City
should have the fundamental opportunity to depose Mr. Lemley with respect to his expert opinions.
If granted the opportunity to depose Petta's expert(s), the City anticipates that it will discover
information including, but not limited to, that Mr. Lemley does not have the fundamental factual
background for the opinions he expresses with respect to: a) the actions taken, if any, by the City of
Meridian with respect to the Project; b) the actions taken, or the failures to act by Petta which
fundamentally impact the issue of standard of care and whether or not Petta met the standard of
care; and c) facts which were not disclosed to Mr. Lemley which might impact his opinion of Petta's
standard of care. TroutAff. ~ 19.
The City will utilize such information to establish that the information relied on by Mr.
Lemley is, in fact, not true. In addition, the City is entided to discover which alleged facts Mr.
Lemley relies upon in forming the opinions expressed, because Mr. Lemley's affidavit fails to state
the specific facts that are contained within the documents he reviewed, upon which he theoretically
relied on in forming his opinions as stated in his affidavit.
B. The City Should Be Entided To Continue Discovery With Respect to the "Facts"
Contained in Mr. Bennett's and Mr. Coughlin's Affidavits in Support of Petta's
Motion for Summary Judgment.
Petta's Motion, in essence, seeks to dismiss the City's claims alleged in its Complaint and in
its pending First Amended Complaint while key witnesses are in the middle of being deposed. As
evidenced by the record in this matter, discovery in this matter began shordy after the filing of this
case, and has been diligendy pursued by the City ever since. The City has diligendy sought to "flesh
out" the various issues involved in this complex case through the discovery process and should not
be prevented from continuing that process in light of Petta's Motion for Summary Judgment.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR A POSTPONEMENT OF
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The City has previously deposed Eugene Bennett on February 19, 2010, and Thomas R.
Coughlin on February 26,2010. TroutAff. ~~ 10 & 20. Mr. Bennett's deposition was continued, but
not yet completed, on April 20 and 21, 2010, and Mr. Coughlin's deposition remains to be
completed, which depositions were continued to a future time to be agreed upon by the parties. Id.
at ~~ 10 & 20. Despite the City's diligent efforts, the depositions of key witnesses have yet to be
completed. Id.
To date, the depositions of several key witnesses that were employed by Petra have already
revealed facts that dispute the facts Petra currendy asserts as "undisputed." Trout Aif. ~ 14 - 16.
For example, Petra states in Footnote 8 of its Statement of Undisputed Material Facts that "[b]ased
on the conceptual design documents received in December 2008 Petra informed the City that the
Initial Budget of the Project would be $15,474,160." Statement ofUndisputed Material Facts FN 8. Foot
Note 8 cites Mr. Bennett's affidavit filed on April 7, 2010, wherein he states that "[o]n January 15,
2007, Petra presented the City with a preliminary budget of $15,475,160 for the building based on
the initial 200/0 Shell & Core documents." However, Mr. Bennett stated during his deposition, taken
on April 20-21, 2010, that he presented a cost estimate, not budget, to Keith Bird, one of the City's
Councilman, not to the City as a legal entity. What is important for the Court to understand is that
Petra's assertion that the City adopted some type of 'budget' is simply false. Trout Aff. ~14, Ex. B
343:6-347:3.
The City never adopted the cost estimate as an approved budget. Id. Furthermore, Mr.
Bennett was not able to say, during his April 20-21, 2010 deposition, how the cost estimate was
presented to the City, but simply that it was presented. Id. As the deposition of Mr. Bennett has yet
to be completed, the City has not had the opportunity to fully 'flesh out' necessary facts related to
Petra's cost estimating that will be required to respond to the pending motion. All that is known
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR A POSTPONEMENT OF
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today, is that Petra wholly failed in its contractual duties related to cost estimating .Trout.AjJ. at ~~ 22
&23.
In addition, the Petra motion falsely relies on a basic underlying premise: that is, that there
were plans, drawings, specifications, and a cost estimate at the time of the signing of the
Construction Management Agreement upon which the Court can measure change, cost, and complexity
as those terms are used as the fundamental precepts for the Petra position, and as importandy, for
the Lemley opinions. Trout.AjJ. at ~ 16. The City is entided to complete the depositions of Coughlin
and Bennett as to these issues, as well to as examine Lemley upon the fundamental factual basis for
the Lemley opinions on cost and quality. It is important to note, that in beginning the examination
of Mr. Bennett on these issues, he admitted that Petra had no idea what the cost of the project
would be. TroutAif. ~ 16.
This is but one example that illustrates the necessity of allowing the City to conclude the
depositions of Mr. Bennett and Mr. Coughlin, as Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment gready
relies upon their statements, which have yet to be cross-examined.
As demonstrated above, the City expects that the continued deposition of Mr. Bennett and
Mr. Coughlin will demonstrate additional inconsistencies that undercut Petra's Statement of
Undisputed Material Facts and claims in this matter.
C. Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment Should Be Stricken for Violation ofLocal Rule
8.1.
The issues in this case revolve around the construction of a large commercial building, which
necessitates and involves extensive investigation, a detailed review of documents, interviewing
witnesses and related discovery procedures. As the Court can determine from the record in this
matter, the parties have consistendy sought discovery in this matter, which efforts are currendy
ongoing. Trout.AjJ. ~~ 3, 10,20 and 21.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR A POSTPONEMENT OF
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Moreover, a motion for summary judgment should not be utilized as a block to continued
good faith discovery on key issues. Notably, the page limitations within the Fourth District's Local
Rules and time limitation within the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure further indicate that a party,
given 14 days to respond to a motion for summary judgment, is typically responding to legal
argument and documentation that does not exceed 25 pages. Local R. 8.1.
Petra's Statement of Undisputed Material Facts, alone, consists of 49 pages. Petra has
literally put forth thousands of pages of records in support of its Motion for Summary Judgment.
Thus, in addition to the fact that Petra failed to timely disclose its expert witnesses and that
depositions of key deponents is ongoing, the State and Local Rules governing the summary
judgment process do not contemplate requiring a party to respond to a motion containing numerous
affiants and thousands of pages of documents within .14 days. Based on the totality of the
circumstances involved in this case, the City, pursuant to Rule 56(£), respectfully requests that the
hearing on Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment be postponed to allow the City to properly and
timely respond to the Motion. In the alternative, Petra's motion should be stricken for violation of
Local Rule 8.1.
D. In the Event ofA Denial of the tinTs Motion. the City Should Be Afforded an
Additional Minimum of14 Days from Such Denial to Provide a Substantive
Opposition to Petra's Motion.
The City respectfully submits that the record presented with the present motion is sufficient to
warrant relief pursuant to Rule 56(£). However, in the event that this Court denies the Motion, the City
requests that it be given fourteen (14) days from the denial of this Motion to file a substantive
opposition to Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment.
IV. CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth herein, the City requests that this Court grant its Motion for Relief
pursuant to Rule 56(£).
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By:
DATED this 19th day of May, 2010.
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IN THE DISTRICf COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDIOAL DISTRICf OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORA1ED, an Idaho
Cotparation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-07257
NOTICE OF HEARING ON
PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(f) MOTION




Date: Monday, May 24,2010
Time: 2:30 p.m.
TO: TIIE ABOVE NAMED PARTIES AND TIIEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the hearing on Plaintiff's Rule 56(f) Motion for a
Postponement of Hearing on Defendant's Motion for SummaryJudgment will be heard on the 24th
day of May, 2010, at the hour of 2:30 p.rn., or as soon thereafter as the parties may be heard. The
hearing is scheduled at the Ada County Courthouse located at 200 W. Front St., Boise, ID 83702.
DA1ED this 19th day of May, 2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 19th day of May, 2010, a true and correct copy of the above
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By E. HOWES
OEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR
HEARING ON PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(1)
MOTION FOR A POSTPONEMENT OF
HEARING ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
COMES NOW Plaintiff the City of Meridian ("City"), by and through its counsel of
record, the law firm of TROUT • JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A., and
hereby moves this Court, pursuant to Rule 6(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for an order
shortening the time for notice of hearing on Plaintiff's Rule 56(f) Motion for a Postponement of
Hearing on Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment. The hearing on Defendant's Motion for
Summary Judgment is scheduled to be heard on Monday, June 7, 2010, at 3:30 p.m. Plaintiffs
memorandum in opposition and supporting documents are due Monday, May 24, 2010. It is
necessary that Plaintiffs Rule 56(f) Motion for a Postponement of Hearing on Defendant's Motion
for Summary Judgment be heard on a time shortened basis.
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING - 1 003652
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DATED this 19th day of May, 2010.
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
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KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME FOR
HEARING ON PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(t)
MOTION FOR A POSTPONEMENT OF
HEARING ON DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
THIS COURT having reviewed Plaintiff's Motion for Order Shortening Time and good
cause appearing therefore;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the time period set forth
\ in Rule 6(d) ofthe Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure shall be shortened and Plaintiff shall be permitted
to argue its Rule 56(f) Motion for a Postponement ofHearing on Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment on Monday, May 24,2010 at 2:30 p.m.
-("
DATED this~ day ofMay, 2010.
J.'fP.JJtf-'E JUDGE WILPER
,_ ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING - I 003654
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; eklein@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
:.1~:S~~M :
MAY 2 12010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By KATHY J. BIEHl.
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO MERIDIAN'S RULE
56(f)MOTION FOR POSTPONEMENT
OF HEARING ON PETRA'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Petra Incorporated ("Petra") submits this Memorandum In Opposition To Meridian's
Rule 56(f) Motion For Postponement Of Hearing On Petra's Motion For Summary Judgment
that is presently scheduled for June 7, 2010.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Petra filed and served its motion for summary judgment on May 6, 2010 after more than
a year of expensive and time-consuming litigation that has involved extensive discovery and
depositions conducted by the City of Meridian ("Meridian" or "City"). 1 As of the date of this
memorandum, Petra has incurred attorney fees of more than $250,000 and litigation costs of
more than $87,700 in this case?
Obviously, this litigation has been comprehensive. It is axiomatic that the longer this
case goes on the more it will cost Petra, not only in money, but also in the non-productive time
that Petra's employees will have to spend dealing with the City's claims. In addition, the
continuing pendency of this case has caused Petra to lose several important opportunities to
pursue new work because of the stigma associated with being a defendant in a lawsuit by the
City?
On March 30,2010, Meridian filed a Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint
and Add a Claim for Punitive Damages. This motion exacerbated an already intolerable
situation. Regardless of how meritless, the City's claims of oppressive, fraudulent, malicious
and outrageous conduct carry with them a taint that is extremely difficult to dispel.
Recognizing the significance of the City's punitive damages claims, Petra filed and
served a comprehensive response within seven days in order to proceed expeditiously with the
1 See Meridian's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint, etc., in
which Meridian states: "Through conducting extensive discovery and depositions in this case, the City has
discovered facts that support the additional causes of action set forth in the First Amended Complaint, including the
fraud claims that are plead with particularity." See Memorandum at page 4.
2 Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated May 20, 2010 at 'II 4.
3 Affidavit of Jerald S. Frank dated May 20, 2010 at'll 6.
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April 15,2010 hearing set by Meridian. After receiving Petra's response, Meridian vacated the
April 15, 2010 hearing and rescheduled it for April 22, 2010. Meridian then vacated the April
22, 2010 hearing date and, for the first time, noticed up an evidentiary hearing for April 29,
2010. It is likely that Meridian's counsel realized that the evidence submitted on April 1,2010
in support of the City's motion for leave to add punitive damages was inadequate so he
scheduled an evidentiary hearing in order to get a "second bite ofthe apple."
Petra then retained Lemley International on April 19, 2010, so that it could put on expert
testimony"... that Petra exercised ordinary and reasonable care with the same degree of
professional skill, diligence and judgment as is customary in this community among construction
managers performing work for projects of a size, scope and complexity similar to the Project.,,4 The
April 29 evidentiary hearing date was subsequently vacated and reset for June 14,2010.
The trial in this case has been vacated twice. The original trial commencement date of
February 17, 2010 was vacated and reset to September 1, 2010. The September 1, 2010 trial
commencement date was vacated and reset for December 1,2010.
2. FACTS, LAW AND ARGUMENT
2.1 Meridian's motion should be denied because the City has not met its burden
under Rule 56(f).
Meridian seeks more time to respond to Petra's motion for summary judgment. The
City's motion should be denied because it has not met its burden under Rule 56(f) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure. In addition, Petra will be further prejudiced if the summary judgment
4 Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated May 20, 2010 at -,r 9; Affidavit of Jack K. Lemley dated April 30, 2010 at-,r
15.
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MERIDIAN'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR
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proceedings are delayed. Obviously, delay by the City has been the rule rather than the
exception in this case.
Meridian has had an adequate opportunity to address the matters raised in Petra's motion
for summary judgment because, in addition to the extensive discovery in which it has engaged,
the City presumably conducted a thorough investigation of the relevant facts and analysis of
applicable law before filing its complaint last year on April 16, 2009.
More recently, on March 30, 2010, Theodore W. Baird, Jr., Meridian's Assistant City
Attorney, claimed under oath that the City had discovered evidence that Petra engaged in
oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct that caused Meridian to seek leave to
amend its complaint to add a claim for punitive damages. Surely, the City had garnered all of the
relevant evidence it needed to support such a serious accusation.
Meridian's Rule 56(f) motion is based upon the following allegations:
• Petra did not timely disclose its experts, Jack K. Lemley and Richard K. Bauer.
This claim is without merit because -
o Petra was not required to disclose its testifying experts under the Court's
second scheduling order until after Meridian disclosed its expert.5
o On April 20, 2010, Petra's counsel informed Mr. Trout by email that Petra
would likely call an expert witness at the evidentiary hearing the City had scheduled on its
5 The Court's second scheduling order required Meridian to disclose its experts by April 28, 2010. The City
disclosed Steven J. Amento as its expert in its April 19, 2010 Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion
for Leave to File First Amended Complaint.
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MERIDIAN'S RULE 56(t) MOTION FOR




               
    
              
               
              
            
             
              
             
                  
          
          
               
      
             
          
              
                
                  
                   
       
          
         
 
  
motion to amend its complaint to add punitive damages.6 In spite of having this knowledge Mr.
Trout did not ask to take the deposition of Petra's experts, either then, or at any time since Petra
filed Mr. Lemley's affidavit on May 6, 2010.7
o Petra was not required to disclose its testifying experts under the Court's
second scheduling order until June 16,2010, 77 days prior to the September 1,2010 trial date.s
o Petra did not retain Lemley International in any capacity until April 19,
2010.9 This retention was in response to Meridian's Motion for Leave to File First Amended
Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages Under Idaho Code § 6-1604. 10 Petra met its
obligations to seasonably supplement its discovery responses under I.R.C.P. 26(e)(l) because it
disclosed its experts on May 6, 2010, just six days after receiving Mr. Lemley's expert opinion
on April 30, 2010. 11
• The City also claims that it has not been able to complete the depositions of Gene
Bennett and Tom Coughlin. Mr. Trout has conducted extensive and burdensome depositions of
Messrs. Frank, Bennett and Coughlin.
o Mr. Trout deposed Mr. Frank on March 3, 2010Y The transcript of Mr.
Frank's deposition runs 102 pages, and includes 11 exhibits, consisting of244 pagesY
6 Affidavit of Kim 1. Trout dated May 19, 2010 at ~ 17 and Exhibit C thereto.
7 Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated May 20, 2010 at ~ 13.
8 Affidavit of Thoms G. Walker dated May 20, 2010 at 12. Petra disclosed Messrs. Lemley and Bauer on May 6,
2010, nearly six weeks before the required disclosure date.
9 Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated May 20, 2010 at ~ 10.
10 /d. at ~ 11.
II ld at ~ 12.
12 Affidavit of Kim 1. Trout dated May 19,2010 at ~1O.
13 Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated May 20, 2010 at ~ 15 and Exhibit A thereto.
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o Mr. Trout deposed Mr. Bennett for three days on February 19 and April 20
and 21. 14 The transcripts of Mr. Bennett's depositions run 566 pages, and include 59 exhibits,
consisting of 1,655 pages. 15
o Mr. Trout began deposing Mr. Coughlin on February 26, 2010 and
continued with Mr. Coughlin in a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition on March 4,2010.16 The transcripts
ofMr. Coughlin's depositions run 272 pages, and include 25 exhibits, consisting of 601 pages. 17
No material relevant evidence has been developed by the City from these depositions.
Additionally, Petra has produced over 53,000 pages of documents in response to the City's
requests for production. IS Clearly, Mr. Trout has already engaged in a long and very expensive
fishing expedition, which he now seeks to continue indefinitely.
After all of the foregoing, the best the City can do in support of its Rule 56(t) motion is
represent to the Court that:
• "If granted the opportunity to depose Petra's expert(s), the City anticipates that it
will discover information ... that Mr. Lemley does not have the fundamental factual
background for the opinions he expresses...." 19 [Emphasis added.]
• There is a material difference between the terms "budget" and "cost estimate.,,20
14 Affidavit of Kim J. Trout dated May 19,2010 at ~IO.
IS Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated May 20,2010 at ~ 15 and Exhibits Band C thereto.
16 !d. at ~ 19 and Exhibits D and E thereto.
17 Affidavit ofThomas G. Walker dated May 20, 2010 at ~ 20 and Exhibits D and E thereto.
18 Affidavit ofThomas G. Walker dated April 28, 2010 in Support of Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment at ~
19.
19 Meridian's Memorandum in Support ofPlaintifrs Rule 56(t) Motion at p. 6.
2° Id. at p. 7
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• The City never adopted a "budget" for the City Hall project.21
• "... the City expects that the continued depositions of Mr. Bennett and Mr.
Coughlin will demonstrate additional inconsistencies that undercut Petra's Statement of
Undisputed Material Facts and claims in this matter?2 [Emphasis added.]
2.2 Standards Governing Motions Under Rule 56(t).
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f) provides as follows:
Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the party
cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the party's
opposition, the court may refuse the application for judgment or may order a
continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or
discovery to be had or may make such other order as is just.
The Idaho Supreme Court has made clear that, while a party may request the court for
more time to respond to a pending motion for summary judgment, the "party must articulate that
additional discovery is necessary and how it is relevant to responding to the pending motion."
Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 239 108 P.3d 380, 386 (2005). The Jenkins
Court explained that the party seeking Rule 56(f) relief must affirmatively demonstrate why he
cannot respond:
It has been noted that a party who invokes the protection of Rule 56(f) must "do
so in good faith by affirmatively demonstrating why he cannot respond to a
movant's affidavits and how postponement ofa ruling on the motion will enable
him, by discovery or other means, to rebut the movant's showing ofthe absence of
a genuine issue offact." Allen v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc., 81 F.3d 793, 797
(8 Cir.1996). Further, in order to grant a motion for additional discovery before
hearing a motion on summary judgment, the plaintiffhas the burden of setting out
"what further discovery would reveal that is essential do justify their opposition,"
21 !d.
22 Id. at p. 8.
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e 7 
making clear "what information is sought and how it would preclude summary
judgment." Nicholas v. Wallenstein, 266 F.3d 1083, 1088-89 (9th Cir.2001).
Jenkins, supra. (emphasis added). In Jenkins, the plaintiffs attorney had filed a motion to vacate
the summary judgment hearing, asserting he was not prepared to respond to the motion within
the time allowed. The attorney filed an affidavit in support of his motion to vacate, generally
stating that the Jenkins had served written discovery and notices of deposition, that he believed
the discovery would produce additional documents and testimony supporting the Jenkins'
theories, and that he required the opportunity to use the responses and testimony in additional
discovery in order to thoroughly respond to summary judgment. The district court denied the
motion, finding that the attorney had failed to provide specific information in an affidavit as to
what additional discovery was necessary and how it would be relevant to address the issues
raised on summary judgment. The supreme court affirmed, stating that the attorney did not
specify what discovery was needed to respond to the motion and did not set forth how the
evidence he expected to obtain would be relevant to preclude summary judgment.
Rule 56(f) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is substantially similar to the Rule
56(f) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, therefore the federal cases that discuss the rules are
instructive. The party opposing summary judgment must demonstrate a need for further
discovery in order to obtain facts essential to justify the party's opposition. Monarch Greenback,
LLC v. Monticello Ins. Co., 118 F.Supp.2d 1068, 1081 (D.Idaho 1999). "In making a Rule 56(f)
motion, a party opposing summary judgment 'must make clear what information is sought and
how it would preclude summary judgment.'" !d. "Thus, '[t]he burden is on the party seeking to
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MERIDIAN'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR




            
          
               
               
                
               
           
               
              
                
               
              
                 
            
               
                 
            
              
                
              
                
          
         
 
  
conduct additional discovery to proffer sufficient facts to show that the evidence sought exists,
and that evidence would prevent summary judgment. '" Id.
The United States District Court for the District ofIdaho recently addressed Rule 56(f) in
o Bar Cattle Co. v. Owyhee Feeders, Inc., 2009 WL 3531096 (D.Idaho). In 0 Bar Cattle, as in
this case, the parties had engaged lengthy discovery and numerous discovery disputes. The
defendant moved for summary judgment and the plaintiff filed a motion under Rule 56(f) on the
grounds that it had scheduled depositions to take place wherein plaintiff anticipated the
depositions would lead to additional evidence in support of its opposition to the summary
judgment motion; which is the same argument made by the City in this case.
The court explained that Rule 56(f) requires "(a) a timely application which (b)
specifically identifies (c) relevant information, (d) where there is some basis for believing that
the information sought actually exists." 0 Bar Cattle at *2, citing Sultana Resources, LLC v.
Trio Gold Co., No. CV-06-625-BLW, 2007 WL 2993849, at *1 (D.Idaho Oct. 11, 2007)(quoting
Employers Teamsters Local Nos. 175 & 505 Pension Trust Fund v. Clorox Co., 353 F.3d 1125,
1129 (9th Cir.2004)).
Perhaps Mr. Trout will recall his unsuccessful Rule 56(f) motion in Transcorp, Inc. v.
Northland Ins. Co., 2008 WL 2857210 (D.Idaho). In that case, Mr. Trout sought to take the
deposition of a witness after the deadline imposed by the court. United States District Court
Judge B. Lynn Winmill stated in his opinion denying Mr. Trout's Rule 56(f) motion-
Plaintiff [Mr. Trout's client] has not specifically identified any relevant
information it intends to obtain by deposing Mr. Alexander. In fact, other than
two affidavits of counsel, where counsel assert that Mr. Alexander has made
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MERIDIAN'S RULE 56(t) MOTION FOR
POSTPONEMENT OF HEARING ON PETRA'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT Page 9
573220_3
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'conflicting prior statements ... as compared to his Affidavit,' Plaintiff has not
offered any explanation or proffer of facts to show that any relevant evidence
sought exists.
Transcorp, Inc. v. Northland Ins. Co. at * 1.23
Sounds familiar, doesn't it? In this case Mr. Trout's affidavit states: "Moreover, while I
have deposed Mr. Bennett for three days, I have had little opportunity to depose him with respect
to his affidavit and the exhibits referenced therein. ,,24
Mr. Trout goes on to testify that -
Finishing the deposition of Mr. Bennett, the City expects to discover additional
facts which are directly contradictory to the document filed with this Court titled
'Petra's Statement of Undisputed Material Facts In Support of Motion for
Summary Judgment.,25 [Emphasis added.]
* * *
This is but one example of Petra's attempt to mislead the Court with it's (sic) use
of false terms like 'budget' and 'change', which the City believes will be made
clear and which will be necessary for the Court to rule fairly on the Petra motion
for summary judgment.26 [Emphasis added.]
* * *
I expect that the deposition of Mr. Lemley and Mr. Bauer is vital to rebut Petra's
claims about their (sic) alleged performance. Specifically, I anticipate that we
will discover that Mr. Lemley was presented with only a selected amount of facts
and documents, and has not reviewed all the facts necessary to make an opinion.27
[Emphasis added.]
"Mere hope that further evidence will develop prior to trial is insufficient." 0 Bar Cattle
at *2.
23 A copy of Judge Winmill's opinion is attached for the Court's convenience.
24 Affidavit of Kim 1. Trout dated May 19, 2010 at ~11.
25/d. at ~13.
26 Id. at ~I5.
27/d. at ~I9.
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The 0 Bar Cattle court further explained that, "It is generally accepted in the Ninth
Circuit that, where a summary judgment motion is filed early in the litigation and a party has not
had a realistic opportunity to pursue discovery relating to its theory of the case, the court should
freely grant a Rule 56(f) motion." Id., citing Mangum v. Action Collection Serv., Inc., No. CV-
05-507-BLW, 2006 WL 2224067, at *1 (D.Idaho Aug. 2, 2006). "Nevertheless, a district court
does not abuse its discretion by denying a Rule 56(f) motion where the proposed discovery
would be futile." Id. The court considered, among other factors, the history between the parties,
and the contentious discovery, and stated, "This is indeed not a case where the parties have not
had a realistic opportunity to pursue discovery, nor was the Rule 56(f) motion raised early in the
litigation." Id. So too are the circumstances in this case.
In addition to the requirement that the additional requested discovery must not be futile, it
must also be relevant to the summary judgment motion. In Sf. Paul & Marine Ins. Co. v.
Holland Realty, Inc., 2008 WL 938382 (D.Idaho), the court found that under defendant's 56(f)
motion it had met its first two hurdles, it submitted an affidavit stating the particular facts
expected from further discovery and its contentions were not based on nonexistent evidence or
pure speculation, however the court denied the motion for failure to meet the third hurdle and
explained, "The party seeking a Rule 56(f) continuance 'must show that it lacks the facts
essential to resist the summary judgment motion. ,,, St. Paul & Marine, at *3. "Thus, a movant
does not satisfy the Rule 56(f) requirement where the additional evidence is not relevant to
oppose the motion for summary judgment." Id. The court concluded that defendant's request
for discovery was not essential to resist the motion and therefore denied the Rule 56(f) motion.
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MERIDIAN'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR
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2.3 The purpose of summary judgment is to determine whether there is a
genuine need for trial.
The purpose of summary judgment is to detennine whether there is a genuine need for a
trial. "The very mission of the summary judgment procedure is to pierce the pleadings and to
assess the proof in order to see whether there is a genuine need for trial.,,28 Courts and
commentators have noted that summary judgment is the main vehicle for disposing of frivolous
claims.29 Only by forcing Meridian to show a reasonable factual basis for its claims can this
Court insure that judicial resources are allocated appropriately. If the Court, as the fact finder in
this case, can find only for Petra, a trial will be a pointless exercise, entailing unnecessary
expenses for the judicial system and the parties.
Indeed, discovery in this case has been exceedingly burdensome and expensive. The City
has abused the discovery process by requiring the production of thousands of pages of records
that it already had and by engaging in unnecessarily long and tedious depositions from which it
has gained little, if any, useful infonnation.J° It has become apparent that Meridian has used -
and unless reined in - will continue to use discovery abuse as its principal strategy in this case.
Given the ever upward spiraling costs in this case, the Court should require the City to face the
summary judgment motion without delay and demonstrate that it has meritorious claims.
28 FED. R. CIV. P. 56, advisory committee's note to 1963 amendment.
29 See, e.g., Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 327 (1986); Fontenotv. Upjohn Co., 780 F.2d 1190; 1196 (5th
Cir. 1986)("The function of intercepting factually insufficient claims is now assigned to the summary judgment.");
Blackhawk Heating & Plumbing Co. v. Driver, 433 F.2d 1137, 1141 (D.C. Cir. 1970)(noting that rule 56 serves
"admirably to eliminate ... frivolous lawsuits"); 10 C. WRIGHT, A. MILLER & M. KANE, FEDERAL
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE § 2712, at 579 (2d ed. 1983) (claiming that summary judgment "is well adapted to
expose sham claims and defenses").
30 Walker Affidavit dated May 20,2010 at ~ 14 and Exhibits A - E thereto.
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2.4 The Court should preclude Meridian from the continuing prosecution of its
factually groundless claims.
One of the major difficulties Petra has faced in this case is finding out just what the City
thinks Petra did wrong. Despite Petra's attempts to discover the acts or omissions it may be
guilty of, the City has only provided innuendo and conclusory statements. The City has
studiously avoided answering the questions: WHO? WHAT? WHEN? WHERE? WHY? HOW?
Without specific answers to these questions, determining what the City's claims are is
like chasing a ghost. As we pointed out in Petra's prior briefing, the Minnesota Court in Berczyk
v. Emerson Tool Co., 291 F.Supp.2d 1004 (D.Minn. 2003) stated:
Of course, we are mindful that, with snippets from one document, when appended
to another, some apparitions seem vaguely visible, but we must be presented,
here, not with nebulous shadows, but with a requisite showing... " Id. at 1013.
There is no evidence that Petra misrepresented the cost of the Project since the $12.2
million amount came from the City and was immediately challenged by Petra. Nor is there
evidence that Petra misrepresented the schedule of the Project. In fact, Paragraph 7 of the
Construction Management Agreement provides for "an equitable adjustment in the Schedule of
Performance..." if there was a significant change to the Project, including, but not limited to
size, quality, complexity.
In addition, with regard to scheduling, the Project was delayed for months because of the
discovery of contaminated soils and materials on the site. These problems were not discovered
until after the Construction Management Agreement was signed on August 1,2006. Notably, the
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MERIDIAN'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR




            
   
                  
                
              
           
             
                 
          
             
            
               
               
               
               
            
                 
   
               
              
             
          
         
 
  
City did not disclose the presence of site contamination to Petra prior to its execution of the
Construction Management Agreement.
At all times during the course of the Project, there were regularly conducted meetings
between Petra and City personnel - including the Mayor's Building Committee meetings and
City Council Meetings - Petra kept the City informed regarding the schedule slippage due to
contaminated soils. Petra fully informed Meridian of all changes in the Project during weekly,
bi-weekly and monthly status meetings held throughout the Project period and the City approved
all changes.
During construction Lombard-Conrad and the engineers hired by the City conducted
periodic site inspections and produced site inspection reports. Lombard-Conrad's contract also
included a duty of inspection and they signed off on the Project. In addition, Lombard-Conrad
certified that"... the Work has progressed as indicated, the quality of the Work is in accordance
with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the AMOUNT
CERTIFIED."
Reery International, Inc., the commissioning agent hired by the City, conducted periodic
onsite inspections and signed off on the Project.
Continuously throughout the construction Project, Petra coordinated with City Inspectors
and with Materials Testing & Inspection ("MTI") to insure that special inspections were
performed as required. MTI produced and submitted inspection reports for steel, concrete, soil
compaction and masonry attesting that the work met specifications.
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MERIDIAN'S RULE 56(f) MOTION FOR




                 
   
              
            
              
              
              
  
           
           
               
                 
              
 
            
        
          
             
             
         
          
         
 
  
Finally, the City's building inspectors issued occupancy permits. As noted in the cases
cited in Petra's prior briefing, the act of final acceptance of the work carries with it significant
ramifications, including full transfer of risk of loss to the owner.
Meridian's "we didn't know what was going on" claims are completely refuted by the
written reports, minutes, audio and voice recordings, budgets, bids and other documents that
were exchanged between Petra and Meridian on a weekly, bi-weekly (every other Monday
morning) and monthly (the first Tuesday of every month) basis. All changes to the Project
design and budget were reviewed by Meridian's representatives numerous times during the
Mayor's Building Committee meetings. The design, cost estimates and budget for the Project
were also reviewed during the monthly City Council meetings. Meridian consistently directed
Petra and Lombard-Conrad to proceed with the design and budget as reviewed and approved.
Given the numerous meetings of the Mayor's Building Committee, as well as the City
Council Meetings dealing with even minor Project details, Meridian's claims in the original
Complaint and proposed First Amended Complaint are completely without merit. It is
undisputed that Meridian received all cost estimates and approved all budgets and bids and that -
in consultation with its own City Attorneys - it awarded and entered into contracts with each of
the manufacturers, vendors, contractors and subcontractors who provided labor and/or materials
to the Project.
To Petra's dismay, the affidavit by Theodore W. Baird, Jr. submitted in support of the
City's motion for leave to amend does not add any material facts to the conclusory allegations
contained in the City's complaint and proposed first amended complaint.
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Finally, although the Court has discretion to grant the City's motion, the Court should
deny the motion to vacate the June 7, 2010 hearing because Rule 56(f) is not intended to
facilitate the continuing prosecution of factually groundless claims. Meridian should not be
allowed to persist in shielding its frivolous claims from dismissal, thus allowing it to further its
goal of making it so unpleasant and expensive, that Petra will simply walk away from the money
the City owes Petra under the Construction Management Agreement.3!
It's now time for Meridian to place its evidence before this Court. Any further delay is
unjustified.
2.5 Meridian mischaracterizes Local Rule 8.1.
Meridian claims that Petra's summary judgment submittals violate Local Rule 8.1
because the motion, memorandum, statement of undisputed facts, affidavits and exhibits exceed
25 pages. Meridian argues "Notably, the page limitations within the Fourth Judicial District's
Local Rules and the time limitation within the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure further indicate
that a party, given 14 days to respond to a motion for summary judgment, is typically responding
to legal argument and documentation that does not exceed 25 pages.,,32
Local Rule 8.1 provides in relevant part: "Unless ordered otherwise by the court, each
motion and response to such motion ... must be accompanied by a separate memorandum, not to
exceed twenty-five (25) pages, containing all of the reasons and points and authorities relied
upon by the moving party." Obviously, the 25 page limitation applies only to the memorandum.
31 Affidavit of Jerald S. Frank dated April 7, 2010 at ~ 12.
32 Meridian's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Rule 56(t) Motion at p. 9.
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In any event, considering all of the investigation, discovery and analysis that has occurred
in this case, the imposition of a l4-day time limitation for a response is not onerous.
2.6 Meridian's counsel has a duty to manage his time so as not to prejudice the
City or Petra.
Meridian's counsel has a duty to manage his time so as not to prejudice the City or Petra.
Rule 1.3 of the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct requires a lawyer to control his workload so
that each matter can be handled competently. The City sought vacation of the September 1,2010
trial date because of a conflict with another case involving the City of McCall that had been
pending since 2005. Mr. Trout did not provide the Court with any explanation regarding why the
City of McCall case had been delayed for five years. Regardless, Petra should not be prejudiced
by a delay in the Court hearing its motion for summary judgment just because Meridian's
counsel has not been diligent in his pursuit ofdiscovery in the McCall case.
3. CONCLUSION
Considering the foregoing and the extensive record in this case Petra requests that this
Court deny the Meridian's Rule 56(t) motion, and require Meridian to respond to Petra's motion
for summary judgment forthwith.
DATED: May 21, 2010. B
f"'IJ,~R
fendant/Counterclaimant
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 21 st day of May 2010, a true and correct copy of the within
and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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NORTHLAND INSURANCE CO., Defendant.
No. CV-07-453-S-BLW.
July 23, 2008.
Kim 1. Trout, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.,
Boise, 10, for Plaintiff.
Neil D. McFeeley, Eberle Berlin Kading Turnbow &
McKlveen, Chartered, Boise, 10, for Defendant.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER
B. LYNN WIN MILL, Chief Judge.
INTRODUCTION
*1 The Court has before it Plaintiffs Rule 56( t) Mo-
tion for Postponement of Hearing on Summary
Judgment (Docket No. 27). For the reasons explained
below, the Court will deny the motion.
ANALYSIS
I. Rule 56( f) Motion
The Court may postpone deciding a motion for sum-
mary judgment in order to give the nonmoving party
more time to gather evidence. Fed.R.Civ.P. 56{ O.
Rule 56( f) requires" '(a) a timely application which
(b) specifically identifies (c) relevant information, (d)
where there is some basis for believing that the in-
formation sought actually exists.' " Emplovers Team-
sters Local Nos. 175 & 505 Pension Trust Fund v.
Clorox Co.. 353 F.3d 1125. 1129 (9th Cir.2004)
(quoting VISA In!'1 Servo Ass'n V. Bankcard Holders of
Am., 784 F.2d 1472.1475 (9th Cir.1986L). The burden
is on the party submitting the 56( t) motion to proffer
sufficient facts to show that the evidence sought ex-
ists, and that such evidence would prevent summary
judgment. See ld. at 1129-30. "The district court does
not abuse its discretion by denying further discovery if
the movant has failed diligently to pursue discovery in
the past.. .." Id. at 30 (internal quotation and citation
omitted).
Here, Plaintiff acknowledges that although it was
given an opportunity to depose Tony Alexander,
Plaintiff determined that, based on its legal theories of
the case, Plaintiff did not need to depose Mr. Alex-
ander. After the discovery cutoff date, and upon re-
ceiving Defendant's motion for summary judgment,
Plaintiff has now changed its mind. Plaintiff contends
that Mr. Alexander made prior statements which con-
flict with his affidavit in support of summary judg-
ment, apparently making the date of the loss ofa 2005
Freightliner Tractor a determinative issue in this case.
Plaintiff has not specifically identified any relevant
information it intends to obtain by deposing Mr. Al-
exander. In fact, other than two affidavits of counsel,
where counsel assert that Mr. Alexander has made
"conflicting prior statements ... as compared to his
Affidavit," Plaintiff has not offered any explanation or
proffer of facts to show that any relevant evidence
sought exists. (See Graham Aff., ~ 6). In fact, Plaintiff
failed to even file a memorandum in support of their
motion explaining their arguments. Moreover, Plain-
tiffs decision not to depose Mr. Alexander until after
the discovery cutoff date, and after Defendant filed its
motion for summary judgment, suggests a lack of
diligence in pursuing discovery in the past. Plaintiff
had a full opportunity to flesh out Defendant's legal
theories during discovery, but simply chose not to do
so. Thus, Plaintiffs motion is untimely.
Accordingly, the Court will deny the motion.
ORDER
NOW THEREFORE IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that
Plaintiffs Rule 56( f) Motion for Postponement of
Hearing on Summary Judgment (Docket No. 27) shall
be, and the same is hereby, DENIED.
D.Idaho,2008.
Transcorp, Inc. V. Northland Ins. Co.
© 2010 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; eklein@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
MAY 2 1 201(1'
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By KATHY J. BIEHl.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
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Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER
DATED MAY 20, 2010 IN OPPOSITION
TO MERIDIAN'S RULE 56(t)MOTION
FOR POSTPONEMENT OF HEARING ON
PETRA'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
I, THOMAS G. WALKER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
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1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge ofthe facts set forth herein.
2. I submit this affidavit in support of Petra's Opposition to Meridian's Rule 56(f)
Motion for Postponement of Hearing on Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment.
3. I am one of the custodians of records of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, which include
memoranda, legal documents, reports, correspondence, emails, records, research and data
compilations, in various forms that are kept in the course of Cosho Humphrey, LLP's regularly
conducted business activity, and which are made and maintained as the regular practice of
Cosho Humphrey, LLP.
4. As of the date of this memorandum Petra Incorporated has incurred attorney fees
ofmore than $250,000 and litigation costs ofmore than $87,700 in this case.
5. On March 30, 2010, Meridian filed a Motion for Leave to File First Amended
Complaint and Add a Claim for Punitive Damages.
6. Petra filed and served a comprehensive response within seven days in order to
proceed expeditiously with the April 15, 2010 hearing set by Meridian.
7. After receiving Petra's response, Meridian vacated the April 15, 2010 hearing and
rescheduled it for April 22, 2010.
8. Meridian then vacated the April 22, 2010 hearing date and, for the first time,
noticed up an evidentiary hearing for April 29, 2010.
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9. Petra retained Lemley International on April 19, 2010 so that it could put on
expert testimony that "that Petra exercised ordinary and reasonable care with the same degree of
professional skill, diligence and judgment as is customary in this community among construction
managers performing work for projects of a size, scope and complexity similar to the Project.
10. Petra did not retain Lemley International in any capacity until April 19, 2010.
11. This retention was in response to Meridian's Motion for Leave to File First
Amended Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages Under Idaho Code § 6-1604.
12. Petra met its obligations to seasonably supplement its discovery responses under
I.R.C.P. 26(e)(I) because it disclosed its experts on May 6, 2010, just six days after receiving
Mr. Lemley's expert opinion on April 30, 2010.
13. In spite of having this knowledge Mr. Trout did not ask to take the deposition of
Petra's experts, either then, or at any time since Petra filed Mr. Lemley's affidavit on May 6,
2010.
14. Discovery in this case has been exceedingly burdensome and expensive. The City
has abused the discovery process by requiring the production of thousands of pages of records
that it already had and by engaging in unnecessarily long and tedious depositions from which it
has gained little, if any, useful information.
15. The transcript of Mr. Frank's deposition runs 102 pages, and includes 11 exhibits,
consisting of 244 pages.
16. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of relevant pages of the
deposition of Jerry Frank taken March 3, 2010.




               
               
             
               
              
              
             
            
                
        
                 
                 
 
             
               
                
       
              
    
                 
        
         
 
  
17. The transcripts of Mr. Bennett's depositions run 566 pages, and include 59
exhibits, consisting of 1,655 pages.
18. Attached hereto as Exhibits B and C are true and correct copies of relevant pages
of the depositions of Eugene Bennett, taken February 19, 2010, April 20, 2010 and April 21,
2010.
19. Mr. Trout began deposing Mr. Coughlin on February 26,2010 and continued with
Mr. Coughlin in a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition on March 4,2010.
20. The transcripts of Mr. Coughlin's depositions run 272 pages, and include 25
exhibits, consisting of 601 pages.
21. Attached hereto as Exhibits D and E are true and correct copies of relevant pages
of the depositions ofThomas R. Coughlin taken February 26, 2010 and March 4,2010.
22. Attached hereto as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of an April 15, 2010 email
sent at 7:42 a.m. from Kim Trout to me vacating the continued deposition of Thomas Coughlin
scheduled to commence at 9:00 a.m. that morning.
23. Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of an email dated April 20,
2010 from me to Kim Trout regarding the scheduling of the hearing on Meridian's Motion for
Leave to File First Amended Complaint and requesting available dates for continuing the
depositions ofMeridian's witnesses.
24. Attached hereto as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of an email exchange
dated April 30, 2010 between me and Mr. Trout's office regarding deposition scheduling.




             
     
                
                
 
             
          
             
      
                
              
                  
                
        
                  
                
             
    
                
             
         
 
  
25. We obtained available dates from Mr. Bennett and Mr. Coughlin for their
continued depositions.
26. My office attempted to contact Mr. Trout's assistant by telephone to coordinate
the rescheduling of the depositions ofMeridian's witnesses
response.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me ~t_.~~
otary Public for Idaho
Residing at Eagle, Idaho
My commission expires: March 31,2016.




             
  
             
        
 
         
    
    
     




I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 21st day of May, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.

















   
                  
       
    
     
      
   














IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho)
Municipal Corporation, )
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March 3, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
I N D E X
E X A MIN A T ION
PAGE
4
E X H I BIT S
NO.
29. Amended Notice of Taking Deposition of 6
Jerry Frank (3 pages)
30. Petra's statement of qualifications to the 19
City of Meridian Selection Committee for
the Meridian City Hall Project
CM094372-94477 (105 pages)
2. Construction Management Agreement for the 30
City Hall Project CM002683-711 (29 pages)
31. 2/12/07 Meeting minutes for the Meridian City 43
Hall Project Petra94425-26 (2 pages)
6. 1/22/07 Spreadsheet CM088797-8800 (4 pages) 48
7. Project Cost Spreadsheet 1/15/07 CM088801 49
(1 page)
8. Project Cost Spreadsheet 2/12/07 CM018484 50
(1 page)
10. Project Cost Summary 1/15-7/12/07 50
CM024235 (1 page)
32. Scott Trepagnier's timecard 8/25/07 79
Petra 93403 (1 page)
13. Petra's Answer to Complaint and First 83
Amended Counterclaim (21 pages)
27. Petra's 8/21/09 Response to the City of 101






              
  
   
 
     
       
      
 
 
        
  
    
        
      
     
   
       
      
         
     
       
       
  
       
  
      
   
      
    
        
    
         
     
  
   
 
Jerry Frank March 3, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
DEPOSITION OF JERRY FRANK
BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of
JERRY FRANK was taken by the Plaintiff at the offices
of Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A., located at 225
North 9th Street, Suite 820, Boise, Idaho, before
Associated Reporting, Inc., by Janet French, a Court
Reporter and Notary Public in and for the County of
Ada, State of Idaho, on Wednesday, the 3rd day of
March, 2010, commencing at-the hour of 9:30 a.m. in
the above-entitled matter.
APPEARANCES:
For the Plaintiff: TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A.
By: Kim J. Trout, Esq.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820





For the Defendant: COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
By: Thomas G. Walker, Esq.
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Post Office Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Telephone: (208) 344-7811
Fac simi1e : (2 08) 338 - 32 90
twalker@cosholaw.com




              
    
       
          
         
        
        
          
          
         
   
 
        
     
      
    
   
   
   
 
      
     
     
    
   
   
              
 
    
   
 
  
Jerry Frank March 3, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
1 Q. Okay. With respect to the Meridian City 1 Q. And would the principal person upon which
2 Hall Project, did Petra have any kind ofwritten 2 you relied for the answers contained in this discovery
3 policy in place with respect to the purchase of 3 be Mr. Bennett?
4 equipment for which it would ask the City ofMeridian 4 A. Yes, sir.
5 to pay the cost of? 5 MR. TROUT: That's all I have, sir.
6 A. A written contract? 6 MR. WALKER: No questions.
7 Q. No. A written policy. 7
8 A. A written policy? 8 (The deposition concluded at 2:12 p.m.)
9 Q. Uh-huh. 9 (Signature requested.)
10 A. No. 10
11 Q. Did you have any written contract with 11
12 respect to that issue? 12
13 A. There should have been a general conditions 13
14 and a reimbursable expense associ~ted with the 14
15 contract, yes. 15
16 Q. What does the term "general conditions" mean 16
17 to you as it relates to the Meridian City Hall 17
18 Project? 18
19 A. It would be the expenses on site as well as 19
20 the management for the project. 20
21 Q. When you say, "the expenses on site as well 21
22 as the management," are these costs for expenses and 22
23 management that would be paid to Petra for its 23
24 services under the category, general conditions? 24
25 A. There would be a defined list. 25
Page 100 Page 102
1 Q. Okay. At any time during the course ofthe
2 Meridian City Hall Project or after the completion of
3 the structure itself, have you ever had an occasion to
4 review on an item by item basis any ofthe general
5 condition charges asserted by Petra?
6 A. No, sir. b
7 Q. Have you ever looked at it at all?
8 A. No.
9 Q. All right. Sir, ifyou could, turn to
10 Exhibit No. 27.
11 A. I don't know if I have that.
12 Q. We have another book.
13 A. Volume n. Okay.
14 Q. Turning your attention, I believe, to the -
15 either the last page or the next to last page ofthat
16 exhibit.
17 A. Okay.
18 Q. This contains verification with your
19 signature; is that correct?
20 A. Yes.
21 Q. Would I be correct that the discovery
22 answers that were provided in this exhibit and your
23 verification ofthem was based on your reliance upon
24 others and not your personal knowledge?
25 A. Yes, sir.
Page 101
28 (Pages 100 to 102)
Associated Reporting Inc.
208.343.4004 003685



















































                 
                   
             
              
             
         
      
           
     
   
         
     
         
        
   
         
           
  
            
      
           
          
          
       
        
    
          
         
          
           
     
    
         
  
         
   
        
     
    
        
            
 
  
      
    
  
        
         
         
      
   
  
     




J N T FRENCH,
C R" RPR and Notary
Pu lic in and for the
State" of Idaho.
2010.
WITNESS my hand and seal this
That prior to being examined, the witness named
REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
That said deposition was taken down by me in
I, JANET FRENCH, Certified Shorthand Reporter and
I further certify that I have no interest in the
ss.
in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho, do hereby
true and verbatim record of said deposition.
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
the truth;
testify to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
shorthand at the time and place therein named and











































   
 
   
       
           
 
        
          
          
  
         
         
       
        
       
         
    
        
 
 
     
      











IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho}
Municipal Corporation, }















Janet French, CSR #946, RPR
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·Gene Bennett February 19, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF GENE BENNETT
BE IT REMEMBERED that the videotaped
deposition of GENE BENNETT was taken by the Plaintiff
at the offices of Associated Reporting, Inc., located
at 1618 West Jefferson Street, Boise, Idaho, before
Associated Reporting, Inc., by Janet French, a Court
Reporter and Notary Public in and for the County of
Ada, State of Idaho, on Friday, the 19th day of






TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A.
By: Kim J. Trout, Esq.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820






By: Erika Klein, Esq.
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
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February 19, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
I N D E X
E X A MIN A T ION
PAGE
6
E X H I BIT S
4. Meridian City Hall Master Production Schedule 73
CM073924-25 (2 pages)
5. Meridian City Hall Construction Management 89
Plan Index CM016908-17100 (67 pages)
6. 1/22/07 Spreadsheet CM088797-8800 (4 pages) 119
7 . Project Cost Spreadsheet 1/15/07 CM088801 122
(1 page)
8. Project Cost Spreadsheet 2/12/07 CM018484 125
(1 page)
NO.
1. Notice of Deposition of Gene Bennett
(3 pages)
2. Construction Management Agreement for the
City Hall Project CM002683-711 (29 pages)
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·Gene Bennett February 19, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
E X H I BIT S (Continued)
NO.
10. Project Cost Summary 1/15-7/12/07
CM024235 (1 page)
11. Petra's Response to the City of Meridian's
Second Set of Interrogatories, Requests for
Production of Documents and Requests for
Admission (38 pages)
12. Contract Change Order #2 CM002723 (1 page)
13. Petra's Answer to Complaint and First
Amended Counterclaim (21 pages)
14. 1/15/07 letter Re: Notice of Intent to
submit formal Change Order Request (1 page)
15. 3/16/09 letter Re: Petra, Incorporated -
Claim under Change Order #2 Petra63724
(1 page)
16. 4/18/08 E-mail from Gene Bennett to Keith
Watts CM012385-86 (2 pages)
17. Document G702 Application and Certificate
for Payment CM001532-732 (101 pages)
18. Document G702 Application and Certificate
for Payment Petra57785-58112 (164 pages)
19. Pac-West Interiors, Inc. 2/19/08
Requested Extra Pricing CM001618 (1 page)
20. Pac-West Interiors, Inc. 2/19/08
Requested Extra Pricing Petra57872 (1 page)
21. MJ's Backhoe & Excavation, Inc., Change
Order 1/13/08 CM00170 (1 page)
22. MJ's Backhoe & Excavation, Inc., Change



















               
       
 
     
   
        
      
      
   
        
       
    
        
       
      
      
  
        
    
      
     
      
     
     
      
     
      
       
     
       
     


















Gene Bennett February 19, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
1 to our personal business, and we'll reconvene at a
2 time that will hopefully be convenient to you and your
3 counsel.
4 THE WITNESS: Okay.
5 MR. TROUT: We'll go offthe record.
6 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Offthe record at 4:50 p.m.
7





















































         
          
 
   
       
        
 
      
  
  









I, JANET FRENCH, Certified Shorthand Reporter and
Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho, do hereby
certify:
That prior to being examined, the witness named
in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
testify to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
true and verbatim record of said deposition.
I further certify that I have no interest in the
event of this action.
WITNESS my hand and seal thiS~/~/_~ day of
My Commission Expires: 10-28-2010
003692
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho)
Municipal Corporation, )











CONTINUED DEPOSITION OF EUGENE BENNETT
April 20 and 21, 2010
Boise,
RepPrted By:








1618-W: Jefferson: ~ Boise Idaho ~83702 I
(800)588~3370 ~ (208) 343-4004 ~ (208) 343-4002 Fax
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Eugene Bennett- Vol. II April 20, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
DEPOSITION OF EUGENE BENNETT
BElT REMEMBERED that the deposition of
EUGENE BENNETT was taken by the Plaintiff at the
offices of Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A., located
at 225 North 9th Street, Suite 820, Boise, Idaho,
before Associated Reporting, Inc., by Janet French, a
Court Reporter and Notary Public in and for the County
of Ada, State of Idaho, on Tuesday and Wednesday, the
20th and 21st days of April, 2010, commencing at the
hour of 9:00 a.m. in the above-entitled matter.
APPEARANCES:
For the Plaintiff: TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A.
By: Kim J. Trout, Esq.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820





For the Defendant: COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
By: Thomas G. Walker, Esq.
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790









               
    
      
         
        
         
        
          
          
          
        
 
        
     
      
    
   
   
   
 
      
     
     
    
   
   
   
 
    
   
 
  
Eugene Bennett- Vol. II
EUGENE BENNETT
By: Mr. Trout
April 20, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
•
I N D E X
E X A MIN A T ION
PAGE
210
E X H I BIT S
NO.
48. Notice of Continued Deposition of Eugene 210
Bennett (2 pages)
49. Affidavit of Eugene Bennett dated 4/7/10 211
(19 pages)
50. Meridian City Hall Cold Shell & Core Package 229
Volume 1 - Phase II Technical Specifications
(2 pages)
51. Meridian City Hall Cold Shell & Core Package 239
Volume 2 - Phase II Bidding/General
Conditions (2 pages)
52. 8/28/08 One-Year Warranty from Rule Steel 255
for the Meridian City Hall (1 page)
53,. Application for Payment #23 9/30/28 for the 290
Meridian City Hall CM002591-2636 (46 pages)
54. Meridian City Hall Plumbing Details P5.0 317
plan (1 page)
55. Letter from Pat Kershisnik to Frank Lee 324
7/31/06 Re: Scenario One CMOl1819 (1 page)
56. Project Cost Spreadsheet Meridian City Hall 347
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Eugene Bennett- Vol. /I April 20, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
•













Transmittal No. 00242 from Wes Bettis to
Keith Watts Construction Management Plan
update PETRA93105-28 (24 pages)
Application for Payment #23 9/30/28 for the
Meridian City Hall PETRA55942-56228
(287 pages)
Document G702-1992 Revised Application for
Certificate for Payment #23 9/30/08
CM002482 (1 page)
Document G702-1992 Application for
Certificate for Payment #1 11/27/06
CM000832-38 (7 pages)
Document G702-1992 Application for
Certificate for Payment #2 12/22/06
CM000839-46 (8 pages)
Document G702-1992 Application for
Certificate for Payment #3 1/25/07
PETRA59502-07 (6 pages)
Document G702-1992 Application for
Certificate for Payment #6 4/30/07
CM000865-91 (27 pages)
Document G702-1992 Application for
Certificate for Payment #7 5/31/07
CM000892-917 (26 pages)
Document G702-1992 Application for
Certificate for Payment #9 7/31/07
CM000943-89 (47 pages)
Document G702-1992 Application for
Certificate for Payment #10 8/31/07
CM000990-1076 (86 pages)
Document G702-1992 Application for































       
       
     
    
       
    
  
     
     
   
    
     
   
    
     
   
    
     
   
    
     
   
    
     
   
    
     
   
    
     
   
    
     




















78. 8/28/07 Meridian City Hall spreadsheet 512
documenting "Included in Budgets"
PETRA50116 (1 page)
April 20, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., etat t.
79. Document G702-1992 Revised Application for 516
Certificate for Payment #30 4/30/09
*Partial Bates Nos. PETRA91551-61
(36 pages)
76. Laura Welch's Time Card 6/7/08 CM002167 491
(1 page)
77. Transmittal No. 00445 from Wes Bettis to 504
Will Berg Cor No. 1 CM FEE on Contaminated
Soil Removal with supporting documentation
CM002712-22 (11 pages)
E X H I BIT S (Continued)
NO. PAGE
68. Document G702-1992 Application for 479
Certificate for Payment #13 11/30/07
CMOOl176-1229 (54 pages)
69. Document G702-1992 Application for 480
Certificate for Payment #14 12/31/07
CM001230-79 (50 pages)
70. Document G702-1992 Application for 480
Certificate for Payment #15 1/31/08
CM001280-1375 (96 pages)
71. Thomas R. Coughlin's Time Card 8/30/08 481
CM002639 (1 page)
72. Pat Child's Time Card 9/13/08 CM002652 484
(1 page)
, 73. Jack Vaughan's Time Card 9/20/08 CM002654 487
(1 page)
74. Adam Johnson's Time Card 5/24/08 CM002159 487
(1 page)
75. Andrew Brown's Time Card 5/31/08 CM002086 490
(1 page)
•
'Eugene Bennett- Vol. II
003697
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
•


























E X H I BIT S (Continued)
2/29/08 Meridian City Hall spreadsheet
documenting "Included in Budgets"
PETRA50038-39 (2 pages)
Multiple Meeting Minutes from the City
Purchaser Meetings PETRA non sequentially
Bates stamped (99 pages)
Meetings Minutes No. 00191
Meeting Date: 10/13/08
Subject: City Purchaser Meeting 10/14/08
PETRA50420-24 (5 pages)
E-mail from Barb Crawford with final punch
list for Meridian City Hall PETRA69582-729
(148 pages)
Letter to Kim Trout from Thomas Walker
dated 10/7/09 responding to 9/30/09
letter regarding contractor's one-year
general warranty period for Meridian





























       
 
      
    
   
       
     
    
     
   
     
   
        
      
  
        
     
    
     
    











Eugene Bennett- Vol. II April 20, 2010 The City of fvleridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
(The deposition adjourned at 5:00 p.m.)
(Signature requested.)
1 five, and we are going to conclude for the day, and
2 we'll continue this at a time convenient to counsel





























               
            
          
    
 
       





















   
 












I, JANET FRENCH, Certified Shorthand Reporter and
Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho, do hereby
certify:
That prior to being examined, the witness named
in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
testify to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
true and verbatim record of said deposition.
I further certify that I have no interest in the
event of this action.
WITNESS my hand and seal thi;:r~ day of
---CliJ fuQ 2010 .
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF. THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho)
Municipal Corporation, )
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Thomas R. Coughlin 30(b)(6)
)
March 4, 2010 The City OT Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
30(b) (6) DEPOSITION OF THOMAS R. COUGHLIN
BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of
THOMAS R. COUGHLIN was taken by the Plaintiff at the
offices of Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A., located
at 225 North 9th Street, Suite 820, Boise, Idaho,
before Associated Reporting, Inc., by Janet French, a
Court Reporter and Notary Public in and for the County
of Ada, State of Idaho, on Thursday, the 4th day of
March, 2010, commencing at the hour of 9:30 a.m. in
the above-entitled matter.
APPEARANCES:
For the Plaintiff: TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A.
By: Kim J. Trout, Esq.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820





For the Defendant: COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
By: Erika Klein, Esq.
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790











                 
       
       
          
        
         
        
          
           
          
   
 
        
     
      
    
   
   
   
 
      
    
     
    
   
   
   
 
    












The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
•
March 4, 2010
I N D E X
E X A MIN A T ION
E X H I BIT S
40. 11/26/2007 ASI No. 52 CM072326-30 (4 pages) 39
41. 11/30/2007 ASI No. 54 CM072332-2336 (4 pages) 39
42. 12/21/2007 RFI No. 73 CM071891 (1 page) 40
43. 12/26/2007 RFI No. 74 CM071892 (1 page) 40
44. 2/12/2008 RFI No. 93 CM071918 (1 page) 41
45. 2/13/2008 RFI No. 94 CM071919-20 (2 pages) 41
37. Rule Steel's Change Order No.1
CM101717 (1 page)
38. Rule Steel's Change Order No.2
CM101701-715 (14 pages)
39. 6/25/2007 ASI No. 13 CM072234-35 (2 pages) 38
35. AlA Document A101/CMa - 1992
CM101752-1758 (6 pages)
36. Rule Steel's Change Order No.1
CM101719-751 (32 pages)
33. Second Notice of Deposition of Petra
Incorporated 30(b) (6) (3 pages)











                 
 
     
       
   
   
      
 
       
     
     
   
     
   
      
   
      
   
      










         
  
         
         
         
         
         
         
   
 
Thomas R. Coughlin 30(b)(6) March 4, 2010 The eridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
NO.
E X H I BIT S (Continued)
PAGE
46. Rule Steel's Change Order No.3 47
CMI01682-700 (18 pages)
27. Petra's 8/21/09 Response to the City of 73
Meridian's First Set of Interrogatories
(76 pages)
47. Document from Petra to City of Meridian 78
in response of request for additional
information and back-up regarding proposed





               
       
  
       
   
         
     
  
         
      
     
       
   
 
  
1 deposition, if that's all right with you? 1 Q. All right.' The answer on page 26 ofExhibit
2 MS. KLEIN: I've indicated that that is fine. We 2 No. 27 continues on and says, quote, this would
3 can talk about when we are going to reschedule. I 3 include man hours expended in dealing with design
4 believe we have a pretty extensive list ofupcoming 4 issues related to ground water issues such as drainage
5 depositions, and so rescheduling - I mean, I believe, 5 systems.
6 there is a period oftime Mr. Coughlin won't be 6 Do you see that, sir?
7 available, but, obviously, we'll work around that. 7 A. Yes.
8 MR. TROUT: We'll cooperate with each other to 8 Q. Based upon your participation in this
9 get some times set. 9 project as the project engineer, would the hours
10 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, before we adjourn in 10 referenced in that portion ofthe answer have been
11 this deposition, I would like to have you put 11 necessary to achieve what the City ofMeridian wanted?
12 Exhibit -- the one you just had, 27, back in front of 12 A. Ask that again.
13 you. 13 Q. I will. Based upon your participation as
14 A. I have got it. 14 the project engineer, would the man hours referenced
15 Q. Turning your attention to page 26 ofExhibit 15 in that portion ofthe answer to Interrogatory No. 27
16 No. 27, and the response to Interrogatory No. 27. 16 that says they were, quote, expended dealing with
17 Do you have that in front ofyou, sir? 17 design issues related to ground water issues such as
18 A. Vb-huh. 18 drainage systems, basement, or no basement, have been
19 Q. Did you participate in the preparation of 19 necessary to achieve what the City ofMeridian wanted?
20 the answers to Interrogatory No. 27? 20 A. I really don't get what you are asking. I
21 A. I did. 21 understand what you are saying, but I don't understand
22 Q. Did anyone else? 22 what you're asking.
23 A. Gene Bennett and Counsel. 23 Q. That's fair, Tom. In your experience as the
24 Q. All right. Are you able to identify which 24 project engineer on this case, did you and Petra think
25 portion was Mr. Bennett's? 25 that the man hours spent on those issues by Petra were
Page 77 Page 79
1 A. Not really. I -- I do believe he wrote most 1 necessary to achieve what the City wanted?
2 ofthis one, but I could be wrong. 2 A. I'm still not getting you. These were --
3 Q. Is there any of it that you wrote? 3 what those are referring to is changes.
4 A. Not specifically, that I can recall. 4 Q. Okay. Let me then ask it in this way.
5 Q. Okay. The answer on page 26 contains the 5 A. Okay.
6 following language, quote, increases in the size, 6 Q. Were the man hours that were expended by
7 complexity, and budget contributed to a substantial 7 Petra on those items of change related to ground
8 increase in the total man hours expended. 8 water, drainage system, basement, or no basement
9 Sir, can you tell me how many hours 9 necessary to achieve what the City wanted?
10 constitutes the increase that is referenced in this 10 A. To accomplish those changes, yes. I believe
11 answer? 11 they were necessary.
12 A. No, I capnot. 12 Q. All right. Were the man hours, again,
13 Q. Do you know ifthere is any written record 13 referring to this answer, related to mechanical and
14 which identifies the number ofhours which constitute 14 electrical system designs and scope additions
15 the increase that is described in this answer? 15 necessary to achieve what the City wanted?
16 A. The only thing I can think of is the 16 A. Yes. I believe they wanted those changes,
17 analysis in Change Order 2 - the Change Order 2 17 yes.
18 request. 18 MR. TROUT: Okay. We'll adjourn until we can
19 (Deposition Exhibit No. 47 marked.) 19 gather up those documents and complete you next time.
20 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed 20
21 what's been marked as Exhibit No. 47 for 21 (The deposition adjourned at 1:39 p.m.)
22 identification. 22 (Signature requested.)
23 Is this the document you referred to in your 23
24 answer just a moment ago? 24
25 A. Yes, it is. 25
Page 78 Page 80
Associated Reporting Inc.
208.343.4004
'Thomas R. Coughlin 30(b)(6)
23 (Pages 77 to 80)
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I, JANET FRENCH, Certified Shorthand Reporter and
Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho, do hereby
certify:
That prior to being examined, the witness named
in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
testify to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
true and verbatim record of said deposition.
I further certify that I have no interest in the
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE "STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF M~RIDIAN, an Idaho)
Municipal Corporation, )
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Thomas R. Coughlin February 26,2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.









BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of
THOMAS R. COUGHLIN was taken by the Plaintiff at the
offices of Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A., located
at 225 North 9th Street, Suite 820, Boise, Idaho,
before Associated Reporting, Inc., by Janet French, a
Court Reporter and Notary Public in and for the County-
of Ada, State of Idaho, on Friday, the 26th day of
February, 2010, commencing at the hour of 9:30 a.m. in
the above-entitled matter.
APPEARANCES:
For the Plaintiff: TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A.
By: Kim J. Trout, Esq.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820





For the Defendant: COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
By: Thomas G. Walker, Esq.
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
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28. LEED Certification CM002775-CM002807 191
(33 pages)
23. Notice of Deposition of Thomas R. Coughlin 6
(3 pages)






















E X H I BIT S
February 26,2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
•
I N D E X
E X A MIN A T ION
25. Application for Payment No. 16 90
CM001376-CM001531 (78 pages)
26. 9/24/09 letter from Thomas Walker to 153
Kim Trout regarding one-year warranty period
for the Meridian City Hall (1 page)
27. ' Petra's 8/21/09 Response to the City of 170
Meridian's First Set of Interrogatories
(76 pages)





5. Meridian City Hall Construction Management 60
Plan Index CM016908-17100 (67 pages)
17. ,Document G702 Application and Certificate 66
for Payment CM001532-732 (101 pages)
Thomas R. Coughlin
003709
              
  
 
     
       
    
    
      
 
        
  
      
      
     
      
     
      
   
       
      







          
     
  
      
   
     
  





















1 A. Only after the fact.
2 Q. And when you say, "after the fact," what do
3 you mean, sir?
4 A. Sometime down the road I looked at it.
5 Q. Do you remember when in relation to your
6 start date?
7 A. No, I don't.
8 Q. Can tell me why you looked at it?
9 A. To see what it was.
10 Q. What, ifany, use did you make ofthis
11 document in your work as the project engineer?
12 A. Very little.
13 Q. Did you use at all?
14 A. Not that I can think of, no.
15 MR. TROUT: Okay. We are going to break for the
16 day. I think this is a convenient place. We'll
17 finish your deposition either as part ofour --
18 following the close of30(bX6) on Thursday ofnext
19 week, or ifwe don't have enough time, we'll do it at
20 a time convenient to Counsel and yourself, sir.
21
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I, JANET FRENCH, Certified Shorthand Reporter and
Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho, do hereby
certify:
That prior to being examined, the witness named
in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
testify to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
true and verbatim record of said deposition.




event of this action.
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As a result ofHVAC issues in our offices, I'm postponing the continued deposition of Mr. Coughlin set for this
morning. I'll have Kevin coordinate with Pam for an acceptable date for the continuation.
My apologies for any inconvenience.
Kim
Kim J. Trout
Trout. Jones. Gledhill. Fuhrman. Gourley, P.A








This electronic transmission (and/or the documents accompanying it) may contain confidential information
belonging to the sender that is protected by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.c. Sections
2510 and 2521 and may be legally privileged. This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the
use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject
to copyright or constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this message, is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify
Trout+Jones+Gledhill.Fuhrman.Gourley, PA immediately by telephone (208-331-1170) and destroy the
original message. Messages sent to and from us may be monitored. If you have received this communication in
error, please delete all electronic copies of this message and any attached files, destroy any hard copies in











   
     
   
  
  
                   
              
     
 
   
      
       
   
   
   
   
 
            
                
                   
                   
                    
               
           
         
                  
                  














Tuesday, April 20, 2010 5:56 AM
Kim Trout




I reviewed the City's Reply Memorandum. You state on page 8 that "... the City has scheduled, and
Noticed, an evidentiary hearing for April 29, 2010." However, we have not received such a notice.
The notice we received vacated the April 22nd hearing and rescheduled it for April 29th• No mention
of an evidentiary hearing is made in the notice. Further, the Reply claims that Idaho Code § 6-1604
requires an evidentiary hearing. The statute, however, provides that ... a party may, pursuant to a
pretrial motion and after hearing before the court, amend the pleadings to include a prayer for relief
seeking punitive damages. The court shall allow the motion to amend the pleadings if, after weighing
the evidence presented, the court concludes that, the moving party has established at such hearing a
reasonable likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to support an award of punitive damages." My
experience under the new version of § 6-1604 is that the court weighs the evidence presented by
way of affidavit testimony and admissible documentary evidence, not by holding an evidentiary
hearing.
Also, I notified you by email yesterday that the Petra personnel who I anticipate calling as witnesses
are not available on April 29th• Further, I also expect to call an expert witness to testify regarding
Petra's performance and the applicable standard of care. I doubt that Petra's expert will be prepared
to testify by April 29th • If you intend to proceed with an evidentiary hearing, please prOVide me with
available dates for the evidentiary hearing after May 7th•
Finally, please provide me with available dates for the continued deposition of Keith Watts and the
depositions of Charlie Roundtree, Ted Baird and Bill Nary during the period commencing on May 24
and ending on June 18th, except for June 2nd and June i h, which dates are already booked.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
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Friday, April 30, 2010 9:29 AM
'Kevin Kluckhohn'; Kim Trout
Erika K. Klein; Mackenzie E. Whatcott; Pam Carson
RE: Meridian v. Petra
Kim and Kevin: I want to take the depositions of Meridian's witnesses before the June 14,2010
evidentiary hearing. Please provide available dates during the period May 24th through June 4th,
except for June 2nd, which date is already booked. Thanks. Tom
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP








From: Kevin Kluckhohn [mailto:KKluckhohn@idalaw.com]
Sent: Friday, April 30, 20109:25 AM
To: Thomas G. Walker; Kim Trout
Cc: Erika K. Klein; Mackenzie E. Whatcott; Pam carson
Subject: RE: Meridian v. Petra
Tom: Kim is out of the office, but called and asked me to send the following message:
We had not responded regarding available dates, pending the decisions of the Court on the then pending motions.
We'll endeavor to coordinate dates with you, but I will advise that I already have conflicts in the dates you propose.
Kevin will be in touch with Pam on what's available.




Paralegal for Kim J. Trout
Trout+Jones+Gledhill+Fuhrman+Gourley, PA
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This electronic transmission (and/or the documents accompanying it) may contain confidential information belonging to the sender that is protected by
the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.c. Sections 2510 and 2521 and may be legally privileged. This message (and any associated files) is
intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject to copyright or
constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or
files associated with this message, is stricdy prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify
Trout.Jones.Gledhill. Fuhrman• Gourley, PA immediately by telephone (208-331 -1170) and destroy the original message. Messages sent to and from us
may be monitored.
From: Thomas G. Walker [mailto:twalker@CoshoLaw.com]
sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 9:07 AM
To: Kim Trout
Cc: Kevin Kluckhohn; Erika K. Klein; Mackenzie E. Whatcott; pcarson@CoshoLaw.com
Subject: Meridian v. Petra
Kim:
I have preViously requested available dates for the depositions of Charlie Roundtree, Bill Nary, Ted
Baird, and Keith Watts. Considering your disclosure that you intend to offer expert testimony from
Steve Amento, I also want to take his deposition. In my previous email I suggested the period
commencing on May 24.
Since I have not heard from you regarding the deposition scheduling, I plan on noticing up the
folloWing deposition at the times and on the dates indicated below. If any of these dates or times do
not work for you or your Witnesses, please let me know before close of business on Monday, May 3,

















Monday, May 24, 2010 commencing at 9:00 a.m.
Monday, May 24, 2010 commencing at 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, May 25, 2010 commencing at 9:00 a.m.
Tuesday, May 25, 2010 commencing at 1:30 a.m. and continuing, if
Wednesday, May 26, 2010 commencing at 9:00 a.moo
Thursday, May 27, 2010 commencing at 9:00 a.m. and continuing, if
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this email and any files transmitteu with it are confidential and intended sOlely for the use of the individual or
entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing,
copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If
you have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views or
opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those ofCosho Humphrey,
LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey,
LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email.
IRS Circular 230 Notice:
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any other person
(i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or arrangement or (ii) for the purpose of




                    
                  
                  
                     
                 
                 
               
    
                     
                 





From: 208 377 9249 Page: 2/4 Date: 5/20/2010 """7:51 PM
MAY 2 1 llUO
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clark
By KATHY J. BIEHl..
,,,OWlY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Rrikll K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Wbatcott (IS8 6714)
Cosllo Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd" Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise,ldaho 83707·9518
Dil'cct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-t508
Dil'cct Facsimile: (208) 639·5609
'~·lllail: twalker@cosbolaw.com; eklein(il)coshQlaw.coll1; IIIwhatcott@.cnsholaw.com
Attorneys foa' DefcndanllCountcrclaimant, Pch'a IllcOl'porated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STA'l'E OF IDAHO, IN AND :FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******










Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF JERALD S. FRANK
DATED MAY 20,2010 IN OPPOSITION
TO MERIDIAN'S RULE S6(t)MOTION
FOR POSTPONEMENT OF HEARING ON
PETRA'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
I, Jerald S. Frank, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
1. I make this afTIdavit based upon my own personal knowledge and I am
competent to testify to the facts set forth below ifcalled as a witness.
AFFIDAVIT OF JERALD S, FRANK DATED MAY 20, 20 lOIN OPPPOSITION TO
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From: 208 377 9249 Page: 3/4 Date: 5/20/20102:37:51 PM
2. I am the founder and president of Petra Incorporated ("Petra").
3. Petra was incorporated on June 15, 1994 and has continuously conducted a
general construction and construction management business since that time.
4. I have more than 30 years of experience in commercial construction and
construction management.
5. I am one of the custodians of Petra's business records.
6. The continuing pendency of this case has caused Petra to lose several important
opportunities to pursue new work because of the stigma associated with being a defendant in a
lawsuit brought by the City ofMeridian.
~,,\\\\lIlflll/Jf,1.
~,~ ~ \ .LINDt!!,,,
~C\~ •••••••••uIfA
I§.~..•• '-•• ~.- .. ~:: i ~01'Al~\' '.. ~
i : : ~- . . -
~ ~ : .::
~ -'. PUB1..1C .. §
~ . .. §





SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me t s 20111 day of May, 2010.
M~
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at l~").1?. Alok,-", Idaho
My commission expires: l~[jl:{ii"() I~
DATED:
AFFIDAvrr OF JERALD S. FRANK DATED MAY 20, 2010 IN OPPPOSITION TO
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.. From: 208377 9249 Page: 4/4 Date: 5/20/20102:37:51 PM
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 21 st day ofMay, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhlman, P.A.
225 NOlth 91h Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
AFFIDAVIT OF JERALD S. FRANK DATED MAY 20, 2010 IN OPPPOSITION TO
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J. CAVID NAVAARO, Clerk
By OAF'II.Y LATIMORE
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA..
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, PETRA'S MOTION TO SHORTEN
TIME FOR HEARING
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP moves
this Court pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3) of the Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure for an Order shortening
the required period for hearing Petra's Motion for Order Regarding Procedure for Evidentiary
Hearing.
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This motion is made because there is insufficient time to give the notice required by Rule
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 27th day of May, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
















   
                  
       
    
     
      
   











   
  
OR\G1NAL MAY 27 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
MOTION FOR ORDER REGARDING
PROCEDURE FOR EVIDENTIARY
HEARING
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP moves
this Court pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure for an Order regarding the
procedure for the evidentiary hearing that is scheduled for June 14, 2010. This Motion is
MOTION FOR ORDER REGARDING PROCEDURE FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING P.l
003723
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supported by the Memorandum in Support of Motion for Order Regarding Procedure for
Evidentiary Hearing and the Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker filed concurrently herewith.
Oral argument is requested and is currently scheduled for telephonic hearing on June, 7,
2010 at 3:30 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard. Petra's counsel will initiate the
call.
DATED: May 27,2010.
MOTION FOR ORDER REGARDING PROCEDURE FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING P.2
003724
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 2ih day of May, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 5509)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.comjeklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) SS.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER
DATED MAY 27, 2010 IN SUPPORT OF
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION
FOR ORDER REGARDING PROCEDURE
FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING
I, THOMAS G. WALKER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
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1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2. I submit this affidavit in support of Petra's Motion for Order Regarding Procedure
for Evidentiary Hearing.
3. I am one of the custodians of records of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, which include
memoranda, legal documents, reports, correspondence, emails, records, research and data
compilations, in various forms that are kept in the course of Cosho Humphrey, LLP's regularly
conducted business activity, and which are made and maintained as the regular practice of
Cosho Humphrey, LLP.
4. On May 13, 2010 I communicated by email with Kim Trout regarding the
procedure to be utilized at the June 14th evidentiary hearing.
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of an email dated May
13,2010 from me to Kim Trout.
6. On May 14th my paralegal sent a follow up clarification to Mr. Trout's assistant
regarding exhibit numbering.
7. We were advised that Mr. Trout was out of the office until that next Wednesday
(May 14,2010) and we would receive a response when he returned.
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the email exchange
between my paralegal Pam Carson and Mr. Trout's paralegal Kevin Kluckhohn.
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9. Again on May 25,2010 this office followed up with Mr. Trout's office regarding
the exhibit numbering procedure to be utilized.
10. It is my opinion that it will be in the best interests of the parties and the Court if a
procedure is established prior to the evidentiary hearing scheduled for June 14, 2010 for
purposes of managing the hearing in the most organized and
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 27th day of May, 2010.
(L1~
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Eagle, Idaho
My commission expires: March 31, 2016.




              
       
                     
              
          
            
 
    
    
      




I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 27th day of May, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.














   
                  
       
    
     
      
   
   
   
  
         
 














Thursday, May 13, 20103:32 PM
Kim Trout
Kevin Kluckhohn; Pamela Carson (pcarson@CoshoLaw.com); Mackenzie E. Whatcott; Erika
K. Klein
Meridian v. Petra
Regarding procedures and exhibits to be used at the June 14th eVidentiary hearing, Judge Wilper's
clerk suggested that we agree on procedures and an exhibit numbering system that will carry over to
the trial. Thus, I propose as follows:
• The City of Meridian use exhibit numbers 1 through 4,999 and Petra use numbers starting with
5,000.
• I suggest that we exchange our lists of witnesses and the exhibits approximately a week
before the hearing.
• Copies of the exhibits should also be provided in four tabbed three ring binders per party: (1)
witness copy for the record, (2) Judge's copy, (3) proponent's copy, and (4) opposing party's
copy.
• Considering that we will only have 4 hours to conduct the hearing, I suggest that we stipulate,
subject to the Court's concurrence, that each party's exhibits be admitted into evidence at the
hearing; provided, however, that we each reserve objections as to relevancy or materiality.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
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Friday, May 14, 2010 10:14 AM
Pam Carson
Thomas G. Walker; Kim Trout
RE:
Pam: Kim is out until Wednesday of next week. We will get an answer to you then. Hope the riding is great!
Kevin Kluckhohn
Paralegal for Kim J. Trout
Trout+Jones +Gledhill+Fuhrman +Gourley, PA







This electronic transmission (and/or the documents accompanying it) may contain confidential information belonging to the sender that is protected by
the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.c. Sections 2510 and 2521 and may be legally privileged. This message (and any associated ftles) is
intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject to copyright or
constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or
ftles associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify
TrouttJonestGledhilit Fuhrman tGourley, PA immediately by telephone (208-331-1170) and destroy the original message. Messages sent to and from us
may be monitored.
From: Pam carson [mailto:pcarson@CoshoLaw.com]
sent: Friday, May 14, 2010 10:11 AM
To: Kevin Kluckhohn
Cc: Thomas G. Walker
Subject:
This is a clarification of Tom's email to you and Kim yesterday. I wasn't clear to Tom when I communicated
my conversation with Inga regarding the trial exhibit numbering. We suggest that that Plaintiff would mark its
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Kevin: I am just following up regarding the exhibit numbering procedure to be utilized for the evidentiary
hearing and trial which was proposed in an earlier email communication, with Plaintiff numbering its exhibits
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By eARLY lATIMORE
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantlCounterclaimant.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR ORDER REGARDING
PROCEDURE FOR EVIDENTIARY
HEARING
The above-named DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ORDER
REGARDING PROCEDURE FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING P.l
003733
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submits its memorandum III support of the Motion for Order Regarding Procedure for
Evidentiary Hearing.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Plaintiff City of Meridian ("Meridian") has filed a motion for leave to amend its
complaint to add a claim for punitive damages. As the Court is aware, the matter has been
scheduled for a four-hour evidentiary hearing on June 14,2010 commencing at 9:00 a.m. In the
interest of judicial economy and in an attempt to expedite the process, Petra requests that the
Court enter an order regarding the procedures for the evidentiary hearing. The order should
address the marking of exhibits, exchange of witness and exhibit lists, disclosure of exhibits,
admissibility of documents, and time limits for presentation of evidence. Petra's counsel has
attempted to obtain an agreement with Meridian's counsel regarding these matters, but to no
avail.
2. LAW AND ARGUMENT
The control of the court calendar is within the Court's discretion. See In re Interest of
Kinley, 108 Idaho 862,702 P.2d 900 (Ct.App.1985); I.R.C.P. 16. Rule 16 of the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure 16 provides in pertinent part as follows:
(b) Except in cases exempted by order of the court as inappropriate, the judge or
magistrate shall, after consulting with the attorneys for the parties and any
unrepresented parties, by a scheduling conference, telephone, mail or other
suitable means, enter a scheduling order that ...
* * *
(h) ... the court may enter an order directing the parties to file with the court
and serve on all opposing counsel, or upon parties not represented by counsel, a
list of all exhibits to be offered at trial and a list of the names and addresses of all
witnesses which such party may call to testify at the trial, except for impeachment
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ORDER
REGARDING PROCEDURE FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING P. 2
003734
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witnesses and exhibits. Any exhibits or witnesses discovered after such
disclosure shall immediately be disclosed to the court and opposing counsel by
filing and service stating the date upon which the same was discovered. Failure to
comply with this rule may be grounds for excluding an exhibit from admission
into evidence or for excluding a witness from testifying in the trial of the action.
Provided the court, for good cause shown and in order to prevent injustice may
permit additional exhibits to be used or additional witnesses to testify at the trial.
In the interests of fairness and judicial economy, Petra requests that the Court enter an
Order that provides as follows:
(1) No later than 5:00 p.m. on June 10,2010, each party shall disclose to the Court
and counsel the names and addresses of all witnesses proposed to be called at the June 14,2010
evidentiary hearing.
(2) No later than 5:00 p.m. on June 10, 2010, each party shall provide a list of pre-
marked exhibits that the party intends to offer at the June 14, 2010 evidentiary hearing to the
Court and counsel.
(3) No later than 5:00 p.m. on June 10,2010, each party shall provide a true, correct
and complete copy of each pre-marked exhibit that the party intends to offer at the June 14, 2010
evidentiary hearing to the Court and counsel.
(4) Regarding marking of exhibits, Meridian shall identify each exhibit by
consecutive number starting with 1 and up to 499. Petra shall identify each exhibit by
consecutive number starting with 500.
(5) Each party shall have up to two hours to present testimonial and documentary
evidence.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ORDER
REGARDING PROCEDURE FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING P. 3
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(6) In the interest of conserving time, exhibits shall be admitted into evidence, subject
only to objections as to relevancy or materiality, but not subject to foundational objections.
3. CONCLUSION
Based upon the foregoing, Petra respectfully requests the Court to enter the Order
Regarding Procedure for Evidentiary Hearing that has been submitted to the Court concurrently
with its Motion.
DATED: May 27, 2010.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ORDER
REGARDING PROCEDURE FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING P.4
003736
              
              
  
             
             
   
    
       
      
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 2th day of May, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.













MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ORDER
REGARDING PROCEDURE FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING P. 5
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By CARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******









MOTION FOR ORDER REGARDING
PROCEDURE FOR EVIDENTIARY
HEARING
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, That the undersigned, attorneys for Petra Incorporated,
("Petra"), the Defendant/Counterclaimant in the above-entitled matter, will bring before the
Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of the above-entitled Court, for a telephonic conference on
Monday, June 7,2010, at the hour of 3:30 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard,
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Petra Incorporated's Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing and Motion for Order Regarding
Procedure for Evidentiary Hearing Hearing. Counsel for Defendant shall initiate.
DATED: May 27, 2010.




             
          
    





I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this 27th day of May, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
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lECEIVED
MAY 27 2010
Ada County Clerk NO.----.:i'F1liOiO-jl,·r;:l{;1r::=:--A.M_----P.M •
JUN 0 1 2010
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika Klein (lSB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (lSB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; eklein@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME FOR
HEARING
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Defendant's Motion to Shorten Time for hearing its Motion for Order Regarding
Procedure for Evidentiary Hearing, having come before the Court, and good cause appearing
therefor;
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the L day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.





800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By J. RANDALL
DEPUTYThomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY RESPONSES
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this 2nd day of June, 2010, Defendant Petra
Incorporated's Response Dated June 2, 2010 to the City of Meridian's Fourth Requests for
Production of Documents served on or about April 23 rd and a copy of this Notice of Service of
Discovery were, served upon counsel for Plaintiff, The City of Meridian as follows:
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY RESPONSES
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Kim J. Ttr_,c::x
Trout Jones uleanill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
JUN Q4 20\0
J DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
• By eARLY LATIMORE
OEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, That the undersigned, attorneys for Petra Incorporated,
("Petra"), the Defendant/Counterclaimant in the above-entitled matter, will bring before the
Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of the above-entitled Court, for hearing at the Ada County
Courthouse, 200 West Front Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, on Monday, the 19th day of July,
)
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2010, at the hour of 1:30 p.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard,
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated's Motion for Summary Judgment Dated May 6,
2010.
DATED: June 4, 2010.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 4th day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
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KIM]. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIlL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.







JUN 0 ~. 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO. Clerk
Bv E. HOLMES
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR ORDER
REGARDING PROCEDURE FOR
EVIDENTIARY HEARING
The Plaintiff/Counterdefendant the City of Meridian, ("City"), by and through its counsel of
record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhnnan Gourley, P.A., submits its Response to the Motion for Order
Regarding Procedure for Evidentiary Hearing as filed by the Defendant Petra Incorporated
("Petra'').
The City joins in Petra's request for a status conference for the purpose of addressing certain
matters of procedure as well as evidentiary issues which are anti cipated at the June 14, 2010
evidentiary hearing on the City's Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and Add Claim
for Punitive Damages Pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-1604. In particular, the City believes it is
appropriate for the Court to fashion an order directing that the evidence presented at the upcoming
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR ORDER
REGARDING PROCEDURE FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING
Page -1 003748
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hearing be narrowly tailored to the purpose of the hearing, i.e. whether the City has a reasonable
likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to support an award of punitive damages.
ARGUMENT
In making its request for an order governing the procedure at the upcoming evidentiary
hearing, Petra incorrectly relies upon the authority conferred upon the Court to enter orders
governing pretrial matters. However, the June 14, 2010 hearing is not a trial, nor is it in any sense
even a "mini-trial" where the ultimate merits of the parties' respective claims are to be tried. Petra's
reliance on I.R.C.P. 16, and the procedures directed therein, raises grave concerns that Petra intends
to expand the issues presented at the upcoming hearing well beyond those which are properly raised
at a hearing on a plaintiff's motion to amend to include a claim for punitive damages.
While there is no dispute that at trial, the City will be required to present clear and
convincing proof of oppressive, fraudulent, malicious, or outrageous conduct, this is not the City's
burden at a hearing pursuant to I.c. § 6-1604. Rather, the City's burden is simply to establish a
"reasonable likelihood" that it will be able to produce such evidence at trial. While neither I.c. § 6-
1604, nor any of the Idaho Appellate Court cases addressing this provision, address what this
burden requires, there can be no doubt the burden imposed is far less than that which will be
applied at trial, on a motion for judgment as a matter of law, or a judgment notwithstanding the
verdict. The fact that the Court has these other multiple opportunities to view the City's claim for
punitive damages with differing standards of review, confirms that the Court's role in a hearing of
this nature is to act as a gate-keeper, mindful of the standards of liberality that govern motions to
amend generally.
Thus, Petra's request must be viewed in the context of the nature of the proceeding that is a
hearing on a proposed amendment to add punitive damages. The City should be afforded a full and
fair opportunity to present the evidence that it believes leads to the conclusion that it possesses a
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR ORDER
REGARDING PROCEDURE FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING
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reasonable likelihood of establishing a claim for punitive damages at trial. lbis hearing should not
be transformed by Petra's purported defense of the City's Motion to a hearing that seeks to refute
the merits of the City's claims, nor one that seeks to elevate the burden which the City must bear at
this stage of the proceedings.
For this reason, the City opposes Petra's request for an even division of the time allotted to
the parties. At the evidentiary hearing it is the City's opportunity to present the evidence that it
believes supports the consideration of punitive damages and it should be afford a full and fair
opportunity to present its evidence in that regard. If Petra has concerns about admissibility of the
evidence that the City relies upon it, this is its opportunity to establish it. If Petra believes that the
evidence presented by the City fails to present the entire series of events related to a matter, this
hearing is its opportunity to present that evidence. However, it is not Petra's opportunity to present
its rebuttal case on the merits of the City's claim. Accordingly, the City believes that the appropriate
division of time, given the nature of the hearing and the burden imposed, is three hours for the City
and one hour for Petra.
Moreover, the City objects to Petra's request that all exhibits be admitted without the
necessity of foundational proof. While the City appreciates efforts to streamline the presentation of
the evidence at this hearing, the nature of the proceeding itself compels that the parties be required
to establish foundation for any documentary evidence it wishes to proffer. As this Court is aware,
the appropriateness of punitive damages is determined based upon the proof of the intersection of
"a bad act and a bad state of mind." Todd v. Sullivan Canst. U.£, 146 Idaho 118, 123, 191 P.3d 196,
201 (2008). As state of mind is at issue in these proceedings, all issues of foundation must be
established if there is to be given any inference as to the purpose, motives, and intentions of any
proffered document.
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR ORDER
REGARDING PROCEDURE FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING
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Finally, Petra's request for advance disclosure of witnesses and exhibits is wholly without
authority. Aside from pretrial disclosures compelled by Rule 16, which as established above this
proceeding is not, and show cause hearings pursuant to IRCP 6, there is no authority whatsoever for
a party to disclose its witnesses prior to an evidentiary hearing, let alone one of this unique nature.
Once again, Petra's request tl}ust be viewed as an attempt to turn this evidentiary hearing on
whether the City has a reasonable likelihood of presenting evidence at trial into the trial itself. Ibis
attempt should be rejected.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated herein, the City asks this Court to deny Petra's requests for procedure
concerning the allocation of time, the admissibility of exhibits, and the advance disclosure of
witnesses.
DATED this 4th day ofJune, 2010.





PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR ORDER
REGARDING PROCEDURE FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 4th day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the




800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518






PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR ORDER
REGARDING PROCEDURE FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
2
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
3
MERIDIAN














22 EST. COST: $.00
CLERK: Inga Johnson






8 Telephonic Status Conference in Chambers re: procedure for upcoming Motion Hearing.
(Motion to Amend Complaint- set for hearing on Monday June 14, 2010 at 9:00 am)
9
The Court and counsel met in chambers (counsel appearing by phone); also in attendance
10
was the Law Clerk and Court Clerk. The following matters were resolved:
11 1- The Rules of Evidence apply.
12 2- The opposing party will be allowed to cross examined witnesses and will also be allowed
13 to present their own testimony.
3- The court will allow 4 hours for the hearing, splitting the time evenly.
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.







J. DAVID N/WAnRO, Clerk
ByE. HOLMES
DepuTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-07257
NOTICE OF SERVICE
Pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, notice is hereby given by the undersigned
party that a copy of Plaintiffs Responses to Petra Incorporated's Third Set of Interrogatories,
Second Requests for Admission and Fourth Set of Requests for Production of Documents dated
May 6, 2010 was served upon the following by U.S. Mail at:
Thomas G. Walker
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 7th day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the



























   
   
                  
              
   
  
   
     
   
  
   
















KIM]. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN, P.A.








AM. FII.EO--sP.M ¥~ to,
JUN 08 l010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By KATHY J. BIEHL
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV DC 09-7257
STATEMENT OF ISSUES RE:
EVIDENTIARY HEARING ON
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND ADD
CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 6-1604
)
The City of Meridian, by and wough its counsel of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman
Gourley, P.A., and pursuant to the Order ofJune 7, 2010 at the telephonic hearing, hereby provides
the following Statement of Issues for the hearing on the Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to File First
Amended Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages Pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-1604:
1. Professional standard of care for Petra with respect to the Construction Management
Agreement with the City of Meridian;
2. Professional standard of care for Petra with respect to the Construction Management Plan
with the City of Meridian;
STATEMENT OF ISSUES RE: EVIDENTIARY HEARING ON MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST
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3. Professional standard of care for Petra with respect to Petra's fiduciary and professional
duties with the City of Meridian;
4. Fraud and misrepresentation regarding Payment Applications;
5. Administration of the Prime Contracts by Petra, including but not limited to:
a. Liquidated Damages; and
b. Protection of the City from defective Work;
6. All categories will be subject to analysis and testimony under the punitive damages standards.
DATED this 8th day ofJune, 2010.







I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 8th day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the




800 Park Blvd. Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
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JUN 1t 2010
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY RESPONSES
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this 10th day of June, 2010, Defendant Petra
Incorporated's Supplemental Response Dated June 10, 2010 to the City of Meridian's First Set
of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents and specifically Interrogatory No.
16, regarding expert witness disclosure, with the production of the report of Jack K. Lemley,
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together with a copy of this Notice of Service of Discovery was served on or about June 10,2010
upon counsel for Plaintiff, The City ofMeridian in the manner set forth below:
KimJ. Trout
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701










                  
              
  
      
      
   
   
      
 
   
  






Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
MacKenzie Whatcott (ISB 5509)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707·9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
,J. DJ,VID l'lh,/i'J Clori\
By E. liOUAES
CJt:?lITY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
PETRA INCORPORATED'S DISCLOSURE
OF WITNESSES FOR EVIDENTIARY
HEARING
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its undersigned
counsel hereby advises the Court and counsel for the Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, City of
Meridian, that it intends to call the following witnesses to testify at the evidentiary hearing
scheduled for June 14,2010 at 9:00 a.m.
1. Jerald S. Frank;
2. Eugene R. Bennett;
PETRA INCORPORATED'S DISCLOSURE OF WITNESSES FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING Page I
585429 Cr.: r:~ 1f\! t L
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3. Thomas Coughlin; and
4. Jack K. Lemley
Petra reserves the right to cross-examine any witnesses testifying on behalf of
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, City ofMeridian.
DATED: June 10,2010.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 10th day of June, 20Wa true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (lSB No. 6774)
COSHO HlIMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
J. L'f\\fIO l\~/"\
3v F. i"~C:)-; Jo~;~.:";,
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
PETRA'S OBJECTION TO THE
TESTIMONY AND REPORTS OF
STEVE AMENTO
Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its attorneys of record, Thomas G. Walker
or the firm of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, Court and opposing counsel that it objects pursuant to
Rule 26(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, to the testimony and reports of Steve
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This objection is supported by the Memorandum in Support of its Objection to the
Testimony and Reports of Steve Amento and the Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated June 10,
2010 filed and served contemporaneously herewith.
Oral argument is requested on Petra's objection and has been scheduled for Monday,
June 14,2010 at 9:00 a.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard.
DATED: June 10,2010 By:~g'-L~~4----4c-A[M.~~~­
THOMASG.
Attorneys for




              
                
      
             
              
   
  





I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 10th day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.














   
                  
       
    
     
      
   
   










Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 5509) J. L."
COSHO HliMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.comjeklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
,....,' .. ,
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) SS.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER
DATED JUNE 10,2010 IN SUPPORT OF
PETRA INCORPORATED'S OBJECTION
TO THE TESTIMONY OF STEVE
AMENTO
I, THOMAS G. WALKER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED JUNE 10,2010 IN SUPPORT
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1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2. I submit this affidavit in support of Petra's Objection to the testimony of Steve
Amento at the evidentiary hearing to be held on June 14,2010.
3. I am one of the custodians of records of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, which include
memoranda, legal documents, reports, correspondence, emails, records, research and data
compilations, in various forms that are kept in the course of Cosho Humphrey, LLP's regularly
conducted business activity, and which are made and maintained as the regular practice of
Cosho Humphrey, LLP.
4. Petra timely supplemented its response to Meridian's Interrogatory No. 16.
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true, correct and complete copy of Petra's
Supplemental Response dated June 10,2010 to the City of Meridian's First Set ofInterrogatories
and Requests for Production of Documents.
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit B (Exhibit 503) is a true, correct and complete copy of
the Lemley International transmittal letter dated June 10, 2010.
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit C (Exhibit 502) is a true, correct and complete copy of
the Curriculum Vitae of Jack K. Lemley.
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED JUNE 10,2010 IN SUPPORT
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8. Attached hereto as Exhibit 0 (Exhibit 504) is
the expert report prepared by Lemley International.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 10th day of June, 2010.
C?~~.~
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Eagle, Idaho
My commission expires: March 31, 2016.
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED JUNE 10,2010 IN SUPPORT
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 10th day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.













AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED JUNE 10,2010 IN SUPPORT
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
MacKenzie Whatcott (ISB 5509)
COSHOHUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
PETRA INCORPORATED'S
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE DATED
JUNE 10,2010 TO THE CITY OF
MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its undersigned
counsel, pursuant to Rules 33 and 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, supplements its
response to the Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, City of Meridian's (Meridian) First Set of
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents, served on or about July 22, 2009 as
follows:
PETRA INCORPORATED'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE DATED JUNE 10,2010
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INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Identify each and every person Petra expects to call as an
expert witness at any hearing or at trial, stating in detail as to each such person: (a) full name,
home address, business address and telephone number; (b) educational background; (c)
experience in the matter to which he is expected to testify; (d) subject matter on which he is
expected to testify; (e) substance of the facts and opinions to which he is expected to testify and a
summary of the grounds for each opinion; and (f) manner in which such expert became familiar
with the facts of this case.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE:
(a)(l) Jack K. Lemley, Lemley International, 604 No. 16th Street, Boise, Idaho, (208)
345-5226.
(b) See Curriculum Vitae of Jack K. Lemley attached hereto, Bates numbered
PETRA 96940 - 96943.
(a)(2) Richard K. Bauer, P.E., Lemley International, 604 No. 16th Street, Boise, Idaho
83702, (208) 345-5226.
(b) See Curriculum Vitae of Richard K. Bauer, attached hereto, Bates numbered
Petra95956-95957.
(c) See Mr. Lemley's transmittal letter and report dated June 10, 2010, attached
hereto as Bates Nos. PETRA96938-96939. See also Affidavit of Jack K. Lemley dated April
30,2010 and filed in Opposition to City of Meridian's Motion for Leave to File First Amended
Complaint and to Add a Claim for Punitive Damages.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE DATED JUNE 10, 2010





              
                   
           
                  
                   
                
      
  
             
 
            
   
             
   
            
 
             
              
                
         
        
         
 
  
(d) through (f) See Mr. Lemley's transmittal letter and report dated June 10, 2010,
attached hereto as Bates Nos. PETRA96938-96939. See also Affidavit of Jack K. Lemley dated
April 30, 2010 and filed in Opposition to City of Meridian's Motion for Leave to File First
Amended Complaint and to Add a Claim for Punitive Damages.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.1: All documents either used to respond to any
of the interrogatories served on you in this action.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: See documents produced herewith in support of
-Remainder ofthis page left blank-
PETRA INCORPORATED'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE DATED JUNE 10,2010




              
              
                 
          
            
         
         
     
       
           
 




Attorneys for De e Ciant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Incorporated
PETRA INCORPORATED'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE DATED JUNE 10,2010
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STATE OF IDAHO )
):ss.
County ofAda )
Jerry Frank, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
That he is the President of the Defendant Petra Incorporated in the above-entitled action;
that he has read the foregoing Supplemental Response to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories
and Requests for Production of Documents that by his own personal knowledge he knows the
contents thereof; and, that the facts therein stated are true, correct and accurate to the best of his
knowledge and belief.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before
N ARYP
Residing at .&~~~_---:=----~ =--__
My Commission Expires: 3"h (j -201 3
PETRA INCORPORATED'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE DATED JUNE 10,2010
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 10th day ofJune, 2009 a true and correct copy ofthe
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.












PETRA INCORPORATED'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE DATED JUNE 10,2010





   
                  
       
    
     
      
   










       






RICHARD K. BAUER, P.E
Mr. Bauer has over 35 years of experience in the Heavy Civil Conslruction Industry in positions including
Project Director, Project Manager, Site Manager, Resident Engineer, Construction Supervisor, Engineer,
Cost/Scheduling Engineer, Estimator, and Surveyor. Mr. Bauer has worked on projects in both the UDited
States and abroad, including heavy civil, building, process, and marine projects. His duties have been in
management, estimating, project controls, design, and performing the work. International experience
includes managing RF Broadcast Projects on site in Europe, South Asia and Africa as well as
infrastructure projects, which included an international airport, in Saudi Arabia, Palestinian West Bank
Territories and the Gaza Strip. Work in the US includes nuclear power plant construction and refueling,
thermal power plant construction and servicing, a marine project, a copper refinery and currently he is the
Project Director for a large historic restoration and expansion job.
WORK EXPERIENCE
Program. Director
Mr. Bauer is currently the Program Director for the Idaho Stale Capitol Restoration and Additions Program.
He is directing the construction management services provided by the Lemley-3D/I joint venture to the State
. of Idaho for this $130 million design and construction program, which includes Historic Preservation ofthe
100 year old Idaho State Capitol. ConstructioJ1 of2 new underground structures connected to the Capitol and
. Remodeling of4 other buildings on the Capitol MaIL
Consultant
Mr. Bauer has provided consulting services on various projects including the London Underground,
Boston "Big Dig," Dallas-Fort Worth Allport people mover and the Connecticut·Yankee Nuclear Power
Plant decomtttissioning. The Services included program review, litigation support, schedule review, and
estimating.
Project Manager
Mr. Bauer was the Project Manager, Site Manager, or Resident Engineer on a series ofprojects installing
Broadcast antennas, Support structures up to 400' in height, RF transmission, & RF Switching systems at
various locations in the US and overseas. The projects ranged from a month to a year in"duration and up
to $20 million in, value. "
Management Consultant
As part of a Management Consultant team, Mr. Bauer waS hired by the Palestinian Infrastructure Authority"
to assist in establishing project management systems and providing supervision to over 100 emergency
construction projects financed through the World Bank in the Palestinian West Bank·Territories and the
Gaza Strip. The projects included water distribution, sewage collection, road improvements, and school
construction.
Supervisor
Mr. Bauer supervised all of th~ contractors on the Dight shift for the $200 million Copper Refinery
Modernization Project.
Project Manager
Mr. Bauer was responsible for the construction of a $7 million project for pre-casting polymer concrete
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Mr. Bauer was .responsible for the on-site project administration, subcontract administration, and field
procwem.ent functions on a $7.5 million marine structure job for the US Navy..
Project Coordinator
Mr. Bauer was responsible for coordination of engineering manufacturing and field operations on a $50
million Voice ofAmerica Broadcast Antenna Project He coordinated the formulation and negotiation of the
major subcontractors. Also, he supervised the steel erection on the job sites in Morocco and Thailand.
P~oject MaDager
Mr. Bauer was directly responsible for the execution ofpublic utility contracts. The responsibilities, which
~veraged $6-8 million, included; concrete construction, concrete remedial work, cathodic protection,
underground power and telecom, and a 2-meter diameter pipeline.
Supervisor
Mr. Bauer supervised the cost/schedule group assigned to the public facilities area on an international airport
project in Saudi Arabia.
EDUCATION
- B.S. Civil Engipecring - San JoscState University
- Project Management Development Conference Training
- Practical ArchitectlBngineerLaw
Level I, n. and ill concrete Inspection
ARTIMES A, B, and C Management Systems Software
PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATIONS
Licensed Construction Manager - Idaho
Professional Engineer - Idaho
Licensed Land Surveyor - Idaho
ASME Qualified - SectionmDivision 2 inspection Engineer
BAUER_ Rich L1.doc Page 2 of 2
PETRA96957003777
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800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Re: The New Meridian City Hall Project
Dear Mr. Walker,
Attached is my written statement of opinions pursuant to the Complaint by the City of
Meridian, Idaho against Petra, Incorporated in relation to the New Meridian City Hall
Project.
I am President and CEO of Lemley International (LI), located in Boise, ID, USA.
Founded in 1988, LI has provided schedule analysis, claims review, cost estimates and
expert analysis and testimony related to disputes arising from major engineering and
construction projects worldwide. In addition, as part of a joint venture, LI has provided
Construction Management (CM) services on major local building projects. LI's
principals have in-depth engineering, construction and the project management
experience that allow us to understand the technical and management issues related to
Construction Management, and to evaluate the issues between the parties.
In addition to receiving a B.A. degree in Architecture from the University of Idaho, I
have been active in supporting higher education on a continuing basis for which I have






   
   
   
     
   
   
 
    




       
   
               
             
 
              
             
            
              
          
         
             
          
               
               
            
 




years in successful senior management positions on a variety of infrastructure & building
design and construction projects in the developed as well as the developing worlds.
Representative international project experience includes serving as the Chief Executive
Officer of the owner consortium for the design and construction of the English Channel
Tunnel Project and served as Chairman of the British Olympic Development Authority.
My CV is attached.
In forming an opinion on this project, LI has:
• Visited the City Hall and Plaza




• Reviewed the Contract between the City and Petra, as well as the City and LCA
• Reviewed the City's complaint and amended complaint
• Reviewed Petra's responses and counterclaim





• Reviewed the budgets and their development
• Reviewed the Monthly Project Reports
• Reviewed Excerpts from City Council meetings
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Jack Lemley has over 50 years of management experience in international industrial infrastructure and design and
construction. This experience encompasses a broad cross section of the management of engineering and construction
work, including heavy civil construction, mining, power generation, industrial and institutional building projects. His
work has ranged from direct involvement at the general manager level to marketing, contract negotiations, and finance.
Currently, he is serving as president and chiefexecutive officer of a civil construction consulting firm.
Mr. Lemley has the experience and knowledge of people and situations which allow him to speak with authority on
pursuing practical solutions to construction-related problems. He is familiar with long-range planning, owner relations,
finance, labor relations, and other operational aspects from the point of view of an engineer, and contractors, as well as
that of owner's representation. Mr. Lemley is professionally involved with the International Tunneling Association and
a member of numerous major professional societies, which makes him well acquainted with the principal issues and
senior people in the construction industry.
EXPERIENCE
President and Chief Executive Officer
Lemley International - headquartered in Boise, Idaho, is a management-consulting firm established to serve public
and private clients worldwide in the engineering/construction industry. This company offers project management
and technical support services for organization/planning, cost estimating, procurement, safety and quality assurance,
equipment selection/maintenance, scheduling, and underground development and tunneling. In addition, Lemley
International provides services for constructions and program management, labor consultation, claims support and
resolution, and pier review board participation.
Projects in which Mr. Lemley has either lead or consulted for include the following:
Member Dispute Adjudication Board - Railway Bosphorus Tube Crossing Construction, Upgrading,
Tunnels and Stations.
Technical review of Athens Metro tunneling operations
Expert testimony for ICC arbitration on the Great Man-Made River Project between the government of
Libya and a Brazilian contractor Petrobras
Cost Recovery Analysis for Boston's Central Artery/Tunnel
Consultation for the Los Angeles Metro Rail project
Participation on the Disputes Review Board for the Hong Kong Airport
Board of Review for New Zealand's Second Manipuri Power Station Tailrace Tunnel
Value Engineering review for California's Inland Feeder project
Hong Kong's Strategic Sewage Disposal Scheme
Athens Greece Metro Technical Advisor
FERMI National Laboratory, Super Conducting Super Collider
Technical Advisor and consultant on the MINOS experiment at FERMI labs
Member of a Pier Review Board for the Yucca Mountain Nuclear Waste Disposal Facility
Chairman
As chairman of the 2012 Olympics, Mr. Lemley oversaw the delivery of the infrastructure and venues needed for
the 2012 Olympics, including the main stadium, aquatic center, athlete housing, and related transportation systems.
This massive project also included extensive regeneration of the Lower Lea Valley to develop the master plan and
build the Olympic Park. Furthermore, Mr. Lemley was responsible for developing a plan and budget consistent







Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
American Ecology - headquartered in Boise, Idaho, is an environmental service company. It is the parent company
for operating entities that provide low-level radioactive and chemical hazardous waste management. Through its
US Ecology unit, the company operates a low-level nuclear waste disposal facility in Washington State for the
Northwest Compact facility and received a license approval for a simirar facility in California for the Southwest
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Through its American Ecology Chemical Services unit, the company operates chemical waste disposal facilities in
both Nevada and Texas. Services provided by the company include waste packaging, transportation, consulting,
pretreatment, and disposals, fuels blending, recycling and clean-up services.
Performance Review
On behalf of Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company Mr. Lemley reviewed a Lump Sum Contract to
decommission & dismantle their Haddam Neck Nuclear Power Plant. The review in consultation with the Power
Company's attorneys resulted in the Contract being successfully terminated. Following that, Mr. Lemley
successfully testified on behalf of the Power Company's Rate Case in front of the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission. Two civil suits were filed, one by the Power Company against the Contractor and one by the
Contractor against the Power Company. Mr. Lemley gave depositions in both suits leading to a favorable settlement
(via mediation) for the Power Company.
Performance Review
The Estate of Stone & Webster retained Mr. Lemley to assist them in the collection of an E&O Insurance Policy in
relation to a Lump Sum contract with Maine Yankee Atomic Power Company for the decommission & dismantling
of their Wiscasset, Maine Nuclear Power Plant. Mr. Lemley has given a report & deposition and is scheduled to
testify when the case is tried in a Massachusetts court.
Audit Performance
Central Artery / Tunnel, Boston, Massachusetts - Performed a quality audit of the permanent facility. Supported the
MA Turnpike Authority in their analysis of overcharges and improper performance by the PM and other
Contractors. Approximate value of consulting of $2 million, project value of $14.5 billion.
Performance Review
Lemley and Associates - London Underground Ltd. - Reviewed the performance of a joint venture contractor
charged with implementing a new communication contract for the entire subway system. Approximate consulting
contract value of $3 million, project value of $5 billion.
Chief Executive Officer
TML - Channel Tunnel Project - From the Spring of 1989 until the project was successfully completed in
December, 1993, Mr. Lemley was CEO of Transmanche-Link, a Joint Venture of ten major European contractors,
five British and five French, contracted to preform engineering. As Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Lemley was
responsible for the overall performance of the work. An excess of 14,000 people were employed on the project, the
worlds' largest privately financed (with no governmental assistance or guarantees) construction project valued in an
excess of $21 billion.
Super Conducting Collider
Mr. Lemley participated as a member on the Department of Energy Advisory Board for the design and construction
of the overall facility. Consulting contract valued $500 thousand, project value $1.1 billion.
Senior Vice President - Construction Division
Morrison Knudsen - Mr. Lemley was responsible for directing all engineering and construction activities as well as
exercising general supervision over all division's; estimating, accounting, purchasing, warehousing, and general
office functions. He reviewed project development to determine the progress of work and efficiency of operations.
These projects included; marine, underground, heavy, civil, mining developments, transportation systems, military
works, and utility and industrial programs. Additional responsibilities included maintaining amicable relationships
with company clients and promoting satisfactory relations with government agencies, other business concerns, and
the general public.
Group Vice President, Heavy, and Marine Group
Morrison Knudsen - As Heavy and Marine Group Vice President, Mr. Lemley was responsible for overall domestic
and international operations as well as for group administration and personnel. He supervised seven division vice
presidents and two subsidiary president involved in the day-to-day execution of the management, engineering, and
construction activity of the group.
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, INTERNATIONAL
Furthermore, Mr. Lemely was responsible for overall management of several major projects including the $800
million OK Tedi Gold and Copper Mine Development in Papua, New Guinea, the $300 million Trans-Panama
Pipeline, and the $1.9 billion Cerrejon Coal Mine, Railroad, and Port Facility in Columbia, and the 1-90 P.M. in
Bellevue-Seattle, Washington.
General Manager,
Morrison Knudsen, King Khalid Military City Project, Saudi Arabia Consortium - Mr. Lemley was in charge of the
overall management of the $1.3 billion King Khalid Military City project to build a city for 70,000 people in the
Eastern Province of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. As prime contractor, work involved the design and construction
of city infrastructure and erection of construction plant facilities for pre-cast concrete aggregates and bituminous
products, including the world's largest pre-cast element manufacturing facility; maintenance and operation of
communications and utilities; life support and logistics services; prototype construction for the Military City; and
assistance to the Corps of Engineers in management of other construction contractors.
Vice President, Special Assignments (Marketing)
Morrison Knudsen - Mr. Lemley directed marketing, sales, and business development of design and construction
projects for the civil, mechanical, underground, transportation systems, and marine areas of domestic operations and
provided market support for international operations. From 1977 to 1978, he served as Vice President, Special
Assignments, assisting the Executive Vice President of Morrison-Knudsen's North American operations in
administration and coordination of the activities in the seven North American performance centers, covering the
United States and Canada.
General Manager
Guy F. Atkinson Company - Heavy Industrial and Power Division - Mr. Lemley's management responsibilities
included construction of steel mills, pulp and paper plants as well as nuclear, fossil fuel, hydropower plants and 5
sections ofI-5 Freeway thru downtown Seattle.
General Manager
Walsh Construction Company (Subsidiary of Guy F. Atkinson Co.) - As General Manager of the Heavy Industrial
Division, Mr. Lemley's management responsibilities including construction of steel mills, pulp, paper, and cement
plants as well as nuclear, fossil fuel, hydro and power plants.
Contracts and Engineering Manager, Water Tunnel Contractors
Guy F. Atkinson - Mr. Lemley served as Contracts and Engineering Manager for Water Tunnel Contractors, a six-
company joint venture. He supervised all engineering and administration of three contiguous prime contracts and
various subcontracts for New York City Water Tunnel No.3 held by a 6 company J.V. The tunnel complex under
the City of New York was 13.5 miles long with 44 vertical shafts, 3 large valve chambers with the lining, passing
through and beneath extremely diverse and complex physical, political, and cultural areas.
Project Manager, Walsh-Canonie Joint Venture
Mr. Lemley directed operations for the construction of a 7-mile-long dam for the Ludington, Michigan, a
2000MGW hydroelectric pumped storage plant.
President
Healthcare Inc. - Mr. Lemley was responsible for supervising overall business activity including marketing, claims,
and contract development for a small health care contraction company.
Assistant Project Engineer and Shift Superintendent
Guy F. Atkinson Company -Mica Dam Contractors - Mr. Lemley served as Assistant Project Engineer mangaging
the initiation of operations for construction of a 800' high earth and rock fill dam and U.G. Powerhouse.
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BA Architecture University ofIdaho (1960)
Professional Registrations
Chartered Civil Engineer #443241 (UK)




Fellow, Institution of Civil Engineers, London
Fellow, American Arbitration Association, American Underground Space Association, British Tunneling
Society, International Tunneling Association
Life Member, U.S. National Committee on Tunneling Technology
20 Year Member U.S. Committee Large Dams
Member, The Moles
Member, The Beavers
Member of American Military Engineers
Member of Worshipful Engineers, UK
Founding Member of the Disputes Review Board Foundation
Member of Worshipful Engineers London U.K.
Awards
2009 Trustee Emeritus College of Idaho
2007 Engineer of the Year, Idaho State University
2006 Honary Doctor of Science Degree Albertson's College ofIdaho
2005 American Society of Civil Engineers Outstanding Projects and Leaders (OPAL) Award
2004 National Academy of Construction Induction
2003 Distinguished Alumni Award, North Idaho College
1999 Engineering News-Record, "125 Years ... 125 Top People" selection
1998 Honorary Doctor of Science Degree, University ofIdaho
1997 Idaho's Hall of Fame Association, Outstanding Achievement in Industry
1996 Honorary Commander of the Excellent Order of the British Empire
1994 British Construction Industry Awards, Special Award for Channel Tunnel
1994 ASCE - John I. Parcel-Leif 1. Sverdrup Engineering Management Award
1994 Civil Engineering Management Award
1993 Michigan State University Dean's Award for Distinguished Contributors to Engineering Science, Design,
and Practice
Golden Beaver Award for Supervision
ACEC Fellow - Distinguished Award of Merit
American Underground Space Association Award ofMerit
Engineering News-Record "Man of the Year"
ASCE Construction Management Award
University ofIdaho Alumni Hall of Fame
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City of Meridian vs. Petra Inc.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley
Introduction:
In 2006, during a period of unprecedented growth, the City of Meridian (City), entered a
contract with Petra Incorporated. (Petra). Under the Construction Management
Agreement (Petra Contract or Contract), Petra acted as the City's agent for Construction
Management (CM or Petra)! for the new Meridian City Hall project. In the Petra Contract
Meridian described the project as shown below:
Owner desires to abate and demolish the existing structures on the site (27 E. Broadway,
Meridian, Idaho) and develop a new city hallfacility thereon consisting ofa four story
structure with approximately 80,000 square feet ofstandard Class A office space and
related improvements with surface parking (the Project).
The Contract stated the "Owner's maximum price for the construction of the Project" is
$12,200,000.
Under the Contract Petra's services were intended to extend over a 6 month
preconstruction phase and an 18 month construction phase. The Contract described the
general scope of the Petra's services as:
.. to do all things, or, when appropriate, require Architect and each Contractor to do all
things necessary, appropriate or convenient to achieve the end result desired by the
owner including, but not limited to, those tasks setforth in this article 4.
Under the Contract, inspection and testing services were not included in Petra's scope
and there is no cost for inspectors included in Petra's rate schedule. The City was
responsible for all inspection and testing. The Contract states:
Owner shall provide all required testing or inspection ofthe Work as may be mandated
by law, the Construction Documents or the Construction Contracts.
Based on the agreed scope of services, budget, project size, schedule and complexity
Petra agreed to a fee of $574,000; not-to-exceed reimbursable staff expenses of $29,818
for preconstruction and $249,994 for construction phase services at an agreed rate
schedule; and reimbursable general conditions expenses at the cost incurred by Petra. It is
the opinion of Lemley International (LI) that the agreed compensation to Petra was
reasonable for the Project described in the Contract, and the Contract included a
1 Petra was hired as a construction manager not-at-risk. Under the construction manager-not-at-risk (agent)
model, the construction manager contracts with the owner to provide a variety of services such as
construction scheduling and coordination, but does not guarantee the price or the product of the
construction project. Under the construction manager-at-risk model, which does not apply in this case, the
construction manager typically guarantees the maximum price for a project, and enters in to the contracts
with the trade contractors and suppliers. The at-risk approach is not much different from the traditional
general contractor role, except that the construction manager may be involved early on in the pre-
construction and design phases of a project.
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City of Meridian vs. Petra Inc.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley
provision (para 7) for changing the compensation to Petra should the size, complexity,
schedule, budget or other aspects of the project change significantly.
LCA Architects, PA (LCA) is described as the Owner's Architect, and LCA was already
under contract to the city, when Petra was hired. The Contract states "the owner has
retained LCA Architects, PA to provide professional architectural services for the
project," and that Petra shall "consult and coordinate with the architect as needed" to
fulfill Petra's duties. It should be noted that Petra's scope of service does not include
being the "agent of the Owner" in regard to the Owner's Architect, LCA. Petra was only
required to act as the owner's representative in regard to the construction contracts. The
city managed the contract with LCA directly (not though Petra), even to the extent that
the cost for LCA was not included in the budgets submitted by Petra and the payments to
LCA were not processed through Petra like the payments for the construction contracts.
However, the payments to Petra were approved by LCA. It should also be noted that the
four story structure, 80,000sf total size, and the standard class A office space descriptions
as well as $12,200,000 budget were not stated in the I1Ju106 contract between the city
and LCA. However, the LCA contract does refer to the Petra Contract, which was not
final until Aug06. This infers the architect was likely aware of the general building
parameters, which were included in the Petra Contract. Finally LI noted the City did not
name and Authorized Representative for the LCA Contract.
The project described in the Petra Contract was simply never designed. In reviewing the
budget history LI sees no indication that even a preliminary design of an 80,000 sf
building was provided to Petra to estimate. Rather, under the management and direction
of the city, LCA prepared a design for a building consisting of 3 stories plus a basement
and totaling approximately 100,000 sf. Instead of standard Class A office space, the
building had a number of special features including a large column free council chamber,
200-year exterior cladding, special high quality mechanical and electrical systems,
finished individual offices in lieu of open office space and LEEDS silver certification.
The project as designed by LCA, under the city's management, was a significantly larger,
more complex, higher quality and more expensive project than the project described in
the Petra Contract.
Petra prepared and submitted estimates as well performed the value engineering for the
design provided by LCA at the various design phases as required. The city, in particular
the Mayor's Building Committee, was kept fully informed in regard to the estimated cost
of the project as designed, and Petra managed the construction aspects of the project to
the budgets as presented during the design phases. However, the design drove the growth
in the project, and the design was a product of Meridian City and the architect, which was
managed directly by the city.
In LI's opinion Petra exercised the care, skill, diligence and judgment that would
ordinarily be expected under the contract, and Petra helped the city obtain a quality
project for a fair price. Although the project differs significantly from the project
described in Petra's contract.
2 of 12 10JunlO
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City of Meridian vs. Petra Inc.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley
In LI's opinion the current dispute is in part a product of the changing times. The strong
growth being experienced by Meridian in 2006 and 2007, when they were making the
decisions that shaped the project, had all but stopped by 2009 when the city sued Petra.
This is a dispute about paying the construction manager for the services that were
provided. It is also about attempting to attribute to Petra some of Meridian's
responsibility for the project decisions and the quality control inspections for which the
city retained responsibility. The examples used to support the allegations in the complaint
documents are insignificant when compared to Petra's 3 years of work on the project.
Various items from the city's complaint documents are discussed below:
There was no Authorization for Petra to provide services Under Change Order No.2 (CO
02):
The work under CO 02 could not be separated from the original contract work. There was
no point in the project when Petra or the City could say the project described in the
contract was complete and Petra needed authorization to move forward on the work in
proposed CO 02. As the city made the decisions to accept designs, accept budgets, not
accept the value engineering proposals from Petra and award contracts that exceeded
$12.2mil, the increased size and complexity of the project gradually became fixed. This
growth in the project occurred mainly between January and July 2007. In July 2007 the
budgets began indicating the added costs for Petra's effort in obtaining the LEED
certification and for CM services related to correcting the contaminated soils problem.
The Ju107 budget was presented to the city council and discussed at the council meeting
on 24Ju107. The figures presented on 24Jul07 were based on actual bids for the building
shell, mechanical-electrical-plumbing (MEP), and interior finishes (Tenant Improvements
- TI). This was everything except for some site work. To LI it is clear that the Meridian
City Council intended at that point to have a $20+million project for Petra to manage.
Budgets starting with 31Aug07 all show a fee increase for Petra due to growth in project.
In Aug07 it was $367,408. On 5Nov07 Petra submitted a letter stating the fee and
reimbursable salary cost for the increase in project size was $353,808 based on an
estimate of$19.6mil excluding contaminated soil work and management. By 12Dec07
this figure was refined to $376,808 based on a total estimate of$20.4mil excluding
demolition, abatement, and contaminated soil work. The $376,808 figure was carried as
the budget for Petra performing this extra work through the end of the project.
The city was consistent in that they did not issue formal change orders to Petra, which
would clearly authorize added work, until after the work was complete. Change Order
No. I (CO 01) for the management of the contaminated soil work was issued in Sep07,
even though the work was completed in May07. The Change Order to Petra for the LEED
work was proposed by the city when the project was essentially complete in late 2008,
even though the budget for this effort had been carried since Ju107. The LEED Change
Order has never been finalized, but the city began paying Petra against this line item in
Jan08. Petra formally notified the city of CO 02 in Nov07. The city did not object to this
notification, to the amount Petra carried in the budget each month for the CO 02 work nor
the fact that Petra was managing a significantly increased project compared to the one
t NTI: It till ,\T10N At. 3 of 12 lOJunlO
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City of Meridian vs. Petra Inc.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley
described in the contract. Through the end ofMar08 the construction billings were still
under the amount in the original contract and Petra was still being paid their fee regularly.
On 4Apr08 Petra submitted a formal request for change for the added fee, which
contained an offer to accept the $376,808 carried in the budget. The city has not paid this
fee. Petra continued to work in accordance with the Contract. As noted above the project
could not be separated into original work and changed work. In U's opinion Petra's
management personnel would have felt they were not only authorized, but obligated, to
continue to perform the full scope of work, which included the significant increases in the
project.
Petra Exceeded Maximum Price in Contract:
As previously noted the maximum price stated in the Contract, $12.2mil, was for an
80,000sf standard 4 story class A office building. This estimate was strictly conceptual,
and not based on a design. This seemed reasonable at the time the contract was signed.
$12.2mil for an 80,000sf office building is $152.54/sf. The 2006 Means estimating
manual, an industry standard, gives $130/sf as the 75th percentile for 1-4 story office
buildings including some site work. Using $130/sf for 80,000sf gives $10.4 for the
building plus $1.8mil demolition, abatement, and a nice plaza. We understand the
programming for the project indicated a need for 67,000sffrom tenants or an efficiency
ratio of 84%, which is ambitious. Petra, as an astute builder, recognized that staying
within a budget is always a challenge, particularly with a very high efficiency ratio. U
believes the 31Ju106 (before the contract was signed) email from Petra to the City's
attorney recognized and noted the possibility that the city and the architect would
produce a preliminary design that would exceed the budget. This would increase the work
required for Petra to perform the value engineering needed to fit the project into the
budget.
Petra was contracted by the city as the agency CM for construction of the project. Petra's
scope is summarized in paragraph 4.1 of the contract. Petra was to help the owner
achieve the objective stated in paragraph 3.1.
Owner's objective for the project is to develop a new cost efficient city hallfacility and
public plaza on the site.
The city managed the architect's contract directly. Under the city's management, the
architect never designed the standard 80,000sf office building described in Petra's
contract. The initial design documents, 20% design, were for a 1OO,OOOsf building (25%
increase in size) with features more expensive than standard. Petra provided the estimate
for these documents indicating it was approximately 25% more expensive than the
maximum price indicated in the contract. Petra also provided the value engineering as
required. However, the city made the final decisions on whether or not to make the
reductions necessary to reduce the cost. Rather than make changes to reduce the cost the
city made decisions, which further increased cost. Petra provided estimates and value
engineering as required to keep the city informed of the cost and of the steps needed to
tNTEkNATIONAl 4 of 12 10Junl0
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City of Meridian vs. Petra Inc.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley
bring the cost down. In U's opinion the city made fully informed decisions, which
resulted in the final cost, and Petra as the agency CM helped the city achieve the project
as the city decided to build it.
Failing to Define the General Conditions:
The General Conditions consisted of items for the construction project, which Petra as the










These are all items Petra purchased for the project. Petra was only reimbursed at the cost
to Petra for these items when receipts were presented with the pay applications after the
items were purchased. The General Conditions budget items with detailed breakouts (lists
defining the items included in the budgets) were included in the pay applications. Also
the General Conditions estimates were included in all the estimates beginning in Jan07.
Petra defined the General Conditions amount as $181,029 for Phase II and $181,029 for
Phase III, a total of$362,058 in the12Feb07 estimate and included the listing of the
General Conditions in Pay Application No 04, Feb07. This budget amount was not
exceeded during the project.
In U's opinion the fact that the lists defining the General Conditions are in the pay
applications instead of the CM plan is insignificant. Petra procured the General
Conditions items as required and agreed.
Failing to conform to conducts and requirements on agreement:
We believe this complaint relates to Petra not providing written report for Development
Strategies Phase of the contract.
In accordance with the contract the CM was to be paid 5% of the fee for the development
strategies phase. This phase was to include:
• conferring with the architect and with the owner regarding the owner's
requirements
• developing a preliminary schedule for design and construction
tNfJ:k!l4Jr.T10NAl 5 of 12 lOJunlO
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City of Meridian vs. Petra Inc.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley
• preparing a written report with resolutions to any design, construction,
scheduling, budgetary, operational or other problems as well as alternative
strategies for future expansion.
Petra began conferring with owner and architect in Sep06. Meetings were typically
weekly and at times more frequently. The schedule for design and construction were
available and discussed from Sep06. The owner's requirements were provided to LCA so
LCA could provide the design. The problems were overcome through collaboration at
meetings rather than by Petra submitting a report and the owner responding.
The Contract describes project meetings during the construction phase. However,
meetings commenced during the Development Strategies phase and continued throughout
the project. In U's opinion the objectives of the Development Strategies phase of the job
were met. The problems were overcome through collaboration at meetings rather than by
Petra submitting a report and the owner responding. This was apparently acceptable to
the owner at the time. Owner did not object to paying for this phase when it was invoiced
nor did the owner request a written report.
It is also worth noting the project moved to the site preparation phase almost
immediately:
• Ground breaking for the demolition of the creamery 13Nov06.
• Issues with wells on site that needed to be abandoned started in Oct06
• Asbestos and contaminated soil issues started being addressed 24Aug06
Failing to properly administer prime contract:
The project was made up of multiple prime contracts between the city and the various
trade contractors. As CM, Petra was responsible to administer these contracts as the
representative of the owner while "furthering the interests of the owner." The example
given by the city of Petra allegedly failing to properly administer a prime contract is
when Petra did not extract liquidated damages from the masonry contractor.
The masonry contract was bid by TMC as part of phase II in Mar07 for $1,584,760. The
Substantial Completion Date in that contract was 21Dec07, and the liquidated damages
were $500/day. During Mar to May07 the contaminated soil was removed, the area
refilled, the building level was raised and masonry contract was changed (reduced by
$32,000). The soil removal delayed framing the building, which delayed the start of the
masonry and instead of being able to finish in Dec07, the masons could not start until
3Dec07. The photos from the Petra monthly reports of Dec07 and Jan08 indicate that the
building was not ready for exterior masonry at the beginning of Dec07, by the beginning
of Jan08 it appears the building is ready for masonry and much of the building is
scaffolded. The schedule indicates masonry started 3Dec07. The mason's schedule was
pushed into the winter of 07-08 (3Dec07-22Feb08) even though it appears by the dates of
their submittals the masons were planning and ready to start much earlier.
INtt:KNAT10SAl.. 6 of 12 10Jun10
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City of Meridian vs. Petra Inc.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley
It is U's experience an exterior contractor such as TMC may sometimes request to be
compensated for added costs due to the inefficiency related to working in the winter. In
U's opinion it appears likely there would have been justification for a request such as
this. In U's opinion Petra did a masterful job in administering the TMC contract and
furthering the interests of the owner by having TMC absorb the delays to the start of their
work with no added costs for inefficiency to the owner and coordinating the work so that
the early delays to the critical activities did not translate to equal delays to occupying the
building in spite of the later than planned start and completion of the exterior masonry.
The second part of the example given of Petra allegedly failing to properly administer a
prime contract is when Petra misstated the Substantial Completion Date on the form for
CO 03 to the masonry contractor, TMC.
CO 03 to TMC was prepared on 8Apr08 and approved by the city in 6May08. At the time
this CO was prepared the Substantial Completion Date for the TMC contract had not
been revised. Thus it remained 21 Dec07. However, Petra indicated on the form that the
date prior to the change was 28Aug08. Petra also indicated that the Substantial
Completion Date after the change was 28Aug08, and no time was added by the change.
The schedule in the May08 report indicated TCM had completed the exterior masonry
work on the city hall building in Feb08, and this work was no longer a constraint to
follow-on activities that preceded move-in. A memo by Keith Watts dated IMay08
recommending approval of CO 03 to TMC stated the work would be complete by
8May08, so the CO work would not impact the move-in date.
In U's opinion the important date on the CO form is the Substantial Completion Date
after the changes, which is clearly shown as 28Aug08, and the misstating, that the date
prior to the change was also 28Aug08, is insignificant. Also, based on Keith Watts'
memo stating the work would be complete by 8May08, U can find no significance in the
dates on the CO form.
Breaching relationship of trust and confidence; failing to act with honesty; charging the
city for Petra's errors:
The example used to support this complaint relates to an error by Petra in providing a
benchmark to Pac-West Interiors, Inc. (Pac-West). Pac-West was paid $4,537.50 to
correct the error.
The example of the alleged failing to be trustworthy and honest is supported by
handwritten notes (marginalia) on a copy of the Pac-West pay application from the Petra
files that explains the charge is due to an error by Petra in providing the bench marks to
Pac-West. The copy of the Pac-West pay application included in the project pay
application assembled by Petra and initially submitted to the city does not contain this
particular marginalia. However, it should be noted that the Pac-West pay application was
INTl';kSATIONAL 7 of 12 lOJunlO
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City of Meridian vs. Petra Inc.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley
under a fax cover sheet, which indicated the cost was due to an incorrect benchmark.
According to Tom Coughlin, the marginalia was added by him during an in-person
discussion with Keith Watts. Subsequently, by email transmittal from Mr. Coughlin to
Keith Watts dated April 24, 2008, Mr. Coughlin provided the Pac-West invoice with the
marginalia to the city. Mr. Watts then approved the pay application after having received
the Pac-West invoice with the marginalia. Consequently, Petra did not conceal any
mistake from the city.
In U's opinion
• U sees no significance in the marginalia appearing on one copy of the pay
application and not on another. There is no indication of when this marginalia was
added to the pay application in the Petra files, and the note appears to correctly
describe the event.
• It was correct to pay Pac-West to correct the error.
o This was extra work caused by Pac-West getting the wrong bench mark
from the Petra superintendent. As we understand it, Pac-West was not at
fault.
• It was correct to include this item in the pay application submitted to the city.
o The item was a fully supported charge in the contingency portion of the
pay application.
• Although the agreement prepared by the City does not delineate the purpose of
the contingency in the budget, contingencies in other CM contracts cover
unexpected costs such as the benchmark error.
• Petra and the city agreed that Petra errors could not increase costs by more than
1% of the total project cost. (para 2.1.4), which would have been over $200,000.
• Petra agreed to exercise "ordinary and reasonable care" (para 1.1) they did not
agree to be perfect.
To support this complaint the city also references an alleged misrepresentation ofthe cost
of the project. The 12Ju107 budget is used to show that Petra was not indicating costs
against the items now included in CO 0 I or proposed CO 02 even though Petra had been
accruing charges since Aug06. By 26Ju107 CO 0 I was included in the budget. By
3IAug07 the added fee for the increased contract amount was included in the budget.
Given that the overall project budget was still being established on 12Ju107, and that the
CM fee and reimbursables are based on the overall cost of the project, the budgets for the
increases to Petra's Contract, which were included in the budgets in July and Aug07,
were the appropriate amounts shown at the appropriate times. We know that the budget
for Petra's services under CO 02 fluctuated as the estimated total final cost of the project
fluctuated, and that the budget for CO 02 was not further adjusted after Dec07. In Apr08
Petra submitted a proposal to accept the amount carried in the budget for CO 02. It was
not until Oct08, when the city requested detailed backup for CO 02, that Petra provided
the added unreimbursed salary costs they had expended on the project since Aug06.
In U's opinion the CO 02 request dated 4Apr08 indicates that Petra would have accepted
the amount that had been included in the budget as total compensation for both fee and
reimbursable salaries to manage the increase in the project. Rather than an indication that
INTI:RNATIONAI. 8 of 12 IOJunl 0
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City of Meridian vs. Petra Inc.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley
Petra was misrepresenting facts in some way by not including the unreimbursed salaries
in the budget, it appears to LI that in Apr08 Petra would accept the amount they had been
showing in the budget even though it left them with no compensation for a significant
salary cost.
Failing to produce monthly reports during the construction phase:
The contract requires that during the construction phase the CM "report to owner on
compliance with the construction management plan, the project schedule and the project
budget." Petra provided such reports to the owner at various meetings from the beginning
of the project and throughout all phases. High quality written monthly reports were
provided from Dec07 through Dec08 - from the time the Phase IV bids were received
until after the project was completed and turned over to the city. The written reports were
in addition to regularly reporting as required to the owner at meetings.
Billing the city for cost that should have been backcharged to contractors:
Late in the project Petra approved a pay application for the Commercial Painting to
touchup damage to the paint by other contractors. This work was backcharged to the
other contractors. In LI's opinion the appropriate way to manage an occurrence such as
this is to process the application the city to pay the painter and as a separate action
process the backcharges to the contractors who damaged the paint. LI understands that
paint touch up was managed as described above.
Billing for work that was incomplete and/or not performed
Petra staffed the job until it was complete, turned over to city, and the last punch list item
was closed, 4Aug09. This is 36 months after entering the contract. The contract included
reimbursable salaries plus reimbursable General Conditions for 6 months of
preconstruction and 18 months of construction. CO 01 for CM on the contaminated soil
added approximately 1 month of construction service reimbursables. However, these
were added before the start of foundation work. CO 0 I does not mitigate the costs
incurred by Petra after the 18 month period agreed for the construction phase.
The contract describes the Construction Phase as:
During construction ofthe project, from commencement ofconstruction activities until
final payment to all contractors
We believe all construction contractors have received final payment, with the possible
exceptions of a few cases were the city is holding retention over warranty issues. The last
pay application processed by Petra in Apr09 shows Petra and LCA approved releasing
If'i:l'lcRN"ATiOI\At 9 of 12 lOJunlO
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City of Meridian vs. Petra Inc.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley
retention for all contractors except Buss Mechanical and Alpha Masonry. We believe all
punch list items are closed. It should be noted that the punch lists and closing punch
items were the result of inspections by the city's inspectors. We believe work after the
punch list is closed would be warranty work.
Treating the agreement as a cost plus contract. Intended to act as a general contractor
instead of a construction manager:
To support this allegation there is a reference to a statement made by Jerry Frank during
his deposition. In U's opinion this statement from a 3MarlO deposition has no bearing on
the actual work of Petra on the project between Aug06 and Aug09. Mr. Frank has
informed us that the reference in his deposition to "cost plus a fee" was referring to the
Petra Contract, not the project. Our review of this testimony in Mr. Frank's deposition
transcript supports his statement.
Petra's position on the project was clearly defined by the documents. Petra was the CM.
The Petra Contract (para 1.3) required Petra to act as the Owner's representative:
Construction Manager shall be a representative ofthe Owner during the project.
The Contract (para 4.7.2) required Petra to act as the Owner's agent:
Construction Manager shall act on behalfand be the agent ofthe Owner throughout
the construction ofthe project.
On a construction project many duties of a construction manager closely parallel the
actions of a general contractor. The CM managing and coordinating prime contracts as
the Owner's representative is similar to a general contractor managing and coordinating
his subcontracts. Examples of other parallel tasks are:
• Providing General Conditions
• Processing invoices
• Keeping the master schedule
In U's opinion Petra's experience and expertise in performing these tasks as a respected,
successful local contractor are precisely the reasons the city hired Petra for its CM.
There are also distinct differences between the duties of a construction manager and those
of a general contractor or as the complaint now seems to be alleging the duties of a
turnkey contractor:
• Petra could coordinate with the designer and review design documents. However,
Petra did not manage the designer. The designer was contracted to and managed
by the city. Petra did the value engineering on the resulting design, but Petra,
could not require the project be reduced in order to meet the budget.
• Petra could review bids and make recommendations, but the contracts are directly
between the city and the various contractors.
tNTt:tt.SATIONAt. 10 of 12 lOJunlO
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City of Meridian vs. Petra Inc.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley
• The city held the position under the contract to make the decisions as to the size,
quality, etc. of the project the city "retained the Construction Manager to help it
achieve" its objectives.
In support of the statement by Mr. Frank LI offers the following observations:
• The Petra Contract was a type of cost plus contract. Based on the scope and
budget in the Contract, Petra was to be reimbursed
o For salaries up to the limits in the contract
o General Conditions Costs as approved by the owner
o Plus an agreed fee.
• Also the Contract provided that Petra would be entitled to an equitable adjustment
if the services provided by Petra were affected by a change to the size, quality etc.
of the project. There is no maximum amount in the contract for this equitable
adjustment.
Failing to reject work that failed to meet the drawing and specifications
The Keith Watts deposition includes a list of items he alleges are construction defects.
• Leakage of the Plaza fountain
• Roof leakage
• Cracking concrete
• Noisy HVAC equipment
• Less than highest quality masonry
The city kept the right and obligation to "provide for all required testing and inspection,"
and we understand that the city performed the quality control inspections throughout the
project or procured services for testing and inspection independent of Petra. The punch
list items, which were a result of the inspections by the city's inspectors, have been
closed.
LI's experience and opinion is that typically items identified after the punch list
inspection are resolved under the warranties, and we understand that some of the items
noted by Mr. Watts have been resolved under the warranties. Once the building is turned
over to the owner, the owner is responsible for administering the warranties. By contract
Petra's services were to be provided through the construction phase. The Contract does
not address having Petra provide services through the warranty phase.
Final comments:
To LI it appears that the city would like to characterize the contract with Petra as many
things that it was never intended to be.
tNTERNATIONAL 11 of12 1OJunl 0
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City of Meridian vs. Petra Inc.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley
The city would like to hold Petra responsible for the final cost of the project. Petra was
hired as the city's agent to manage the prime construction contracts between the city and
the contractors. Petra was not hired as a lump sum contractor to construct a project that
was already fully designed. Petra was not hired as a lump sum design-build contractor to
provide a standard 80,000 sf office. Petra was not hired even to manage the design. The
city managed the design. Petra's scope included advising the city of the estimated cost to
build the design. The documents indicated that the estimates were provided as required.
The city would like to hold Petra responsible for quality control issues on the project.
Petra does not have inspectors, inspection service or field engineers included in its staff.
The Contract states the city would provide these services.
The city would like to hold Petra responsible for the warranties. Here we believe the city
may be confusing Petra's scope with that of a general contractor. Petra's contract has no
warranty provisions. The warranties for the work are provided by the prime contracts
between the construction contractors and the city. Petra was hired as an agent to manage
these contracts through the construction phase.
Petra has performed the job for which it was hired. Petra performed the work with at least
the care one would expect. Furthermore, as a result of the decisions by city, the project
was increased significantly from the project described by the Petra Contract documents.
Also the effort required by Petra to manage the project was increased significantly by the
large number of changes to the documents. After the Phase II documents were issued for
bid there were 169 Architect's Supplemental Instructions (ASI) issued by LCA, many
driven by the city's desire to revise some aspect of the design. This effort by Petra should
result in full payment of the Contract amounts plus an equitable adjustment to Petra.
In U's opinion the Construction Management services provided helped the City develop
a cost efficient city hall facility. Again referring to the 2006 Means estimating manual, a
City Hall at the 75th percentile would be estimated at $153/sf, and this would allow about
$45/sf for mechanical and electrical. The meridian city hall project has a rather elaborate
mechanical and electrical system, which cost approximately $67/sf, $22/sf more
expensive than the $45/sf allowed. The project also includes a Plaza, which added
approximately $21/sf of building, and the cost to initially develop the site, which added
approximately $13/sf. This would be a total of $209/sf or $20,900,000 for the 100,000sf
building. This is within a few per cent of the total cost for the project. While these are
very conceptual numbers, they indicate the total costs for the high quality project
developed for Meridian are reasonable.
fNTEkN"'fION.\L 12 of 12 lOJun10
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA





PETRA, INCORPORATED, AN IDAHO
CORPORATION..
Defendant.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
OBJECTION TO THE TESTIMONY
AND REPORTS OF STEVE AMENTO
The above-named DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP
submits its memorandum in support of its objection to the testimony and reports of Steve
Amento.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION TO THE TESTIMONYAND REPORTS
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I. Introduction
In this case, Petra initiated formal discovery on May 6, 2009 by propounding its First
Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents and Requests for Admissions
upon the City of Meridian ("the City"). Petra's Interrogatory No. 16 requested that the City:
Identify each and every person You expect to call as an expert witness at any
hearing or at trial, stating in detail as to each such person: (a) full name, home
address, business address and telephone number; (b) educational background; (c)
experience in the matter to which he is expected to testify; (d) subject matter on
which he is expected to testify; (e) substance of the facts and opinions to which he
is expected to testify and a summary of the grounds for each opinion; and (f)
manner in which such expert became familiar with the facts of this case.
As of this moment, the City has not provided a response to Interrogatory 16. Obviously,
if Mr. Amento is going to testify, he has an opinion, but the City has never disclosed his opinion
to Petra. In addition, the City has not disclosed (l) Mr. Amento' s experience in the matter to
which he is expected to testify, or (2) the facts upon what he bases his opinion, or (3) the manner
in which he became familiar with the facts of this case. The City did not disclose Mr. Amento' s
name until it filed its Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to File First
Amended Complaint on April 20, 2010. Presumably, the City retained Mr. Amento prior to
filing its motion for leave to amend, but it did not disclose any expert until serving the reply
brief.
II. Mr. Amento Should Not be Permitted to Testify or to submit a report.
Rule 26 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure "unambiguously imposes a continuing
duty to supplement responses to discovery with respect to the substance and subject matter of
expert's testimony where initial responses have been rejected, modified, expanded upon, or
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otherwise altered in some matter." Schmechel v. Dille, 148 Idaho 176, 219 P.3d 1192, 1197
(2005); I.R.C.P. 26. "In cases involving expert testimony, a prohibition against discovery of
information held by expert witnesses produces in acute form the very evils that discovery has
been created to prevent. Effective cross-examination of an expert witness requires advance
preparation." ld.
It is fundamental that opportunity be had for full cross-examination, and this
cannot be done properly in many cases without resort to pretrial discovery,
particularly when expert witnesses are involved. Before any attorney can even
hope to deal on cross-examination with an unfavorable expert opinion he must
have some idea of the bases of that opinion and the data relied upon. If the
attorney is required to await examination at trial to get this information, he often
will have too little time to recognize and expose vulnerable spots in the
testimony.
ld.
While the court in Schmechel was not faced with the question of cross-examination on a
motion for leave to amend to add a claim for punitive damages, the principle of a fair
opportunity to cross-examine witnesses, particularly expert witnesses, applies equally and is
fundamental to achieve a fair and accurate judicial resolution.
Where expert witnesses are employed, cross-examination is even more crucial to
ensuring accurate fact-finding. Since, as in this case information submitted by
an expert witness generally consists of opinions, cross-examination is necessary
to not only test the witness's knowledge and competence in the field to which
his testimony relates but also to elicit the facts on which he relied in forming the
OpInIOns.
State v. Creech, 105 Idaho 362, 380 670 P.2d 463, 481 (l983)(emphasis added).




               
             
               
            
  
 
            
            
           
            
                
              
             
 
               
                 
           
         
           
           
          
              
                
 
             
         
 
  
In this case, Petra initiated formal discovery over a year ago, on May 6, 2009, by
propounding its First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents and
Requests for Admissions upon Meridian. See Petra's Interrogatory No. 16 set forth above.
Meridian has never formally disclosed Mr. Amento or provided any of the requested
information.
III. Petra has fulfilled its disclosure responsibilities regarding Lemley
International.
Petra timely supplemented its response to Meridian's Interrogatory No. 16. See the
Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker, dated June 10, 2010 and the attached exhibits filed herewith,
including Exhibit 503 (Lemley International transmittal letter dated June 10, 2010), Exhibit 502
(Curriculum Vitae of Jack K. Lemley), and Exhibit 504 (Lemley International Expert's Report).
IV. Conclusion
Based on the foregoing, Petra requests that this Court exclude the testimony of Steve
Amento and any reports produced by him.
DATED this 10th day of June, 2010.




                
            
             
             
 
         
 
            
                
             
             
  
              
       
       




I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 10th day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.comieklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL D'ISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, PETRA'S MOTION TO SHORTEN
TIME FOR HEARING
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP moves
this Court pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3) of the Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure for an Order shortening
the required period for hearing Petra's Objection to the Testimony of Steve Amento at the
evidentiary hearing scheduled June 14, 2010.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION TO ST(;krEN fIME: \'0
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This motion is made because there is insufficient time to give the notice required by Rule
7(b)(3) prior to the hearing scheduled for Monday, June 14,2009 at 9:00 a.m.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 16{y of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******





PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, That the undersigned, attorneys for Petra Incorporated,
("Petra"), the Defendant/Counterclaimant in the above-entitled matter, will bring before the
Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of the above-entitled Court, for hearing at the Ada County
Courthouse, 200 West Front Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, on Monday, the 14th day of June,
NOTICE OF HEARING
584487
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2010, at the hour of 9:00 a.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, Defendant, Petra








                  
             
   




I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this /fI%ay ofJune, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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8y L.AMES
lJEPUfY
KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN •
GOURLEY, P.A.






IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-07257
NOTICE VACATING HEARING
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the hearing on Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to File First
Amended Complaint which was scheduled to be heard on the 14th day ofJune, 2010, at the hour of
9:00 a.m., has been vacated and will be scheduled at a time agreeable to the Court's and the parties'
calendars.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 11 th day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
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ByL.AMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
PETRA'S NOTICE OF CLERICAL
ERRATA RE: SUBSTITUTE
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
MERIDIAN'S MOTION FOR LEAVE
TO FILE FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT
Defendant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its attorneys of record notifies
the Court and counsel for the City of Meridian of the following clerical correction and
supplementation to its Memorandum in Opposition to Meridian's Motion for Leave to File First
Amended Complaint as follows:
PETRA'S NOTICE OF CLERICAL ERRATA RE: SUBSTITUTE MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
MERIDIAN'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT Page 1
588742 003809
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1. P.l3, 11 7, second sentence should read: Petra maintained a superintendent full
time after the completion of the Project in October 2008 to manage the construction of the East





Attorneys for De aant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Incorporated
PETRA'S NOTICE OF CLERICAL ERRATA RE: SUBSTITUTE MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
MERIDIAN'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT Page 2
588742 003810
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 22nd day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.












PETRA'S NOTICE OF CLERICAL ERRATA RE: SUBSTITUTE MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
MERIDIAN'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT Page 3
588742 003811
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By L.AMES
nJ;PUTV
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869.;.1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Case No. CV OC 0907257
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
PETRA'S SECOND NOTICE OF
CLERICAL ERRATA RE:
STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED




Defendant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its attorneys of record notifies
the Court and counsel for the City of Meridian of the following clerical corrections and
supplementations to its Statement of Undisputed Material Facts in Support of Motion for
Summary Judgment as follows:
PETRA'S SECOND NOTICE OF CLERICAL ERRATA RE: STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED
MATERIAL FACTS Page 1
588608 003812
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1. P.5, Ll 3 and 4, sentence should read: Based on the conceptual design documents
received in December 2006 Petra informed the City that the Initial Budget of the Project would
be $16.794,426.
2. P.24,1I 3, second sentence should read: Petra maintained a superintendent full time
after the completion of the Project in October 2008 to manage the construction of the East
Parking Lot pursuant to the direction ofKeith Watts, the City's designated agent.
DATED: June t!-;201O.
PETRA'S SECOND NOTICE OF CLERICAL ERRATA RE: STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED
MATERIAL FACTS Page 2
588608 003813
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 2~ day ofJune, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.












PETRA'S SECOND NOTICE OF CLERICAL ERRATA RE: STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED
MATERIAL FACTS Page 3
588608 003814
 
   
                 
        
    
      
      
   










          







J OAVID NAVARRO, elen
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856) . ' By ED~~~AEG
Ericka K. Klein (ISB 5509)
MacKenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.comjeklein@cosholaw.comjmwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County ofAda )
Case No. CV OC 0907257
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL
AFFIDAVIT OF EUGENE R. BENNETT
DATED JUNE 22, 2010 TO CORRECT
CLERICAL ERROR IN APRIL 7,2010
AFFIDAVIT
Eugene R. Bennett, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
1. I make this Affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and I am
competent to testify to the facts set forth below if called as a witness.
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF EUGENE R. BENNETT DATED MAY 14,2010 Page 1
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2. Paragraph 16 of my April 7, 2010 Affidavit should correctly read: Petra
presented the City with a preliminary budget of $16,254,033 for the building based on the
initial 20% Shell & Core documents.
3. Paragraph 40 of my April 7, 2010 Affidavit incorrectly referenced the wrong year
for the completion of the City of Meridian project. It should correctly read October 2008 and
not October, 2007.
DATED: June 22nd ,2010.
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF EUGENE R. BENNETT DATED MAY 14,2010 Page 2
TO CORRECT CLERICAL ERROR
003816
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 22nd day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.








SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF EUGENE R. BENNETT DATED MAY 14, 2010 Page 3
TO CORRECT CLERICAL ERROR
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Thomas G. Walker (lSB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com




J. DAVID NAVARRO, C!crh
By E. HOL.M~S
m..~IJW
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******





PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, That the undersigned, attorneys for Petra Incorporated,
("Petra"), the Defendant/Counterclaimant in the above-entitled matter, will bring before the
Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of the above-entitled Court, for hearing at the Ada County
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2010, at the hour of 2:30 p.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard,
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated's Motion for Leave to File Second Amended
Counterclaim.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 24th day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSMO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., 'Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCountercIaimant, Petra Incorporated
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By J. RANDALL
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, That the undersigned, attorneys for Petra Incorporated,
("Petra"), the Defendant/Counterclaimant in the above-entitled matter, will bring before the
Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of the above-entitled Court, for hearing at the Ada County
Courthouse, 200 West Front Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, on Monday, the 26th day of July,
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2010, at the hour of 2:30 p.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard,
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated's Motion for Leave to File First Amended
Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim.
DATED: June 25, 2010.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 25th day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701












   
                  
       
    
     
      
   
   
    
 







jUN 1. 9 10'0
~\O NA\lAr\RO, O\er\(
J. O~ CARL'f LA'T,t-AoRE
By OEPlJi'{
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST
AMENDED ANSWER AND SECOND
AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM
Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey,
LLP, moves this Court pursuant to Rule 15(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for an order
granting it leave to file its First Amended Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim in the
form attached hereto as Exhibit "A."
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST
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On May 6, 2009, Petra filed and served its Answer to the Complaint ("Complaint") filed
on April 16, 2009 by the City of Meridian ("Meridian"). Petra filed and served its Counterclaim
on May 6, 2009 and its First Amended Counterclaim on August 21, 2009. Petra's First
Amended Answer is requested to update Petra's responses to its Answer filed on May 6, 2009.
The Second Amended Counterclaim is requested to clarify Petra's claims for damages suffered
for diversion of its personnel's time from their legitimate business duties, lost business
opportunities, and loss of Petra's business and professional reputation.
This motion is based on the pleadings, records and files in this case and Petra's
Memorandum in Support of its Motion for Leave to File the First Amended Answer and Second







Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker in Support of Motion to Compel Discovery
Responses and for Sanctions
Affidavit of Tom Coughlin Dated June 29, 2009 in Support of Petra
Incorporated's Motion to Compel Discovery Responses
Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker in Support of Court Ordered Mediation
Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker in Support of Petra's Opposition to Plaintiffs
Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and to Add a Claim for
Punitive Damages
Affidavit of Jerald Frank dated April 7, 2010 in Opposition to Plaintiffs
Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and to Add a Claim for
Punitive Damages
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST





               
                
               
                
             
             
         
               
                
            
  
   
   
  
  
   
            
    
            
      
           
            
              
  
            
              
  
        
      
 
  
April 8, 2010 Affidavit of Gene Bennett dated April 7, 2010 in Opposition to Plaintiffs
Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and to Add a Claim for
Punitive Damages
April 29, 2010 Supplemental Affidavit ofEugene R. Bennett dated April 21, 2010 to Correct
Clerical Error
May 6, 2010 Affidavit of Jerald S. Frank dated May 4,2010 in Support ofPetra
Incorporated's Motion for Summary Judgment
May 6, 2010 Affidavit of Thomas Walker dated April 29, 2010 in Support of Petra
Incorporated's Motion for Summary Judgment
May 6, 2010 Affidavit of Thomas R. Coughlin dated May 5, 2010 in Support of Petra
Incorporated's Motion for Summary Judgment
May 6,2010 Affidavit of John Quapp dated May 5, 2010 in Support of Petra
Incorporated's Motion for Summary Judgment
May 6, 2010 Affidavit ofEugene R. Bennett dated May 5, 2010 in Support of Petra
Incorporated's Motion for Summary Judgment
May 6, 2010 Affidavit of Jack K. Lemley dated April 30, 2010
May 21,2010 Affidavit of Thomas Walker dated May 20, 2010 in Opposition to Meridian's
Rule 56(f) Motion
May 21, 2010 Affidavit of Jerald S. Frank dated May 20,2010 in Opposition to Meridian's
Rule 56(f) Motion
June 9, 2010 Affidavit of Thomas Walker dated June 10,2010 in Support ofPetra
Incorporated's Objection to the Testimony of Steve Amento
June 24, 2010 Second Supplemental Affidavit of Eugene R. Bennett dated June 22, 2010 to
Correct Clerical Error in April 7, 2010 Affidavit.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST




               
              
  
               
  
               
     
               
     
                
     
              
     
                
     
            
              
   
               
   
              
        
               
        
        
      
 
  
Oral argument is requested on this motion and has been scheduled for July 26, 2010, at
2:30 p.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard.
DATED: June 29,2010.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST




                
           
   
        




I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 29th day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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EXHIBIT "A"
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 5509)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******












On May 6, 2009 Petra Incorporated ("Petra") filed and served its Answer to the
Complaint ("Complaint") filed on April 16, 2009, by the City of Meridian ("City" or "Meridian"
or "Owner"), in which it admitted, denied and affirmatively alleged as set forth therein. Petra
also filed and served its Counterclaim on May 6, 2009 and its First Amended Counterclaim on




     
    
   
     
    
   
    
    
    
  
  
     
          
           
 




    
 
   
   




              
               
               
                
        
 
  
August 21,2009. This First Amended Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim is made to
update Petra's responses in its Answer and, with respect to the Second Amended Counterclaim,
to clarify Petra's claims for damages suffered for diversion of its personnel's time from their




The City's Complaint fails to state a claim for which relief can be granted. Petra denies
each and every allegation not specifically admitted herein.
SECOND DEFENSE
Regarding the specific allegations of the Complaint, Petra responds as follows:
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1. Petra admits the allegations in Paragraph 1.1
2. Petra admits the allegations in Paragraph 2.
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
3. Petra admits the allegations in Paragraph 3.
4. Petra admits that the Construction Management Agreement ("Construction
Management Agreement" or "Agreement") dated August 1, 2006, attached to the Complaint as
Exhibit A, appears to be a copy of the Construction Management Agreement; provided however,
that Petra alleges that the Construction Management Agreement speaks for itself and to the
1 Unless otherwise noted, all references to "Paragraph" or "Paragraphs" are to those contained in the Complaint.




             
              
               




                
        
  
           
   
        
        
  
        
         
             
              
              
                 
        
 
  
extent the allegations in Paragraph 4 are inconsistent with the Construction Management
Agreement, Petra denies those allegations.
5. Petra admits the allegations in Paragraph 5; provided, however, Petra asserts that
it provided written and oral information regarding the continuously expanding scope of Petra's
work being directed by the City throughout the term of the Construction Management
Agreement. Provided further, that by letter dated November 5, 2007, Petra provided specific
written Notice of Intent to submit a formal Change Order for additional construction
management fees and reimbursable expenses that were expected to be incurred after the date of
the Notice of Intent. Provided further, that Petra provided the City a revised Change Order No.2
in the amount of $522,589.00 for services provided and materials furnished as described in
Change Order No.2, plus accrued interest at the rate of .75% per month as provided in paragraph
6.3.2 of the Construction Management Agreement until paid in full.
6. Petra admits that the Construction Management Agreement speaks for itself and
to the extent the allegations in Paragraph 6 are inconsistent with the Construction Management
Agreement, Petra denies those allegations.
7. Petra denies the allegations contained in paragraph 7.
COUNT ONE
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT
8. Regarding the allegations of Paragraph 8, Petra incorporates its responses above
to each Paragraph inclusively referenced by the City.




            
     
             
             
             
             
             
               
                
              
                 
          
            
              
     
         
  
  
            
        
        
 
  
9. Petra admits the allegations of Paragraph 9; provided, however, that the actual
controversy did not arise until the City refused to pay Petra the full amount of its earned
compensation as required by the Agreement, including $74,894.25 for services provided and
materials furnished for the City Hall project, $51,152.79 for services provided and materials
furnished for the East Parking Lot, and $522,589.00 for services provided and materials
furnished as described in Petra's Change Order No.2, plus accrued interest at the rate of .75%
per month as provided in paragraph 6.3.2 of the Agreement until paid in full.
10. Petra denies the allegations ofParagraph 10.
11. Petra denies the allegations of Paragraph 11.
12. Petra admits that a judicial determination of the issues raised in the Complaint and
Petra's Second Amended Counterclaim is necessary. Petra denies the remaining allegations of
Paragraph 12.
COUNT TWO
13. Regarding the allegations of Paragraph 13, Petra incorporates its responses above
to each Paragraph inclusively referenced by the City.
14. Petra admits the allegations of Paragraph 14.
15. Petra admits that the Construction Management Agreement speaks for itself and
to the extent the allegations in Paragraph 15 are inconsistent with the Construction Management
Agreement, Petra denies those allegations.
16. Petra denies the allegations ofParagraph 16.
17. Petra denies the allegations ofParagraph 17.




             
                 
            
             
             
                
              
        
        
               
            
  
  
            
        
        
            
              
     
        
        
        
 
  
18. Petra denies the allegations of Paragraph 18.
19. Petra admits that a judicial determination of the issues raised in the Complaint and
Petra's Counterclaim is necessary. Petra denies the remaining allegations ofParagraph 19.
COUNT THREE
20. Regarding the allegations of Paragraph 20, Petra incorporates its responses above
to each Paragraph inclusively referenced by the City.
21. Petra denies the allegations ofParagraph 21.
22. Petra denies the allegations of Paragraph 22.
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS
23. Petra admits that the City has retained counsel in this matter. Petra denies that the
City is entitled to an award ofattorney's fees or costs.
MERIDIAN'S PRAYER FOR RELIEF
24. Petra asserts that the City is not entitled to any relief pursuant to the claims
alleged in the Complaint.
THIRD DEFENSE
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
25. The Complaint fails to state a claim for which relief can be granted.
26. The claims made in the Complaint are barred because the acts, conduct,
representations, and omissions by or chargeable to the City breached the agreements it had with
Petra.




        
               
            
  
            
        
        
        
    
                
           
    
                
    
  
  
              
             
               
 
        
 
  
27. The claims made in the Complaint are barred because the City cannot enforce a
contract ofwhich it is in breach.
28. The claims made in the Complaint for declaratory relief are barred because they
are not ripe.
29. The claims made in the Complaint for declaratory relief are barred because the
City has stated a claim for damages in the Complaint and therefore has acknowledged that it has
an adequate remedy at law.
30. The claims made in the Complaint for declaratory relief are barred because the
City seeks to try factual disputes as determinative issues.
31. The claims made in the Complaint are barred by the doctrine of estoppel because
of the acts, conduct, representations, and omissions by or chargeable to the City.
32. The claims made in the Complaint are barred by the doctrines of waiver and
release because of the acts, conduct, representations, and omissions by or chargeable to the City.
33. The claims made in the Complaint are barred because Petra performed its work in
accordance with the applicable standard of care set forth in paragraph 1.1 of the Construction
Management Agreement as follows:
Construction Manager further covenants that Construction Manager will perform
its services under this Agreement, in the exercise of ordinary and reasonable care
and with the same degree of professional skill, diligence and judgment as is
customary among construction managers of similar reputation performing work
for projects of a size, scope and complexity similar to the Project. Construction
Manager shall, at all times, further the interest of Owner through efficient
business administration and management.




               
       
              
   
              
                 
     
              
         
               
             
               
               
               
               
    
         
             
             
         
             
            
    
        
 
  
See also the expert opinion of Jack K. Lemley and Lemley International and the Affidavit
of Jack K. Lemley dated April 30, 2010, in which Mr. Lemley testifies that:
... it is my opinion within a reasonable degree of professional certainty that Petra
exercised ordinary and reasonable care with the same degree of professional skill,
diligence and judgment as is customary in this community among construction
managers performing work for projects of a size, scope and complexity similar to the
Project.
34. The claims made in the Complaint are barred because Petra fulfilled its duties
under the Construction Management Agreement according to the professionals hired by the City
and its own building inspectors.2
35. The claims made in the Complaint are barred because once the work on the
Project was accepted by the City and the Occupancy Permits were issued, Petra's duties under
the Construction Management Agreement were fulfilled and concluded.
36. The claims made in the Complaint are barred by the "time is of the essence"
provision in the Construction Management Agreement.
37. The claims made in the Complaint are barred because the City had a contractual
obligation to " ... [t]imely render its direction, consent or approval on matters identified by
Construction Manager for Owner's direction, decision, consent or approval.,,3
38. The claims made in the Complaint are barred because, if the City had any
problem with the manner in which Petra was performing its duties, it was required under
2 Petra fulfilled its duties and responsibilities under the Construction Management Agreement according to
Lombard-Conrad ("Architects" or "LCA"), independent inspection and testing companies, such as Materials
Inspection and Testing, Inc., the commissioning agent, Reery International, and the City's own employees and
building inspectors.
3 Construction Management Agreement at § 3.2.3.




               
              
              
            
           
              
 
              
             
     
               
               
        
                
      
               
               
         
               
               
              
            
               
  
       
        
 
  
paragraph 3.2.6 of the Construction Management Agreement to specifically identify the problem
during the course ofProject. Paragraph 3.2.6 provides:
If Owner learns of any failure to comply with the Construction Contract by
Contractor, or of any errors, omissions, or inconsistencies in the services of
Construction Manager, and in the further event that Construction Manager does
not have notice of the same, Owner shall inform Construction Manager.
39. The claims made in the Complaint are barred by the City's delay in claiming that
Petra was negligent until after it accepted the Project as complete and occupied it. This delay
bars the City, as a matter oflaw, under section 3.2.3 and the "time is of the essence" provision of
the Construction Management Agreement from now challenging Petra's work.
40. The claims made in the Complaint are barred because, during Petra's performance
under the Construction Management Agreement, the City and Petra established procedures and
methods that amended and supplemented the Construction Management Agreement and also
provided missing terms and conditions pursuant to the doctrines of course of performance,
course of dealing and usage of trade.
41. The claims made in the Complaint are barred because the City's damages, if any,
do not amount to 1% of the cost of the Project.4 Accordingly, without damages in excess of 1%,
the City does not have a viable claim against Petra.5
42. The claims made in the Complaint are barred because the relief sought would
result in the unjust enrichment of the City to the detriment ofPetra.
4 See Construction Management Agreement at § 2.1.4. Notably, after more than a year of litigation and extensive
discover, the City has not yet identified any evidence that it suffered damages.
5 The threshold amount of damages required to support a claim against Petra would be $215,134.




            
        
             
            
           
           
                
                
                   
         
             
            
           
             
       
               
                  
           
              
             
                  
             
                
        
 
  
43. The claims made in the Complaint are barred by the doctrine of laches because of
the acts, conduct, representations, and omissions by or chargeable to the City.
44. The claims made in the Complaint are barred by the doctrine of unclean hands
because ofthe acts, conduct, representations, and omissions by or chargeable to the City.
45. The claims made in the Complaint are barred because the City was guilty of
negligent or careless acts and omissions during times relevant to the design, development and
construction of the Project and in connection with the matters, events and damages alleged in the
Complaint, which negligence or carelessness on its part proximately caused and contributed to
said events and the City's resultant damages, if any.
46. The claims made in the Complaint are barred because any injury or damages that
the City alleges it has sustained resulted from superseding and/or intervening acts, conduct,
omissions, representations, events, and/or other causes that were not foreseeable or otherwise
properly attributable to Petra.
47. The claims made in the Complaint are barred because the City sustained no
cognizable injury or damages as a result of any act, conduct, representation or omission alleged
in the Complaint against Petra.
48. The claims made in the Complaint are barred because the City failed to use
reasonable care to reduce, mitigate and minimize any injury or damages that it alleges it has
sustained.




                
            
               
              
               
              
                
             
         
               
             
            
    
              
               
     
               
                
 
        
 
  
49. The claims made in the Complaint are barred because the City, voluntarily and
with full knowledge of the circumstances, or by failing to use reasonable care, committed acts or
omissions that aggravated any injury or damages that the City alleges it has sustained.
50. The claims made in the Complaint are barred to the extent they seek recovery of
fees and costs where such recovery is unavailable.
51. As of the date of this First Amended Answer and without the benefit of full
discovery, Petra is unable to fully state in complete detail all of the affirmative defenses that may
exist with respect to the Complaint. Therefore, consistent with Rule 11 of the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure, Petra has asserted the affirmative defenses that are presently known to it and
believed to be applicable, but Petra expressly reserves the right to assert additional affirmative
defenses if discovery reveals other defenses are available.
ATTORNEY FEES
52. Petra has been required to retain the services of the law firm ofCosho Humphrey,
LLP in order to defend its interests against the City's claims in this matter and is entitled to
recover its reasonable attorney fees and litigation costs associated with defending this action
pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 12-117, 12-120(3), 12-121, 12-123, 10-1210 and Rule 54 of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure.
PRAYER
Petra having fully answered the Complaint and asserted known affirmative defenses,
asks:




              
                
              
                
        
                
                 
                
               
              
        
  
               
                  
             
                
    
 
           
 
        
 
  
53. That the Complaint, and each claim and cause of action contained therein, against
Petra be dismissed with prejudice with the City taking nothing thereby;
54. That Petra be awarded its reasonable attorney fees and costs in an amount to be
determined by the Court; and
55. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper under the
circumstances.
SECOND AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM
Petra as and for a Counterclaim against the City, alleges:
56. At all times relevant to this Counterclaim, Petra was corporation in good standing
under the laws ofthe state of Idaho.
57. At all times relevant to this Counterclaim, the City was an Idaho municipal
corporation located in Ada County.
58. This Court has jurisdiction over the parties and venue is proper in Ada County,
Idaho.
FACTS
59. The City entered into an agreement with LCA Architects, P.A. ("LCA" or
"Architect") dated July 11,2006, to provide professional architectural services.6
6 See Paragraph 3.3 of the Construction Management Agreement provides: "Owner has retained LCA Architects,
P.A., an Idaho professional corporation ("Architect") to provide professional architectural services for the Project.




              
           
                
     
                
 
   
          
              
        
              
     
               
 
 
             
         
               
              
        
 
  
60. The City entered into a Construction Management Agreement with Petra dated
August 1,2006 ("Construction Management Agreement" or "Agreement").
61. Under the Construction Management Agreement, Petra was retained to assist the
City by providing construction management services for a project described in the Construction
Management Agreement.7
62. In accordance with the requirements of the Construction Management Agreement,
Petra appointed Eugene R. Bennett as its authorized representative and the City appointed Keith
Watts as its representative.8 Paragraph 1.2 of the Construction Management Agreement
provides:
Owner and Construction Manager shall designate a representative who shall be
authorized to act on that parties' behalf with respect to the Project. Each party's
representative shall render decisions in a timely manner in order to avoid
unreasonable delay in the progress of the Project. Each party may rely upon the
directions and decisions of such representatives as the directions and decisions of
the other party. Neither Owner nor Construction Manager shall change its
authorized representative without five (5) days prior written notice to the other
party.
7 Petra was hired by the City as a construction manager not-at-risk. Under the construction manager-not-at-
risk (agent) model, the construction manager contracts with the owner to provide a variety of services such as
construction scheduling and coordination, but does not guarantee the price or the product ofthe construction project.
Under the construction manager-at-risk model, which does not apply in this case, the construction manager
typically guarantees the maximum price for a project, and enters into the contracts with the trade contractors and
suppliers. The at-risk approach is not much different from the traditional general contractor role, except that the
construction manager may be involved early on in the pre-construction and design phases ofa project.
S Initially Wesley Bettis, Jr. one of Petra's Project Engineers, was appointed by Petra to serve with Eugene R.
Bennett. However, Mr. Bettis left Petra's employment and Mr. Bennett continued as Petra's sole authorized
representative. The City delayed in appointed Mr. Watts until on or about April 3, 2007. Between August 1, 2006
and April 3, 2007, the City was providing management and direction through several people, including Mayor
Tammy DeWeerd, Councilman Keith Bird, City Clerk Will Berg, and Purchasing Agent Keith Watts. The lack of a
single point of contact resulted in mixed and contradictory directions. In order to address this issue, the City agreed
to appoint Mr. Watts as its sole authorized representative.




            
       
            
             
   
           
              
           
 
           
              
            
              
            
           
            
 
               
                  
                 
               
                  
                 
                
                   
               
                   
                
                  
                   
         
        
 
  
63. As provided in paragraph 1.2 of the Construction Management Agreement, Petra
relied upon the directions and decisions ofMr. Watts as the directions and decisions of the City.
64. As described in the Construction Management Agreement, Petra's services were
intended to extend over a six-month preconstruction phase and an I8-month construction phase.9
65. The City represented to Petra in Recitals B of the Construction Management
Agreement that:
Owner desires to abate and demolish the existing structure on the Site and
develop a new city hall facility thereon consisting of a four story structure
with approximately 80,000 square feet of standard Class A office space
and related improvements with surface parking (the "Project").
66. The City also provided Petra with a copy of a building program document
prepared by LCA that represented the building would consist of approximately 84,300 gross
square feet, with 67,450 net square feet of usable space. Notably, the building described in the
program does not contain a basement. 10
67. Notwithstanding the City's representations, the project described in Recitals B
and LCA building program was not designed, no plans or specifications were prepared for that
project and that project was never built. H
68. Petra did not manage or direct LCA at any time relevant to this lawsuit. Petra's
scope of services did not include being the "agent of the Owner" in regard to the Owner's
9 As noted below, the discovery of extensive soil contamination delayed the Project by approximately four months.
Consequently, the pre-construction period lasted at least nine months and perhaps as long as 11 months. The 18-
month construction period that commenced on May 21, 2007, did not immediately follow the preconstruction
period.
10 See Meridian City Hall Project Building Program Bates Numbered CM002832 through CM002849.
11 See reference below to LCA's building program that further defined the building as consisting of 80,000 gross
square feet with 67,000 square feet for tenant occupancy.
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architect. Petra was only required to act as the owner's representative with regard to the
construction contracts. The City managed the contract with LCA directly (not though Petra),
even to the extent that the cost for LCA's services was not included in the budgets submitted by
Petra and the payments by the City to LCA were not processed through Petra.
69. However, LCA approved the City's payments to Petra.
70. After August 1, 2006, the City directed LCA to design a project that was
significantly different from the project described in Recitals B. Consequently, LCA, under the
City's management and direction, designed a three story building with a basement. This building
is approximately 104,000 square feet in size, including a basement.
71. Rather than standard Class A office space,12 the building designed by LCA has a
number of special features including a large column free council chamber, 200-year exterior
stone and brick cladding, special high quality mechanical and electrical systems, finished
individual offices in lieu of open office space and LEED silver certification.
12 The "standard" Class A office building described in Recitals B and the LCA building program consisted of a four
story above ground building with stucco or equivalent exterior cladding, standard mechanical, electrical, plumbing
systems, including a conventional HVAC equipment and overhead delivery system, and open office space.
Additionally, Recitals B called for surface parking, not including the elaborate plaza ordered by the City. Although
the possibility ofLEED certification was discussed during the pre-August 1,2006 proposal phase, the City had not
decided to proceed with LEED certification as of August 1, 2006 and did not include LEED certification in the
description of the project in Recitals B. Finally, as noted elsewhere herein, the $12.2 Project Budget described in
paragraph 4.4.1(f) of the Construction Management Agreement did not include the extras the City directed LCA to
include in the new design, plans and specifications.




               
             
                  
              
         
               
             
              
          
               
             
            
            
                    
              
               
                 
                
                   
                  
                 
        
        
 
  
72. The project as designed by LCA, under the city's management and direction, was
a significantly larger, more complex, higher quality and more expensive than the project
described in the Construction Management Agreement. 13
73. The City also represented to Petra in paragraph 4.4.1(t) of the Construction
Management Agreement that:
... the Owner's maximum price for the construction of the Project is Twelve
Million Two Hundred Thousand and No/lOOths Dollars ($12,200,000.00) (the
"Project Budget").
74. A project budget of $12.2 million for an 80,000 square foot, four-story, above
ground standard Class A office building was reasonable. This estimate was, however, strictly
conceptual, and not based on a design. $12.2 million for an 80,000 square foot office building
results in $152.54 per square foot. The 2006 Means Estimating Manual, an industry standard,
gives $130 per square foot as the 75th percentile for one to four story office buildings including
some site work. Using $130 per square foot for 80,000 square foot building allows for $10.4
million for the building, plus $1.8 million for demolition, abatement, a modest plaza and surface
parking. 14
75. However, the project actually designed and constructed pursuant to the City's
management and direction cost more than $21.5 million.
76. Under the Construction Management Agreement, inspection and testing services
were not included in Petra's scope of services and no cost for inspectors was included in Petra's
13 See Expert's Opinion of Jack K. Lemley contained in the Report by Lemley International dated June 10,2010,
("Lemley Report") at p. 2 and below for a more detailed description of the upgrades and other changes made to the
project by Meridian.
14 See Lemley Report at p. 2.




              
             
       
             
   
             
         
  
              
             
                
              
                 
                
               
  
            
        
          
                 
                  
                     
   
       
        
 
  
rate schedule. The City was responsible for inspection and testing. Paragraph 3.2.5 of the
Construction Management Agreement states:
Owner shall provide all required testing or inspection of the Work as may be
mandated by law, the Construction Documents or the Construction Contracts.
77. Based on the agreed scope of services, budget, project size, schedule and
complexity described in the Construction Management Agreement, Petra agreed to a fee of
$574,000, or 4.7% of the Project Budget described in paragraph 4.4.1(1) of the Construction
Management Agreement. Petra also agreed to not-to-exceed reimbursable staff expenses of
$29,818 for preconstruction and $249,994 for construction phase services at an agreed rate
schedule. Further, Petra agreed to reimbursable general conditions expenses at its cost.
78. The agreed upon compensation to Petra was reasonable for the project described
in Recitals B, LCA's building program and paragraph 4.4.1(1) of the Construction Management
Agreement. IS
79. Paragraph 7 of the Construction Management Agreement included a provision for
an equitable adjustment of Petra's compensation should the size, complexity, schedule, budget or
other aspects of the project change significantly. Paragraph 7 provides as follows:
7. CHANGES
Changes in Construction Manager's services (not involving a
cardinal change to the scope of the services) may be accomplished after
the execution of this Agreement upon Owner's request or if Construction
Manager's services are affected by any ofthe following:
15 See Lemley Report at pp. I and 2.
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(a) A change in the instructions or approvals given by Owner
that necessitate revisions to previously prepared documents or the
reperfonnance of previously perfonned services;
(b) Significant change to the Project, including, but not limited
to size, quality, complexity, Owner's schedule, budget or procurement
method;
(c) Construction Manager perfonns additional services because
of active Owner interference pursuant to Section 5.2; or
(d) Preparation for and attendance at a dispute resolution
proceeding or a legal proceeding except where Construction Manager
is a party thereto or where the Construction Manager's perfonnance is
an issue in such proceeding.
Except as otherwise set forth in this Agreement, if any of the above circumstances
materially affect Construction Manger's services, Construction Manager shall be
entitled to an equitable adjustment in the Schedule of Perfonnance, the
Construction Manager's Fee and/or the not-to-exceed limits for reimbursable
expenses, as mutually agreed by Owner and Construction Manager. Prior to
providing any additional services, Construction Manager shall notify Owner of
the proposed change in services and receive Owner's approval for the change.
Except for a change due to the fault of Construction Manager, a change shall
entitle Construction Manager to an equitable adjustment in the Schedule of
Perfonnance, Construction Manager's Fees and/or the not-to exceed limits for
reimbursable expenses as mutually agreed by Owner and Construction Manager.
80. Paragraph 6.2.2 of the Construction Management Agreement includes a provision
for an adjustment ofreimbursable expenses as follows:
6.2.2 ... If the size (i.e., 80,000 square feet), complexity (i.e., four story,
surface parking), Owner's schedule (i.e., six months Preconstruction Phase
Services, eighteen months Construction Phase Services), Project Budget (i.e.,
$12,200,000.00), procurement method (i.e., no long lead time and/or expedited
materials), and/or bidding process (i.e., two bid packages, no rebids) materially
changes, Owner and Construction Manager agree that the not-to-exceed limits set
forth below shall be adjusted up or down accordingly based upon the actual
number of hours worked in furtherance of the change by the Project Manager,
Project Engineer, Project Superintendent, and Project Foreman.




           
         
     
          
         
 
       
         
         
         
           
     
              
         
           
         
           
          
            
              
           
          
          
           
        
             
         
         
          
           
           
             
             
       
        
 
  
81. As noted in the lead-in section of paragraph 7 above, the parties adopted the
cardinal change doctrine for adjusting Petra's Construction Manager's fee if the other provisions
of paragraph 7 did not apply. The cardinal change doctrine provides that Petra's construction
manager's fee is not limited to $574,000 as stated in paragraph 6.1 of the Construction
Management Agreement and Petra's reimbursable expenses are not limited to the amounts stated
in paragraph 6.2 because the final Project designed and built pursuant to the City's management
and direction was significantly larger, more complex, of higher quality and more expensive than
the project described in the Construction Management Agreement. 16
82. Scheduling the construction commencement of the Project was delayed for months
because of the discovery of contaminated soils and materials on the site. The extent of the
contamination issues were not discovered until after the Construction Management Agreement
was signed on or about August 1, 2006. In July 2006, Maxim performed a Phase I Environmental
Site Assessment on the former site. Maxim concluded that even though contamination existed on
the site, a risk evaluation had previously been performed and there was no risk associated with
development of the property with contaminants remaining in place. Maxim also recommended no
additional investigations at the time. Unfortunately, Maxim's conclusion proved to be incorrect
16 The cardinal change doctrine was originally developed in the federal courts as a means for government
contractors to avoid contractual limitations on damages. A summary of the doctrine is set forth in Atlantic Dry Dock
Corp. v. US., 773 F.Supp. 335 (M.D.Fla. 1991), where the court explained the doctrine as follows:
The cardinal change doctrine is a creature of the body of law which has arisen in the context of disputes over
government contracts. [A cardinal change] occurs when the government effects an alteration in the work so
drastic that it effectively requires the contractor to perform duties materially different from those originally
bargained for.




               
             
              
               
             
               
              
         
            
                
           
                 
              
                
             
            
                 
                   
                
                     
                
               
  




and substantial remediation efforts were required before construction of the Project could
commence. 17
83. At all times during the course of the regularly conducted meetings between Petra
and City personnel, including the Mayor's Building Committee meetings and City Council
meetings, Petra kept the City informed regarding the schedule slippage due to contaminated soil.
84. The new project is referred to hereafter as the "Project."
85. In addition to the actual preconstruction period of nine to eleven months, the
Project consisted of five phases as follows:
• Phase 1 - demolition and abatement of the old creamery (September 2006
through December 2006);
• Phase 2 - core and shell (March 8, 2007 through August 28,2008;
• Phase 3 - tenant improvements and mechanical, electrical, and plumbing
(June 8, 2007 through October 15,2008, the substantial completion date);18
• Phase 4 - plaza and site improvements (October 12,2007 through October
12,2008); and
• Phase 5 - east parking lot (August 15,2008 through January 2009).19
17 As noted elsewhere in this First Amended Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim, the discovery ofextensive
soil contamination delayed the Project by approximately four months. Consequently, the pre-construction period
lasted at least nine months and perhaps as long as 11 months. The 18-month construction period that commenced on
May 21, 2007, did not immediately follow the preconstruction period.
18 At the City's request, additional work continued on tenant improvement items into March 2009.
19 The City added the East Parking Lot to the Project in August 2008. In addition to the original Construction
Management Agreement, a separate Construction Management Agreement for the East Parking Lot was proposed to
the City on or about October 6, 2008. The late addition by the City of the East Parking Lot required extra
coordination and revision to the interface with the plaza. Petra maintained a superintendent full time after the
completion and acceptance by the City of the City Hall Building in October 2007 to manage the construction of the
East Parking Lot and City requested additions, revisions and building management items, in accordance with
directions from Keith Watts, the City's authorized representative. Although the City did not sign and return the
proposed agreement, the City directed Petra to proceed and accepted the scope of work based on Petra's proposal.
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86. The bid packages required for the five construction phases exceeded the two bid
package limit cited in paragraph 6.2.2 of the Construction Management Agreement.
87. Petra received conceptual design documents for the Project in December 2006
that included 20% shell and core drawings. Based on this information, Petra informed the City,
on or about January 15,2007, that the estimated cost, as of that date and based upon the partial
plans, was $16,794,426.
88. Thereafter, LCA provided Petra with 60% building drawings and 20%
mechanical, electrical and plumbing drawings.2o
89. On or about February 12,2007, Petra provided a second estimate, as of that date
and based upon the partial plans, of$18,039,237.
90. On February 26, 2007, Petra presented $2.6 million in value engmeenng
suggestions to the City which included deleting the basement ($1 million savings), removing the
south wing ($800,000 savings) and various other suggestions ($812,000 savings). Mayor
DeWeerd stated that the City Council members have stated that they want a full building as
designed and Councilman Keith Bird confirmed that the City needed to stay with the larger
building footprint and under floor HVAC system. At that meeting the City directed LCA to
Part of Petra's fee and reimbursable expenses for the East Parking Lot services has been paid, the balance of
$51,152.79 is past due.
20 Paragraph 3.3 of the Construction Management Agreement provides: "Owner has retained LCA Architects, P.A.,
an Idaho professional corporation ("Architect") to provide professional architectural services for the Project."




              
           
            
               
                  
   
           
     
               
       
            
              
           
                
               
                
                   
    
               
             
        
 
  
finish Phase 2 drawing and go to bid.21
91. On or about April 3, 2007, Petra provided a budget summary report incorporating
the Phase 2 bids for the core and shell and estimated the cost at $18,090,456.22
92. Upon receipt of the Phase 3 bids, Petra provided a report and a cost estimate dated
July 12, 2007, of $20,446,813. This report and cost estimate was delivered to the City on July
24,2007.
93. As the design progressed the Project Budget was increased to account for the site
contamination abatement, mechanical and electrical system upgrades, upgraded plaza features,
interior drywall partitions, furniture, fixtures and equipment, including security systems, audio
visual systems, telecommunications systems and interior signage package.23
94. Between the Preliminary Price Estimate given by Petra to the City in January
2007 and the final cost estimate established as of February 2008, periodic updates were provided
to and reviewed with the Mayor, the City Council, Keith Watts, and City staff during the
meetings of the Mayor's Building Committee and City Council workshops.
21 The City's decision to proceed with the bidding and construction of the Project before the construction documents
were complete meant that multiple bid and award processes were required, i.e., four instead of the two originally
contemplated by the Construction Management Agreement. The fast-track nature of the Project also contributed to
the increase in the Project Budget and the amount of time required to coordinate the work and documentation.
22 Notably, during this time period, the City rejected value engineering recommendations by Petra and LCA despite
the ever increasing cost of the Project.
23 In addition to the increased size, complexity and budget for the Project as a result of City driven requirements, the
City directed Petra to coordinate the design, procurement and construction of several furniture, fixture and
equipment ("FF&E") items that were not originally included in the Construction Management Agreement. This
equipment included audio/visual systems, telecommunications, security systems, interior signage and appliances. At
the City's direction, Petra also helped coordinate the installation of City supplied furniture and phone data
equipment.
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95. Following receipt of the Phase 4 bids, on or about February 28, 2008, Petra
provided the City with the Final Cost Estimate described in paragraph 4.5.9 of the Construction
Management Agreement of $21,773,078.14 The City did not take exception or voice any
objection to the Final Cost Estimate, approved the Final Costs Estimate and instructed Petra and
LCA to proceed with their services.
96. The final cost estimate included a line item of $376,808 as an estimate of Petra's
construction manager's fee for extra work required by the Project that was subsequently
requested in Change Order No 2. This line item was initially included in the cost estimate as of
August 28, 2007.
97. All cost estimates, budgets, bids and contract awards were received and approved
by the City.
98. The cost and complexity of the Project and Petra's work as the Construction
Manager, was substantially increased by site conditions, the final design, and special features
ordered and approved by the City, which are summarized as follows.15
98.1 Size: The final design of the City Hall building called for a 104,000
square foot building, including abasement.26 The addition of the basement added time, money
24 By February 2008 the City had decided on all value engineering options and the only item left to bid was the
Plaza. The Plaza budget was estimated at a cost of $2.2 million based on the design at that time. This brought the
total construction budget to $21,773,078, where it remained through the balance of the Project. Billings to date for
the Project equal $21,513,416. In August 2008, Petra provided the City with a cost estimate for the East Parking Lot
of $470,000. The East Parking Lot was completed for $400,660.16.
25 See Lemley Report at p. 2.
26 As noted above, Recitals B and the LCA Building Program identified the building as a four story above ground
building consisting of approximately 80,000 gross square feet, with approximately 67,000 net usable square feet.




               
               
             
               
      
                
             
                  
   
             
   
              
             
           
              
              
                      
                      
                  
                    
          
       
                    
               
        
 
  
and complexity to the Project, which impacted the budget and schedule because significant soil
contamination issues were encountered during excavation?7
98.2 Structure: The final design featured a large column free council
chamber, which dictated column to beam moment welds in four directions throughout the
structure. This was more than the two directional moment welds anticipated during the
negotiation of the Construction Management Agreement. This design element added time and
cost to the Project during the rainy season when it was difficult to weld.28 The structure was also
impacted by the decision to raise the building four feet to avoid problems with potential
contamination ofthe ground water.
98.3 Building exterior: The City's requirement to have an exterior that would
stand the "test of time" dictated the use of stone and brick that is a more expensive and time
consuming construction method than the brick masonry and stucco mix typically used on
standard Class A commercial buildings in the area. The City required stone and brick to provide
a 200-year structure.
98.4 Mechanical: The final design of the Project required a specialized
mechanical and electrical system. This design resulted in the installation of a state-of-the-art
system incorporating access floor/under floor ducting throughout the building with a two pipe
hydronic system providing under floor control to individual VAV boxes at individual work
27 Notably, the City did not disclose the extent of the soil contamination prior to execution of the Construction
Management Agreement on August 1,2006.
28 The start of construction was delayed until May 21, 2007, because of the necessity to remediate the contaminated
building site. Consequently, Rule Steel, the prime contractor selected by the City, could not start work on the steel
structure until August 2007.




              
      
           
             
             
            
                  
               
    
            
                   
             
                
   
           
             
             
               
                   
     
                   
                   
    
        
 
  
stations. The specified system was more expensive and complex than a standard rooftop system
with the single thermostatic controls for large work areas as was originally represented to Petra
by the City.29
98.5 Electrical: The electrical system designed under the management and
direction of the City is also state-of-the-art with "daylight harvesting" controls, C02 monitoring,
standby generator and UPS systems. Because of the complexity of the mechanical and electrical
systems, Petra employed a mechanical/electrical superintendent rather than a conventional
foreman as originally contemplated by the Construction Management Agreement.
98.6 Leadership Energy Efficient Design ("LEED"): After the Construction
Management Agreement was signed, the City decided that the building be constructed to obtain
LEED silver certification. LEED certification was not contemplated in the initial Project Budget
because a LEED certified building was not included in the Construction Management Agreement
or the LCA Building Program. LEED issues required substantial construction management work
to insure compliance with the requirements that were not included in the Construction
Management Agreement.
98.7 Miscellaneous Changes and Additions. In order to deal with the City's
newly designed and more complex project, Petra actively managed 168 Architect's Supplemental
Instructions ("ASIs"), 2 Requests for Proposal ("RPs") and 230 Requests for Instructions
("RFIs").
29 It is noteworthy that, during discussions between the City, LCA, and Petra personnel regarding the HVAC system,
Jerry Frank, Petra's president, suggested that the City specify a conventional tried and true heat pump system to save
money and the potential problems then being experienced by tenants in the Banner Bank Building. The City
rejected Mr. Frank's suggestion.
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99. Petra's compliance with the Construction Management Plan,3o Project Schedule,3!
and Project Budgee2 as referenced in Article 4.7.3 of the Construction Management Agreement
is evidenced by the documents produced in this case which confirm that Petra organized and
conducted Weekly Job Progress Meetings and the Mayor's Building Committee meetings. Petra
held regularly scheduled weekly progress meetings with the prime contractors, LCA and City
representatives to monitor, review and report on all aspects of the Project, including quality
issues, coordination, design or constructability issues, approvals, safety, Leadership Energy
Efficient Design ("LEED") silver certification, and other items as required.
100. In addition, Petra and LCA typically met with the City Council and staff at
monthly City Council workshops or meetings starting April 2007 to discuss design, scheduling,
budget and City action items.
101. Petra provided monthly updates and status reports during City Council meetings
during the period May 2007 through November 2007. From December 2007 through November
2008, Petra presented a formal bound monthly written report during each month's City Council
meeting. Reports were also typically distributed during the Mayor's Building Committee
meeting.
30 Petra provided an initial Construction Management Plan to the City on January 22,2007, and an updated plan was
delivered on May 9, 2007.
31 Petra provided the schedule to the City on June 13,2007. The schedule was revised and updated periodically as
required. Monthly schedule updates were included in monthly reports provided by Petra to the City.
32 See description ofthe various cost estimates, budgets and bid compilations above.




          
             
               
            
             
              
          
          
                
             
     
            
             
              
           
 
                   
     
                   
               
            
        
 
  
102. Numerous design and constructability issues were addressed through Requests for
Information ("RFIs"), Requests for Proposal ("RPs"), and Architect's Supplemental Instructions
("ASIs").
103. In discharging its duties identified in Section 4.7.9 of the Construction
Management Agreement, Petra had, at the minimum, one full-time superintendent on site during
the initial Project period.
104. As the Project progressed, Petra provided additional supervision to monitor and
coordinate the Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing ("MEP") work and Leadership Energy
Efficient Design ("LEED") compliance. Notably, an under floor HVAC duct plenum and a
LEED certified building were not included in the Construction Management Agreement criteria.
105. Petra also provided a full time superintendent to oversee and coordinate the Plaza
construction (Phase 4) due to the late addition of an elaborate plaza and the time constraints and
fast track nature of the Plaza portion of the Project.
106. During the construction LCA and the engineers hired by the City conducted
periodic site inspections and produced site inspection reports. Petra coordinated these site
inspections and followed up as necessary to have the relevant contractors correct noted
deficiencies.
107. Heery International, Inc., the commissioning agent hired by LCA, also conducted
periodic onsite inspections.
108. Continuously throughout the construction Project, Petra coordinated with City
inspectors and Materials Testing & Inspection ("MTI") to confirm that special inspections were




           
          
 
            
             
    
             
           
              
            
              
                 
          
             
            
             
 
            
   
          
             
        
 
  
performed. MTI produced and submitted inspection reports for steel, concrete, soil compaction
and masonry attesting that the work met specifications.
109. In August 2008, Keith Watts, the City's authorized representative under the
Construction Management Agreement, directed Petra to include selected extra work order items
or project general conditions items as part of the monthly billing as reimbursable costS.33 These
charges were included in the monthly pay applications. Payment of some of these invoices from
various vendors is seriously overdue and awaiting payment by the City.
110. The City received and approved all cost estimates, budgets, and bids.
111. After consultation with its own City Attorneys, the City, as the Owner of the
Project, approved and signed numerous contracts with various contractors and suppliers for the
labor and materials used in the construction of the Project, including the labor and materials for
the changes to the Project that the City requested.
112. In addition, from time to time, the City changed instructions and approvals that
necessitated revisions to previously prepared documents and the reperformance of previously
performed services.
113. Petra was also required to perform additional services because of the City's active
interference during the course of the Project.
33 An account "Cost Code 01-110" was established by Petra in August 2008 in response to Mr. Watts' request to
reimburse various contractors and vendors for work ordered by either Petra or the City. Petra and the City adopted
this course of dealing throughout the remainder of the Project
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114. Throughout the course of construction, Petra's representatives met regularly with
Keith Watts, the authorized representative appointed by the City pursuant to paragraph 1.2.1 of
the Construction Management Agreement.
115. In addition, Petra's representatives met regularly (approximately every two weeks
i.e., every other Monday morning) with Tammy DeWeerd, the City's Mayor, and her building
committee.
116. Petra's representatives also met with the City Council approximately monthly
(i.e., the first Tuesday of each month).
117. Petra kept the City fully informed during the foregoing meetings regarding the
progress of the Project and the impact that the new design was having on the schedule and
budget.
118. In addition, Petra provided the City with full documentation regarding all phases
of the Project.
119. The City did not complain about Petra's services as construction manager except
for one time during the early spring of 2007. Petra received a letter from the City of Meridian
dated March 30, 2007. This letter discussed performance concerns, project staffing issues
concerning the management of the irrigation ditch, topographical survey, delays in bid
documents, improper staff substitution, improper management of the demolition contractor and
improper management of the contaminated soil removal. The City asked Petra to come to an
Executive Session prior to a City Council meeting to discuss the issues. This occurred, but there
is no written record of what transpired during the meeting because recordings of executive




           
              
    
           
              
 
           
       
             
                 
 
             
   
             
                  
            
            
           
               
                
              
        
 
  
sessions are not created or maintained. Petra responded in writing to the concerns raised in a
letter to the City dated April 3, 2007. As a result of this exchange the City was satisfied and it
directed Petra to proceed with its work as construction manager.
120. Pursuant to the City's request during the Executive Session, Petra assigned Jon
Anderson, a Petra superintendent, to manage the removal and abatement of the contaminated
soil, which was not in the original scope of work included in the Construction Management
Agreement.
121. Petra was compensated for the direct cost ofMr. Anderson's time.
122. Change Order No 1 in the amount of $52,502 was issued to Petra by the City for
additional contraction manager's fee for management of the contaminated soils removal. Petra's
construction manager's fee of $19,834 was 4.7% of the additional cost resulting from the
contaminated soils abatement and is the City's acknowledgment that 4.7% is the appropriate rate
to calculate Petra's construction manager's fee.
123. Except for the exchange described above, the City did not, during the Project
period, discuss with or provide any written statements to Petra regarding any issues concerning
Petra's services. Such notification is required by section 3.2.6 of the Construction Management
Agreement, which states in relevant part:
If Owner learns of any failure to comply with the Construction Contract by Contractor, or
of any errors, omissions, or inconsistencies in the services of Construction Manager, and
in the further event that Construction Manager does not have notice of the same, Owner
shall inform Construction Manager.
124. Section 3.2.3 of the Construction Management Agreement states: " ... [O]wner




                
                    
          
             
             
               
 
            
                  
            
              
              
      
              
              
             
      
               
             
               
    
            
        
 
  
shall timely review documents provided by or through Construction Manager and timely render
its direction, consent or approval on matters identified by Construction Manager for Owner's
direction, decision, consent or approval." In addition, there is a "time is of the essence"
provision in the Construction Management Agreement which states: " ... [A]ll times provided for
in the agreement, or in any other document executed hereunder, for the performance of any act
will be strictly construed, time being of the essence.,,34 Throughout all phases of the Project,
Petra met with the City's officials on a weekly, bi-weekly and monthly basis regarding the status
of the Project. The City had a contractual obligation to " ... [t]imely render its direction, consent
or approval on matters identified by Construction Manager for Owner's direction, decision,
consent or approval.,,35 If the City had any problem with the manner in which Petra was
performing its duties, it was required by the Construction Management Agreement to specifically
identify the problem long before February 24,2009, when it first notified Petra it would not pay
for Petra's extra services and reimbursable expenses.
125. During Petra's performance under the Construction Management Agreement, the
City and Petra established procedures and methods that amended and supplemented the
Construction Management Agreement and also provided missing terms and conditions.
126. For example, the City was consistent in that it did not issue formal change orders
to Petra, which would clearly authorize added work, until after the work was complete. Change
Order No.1 for the management of the contaminated soil work was issued in September 2007,
even though the work was completed in May 2007. The Change Order to Petra for the LEED
34 Construction Management Agreement at § 10.13.
35 Construction Management Agreement at § 3.2.3.




             
             
               
              
                
               
                
                 
            
                
             
                
       
          
            
          
                
               
               
                 
       
       
        
 
  
work was proposed by the City when the Project was essentially complete in late 2008, even
though the budget for this effort had been carried since July 2007. The LEED Change Order has
never been finalized, but the City began paying Petra against this line item in January 2008.
Petra formally notified the city of Change Order No.2 in November 2007. The City did not
object to this notification, to the amount Petra carried in the budget each month for the Change
Order No.2 work or the fact that Petra was managing a significantly increased Project compared
to the one described in the Construction Management Agreement. Through the end of March
2008 the construction billings were still under the amount in the original contract and Petra was
still being paid its construction manager's fee regularly. On April 4, 2008, Petra submitted a
formal request for change for the added construction manager's fee, which contained an offer to
accept the $376,808 carried in the budget. The City has not paid this fee. Petra continued to
work in accordance with the directions received from the City.
127. Paragraph 2.1.4 provides:
Construction Manager shall prepare all documents and provide all services
required under this Agreement in such a manner that increases in Project costs
resulting from Construction Manager's errors or omissions do not exceed one
percent (1 %) ofthe total construction price of the Project. ..
Accordingly, without damages in excess of 1%, Meridian does not have a viable claim
against Petra. The threshold amount of damages required to support a claim against Petra would
be not less than $215,134.
128. The City issued a Temporary Certificate of Occupancy when its personnel
occupied and took possession of the City Hall building on October 15, 2008. The final
PETRA'S FIRST AMENDED ANSWER AND SECOND AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM Page 31
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Certificate of Occupancy for the building was issued on January 23,2009 following completion
of the East Parking Lot.
129. From and after October 15, 2008, Petra's duties and responsibilities under the
Construction Management Agreement were limited to: (a) administering change orders for
additions by the City to the scope of the Project, (b) coordinating completion of Punch List
items, and (c) payment by the City ofthe retentions it has withheld from various contractors.
130. All items on the Punch Lists were completed by August 9,2009. The Project had
been previously accepted by the City as evidenced by the Certificates of Occupancy issued in
January and February of2009.
131. Upon acceptance of each phase of the Project by the City, Petra's duties and
responsibilities under the Construction Management Agreement for each such phase ceased.
132. The City had full responsibility for administering warranty items.36
36 Once Occupancy Permits were issued, Petra's duties under the Construction Management Agreement were
concluded. These certifications bar Meridian's belated and contradictory claims that Petra failed to do its job
properly. See Evans v. Buffington Harbor River Boats, 799 N.E. 2d 1103 (Ind. Ct. App. 2004)(Construction
manager properly dismissed upon summary judgment where work had been accepted as complete by owner);
Sanchez v. Swinerton & Walberg Co., 47 Cal. App. 4th 1461, 55 Cal. Rptr. 2d 415 (Cal. App. 2nd Dist.
1996)(Contractor dismissed as party upon summary judgment where project had been completed and accepted by
owner). Although, at the City's request, Petra assisted the City in administering the warranty claims for a limited
period of time after October 15, 2008, on or about February 24, 2009, the City took full responsibility for
administering the warranties as described in the Commissioning & Occupancy Phase in section IV(c) and (d) of the
Construction Management Plan, Quality Management Plan. The parties agreed in October of 2008 that Petra would
temporarily assist the City with warranty administration and coordination until the City designated a building and
facilities manager. Petra agreed to serve in this role at the City's request because Petra's superintendent would be
on site managing the East Parking Lot and because of the numerous additions and changes requested by the City
throughout the October 2008 through February 2009 period. The City's building and facilities manager, Eric
Jensen, assumed his duties on or about February 24, 2009.
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133. The Project actually designed and constructed pursuant to the City's direction as
compared with the project described in the Construction Management Agreement materially
increased Petra's services.
134. Petra performed its work in accordance with the applicable standard of care as
evidenced by the affidavit testimony of Jack K. Lemley, Jerald S. Frank, Eugene R. Bennett and
Thomas R. Coughlin,37 and the Lemley Report. The Construction Management Agreement
provides:
Construction Manager further covenants that Construction Manager will perform
its services under this Agreement, in the exercise of ordinary and reasonable care
and with the same degree of professional skill, diligence and judgment as is
customary among construction managers of similar reputation performing work
for projects of a size, scope and complexity similar to the Project.38
135. Petra fully performed its duties and obligations under the Construction
Management Agreement, as modified by the parties' course of dealing and course of
performance.39
136. Notwithstanding numerous value engineering recommendations made by Petra
and LCA, which the City chose not to implement, the City did not at any time during the Project
period direct Petra, LCA or any of the contractors or suppliers to stop implementing the
numerous changes the City had ordered and approved.
137. At no time during the Project did the City provide any direction that the design
needed to be revised or changed significantly to reduce the cost of the Project.
37 Lemley April 30, 2010 Affidavit at' 15; Frank May 4,2010 Affidavit at' 8; Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at'
10; and Coughlin May 5, 2010 Affidavit at' 7.
38 Construction Management Agreement at 1.1.
39 See Lemley Report.
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138. Importantly, the City did not at any time during the Project period inform Petra
that it did not intend to pay Petra in full for the services it was required to render as construction
manager for the greatly expanded and upgraded Project.
139. LCA's contract included an independent duty of inspection. LCA certified from
time to time that the work had progressed as indicated in the various pay applications and the
quality of the work is in accordance with the contract documents.4o Ultimately, LCA signed off
on each phase, and following inspections by the City's own building inspectors, and close out of
punch lists, certificates of occupancy were issued by the City Building Department for each of
the five phases.
140. As noted above, paragraph 7 of the Construction Management Agreement
provides that "... a change shall entitle Construction Manager to an equitable adjustment in the
Schedule of Performance, Construction Manager's Fees and/or the not-to exceed limits for
reimbursable expenses as mutually agreed by Owner and Construction Manager." Consequently,
on November 5, 2007, Petra provided Meridian with a Notice of Intent to submit a formal
Change Order Request. Thereafter, on April 4, 2008, Petra presented Meridian with Change
40 The work that was submitted to the City for payment was certified by LCA as being in substantial compliance
with the plans and specifications. The certification reads as follows:
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data comprising this
application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge information
and belief, the Work has progressed as indicated, the quality of the Work is in accordance with the Contract
Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the Amount Certified.
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Order No.2 in the amount of $386,392 for an additional Construction Manager's Fee.41 On or
about October 3, 2008, Petra submitted a revised Change Order No.2 to the City for $512,427,
which included additional reimbursable expenses. Petra made numerous requests of the City
between October 3, 2008 and February 24, 2009 regarding the status of Change Order No.2 and
requested a meeting with the City to discuss the Change Order.
141. From and after November 5, 2007, Petra and the City's representatives had
numerous discussions regarding the matters covered in Change Order No.2. During August
2008, Theodore W. Baird, Jr., an assistant City Attorney, requested and Petra provided additional
information as support for its Change Order No.2. Mr. Baird also requested time records from
Petra for the period prior to the August 1, 2006 execution of the Construction Management
Agreement. Petra provided all of these time records to Mr. Baird.
142. Notwithstanding Petra's best efforts to resolve Change Order No.2, the City has
failed and refused to engage in meaningful discussions.
143. By letter dated February 24, 2009, Tammy DeWeerd, the Mayor, Charlie
Roundtree, Council President, Keith Watts, the City's authorized representative under the
Construction Management Agreement and the City's Purchasing Manager and Bill Nary, the
City Attorney, notified Petra that the City denied Petra's request for additional compensation as
shown by Change Order No.2.
41 Although Petra had incurred $126,035 in reimbursable expenses for increased' payroll costs because of its work
under the newly designed Project, it was willing, as of April 2008, to accept only an additional fee of 386,392.
However, because the City refused to settle on that amount, Petra has submitted a revised Change Order No. 2 for
$522,589.00 for services provided and materials furnished as described in Petra's Change Order No.2, plus accrued
interest at the rate of .75% per month as provided in paragraph 6.3.2 of the Agreement.




               
                
            
                
           
             
            
              
               
               
           
             
        
            
           
            
              
     
                 
                    
                    
                
                




144. Consequently, after more than a year of attempting to settle the matters covered
by Change Order No.2, Petra instructed Thomas G. Walker ("Mr. Walker"), its counsel, to
request mediation under Paragraph 8.2 of the Construction Management Agreement. Mr.
Walker made the request by letter dated March 16, 2009.
145. Under Paragraph 8.2, a mediation session was to occur within 60 days of Petra's
request for mediation. Thus, the mediation should have occurred on or before May 15,2009.
146. At some point in time, the City hired outside counsel, Kim J. Trout ("Mr. Trout").
On or about March 25, Mr. Trout made a request that "all Project Records be made available for
inspection and copying." This request was made despite the fact that Project Records had been
provided to the City during the course of the Project.
147. Mr. Trout also requested an indeterminate extension of time of the contractual
deadlines within which the City would allegedly conduct a forensic accounting before it would
participate in mediation.
148. The City had never before requested "all Project Records" and Petra had never
refused to provide any records to Meridian.
149. On March 30, 2009, Petra's counsel notified Mr. Trout by email that the records
requested by Meridian were available for inspection commencing on March 31, 2009.
150. Mr. Walker then requested that the City make its complete files regarding the
Project available for Petra's inspection and copying. Mr. Walker made this request because the
City, as owner of the Project and the party actually contracting with LCA, the prime contractors,
the engineers, and inspectors had relevant documents that it had never provided to Petra. Mr.





              
              
           
          
               
              
                
                  
               
          
             
              
   
              
       
               
            
              
              
                
               
        
 
  
Trout responded to Petra's request for records as follows: "[A]s the parties are not in litigation,
the City's records will not be made available at this time.',42
151. By letter dated April 1, 2009, Mr. Trout informed Petra's counsel that Richard
Kluckhohn ("Mr. Kluckhohn"), a consultant to Mr. Trout's law firm, would conduct a document
review at Petra's facilities.
152. By email sentonApriI2.2009.Mr. Walker stated as follows: "I renew my
request for access to the City's files regarding the subject project, so we can prepare properly for
the mediation session. Also, Petra is not willing to extend the mediation date beyond May 15th
because the City has had over a year to conduct whatever forensic accounting exercise the
council thought necessary."
153. On or about April 3, 2009, Mr. Kluckhohn visited Petra's offices and conducted a
review of the Project Records.
154. By email message dated April 20, 2009,Mr. Walker notified Mr. Trout that Petra
was willing to grant an extension of the May 15, 2009 deadline to June 15, 2009. Mr. Trout
responded "Thanks for the message. I'll pass it along to the City for their review and
consideration."
155. Unbeknownst to either Petra or Mr. Walker, The City had filed this lawsuit on
April 16, 2009. Petra first became aware of the lawsuit when it was served on April 21, 2009.
156. In addition to refusing and failing to pay Petra pursuant to Change Order No.2,
the City has refused and failed to pay Petra $74,894.25 for services provided and materials
42 Mr. Trout's letter to Thomas G. Walker, Esq., dated Aprill, 2009.
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furnished for the City Hall project, and $51,152.79 for services provided and materials furnished
for the East Parking Lot, plus accrued interest at the rate of .75% per month as provided in
paragraph 6.3.2 of the Agreement.
COUNT ONE
Breach of Contract and Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
157. Petra incorporates the allegations contained in all other paragraphs of this First
Amended Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim in this Counterclaim Count One.
158. The City breached the terms and conditions of the Construction Management
Agreement by failing to pay Petra the full amount of its earned compensation as required by the
Agreement, including $74,894.25 for services provided and materials furnished for the City Hall
project, and $51,152.79 for services provided and materials furnished for the East Parking Lot,
and $522,589.00 for services provided and materials furnished as described in Petra's Change
Order No.2, plus accrued interest at the rate of .75% per month as provided in paragraph 6.3.2 of
the Construction Management Agreement, which equals $93,525.82 as of May 31, 2010, and
plus additional accrued interest from and after May 31, 2010, at the rate of .75% per month until
paid in full.
159. Petra has provided the City with an accounting and documentation substantiating
the compensation and reimbursements to which it is entitled under the Construction Management
Agreement and the cardinal change doctrine.
160. At all relevant times the Construction Management Agreement between Petra and
the City was a legally binding contract.




              
                  
     
  
              
             
           
            
                 
             
              
             
                  
             
                  
   
            
             
      
            
       




161. In every contract there is an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
162. The City's acts and omissions in breaching the terms and conditions of the
Construction Management Agreement and breaching the covenant of good faith and fair dealing
described in this First Amended Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim were malicious,
oppressive, fraudulent or outrageous and violated, nullified, and significantly impaired the
benefits and rights Petra had in the Construction Management Agreement.
163. Accordingly, the City breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing by its acts and omissions described in this First Amended Answer and Second Amended
Counterclaim.
164. As a direct and proximate result of the above-described breach of the
Construction Management Agreement and the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, Petra is
entitled to a judgment against the City awarding it damages, interest and costs and fees as are
more particularly described in sections entitled "Damages," "Attorney Fees" and "Prayer"
below.
COUNT TWO
Breach of Contract Implied-in-Fact
165. Petra incorporates the allegations contained in all other paragraphs of this First
Amended Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim in this Counterclaim Count Two.
166. Petra and the City entered into contracts that are implied-in-fact from the conduct
of the parties, whereby Petra provided goods and services to and for the benefit of the Project,
which goods and services were requested, approved and accepted by Meridian.





               
              
             
            
           
          
             
               
 
             
              
                 
           
 
  
    
             
           
              
                 
           
        
 
  
167. The City breached the tenns and conditions of the contracts implied-in-fact by
failing to pay Petra the full amount of its earned compensation as required by the Agreement,
including $74,894.25 for services provided and materials furnished for the City Hall project, and
$51,152.79 for services provided and materials furnished for the East Parking Lot, and
$522,589.00 for services provided and materials furnished as described in Petra's Change Order
No.2, plus accrued interest at the rate of .75% per month as provided in paragraph 6.3.2 of the
Construction Management Agreement, which equals $93,525.82 as of May 31, 2010, plus
additional accrued interest from and after May 31, 2010, at the rate of .75% per month until paid
in full.
168. Petra has provided the City with an accounting and documentation substantiating
the compensation and reimbursements to which it is entitled under the contracts implied-in-fact
and the cardinal change doctrine.
169. The City's acts and omISSIons described in this First Amended Answer and
Second Amended Counterclaim were malicious, oppressive, fraudulent or outrageous and
violated, nullified, and significantly impaired the benefits and rights Petra had in the contracts
implied-in-fact.
170. As a direct and proximate result of the above-described breach of the contracts
implied-in-fact, Petra is entitled to a judgment against the City awarding it damages, interest and
costs and fees as are more particularly described in sections entitled "Damages," "Attorney Fees"
and "Prayer" below.




             
                
              
             
             
                  
            
                  
  
            
             
     
             
          
              
 
              
               
              
   




Breach of Contract Implied-in-Law
171. Petra incorporates the allegations contained in all other paragraphs of this First
Amended Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim in this Counterclaim Count Three.
172. The additional compensation for labor performed and the materials and equipment
provided by Petra to and for the benefit of the Project was and is reasonably worth the full
amount of not less than $648,636, none of which has been paid by the City, and all of which is
past due.
173. Petra is entitled to full payment for the reasonable value of the services (quantum
meruit) and for the reasonable values of the goods and materials (quantum valebant) provided by
Petra to manage the Project as finally designed and constructed, plus accrued interest at the rate
of .75% per month as provided in paragraph 6.3.2 of the Agreement, which equals $93,525.82 as
of May 31, 2010, plus additional accrued interest from and after May 31, 2010, at the rate of
.75% per month until paid in full, plus such additional amounts as proven in these proceedings to
put Petra in the same position it would have occupied had the City not breached the contract
implied-in-Iaw.
DAMAGES
Petra is entitled to an award of damages as follows:
174. Damages suffered by Petra include compensatory damages of $648,636.04, plus
accrued interest at the rate of .75% per month as provided in paragraph 6.3.2 of the Agreement,





    
             
           
            
                  
                    
  
               
               
                
                
                  
                 
                 
 
 
          
           
                 




which equals $93,525.82 as of May 31, 2010, plus additional accrued interest from and after
May 31, 2010, at the rate of .75% per month until paid in full.
175. Damages suffered by Petra for breach of the Construction Management
Agreement and breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, including damages suffered
by Petra for the wrongful diversion of its personnel's time from their legitimate business duties;
damages suffered by Petra for lost business opportunities that it would have been able to take
advantage of were it not for the City's wrongful acts and omissions described in this First
Amended Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim; damages suffered by Petra for loss of its
business and professional reputation; damages necessary to put Petra in the same position it
would have occupied had the City not committed the acts described in this First Amended
Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim; and damages necessary to put Petra in the same
position it would have occupied had the City not failed to perform the acts required of it under
the applicable agreements, doctrines and laws. All of the foregoing damages were reasonably
foreseeable and within the contemplation of the parties.
176. Alternatively, damages suffered by Petra for breach of the contracts implied-in-
fact.
177. Alternatively, damages equal to the full reasonable value of the services (quantum
meruit) and for the reasonable values of the goods and materials (quantum valebant) provided by
Petra to manage the Project as finally designed and constructed.





               
              
           
               
               
                
                
              
              
               
              
                  
             
        
           
 
             
               
          




178. As a direct and proximate result of the City's acts and omissions, Petra was
required to retain the services of the law firm of Cosho, Humphrey, LLP in order to defend
against the City's claims and to prosecute its counterclaims. Such costs and attorney fees are
recoverable under the terms and conditions of the Construction Management Agreement, Idaho




179. For a judgment against the City for breach of contract and breach of the covenant
of good faith and fair dealing in an amount to be proved in these proceedings, including
$648,636.04, plus damages suffered by Petra for the wrongful diversion of its personnel's time
from their legitimate business duties, plus damages suffered by Petra for lost business
opportunities that it would have been able to take advantage of were it not for the City's
wrongful acts and omissions, plus damages suffered by Petra for loss of its business and
professional reputation, plus damages necessary to put Petra in the same position it would have
occupied had the City not committed the acts described in this First Amended Answer and
Second Amended Counterclaim, plus damages necessary to put Petra in the same position it
would have occupied had the City not failed to perform the acts required of it under the
applicable agreements, doctrines and laws, plus pre-judgment interest as provided for by the
Construction Management Agreement, and post judgment interest as provided by law;





               
                 
               
            




                
                
              
             
                 
               
               
               
              
                 
             
           
        
 
  
180. Alternatively, for a judgment against Meridian for beach of the implied-in-fact
contract in an amount to be proved in these proceedings, including $648,636.04, plus the
damages described in the preceding paragraph, plus pre-judgment interest as provided for by the
Construction Management Agreement, and post judgment interest as provided by law;
181. Alternatively, for an award of damages against Meridian in quantum meruit and
quantum valebant for breach of a contract implied-in-Iaw in an amount to be proved in these
proceedings, plus pre-judgment interest and post judgment interest as provided by law;
182. For a judgment against the City for all attorneys' fees and costs incurred by Petra
in defending against the City's claims and prosecuting Petra's counterclaims;
183. For a judgment requiring the City to pay post-judgment interest; and
184. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.
DATED: ________,2010. COSHO, HUMPHREY, LLP
Thomas G. Walker
Attorneys for Petra, Incorporated




            
              
              
           
             
                
            
                
          
            
               
      
   
    




I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the _ day of ,2010, a true and correct
copy of the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 5509)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com





J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETRA'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
FILE FIRST AMENDED ANSWER
AND SECOND AMENDED
COUNTERCLAIM
Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker,
submits this Memorandum in support of Petra's Motion for Leave to file First Amended Answer
and Second Amended Counterclaim.
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 4
2. APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS 4
2.1 Rule 15(a) requires the application of a liberal policy with respect to amendment of
pleadings 4
2.2 Rule 15(a) requires leave of court or written consent of the adverse party 5
3. CONCLUSION 6
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY
On May 6, 2009, Petra filed and served its Answer to the Complaint ("Complaint") filed
on April 16, 2009 by the City of Meridian ("Meridian"). Petra filed and served its Counterclaim
on May 6, 2009. The First Amended Counterclaim was filed on August 21,2009. This motion
for leave to file First Amended Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim is to update Petra's
responses to its answer filed on May 6, 2009, and clarify Petra's claims for damages suffered for
diversion of its personnel's time from their legitimate business duties, lost business
opportunities, and loss of Petra's business and professional reputation.
2. APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS.
The standards for amending and supplementing pleadings are provided by Idaho Rule of
Civil Procedure 15.
2.1 Rule 15(a) requires the application of a liberal policy with respect to
amendment of pleadings.
Rule 15(a) requires the application of a liberal policy with respect to amendment and
supplementation of pleadings and responses thereto. As noted by the Idaho Supreme Court,
Professors Wright and Miller (in discussing the identical Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 15(a))
have stated:
... the purpose of the rule is two-fold: first, to allow the best chance for each
claim [or defense] to be determined on its merits rather than on some procedural
technicality; and, second, to relegate pleadings to the limited role of providing
parties with notice of the nature of the pleader's claim and the facts that have been
called into question.
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE
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Clarkv. Olsen, 110 Idaho 323, 326, 715 P.2d 993,996 (1986) (citing C. Wright and A. Miller,
Federal Practice and Procedure: Civil Second § 1471 (1971)).
Courts in Idaho have been consistently liberal in granting leave to amend pleadings.
Hines v. Hines, 129 Idaho 847, 934 P.2d 20 (1997); Wickstrom v. North Idaho College, 111
Idaho 450, 725 P.2d 155 (1986). Petra is not required to prove its case in chief for this motion
and the Court should not consider the sufficiency of the evidence supporting the claims as would
occur if the motion was one for summary judgment. Duffin v. Idaho Crop Improvement Ass 'n,
126 Idaho 1002, 895 P.2d 1195 (1995) (holding that the District Court erred in denying
plaintiffs motion to amend by measuring the proposed amended complaint against the facts
disclosed in the record rather than solely against the allegations advanced by the moving party).
However, in this case the record supports Petra's Motion for Leave to Amend.
2.2 Rule 15(a) requires leave of court or written consent of the adverse
party.
Rule 15(a) provides in relevant part as follows: "... a party may amend a pleading only
by leave of court or by written consent of the adverse party; and leave of court shall be freely
given when justice so requires ...." I.R.C.P. 15(a).
Considering the liberal policy for amendment established by the rule, if the underlying
facts relied upon by Petra present a proper subject of relief it "ought to be afforded an
opportunity to test its claim on the merits." Olsen, supra at 326, 715 P.2d at 996 (citing C.
Wright and A. Miller, supra). Only where factors such as undue delay, bad faith or dilatory
motive, or repeated failure to cure deficiencies by prior amendments, or undue prejudice to the
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE
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opposing party may occur by virtue of the amendment, should the trial court deny a motion for
leave to amend. E.g., Smith v. Great Basin Grain Co., 98 Idaho 266, 272-73, 561 P.2d 1299,
1305-06 (1977) (citing Foman v. Davis, 371 U.S. 178 (1962)). See also, Wickstrom v. North
Idaho College, 111 Idaho 450, 725 P.2d 155 (1986) (holding that in the interest ofjustice, courts
should favor liberal grants of leave to amend).
As pointed out above, the dual purposes of Rule 15(a) are to allow claims and defenses
to be determined on the merits rather than technicalities and to make pleadings serve the limited
role of providing notice of the nature of the claims and defenses and the facts that are at issue.
Thomas v. Medical Center Physicians, 138 Idaho 200, 210, 61 P.3d 557,567 (2002); Christensen
Family Trust v. Christensen, 133 Idaho 866, 871, 993 P.2d 1197, 1202 (1999) (citation omitted).
A court may consider whether the allegations sought to be added state valid claims in
determining whether to grant leave to amend the complaint. Black Canyon Racquetball Club,
Inc., v. Idaho First Nat'l Bank NA., 119 Idaho 171, 175,804 P.2d 900, 904 (1991).
"The grant or denial of leave to amend after a responsive pleading has been filed is a
matter that is within the discretion of the trial court and is subject to reversal on appeal only for
an abuse of that discretion." Thomas,138 Idaho 200, 205, 61 P.3d 557, 562 (2002); Black
Canyon, 119 Idaho 171, 175,804 P.2d 900,904 (1991).
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE




                 
                 
               
                 
        
                
                
                   
              
               
               
             
               
                 
                   
               
        
          




For the reasons stated above, this Court should grant Petra's Motion for Leave File the
First Amended Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim.
DATED: June 29, 2010.
KER
endant/Counterclaimant
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE





               
       
    
          




I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 29th day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468 JUN 30 2010
TROUT. JONES • G~EDHIIL • FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A. J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
225 North 9th Street, SUlte 820 By J. RANDALL





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND
SCHEDULING ORDER TO EXTEND
DEADLINE FOR THE FILING OF
AMENDMENTS TO PLEADINGS AND
JOINDER OF PARTIES
COMES NOW Plaintiff the City of Meridian ("City"), by and through its counsel of record,
the law firm of TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A., and hereby
moves this Court for an Order amending the scheduling order to extend the deadline for the filing
of amendments to pleadings and joinder of parties. This Motion is supported by the Memorandum
in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Scheduling Order to Extend Deadline for the Filing of
Amendments to Pleadings and Joinder of Parties and the Affidavit of Kim J. Trout in Support of
Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Scheduling Order to Extend Deadline for the Filing of Amendments to
Pleadings and Joinder of Parties fued contemporaneously herewith, and the papers and pleadings on
record in this matter.
Plaintiff requests oral argument.
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND SCHEDULING ORDER TO EXTEND DEADLINE FOR THE
FILING OF AMENDMENTS TO PLEADINGS AND JOINDER OF PARTIES -1
003882
        
            
         
    
  
   
   
   
           
          




    
 
 
     
    
    
     
    
   
               
            
                 
               
                
                 
               
              
    
    
           
          
DATED this 30th day ofJune, 2010.







I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 30th day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the




800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518







PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND SCHEDULING ORDER TO EXTEND DEADLINE FOR THE
FILING OF AMENDMENTS TO PLEADINGS AND JOINDER OF PARTIES - 2
003883
       




   
   
   
                  
              
   
  
   
     
   
   





   
   
           




KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIlL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.









IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA









County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF KIMJ. TROUT IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
TO AMEND SCHEDULING ORDER TO
EXTEND DEADLINE FOR THE
FILING OF AMENDMENTS TO
PLEADINGS AND JOINDER OF
PARTIES
KIM J. TROUT, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify regarding the
matters set forth herein.
2. I am a member of the law firm of TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN.
GOURLEY, P.A., representing the Plaintiff City of Meridian in this matter, and I make the following
statements based upon my own personal knowledge.
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM]. 1ROUT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND SCHEDULING
ORDER TO EXTEND DEADLINE FOR THE FILING OF AMENDMENTS TO PLEADINGS AND JOINDER
OF PARTIES - 1
003884
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3. Under the Court's current Scheduling Order, as stipulated by the parties, the deadline
for the filing of any motions to amend pleadings or join parties is June 30, 2010. This is also the
deadline for the completion of any discovery requested by the City of Meridian with regard to the
Motion for Summary Judgment filed by the Defendant Petra Incorporated (hereinafter referred to as
"Petra").
4. Over the course of the last twenty days, the parties have scheduled and conducted
no less than four depositions as requested by the City of Meridian with regard to the issues raised by
Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment.
5. However, one matter raised by Petra in its Motion for Summary Judgment
concerned the alleged, by Petra, liability of other third parties for the City of Meridian's damages, i.e.
Lombard-Conrad Architects (hereinafter referred to as "LCA"). Accordingly, I attempted to
schedule the deposition duces tecum of LCA.
6. On or about June 15, 2010, LCA's representative (Steve Simmons) advised that he
would be unavailable until, at the earliest, June 21, 2010. A true and correct copy of this electronic
communication is attached as Exhibit "A".
7. Thereafter, Robert Anderson, counsel for LCA advised that the earliest opportunity
for the deposition of LCA would be June 28, 2010. A true and correct copy of this electronic
communication is attached as Exhibit "B".
8. Unfortunately, the date offered by Mr. Anderson was on a date unavailable to me
due to previously scheduled depositions in the City of McCall matter, of which the Court is aware, a
fact I communicated to opposing counsel, Thomas G. Walker, as well as Mr. Anderson. A true and
correct copy of this electronic communication is attached as Exhibit "C".
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM J. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND SCHEDULING
ORDER TO EXTEND DEADLINE FOR THE FILING OF AMENDMENTS TO PLEADINGS AND JOINDER
OF PARTIES - 2
003885
              
                    
                 
              
 
               
                   
     
             
                 
           
       
              
                  
      
            
                  
      
               
                  
                 
           
             
             
   
9. I was further advised by Mr. Walker, counsel for Petra, that while he was available
through June 29, 2010, he would not be in the office from June 30 through July 6, 2010. A true and
correct copy of this electronic communication is attached as Exhibit "D".
1O. In view of these scheduling difficulties, I have requested that both the deadline for
the completion of discovery as well as the deadline for the amendment of pleadings and joinder of
parties be extended. As of the date of this Affidavit I have not received any consent from Mr.
Walker to this request.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.





Subscribed and sworn to before me this 30th day ofJune, 2010.
Notary Public, State of Idaho
Residing at: Meridian, ID
My commission expires: November 3, 2014
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM J. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND SCHEDULING
ORDER TO EXIEND DEADLINE FOR THE FILING OF AMENDMENTS TO PLEADINGS AND JOINDER
OF PARTIES - 3
003886
                
                     
           
                
                 
                  
    
      





             
     
    
      
             
             
   
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 30th day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G . Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518









AFFIDAVIT OF KIM J. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND SCHEDULING
ORDER TO EXTEND DEADLINE FOR THE FILING OF AMENDMENTS TO PLEADINGS AND JOINDER
OF PARTIES - 4
003887
   
                  
              
    
  
   
     
   
   









             
             








Tuesday, June 15, 2010 9:46 PM
Kim Trout; Kevin Kluckhohn; Steve Christiansen; Suzy Sullivan
Russ Moorhead; Steve Simmons
RE: City of Meridian
Kim and Kevin, I am a little concerned that you would communicate directly with my clients regarding the deposition you
want to take. In the future, please direct all inquiries to me. With respect to the 30(b)(6) depo, we will have to discuss
alternative dates, as I am in a mediation on June 24th and finishing up discovery after that for an August trial. Please
contact me to discuss scheduling, so that I can then confer with Russ and Steve regarding their calendars. Thanks.
Rob Anderson
Anderson Julian & Hull LLP






From: Steve Simmons [mailto:ssimmons1@lcarch.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 15, 2010 9:39 PM
To: KKluckhohn@idalaw.com; Rob Anderson; Steve Christiansen; Suzy Sullivan
Cc: KTrout@idalaw.com; Russ Moorhead
Subject: Re: City of Meridian
Kim
I am out of the office in kauai and will not return to the office until the 21 st.
Please coordinate document review with steve christiansen or suzy sullivan in my absence.
You can coordinate deposition times with rob anderson
Steve




Sent: Mon Jun 14 15:52:222010
Subject: FW: City of Meridian
Mr. Simmons: I apologize, my original email had an incorrect email address and bounced back to me.
Please see the below email and attachment.
Kevin Kluckhohn
Paralegal for Kim J. Trout
Trout+Jones+Gledhill+Fuhrman+Gourley, PA
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This electronic transmission (and/or the documents accompanying it) may contain confidential information belonging to the sender that is
protected by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.c. Sections 2510 and 2521 and may be legally privileged. This message (and
any associated flles) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is
confidential, subject to copyright or constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or flles associated with this message, is stricdy prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify Trout+Jones +Gledhill+ Fuhrman+Gourley, PA immediately by telephone (208-331-1170) and destroy the
original message. Messages sent to and from us may be monitored.
From: Kevin Kluckhohn
Sent: Monday, June 14, 2010 3:51 PM
To: 'ssimmons1@lcaarch.com'
Cc: Kim Trout
Subject: City of Meridian
1Ir. Simmons: Please find attached correspondence of today's date from Mr. Trout. If you are willing to
accept service of the attached subpoena, please advise our office, and we \.vi11 prepare an acceptance of
service for your signature. Thank you,
Kevin Kluckhohn
Paralegal for KimJ. Trout
Trout.Jones.Gledhill.Fuhrman.Gourley, PA







This electronic transmission (and/or the documents accompanying it) may contain confidential information belonging to the sender that is
protected by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.c. Sections 2510 and 2521 and may be legally privileged. This message (and
any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is
confidential, subject to copyright or constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this message, is stricdy prohibited. Ifyou have received this
communication in error, please notify Trout+Jones +Gledhill+ Fuhrman+Gourley, PA immediately by telephone (208-331-1170) and destroy the
original message. Messages sent to and from us may be monitored.
From: Kevin Kluckhohn
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Thursday, June 17, 2010 5:14 PM
Kim Trout; Thomas G. Walker
Kevin Kluckhohn; Dick Kluckhohn-gmail
RE: Meridian v. Petra
Kim and Tom, I have communicated with LCA and I believe they can have someone available on
June 28th. If possible, let's do the deposition here, as I have a telephonic status
conference at 1:30, which will be easier to handle from here. Thanks.
Rob Anderson
Anderson Julian &Hull LLP






From: Kim Trout [mailto:KTrout@idalaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 17, 2010 1:57 PM
To: Thomas G. Walker
Cc: Kevin Kluckhohnj Dick Kluckhohn-gmailj Rob Anderson
Subject: RE: Meridian v. Petra
Tom,
I'll be signing the requested materials for protective order and returning to you.
I've another issue. As you know, I noted up the 30(b)(6) deposition of LCA for next Thursday,
in an effort to meet the June 30 cut-off ordered by the Court under our 56(f) motion. I'm
advised by Rob Anderson, counsel for LCA, that he's unavailable for that date and it will
have to be rescheduled. Likewise, I have a June 30 deadline for the addition of parties, and
will advise all, that LCA is being considered for addition, dependent upon the results of the
30(b)(6) deposition.
With Rob's request in mind, I'm asking if you will stipulate to an extension of the June 30
cut-off to accommodate Rob's schedule. Otherwise I'll be filing a motion to enlarge the
schedule with respect to both the 56(f) and the time for adding parties with the Court based
upon these issues. Please advise both myself and Mr. Anderson.
Kim
Kim J. Trout
Trout + Jones + Gledhill + Fuhrman + Gourley, P.A















   
      
     
    
    
                 
               
            
  
     
      
   
   
   
   
 
    
       
    
       
     
 
             
                 
                  
                
                 
                
  
                  
              
                 
          
 
   
          
       
   
   
   




This electronic transmission (and/or the documents accompanying it) may contain confidential
information belonging to the sender that is protected by the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act J lS U.S.C. Sections 251e and 2521 and may be legally privileged. This message
(and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential J subject to copyright or
constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified
that any dissemination J copying or distribution of this message J or files associated with
this message J is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in errorJ
please notify Trout+Jones+Gledhill+Fuhrman+GourleYJ PA immediately by telephone (2eS-331-
117e) and destroy the original message. Messages sent to and from us may be monitored. If
you have received this communication in errorJ please delete all electronic copies of this
message and any attached files J destroy any hard copies in existenceJ and notify KIM J. TROUT
immediately at (2eS) 331-117e or ktrout@idalaw.com ___
From: Thomas G. Walker [twalker@CoshoLaw.com]
Sent: ThursdaYJ June 17J 2e1e 9:57 AM
To: Kim Trout
Cc: Kevin Kluckhohn; Dick Kluckhohn-gmail
Subject: Meridian v. Petra
Kim:
Neither of the following documents are available for production: (1) the engagement letter
for Central Artery Tunnel; or (2) Central Artery Tunnel Audit Report and Confidentiality
Agreement.
My notes indicate that you also requested the following during Mr. LemleyJ s deposition: (1)
names of construction industry documents in LemleyJ s library dealing with construction
management; (2) names of articles published by Project Management Institute in LemleyJ s
library dealing with construction management; and (3) Mr. LemleyJ s speeches and articles. If
Mr. LemleyJ s articles and speeches can be 10catedJ they will only be produced subject to the
attached stipulation and protective order.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho HumphreYJ LLP
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This email and any files tra_itted with it are confidential a.._ intended solely for the use
of the individual or entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended
recipient you are notified that disclosing~ copying~ distributing or taking any action in
reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views
or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those
of Cosho Humphrey~ LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the
presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey~ LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any
virus transmitted by this email.
IRS Circular 23e Notice:
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used~ and cannot be used~
by any other person (i) in promoting~ marketing or recommending any transaction~ plan or
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Tuesday, June 22, 2010 8:19 AM
'Rob Anderson'; Thomas G. Walker
Kevin Kluckhohn; Dick Kluckhohn-gmail
RE: Meridian v. Petra
Gentleman: The proposed time is not available as I am scheduled to be in an all-day
deposition in another matter. I believe this deposition needs to be done prior to the
hearing on Petra's motion for summary judgment. If we are unable to come to an agreement
regarding the available dates J I will ask the Court for an enlargement of time regarding the
current 56(f) Order Deadlines as I have another case in the City of McCall in which a
deadline of July 7J 2010 has been set by the Court.




From: Rob Anderson [mailto:raanderson@ajhlaw.com]
Sent: ThursdaYJ June 17J 2010 5:14 PM
To: Kim Troutj Thomas G. Walker
Cc: Kevin Kluckhohnj Dick Kluckhohn-gmail
Subject: RE: Meridian v. Petra
Kim and TomJ I have communicated with LCA and I believe they can have someone available on
June 28th. If possible J let's do the deposition hereJ as I have a telephonic status
conference at 1:30J which will be easier to handle from here. Thanks.
Rob Anderson
Anderson Julian &Hull LLP






From: Kim Trout [mailto:KTrout@idalaw.com]
Sent: ThursdaYJ June 17J 2010 1:57 PM
To: Thomas G. Walker
Cc: Kevin Kluckhohnj Dick Kluckhohn-gmailj Rob Anderson
Subject: RE: Meridian v. Petra
TomJ
I'll be signing the requested materials for protective order and returning to you.
I've another issue. As you knowJ I noted up the 30(b)(6) deposition of LCA for next ThursdaYJ
in an effort to meet the June 30 cut-off ordered by the Court under our 56(f) motion. I'm
advised by Rob Anderson J counsel for LCAJ that he's unavailable for that date and it will
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will advise all, that LCA is ng considered for addition, depent upon the results of the
3e(b)(6) deposition.
With Rob's request in mind, I'm asking if you will stipulate to an extension of the June 3e
cut-off to accommodate Rob's schedule. Otherwise I'll be filing a motion to enlarge the
schedule with respect to both the 56(f) and the time for adding parties with the Court based
upon these issues. Please advise both myself and Mr. Anderson.
Kim
Kim J. Trout
Trout + Jones + Gledhill + Fuhrman + Gourley, P.A






This electronic transmission (and/or the documents accompanying it) may contain confidential
information belonging to the sender that is protected by the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act, lS U.S.C. Sections 251e and 2521 and may be legally privileged. This message
(and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject to copyright or
constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified
that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with
this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please notify Trout+Jones+Gledhill+Fuhrman+Gourley, PA immediately by telephone (2eS-331-
117e) and destroy the original message. Messages sent to and from us may be monitored. If
you have received this communication in error, please delete all electronic copies of this
message and any attached files, destroy any hard copies in existence, and notify KIM J. TROUT
immediately at (2eS) 331-117e or ktrout@idalaw.com __
From: Thomas G. Walker [twalker@CoshoLaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 17, 2e1e 9:57 AM
To: Kim Trout
Cc: Kevin Kluckhohn; Dick Kluckhohn-gmail
Subject: Meridian v. Petra
Kim:
Neither of the following documents are available for production: (1) the engagement letter
for Central Artery Tunnel; or (2) Central Artery Tunnel Audit Report and Confidentiality
Agreement.
My notes indicate that you also requested the following during Mr. Lemley's deposition: (1)
names of construction industry documents in Lemley's library dealing with construction
management; (2) names of articles published by Project Management Institute in Lemley's
library dealing with construction management; and (3) Mr. Lemley's speeches and articles. If
2
003894
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Mr. Lemley's articles and sp .Jes can be located, they will on _ be produced subject to the
attached stipulation and protective order.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP











This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use
of the individual or entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended
recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in
reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views
or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those
of Cosho Humphrey, LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the
presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey, LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any
virus transmitted by this email.
IRS Circular 238 Notice:
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used,
by any other person (i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or
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Thomas G. Walker [twalker@CoshoLaw.com]
Tuesday, June 22,20108:33 AM
Kim Trout; Rob Anderson
Kevin Kluckhohn; Dick Kluckhohn-gmail
RE: Meridian v. Petra
I'm available on June 29 J but I will be on vacation commencing on June 38 through July 6.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho HumphreYJ LLP









From: Kim Trout [mailto:KTrout@idalaw.com]
Sent: TuesdaYJ June 22 J 2818 8:19 AM
To: 'Rob Anderson'; Thomas G. Walker
Cc: Kevin Kluckhohn; Dick Kluckhohn-gmail
Subject: RE: Meridian v. Petra
Gentleman: The proposed time is not available as I am scheduled to be in an all-day
deposition in another matter. I believe this deposition needs to be done prior to the
hearing on Petra's motion for summary judgment. If we are unable to come to an agreement
regarding the available dates J I will ask the Court for an enlargement of time regarding the
current 56(f) Order Deadlines as I have another case in the City of McCall in which a
deadline of July 7J 2818 has been set by the Court.




From: Rob Anderson [mailto:raanderson@ajhlaw.com]
Sent: ThursdaYJ June 17J 2818 5:14 PM
To: Kim Trout; Thomas G. Walker
Cc: Kevin Kluckhohn; Dick Kluckhohn-gmail
Subject: RE: Meridian v. Petra
Kim and TomJ I have communicated with LCA and I believe they can have someone available on
June 28th. If possible J let's do the deposition here J as I have a telephonic status
conference at 1:38J which will be easier to handle from here. Thanks.
Rob Anderson
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From: Kim Trout [mailto:KTrout@idalaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 17, 2ele 1:57 PM
To: Thomas G. Walker
Cc: Kevin Kluckhohn; Dick Kluckhohn-gmail; Rob Anderson
Subject: RE: Meridian v. Petra
Tom,
I'll be signing the requested materials for protective order and returning to you.
I've another issue. As you know, I noted up the 3e(b)(6) deposition of LCA for next Thursday,
in an effort to meet the June 3e cut-off ordered by the Court under our 56(f) motion. I'm
advised by Rob Anderson, counsel for LCA, that he's unavailable for that date and it will
have to be rescheduled. Likewise, I have a June 3e deadline for the addition of parties, and
will advise all, that LCA is being considered for addition, dependent upon the results of the
3e(b)(6) deposition.
With Rob's request in mind, I'm asking if you will stipulate to an extension of the June 3e
cut-off to accommodate Rob's schedule. Otherwise I'll be filing a motion to enlarge the
schedule with respect to both the 56(f) and the time for adding parties with the Court based
upon these issues. Please advise both myself and Mr. Anderson.
Kim
Kim J. Trout
Trout + Jones + Gledhill + Fuhrman + Gourley, P.A






This electronic transmission (and/or the documents accompanying it) may contain confidential
information belonging to the sender that is protected by the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Sections 251e and 2521 and may be legally privileged. This message
(and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject to copyright or
constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified
that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with
this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
2
003897
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please notify Trout+Jones+GI ill+Fuhrman+Gourley, PA immedia } by telephone (288-331-
1178) and destroy the original message. Messages sent to and from us may be monitored. If
you have received this communication in error, please delete all electronic copies of this
message and any attached files, destroy any hard copies in existence, and notify KIM J. TROUT
immediately at (288) 331-1178 or ktrout@idalaw.com ___
From: Thomas G. Walker [twalker@CoshoLaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 17, 2818 9:57 AM
To: Kim Trout
Cc: Kevin Kluckhohn; Dick Kluckhohn-gmail
Subject: Meridian v. Petra
Kim:
Neither of the following documents are available for production: (1) the engagement letter
for Central Artery Tunnel; or (2) Central Artery Tunnel Audit Report and Confidentiality
Agreement.
My notes indicate that you also requested the following during Mr. Lemley's deposition: (1)
names of construction industry documents in Lemley's library dealing with construction
management; (2) names of articles published by Project Management Institute in Lemley's
library dealing with construction management; and (3) Mr. Lemley's speeches and articles. If
Mr. Lemley's articles and speeches can be located, they will only be produced subject to the
attached stipulation and protective order.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP











This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use
of the individual or entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended
recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in
reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views
or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those
of Cosho Humphrey, LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the
presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey, LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any
virus transmitted by this email.
IRS Circular 238 Notice:
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used,
by any other person (i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or
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This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use
of the individual or entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended
recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in
reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views
or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those
of Cosho Humphrey, LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the
presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey, LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any
virus transmitted by this email.
IRS Circular 238 Notice:
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used,
by any other person (i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or








                
                
             
              
                 
                
               
               
     
    
                 
              




J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By J. RANDALl
DEPUTY
KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.






IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation, Case No. CV OC 09-7257
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND
SCHEDULING ORDER TO EXTEND
DEADLINE FOR THE FILING OF
AMENDMENTS TO PLEADINGS AND
JOINDER OF PARTIES
The City of Meridian, (hereinafter referred to as "Meridian"), PlaintiffjCounterdefendant by
and through their counsel of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., submits this
Memorandum In Support Of Plaintiff's Motion To Amend Scheduling Order To Extend Deadline
For The Filing OfAmendments To Pleadings And Joinder Of Parties.
In recent summary judgment filings, the Defendant, Petra, Incorporated (hereinafter referred
to as "Petra") has asserted that although it assumed many responsibilities as a construction manager
for the construction of the Meridian City Hall, it did not assume either design responsibility or even
inspection responsibility with regard to the work performed incidental to said contract. As a result,
Petra has, directly or by implication, alleged that other third parties may be responsible for a portion
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND SCHEDULING ORDER TO
EXTEND DEADLINE FOR THE FILING OF AMENDMENTS TO PLEADINGS AND JOINDER OF
PARTIES -1
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of the damages suffered by the City of Meridian in this action. In particular, Petra has asserted that
the licensed architect for the construction project, Lombard-Conrad Architects (hereinafter referred
to as "LCA"), is, at least in part, liable for the City of Meridian's damages.
Upon this assertion by Petra, the City of Meridian has endeavored to schedule a deposition
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30(b)(6) of LCA. Despite the diligent efforts to schedule
this deposition of a non-party to this litigation, City of Meridian has not been able to successful
schedule prior to the expiration of the deadline for amendments set forth in this Court's Scheduling
Order. Accordingly, the City of Meridian requests that this Court amend the current Scheduling
Order so that the deadline for amendments of pleading and joinder of parties to afford the City of
Meridian sufficient time to conduct the deposition of LCA and, if warranted, seek an amendment of
the pleadings.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND
Petra filed its motion for summary judgment on or about May 7, 2010. As is evident from a
reading of Petra's materials, Petra has adopted the position that the City of Meridian's damages
resulted from the failures of certain individuals and entities who it asserts were charged with design
and inspection responsibilities. (See Affidavit of Eugene Bennett dated May 5, 2010 in Support of
Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment, ~ 14-15; Petra's Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion
for Summary Judgment, page 6). Upon the receipt of Petra's Summary Judgment materials, in
addition to seeking relief pursuant to I.R.c.P. 56(f), the City of Meridian began its attempts to secure
the I.R.C.P. 30(b)(6) deposition of one the alleged third parties that Petra apparendy alleges is
responsible for the City of Meridian's damages (LCA). (Affidavit of Kim J. Trout in Support of
Plaintiffs Motion To Amend Scheduling Order To Extend Deadline For The Filing Of
Amendments To Pleadings And Joinder Of Parties ("Trout Aff.", ~ 5.)
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND SCHEDULING ORDER TO
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Upon the initial attempt to serve LCA with a subpoena duces tecum, LCA's representative
advised that he would be unavailable until, at the earliest, June 21, 2010. (Trout Aff., Exhibit "A".)
Thereafter, counsel for LCA advised that the earliest opportunity for the deposition would be June
28,2010. (Trout Aff., Exhibit "B") Unfortunately, the date offered by LCA's counsel was on a date
unavailable to the City of Meridian's counsel. (Trout Aff., Exhibit "C") Moreover, while Petra's
counsel was available through June 29, 2010, Petra's counsel advised that he would not be in the
office from June 30 through July 6, 2010. (Trout Aff., Exhibit "D")
In view of these scheduling difficulty, the City of Meridian request that both the deadline for
the completion of discovery as well as the deadline for the amendment of pleadings and joinder of
parties be extended. (Trout Aff., ~ 10) Having received no response, the City of Meridian is
required to file the instant Motion.
ARGUMENT
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 16(b) provides that a scheduling order may be modified by
leave of court upon a showing of "good cause". I..R.c.P. 16(b). "This Court has consistendy held
that trial courts' decisions involving application of a "good cause" standard are discretionary
decisions." Merry Medical Center v. Ada Counry Bd. Of Commissioners, 146 Idaho 226, 230, 192 P.3d
1050, 1054 (2008). However, in considering modifications to a scheduling order, "'the [trial] court
may expedite justice, but it must always do substantial justice.'" Department ofLabor and Indus. Seroices
v. East Idaho Miffs, Inc., 111 Idaho 137, 139, 721 P.2d 736, 738 (Ct. App. 1986) quoting Stevenson v.
Stecfe, 93 Idaho 4, 9, 453 P.2d 819, 824 (1969). See also, Edmunds v. Kraner, 142 Idaho 867, 873, 136
P.3d 338, 344 (2006) (recognizing that the purpose of a scheduling order under I.R.C.P. 16 is to
"equip both sides with tools to ensure fair pretrial procedure").
There can be no dispute that the parties have diligendy conducted necessary discovery in the
action generally, and as specifically requested in the City of Meridian's Motion for Relief Pursuant to
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND SCHEDULING ORDER TO
EXTEND DEADLINE FOR THE FILING OF AMENDMENTS TO PLEADINGS AND JOINDER OF
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I.R.C.P.56(f). Over the course of the last twenty days, the parties have scheduled and conducted no
less than four depositions. (Trout Aff., ~ 4) Moreover, as it relates to LCA, the parties have been
diligent in their attempts to coordinate their schedules and schedule a time for the taking of LCA's
deposition by way of subpoena duces tecum. In view of these incontestable facts, the scheduling
order should be amended so as to afford the City of Meridian the opportunity to take the deposition
duces tecum of LCA and, based on the evidence gathered therein, determine if an amendment of
pleadings to join LCA is warranted, as is apparendy contended by Petra in its recent summary
judgment filings.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, Meridian requests that this Court find that good cause exists to
amend the existing deadline ofJune 30, 2010 with regard to the completion of discovery relevant to
Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment and any amendment to the pleadings/joinder of parties.
DATED this 30th day ofJune, 2010.
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN GOURLEY, P.A.
By:=~
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
NOTICE OF HEARING ON
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND
SCHEDULING ORDER TO EXTEND
DEADLINE FOR THE FILING OF
AMENDMENTS TO PLEADINGS AND
JOINDER OF PARTIES
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the hearing on Plaintiff's Motion to Amend Scheduling
Order to Extend Deadline for the Filing of Amendments to Pleadings and Joinder of Parties will be
heard on the 26th day ofJuly, 2010, at the hour of 3:30 p.m., or as soon thereafter as the parties may
be heard. The hearing is scheduled at the Ada County Courthouse located at 200 W. Front St.,
Boise,ID 83702.
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND SCHEDULING ORDER TO EXTEND DEADLINE FOR THE
FILING OF AMENDMENTS TO PLEADINGS AND JOINDER OF PARTIES - 1
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DATED this 30th day ofJune, 2010.
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN.
GOURLEY, P.A.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE
THE AFFIDAVITS OF BENNETT,
COUGHLIN, FRANK & LEMLEY
COMES NOW Plaintiff the City of Meridian ("City"), by and through its counsel of record,
the law firm of TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A., and hereby
moves this Court for an Order striking portions of the Affidavits of Eugene Bennett, Thomas
Coughlin, Jerald Frank and Jack Lemley pursuant to Rule 56(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure and the Idaho Rules of Evidence. This Motion is supported by the Memorandum in
Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Strike the Affidavits of Bennett, Coughlin, Frank and Lemley ftled
contemporaneously herewith, and the papers and pleadings on record in this matter.
Plaintiff requests that this Motion be heard in conjunction with the hearing on Defendant's
Motion for Summary Judgment to be heard on July 19, 2010.
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVITS OF BENNETT, COUGHLIN & FRANK - 1
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DATED this 6th day ofJuly, 2010.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE
THE AFFIDAVITS OF BENNETT,
COUGHLIN, FRANK AND LEMLEY
COMES NOW PlaintiffjCounterdefendant the City of Meridian, ("City"), by and through
its counsel of record, Kim J. Trout of Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., and hereby
submits the following Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Strike the Affidavits of
Bennett, Coughlin and Frank submitted in support of Defendant Petra Incorporated's ("Petra")
Motion for Summary Judgment.
I. INTRODUCTION
On May 6, 2010, prior to the completion of the depositions of Mr. Coughlin and Mr.
Bennett, Petra filed its Motion for Summary Judgment seeking a determination from the Court upon
fifteen separate factual issues. In support of its Motion for Summary Judgment, Petra submitted
affidavits from Eugene Bennett, Thomas Coughlin, Jerald Frank and Jack Lemley, and incorporated
prior affidavits from Bennett and Frank. As set forth in more detail below, these affidavits contain
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVITS OF BENNETT,
COUGHLIN AND FRANK - 1
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numerous allegations that are nothing more than conclusory, self-serving statements. In addition,
neither Jack Lemley, Eugene Bennett, Tom Coughlin nor Jerry Frank were disclosed as an expert
witness prior to the filing of the Motion for Summary Judgment, which prevented the City from
having any meaningful opportunity to depose Lemley, nor cross-examine Bennett, Coughlin or
Frank regarding their "expert" opinions. The City then was required to file a motion pursuant to
Rule 56(f) of the LR.C.P. to depose Mr. Lemley and finish the depositions of Mr. Coughlin and Mr.
Bennett. Due to the conclusory and self-serving statements contained in the affidavits of Bennett,
Coughlin, Frank and Lemley, said affidavits, or portions thereof, should be stricken and not
considered by the Court in deciding Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment.
II. LEGAL STANDARDS
A. Affidavit Standard.
"The admissibility of evidence contained in affidavits and depositions in support of or in
opposition to a motion for summary judgment is a threshold question to be answered before
applying the liberal construction and reasonable inferences rule to determine whether the evidence is
sufficient to create a genuine issue for trial." J-U-B Engineers, Inc. v. Security Ins. Co. ofHartford, 146
Idaho 311,193 P.3d 858, 862 (2008). ''Where an affidavit merely states conclusions and does not
set out facts, such supporting affidavit is inadmissible ...." Casry v. Highland Ins. Co., 100 Idaho 505,
508, 600 P.2d 1387, 1390 (1979). Rule 56(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure requires that
supporting affidavits for motion for summary judgment "be made on personal knowledge and set
forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence." Id.; Idaho R. Civ. P. 56(e).
"A conclusory, self-serving affidavit, lacking detailed facts and any supporting evidence, is
insufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact." Caneva v. Sun Communities Operating Limited
Partnership, 550 F.3d 755, 763 (9th Cir. 2008). "Allegations made in pleadings and briefs will not
themselves create a genuine issue of fact when opposed by uncontradicted affidavits supporting a
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVITS OF BENNETT,
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motion for summary judgment." Siegel Mobile Home Group, Inc. v. Bowen, 114 Idaho 531, 535, 757
P.2d 1250, 1254 (Ct. App. 1988). ''Where an affidavit merely states conclusions and does not set
out facts, such supporting affidavit is inadmissible to show the absence of a genuine issue of material
fact." Casey v. Highland Ins. Co., 100 Idaho 505, 508, 600 P.2d 1387,1390 (1979).
An affidavit that is "conclusory, based on hearsay, and not supported by personal
knowledge" will not create a disputed issue of material fact. Posey v. Ford Motor Credit Co., 141 Idaho
477,483, 111 P.3d 162, 168 (Ct. App. 2005) (emphasis added). In Posey, the court held that while the
affiant made the conclusory assertion that the statements contained in his affidavit were based upon
personal knowledge, the affidavit failed to set forth the foundation showing actual participation in
the transaction at issue. Id. The court held that such statements that were not supported with the
foundation for personal knowledge were inadmissible. Id.
"Affidavits containing general or conclusory allegations, unsupported by specific
facts" are inadmissible. Cameron v. Neal, 130 Idaho 898, 902, 950 P.2d 1237, 1241 (1997)
(emphasis added). In Cameron, an issue arose between the litigants whether or not a fence was meant
to serve as a boundary or a barrier. Id. The party moving for summary judgment submitted several
affidavits that contained specific facts and allegations regarding that the fence was used as a
boundary. Id. The party opposing summary judgment submitted an affidavit with merely the
conclusory statement that the fence was used as a barrier, "but presented no specific facts to support
her conclusion." Id. The court determined that conclusory statement was not admissible for
summary judgment purposes.
B. Timing of Expert Witness Disclosure.
Rule 26 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure "unambiguously imposes a continuing duty to
supplement responses to discovery with respect to the substance and subject matter of expert's
testimony where initial responses have been rejected, modified, expanded upon, or otherwise altered
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVITS OF BENNETT,
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in some matter." Schmechel v. Dille, 148 Idaho 176,219 P.3d 1192, 1197 (2005); Idaho R. Civ. P. 26.
"In cases involving expert testimony, a prohibition against discovery of information held by expert
witnesses produces in acute form the very evils that discovery has been created to prevent.
Effective cross-examination of an expert witness requires advance preparation." Id.
It is fundamental that opportunity be had for full cross-examination, and this cannot
be done properly in many cases without resort to pretrial discovery, particularly when
expert witnesses are involved. Before an attorney can even hope to deal on cross-
examination with an unfavorable expert opinion he must have some idea of the
bases of that opinion and the data relied upon. If the attorney is required to await
examination at trial to get this information, he often will have too little time to
recognize and expose vulnerable spots in the testimony.
Id.
Where expert witnesses are employed, cross-examination is even more crucial
to ensuring accurate fact-finding. Since, as in this case information submitted by
an expert witness generally consists of opinions, cross-examination is necessary to
not only test the witness's knowledge and competence in the field to which his
testimony relates but also to elicit the facts on which he relied in forming his
optnlons.
State v. Creech, 105 Idaho 362, 380, 670 P.2d 463, 481 (1983) (emphasis added).
III. ARGUMENT
A. The City has Been Prejudiced as a Result of Petra's Failure to Timely Disclose
Jack Lemley or Eugene Bennett as an Expert Witness.
The City incorporates herein its argument as set forth in the Memorandum in Support of
Plaintiff's Rule 56(f) Motion. In this case, the City initiated formal discovery on July 22, 2009 by
propounding its First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents and Requests
for Admissions upon Petra. TroutAffidavit in Support ofPlainti.ffs Rule 56(/) Motion, ~~ 3-5 and Ex. A.
The City's Interrogatory No. 16 requested that Petra:
Identify each and every person Petra expects to call as an expert witness at
any hearing or at trial, stating in detail as to each such person: (a) full name,
home address, business address and telephone number; (b) educational
background; (c) experience in the matter to which he is expected to testify;
(d) subject matter on which he is expected to testify; ( e) substance of the
facts and opinions to which he is expected to testify and a summary of the
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PUINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVITS OF BENNETT,
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grounds for each opinion; and (f) manner in which such expert became
familiar with the facts of this case.
Petra did not provide any information in its response but merely stated that it tad not
determined who it may call as an expert witness. Trout Affidavit in Support of Plaintiffs "&tIe 56(f)
Motion, ~~ 3-5 and Ex. A. Thereafter, while Petra has supplemented its discovery on several
occasions, Petra failed to disclose any expert witness information prior to its Motion for Summary
Judgment. TroutAffidavit in Support ofPlaintiffs Rule 56(f) Motion, ~ 6.
Petra is under an obligation, both under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and the City's
discovery requests, to timely supplement it answer to the City's requests for information cot!lcerning
expert witnesses to provide the City with an opportunity to timely respond to the expert opinions.
Notably, despite the fact that Eugene Bennett, Tom Coughlin and Jerry Frank have been involved
since the inception of this case, Petra failed to disclose the fact that Bennett, Coughlin or Frank
would be utilized as an expert witness in this matter prior to filing its Motion for Summary
Judgment. Moreover, it appears from the Lemley affidavit that Lemley likewise was selected as an
expert some time in advance of the preparation of his affidavit. Moreover, it appears that Lemley
relies in pertinent part of the work of one of his employees, and others which of course is pure
hearsay.
Petra's actions in delaying the disclosure of information related to Lemley and Bennett and
their respective opinions failed to meet Petra's discovery obligations or provide the City with a
meaningful opportunity to examine Lemley or Bennett regarding their expert opinions. In
particular, Lemley's, Bennett's, Coughlin's and Frank's affidavits purport to provide expert opinions
concerning Petra's duties under the Construction Management Agreement. The City has started the
deposition of Mr. Lemley, and continued the deposition of Mr. Bennett, but as of the date of this
filing, the City has not yet had an opportunity to examine the transcripts taken in this matter
regarding their opinions of the applicable standards of care, the Affidavits of Jack Lemley, Eugene
:MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVITS OF BENNETT,
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Bennett, Tom Coughlin and Jerry Frank in support of Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment
should be stricken from the record.
B. Conclusory Statements within the Affidavits of Eugene Bennett. Thomas Coughlin
and Jerald Frank Are Inadmissible.
Self-serving, conclusory statements, unqualified legal opinions and/or conclusory allegations
that lack the required detail to actually establish personal knowledge may not be considered on
summary judgment. See Cameron, 130 Idaho at 902, 950 P.2d at 1241; Posry, 141 Idaho at 483, 111
P.3d at 168. The paragraphs listed below that are contained in the affidavits submitted in support of
Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment should be stricken and not considered by the Court because
they offer nothing more than a conclusory statements (often interjecting legal conclusions) by Petra
employees in an attempt to avoid all liability for Petra's failure to comply with the contractual
obligations it owed to the City.
The following paragraphs should be stricken from the Affidavit of Eugene Bennett because
they contain nothing more" than self-serving, conclusory statements. Paragraphs 10, 14, 15, 19,27,
30, 33, 41, 44, 50, 51, 61, 72, 90, 94, 103, 108, 118, 122, 134, 145, 148 and 151 should be stricken.
Likewise, the following paragraphs should be stricken from the Affidavit of Eugene Bennett
submitted in Support of Petra's Opposition to the City's Motion to Amend the Complaint because
they contain self-serving, conclusory statements. Paragraphs 14,30,59,60,62,64, 70, 73, 74, 78, 85,
86,88,89,90,93,94,95,97,98, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 113, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119,
120, 121, 124, 125 and 127 should be stricken.
The following paragraphs should be stricken from the Affidavit of Thomas Coughlin
because they contain nothing more than self-serving, conclusory statements. Paragraphs 7 and 14
should be stricken.
The following paragraphs should be stricken from the Affidavit ofJerald Frank because they
contain nothing more than self-serving, conclusory statements. Paragraph 8 should be stricken.
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likewise, the following paragraphs should be stricken from the Affidavit of Jerald Frank submitted
in Support of Petra's Opposition to the City's Motion to Amend the Complaint because they
contain self-serving, conclusory statements. Paragraphs 12 should be stricken.
IV. CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated herein, the City asks the Court to strike the Affidavit ofJack Lemley,
the Affidavit of Eugene Bennett in its entirety or, in the alternative, to strike the above identified
paragraphs in the Affidavits of Eugene Bennett, Thomas Coughlin and Jerald Frank as inadmissible
evidence. The City also reserves the right to supplement this motion after a review of the final form
of the deposition transcripts of Mr. Bennett and Mr. Coughlin, and further upon the completion of
the deposition of Mr. Lemley, which was not concluded.
DATED this 6th day ofJuly, 2010.
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J. DAVID NAVA....O. Clerk
By J. RANDALL
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVITOFTODDWELTNER
DATED MAY 24, 2010 FILED IN
SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
COMES NOW, TODD WELTNER, who being first duly sworn, who on oath deposes and says:
1. I am above the age of 18 years and have personal knowledge of,the facts contained
herein.
2. I am the owner of Vertical Corporation, which is a licensed General Contractor in
the State of Idaho. Vertical is also a member of the U.S. Green Building Council.
3. I am, by way of my 24 years of experience as a General Contractor, familiar with the
AIA family of contracting docwnents, including the AIA A201CMa 1992 which was used in the
construction of the Meridian City Hall Project.
AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNER DATED MAY 24,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
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Selected Project Specifications and drawings.
Project Photos
Deposition Transcript(s)
4. Over the course of my General Contracting career, I have worked on steel framed
multi-story commercial office, retail, and industrial structures and I am familiar with the systems and
components utilized in the Meridian City Hall Project.
5. I have visited the Project Site and reviewed the following documents:
a. Selected Rule Steel Project Specifications
b. Selected as-built drawings for Hobson Fabrication, Inc., Tri-State Electric,
Inc. and Buss Mechanical, Inc.;
c. Selected Prime Contracts and Change Orders;
d. The Construction Management Agreement;





6. A Certificate of Substantial Completion 1S a critical component of any AlA
Construction Document fatnily of documents for management of a construction project.
7. Section 9.8 of the AlA A201 CMa 1992, is but one contract document that details
the process for determining Substantial Completion, which process is as follows:
a. If the Contractor considers the Work to be Substantially Complete, Petra and
the Contractor were to joindy prepare and submit a comprehensive list of items to be
complete or corrected (the "punch list")
b. After receipt of the punch list, the Architect and the Construction Manager
were to inspect the Work and determine if the Work was substantially complete.
c. Prior to issuance of a Certificate of Substantial Completion, the Contractor
shall correct each item on the punch list.
d. After completing the punch list, the Contractor will then make another
request for inspection by the Architect and the Construction Manager to determine
Substantial Completion.
e. The Architect will prepare a Certificate of Substantial Completion.
8. Petra, as the Construction Manager, had a contractual duty and was required to
ensure that the AlA A201CMa 1992 process was followed in management of the Meridian City Hall
Project.
AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNER DATED MAY 24, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
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9. However, a review of the Project Documents, and particularly documents related to
the Prime Contractor Rule Steel, reveal that Petra failed to follow this contractually required
procedure.
10. Instead of following the requirements of the AlA A201 CMa 1992 applicable to the
Prime Contractors on the Project, with respect to Rule, Petra sent a letter stating that Petra deemed
Rule Steel substantially complete.
11. However, the factual and construction conditions that must occur as outlined in the
AlA Contract Documents were not completed, nor could a Certificate of Substantial Completion be
legitimately issued, nor was it issued by the Architect to Rule Steel.
12. In reviewing the change orders of all the Prime Contractors, I have determined that
of the 129 change orders, seventeen (17) were issued without review or certification by the
Architect.
13. The Prime Contracts all contained dates for each Prime Contractor to be
Substantially Complete with the respective Work, or be subject to the City's claim, as Owner, to
Liquidated Damages.
14. Section 3.2 of the AlA A101 CMa - 1992, which was the form of agreement used
for all of the Prime Contractors on the Meridian City Hall Project, states:
The Contractor acknowledges and agrees that the Owner will suffer financial
loss in an amount that is difficult to quantify if the Work is not substantially
complete on the date set forth in the Contract Documents. The Owner shall have
the option to assess liquidated damages against the Contractor. . . in an amount of
Five Hundred & NO/l00 Dollars ($500.00) per calendar day, for each calendar day
of delay until the Work is substantially complete.
15. Western Roofing, the Prime Contractor which was responsible for the installation of
the roof, had a Contract requiring a "Substantial Completion date" of November 23, 2007.
AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNER DATED MAY 24,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
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16. Gene Bennett states that the date of Substantial Completion for the Project was
October 15, 2008, which equals 327 days from the date listed on Western Roofing's Prime Contract,
and equates to the sum of $163,500 of liquidated damages which Petra was contractually obligated to
assess, and which Petra failed to assess as against Western Roofing.
17. After the City recendy experienced significant damage from a sewer back-up event, I
was asked to examine the plans and specifications for the mechanical system comprised of the sewer
lines within the building structure.
18. I first examined the plans and drawings for the plumbing system.
19. I then made a physical inspection of the building in an effort to verify the existence
and location of the sewer line cleanout in accord with what were identified as the As-Built Drawings
for the work performed by Buss Mechanical. This inspection was performed because City personnel
had been unable to locate clean outs during the sewer line back up event.
20. I then conducted a survey of the building in comparison to the so-called As-Built
Plans in order to determine the location and number of cleanouts called out in the As-Built Plans.
21. I have prepared a summary diagram of the As-Built Plans as compared to what I
actually found to be constructed within the building. A true and correct copy of that summary
diagram is attached hereto as Exhibit "A", and incorporated herein by reference.
22. My comparison disclosed that sixty two (62) cleanouts were called out in the Plans,
and according to the As-Built plans/drawings, had been installed by Buss Mechanical.
23. However, upon physical inspection of the building plumbing system, of the sixty two
(62) plumbing cleanouts that should have been installed, I was able to only verify the existence of
sixteen (16) cleanouts which were installed, which results in forty six (46) cleanouts that do not
appear to have been installed. Thus, it appears that the City substantially overpaid for work that was
not performed.
AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNER DATED MAY 24,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
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24. Under the Construction Management Agreement, it appears that Petra was
responsible for guarding the City against defective and deficient work not performed in accordance
with the Plans and Specifications. In my experience as a General Contractor, any competent
Superintendant should have, and would have, verified the work performed by Buss as against the
plan to confirm that all of the Work had been performed in accord with the Plans and
Specifications. It does not appear that the Superintendant made that confirmation in this case. I have
also not found any deductive Change Order where the City received credit for the Work not
performed by Buss. It appears that this example of the lack of quality control and quality assurance
that should have been performed by the Construction Manager for this Project.
25. There may be some cleanouts that were hidden behind impenetrable surfaces that
were not subject to visible inspection, but if there are in cleanouts in those locations, they are of no
value to the City because they are simply inaccessible and unusable.
26. I have also conducted an inspection of the City Project Records in search of the
contractually required "Testing, Adjusting and Balancing" ("TAB") Reports.
27. I first examined the Technical Specifications for the mechanical systems, to find the
TAB requirements, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "B" and
incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth herein.
28. Specifically, I turned to Section 15950 of the Mechanical Specifications, and found
the detailed requirement under Section 3.17 the Final Reports that were required to be submitted to
the City.
29. The reason for this review was that the City has experienced, since occupation of the
building, significant and continuing operational issues with the HVAC system, and I was unable to
find the existence of the Owner's Criteria as it relates to the HVAC system to confirm an established
baseline for the operation of the HVAC system.
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30. In addition, I reviewed the Commissioning Report from Heery International. That
report did not address the "Final Reports" which are required by the specifications.
31. I have also reviewed the Heery Report dated March 23, 2010 reaffirms the concerns
with the HVAC system!
32. I then reviewed the City Project Records to locate the Reports that were required by
the Contract Documents. I found the following reports:
a. A Final Report on the Air Handling Unit required by Section 3.17 (E);
b. A Preliminary Report for Section 3.17(F) fan test report;
c. A Preliminary Report for Section 3.17 (H) air terminal device;
d. A Final Report for Section 3.17 (L) boiler.
33. I was unable to find, and it did not appear that the City had received any of the other
four (4) major reports for HVAC equipment that is required by the Specifications.
34. Without those reports, it is not possible to verify that the HVAC equipment which
has been installed is actually functioning in accordance with the Specifications. The lack of the
required reports is also consistent with the City's experience with the dysfunction of the HVAC
system which has been ongoing since the City first occupied the building.
35. It is the responsibility of the Construction Manager to msure that all of the
Specifications, including all the required Final Reports for the HVAC system, are delivered to the
City. It appears that the Construction Manager failed to meet this requirement.
36. I was also asked by the City to investigate a major "popping" noise occurring within
the building envelope, near the center of the building structure.
37. The location of the noise was identified by City employees on the second £loor, near
the center of the building structure, and could be indicative of a steel failure. It has been
undetermined whether any steel failure has actually occurred.
! The Heery Report is attached as Exhibit "AU to the Affidavit ofKin J. Trout dated May 24, 2010.
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38. I conducted a physical inspection and I reviewed Project Record job photos that
were taken during the course of construction. Attached hereto as Exhibit "e" are true and correct
copies of the photographs that I reviewed. Evident in the photos is a significant amount of rust on
steel members. The amount of rust evident in the photographs is significandy more than would
normally be acceptable in the industry for steel erection. The amount of rust evident in the
photographs is such, that in my experience it would raise significant questions regarding the integrity
of the steel products, and any welding that would have been done utilizing the steel frame members
shown in the photographs.
39. It is typical in the construction industry to ensure that structural steel is protected
.from the elements.
40. In my experience as a General Contractor, it would not be appropriate or permissible
to allow a steel erector to install steel members evidencing the amount of rust that is shown on the
steel members in these photographs.
41. I have also examined the AlA A201 CMa, Article 7, Changes, Section 7.2.3 which
requires any Change Order over $500.00 contain a contractually required itemization for labor and
materials in order to determine the propriety of said Change.
42. I have reviewed a significant number of the Change Orders for the Project. There
were forty two (42) which failed to contain any itemization for labor or materials.
a. Of the forty two (42) there were fifteen (15) which were of significant dollar
values which cause great concern about the failure to administer the contracts in the best
economic interests of the City.
b. Without that documentation, there is no way for the City or anyone else to
evaluate the propriety of the Change Order and whether or not the Change Order has been
valued correcdy, deductive or additive in nature. As a result of this inspection, it appears as
AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNER DATED MAY 24,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
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though the construction manager failed its duties in administration of the Prime Contracts
with respect to these Change Orders.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
By: ;7#~-
Todd Weltner
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 24th day of May, 2010.
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Notary Public, State of Idaho 
Residing at: Meridian, ID 
My commission expires: November 3,2014 
             
    
  
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of the




800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
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b. Variable-flow sYstems. .
3. HVAC'equipment quantltative-performance settings.
4. Verifying that automatic cootrol devices are functioning prop~y.
5. R~porting results Qf act.ivltles and procedures sp99ifled In this Section.
Procedure: An approach to and execution 'of asequence·of work operations to yield repeatable
results. .
Draft: A current of air. when referring to localized effect caus~ by qne or more factors.of high
air velocity, low ambient temperature, or direction of airflow, whereby more heat is withdrawn
'from a person's skin than is normally dissipat~d. .
NC: Noise criteria.
Adjust: To regUlate fluid flow rate and air patterns at the terminal equipment, sUch as to reduce
tan speed or adjust ~ damper:•.
Balance: To proportion flows within the dlstrbution system, indudlng submains, branches, and
. fermlnals, according to indicated quantities. ;
BarrIer or BoUndary: ConstrUction, either vertiCal or horizontal, such as .walls,. floors, and
oetlings that are c;leslgned and constructed to restrict the. movement of airflow, smoke, odors.




A .Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, Including General and Supplementary
Conditions and DMsion 1 specification Sections. apply to this Section.
a Constant-votume air systems.
b. VarlabkJ-air-volume systems.:
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SECTION 15950 - TESTING. ADJUSTING, AND BALANCING .
1.2 . SUMMARY
A. This SeCtion irlcIudes TAS to produce·design objectives fC?'" the following:
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PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1. EXAMINATION
A. .Examine areas -WhMt diffusers.. re9isters. and grilles are to be ilstalled for 'compliance with
requirements for installation toleranoes and other conditions affecting perfonnanoe of
equipment .
B. P~oceed with installation only after unsatisfactory oondltions·liave. been corrected.
3.2 INSTALlATION
A. Install diffusers, registers, and grilles level aiId' plumb.
Ceillng-MolJlted Outlets and Inlets: Drawings indicate ~raI ~ement ot ducts, fIttii1gs,
and accessories.. Air outlet and Inlet locations h~ve bgen indicated to achieve design
require~ents fOr' air volume, noise criteria, airflow pattern, throw, and pressure drop. ~ake final
locations Where indicated, as muCh as practical. For units installed In ray-in ceiling panels,
locate lJC!its in the center of panel. .Where architectural features or oth~r. items conflict with
Installation, notify Architect for a determination of final location: .
C. Instalt diffusers, registers, and grilles with airtight connections to ducts and to allOw service and
maintenance of dampers, air e?ctractors, and fire Pampers. .
3.3 ADJUSTING
A.. After installation. adjust diffusers, registers,·and grilles to air patterns indfcated, or as:directed;
before starting air balancing.
END OF SECTION 15855
....!
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1.4 SUBMITTALS
P., Testing, Adjusting, and Bal8ncing (TAB) Firm: The entity responsible for performing and
. reporting TAB procedures.
'B; Certified TAB Reports: Submit three copies of. reports prepared. as speciflEld in this Section, on
approved forms certified by TAB firm. " . . '.
06016.01
15950-2
Report Forms: Test data sheets, for recording test data In IoglcaI Or$r.
Static Head; The pressute due to the weight·of the fluid above the point of meastnrnenl In a
closed system. static~ Is equal on both sides of~ pUmp. ,
Suction Head; "the~igI;It of fluid sooace abQve the centerline 01 the pump On the suction side;
sYstem Effect A pheoomeOOn'that can create undesired or unpredlcted oondltJons that cause
reduced capacfties in all or part of a system.
System Effect Factors: Allowances used to calculate a reduction Of the performance ratings of
a fan when installed under conditions different from UlOse presented when the fan was
performance tested. ' .'
TAB: Testing, adjustlng, and balancing.
Test: A procedure to deterfYIlne quantitative performance of systems or equipment.










Community Plaza and Site Improvem~nts
. ,
A. Strategies and Procedures Plan: Within 60. days from Contractor's Notice to Proceed. submit 4
copies' of TAB strategies and step-by-step procedures as specified In Part 3 ·Preparation"
'Article. Include a complete set of report farms iltended for use on this Project.
1.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE.
A. TAB Rrm Qualifications: Engage a TAB firm certified by MBC, NEBB, or TABB.
o ,B. 'TAB Conference: .Meet witJJ Owner's and Architect's repfesentatlves 0" approval of TAB '
strategies and procedures plan to develop a mutual Understanding of the details. E~ure the
particlpatl9n 01 TAB team mem~ers, equipment manufacturers' authorized Service
representatives, HVAC controls installers. and other support personnel. Provide s~ven days'
advance notice of scheduled meeting time and location.
1. Agenda Items: Include at least the following:
a Submittal distribution requirements.
b. The Contract Documents examination report.
c. TAB plan.
d. . Work schedule ~nd Project-site access requirements.
e. CoordinatiQfl and cooperation of trades and subcontractors.
f. Coordination of documentation and communication flow.
TESTINa, ADJUSTING, AND BAlANCING
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'1.6 COORDINATION
PART 3 - EXECUTION





examine the Contract Documents to become farniar with Project requirements and to discover
concfltions in systems' designs that may preclude prope~ TAB of systems and equipment.
. .'
1. Contract DocUlTlentS are defined in the General arid Supplementary Conditions Of
Con~ct. . .'..
2. Verify that balancing devices, such as lest ports. gage cocks, thermOmeter wells, flow-
control d13Vlces, balancing valves and fittings, and manu, volume dampers, are required
by the Con,tract Documents. Verify th~t quantit!es and locations of these balancing
i.NG, ADJUSTING, AND BALANCING
.~~; .
C. Certification of TAB Reports: .Certlfy TAB field' data reports. This certification includes the
following:
1. Review field data reports to validate accuracy of data and to prepare certified TAB,
reports. '
2. Certify that TAB team complied with approved TAB plan and the procedures specified
and referenced In this Specification.
D. TAB' Report FOrms: Use standard forms from mc's -National Standards for Testing and
Balancing Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning Systems," NEBB's -Procedural Standards
for Testing, Adjusting, and, B8Iancing of environmental Systems" 01' SMACNA's TABB !'HVAC
Systems - Testing, Adjusting, andBalanCing~- , '.
A Coordinate the efforta of faC1ory-authorized service representatives for systems and equipment,
HVAC controls installers, and other mechanics. to operate HVAC systems and equipment to
s~port and assist TAB activities.
, .
E. .Jnstrumentatlon TYPe, Qu~, and Accuracy: As described in MOO's -National Standards for
Te~ng and BaJancing Heating, VentHating, and:N.r Con~ing ~ystems, or N~B's
, -Procedural Standards for Testi'lg. Adjusting, and Balancing of Environmental Systems.-
section II, -Required Instrumentation for NEBB Certiflcatlon:-
F. Instrumentation Calibration: Calibrate Instruments at least every six months or mOl'e frequently
if (equlred by instrument manufactll'er. .
1. Keep an updated record of Instrument calibration that IndiCates date of calibration and the
name of party performing Instn.ment calibratiOn.
B. Notice: Provide seven days' advance notice for each test. Include scheduled test dates and
times.
. .
C. Perform TAB after leakage and pressure tests on air and water distribution systems have been
satisfactorilycompleted.' ,
A.
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M. Examine thre~way valVes for'proper installation for their intended function of diverting or mixing
fluid flows. '
K Examine floor oeUings used for supply aJr, to verify that they are airtight Verify that pipe.
penetrations and,other holes are sealed.
. L Exam~e strainers for cIe8n screens and prOper'perforations.
N. Examine heaHransferc~ for correct piping connections and for clean and straight fins.
O. Examine system pumps to ensure absence of entrained air in the s4Ction piping.
P. Examine equipment for installation and forproperly operating safety interlocks and controls.
a. Examine automatic temperature system components to verify the following:
1. Dampers, valves, and other controlled devices are operated by the intended controller.
G. Examine HVAC syStem and equipment installations to verify that indicated balancing devices,
such as test ports. gage cocks. thermometer wells, flowooC9ntroi devices. balancing valves arid .
fittings, and manual volume, dampers. are properly ,installed, and that' tf'lelr Iocatipns are
accessible and appropriate' for effectlve balancing and for efficient system and equipment
~ration. .
H. Examine systems for functional deficiencies that cannot' be corrected by adjusting and
balancing.
I. . ,Examine H-VAC equipment to ensure that Clean filters h8ve been installed, bearings are
greased, belts· are aUgned and tight, and equip!TIent with functioning controls· is ready for,
operation. . .:
J. examine terminal units, such as variable-alr..volume boxes. to verify that they are accessible
























devices are accessible and appropriate for 'effective balancing and fOf efficient system
and equiPment operation. ' .
B. Examine approved submlttaJdata of HVACs~ and equipment.
c. Examine Project Record Documents described in OMslon 1 sectiOn ·Project Record
Documents,." '
D. Examine 'equIpment pEirformance data including f8n and pump curves-. Relate performance
~ta to Pro)ectcondltlons and requirements, including systen:' effects that can create undesired
or unpredlcted conditions that cause reduced Cl;lpaclties in all or part.01 a system. Cakiulate
system effect factorS to reduce ~rf9fTl1ance ratings 01 HVAC equipment when Installed under
conditions different. from those presented when the equipment was perfonnance tested at the
faeto,ry. To calculate system effects for air systems, use tables and charts' found in AMCA 201,
"Fans and Systems," Sections 7 through 10; or in SMACNA's "HVAC Systems-Duet' ~ign,·
,Sections 5 and 6. Compare this data with the design data and instaHed conditions.
E. examine system and .equipmenfinstallations' to verify that they are complete and that testing,
c1eani~; adjU$ting, and commissioning specified ln, individual sections have been performed.
F. Examine system and equipment test reports.
Community Plaza·and Site Improvements
TESTING, ADJUSTING, AND BAlANCING
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3.3 GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR TESTING'AND BALANCING
3.2 PREPARATION
A. Prepare a TAB plan that includes strategies and step-by-step procedures.
,B. Complete system readiness checkS and prepare system readineSs reports. Verify the following:
1. Permanent electrical power wiring is compi8te.
2. HYdr'Ohic systems,are filled, clean, and free of air.
3. Automatic temperature-control systems are operational.
4.. Equipment and duct access doors are securely closed.
5. Balance, smoke, and fire dampers are open.
6. Isolating and balancing valves are open and control valves are operational.
7. Ceilings are lristalled in Critical areas where air-pattern adjustments are reqUired and
access to balancing devices Is provided.
8. Windows and doors can be closed so Indicated conditions for system operations can be
met.
.A. Perform testing and balancing procedures 011 each system according to the prQCedures
contained In AABC's "National Standards for Testing and Balanci1g Heating, Ventilating, and
Air Conditioning System.s", NEBB's "Procedural Standards for Tes~ing. Adjusting, and Balancing
of Environmental Systems· or SMACNA's TABB "HVAC Systems - Testi1g, AdJ~tlng, and
Balancing" and this Section.
B. Cut Ins~ation, d!Jcts, pipes', and equipment cabinets for Installation of test probes to the
minimum extent necessary to allow adequate performance of procedures. After testing and
balancing, close probe holes and patch insulation Wtlh new materials Identical to those
remOved. Restore vapor barrier and finish accOrding to insulation Speciflc(itions for this Project.
C. Mark equipment and balancing device settings with palht Or other suitabJe, permanent
Identification materiat, including damper-controJ ,positions, vaJve position indicators, fan-speed-
oontrollevers,and sim. Controls and de~s, to show final settings.













Dampers and valves are In the position indicated by the controller.
IntegritY of valves and dampers for free 'and full operation and for tightness of fully closed
and fully open positions. This Includes dampers in multlzone units, mixing' boxes, and
varlable-aIr-vo,lume tenninals. '
Automatic modulating and shutoff valves, Including two-way valves and three-way mixing
8nd diverting valves, are property connected.
Thermostats and humldistats are located to avoid adverse effects of sunlight, drafts, and
cold walts. '
.Sensors are I~ted to sense only the Intended conditions. .
sequence of operation ~or control modes {s according to the Contract Documents.
Controller set points are set at indicated values.
Int8rlocked systems are operating:
Chan~er from heating to cooling mode occursa~g to indicated values.
R.' Report deficiencies discove~ before and during perfonnance of TAB procedures. Observe
and record system reactions to changes in conditions. Recorc:l default set points If dlfferenUrom
Indicated values. .
ConimunityPlaza and Site Improvements
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8.4 GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR BALANCING AIR SYSTEMS
Check for proper'seallng of air duct system.
Check for proper sealing of air-handling unit oomponents.
Adjust fans to deJivf>r total ~icated airflows within the maximum allowable fan speed Ii~ted by
fan manufacturer. '
1. Measure fan static preSsures to detefITIina actual static pressure as follows:
a. Meastlre outlet sl8tlcpressure as far downstr~ from ltle fan as piaeticabfe and
upstream from restrictions in duets'such as elbOws and transitions.
b. Measure static pressure directly at the fan outlet or through the flexible connection.
Co Measure inlet static pressure of single-inlet fans in the illet duct as near the fan as
Possible, upstream' from flexible connection and downstream from duct restrIctlons.
d. Measure inlet static pressure' of double-Inlet fans throUgli the waH of the- plenum
that houses the fan.
, .
PROCEDURI;:S FOR CONSTANT-VOLUME AIR SYSTEMS
A .Prepare test r~ for both fans and outlets. Obtain manufacturer's outlet factors ~
recommended test~ procedures. Crosscheck the summation of required ouUet volumes with
reqUired fan volumes. -
For variable-air:-voJume systems, d8ve1op a plan to simulate diversity.,
Detennlne the best locatiOns in main and branch duels for accurate duct afrfIow measurements.
Cheek airflow patterns froin 1he outside-air louvers and dampers 'and the return- and exhaust-air
dampers. through the slJPPlY-fan discharge and mixirig dampers.
Locate start-stop and disconnect switches. electrical interlocks. and motor starters.
Verlfy,'that motor starters ar~ equipped with properly sized thermal protection.
Check dampers for proper position to achieve desired airflow path.
Check forairfJow blockages.













2. Measure static pressure across ead't component that makes up an air-handllng unit,
rooftop unit, 'and other air-handling and -treatir)Q equipment
a Simulate dirty filter operation and record the point at which maintenance personnel
must change,filters.
3. Measure static pressures entering and Ieaying other devices such as sound traps, heat
recovery equipment, and air washers, under final balanced conditions.
4. Obtain approval from Architect for adjustment of fan speed higher or lower than indicated
speed. Make required adjustments to pulley sizes., motor sizes. and, electrical
connections to accommodate fan-s'peed changes.
TESTING, ADJUSTING, AND BALANCING 15~-6
CMl10870
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Measure static pressure at a po!nt downstream from the balancing damper and adjUst
volume ~perS lIllil the proper static pressure is achieved.
Where sufficient space In slbmain and, branch duets is unavai~1e for Pltot-tube '
traverse measll'8r1'lents, measure airflow at terminal outlets and Inlets and
caJculate the total airilow for that zene. '.
Remeasur8 each submain and I;Iranch duct after all have been adjusted. Continue to
adjust submaln and branch ducts to ind~ted airflows within specified tolerances.
a.
Adjust each outlet. in same room or space to within specified tolerances of indicated
quanlitles without generating noise levels above the limitations prescribed by the
Contract Documents.
Adjust patterns of adjustable oUUets for proper distribution without drafts.
Open all m~ua1 valves for maximum flow.
Check expansion tank liquid level ,
Check makeup-water-statlon pressure gage for adequate pressure for bighest vent
Check floW-oontrol valves for specified sequence of operation and set at indicated flow.
set differential-pressure control valves at the specified d1fferential.pressure. Do not set at
fully closed position when pump' is .positlve-dlsplacement type unless several terminal
valves are kept open. ;
Set system controls so automatic valt{es are wide open to heat eXchangers.
Check pump-motor load~ If motor Is overloaded, throttle main flow-balancing device so
motornameplate rating is not exceeded.. ,
Check air vents for a forceful liquid flow exiting from vents when manually operated;
....
Do not make fan-speed adjuSbnents that result in motor overload. ConsLiIt equipment
maAufaeturers about fan-speed safety factors. Modulate dampers and measure fan-
motor amperage to ensure that no OVElI1oad will occur•. Measure amperage in full oooIlng,
fuft heating, economizer, and any other operating modes to detennine the maximum
required brake horsepower.
Adjust volume dampers' for maln duct" submail ducts, 'and major branch ducts to indicated
alrfk:>ws within sf:'eCifie~ tolerances. .
1.
5.




Measur~ termjnal ouUets using a direct-reading hood or outlet manufacturer's written
instrUctions and caI~lating factors.'
Adjust tennlnal outlets and inlets for each space to Indicated airflows within specified tolerances
of Indicated values. Make adjustments using volume dampers rather than extractors and the
dam~rs at air terminals. .













Prepare test reports with pertinent design data and number in sequence starting at pump to end
of. system. Check the, sum ofbranch-clrcult flows against approved pump flow rate. Correct
variations that exceed plus or minus 5 percent . .
B. ., Prepare hyd(onlo systems for testing 'and balancing according to the following, In addition to the
general. preparatiorrprocedures specified abov~:
c.
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."3.8 PROCEDURES FOR VARiABlE-flOW HYDRONIC SYSTEMS .
3.9 PROCEDURES FOR MOTORS
A. Balance systems With automatic ~ and three-way control valves _by setting ~yStems at
maximum flow through heat-exchange terminals and proceed as· specified above for hydronlc
systems.
06016.01
, 15950 - 8
...
A. Motors, 1/2 HP and Larger: Test at final ~ced .conditlons and record the f9J1owin9 data:
1. Manufacturer. model. and serial numbers•
.2. Motor horsepower rating.
1. Determine the balancing station with the highest percentage. over indicated flow.
2. Adjust each station in tum, beginning with the station with the highest percentage over
indicated flow and proceeding to the station with th'e lowest percentage over indicated
flow. .
3. flecord settings and mark balancing deVices.
F. Measure pump flow rate and make final measurements of pump amperage, Voltage, rpm, pump
heads. and systems' pressures and temperatures Including outdoor-air temperature.
G. Measure~ d1n:erentlaJ.pr~ssure control yalve settings existing at the conclusions oJ balancing.
1. System components that have Cv rating or an accurately cataloged f1ow-pi'essure-drop
relationship may be used as a flow-indicating device. - .
D. Measure flow at main balancing station and set main balancing deVice to achieve flow that Is 5
percent greater than indica~ed flow. .
E. Adjust balancing stations to within specified tolerances.of indicated flow rate as follows:,
3.7 PROCEDURES FOR HYDAONIC SYSTEMS
- A. Measure wate~ flow at pumps. Use the following-procedures. except for positive-dlspJacem8f'!t
pumps:
1. Verify impeller size by oPerating the pump with the discharge valve closed. Read
pressure dlff~1 across the pump. Convert pressure to -head and Correct for
differences-in gage hel"'ts. Note the point on manufacturer's 'pump curve at zero flow
and verify that the pt.I11p has the iltended Impeller size.
2. Check system resistance. With au valves open, read pressure differential across the
pump and mark pc.rnp manufactur~s head-capaclty curve. Adj!JSt pump dJscharge valve
lM1ti1 ind"lCated water floW 1& achieved. -
.3. Verify plimp-motor brake horsepower: ~ulate the Intended brake horsepower for th.e
system'based 'on pump manufacturer's perfonnance Elata. Compare calculated brake
horsepower with nameplate data on the pump motor. Report conditions where actual
amperagee~ motornameplate amperage•.
4.. Report flow rates that are 119t Within plus or minus 5 perce~t of design.
B. Set calibrated balancing Valves, If installed, at calculated presettings.
C. Measure flow at all stations and adjust, where necessary. to obtaili first balance.
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'3.12 PROCEDURES FOR BOILERS
3.11 PROCEDURES FOR CONDENSING UNITS
3.10 PROCEDURES FOR CHILlERS
06016.01
15950·9
8. Measure ~nterjng-- and leaving-air temperatures.
C. Record compressordata.
A. Verify proper rotation of fans.
. . .'.
A. Balance water flow through each evaporator to within specified toleranCes of indicated flow with
. all pum,ps operating~ With onlY one" chiller ~tIng in· a multiple chUler in$talJation, do not
eXceed the flow for the maxmum tube yeIocity recxmmended by the chiller manufacturer.
Measure and record the following data with each chiller operating at design conditions:
1. Evaporator-water entering aod leaving temperatures, pressure drop, and water flow.
2. EVapQl"ator and condenser refrigerant temperatures and pressures, using instruments
furnished by chiller manufacturer.
3. Power fador if factory..fnstaJfed instrumentation is furnished for measuring kilowatt.
4. Kilqwatl Input if factory.ins~aUedinstrumentation is furnished for measuring kJlowatt. ~
5. Capacity: Calculate in tons of cooling.
6. If air-cooled chillers, verify condenser-fan rotation and, record fan and m9tor data
including number of fans and entering- and leaving-air temperatures.
3. Motor rpm.
4. Efficiency rating.
5. Nameplate and measlKed voltage, each phase.
6. Nameplate and measured amperage, each phase.
7. Starte( thermal-protection-element rating.
8. Motors Driven by Variable-Frequency Controllers: Test for proper operation at speeds varying
. from minimum to maximum. Test the manual bypass for the controller to prove Pl'C;lper
operation. Record observations, Including controller manufacturer, model and serial nurn.bars,
~d nameplate data.
, '
A. If Iiydronic, measure entering- and'leavi~water temperatures and water flow.




~;.~N.~. ADJUSTING, AND BAlANCING
Community'Plaza and Site Ir:nprovements
3.13 PROCEDURES FOR HEAT-TRANSFER COILS
A. Water Coils: Measure the folowing data·for each coli:
1. Entering- and leaving-water temperature.
2. Water flow rate. ' .
3. Wat$r pressure drop. . . " ,
4. Dry.bulb temperature of entering and leaving air.
5. Wet-bulb temperature of entering and leaving air for cooling coils.
CMI10873
003946
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6. AIrflow.
7. . M pressure drop.
006016.01
03.14 PROCEDURES FOR TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
A. . During TAB, report the need fOf ad'JUsbnent in temperature regulation within the automatic ..
temperature-contrOl system. .
B. . Measure indoor wet- a~ dry-bulb temperatll'es every other hour for a period of two successive
eight-hour days, In each separately controlled zone, to prove correctness of final temperatlr'e
.settings. Measure when the bulldilg or zone is occupied.
C. Measure outside-air, wet- and drywbulb temperatures.
3.15 .TEMPERATURE-eoNTROL VERIFICATION
A. Check the operation of limiting cOntrollers (te., high,:, and low-temperature controllers).
B. Check fre~ travel and proper operation of control devices such as damper an~ valve operators. .
C. Check the sequence of operation of control devices.
O. Note operation of electric actuators· using spring return for proper f8l1-safe operations.
3..16 TOLERANCES
A. 0 set HVAC system airflow and water flow rates within the fol19wlng tolerances:
1. ·Supply, Return, and Exhaust Fans and Equipment with Fans: Plus 5 to plus 10 percent.
.2. ~OUtlets and Inlets: 0 to plus or m!nus 5 percent. . .
3. Heating-Water Flow Rate: 0 to plus or minus 5 percent.
4. Cooling-Water Flow Rate: 0 to plus or minus 5 percent.
3.17 FINAl.. RE~AT
A. Gensral: Typewritten, .or oompUter prirtout. in Ietter-q!J81Ity font, on standard bond paper, in
three-ring binder, tabulated andd~ into sections by tested and balanced s¥Stems.
B. Include ao certification sheet.in front of 0 binder signed °and sealed by the certified testing·and
balancing engineer.
,
1. . Include a list of Instruments used for procedures, along with proof of calibration.
,
. C. Anal Report Contents: In addition to certified field report data, Include the following:
1. Pump curves..
2. Fan curves.
3. Manufacturers' test data.
4. Field test reports prepared by system and equipment installers.
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D. General Report Data: In addition to form tjtIes and entries, include the following data in the final
report, as applicable:
1. Title page. "
2. Name and addr~ of TAB firm.
3. Project name.
4. Project location.
5. Architect's name and address.
6. Engineer's name and address.
7. Contractor's name and address.
8. Report date.
9. Signature of TAB firm who certifies the rePort.
10. Table of Contents witt' the total number of'pages defined for each section of the. report.
, Number Ba(:h page in the report: . .
11. summary of contents including the following:
a. Indicated versus final pEH:fonnanc8.
b. NotabIecharacteristios of systems•
. c. Descrlptlon Of system operation sequence if it varies from the' Contract
Documents. .
a. Make and frame type and size.
b. Horsepower and rpm.
o. Volts, phase, and hertz.
d! Full-load amperage and service factor,
e. Sheave make, size in inches (mm), and bore. .
1. Sheave dimensions, cerrter-to-center, and amount of adjustments in inches (mm).
12. Nomenclature sheets for each It~m of equipment. . .
13. DaIs for temtlnal units.. including manUfacturer, type size, and flttlngs.
14. Notes to explain Why certain flnaJ data In the body of reports varies from indicated values.
15. Test condl~lons for fans and pump perform8n9S forms including the followihg:
a. Settings for outside-, return-, and exhaust-air dampers.
b. Conditions of filters.
c. eooiing coil, wet- and dry-bUlb conditions.
d. Fan drive settings including settings and percentage of maximum pitch diameter.
e. VFD settings for variable-air-v91ume systems.
1. Settings for supply-air, static-pressure .controller.
E. Air-Handling Unit Test Reports: For air-handling units with coils, include the fQllowlng:
1. Unit Data: Include the foilowinl;J:
. a. Unit Idenilficatlon.
b. Location.
c. Make and type.
d. Model number and unit size.
e. Manufacturer's serial number.
f. Sheave make, size In Inches (rnm), and bore.
g. Sheave dimensions, center~to-Center, and. amounf of adjusbnents in Inches (mm).
h. Number of belts, make,.and size. .
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c. Make and type.
d. Model number and size.
e. Manufacturer's serial number.
f. Sheave make. sIZe in Inches (mm). and bore.
g. Sheave dimensions. center-to-center, and amount of adjustments in inches (mm).
2. Motor Data:
a. Make and frame type and size.
b. Horsepower and rpm.
c. Volts. phase, and hertz.
d. Full-load amperage and service factor.
e. Sheave make. size In' inches (mm). and bore: .
f. Sheave dimensions. center-to-center. and amount of adjustments In inches (mm).
g. Number of belts. make. and size. .
3. Test·Data (Indicated and AclUaI'VaIUEis):
a Total airflow rate in ctrn (Us).
b. Total system Static pressure in inches wg '(Pal.
c. Fan rpm.,
d. Di8ct:'arge static pressure in inches wg' (Pa).
e. Suction static pressure in inches wg (Pa).
G. Round, F1at-C>val. and R~etan.9u1ar Duct Traverse Reports: Include a diagram' with a grid
representing the duct cioss~sectlon and record the follOWing:
06016.01
15950 -12
a. System and alr-handling unit n~mber.
b. Location and zone.
c. Traverse air temperature in deg F (deg C).
d. Duct static pressure in inches wg (Pa).
e. Duct· size in inches (mm).
f. Duct area in sq. ft. (sq. m)..
3. Test DataO~ed and ACtual Values):
a. Total airflow rate In cfm (Us).
b. Total system static pressure in klches wg (Pa).
e. Fan rpm.
d. ~~ piessll'e in Inches wg (Pa).
e. Filter statk:-pressure differential In inches wg (Pa).
f. Preheat coli statIC-presSure clffere~ In inches wg (Pa).
g. C00llng coil static-pressure differential in inches wg (Pa).
,h. Outside airflow in cfm (Us).
i. Return airflow in. cfm (Us).
J. Outslde-air damper position.
k. Return-air damper position.
F. ·Fan TestR~: For supply, return, and exhaust fans. include the followW1g:
1. Fan Data:
Comminity Plaza and Site Improvements
:rESTING. ADJUSTING. AND BALANCING
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Indicated airflow rate in cfm (Us).
Indr<:ated velocity in fpm (m/s).
Actual alfflow rate in cfm (Us).
Actual average velocity In 1pm (m/s).





Air-termlnaJ-device number from system diagram.
Air-terminal-device type and model number.
Alr-termlnal-device size.
Air-termirial-device effective area In sq. ft. (sq. m).
Airflow rate In cfm (Us)..
Air velocay In fpm (m/s).
Preliminary airflow rate as needed in cfm (Us).
PrellminarYveloclty as needed in fpm (m/s).
Final airflow rate in cfm (Us)...
Rnal velocity in fpm (m/s).
System and air-handling unit identification.
Location and zone.
Room or riser served:
Coil make and size.
Flowmeter type.
Al~ rate in elm (Us).
entering-water temperature In deg F (deg C).
Leaving-water temperature In deg F (deg C).
Water pressure.drop in feet of head or pslg (kPa).
Entering-air temperature in deg F (deg C).
leaving-air temperature in deg F (deg C)•
Unit identiflC8tlon.
Make and modef number.
Manufacturer's serial number.






Test Data (Indicated and Actual Valll9s):
Unit Data:
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e. Startert~ and size.
f. Starter thennal protection sJm
g. Compressor make and model nl!ll1ber.
h. Compressor manufacturer's serial number~ .
06016.01
2. . AIr-Cooled Condenser Test Data (Indicated and Adual Values).
3. ,Evaporator !est Reports (Indicated and Actual Values):
a: Refrigerant pressure In psig (kPa).
b. Refrigerant temper:ature in deg F (deg C).
c. Entering-watertem~ in deg.F (deg C).
d. Leaving-water temperature In deg F (deg C). .
e. Enterlng-water pressure in feet of head or pslg (kPa).
. f. Water pressure differential In feet of head or psig (kPa).
4. Compressor Test 0$ (Indicated and Actual ValUes):
a Suction pressure. in psig (kPa).
b. Suction temperature in deg F (deg C).
c. Discharge pressure in. psig (kPa).
d. Discharge temperature In deg F (deg C).
e. Oil pressure in pslg (kPa).
1. Oil temperature in deg'F (deg C).
g. Voltage at each connection.
h... Amp~age for each phase.
i. Kilowatt input
j. Crankcase heater kilowatt.
k. Chilled-water control set point in deg F (deg C).
I. Condenser-water q<>ntra set polnt in deg F (deg C).
m. Refrigerant Iow-pressure-eutoff set point In psig (kPa).
n. Refrigerant high-pressunr.outoff set point in psig (kPa).
K. Pump Test Reports: Calculate impeller size by plotting the shutoff head on pump curves and





d. Make and size.
e. Model and serial numbers.
t. Waterflow rate in gpm (LIs).
g. Water pressu,re differential in feet of head o.r psig (kPa). .
h. Required net posffive suction head in feet of head or pslg (kPa).
i. Pump rpm. .
j. Impeller diameter in inches (mm).
k. Motor make and frame size.
I. Motor horsepower and rpm:
m. Voltage at each connection.
n. Amperage for each phase.
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Community Plaza and Site Improvements
2.· Test Data (Indicated and Actual Values):
a. Statio head 1n feet of head or psig (kPa).
b. Pump shutoff pressure in feet of head or psig (kPa).
c. Actual Impeller size In Inches (mm).
d. Full-open flow rate In gpm (Us).
e. Full-open pressure in feet of head or pslg (kPa).
f. Anal discharge pressure in feet of head or psig (kPa).
g. FIna! suction pressure in feet of head or pslg (kPa).
h. Final total pressure in feet of head o~ psig (kPa).
i. Final water flow rate in gpm (Us).
f. Voltage at eacl:l connScuon.






d. Make and type.
e. Model and serial numbers.
f. Fuel type and Inp~ in Btuh (kW).
g. Number of passes.
h. Ignition type.
i. Burner-control types. .
j. Voltage at each connection.
k. Amperage for each phase.
2. Test Data (Indicated and·Actual Values):
a. Operating pressure in psig (kPa).
b. Operating tempen;lture in degF (deg C).
c. Entering~water temperature in deg F (deg C).
d. leaving-water temperature In deg F (deg C).
e. Number of safety valves and siZes in NPS·(DN).
1. ~afety valve settings in psig (kPa). .
g. High-limit setting in psig ·(kPa).
h. Operatlng-control setting. .
I.. High-fire set point .
j. Low-fire set point.
k. Voltage ai eaCh connection.
I. Amperage for each phase.
Instrument Calibration Reports:
1. Report Data:
a. Instrument type and make.
b. Serial nUr'nber. .~
c. . Application.
d. Oates of use.
e.. Dates of calibrati,on.
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Community Plaza and Site Improvements
3.18 ADDITIONAL TESTS
A. Within 90 days of coinpleting TAB, p8(form additiOnal. testing and baIanci1g fOr &e tuning
trouble areas and to verify Ulat balanced corn;litions are be1ng maintained throughout and to
correcroousual condltIons. .
B. Seasonal periods: If initial TAB procedures were not perfonned during near-peak summer and
winter conditions. perfonn addlUonaltestlng, inspecting. and adjusting during near-peak
summer and winter conditions.
~Do~ SECTION 15950 .
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